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PREFACE.

THIS
book is the outcome of work undertaken in Greece during

my two years' tenure of the Craven Studentship from 1898

to 1900. It is therefore my first duty gratefully to commemorate

John, Lord Craven, to whose benefactions of two and a half centuries

ago I owed my opportunity for research.

The scheme of work originally proposed was the investigation

of the customs and superstitions of modern Greece in their

possible bearing upon the life and thought of ancient Greece;

and to the Managers of the Craven Fund at that time, with

whom was associated Mr R. A. Neil of Pembroke College to

whose memory I have dedicated this book, I render hearty thanks

for their willingness to encourage a venture new in direction,

vague in scope, and possibly void of result.

The course of research proposed was one which required as the

first condition of any success considerable readiness in speaking
and understanding the popular language, and to the attainment

of this my first few months were necessarily devoted. When once

the ear has become accustomed to the modern pronunciation, a

knowledge of ancient Greek makes for rapid progress ;
and some

three or four months spent chiefly in the cafes of small provincial

towns rendered me fairly proficient in ordinary conversation.

Subsequent practice enabled me also to follow conversations not

intended for my ear; and on more than one occasion I obtained

from the talk of peasants thus overheard information which they

might have been chary of imparting to a stranger.

The time at my disposal however, after I had sufficiently mastered

the language, would have been far too short to allow of any complete

enquiry into the beliefs and customs of the country, had it not been

for the existence of two books, Das Volksleben der Neugriechen and

das HelleniscJie Alterthum by Bernhard Schmidt, and MeXer?; iirl

Tov 0LOV Twv vewrepwv 'EWrivwv by Professor Polites of Athens

University, which at once supplied me with a working knowledge
of the subject which I was studying and suggested certain directions

in which further research might profitably be pursued. My debt

to these two books is repeatedly acknowledged in the following
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pages ;
and if I have given references to Schmidt's work more

frequently than to that of Polites, my reason is not that I owe less

to the latter, but merely that the former is more generally accessible.

In pursuit of my task I followed no special system. I have

known of those who professed to obtain a complete knowledge of

the folklore of a given village in the course of a few hours' visit,

and whose method was to provide themselves with an introduction

to the schoolmaster, who would generally be not even a native of

the place, and to read out to him a formidable questionnaire, in the

charitable and misplaced expectation that the answers given would

be prompted not by courtes}^ and loquacity, which are the attributes

of most Greeks, but by veracit}^ which is the attribute of few.

The formal interview with paper and pencil is in my opinion a

mistake. The 'educated' Greek whose pose is to despise the

traditions of the common-folk will discourse upon them no less

tediously than inaccurately for the sake of having his vapourings

put on record
;
but the peasant who honestly believes the super-

stitions and scrupulously observes the customs of which he may
happen to speak is silenced at once by the sight of a note-book.

Apart however from this objection to being interviewed, the country-

folk are in general communicative enough. They do not indeed

expect to be plied with questions until their own curiosity concerning
the new-comer has been satisfied, and even then any questions on

uncanny subjects must be discreetly introduced. But it is no

difficult matter to start some suitable topic. A wedding, a funeral,

or some local fete perhaps is in progress, and your host is eager to

have the distinction of escorting you to it and explaining all the

customs appropriate to the occasion. You have been taken to see

the village-church, and some offering there dedicated, to which you
call attention, elicits the story of some supernatural

'

seizure
'

and

miraculous cure. You express a desire to visit some cave which

you have observed in the mountain-side, and the dissuasion and

excuses which follow form the prelude to an account of the fearful

beings by whom it is haunted. Your guide crosses himself or spits

before fording a stream, and you enquire, once safely across, what

is the particular danger at this spot. Your mule perhaps rolls with

your baggage in the same stream, and the muleteer's imprecations

suggest luridly novel conceptions of the future life.

Much also may be effected by playing upon patriotism or vanity

or, let it be confessed, love of lucre. You relate some story heard
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in a neighbouring village or praise some custom there observed,

and the peasant's parochial patriotism is up in arms to prove the

superiority of his native hamlet. You show perhaps some signs

of incredulity (but not until your informant is well launched upon
his panegyric), and his wounded pride bids him call in his neighbours
to corroborate his story. Or again you may hint at a little largesse,

not of course for your host—only witches and the professional

reciters of folk-tales and ballads are entitled to a fee—but

on behalf of his children, and he may pardon and satisfy what

might otherwise have seemed too inquisitive a curiosity.

Such are the folk to whom I am most beholden, and how shall

I fitly acknowledge my debt to them ? Their very names maybe
were unknown to me even then, or at the most a 'John' or 'George

'

sufficed
;
and they in turn knew not that I was in their debt.

You, muleteers and boatmen, who drove shrewd bargains for your
services and gave unwittingly so much beside, and you too, cottagers,

who gave a night's lodging to a stranger and never guessed that

your chatter was more prized than your shelter, how shall I thank

you ? Not severally,. for I cannot write nor could you ever read

the list of acknowledgements due
;
but to you all, Georges and

Johns, Demetris and Constantines, and rare anachronistic

Epaminondases, in memory of services rendered unawares, greeting
from afar and true gratitude !

Nor must I omit to mention the assistance which I have

derived from written sources. In recent times it has been a

favourite amusement with Greeks of some education to compile
little histories of the particular district or island in which they

live, and many of these contain a chapter devoted to the customs

and superstitions of the locality. From these, as also from the

records of travel in Greece, particularly those of French writers

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, I have culled much
that is valuable.

Nearly ten years have passed since my return from Greece,

and such leisure as they have allowed has been devoted to

co-ordinating the piecemeal information which I personally obtained

or have gathered from the writings of others, and to examining
its bearing upon the life and thought of Ancient Greece. In the

former half of this task I have but followed in the steps of

Bernhaid Schmidt and of Polites, who had already presented
a coherent, if still incomplete, account of the folklore of Modern
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Greece, and my work has been mainly to check, to correct, and

to amplify; but for the latter half I would ask the indulgent

consideration which may fairly be extended to a pioneer. Analogies

and coincidences in the beliefs and customs of modern and of

ancient Greece have indeed been pointed out by others
;
but no

large attempt has previously been made to trace the continuity

of the life and thought of the Greek people, and to exhibit modern

Greek folklore as an essential factor in the interpretation of ancient

Greek religion.

It is my hope that this book will prove interesting not ta

Greek scholars only, but to readers who have little or no

acquaintance with Greek. All quotations whether from the

ancient or modern language are translated, and references ta

ancient and modern writers are distinguished by the use of the

ordinary Latinised names and titles in the case of the former,^

and the retention of the Greek character for denoting the latter.

As regards the transliteration of modern Greek words, I have

made no attempt to represent the exact sound, except to indicate

in some words the accented syllable and to make the obvious

substitution of the English v for the Greek ^ ;
but to replace

7 by gh and S by dh, as is sometimes done, gives to words an

uncouth appearance without assisting the majority of readers

in their pronunciation.

It remains only to express my thanks to the reviser of my
proofs, Mr W. S. Hadley of Pembroke College, but these are the

hardest to express adequately. I was conscious of making no

small demand on the kindness of the Tutor of a large College
when I asked him to do me this service : and I am conscious now
that any words in acknowledgement of his kindness are a poor

expression of my gratitude for the generous measure of time and

of trouble which he has expended on each page.

Lastly I would thank the Syndics of the University Press for

their willingness to undertake the publication of this book, and

the staff of the Press for their unfailing courtesy in the course

of its preparation.

J . C L.

Pembroke College,

Cambridge,
December 31, 1909.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

§ 1. Modern Folklore as a source for the

STUDY OF Ancient Religion.

The sources of information most obviously open to the

student of ancient Greek religion are the Art and the Literature

of ancient Greece
;
and the idea that modern Greece can have

any teaching to impart concerning the beliefs of more than two

thousand years ago seems seldom to have been entertained. Just

as we speak of ancient Greek as a dead language, and too often

forget that many of the words and inflexions in popular use at

the present day are identical with those of the classical period

and even of the Homeric age, while many others, no longer

identical, have suffered only a slight modification, so are we apt

to think of Greek paganism as a dead religion, and do not enquire

whether the beliefs and customs of the modern peasant may not

be a direct heritage from his classical forefathers. And yet, if

any such heritage exist, there is clearly a fresh source of know-

ledge open to us, from which to supplement and to correct the

lessons of Art and Literature.

Art, by its very nature, serves rather as illustration than as

proof of any theory of ancient religion. Sculpture has preserved

to us the old conceptions of the divine personalities. Vase-

paintings record many acts of ritual and scenes of worship.

Architectural remains allow us to restore in imagination the

grandeur of holy places. But these things are only the ex-

ternals of religion : they need an interpreter, if we would under-

stand the spirit which informed them : and however able the

interpreter, the material with which he deals is so small a

remnant of the treasures of ancient art, that from day to day

L. 1
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some fresh discovery may subvert his precariously founded

theories. Though all would acknowledge how fruitful in religious

suggestion the evidence of art has proved when handled by com-

petent critics, none would claim that that evidence either in its

scope, which the losses of time have limited, or in its accuracy,

which depends upon conjectural interpretation, is a complete

or infallible guide to the knowledge of ancient religion.

From literature more might be expected, and more indeed

is forthcoming, though not perhaps where the modern mind,

with its tendency to methodical analysis, would look for it. If

anyone should attempt to classify ancient Greek literature in

modern fashion, under the headings of religion, science, history,

drama, and so forth, he would remark one apparent deficiency.

While history, philosophy, and poetry of every kind are amply

represented and, however much has perished to be read no more,

the choicest blossoms and richest fruit of Greek toil in these

fields have been preserved to us, religion seems at first sight to

have been almost barren of literary produce. The department of

religion pure and simple would have little beyond an Hesiodic

Theogony or some Orphic Hymns to exhibit,—and even these have

little enough bearing upon real religion. In short, it is not on

any special branch of Greek literature, but rather upon the whole

bulk thereof, that the student of Greek religion must rely. He
must recognize that a religious spirit pervades the whole

;
that

there is hardly a book in the language but has some allusion

to religious beliefs and customs, to cults and ceremonies and

divine personalities. And while recognizing this, he must still

admit the fact that nowhere is there found any definite exposi-

tion of accepted beliefs as a whole, any statement of doctrine,

any creed which except a man believe he cannot be saved. How
are we to reconcile these two facts,

—the constant presence of

religion in all Greek literature, and the almost total absence of

any literature appertaining to religion only ? The answer to

this question must be sought in the character of the religion

itself

Greek religion differed from the chief now existing religions

of the world in its origin and development. It had no founder.

Its sanction was not the ipse diocit of some inspired teacher.

It possessed nothing analogous to the Gospel of Jesus Christ,
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or the Koran. It was a free, aatochthonous growth, evolved

from the various hopes and fears of a whole people. If we
could catch a glimpse of it in its infancy, we should probably

deny to it the very name of religion, and call it superstition or

folklore. Great teachers indeed arose, like Orpheus, advocating

special doctrines and imposing upon their followers special rules

of life. Great centres of religious influence were developed, such

as Delphi, exercising a general control over rites and ceremonies.

But no single preacher, no priesthood, succeeded in dominating
over the free conscience of the people. Nothing was imposed

by authority. In belief and in worship each man was a law

unto himself; and so far as there were any accepted doctrines

and established observances, these were not the subtle inventions

of professional theologians or an interested priesthood, but were

based upon the hereditary and innate convictions of the whole

Greek race. The individual was free to believe what he would

and what he could
;

it was the general, if vague, consensus of

the masses which constituted the real religion of Greece. The

vox populi fully established itself as the vox dei.

Again in this popular religion, when it had emerged from its

earliest and crudest form and had reached the definitely anthro-

pomorphic stage in which we know it, we can discern no trace of

any tendency towards monotheism. The idea of a single supreme

deity^ personal or impersonal, appealed only to some of the

greatest thinkers : the mass of the people remained frankly

polytheistic. For this reason the development of Greek religion

proceeded on very different lines from that of Hebrew religion.

The earliest Jewish conception of a God '

walking in the

garden in the cool of the day
'

was certainly no less anthropo-

morphic than the Homeric presentation of the Olympian deities :

but the subsequent growth of Judaism was like that of some tall

straight palm tree lifting its head to purer air than is breathed

by men
;

whereas Greek religion resembled rather the cedar

spreading wide its branches nearer the earth. The Jew, by con-

centrating in one unique being every transcendent quality and

function, exalted gradually his idea of godhead far above the

anthropomorphic plane : the Greek multiplied his gods to be the

several incarnations of passions and powers and activities per-

taining also, though in less fulness, to mankind.

1—2
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It is obvious that in point of simplicity and consistency the

monotheistic system must prove superior. As the worshipper's
intellectual and spiritual capacities develop, he discards the

older and cruder notions in favour of a more enlightened ideal.

Abraham's crude conception of the deity as a being to whom
even human sacrifice would be acceptable was necessarily rejected

by an humaner age to whom was delivered the message 'I will

have mercy and not sacrifice.' In the growth of Greek polytheism,
on the contrary, the new did not supersede the old, but was

superimposed upon it. Fresh conceptions were expressed by the

creation or acceptance of fresh gods, but the venerable embodi-

ments of more primitive beliefs were not necessarily displaced by
them. The development of humaner ideas in one cult was no bar

to the retention of barbarous rites by another. The same deity

under different titles of invocation {eirwwyi.iai) was invested with

different and even conflicting characters : and reversely the same

religious idea found several expressions in the cults of widely
different deities. The forms of worship, viewed in the mass, were

of an inconsistent and chaotic complexity. Human sacrifice, we

may be sure, was a thing abhorrent to the majority of the cults of

Zeus : yet Lycaean Zeus continued to exact his toll of human life

down to the time of Pausanias^ The worship of Dionysus em-

bodied something of the same religious spirit which pervaded the

teachings of Orpheus and the mysteries of Demeter, and came to

be closely allied with them : yet neither the austerity of Orphism
nor the real spirituality of the Eleusinian cult succeeded in

mitigating the wild orgies of the Bacchant or in repressing the

savage rite of omophagia in w^hich drunken fanatics tore a bull

to pieces with their teeth. Aphrodite was worshipped under

two incompatible titles: in the role of the 'Heavenly' {ovpavla),

says Artemidorus^, she looks favourably upon marriage and child-

birth and the home life, while under her title of
'

Popular
'

(7rdvBr]/jio<;) she is hostile to the matron, and patroness of laxer

ties. It is needless to multiply illustrations. The forms in which

the religious spirit of Greece found embodiment are beyond

question confused and mutually inconsistent. The same religious

idea might be expressed in so great a variety of rites, and the

same divine personality might be associated with so great a
^ VIII. 38. 7. 2 Oneirocr. ii. 34 and 37.
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variety of ideas, that no formal exposition of Greek religion as

a whole was possible. The verbal limitations of a creed, a summa

theologiae, would have been too narrow for the free, imaginative

faith of Greece. It was a necessary condition of Hellenic poly-

theism that, as it came into being without any personal founder,

without any authoritative sacred books, so in its development

it should be hampered and confined neither by priestcraft nor

by any literature purely and distinctively religious. The spirit

which manifested itself in a myriad forms of worship could not

brook the restraint of any one form of words.

And not only would it have been difficult to give adequate

expression to the essential ideas of Greek religion, but there

was no motive for attempting the task. Those of the philo-

sophers who dealt with religion wrote and taught for the reason

that they had some new idea, some fresh doctrine, to advance.

Plato certainly abounds in references to the popular beliefs of his

age : but his object is not to expound them for their own sake :

rather he utilizes them as illustration and ornament of his own

philosophical views : his treatment of them in the main is artistic,

not scientific. In fact there was no one interested in giving to

popular beliefs an authoritative and dogmatic expression. There

was no hierarchy concerned to arrest the free progress of thought

or to chain men's minds to the faith of their forefathers. A
summary of popular doctrines, if it could have been written, would

have had no readers, for the simple reason that the people felt their

religion more truly and fully than the writer could express it : and

few men have the interests of posterity so largely at heart, as

to write what their own contemporaries will certainly not read.

Thus it appears that there was neither motive nor means for

treating the popular religion in literary form : to formulate the

common-folk's creed, to analyse the common-folk's religion, was

a thing neither desired nor feasible.

But because we observe an almost total absence of distinctively

religious literature, we need not for that reason be surprised at

the constant presence of religious feeling in all that a Greek

wrote or sang. Rather it was consistent with that freedom and

that absence of all control and circumscription which we have

noted, that religion should pervade the whole life of the people,

whose hearts were its native soil, and should consequently pervade
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also the literature in which their thoughts and doings are recorded.

For religion with them was not a single and separate department
of their civilisation, not an avocation from the ordinary pursuits

of men, but rather a spirit with which work and holiday, gaiety

and gloom, were alike penetrated. We should be misled by the

modern devotion to dogma and definite formulae of faith, were we

to think that so vague a religion as Greek polytheism was any
the less an abiding force, any the less capable of inspiring genuine

enthusiasm and reverence. It is not hard to imagine the wor-

shipper animated for the time by one emotion only, his mind void

of all else and flooded with the one idea incarnate in the divine

being at whose altar he sat in supplication. It is impossible really

to misdoubt the strength and the depth of Greek religious senti-

ment, however multifarious and even mutually contradictory its

modes of display. A nation who peopled sky and earth and

sea with godlike forms
;
who saw in every stream and glen and

mountain-top its own haunting, hallowing presence, and, ill-content

that nature alone should do them honour, sought out the loveliest

hills and vales in all their lovely land to dedicate there the choicest

of their art; who consecrated with lavish love bronze and marble^

ivory and gold, all the best that wealth could win and skill adorn,

in honour of the beings that were above man yet always with him,

majestic as Zeus, joyous as Dionysus, grave as Demeter, light as

Aphrodite, yet all divine; such a nation, though it knew nought
of inspired books and formulated creeds, can be convicted of no

shortcoming in real piety and devotion.

Their gods were very near to those whom they favoured
;
no

communion or intercourse was beyond hope of attainment; gods

fought in men's battles, guided men's wanderings, dined at men's

boards, and took to themselves mortal consorts
;
and when men

grew degenerate and the race of heroes was no more, gods still

held speech with them in oracles. Religious hopes, religious fears,

were the dominant motive of the people's whole life. It was

in religion that sculpture found its inspiration, and its highest

achievements were in pourtraying deities. The theatre was a

religious institution, and on the stage, without detriment to

reverence, figured the Eumenides themselves. Religious duties

were excuse enough for Sparta to hang back from defending the

freedom of Greece. Religious scruples set enlightened Athens
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in an uproar, because a number of idols were decently mutilated.

Religious fears cost her the loss of the proudest armament that

ever sailed from her shores. A charge of irreligion was pretext

enough for condemning to death her noblest philosopher. In

everything, great and small, the pouring of libations at the feast,

the taking of omens before battle, the consulting of the Delphic
oracle upon the most important or most trivial of occasions, the

same spirit is manifest. Religion used or abused, piety or super-

stition, was to the Greeks an abiding motive and influence in all

the affairs of life.

It is chiefly of these definite doings and customs that literature

tells us, just as art depicts the raise-en -scene of religion. Yet it

would be inconceivable that a people who displayed so strong and

so abundant a religious feeling in all the circumstances and tasks

of life, should not have pondered over the essential underlying

questions of all religion, the nature of the soul and the mystery of

life and death. Literature tells us that to their poets and philo-

sophers these problems did present themselves, and many were

the solutions which different thinkers propounded : but of the

general sense of the people in this respect, of the fundamental

beliefs which guided their conduct towards gods and men in this

life and prompted their care for the dead, literature furnishes no

direct statement : its evidence is fragmentary, casual, sporadic.

Everywhere it displays the externals, but it leaves the inner

spirit veiled. Literature as Avell as art needs an interpreter.

It is precisely in this task of interpretation that the assistance

offered by the folklore of Modern Greece should be sought. It

should be remembered that there is still living a people who, as

they have inherited the land and the language, may also have

inherited the beliefs and customs, of those ancients whose mazes

of religion are bewildering without a guide who knows them.

Among that still living people it is possible not only to observe

acts and usages, but to enquire also their significance : and though
some customs will undoubtedly be found either to be mere sur-

vivals of which the meaning has long been forgotten, or even to

have been subjected to new and false interpretations, yet others,

still rooted in and nourished by an intelligent belief, may be vital

documents of ancient Greek life and thought.
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§ 2. The survival of Ancient Tradition.

There may perhaps be some few who, quite apart from the

continuity of the Hellenic race, a question with which I must

deal later, would be inclined to pronounce the quest of ancient

religion in modern folklore mere lost labour. The lapse, they

may think, of all the centuries which separate the present day

from the age of Hellenic greatness would in itself disfigure or

altogether efface any tradition of genuine value. Such a view,

however, is opposed to all the lessons that have of late years been

gained from a more systematic study of the folklore of all parts

of the world. Certain principles of magic and certain tendencies

of superstition seem to obtain, in curiously similar form, among

peoples far removed both in racial type and in geographical

position. It is sometimes urged by way of explanation that the

resources of the primitive mind are necessarily so limited, that

many coincidences in belief and custom are only to be expected,

and that therefore the similarity of form presented by some super-

stitions of widely separated peoples is no argument in favour of

their common origin. But, for my part, when I consider such a

belief as that in the Evil Eye, which possesses, I believe, an

almost world-wide notoriety, I find it more reasonable to suppose

that it was a tenet in the creed of some single primitive people,

of whom many present races of the world are offshoots, and from

whom they have inherited the superstition, than that scores or

hundreds of peoples, who had long since diverged in racial type

and dwelling and language, should subsequently have hit upon
one uniform belief. Indeed it may be that in the future the

study of folklore will become a science of no less value than the

study of language, and that by a comparison of the superstitions

still held by various sections of the human race it will be possible

to adumbrate the beliefs of their remotest common ancestors as

clearly as, by a comparison of their various speeches, the outlines

of a common ancestral language have been, and are being, traced.

The data of folklore are in the nature of things more difficult to

collect, more comprehensive in scope, and more liable to misin-

terpretation, than the data of linguistic study ;
but none the less,

when once there are labourers enough in the field, it is not beyond
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hope that the laws which govern the tradition and modification of

customs and beliefs may be found to be hardly less definite than

the laws of language.

But comparative folklore is outside my present purpose. I

assume only, without much fear of contradiction, that many of

the popular superstitions and customs and magical practices still

prevalent in the world date from a period far more remote than

any age on which Greek history or archaeology can throw even

a glimmering of light. If then I can show that among the Greek

folk of to-day there still survive in full vigour such examples of

primaeval superstition as the belief in
' the evil eye

'

and the

practice of magic, I shall have established at least an antecedent

probability that there may exist also vestiges of the religious

beliefs and practices of the historical era.

The fear of 'the evil eye' {to Kaicb fidn, or simply to /jbdn^,) is

universal among the Greek peasantry, and fairly common though
not so frankly avowed among the more educated classes. The old

words ^aaKUivco and ^aaKavia are still in use, but fjuarodl^co and

/Mariay/jLa^, direct formations from the word /judrc, are more fre-

quently heard. It would be difficult to say on what grounds this

power of 'overlooking,' if I may use a popular English equivalent,

is usually imputed to anyone. Old women are most generally

credited with it, but not so much owing to any menacing appear-

ance as because they are the chief exponents of witchcraft and it

is only fitting that the wise woman of a village should possess the

power of exercising the evil eye at will. These form therefore

quite a distinct class from those persons whose eyes are suspected

of exerting naturally and involuntarily a baneful influence. In

the neighbourhood of Mount Hymettus it appears that blue eyes

fall most commonly under suspicion : and this is the more curious

because in Attica, with its large proportion of Albanian inhabit-

ants, blue eyes are by no means rare. Possibly, however, it was

the native Greeks' suspicion of the strangers who settled among
them, which first caused this particular development of the belief

in this district. Myself possessing eyes of the objectionable colour,

I have more than once been somewhat taken aback at having my
ordinary salutation {'yein aov, 'health to you,') to some passing

1 i.e. {6fx)fji.dTi{op), diminutive of 6fj./j.a.

2 Also locally ^laTvpid, a word whose origin I cannot trace.
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peasant answered only by the sign of the Cross. Fortunately in

other localities I never to my knowledge inspired the same dread;

had it been general, I should have been forced to abandon my
project of enquiring into Greek folklore; for the risk of being

'overlooked' holds the Greek peasant, save for a few phrases of

aversion, in awe-stricken silence. My impression is that any eyes

which are peculiar in any way are apt to incur suspicion, and that

in different localities different qualities, colouring or brilliance or

prominence, excite special notice and, with notice, disfavour. The

evil eye, it would seem, is a regular attribute both of the Gorgon
and of the wolf; for both, by merely looking upon a man, are still

believed to inflict some grievous suffering,
—dumbness, madness,

or death; and yet there is little in common between the narrow,

crafty eye of the wolf and either the prominent, glaring eyes in

an ancient Medusa's head or the passionate, seductive eyes of the

modern Gorgon, unless it be that any fixed unflinching gaze is

sufficient reason for alarm.

Some such explanation will best account for the strange vagary
of superstition which brings under the category of the evil eye

two classes of things which seemingly would have no connexion

either with it or with each other, looking-glasses and the stars.

To look at oneself in a mirror is, in some districts, regarded as

a dangerous operation, especially if it be prolonged. A bride,

being specially liable to all sinister influences, is wise to forego

the pleasure of seeing her own reflection in the glass; and a

woman in child-bed, who is no less liable, is deprived of all

chance of seeing herself by the removal of all mirrors from the

room. The risk in all cases is usually greatest at night, and in

the town of Sinasos in Cappadocia no prudent person would at

that time incur it\ The reflection, it would seem, of a man's own

image may put the evil eye upon him by its steady gaze : and it

was in fear of such an issue that Damoetas, in the Idylls of Theo-

critus, after criticizing his own features reflected in some glassy

pool, spat thrice into his bosom that he might not suffer from the

evil eye 2.

The belief in a certain magical property of the stars akin to

that of the evil eye is far more widely held. They are, as it were,

1 'I. 2. 'ApxeXdoi;, 7? 2ii'a(r6s, p. 90.
2 Theocr. Id. vi. 39.
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the eyes of night, and in the darkness 'overlook' men and their

belongings as disastrously as does the human eye in the day-time.
Just as a woman after confinement is peculiarly liable to the

evil e3^e and must have amulets hung about her and mirrors

removed from her room, so must particular care be taken to

avoid exposure to stellar influence. Sonnini de Magnoncourt, who

had some medical experience in Greece, speaks authoritatively on

this subject. According to the popular view, he says, she must

not let herself be 'seen by a star'; and if she goes out before the

prescribed time,—according to this authority, only eight days, but

now preferably forty days, from the birth of the child,— she is care-

ful to return home and to shut herself up in her room by sunset,

and after that hour to open neither door nor window, for fear that

a star may surprise her and cause the death of both mother and

child^ So too in the island of Chios, if there is occasion to carry

leaven from one house to another, it must be covered up,
—in the

day-time
'

to prevent it from being seen by any strange eye,'

at night 'to prevent it from being seen by the stars': for if

it were 'overlooked' by either, the bread made with it would

not rise I Such customs show clearly that the stars are held to

exercise exactly the same malign influence as the human eye :

the same simple phrases denote in Greek the operation of either,

and the '

overlooking
'

of either has the same blighting effect.

The range of this mischievous influence—for I now take it

that the evil eye and the stars are indistinguishable in their

ill effects— is very large. Human beings are perhaps most sus-

ceptible to it. In some districts^ indeed new-born infants up to

the time of their baptism are held to be immune
;

till then they
are the children of darkness, and the powers of darkness do not

move against them. But in general no one at any moment of his

life is wholly secure. Amulets however afford a reasonable safety

at ordinary times; it is chiefly in the critical hours of life, at

marriage and at the birth of children, that the fear of the evil eye is

lively and the precautions against it more elaborate. Animals also

may be affected. Horses and mules are very commonly protected

^ Sonnini de Magnoncourt, Voyage en Grece et en Turquie, vol. ii. p. 99.
^ Kw/zcrr. Kaj/eXXd/cT;?, Xta/cd

'

AvdXeKra, p. 360, cf. KafitrovpoyXov, 'laropia tQu

'Adrjvaiwv, vol. ill. p. 146.
•^ In Athens, among other places, cf. Kajmiro^poyXov, 'laTopia tCjv 'Adr]ualu)p,

vol. III. p. 69.
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by amulets hung round their necks, and this is the original purpose
of the strings of blue beads with which the cab-horses of Athens

are often decorated. The shepherd too has cause for anxiety on

behalf of his flock, and, when a bad season or disease diminishes

the number of his lambs, is apt to re-echo the pastoral complaint,

Nescio quis teneros oculus mihi fascinat agnos^
'Some jealous eye "o'erlooks" my tender lambs.'

And the pernicious influence makes itself felt in even a lower scale

of life. In the neighbourhood of Sparta, where there is a con-

siderable silk industry, the women believe that silk-worms are

susceptible of mischief from the evil eye; and the same super-
stition is recorded by de Magnoncourt from Chios.

Of inanimate things, those most easily damaged in a similar

way are leaven, salt, and vinegar,
—as being possessed of quickening

or preservative properties to which the blighting, destructive power
of the evil eye or of the stars is naturally opposed. The precautions
to be observed in carrying leaven from house to house have already
been noticed. Equal care is required in the making of the bread.

It often happens, so I have been told, that when a woman is

kneading, some malicious neighbour will come in, ostensibly for

a chat, and put the evil eye upon the leaven; and unless the

woman perceives what is going on and averts disaster by a special

gesture which turns the evil influence against the intruder,

nothing to call bread will be baked that day. Similarly it is

unwise to borrow or to give away either salt or vinegar at night-;
but if it is necessary, it is prudent to take precautions to prevent
its exposure to the stars, which may even be cheated of their

prey by some such device as calling the vinegar (fetSt) 'syrup'

{yXvKd^i) in asking for it^ Further, an object which has been

exposed to the stars may even carry the infection, as it were, to

those who afterwards use it. For this reason the linen and
clothes of a mother and her new-born infant must never be left

out of doors at nights
The precaution, as I have said, most commonly adopted is the

wearing of amulets. The articles which have the greatest intrinsic

1
Verg. Eel. m. 103.

2 In Sinasos the rule is strict in regard to both, cf. 'I. 2. 'ApyeXdov, ii Zivaaos,
pp. 83, 93.

3
Ka/U7roi;/307\oi;, 'I<tt. tup Adrjvatwv, vol. ill. p. 146.

4 Ibid. p. 64.
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virtue for this purpose are garlic, bits of blue stone or glass often

in the form of beads, old coins, salt, and charcoal : but many other

things, by their associations, may be rendered efficacious. The

stump of a candle burnt on some high religious festival, or a

shred of the Holy Shroud used on Good Friday, is by no means
to be despised ;

and the bones of a bat or a snake's skin over

which a witch has muttered her incantations acquire thereby
an equal merit. But such charms as these are ohjets de luxe

;
the

ordinary man contents himself with the commoner articles whose

virtue is in themselves. No midwife, I understand, would tro

about her business without a plentiful supply of garlic. It is well

that the room should be redolent of it, and a few cloves must be

fastened about the baby's neck either at birth or immediately
after the baptism. Blue beads are in general use for women,

children, and animals. If men wear them, they are usually con-

cealed from view. But mothers value them above all, because

in virtue of their colour—ydXd^cof; is modern Greek for
'

blue
'—

they ensure an abundant supply of milk (yaXa) unaffected by the

evil eye or any other sinister potency. Salt and charcoal are most

conveniently carried in little bags with a string to go round the

neck. An effective charm consists of three grains of each material

with an old coin. But many other things are also used
;
when I

have been permitted to inspect the contents of such a bag, I have

found strange assortments of things, pebbles, pomegranate-seeds,
bits of soap, leaves of basil and other plants, often hard to recog-

nize through age and dirt and grease. One scientifically-minded

man recommended me sulphate of copper.

Special occasions also have special precautions proper to them.

At a wedding, the time of all others when envious eyes are most

likely to cause mischief, the bridegroom commonly carries a black-

handled knife slipped inside his belt\ and the bride has an open

pair of scissors in her shoe or some convenient place, in order that

any such evil influence may be ' cut off.' But some of these

magical safeguards concern not only the evil eye, but ghostly

perils in general, and will claim notice in other connexions.

If, however, through lack of precautions or in spite of them,

a man suspects that he is being
'

overlooked,' he must rely for

protection on the resources with which nature has provided him.

^ Cf. Ka)W.7roi//)07Xoi', lar. tCov 'A^Tjj'a'wv, vol. iii. p. 41.
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The simplest thing is to spit,
—three times for choice, for that

number has magical vakie,
—but on oneself, not at the suspected

foe. Theocritus was scrupulously correct, according to the modern

view, in making his shepherd spit thrice on his own bosom.

Another expedient, though no garlic be at hand to give etfect

to the words, is to ejaculate, aKopho Vra /idrLa aov,
'

garlic in

your eyes!' Or use may be made of an imprecation considered

effective in many circumstances of danger, va <^a<^ to K6<pd\t aov,
'

may you devour your own head !

'

Lastly there is the (jydaKeXoVy

a gesture of the hand,—first raised with the fist closed and then

suddenly advanced either with all the fingers open but bent, or

with the thumb and little finger alone extended,—which returns

the evil upon the offender's own head with usury.

But, in spite of these manifold means of defence, the evil eye

has its victims
;
some malady seizes upon a man, for which no

other cause can be assigned ;
and the question of a cure arises.

Here the Church comes to the rescue, with special forms of

prayer, commonly known as ^ao-fcavcafMol, provided for the pur-

pose. The person affected goes to the church, or, if the case be

serious, the priest comes to his house, the prayers are recited,

and the sufferer is fumigated with incense. Also if there hap-

pens to be a sacred spring or well, dyiao-fia as it is called, in the

precincts of any church near,—and there are a fair number of

churches in Greece which derive both fame and emolument from

the possession of healing and miracle-working waters^—the victim

of the evil eye is well-advised to drink of them. There are some,

however, who rate the powers of a witch more highly than those

of a priest, and prefer her incantations to the prayers of the

Church. She knows, or is ready to improvise, forms of exorcism

(^6p/cta, ^opKLcrfjLoi) for all kinds of affliction. A typical example''^

begins, as do many of the incantations of witchcraft, with an

invocation of Christ and the Virgin and the Trinity and the

twelve Apostles ;
then comes a complaint against the grievous

illness which needs curing; next imprecations upon the man or

1 The Church of the Annunciation, for example, in Tenos, possesses an dyiaa-na
as well as its miraculous icon. This spring was in high repute before the icon was

discovered, cf. Mavpo/xapd, 'lo-r. ttjs Ttjvov, p. 102 (a translation of Salonis, Voyage a
Tine (Paris 1809)). The icon wa i discovered only just before the Greek War of

Independence.
2

KapLTToipoyXov, Mvrj/xeTa ttjs Ictt. tCjv
'

Adrjvalwv, vol. III. p. 5.
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woman responsible for causing it; and finally an adjuration of

the evil eye to depart from the sufferer's
* head and heart and

finger-nails and toe-nails and the cockles of the heart, and to

begone to the hills and mountains^
'

and so forth
;
after all which

the Lord's prayer or any religious formula may be repeated ad

libitum. During the recitation of some such charm, the witch

fumigates her patient either with incense, or,
—what is more

effectual where a guess can be made as to the identity of the

envious enemy,
—by burning something belonging to the latter,

a piece of his clothing or even a handful of earth from his

doorway^ Or again, if the patient is at a loss to conjecture who

it is that has harmed him, recourse may be had to divination.

A familiar method is to burn leaves or petals of certain plants,
—

basil and gillyflower being of special repute ^
—

mentioning at the

same time a number of names in succession. A loud pop or

crackling denotes that the name of the offender has been reached,

and the treatment can then proceed as described above.

No less widespread in Greece than the belief in the evil eye,

and equally primitive in character, is the practice of magic. Few

villages, I believe, even at the present day do not possess a wise

woman (/jLayLao-a). Often indeed, owing to the spread of education

and the desire to be thought
'

European' and '

civilised,' the in-

habitants will indignantly deny her existence, and affect to speak
of witches as things of the past. But in times of illness or

trouble they are apt to forget their pretensions of superiority,

and do not hesitate to avail themselves of the lore inherited

from their superstitious forefathers. For the most part women
are the depositaries of these ancient secrets, and the knowledge
of charms, incantations, and all the rites and formularies of witch-

craft is handed down from mother to daughter. But men are

not excluded from the profession. The functions of the priest,

for example, are not clearly distinguished from those of the un-

consecrated magician. At a baptism, which often takes place in

the house where the child is born and not at the church, the

^ The banishment of suffering etc. to the mountains is an idea to be met with

ancient Greek hterature, cf. Orphic Hymn, no. 19, dWa, ixmap, dvixbv ^apuv

^//./3a\e KV/J.a(TL ttoutov -^5' opecju KOpv(f)rj<n.
'^ Cf. 'I. S. 'Apx^Xdov, 7] "ELvaaos, p. 87.
3 Ibid. p. 88.

in
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priest opens the service by exorcising all evil spirits and in-

fluences from the four corners of the room by swinging his censer,

but the midwife, who usually knows something of magic, or one

of the god-parents, accompanies him and makes assurance doubly
sure by spitting in each suspected nook. Moreover if a priest

lead a notoriously evil life or chance to be actually unfrocked,

the devil invests him with a double portion of magical power,
which on any serious occasion is sure to be in request. But,

apart from the clergy who owe their powers to the use or abuse

of their office, there are other men too here and there who deal

in witchcraft. They are usually specialists in some one branch,

and professors of the white art rather than of the black,
—one

versed in popular medicine and the incantations proper to it,

another in undoing mischievous spells, another in laying the

restless dead. The general practitioners, causing disease as often

as curing it, binding with curses as readily as loosing from them,
are for the most part women.

I shall not attempt to enumerate here all the petty uses of

magic of which I have heard or read : indeed an exhaustive

treatment of the subject, even for one who had devoted a life-

time to cultivating an intimacy with Greek witches, would be

hardly possible; for their secrets are not lightly divulged, and

new circumstances may at any time require the invention of new
methods. 1 propose only to describe some of the best known and

most widely spread practices, some beneficent, others mischievous.

Most of them will be seen to be based on the primitive and

worldwide principle of sympathetic magic,
—the principle that a

relation, analogy, or sympathy existing, or being once established,

between two objects, that which the one does or suffers, will be

done or suffered also by the other.

If it be desired to cause physical injury or death to an

enemy, the simplest and surest method is to make an image of

him in some malleable material,— wax, lead, or clay,
—and, if

opportunity offer, to knead into it or attach to it some trifle

from the enemy's person. Three hairs from his head are a highly
valuable acquisition, but parings of his nails or a few shreds of

his clothing will serve : or again the image may be put in some

place where his shadow will fall upon it as he passes. These

refinements of the practice, however, are not indispensable;
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the image by itself will suffice. This being made, the treatment

of it varies according to the degree of suffering which it is

desired to inflict.

Acute pain may be caused to the man by driving into his

image pins or nails. This device is popularly known as /cdpcpcofjia,
*

pinning
'

or
'

nailing,' and many variations of it are practised.

One case recorded in some detail was that of a priest's wife who
from her wedding-day onward was a prey to various pains and

ills. The priest tried in vain to relieve them by prayer, and

finally called in a witch to aid him. After performing certain

occult rites of divination, she informed him that he must dig
in the middle of his courtyard. There he found a tin, which

on being opened revealed an assortment of pernicious charms,—
one of his wife's bridal shoes with a large nail through it,

a dried-up bit of soap (presumably from the bridal bath) stuck

full of pins, a wisp of hair (probably some of the bride's comb-

ings) all in a tangle, and lastly a padlock. The nail and pins

were at once pulled out and the hair carefully disentangled, with

the result that the woman was freed from her pains and her

complicated ailments. But the padlock could not be undone,

and was thrown away into the sea, with the result that the

woman remained childless. The bride had been 'nailed' (/cap-

(ficofjuevT)) by a rival. In this case, it is true, no waxen or leaden

image was used, but the principle is the same. The use of an

image is only preferable as allowing the maker of it to select any

part of the body which he wishes to torture.

Another method of dealing with the image is to melt or wear

it away gradually ;
if it be of wax or lead, it may be seared with

a red-hot poker, or placed bodily in the fire
;

if it be of clay^

it may be scraped with a knife, or put into some stream which

will gradually wash it away. Accordingly as it is thus wasted

away, slowly or rapidly, so will the person whom it represents

waste and die. This is in principle the same system as that

adopted by Simaetha in the Idyll of Theocritus to win back

the love of Delphis.
' Even as I melt this wax,' she cries,

' with

God's help, so may the Myndian Delphis by love be straightway

molten ^ '

;
and she too used in her magic rites a fringe from

Delphis' cloak, to shred and to cast into the fierce flame ^. Only,
1 Theocr. Id. ii. 28. 2 jn^^ 53.

L.

•

2
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in her case, the incantation turned what might have been a

death-spell into a love-charm.

Love and jealousy are still the passions which most frequently

suggest the use of magic. Occult methods are necessary to the

girl whose modesty prevents her from courting openly the man on

whom her heart is set, and not less so to her who would punish

the faithlessness of a former lover.

The following are some recorded recipes^ for winning the love

of an apathetic swain.

Obtain some milk from the breasts of a mother and daughter
who are both nursing male infants at the same time, or, in

default of that, from any two women both nursiug first-born

male infants ;
mix it with wheat-flour and leaven, and contrive

that the man eat of it. Repeat therewith the following in-

cantation : OTTO)? KKalve koI \a')(Tapil^ovv rcopa ra TraiBia nrov

TOV<; XeiTrei to <yaka tov<;, erai va Xa'^raplay kol o rdhe ytd

rrjv rdSe,
' As the infants now cry and throb with desire for the

milk which fails them, so may N. throb with desire for M.'

Take a bat or three 3^oung swallows, and roast to cinders on

a fire of sticks gathered by a witch at midnight where cross-

roads meet : at the same time repeat the words, otto)? o-rprjcfio-

yvpl^et, rpefxeiy koI \a')(Tapit,ei rj vv')(Tepiha, ercn vd jvpl^y 6 rdSe,

vd rpe/jLT) KOL vd Xa'^^rapL^j) rj /capSid rov ytd rrjv rdhe,
* As the

bat writhes, quivers, and throbs, so may N. turn, and his heart

quiver and throb with desire for M.' The ashes of the bat are

then to be put into the man's drink.

Take a bat and bury it at cross-roads
;
burn incense over it

for forty days at midnight ; dig it up and grind its spine to

powder. Put the dust in the man's drink as before.

Such are some of the magic means of winning love
;
and the

rites, while involving as much cruelty to the bat as was suffered

by the bird of witchcraft, the tvy^, in the ancient counterpart
of these practices, are at any rate, save for the ashes in the

man's liquor, innocuous to him. But the weapon of witchcraft

wherewith a jealous woman takes vengeance upon a man who
has forsaken her or who has never returned her affection and

takes to himself another for his bride, is truly diabolical. This

^

Ka/x,7roi/po7Xoi;, 'Ict. tGjv 'A6. vol. ill. p. 21.
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is known as the spell of 'binding' {hecnfjuov or dfjUTroSe/jia^). Its

purpose is to fetter the virility of the husband and so to prevent
the consummation of the marriage. The rite itself is simple.

Either the jealous girl herself or a witch employed by her attends

the wedding, taking with her a piece of thread or string in which

three loops have been loosely made. During the reading of the

gospel or the pronouncement of the blessing, she pulls the ends

of the string, forming thereby three knots in it, and at the same

time mutters the brief incantation, Bevo) rov raSe koX rrjv rdSe,

KOI TO Btd/SoXo 'arrj fiear], '1 bind N. and M. and the Devil betwixt

them.' The thread is subsequently buried or hidden, and unless

it can be found and either be burnt or have the knots untied,

there is small hope for the man to recover from his impotence.

There is no doubt, I think, that the extreme fear in which this

spell is held has in some cases so worked upon the bridegroom's

nerves as to render the 'binding' actually effective, just as

extreme faith in miraculous icons occasionally effects cures of

nervous maladies-. Sonnini de Magnoncourt vouches for a case,

known to him personally, in which the effect of this terror con-

tinued for several months, until finally the marriage was dissolved

on the ground of non-consummation, and the man afterwards

married another wife and regained his energy I I myself have

more than once been told of similar cases, in which however

divorce was not sought (it is extremely rare in Greece) but the

spell was broken by the finding of the thread or by countervailing

operations of magic. In Aetolia, where this superstition is specially

rife, I knew of a priest, a son of Belial by all accounts, who made

a speciality of loosing these binding-spells. By his direction the

afflicted man and his wife would go at sunset to a lonely chapel

on a mountain-side, taking with them food and a liberal supply

of wine, with which to regale themselves and the priest till mid-

night. At that hour they undressed and stood before the priest,

who pronounced over them some form of exorcism and benediction,

—my informant could not give me the words. They then retired

to rest on some bedding provided by the priest on the chapel-floor,

1 This is probably the modern form of efiirodevfMa, 'entanglement.' The change
of initial e to a is not rare in dialect, cf. dp/m-os for ^p^os {

=
^py)[xoi) 'miserable' ; and

V, with sound of English r, is regularly lost before (i.

- See below, pp. 60 ff.
'^

Voyage en Grece et en Turquie, ii. 140.

2—2
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while he recited more prayers and swung his censer over them.

I was assured that more than one couple in the small town

where I was staying confessed to having obtained release from

the spell by a night thus spent and with the extreme simplicity

of the peasants of that district thought no shame to confess it.

And this is the more easily intelligible, because, as we shall see

later^ the practice of e<yKOLfjL7]ori(;, sleeping in some holy place with

a view to being cured of any ailment, is as familiar to Christians

of to-day as it was to their pagan ancestors.

But pure magic too, no less than these quasi-Christian methods,

may effect the loosing of the bond, even without the discovery of

the knotted thread which is the source of the mischief. In a

recent case on record, a witch, having been consulted by a couple

thus distressed, took them to the sea-shore, bade them undress,

bound them together with a vine-shoot, and caused them to stand

embracing one another in the water until forty waves had beaten

upon them I On the significance of the details of this charm no

comment is made by the recorder of it
;
but they deserve, I think,

some notice. The vine-shoot, like the olive-shoot, is a known

instrument of purification, and is sometimes laid on the bier

beside the dead during the lying-in-state (Trpodecn^). Salt is

likewise possessed of magical powers to avert all evil influences,—
we have noticed the use of it in amulets to protect from the evil

eye,
—and the sea is therefore more efficacious than a riverfor mystic

purposes. Forty is the number of purification ;
the churching of

women takes place on the fortieth day from the birth, whence the

Greek word for to 'church' is G-apaprl^co,
—from aapdvra, 'forty.'

Lastly the beating of the waves seems intended to drive out by

physical compulsion the devil or any power of evil by which

husband and wife are kept apart.

In view of this danger it is natural that ample precautions
should be taken at every wedding. During the dressing of the

bride or the bridegroom, it is customary to throw a handful of

salt into a vessel of water, saying, oTrtw? Xvoovet to akdrt, erai pd

Xvooaovv 01 6')(Tpoi {i')(6poi), 'As the salt dissolves, so may all

enemies dissolve.' The black-handled knife worn by the bride-

groom in his belt, and the pair of scissors put in the bride's shoe

1 Below, pp. 61 ff. 2
]^afnroijpoy\ov, 'Itrr. tup AOrjpaluy, vol. iii. p. 60.
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or sometimes attached to her girdle, both of which have been

noticed as safeguards against the evil eye, serve also to
* cut

'

this

magic bond of impotence. Sometimes too a pair of scissors and a

piece of fisherman's net are put in the bridal bed. In Acarnania

and Aetolia, and it may be elsewhere, a still more primitive

custom prevails ;
both bride and bridegroom wear an old piece

of fishing-net,
—in which therefore resides the virtue of salt

water,—round the loins next to the body; and from these bits

of netting are afterwards made amulets to be worn by any children

of the marriage. Such customs are likely long to continue among
the simpler folk of modern Greece, who frankly and innocently

wish the bride at her wedding reception 'seven sons and one

daughter.'

But it is not only for ailments induced by malicious magic
that magical means of cure or aversion are used. The whole of

popular medicine is based upon the knowledge of charms and

incantations. Many simples and drugs are of course known and

employed ;
but it is still generally believed, as it was in old time,

that
*

there would be no good in the herb without the incanta-

tion ^' For the most ordinary diseases are credited to super-

natural causes, and there is no ill to which flesh is heir,—from a

headache to the plague,
—without some demon responsible for it.

A nightmare and the sense of physical oppression which often

accompanies it are not traced to so vulgar a cause as a heavy

supper, but are dignified as the work of a malicious being named

Bpa%m9-, who in the dead of night delights to seat himself on

the chest of some sleeper, and by his weight produces an un-

pleasant feeling of congestion. Material for a similar personifi-

cation has been found also in the more terrible pestilences by
which Greece has from time to time been visited. It is still

believed among the poorest folk of Athens that in a cleft on the

1 Plato, Charm. § 8 (p. 155).
^ The name is probably derived from the ancient /Spdyxo?, with metathesis of

the nasal sound. If ^payxos means congestion of the throat, the modern formation

in -as would mean 'one who causes congestion,'
—apparently of other parts besides

the throat. The by-forms Bapaxvds and Bapux^'as seem to have been influenced by
a desire to connect the name with ^apvs, 'heavy.' Under the ancient name of this

demon, 'Ephialtes,' Suidas gives also a popular name of his day, Ba^owffiKdpios, a

word borrowed from late Latin and apparently connected with babulus (haburrus,

baburcus, babuztus) 'fooHsh,' 'mad.' Babutsicarius should then be the sender of

foolish or mad dreams. Suidas however may be in error ;
see below p. 217.
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Hill of the Nymphs, undisturbed even by the modern observatory
on its summit, there lives a gruesome sisterhood, a trinity of

she-devils, ^oXepa, BXoytd, and UavovKXa,—Cholera, Smallpox,
and Plague.

Granted then that illness in general is the malicious work of

supernatural beings, common reason recommends the employment
of supernatural means to defeat aud expel them. Forms of

exorcism have in past times been provided by the Church and

are still in vogue ;
but here, as in other matters, the functions of

the priest are shared with the witch, and an old woman versed

in the traditional lore of popular medicine is as competent as any

bishop to cast out the devils of sickness. Nor do the popular
incantations differ much in substance from the ecclesiastical.

The witch knows better than to try to cast out devils in the

Devil's name, and her exorcisms contain invocations of God and

the saints of the same character as those sanctioned by the

Church
; only in her accompanying rites and gestures there is

a picturesque variety which is lacking in the swinging of the

priest's censer.

The details of the rites and the full forms of incantation are

in general extremely difficult to obtain. The witches themselves

are always reticent on such points, and I have known one plead,

by way of excuse for her apparent discourtesy in withholding

information, that the virtue of magic was diminished in propor-
tion as the knowledge of it was disseminated. One cure, however,—a cure for headache—will sufficiently illustrate the principle on

which the healing art among the common-folk generally proceeds.
This cure is based upon the assumption that the tense and

bruised feeling of a bad headache is due to the presence of some

demon within the skull, and that the room which he occupies
must have been provided by distention of the head,—which will

therefore measure more in circumference while it aches than when

the demon has been exorcised. This is demonstrated in the course

of the cure. The witch takes a handkerchief and measures with

it the patient's head. Doubling back the six or eight inches of the

handkerchief that remain over, she puts in the fold three cloves

of garlic, three grains of salt, or some other article of magical

virtue, and ties a knot. Then waving the handkerchief about

the patient's head, she recites her form of exorcism,—but usually
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in a tone so low and mumbling that the bystanders cannot catch

the words. The exorcism being finished, she again measures the

head, and this time the knot, which marks the previous measure-

ment, is found to overlap, by two or three inches it may be, the

other end of the kerchief,—a sure sign that the intruding demon

has been expelled and that the head having returned to its

natural dimensions will no longer ache^ The exact words of the

incantation which should accompany this rite I could not obtain;

but I make little doubt that in substance they would differ little

from a Macedonian formula recently published :
—

' For megrim and headache :

' Write on a piece of paper:
—God of Abraham, God of Isaac,

God of Jacob, loose the demon of the megrim from the head of

Thy servant. I charge thee, unclean spirit which ever sittest in

the head of man, take thy pain and depart from the head: from

half-head, membrane, and vertebra, from the servant of God,

So-and-so. Stand we fairly, stand we with fear of God. Amen^.'

In this instance we have the formula but not, it seems, the

rite which should accompany it
;
for the mere act of committing

the words to paper is hardly likely to be deemed sufficient.

Probably the paper would be laid under the pillow at night, or,

as I have known in other cases, would be burnt, and its ashes

taken as a sedative powder.

The various charms which we have so far considered are

directed towards the hurt or the healing of man : but external

nature is also responsive to magic spells. It is rumoured that

there are still witches who have power to draw down the moon

from the heavens by incantation
;
but a more useful ceremony,

designed to draw down the clouds upon a parched land, may still

be actually witnessed. The most recent case known to me was

in the April of 1899, when the rite was carried out some few

days, unfortunately, after I had left the district by the people of

Larissa. The custom is known all over the north of Greece—in

Epirus^ Thessaly, and Macedonia,—and also it is said among
some of the Turks, Wallachs, and Servians

;
to the south of those

regions and in the islands of the Aegean I heard nothing of it.

1 I learnt the details of this cure in Aetolia
;
a different version of it is recorded

from Cimolos by Theodore Bent, The Cyclades, pp. 51 ff.

2
Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 363.

^
Aa/XTTpidrfs, ZayopcaKOi, pp. 172 ff.
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A boy (or sometimes, it is said, a girP) is stripped naked and then

dressed up in wreaths and festoons of leafage, grass, and flowers,

and, escorted by a troop of children of his own age, goes the round

of the neighbourhood. He is known as the Treprrepia, and his

companions sing as they go,

Perperia goes his way
And to God above doth pray,

Rain, God, a gentle rain,

Shed, God, a gentle shower.
That the fields may give their grain,
And the vines may come to flower,

and so forth in such simple strain". At each doorway and more

particularly at every spring and well, which it is the special duty
of the Perperia to visit, anyone who will may empty a vessel of

water over the boy, to whom some compensation for his drenching
is usually made in the form of sweetmeats or coppers.

The word irepirepia has been the subject of considerable dis-

cussion. By-forms irepirepiTaa, irepTrepovva, and irairirapovva also

occur. The first two are of the nature of diminutives
;
the last-

named is a corrupt form used only, so far as I know, in one district

of Epirus, and means a '

garden-poppy.' The perversion of the

word has in this district (Zagorion) affected the rite itself; for it

is considered necessary for this flower to be used largely in dress-

ing up the chief actor in the ceremony ^ But the most general,

and, as I think, most correct form is irepirepia (or irepirepeia).

With the ancient word irepirepeia, derived from the Latin perperus
and used in the sense of

'

boasting
'

or
'

ostentation,' it can, I feel,

have no connexion; and I suggest that it stands for irepiiropeia,

with the same abbreviation as in irepirarw for TreptTraraj,
'

walk,' and

subsequent assimilation of the first two syllables. If my conjecture

is right, the word originally meant nothing more than a *

procession

round
'

the village ;
next it became confined in usage to a pro-

cession for the particular purpose of procuring rain
;
and finally,

the words iropeia'^ and iropevo/juaL having been lost from popular

1 Passow {Popularia Garmina, Index, s.v. TrepTrepla) speaks of a girl only. He
was perhaps influenced by the feminine form of the word.

2 Many versions of the song have been collected, but with little variation in

substance. Passow gives three versions, Pop. Carm. nos. 311—313.
^

Aa/jLTTpidrjs., TiayopiaKa, pp. 172 ff.

^
iropela belongs to the dialect of the Tsakonians as spoken at Leonidi, but is

otherwise obsolete.
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speech, it was taken to be the name of the boy who pla3^s the

uncomfortable part of vegetation craving water. And indeed it

would seem likely that the song which forms part of the ceremony
was actually first composed at a time when irepirepia was still

understood in the sense of 'procession': for in every recorded

version known to me it would be still possible to interpret the

word in this meaning without detriment to the context.

The rite itself as an example of sympathetic magic requires
no commentary : a simpler application of the principle that like

produces like could not be found.

Other examples of primitive customs and beliefs still prevalent
in Greece might easily be amassed : but I have preferred to select

these few for detailed treatment rather than to glance over a

larger number, in order that they may the more clearly be seen

to belong to certain types of superstition found the whole world

over and therefore presumably dating from prehistoric ages : for if

the population of Greece has proved a good vehicle for the trans-

mission of superstitions so primaeval, it will surely follow that

there is nothing extravagant in hoping to learn also from their

traditions something of the religion of historic Hellas.

§ 3. The survival of Hellenic Tradition.

There may however be some who, while admitting that mere

lapse of time need not have extinguished ancient Hellenic ideas,

will be disposed to question the likelihood, even the possibility,

of their transmission on racial grounds. The belief in the evil

eye and the practice of sympathetic magic were once, they may
say, the common property of the whole uncivilised world

;
and

though the inhabitants of modern Greece have inherited these

old superstitions and usages, there is nothing to show from what

ancestry they have received the inheritance. The population, it

may be urged, has changed ;
the Greeks of to-day are not Hellenes

;

their blood has been contaminated by foreign admixture, and with

this admixture may have come external, non-Hellenic traditions
;

has not Fallmerayer stoutly maintained that the modern inhabit-

ants of Greece have practically no claim to the name of Hellenes,

but come of a stock Slavonic in the main, though cross-bred with

the offscourings of many peoples ?
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The historical facts from which Fallmerayer argued are not to

be slighted. It is well established^ that, from the middle of the

sixth century onwards, successive hordes of Slavonic invaders

swept over Greece, driving such of the native population as

escaped destruction into the more mountainous or remote dis-

tricts
;

that in the middle of the eighth century, when the

numbers of the Greek population had been further reduced by the

great pestilence of 746,
'

the whole country,' to use the exact

phrase of Constantine Porphyrogenitus-, 'became Slavonic and

was occupied by foreigners
'

;
that the Slavonic supremacy lasted

at least until the end of the tenth century ;
that thereafter a

gradual fusion of the remnants of the Greek population with their

conquerors began, but proceeded so slowly that at the beginning
of the thirteenth century the '

Franks/ as the warriors of Western

Christendom were popularly called, found Slavonic tribes in Elis

and Laconia quite detached from the rest of the population, ac-

knowledging indeed the supremacy of the Byzantine government,
but still employing their own language and their own laws; and

finally that the amalgamation of the two races was not complete
even by the middle of the fifteenth century, for the Turks at their

conquest of Greece found several tribes of the Peloponnese,

especially in the neighbourhood of Mount Taygetus, still speaking
a Slavonic tongue.

If then, as is now generally admitted, Fallmerayer's conclusions

were somewhat exaggerated, it remains none the less an historical

fact that there is a very large admixture of Slavonic blood in the

veins of the present inhabitants of Greece. The truth of this is

moreover enforced by the physical characteristics of the people as

a whole. Travellers conversant alike with Slavs and with modern

Greeks have affirmed to me their impression that there is a close

physical resemblance between the two races
;
and while I have

not the experience of Slavonic races which would permit me to

judge of this resemblance for myself, it certainly offers the best

explanation of my own observations with regard to the variations

of physical type in different parts of the Greek world. In the

islands of the Aegean and in the promontory of Maina, to which

the Slavs never penetrated, the ancient Hellenic types are far

commoner than in the rest of the Peloponnese or in Northern

^ For authorities etc. see Finlay, Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. pp. 11 ff. (cap. 1, § 3).
2 De Themat. ii. 25. Finlay, op. cit, iv. 17.
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Greece. Not a little of the charm of Tenos or Myconos or Scyros
lies in the fact that the grand and impassive beauty of the earlier

Greek sculpture may still be seen in the living figures and faces

of men and women : and if anyone would see in the flesh the

burly, black-bearded type idealised in a Heracles, he need but

go to the south of the Peloponnese, and among the Maniotes

he will soon be satisfied : for there he will find not merely an

occasional example, as of reversion to an ancestral type, but a

whole tribe of swarthy, stalwart warriors, whose aspect seems to

justify their claim that in proud, though poverty-stricken, isolation

they have kept their native peninsula free from alien aggression,

and the old Laconian blood still pure in their veins. The ordinary
Greek of the mainland, on the other hand, is usually of a mongrel
and unattractive appearance; and in view of the marked difference

of the type in regions untouched by the Slavs, I cannot but impute
his lack of beauty to his largely Slavonic ancestry.

Yet even in the centre of the Peloponnese where the Slavonic

influence has probably been strongest, the pure Greek type is not

wholly extinct. I remember a young man who acted as ostler

and waiter and in all other ca,pacities at a small khan on the road

from Tripolitza to Sparta, who would not have been despised as

a model by Praxiteles
;
and elsewhere too, now and again, I have

seen statuesque forms and classic features, less perfect indeed

than his, but yet proclaiming beyond question an Hellenic lineage ;

so that I should hesitate to say that in any part of Greece the

population is as purely Slavonic as in Maina or many of the

islands it is purely Greek.

But, as I think, the exact proportion of Slavonic and of

Hellenic blood in the veins of the modern Greeks is not a matter

of supreme importance. Even if their outward appearance were

universally and completely Slavonic, I would still maintain that

they deserve the name of Greeks. Though their lineage were

wholly Slavonic, their nationality, I claim, would still be Hellenic.

For the nationality of a people, like the personality of an indi-

vidual, is something which eludes definition but which embraces

the mental and the moral as well as the physical. A man's

personality is not to be determined by knowledge of his family

and his physiognomy alone
;
and similarly racial descent and

physical type are not the sole indices of nationality. Even if a
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purely Slavonic ancestry had dowered the inhabitants of Greece

with a purely Slavonic appearance, yet, if their thoughts and

speech and acts were, as they are, Greek, I would still venture to

call them Greek in nationality. Ge n'est que la peau dont VEthiope
ne change pas.

But the people of modern Greece do not actually present so

extreme a case of acquired nationality. They are partly Greek

in race : and if it should appear that they are wholly Greek in

nationality, the explanation must simply be that the character, no

less than the language, of their Hellenic ancestors was superior

in vitality to that of the Slavs who intermarried with them, and

alone has been transmitted to the modern Greek people.

What, then, is the national character at the present day ?

The first feature of it which casual conversation with any
Greek will soon bring into view is that narrow patriotism which

was so remarkable a trait in the Greeks of old time. If he be

asked what is his native land (TrarplSa), his answer will be, not

Greece nor any of the larger divisions of it, but the particular

town or hamlet in which he happened to be born : and if in later

life he change his place of abode, though he live in his new home
ten or twenty years, he will regard himself and be regarded by the

native-born inhabitants as a foreigner (^eVo?). Or again if a man
obtain work for a short time in another part of the country, or

if a girl marry an inhabitant of a village half a dozen miles from

her own, the departure is mourned with some of those plaintive

songs of exile in which the popular muse delights. Nor are there

lacking historical cases in which this narrow love of country has

produced something more than fond lamentations ; the boast of

the Maniotes that they have never acknowledged alien masters is

in the main a true boast, and it was pure patriotism which nerved

them in their long struggle with the Turks for the possession of

their rugged, barren, storm-lashed home. It was patriotism too,

narrow and proud, that both sustained the heroic outlaws of Souli

in their defiance of Ottoman armies, and also,
—because they dis-

dained alliance with their Greek neighbours,
—contributed to their

final downfall.

But so tenacious and indomitable a courage is in modern, as

it was in ancient, Greece the exception rather than the rule.

The men of Maina and of Souli are comparable to the Spartans :
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but in no period of Greek history has steadfast bravery been

commonly displayed. Yet, in spite of the humiliating experiences

of the late Graeco-Turkish war, the Greek people should not be

judged devoid of courage. But theirs is a courage which comes

of impulse rather than of self-command
;
a courage which might

prompt a charge as brilliant as that of Marathon, but could not

cheerfully face the hardships of a campaign ;
a courage which

might turn a slight success into a victory, but could not save

a retreat from becoming a rout.

It must be acknowledged also that the rank and file are in

general more admirable than their officers. The bravery of the

men, impulsive and short-lived though it be, is inspired by a real

devotion of themselves to a cause
;
whereas among the officers

self-seeking and even self-saving are conspicuous faults. Even

the really courageous leaders seldom have a single eye to the

success of their arms. Their plans are marred by petty jealousies.

The same rivalries for the supreme command which embarrassed

the Greeks of old in defending their liberty against Persia, were

repeated in the struggles of the last century to throw off the

Turkish voke. And if in both cases the Greeks were successful,

in neither was victory due to the unity and harmony of their

leaders, but rather to that passionate hatred of the barbarians

which stirred the people as a whole.

Indeed, not only in war but in all conditions of life, any

personal eminence or distinction has been apt to turn the head

of a Greek. ' The abundant enjoyment of power or wealth,' said

the ancients not without knowledge of the national character,
'

begets lawlessness and arrogance
'

;
and in humbler phrase the

modern proverb sums up the same qualities of the race,
—kuXo^

Bov\o<;, KaK6<; a^€VTr}<;,
' a good servant and a bad master.' In

all periods of Greek history there have been few men who have

attained to power without abusing it. The honour of being re-

turned to the Greek Parliament upsets the mental balance of a

large number of deputies. Without any more intimate knowledge

of politics than can be obtained from second-rate newspapers, they

believe themselves called and qualified to lead each his own party,

with the result—so it is commonly said—that no government
since the first institution of parliament has ever had an assured

majority in the House, and on an average there have been more

than one dissolution a year. The modern parliament is as un-
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stable an institution as the ancient ecclesia of Athens when there

was no longer a Pericles to control it, and its demagogues are

as numerous.

Even the petty eminence of a village schoolmaster proves to be

too giddy a pinnacle for many. Such an one thinks it necessary

to support his position
—which owing to the Greek love of educa-

tion is more highly respected perhaps than in other countries—
by a pretence of universal knowledge and a pedantry as lament-

able as it is ludicrous. I remember a grentleman who boasted

the title of Professor of Ancient History in the gymnasium or

secondary school of a certain town, who called to me one day
as I was passing a cafe where he and some of his friends were

sitting, and said that they were having a pleasant little discussion

about the first Triumvirate, and had recalled the names of Cicero

and Caesar, but could not at the moment remember the third

part}^ Could I help them ? I hesitated a moment, and then

resolved to risk it and suggest, what was at least alliterative

if not accurate, the name of Cato.
' Of course,' he answered,

* how these things do slip one's memory sometimes !

' Yet this

Professor posed as an authority on many subjects outside his own

province of learning, and frequently when I met him would insist

on talking dog-Latin with an Italian pronunciation, a medium in

which I found it difficult to converse.

In this readiness to discourse on any and every subject and

to display attainments in and out of season, he and the class of

which he is typical are the living images of the less respectable

of the ancient Sophists. And in pedantry of language too they

fairly rival their famous prototypes. The movement in favour of

an artificial revival of ancient Greek has already been of long dura-

tion, and has had a detrimental effect upon the modern language.

The vulgar tongue has a melodious charm, while many classical

words, in the modern pronunciation, are extremely harsh and

uncouth. The object of the movement is to secure an uniform
*

pure
'

speech, as they call it, approximate to that of Plato or of

Xenophon ;
and the method adopted is to mix up Homeric and

other words of antiquarian celebrity with literal renderings of

modern French idioms, inserting datives, infinitives, and other

obsolete forms at discretion. To aid in this movement is the

task and the delight of the schoolmasters : and such is their

devotion to this linguistic sophistry, that they are not dismayed
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even by the ambiguity arising from the use of ancient forms

indistinguishable in modern speech. The two old words j^yLterepo?

and vfi€T€po<; have now no difference in sound : yet the school-

master uses them and inculcates the use of them, with the

lamentable result that the children are not taught to distinguish

meum and tuum even in speech.

And here again the character of the modern Greek reflects

that of his ancestors. Honesty and truthfulness are not the

national virtues. To lie, or even to steal, is accounted morally

venial and intellectually admirable. It is a proof of superior

mother-wit, than which no quality is more valued in the business

of everyday life. Almost the only things in Greece which have

fixed prices are tobacco, newspapers, and railway-tickets. The

hire of a mule, the cost of a bunch of grapes, the price of meat,

the remuneration for a vote at the elections,
—such matters as

these are the subject of long and vivacious bargaining, and if the

money does not change hands on the spot, the bargain may be

smilingly repudiated and an attempt made, on any pretext which

suggests itself, to extort more. Yet there is a certain charm in

all this
; for, if a man get his own price, it is not so much the

amount of his profit which pleases him as his success in winning
it

;
and if he fail, he takes a smaller sum with perfect good

humour and increased respect for the man who has outwitted

him. Anyone may be honest
;
but to be e^vTrvo^;, as they say,

shrewd, wide-awake,—this is Greek and admirable. The contrast

of an Aristides with a Themistocles is the natural expression of

Greek thought. Moral uprightness and mental brilliance are not

to be expected of one and the same man
;
and for the most part

the Greeks now as in old time praise others for their justice and

pride themselves on their cunning. The acme of cleverness is

touched by him who can both profit by dishonesty and maintain

a reputation for sincerity.

But, while truthfulness and fair dealing are certainly rare,

there is one relation in which the most scrupulous fidelity is

unfailingly shown. The obligations of hospitality are everywhere

sacred. The security and the comfort of the guest are not in

name only but in actual fact the first consideration of his host.

However unscrupulous a Greek may be in his ordinary dealings,

he never, I believe, harbours for one moment the idea of making
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profit out of the stranger who seeks the shelter of his roof. For

hospitality in Greece, it must be remembered, means not the

entertainment of friends and acquaintances who are welcome

for their own sake or from whom a return in kind may be ex-

pected, but real (f)LXo^evia, a generous and friendly welcome to a

stranger unknown yesterday and vanished again to-morrow. To

each unbidden chance-comer the door is always open. For lodging

he may chance to have an incense-reeking room where the family

icons hang, or a corner of a cottage-floor barricaded against the

poultry and other inmates
;

for food, hot viands rich in circum-

ambient oil, or three-month-old rye-bread softened in a cup of

water
;
but among rich and poor alike he is certain of the best

which there is to give. Even where there are inns available, the

stranger will constantly find that the first native of the place to

whom he puts the Aristophanic enquiry ottov Kopei^ oXlyLaTot^
—

which inn is of least entomological interest—will constitute him-

self not guide but host and will place the resources of his own

house freely at the service of the chance-found visitor.

The reception accorded by Eumaeus to Odysseus, in its re-

velation of human—and also of canine—character, differs in no

respect from that which may await any traveller at the present

day. As Odysseus approached the swineherd's hut,
'

suddenly the

yelping dogs espied him, and with loud barking rushed upon him,

but Odysseus guilefully sat down and let fall his staff from his

hand^' Such is the opening of the scene
;
and many, I suppose,

must have wondered, as they read it, wherein consisted Odysseus*

guilefulness. A shepherd of Northern Arcadia resolved me that

riddle. I had been attacked on a mountain-path by two or three

of his dogs,
— '

like unto wild beasts^' as Homer has it,
—and the

combat may have lasted some few minutes when the shepherd

thought fit to intervene. Sheep-dogs are of course valued in

proportion to their ferocity towards any person or animal ap-

proaching the flock, and a taste of blood now and again is said

to keep them on their mettle. Fortunately matters had not

reached that point ;
but none the less I suggested to the man

that he might have bestirred himself sooner.
'

Oh,' he replied,

'if you are really in difficulties, you should sit down'; and when

1 Arist. Frogs, 114. 2 Horn. Od. xiv. 29—31. ^ j^. 2I.
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I showed some surprise, he explained that anyone who is

attacked by sheepdogs has only to sit down and let go his

walking-stick or gun or other offensive weapon, and the dogs,

understanding that a truce has been called, will sit down round

him and maintain, so to speak, a peaceful blockaded On sub-

sequent occasions I tested the shepherd's counsel, beginning

prudently with one dog only and, as I gained assurance, raising
the number: it is uncomfortable ^ to remain sitting with a blood-

thirsty Molossian hound at one's back, ready to resume hostilities

if any suspicious movement is made
;
but I must own that, in

my own fairly wide experience, Greek dogs, as they are sans

peur in combat, are also sans reproche in observing a truce.

The traveller may fare worse than by following the example of

guileful Odysseus.
But if the scene of the encounter be not a mountain-path

but the approach to some cottage, the dogs' master will, like

Eumaeus, hasten to intervene,
'

chiding them and driving them
this way and that with a shower of stonesV—for the Greek dog
does not heed mere words,—and again like Eumaeus will assure

his visitor that he himself w^ould have been * covered with

shame ^' if the dogs had done his guest any hurt. Then he will

conduct his guest into his cottage and bid him take his fill of

bread and wine before he tells whence he is come and how^ he

has fared ^
: for Greek hospitality spares the guest the fatigue of

talking until he is refreshed. The visitor therefore sits at his

ease, silent and patient, while his host catches and kills such

beast or fowl as he may possess, cuts up the flesh in small pieces,

threads these on a spit, and holds them over the embers of his

fire till they are ready to serve up^: similarly, in Homeric fashion,

he mixes wine and water''; and then, all the preparations being
now complete, he urges his guest to the meal^.

Thus the hospitality of to-day, in its details no less than in

its spirit, recalls the hospitality of the Homeric age. The

^ I am indebted to Mr L. Whibley for pointing out to me two records of this fact

by English travellers of last century, W. Mure {Journal of a Tour in Greece, 1842,
vol. I. p. 99), and W. G. Clark {Peloponnesus, 1858, p. 237).

2
Perhaps this is the dei/cAtoi' irdOos {Od. 14. 32) which Odysseus would have

endured for some time but for the intervention of Eumaeus. Otherwise the line

must have been inserted by someone who did not appreciate the guile of Odysseus.
3

11. 35—6. 4
1. 38.

^
11. 45—7.

«
11. 72—7. 7

1. 78.
8 11. 79_80.

L. a
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supreme virtue of the ancient Greek remains the supreme virtue

of the modern, and a familiarity with the manners of the present

day alone might suffice to explain why Paris who stole another

man's wife was execrable but Admetus who let his own wife die

for him could yet win admiration. The one broke the laws of

hospitality ;
the other, by hiding his loss and entertaining his

guest, upheld them.

A comparative estimate, such as I have essayed, of the

characters of Greeks of old and Greeks of to-day is perhaps
evidence of a somewhat intangible nature to those who are not

personally intimate with the people : but no foreigner, even

though he w^ere totally ignorant of the modern language, could

chance upon one of the many festivals of the country without

remarking that there, in humbler form, are re-enacted many of

the scenes of ancient days. The iravq^vpia, as they call these

festivals,
—diminutives, both in name and in form, of the

ancient 7ravr}yvp€L<;,
—

present the same medley of religion, art,

trading, athletics, and amusement which constituted the

Olympian games. The occasion is most commonly some saint's-

day, and a church or a sacred spring (ayiaafia) the centre

of the gathering. Art is represented by the contests of local

poets or wits in improvising topical and other verses, and

occasionally there is present one of the old-fashioned rhapsodes,
whose number is fast diminishing, to recite to the accompaniment
of a stringed instrument still called the /ccOapa^ the glorious feats

of some patriot-outlaw (/<:\e(/)T7;9) in defiance of the Turks. Then
there are the pedlars and hucksters strolling to and fro or seated

at their stalls, and ever crying their wares—fruit, sausages, con-

fectionery of strange hues and stranger taste, beads, knives, cheap
icons ranging in subject from likenesses of patron-saints to gaudy
views of hell, and all manner of tin-foil trinkets representing

ships, cattle, and parts of the human body for dedication in the

church. Then in some open space there will be a gathering of

young men, running, wrestling, hurling the stone
; yonder others,

and with them the girls, indulge in the favourite recreation of

Greece, those graceful dances, of which the best-known, the avpro^^,

1 In some islands the old word (popfxi-yya also is still used.
^ C.I.G. vol. I. p. 790 (No. 1625, 1. 47) ras de iraTpiovs irofxiras fxeydXas Kal ttjv

Tuv (rvpruv 6p-xv(nv deocre^Qs eTrereXeaev (from Carditsa, anc. Acraephia, in Boeotia).
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and probably others too, are a legacy from dancers of old tinne.

It is impossible to be a spectator of such scenes without recog-

nising that here, in embryonic form, are the festivals of which

the famous gatherings of Olympia and Nemea, Delphi and the

Isthmus, were the full development.
And it may well happen too that the observant onlooker

will descry also the rudiments of ancient drama. Often, as is

natural in so mountainous and rugged a country, the only level

dancing-place which a village possesses is a stone-paved threshing-

floor hewn out of the hill-side. Hither on any festal occasion,

be it a saint's-day or one of the celebrations which naturally

follow the ingathering of harvest or vintage, the dancers betake

themselves. Here too a small booth or tent, still called aKrjvrj^

is often rigged up, to which they can retire for rest or refresh-

ment, while on the slopes above are ranged the spectators.

The circular threshing-floor is the orchestra, the hill-side provides

its tiers of seats, the dancers, who always sing while they dance,

are the chorus
;
add only the village musician twanging a sorry

lyre, and in the intervals of dancing an old-fashioned rhapsode

reciting some story of bygone days, or, it may be, two village

wits contending in improvised pleasantries, and the rudiments of

ancient Tragedy or Comedy are complete.

Other illustrations might easily be amassed. On March 1st

the boys of Greece still parade the village-streets with a painted
wooden swallow set on a flower-decked pole, and sing substantially

the same 'swallow-song' (p^eXtSoi^ttr/xa)^ as was sung in old time

in Rhodes^ On May 1st the girls make wreaths of flowers and

corn which, like the ancient elpeaicovri, must be left hanging over

the door of the house till next year's wreaths take their place.

The fisherman still ties his oar to a single thole with a piece of

rope or a thong of leather, as did the mariners of Homer's age^
The farmer still drives his furrows with an Hesiodic plough.

Such are a few of the survivals which bear witness to the

genuinely Hellenic nationality of the inhabitants of modern

Greece : and last, but not least, there is the language, which,

albeit no index of race, is most cogent evidence of tradition. To

^ For examples see Passow, Popul. Carm. nos. 305—309.
- Athen. viii. 360 c.

3 Cf. Horn, Od. 4. 782.

3—2
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the action of thought upon language there corresponds a certain

reaction of language upon thought : it is impossible to speak
a tongue which contains, let us say, the word vepaiha (modern
Greek for a 'nymph') without possessing also an idea of the

being whom that word denotes. Therefore even if the whole

population of Greece were demonstrably of Slavonic race, the

fact that it now speaks Greek would go far to support its claim

to Hellenic nationality : for its adoption of the Greek language
would imply its assimilation of Greek thought.

But, quite apart from the evidence of custom and language,
the occasional perpetuation of the ancient Greek physical type
and the general survival of the ancient Greek character plainly

forbid so extreme a supposition as that of Fallmerayer: no

traveller familiar with the modern Greek peasantry could enter-

tain for a moment the idea that at any period the whole of

Greece became Slavonicized, but, whatever might be the historical

arguments for such a theory, would reject it, on the evidence

of his own eyes, as ludicrously exaggerated. Fusion of race, no

doubt, there has been
;
but in that fusion the Hellenic element

must have been the most vital and persistent ;
for if the present

population of Greece is of mixed descent, in its traditions at least

it is almost purel}^ Hellenic.

§ 4. The Survival of Pagan Tradition.

It appears then that notwithstanding the immigration of

Slavonic hordes, and notwithstanding also, it may be added, the

influences exercised in later periods by
'

Franks,' Genoese, Vene-

tians, and Turks, the traditions of the inhabitants of Greece still

remain singularly pure ;
and their claim to Hellenic nationality is

justified by their language, by their character, and by many
secular aspects of their civilisation. But in the domain of religion

it might reasonably be expected that a large change would have

taken place. There is the obstinate fact, it may be thought,
that the Greeks are now and have long been Christian. Did

not the new religion dispossess and oust the ancient polytheism ?

Are we to look for pagan customs in the hallowed usages of

the Greek Church ? What can the simple Christian peasant of

to-day, subject from his youth up to ecclesiastical influence, know
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of the religion of his distant ancestors,—of those fundamental

beliefs which guided their conduct towards gods and men in

this life, and inspired their care for the dead ?

On the conduct of man towards his fellow-men in this life

the influence of Christianity appears to have been as great as

that of paganism was small. Duty towards one's neighbour

hardly came within the purview of Hellenic religion. If we

look at the supreme acts of worship in ancient times, we cannot

fail to be struck by the disunion of the religious and the ethical.

A certain purity was no doubt required of those who attended

the mysteries of Eleusis
;
but by that purity was meant physical

cleanliness and, strangely enough, a pure use of the Greek

language, just as much as any moral temperance or rectitude
;

and the required condition was largely attained by the use or

avoidance of certain foods and by bathing in the sea. Their

cleanliness in fact was of the same confused kind, half physical

and half moral, as that which the inhabitants of Tenos were

formerly wont, and perhaps still continue, to seek on S. John

the Baptist's day (June 24) by leaping thrice through a bonfire

and crying 'Here I leave my sins and my fleas^': and it was

acquired by means equally material. There is nothing con-

spicuously ethical in such a purity as this.

If moreover, as has been well argued^, a state of ecstasy was

the highest manifestation of religious feeling, and this spiritual

exaltation was the deliberate aim and end of Bacchic and other

orgies, it must be frankly avowed that religion in its highest

manifestations was not conducive to what we call morality.

The means of inducing the ecstatic condition comprised drunken-

ness, inhalation of vapours, wild and licentious dancing. With

physical surexcitation came, or was intended to come, a spiri-

tual elevation such that the mind could visualise the object of

its desire^ and worship, and enjoy a sense of unity therewith.

On the savagery and debauchery which accompanied these re-

ligious celebrations there is no need to enlarge. The Bacchae of

Euripides, with all its passion for the beauty of holiness, is

1 eSw d(piv(x} TO. a/xapTTj/JLaTd fiov koI Tovi \f/{iX\ovs fJiov, A. M. Mavpofxapds,'l<rTOpia

TTJs Triuov, p. 87 (transl. of Dr M. Salonis, Voijage a Tine (Paris, 1809)).
2 Rohde, Psyche, vol. ii. pp. 9 ff.

'^ oi ^aKX^vd/xevoi Kai Kopv^avTiuvres ivdovcnd^ovaL M^XP's du to irodov/xevov tSo:(nv,

Philo, de vita contempt. 2. p. 473 M., cited by Rohde I.e.
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a standing monument to the excesses of frenzy : and that these

were no mere figment of the poet's imagination nor a transfigura-
tion of rites long obsolete, is proved by a single sentence of a

sober enough writer of later times,
' The things that take place at

nocturnal celebrations, however licentious they may be, although
known to the company at large, are to some extent condoned

by them owing to the drunkenness \'

There were of course certain sects, such as the Orphic, who,

in strong contrast with the ordinary religion, upheld definite

ethical standards, preaching the necessity of purification from sin,

and advocating moral and even ascetic rules of life. Yet, in spite

of this, we find a certain amalgamation of Orphic and Bacchic

mysteries. And why ? Simply because both sects alike had a

single end in view, a spiritual exaltation in which the soul might
transcend the things of ordinary life, and see and commune with

its gods. What did it matter if the means to that end differed !

The one sect might reduce the passions of the body by rigid

abstinence ;
the other might deaden them with a surfeit of their

desire
; but, whether by prostration or by surexcitation, the same

religious end was sought and gained, and that end justified

means which we count immoral.

In effect the morality of a man's life counted for nothing as

compared with his religion. Participation in the mysteries ensured

blessings here and hereafter which an evil life would not forfeit

nor a good life, without initiation, earn.
' Thrice blessed they

of men, who look upon these rites ere they go to Hades' home :

for them alone is there true life there, and for the others

nought but evil^' It was this that made Diogenes scoffingly ask,

'What, shall the thief Pataecion have a better lot than Epa-
minondas after death, because he has been initiated^?' Seem-

ingly religion and morality were to the Greek mind divorced, or

rather had never been wedded. Religion was concerned only

with the intercourse of man and god : the moral character of

the man himself and his relations with his fellows were outside

the religious sphere.

Indeed it would have been hard for the ancients to regard

morality as a religious obligation, when immorality was freely

1
Artemidorus, Oneirocr. iii. 61.

2
Soph. Fr. 753. 3

])iog. Laert. Vita Diog. 6. 39.
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imputed to their gods. This was a real obstacle to the ethical

improvement of the people at large, and was recognised as such

by many thinkers. Pindar strove to expurgate mythological
stories which brought discredit on the morals of Olympus. Plato

would have banished the evil records of Homeric theology from

his ideal state, and ridicules Musaeus for forming no more lofty

conception of future bliss than '

eternal drunkenness.' Epicurus

defended his own attitude towards the gods on the plea that

there was *no impiety in doing away with the popular gods, but

rather in attaching to the gods the popular ideas of them ^'

In effect, in order to reconcile religion with the teaching of

ethics, the would-be preacher of morality had either openly to

discard a large amount of the popular theology or else to

have recourse to adaptation and mystical interpretation of so

artificial and arbitrary a kind that it could gain no hold upon
the simple and spontaneous beliefs of the common-folk. Yet

even among the ordinary men of those days there must have

been some who, though they did not aspire to instruct their

fellow-men, yet in hours of sober reason and cool judgement
cannot have viewed unabashed the inconsistencies of a religion

whose gods were stained with human vices. But such thoughts,

we may suppose, were swept away, as men approached their

sanctuaries and their mysteries, by a flood of religious fervour.

Passion in such moments defeated reason. Emotion, suscepti-

bility, imagination, impetuosity, powers of visualisation regarded

among western nations as the perquisite of the inebriate, powers

of ecstasy not easily distinguished from hysteria,
—such were the

mental conditions essential to the highest acts of worship ; by

these, and not by sober meditation, the soul attained to the

closest communing and fullest union with that god whose glory

for the nonce outshone all pale remembrance of mere moral

rectitude and alone was able to evoke every supreme emotion of

his worshipper.
If then morality was ever to be imposed and sanctioned by

religion, a wholly new religion had to be found. This was the

opportunity of Christianity. Paganism, in some of its most sacred

rites, had availed itself even of immoral means to secure a

religious end : Christianity gave to ethics a new and higher
1 a^ud Diog. Laert. x. 123.
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status, and was rather in danger of making religion wholly sub-

servient to morality. That it was difficult to bring the first

converts to the new point of view, is evident from the rebukes

administered by S. Paul to the Corinthians, who seem not

only to have indulged in many gross forms of vice in everyday

life, but even to have made the most sacred of Christian services

an occasion for gluttony and drunkenness \

In all then that concerns the ethical standards of the people,

our study of modern Greece will contribute little to the under-

standing of ancient thought or conduct. Christianity has fenced

men about with a rigid moral code, and has exerted itself to

punish those who break bounds. Duty towards man is now

recognised as the complement of duty towards God
;
and any one

who by a notoriously evil life has outraged the moral laws of

conduct, is liable to be deprived by excommunication of the

established means of worship. The frailties of the Greek character

remain indeed such as they always were : but now religion at

least enjoins, if it cannot always enforce, the observance of a moral

code which includes the eighth commandment, and Pataecion,

though he go regularly to church, yet lacks something.

But while the Church had an open field in matters of morality

and had no system of ethics based on Hellenic religion to

combat in introducing her higher views of man's duty towards

his fellow-men, in the province of pure religion aud of all that

concerns the relations of man with his God or gods she neces-

sarily encountered competition and opposition. Primarily the

contest between paganism and Christianity might have been

expected to resolve itself into a struggle between polytheism

and monotheism : but as a matter of fact that simple issue be-

came considerably complicated.

The minds of the educated classes had become confused by the

subtleties of the Gnostics, who sought to find, in some philo-

sophical basis common to all religions, an intellectual justification

for accepting Christianity without wholly discarding earlier re-

ligious convictions. This however was a matter of theology

rather than of religion, appealing not to the heart but to the

head : and so far as the common-folk were concerned we may
safely say that such speculations were above their heads.

1 1 Cor. XI. 21.
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Yet for them too the issue was confused in two ways. The
first disturbing factor was the attitude adopted by each of the

two parties, pagan and Christian, towards the object of the

other's worship. The pagans
—so catholic are the sympathies

of polytheism
—were ready enough to welcome Christ into the

number of their gods. Tertullian tells us that the emperor
Tiberius proposed the apotheosis of Christ \ Hadrian is said to

have built temples in his honour^. Alexander Severus had in his

private chapel statues of Christ, Abraham, and Orpheus*; and

a similar association of Homer, Pythagoras, Christ, and S. Paul

is noted by S. Augustine"'. Since then there is no reason for

supposing that the common-folk were more exclusive in their

religious sympathies than the upper classes, it may safely be

inferred that the average Pagan was willing to admit Christ to a

place among the gods of Greece. The Christians on the other hand

did not attack paganism by an utter denial of the existence of the

old gods. They sought rather to ridicule and discredit them by

pointing out the inconsistencies of pagan theology, and by ran-

sacking mythology for every tale of the vices and misdoings of its

deities. They even appealed to the testimony of Homer himself

to show that the so-called gods {deoi) of the Greek folk were

mere demons (Salfiove^)^,
—for since Homer's day the latter word

had lost caste. Such methods, had they been wholly successful,

might have produced similar results to those which followed

the conflict of two religions in the early ages of Greece. As

the Titanic dynasty of gods had fallen before the Olympian Zeus,

and in their defeat had come to be accounted cruel and malicious

powers rightly ousted from heaven by a more just and gracious

deity, so too in turn might the whole number of the pagan gods

have been reduced to the status of devils to act as a foil to the

goodness of the Christian God. But this did not happen. One

reason perhaps was that Christianity came provided with its own

devil or devils, and the pagans were naturally averse from placing

the gods w^hom they had been wont to venerate in the same

category with spirits so uncompromisingly evil. The main reason

however must be found in the fact that the Church had nothing
1
Apolog. cap. 5.

-
Lampridius (Hist. Aug.) Alex. cap. 29 f.

* Ibid.
* de Haeres. cap. 8. For the references I am indebted to Pouqueville, Voyage

de la Grece, vol. vi. p. 136.
5 Clem. Alex. Protrept. cap. iv. § 55 (p. 17 Sylb.).
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to offer to the pagans in exchange for the countless gods of the

old religion whom she was endeavouring to displace and to

degrade. Indeed the real difficulty of the Christian Church was

the tolerant spirit of the Greek people. They would not acknow-

ledge that any feud existed. They were ready to worship the

Christian God: but they must have felt that it was unreasonable

of the Christian missionaries to ask them to give up all their old

gods merely because a new god had been introduced. Even if their

gods were all that the Christians represented them to be—cruel,

licentious, unjust
—that was no reason for neglecting them

;
rather

it furnished a stronger motive for propitiating them and averting
their wrath by prayer and sacrifice. Tolerant themselves, they
must have resented a little the intolerance of the new religion.

Such being the attitude of the two parties, it may be doubted

whether the Church would have made much headway in Greece,

had it not been for a fresh development in her own conditions.

And this development was the second disturbing factor in what

should have been the simple struggle between monotheism and

polytheism. Christianity, as understood by the masses, became

polytheistic on its own account.

It is true that the authorities of the Greek Church have

always taught that the angels and saints are not to be worshipped
in the same sense as God. Ecclesiastical doctrine concedes to

them no power to grant the petitions of men at their own will :

they can act as intermediaries only between man and the

Almighty ; yet while they cannot in their own might fulfil the

requests which they hear, their intervention as messengers to

the throne of God is deemed to enhance the value of man's

prayers and wellnigh to ensure their acceptance. But such a

doctrine is naturally too subtle for the uninstructed common-folk :

and just as Christ had been admitted to the ranks of the Greek

gods, so were the saints, it would seem, accepted as lesser deities

or perhaps heroes. Whatever their precise status may have been,

they at any rate became objects of worship ;
and a religion which

admits many objects of worship becomes necessarily a form of

polytheism.
Now while the Church did not sanction this state of things

by her doctrine, there can be no doubt that she condoned it by
the use to which she put it. The attempt to crush paganism
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had so far failed, and there was no longer any thought of

a combat a outraiice between the two religions. Violence was

to give way to diplomacy ;
and the chief instrument of the

Church's diplomacy was the worship of the saints. It became

her hope to supplant paganism by substituting for the old gods

Christian saints of similar names and functions
;
and the effects

of this policy are everywhere in evidence in modern Greece.

Thus Dionysus was displaced by S. Dionysius, as a story still

current in Greece testifies.
' Once upon a time S. Dionysius was

on his way to Naxos : and as he went he espied a small plant

which excited his wonder. He dug it up, and because the sun

was hot sought wherewith to shelter it. As he looked about, he

saw the bone of a bird's leg, and in this he put the plant to keep
it safe. To his surprise the plant began to grow, and he sought

again a larger covering for it. This time he found the leg-bone

of a lion, and as he could not detach the plant from the bird's

leg, he put both together in that of the lion. Yet again it grew
and this time he found the leg-bone of an ass and put plant and

all into that. And so he came to Naxos. And when he came

to plant the vine—for the plant was in fact the first vine—he

could not sever it from the bones that sheltered it, but planted

them all together. Then the vine grew and bore grapes and men

made wine and drank thereof. And first when they drank they

sang like birds, and when they drank more they grew strong as

lions, and afterwards foolish as assess'

The disguise of the ancient god is thin indeed. His name is

changed by an iota, but his character not a jot. S. Dionysius

is god of the vine, and even retains his predecessor's connexion

with Naxos. It is perhaps noteworthy too that in Athens the

road which skirts the south side of the Acropolis and the theatre

of Dionysus is now called the street of S. Dionysius the Areo-

pagite. I was once corrected by a Greek of average education

for speaking of the theatre of Dionysus instead of ascribing it

to his saintly namesake.

Demeter again, although as we shall see later she still survives

^ I have given the story in the form in which I heard it told by a peasant on
board a boat in the Euripus. He was a native, I think, of Euboea, and being
uneducated probably knew the story by oral tradition. A slightly longer form has,

however, been published by Hahn {Griech. Miirchen, vol. ii. no. 76) and by IloXirTjs

(MeX^TT; cTri rod ^iov tCov veuTipuv EXX^vcof, p. 43).
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as a distinct personality, has been for the most part dispossessed

by S. Demetrius. His festival, which falls in October and is

therefore remote from harvest-time, is none the less celebrated

with special enthusiasm among the agricultural classes
; marriages

too are especially frequent on that day^.

Similarly Artemis, though she too is still known to the com-

mon-folk in some districts, has in the main handed over her

functions to a saint of the other sex, Arternidos. Theodore Bent

has recorded a good instance of this from the island of Keos

(modern Zea). There is a belief throughout Greece that weakly
children who show signs of wasting have been '

struck by the

Nereids,'—by nymphs, that is, of any kind, whether terrestrial or

marine. ' In Keos,' says Bent, *S. Artemidos is the patron of these

weaklings, and the church dedicated to him is some little way from

the town on the hill-slopes ;
thither a mother will take a child

afflicted by any mysterious wasting,
"
struck by the Nereids," as

they say. She then strips off its clothes and puts on new ones,

blessed by the priest, leaving the old ones as a perquisite to the

Church
;
and then if perchance the child grows strong, she will

thank S. Artemidos for the blessing he has vouchsafed, unconscious

that by so doing she is perpetuating the archaic worship of Artemis,

to whom in classical times were attached the epithets TratSo-

Tp6^o<^, KovpoTp6^o<s, (fiiXo/jielpa^ ;
and now the Ionian idea of the

fructifying and nourishing properties of the Ephesian Artemis

has been transferred to her Christian namesake 2.' It might
have been added that in this custom are reflected not only those

general attributes of the tendance of children which Artemis

shared with many other deities, but possibly also her power to

undo any mischief wrought by her handmaidens, the nymphs^

Again there is every reason to suppose that S. Elias^ whose

chapels crown countless hilltops is merely the Christian successor

to Helios, the Sun. The two names, which have only a moderate

resemblance in the nominative, coincide for modern pronunciation

in the genitive ;
and the frequency with which that case was

needed in speaking of the church or the mountain-peak dedicated

^
KafiTrovpoyXov/IffT. rCov'Ad. iii. p. 164.

'^ Bent, The Cijclades, p. 457. ^ See below, pp. 169 f.

•* I am unable to determine whether this saint is the prophet Elijah of the Old

Testament, or a Christian hermit of the fourth century. The Greeks themselves

difiEer in their accounts.
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to one or the other may have facilitated the transition. Besides

inheriting the mountain sanctuaries at which the worship of the

Sun may have persisted from a very early age, S. Elias has also

taken over the chariot of his predecessor, and thunder is some-

times attributed to the rolling of its wheels.

In other cases, without any resemblance of names, identity of

attributes or functions suggested the substitution of saint for

pagan deity. Hermes who in old times was the chief 'angel' or

messenger of the immortals {ayy€Xo<; aOavdrwv) was naturally

succeeded by the archangel Michael, upon whom therefore de-

volves the duty of escorting men's souls to Hades
;
and to this

day the men of Maina tell how the archangel, with drawn sword

in his hand instead of the wand of his prototype, may be seen

passing to and fro at the mouth of the caves of Taenarus through
which Heracles made his ascent with Cerberus from the lower

world, and which is still the best-known descent thereto. The

supplanting of Hermes by Michael is well illustrated in the

sphere of art also by a curious gem. The design is an ordinary

type of Hermes with his traditional cap, and at his side a cock,

the symbol of vigilance and of gymnastic sport ; by a later

hand has been engraved the name ' Michael
'

;
the cock remained

to be interpreted doubtless as the Christian symbol of the awaken-

ing at the last day of them that sleeps

The conversion of pagan temples or of their sites to the purposes
of Christianity tells the same tale. The virgin goddess of Athens

ceded the Parthenon to the Blessed Virgin of the Christians. The

so-called Theseum, whether Theseus or Heracles w^as its original

occupant, was fitly made over to the warrior S. George : but

none the less what seems to have been an old pagan festival,

known as the povaaXca (Latin rosalia)'^, continues to this day to

be celebrated with dancing and feasting in its precincts. The

Church of the Annunciation at Tenos, so famous throughout the

Greek world for its miracles of healing, stands on the foundations

of Poseidon's ancient sanctuary, and includes in its precincts a

holy spring (ayiao-jna) whose healing virtues, we can hardly doubt,

^

Maury, in Revue Archeologique, i. p. 502.
2
According to Pouqueville {Voyage de la Grece, ii. p. 170) the rosalia was

formerly celebrated both at Parga in Epirus and Palermo in Sicily. The festival at

Athens falls on Easter Tuesday, and a large number of peasants come in from the

country to attend it.
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were first discovered by the pagans : for Poseidon was worshipped
in Tenos under the title of the 'healer' {laTp6<;y. Indeed through-
out the length and breadth of the land the traveller will find

churches built with the material of the old temples or super-

imposed upon their foundation, and cannot fail to detect therein

evidence of a deliberate policy on the part of the Church.

But in her attempts to be conciliatory she became in fact

compromised. It was politic no doubt to encourage the weaker

brethren by building churches on sites where they had long been

wont to worship : it was politic to smooth the path of the common-

folk by substituting for the god whom they had worshipped a

patron-saint of like name or attributes. But in so doing the

Church practically condoned polytheism. She drove out the old

gods from their temples made with hands, but did not ensure the

obliteration of them from men's hearts. The saints whom she

set up in the place of the old deities were certain to acquire

the rank of gods in the estimation of the people and, despite

the niceties of ecclesiastical doctrine, to become in fact objects

of frank and open worship. The adoption of the old places of

worship made it inevitable that the old associations of the pagan
cults should survive and blend themselves with the new ideas,

and that the churches should more often acquire prestige from

their heathen sites than themselves shed a new lustre of sanctity

upon them. In effect, paganism was not uprooted to make room

for the planting of Christianity, but served rather as an old

stock on which a new and vigorous branch, capable indeed

of fairer fruit but owing its very vitality to alien sap, might be

engrafted.

Bitterly and despondently did the early Fathers of the Church,

and above all S. John Chrysostom, complain of the inveteracy of

pagan customs within the pale of the Church, while a kind of

official recognition was given to many superstitions which were

clearly outside that pale, if only by the many forms of exorcism

directed against the evil eye or prescribed for the cure of those

possessed by pagan powers of eviP. For illustration we need not

fall back upon the past history of the Greek Church
;
even to-day

she has not succeeded in living down the consequences of her

1 Clem. Alex. Protrept. § 30.
^ See J. M. Neale, History of the Holy Eastern Church, p. 1042.
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whilom policy of conciliation. The common-folk indeed profess

and call themselves Christian
;

their priesthood is a Christian

priesthood ;
their places of worship are Christian churches

; they
make the sign of the cross at every turn

;
and the names of God

and Christ and the Virgin are their commonest ejaculations. But

with all this external Christianity they are as pagan and as

polytheistic in their hearts as were ever their ancestors. By their

acceptance of Christianity they have increased rather than

diminished their number of gods : in their conception of them

and attitude towards them they have made little advance since

the Homeric Age : and practically all the religious customs most

characteristic of ancient paganism, such as sacrifice, the taking of

auspices, and the consultation of oracles, continue with or without

the sanction of the Church down to the present day.

These are strong statements to make concerning even the

humblest and most ignorant members of the Holy Orthodox

Church : but I shall show, I think, that they do not exceed the

warranty of facts.

First of all then the peasant believes himself to be ever

compassed about by a host of supernatural beings, who have

no relation with his Christian faith, and some of whom he un-

consciously acknowledges, by the very names that he applies to

them, as 'pagan' beings and 'outside' the Christian fold\ To all

of these—and they are a motley crew, gods and demons, fairies

and dragons
—he assigns severally and distinctly their looks, their

dispositions, their habitations, and their works. To some of them

he prays and makes offerings ; against others he arms and fortifies

himself in the season of their maleficence
;
but all of them,

whether for good or ill, are to him real existent beings; no

phantoms conjured up by trepidation of mind, but persons whose

substance is proved by sight and hearing and touch.

Nothing is more amazing in the peasantry of modern Greece

than their familiarity with these various beings. More than once

I have overheard two peasants comparing notes on the ghostly

fauna of their respective districts
;
and the intimate and detailed

character of their knowledge was a revelation in regard to their

powers of visualisation. It is the mountaineers and the mariners

who excel in this; but even the duller folk of the lowlands see

^ See below, pp. 6G ff.
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much that is hidden from foreign eyes. Once however I did

see a nymph—or what my guide took for one—moving about in

an olive-grove near Sparta ;
and I must confess that had I pos-

sessed an initial faith in the existence of nymphs and in the

danger of looking upon them, so lifelike was the apparition that

I might have sworn as firmly as did my guide that it was

a nymph that we had seen, and might have required as strong
a dose as he at the next inn to restore my nerves. The initial

faith in such things, which the child acquires from its mother,

is no doubt an important factor in the visualisation
;
but it is

certainly strange that often in Greece not one man only but

several together will see an apparition at the same moment, and

even agree afterwards as to what they saw.

These beings then are not the mere fanciful figures of old wives*

fables, but have a real hold upon the peasant's belief and a firm

place in his religion. To the objects of Christian worship or

veneration—God and Christ and the Virgin together with the

archangels and all the host of saints—have been accorded the

highest places and chiefest honours : but beside them, or rather

below them, yet feared and honoured too, stand many of the divine

personalities of the old faith, recognised and distinguished still.

Artemis, Demeter, and Charon, as well as Nymphs and Gorgons,
Lamiae and Centaurs, have to be reckoned with in the conduct of

life
;
while in folk-stories the memory at least of other deities still

survives. To these remnants of ancient mythology the next

chapter will be devoted
;
the purely pagan element in the modern

polytheism may be sufficiently illustrated here by a few curious

cases of the use even of the word 'god' (^eo?) in reference to

other than the God of Christendom.

In Athens, down to recent times, there was a fine old formula

of blessing in vogue
—and who shall say but that among the

simpler people it may still be heard ?—which combined impar-

tially the one God and the many :
—va a d^cway 6 ©eo? va

ev'x^apiaTricTr]^ Oeov^ koI dv6p(67rov<;^, 'God fit thee to find favour

with gods and men !

'

In the island of Syra, according to Bent^,

it was ' a common belief amongst the peasants that the ghosts of

the ancient Greeks come once a year from all parts of Greece

^

Kafjt.iro6poy\ov, Tar. tCov 'A^. hi. p. 160.
2 The Cyeludes, p. 319.
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to worship at Delos,...and even to-day they will reverently speak
of the "god in Delos.'" Another writer mentions a similar ex-

pression as used in several parts of the mainland, though only
it would seem as an ejaculation, ^ee Tr)<; Kpr)rr}<; or 7^^ to 6e6 Trj<i

Kpr/rrji;,
'

by the god of Crete ^
!

'

In the island of Santorini (the

ancient Thera) I personally encountered a still more striking case

of out-spoken polytheism. I chanced one day upon a very old

woman squatting on the extreme edge of the cliff above the great
flooded crater which, though too deep for anchorage, serves

the main town of the island as harbour—a place more fasci-

nating in its hideousness than any I have seen. Wondering at

her dangerous position, I asked her what she was doing ;
and she

replied simply enough that she was making rain. It was two

years since any had fallen, and as she had the reputation of

being a witch of unusual powers and had procured rain in

previous droughts, she had been approached by several of the

islanders who were anxious for their vineyards. Moreover she had

been prepaid for her work—a fact which spoke most eloquently

for the general belief in her
;
for the Greek is slow enough (as

doubtless she knew) to pay for what he has got, and never prepays
what he is not sure of getting. True, her profession had its risks,

she said
;
for on one occasion, the only time that her spells had

failed, some of her disappointed clients whose money she had not

returned tried to burn her house over her one night while she

slept. But business was business. Did I want some rain too ?

To ensure her good will and further conversation, I invested

a trifle, and tried to catch the mumbled incantations which

followed on my behalf Of these however beyond a frequent

invocation of the Virgin (Ylavayia /jlov) and a few words about

water and rain I could catch nothing ;
but I must acknowledge

that her charms were effectual, for before we parted the thunder

was already rolling in the distance, and the rain which I had bought

spoilt largely the rest of my stay in the island. The incantations

being finished, she became more confidential. She would not of

course let a stranger know the exact formula which she employed ;

that would mar its efficacy : she vouchsafed to me however

with all humility the information that it was not by her own

virtue that she caused the rain, but through knowing
' the god

^ B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugriechen, p. 28.

L. 4
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above and the god below' {jov dvco 6eo koL tov kcitco 6e6). The
latter indeed had long since given up watering the land

;
he had

caused shakings of the earth and turned even the sea-water red.

The god above also had once rained ashes when she asked for

water, but generally he gave her rain, sometimes even in summer-

time. One thing she could not make out—who was the god that

caused the thunder
;
did I know ? I evaded the question, and our

theological discussion went no further, for the god of thunder

was making his voice heard more threateningly, and the old witch

would not stay to make his acquaintance at closer quarters.

The physical interpretation of these references to the god
above and the god below is not difficult. At the present day there

are said to be three springs, and three ouly, in the whole island
;

nor are they of much use to the inhabitants
;
indeed the only one

which I saw was dry save for a scanty moisture barely sufficient

to keep the rock about it green and mossy : and in fact the

population depends entirely upon rain-water stored up in large

underground cisterns or reservoirs. Clearly the god below no

longer gives water
;
but that there may have been more spring-

water prior to the great eruptions of 1866 is very probable; for

the people still call certain dry old torrent-beds by which the

island is intersected 'rivers' {Trorafioi), and real rivers with water

in them figure also in several of the local folk-stories. The per-

versity of the god above in sending ashes on one occasion instead

of rain may also be understood in reference to the same eruptions,

of which the old woman gave me a vivid description.

But the theology itself is more interesting than its material

basis. This witch—a good Christian, they told me, but a little

mad, with a madness however of which sane vine-growers were

eager enough to avail themselves—acknowledged certainly three

gods : the unknown thunder-god was clearly distinct from the

god of the rain who was known to her : and there was also the

god of the waters under the earth, in whose service she had

perhaps followed the calling of a water-finder, and to whom she

ascribed, as did the ancients to Poseidon, the shaking of the earth.

Polytheism then even in its purely pagan form is not yet
extinct in Greece. In the disguise of Christianity, we shall see,

it is everywhere triumphant.

Among the Christian objects of worship
—for I have already
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explained that by the common-folk the saints are worshipped as

deities—the Trinity and the Virgin occupy the highest places,

rivalled perhaps here and there by some local saint of great

repute for miracles, but nowhere surpassed. It is the Virgin
indeed who, in Pashley's opinion,

'

is throughout Greece the

chief object of the Christian peasant's worship^'; and certainly, I

think, more numerous and more various petitions are addressed

to her than to any person of the Trinity or to any saint. But

the Trinity, or at any rate God (6 ©eo?) and Christ (6 l^pLar6<;),

as the peasants say,
— for the Holy Ghost is hardly a personality

to them and is rarely named except in doxologies and formal

invocations—are of almost equal importance, and are so closely

allied with the Virgin that it is difficult to draw distinctions.

But while the Church has thus secured the first place for her

most venerated figures, the influence of pagan feeling is clearly

seen in the popular conception of this
' God.' His position is

just such as that of Zeus in the old regime. He is little more

than the unnamed ruler among many other divinities. His sway
is indeed supreme and he exercises a general control

;
but his

functions are in a certain sense limited none the less, and his

special province is the weather only. Zei)? vet, said the ancients,

and the moderns re-echo their thought in words of the same

import, Ppex^i 6 0ed?,
' God is raining,' or 6 @eo? ptx^^^ vepo,

' God is throwing waterl' So too the coming and going of the

daylight is described as an act of God
; 6(f>€^6, or effpdSetacre,

6 Seo^, say the peasants, 'God has dawned' or 'has darkened.'

When it hails, it is God who "is plying his sieve,' pe/jL/jLoi'l^er-

6 ©ed?. When it thunders, 'God is shoeing his horse,' KaXiycovei

T aXoyo Tov, or, according to another version^ 'the hoofs of

God's horse are ringing,' ^povrovv ra ireraXa diro r' dXoyo tov

Seov. Or again the roll of the thunder sometimes suggests quite

another idea;
' God is rolling his wine-casks,' 6 H€6<; KvXdec r daKid

Tov'% or rd TroOdpia tov. And once again, because a Greek wedding

^ Travels in Crete, vol. i. p. 250,
- Schmidt {Volksleben der Neugr. p. 31) records also the phrase Karovpciec 6 deos,

parallel with Strepsiades' joke (Ar. Nub. 373) Trporepov t6v At' aXrjdios ^ifj-rj" 5td

KOiTKivoxj ovpeiv.
' The word is extremely rare, but pefijULOfL, I was told, is a coarse kind of

sieve. The expression is from Boeotia.
•* From Arachova on Parnassus, Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugr. p. 33.
^ From Cyprus.

4—2
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cannot be celebrated without a large expenditure of gunpowder,
the booming of the thunder suggests to some that ' God is

marrying his son' or
* God is marrying his daughters,' o ©eo?

Travrpevei rov vyto rov^, or rai? dvyaripaif; rov^.

Such expressions as these ^ are in daily use among the Greek

peasantry : and nothing could reveal more frankly the purely

pagan and anthropomorphic conception of God which everywhere

prevails. The God of Christendom is indistinguishable from the

Zeus of Homer. A line from a Cretan distich, in which God is

described as eKelvof; dirov o-vvve^ia kl cLTro^povra koI
y8/3e;^et^,

' He that gathereth the clouds and thundereth and raineth/ ex-

hibits a popular conception of the chief deity unchanged since

Zeus first received the epithets v€(j)€Xr)'y€p6Tr](; and vyjn^pefjLerrj'^j
*

cloud-gatherer,'
' thunderer on high.'

But even in the province of the weather God has not un-

divided control. The winds are often regarded as persons acting

at their own will
;
and of the north wind in particular men speak

with respect as Sir Boreas (o Kvp Bopedf;), for as in Pindar's time

he is still 'king of the winds \' So too the whirlwind is the

passing of the Nereids, and the water-spout marks the path of

the Lamia of the sea. Even the thunder is not always the

work of God, but some say that the prophet Elias is
'

driving
his chariot,' or

'

pursuing the dragon.' The more striking and

irregular phenomena in short are governed by the caprice of

lesser deities—Christian saints or pagan powers
—while God

directs the more orderly march of nature.

When however we turn from the external world to the life

of man, we find the functions of the supreme God even more

closely circumscribed or—to put it in another way—more generally

delegated to others. The daily course of human life with all

its pursuits and passions is under the joint control of the saints

and some of the old Hellenic deities. Of the latter, as I have

said, another chapter must treat : but it should be remembered

^ From Zacynthos, Schmidt, op. cit. p. 32.
2 From the island of Syme, near Rhodes.
^ There is a good discussion of them by UoXirris in Uappaaao^ for 1880, pp. 585—

608, 665—678, 762—773, from which some of my examples are taken. I have noted
the provenance of the rarer expressions.

^
Passow, Pop. Carm., Distich. Amat. 242, quoted by Schmidt {op. cit. p. 30),

who notes the Homeric parallel.
5

Pijth. IV. 181 (322), BaaiXei)? avi^loiv.
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that the peasant does not draw a hard and fast line of distinction

between the two classes with whom for clearness' sake I am
bound to deal separately. Thus Charon in many of the folk-

songs which celebrate his doings is made to represent himself as

a messenger of God, charged with the duty of carrying off some

man's soul and unable to grant a respited He is occasionally

addressed even as Saint Charon-; and his name constantly occurs

in the epitaphs of country churchyards. A story too in Bernhard

Schmidt's collection^ illustrates well the way in which pagan and

Christian elements are thus interwoven :
—

' There was once an old man who had been good his whole life

through. In his old age therefore he had the fortune to see his

good angel (6 Ka\o<^ ayye\6<i rov) ;
who said to him—for he loved

him well—"
I will tell thee how thou mayest be fortunate. In such

and such a hill is a cave
; go thou in there and ever onward till

thou comest to a great castle. Knock at the gate, and when it is

opened to thee thou wilt see a tall woman before thee, who will

straightway welcome thee and ask thee of thine age and business

and estate. Answer only that thou art sent by me : then will

she know the rest." Even so did the old man : and the woman
within the earth gave unto him a tablecloth and bade him but

spread it out and say
" In the name of the Father and of the Son

and of the Holy Ghost," and lo ! everything that he wished would

be found thereon. And thus it came to pass.
' Now when the old man had oft made use of it, it came into

his heart to bid the king unto his house : who, when he saw the

wonder-working cloth, took it from the old man. But because he

was no virtuous man, the cloth did not its task in his hands
;

wherefore he threw it out of the window and straightway it

turned to dust. So the old man went again to the woman in the

hill, and she gave him this time a hen that laid a golden egg

every day. When the king heard thereof, he had the hen too

taken away from the old man. Howbeit in his keeping she laid

not, and so he threw the hen also out of window, and she likewise

turned to dust. So in his anger he bade seize the old man
forthwith and cut off his head.

' But scarce was this done when there appeared before the king

^ See e.g. Passow, Pop. Carm. nos. 426—432, and below, pp. 101—104.
^

'I. S. 'Apx^^aov, 7) Siz'ao-os, p. 159. ^ Marchen, etc., no. 19.
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the Mistress of the Earth and of the Sea—for she was the woman

in the hill—and when she had told him in brief words what

awaited him after this life in requital for his wickedness, she

stamped with her foot upon the ground, which swallowed up the

castle with the king and all that was therein. But the old man

that was slain had entered into Paradise.'

In this story the Mistress of the Earth and of the Sea {r)

Kvpa rat] 7?}? Kal Tcrrj 6a\d<Tcrr]^) is, as we shall see later% none

other than Demeter: but pagan as she is, she works in accord

with the good angel (who is evidently her inferior), and orders

the old man to invoke the Trinity.

Thus the peasant does not conceive of any antagonism between

his pagan and his Christian objects of worship ;
and both classes

are equally deserving of study by those interested in ancient Greek

religion. For while every minutest trait or detail of the modern

peasant's conception of those ancient deities, who, though despoiled

of temples and organised worship, still survive, may throw some

new ray of light on the divine personalities and the myths of

old time, yet a more broad and comprehensive view of the out-

lines of ancient religion may be obtained by contemplating the

worship of Christian saints who, though deficient often in personal

significance, nevertheless by their possession of dedicated shrines

and of all the apparatus of a formal cult occupy more exactl}'^

the position of the old gods and heroes.

The saints then, as I have remarked above, have a large share

in the control of man's daily life. The whole religious sense of

the people seems to demand a delegation of the powers of one

supreme God to many lesser deities, who, for the very reason

perhaps that they are lower in the scale of godhead, are more

accessible to man. Under the name of saints lies, hardly concealed,

the notion of gods. In mere nomenclature Christianity has had

its way ;
but none of the old tendencies of paganism have been

checked. The current of worship has been turned towards many
new personalities ;

but the essence of that worship is the same.

The Church would have its saints be merely mediators with the

one God; but popular feeling has made of them many gods;
their locality and scope of action are defined in exactly the old

way ;
vows are made to the patron-saint of such and such a

1
pp. 91 ff.
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place ;
invocations are addressed to him in virtue of a designated

power or function.

Local titles are often derived merely from the town or

district in which the church stands, as Our Lady of Tenos, or

S. Gerasimos of Cephalonia. In other cases they have reference

to the surroundings of the sanctuary. The chapel of the Virgin
in the monastery of Megaspelaeon consists of a large cave at the

foot of some, towering cliffs, and the dedication is to our Lady
of the Golden Cave ijlavayia xP^^^oaTn^XaccoTiao-a). In this case

the word 'golden' is an imaginative addition, for the interior is

peculiarly dark : but the dedication has been borrowed, owing to

the repute of the original shrine, by churches which have not

even a cave to show. In Amorgos S. George has the title of

Balsamites, derived from the balsam which covers the hill-side on

which stands his church. In Paros several curious dedications are

mentioned by Bent, which he renders as Our Lady of the Lake, Our

Lady of the Unwholesome Place, and S. George of the Gooseberry \

In Athens there is a church of which the present dedication is

said to be due to a fire which blackened the ico7i of the Virgin,
who is known on this account as Our smoke-blackened Lady
(Havayla KairvcKapea), or, it may be, Our Lady of the smoky head,

according as the second half of the compound is connected with

the Turkish word for
'

black
'

or the now obsolete Greek word

Kapa,
' head '^.'

Titles denoting functions are equally numerous and quaint.

In Rhodes the Archangel Michael is invoked as TraTrjTTjptwrrj^;,

patron of the wine-press^. S. Nicolas, who has supplanted

Poseidon, often assumes the simple title of
'

sailor
'

(vavrrj^;).

S. John the Hunter (Kvvrjy6<;) owns a monastery on Mt Hymettus.
In Cimolus there is a church of Our Guiding Lady {Yiavayia

oBrjyriTpLay. SS. Costas and Damien, the physicians, are known

as the Moneyless {dvapyvpoi), because their services are given

gratis. S. George at Argost(^)li has been dubbed the Drunkard

{/jLe6v(TTr]<;)^
—thus furnishing a notable parallel to the hero

^ The Cyclades, p. 373.
2 There is some likelihood that the title KatrviKap^a is a mere corruption of an

older title which had a quite ditferent meaning; but I am concerned only with the

existing title as popularly interpreted.
^
Ross, Reisen auf den Griech. Inseln, iv. p. 74.

* Bent, Cyclades, p. 46.
^ So also in Paros, Bent, Cyclades, p. 373.
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celebrated in old time at Munychia as aKpaTOTroTrj^;^
—because on

his day, Nov. 3rd, the new wine is commonly tapped and there

is much drinking in his honour.

In other cases the actual name of the saint has determined

his powers or character without further epithet. S. Therapon is

invoked for all kinds of healing {Oepaireveiv) : S. Eleutherios (with

an echo possibly of Eilythuia) to give deliverance {iXevdepla) to

women in childbirth : S. James, in Melos, owing to a phonetic

corruption of 'I«/cft)y3o9 into "A/col'c^o?, to cure deafness ^ S. Elias,

the successor of the sun-god (r/\Lo<;), has power over drought and

rain. S. Andrew ('Ai/Spea?) is implored to make weakly children
'

strong
'

(dvSp€LcofjL€vo<;). S. Maura, in Athens, requires that no

sewing be done on her day under pain of warts (locally known as

/jLavpaL^;), which if incurred can only be cured by an application

of oil from her lamp^ S. Tryphon resents any twisting {<TTpr/(l)(o)

of thread, as in spinning, on his day; and on the festival of

S. Symeon expectant mothers must touch no utensil of daily toil,

above all nothing black
;

for S. Symeon
' makes marks '

(o "Ai,"

Iv/jbecbv arjixeiovei)^ and a birth-mark would inevitably appear on

the child. If however a woman offend unwittingly, she must lay

her hands at once on that part of the body where the birth-

mark will be least disfiguring to the child.

These are only a small selection of the saints whom the

peasant seeks to propitiate, and it may be noted in passing that

among them there are some characters, as among the ancient

deities, either immoral as S. George the Drunkard, or unamiable

as S. Maura, S. Tryphon, and S. Symeon. But a better idea of the

multitude of the popular deities may perhaps be conveyed by

giving a list of those worshipped in a single island with the

functions there ascribed to them. Here is the catalogue given by
a native of Cythnos''. The Virgin {Ylava^ia) is invoked on any
and every occasion, and the SS. Anargyri (Costas and Damien)
in all cases of illness. S. Panteleemon is a specialist in eye-

diseases, S. Eleutherios in obstetrics, S. Modestes in veterinary

work, S. Vlasios in ulcers etc. S. Charalampes and S. Varvara

(Bap^dpa) deliver from pestilences, and S. Elias from drought.

^

Athenaeus, ii. 39 c. 2 Bent, Cyclades, p. 72.
•^

Ka/xTTovpoyXov, 'lar. tup 'Ad. lii. p. 153.
* 'Ajt. BdWrjvdas, KvdviaKa, p. 131.
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The power of protecting children from aihiients is ascribed to

S. Stylianos, and that of saving sailors from the perils of the sea

to S. Nicolas, S. Sostes, and the SS. Akindyni {aKivhwoi).

S. Tryphon deals with noxious insects, S. John the Baptist with

ague, S. Menas with loss of goods, S. Paraskeve (Friday) with

headache : while S. Aekaterine (Catherine) and S. Athanasios

assist anxious mothers to marry off their daughters.

As in the multiplicity of the objects of worship, so too in the

mental attitude of the worshipper, there is little change since first

were written the words hoipa 6eov<=; Treldec,
'

Gifts win the gods.'

There are certain great occasions, it is true, now as in old days, on

which religious feeling attains a higher level, and the mercenary

expectation of blessings is forgotten in whole-hearted adoration

of the blesser. But in general a spirit of bargaining tempers the

peasant's prayer, and a return is required for services rendered.

A sketch of the religious sentiments of the Sphakiotes given

by the head of a Cretan monastery is worth reproducing, for

it is typical of the whole Greek folk.
' The faith,' he writes,

* of

these highlanders in Jesus Christ is sincere in every way, reverent,

deep-seated, and unshaken, but unfortunately it is not free from

superstitious fancies which mar this otherwise great merit. Many
of them are fully persuaded that God, Our Lady, and the Saints

go to and fro unseen above their heads, watch each man's actions,

and take part in his quarrels, like the gods of Homer. They
are under an obligation to work constant miracles, to vindicate

and avenge, to listen readily to each man's requests and petitions,

whether they be just or no. Many of the people go off cattle-

lifting or on other wrongful enterprises, and at the same time call

upon Our Lady, or any other saints of repute as wonder-workers,

to assist them, and as payment for success promise them gifts !

To some of the Saints they attribute greater power and grace

than to the God who glorified them. In the same way they show

greater reverence for this or that church or icon, and bring

presents from great distances, in the belief that it has miraculous

powers, without understanding that Faith works miracles equally

in all places ^'

Such is the verdict of an educated priest of the Greek

Church who deplores the polytheism and idolatry of the common-
^
Tpvy- TlaTradoTreTpaKrjs, 'Icrropia tCjv ^(paKiwv, p. 69.
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folk among whom he lives, and who in so doing speaks with

the authority of intimate knowledge. Nor can the justice of

the verdict be questioned by any one who has entered one of

the more highly reputed churches of Greece and observed the

votive offerings which adorn or disfigure it. For these offerings

are of two qualities just as the motives which inspire them

are twofold. There are the genuine thank-offerings, selected for

their beauty or worth, which commemorate gratefully some

blessing received
;

of such the treasury of the Church of the

Annunciation in Tenos is full—gold and silver plate, bibles and

service-books in rich bindings studded with jewels, embroideries

of Oriental silk unmatched in skill and splendour. But there

is another class, the propitiatory offerings designed to place the

offerer in a special way under the protection of the saint. Most

characteristic among these are the shreds of infected clothing sent

by some sick person to the church of the particular saint whose

healing power he invokes. Just as in the province of magic the

possession of a strip of a man's clothing gives to the witch a

control over his whole person, so in the religious sphere the

dedication of some disease-laden rag from the body of the

sufferer places him under the special care of the saint. In the

church of
'

S. John of the Column
'

at Athens the ancient pillar

round which the edifice has been built is always garnished with

dirty rags affixed by a daub of candle-grease ;
and if the saint

cures those who send these samples of their fevers, he must

certainly kill some of those who visit his sanctuary in person

To this class of offerings belong also the bulk of the silver- foil

trinkets which are so cheap that the poorest peasant can afford

one for his tribute, and so abundant that at Tenos out of this

supply of metal alone have been fashioned the massive silver

candelabra which light the whole church. These trinkets are

models of any object which the worshipper wishes to commend
to the special attention of the saint. At Tenos they most fre-

quently represent parts of the human body, for there the Virgin
is above all a goddess of healing ;

but a vast assortment of models

of other objects committed to her care may also be seen—horses

and mules, agricultural implements, boats, sheaves of corn to

represent the harvest, bunches of grapes in emblem of the vintage ;

there is no limit to the variety; anything for which a man craves
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the saint's blessing is thus symbolically confided to her keeping.

Doubtless among them there are a number of thank-offerings for

mercies already received
;

I remember in particular a realistic

model of a Greek coasting steamer with a list attached giving the

names of the captain and crew who dedicated it in gratitude for

deliverance from shipwreck. It may even be that some few of the

models of eyes and limbs are thank-offerings for cures effected, and

in beauty or worth are all that the peasant's artistic sense desires

or his purse affords. But the majority of them, as I have said,

are the gifts of those whose prayers are not yet answered and who

thus keep before the eyes of the saint the maladies which crave

her healing care.

Other offerings again may be dedicated with either motive.

Candles and incense are equally suited to win a favour or to repay

one. But whether the motive be propitiation or gratitude, the

whole system is a legacy of the pagan world and permeated with

the spirit of paganism. Everywhere the Christian disguise of the

old religion is easily penetrable ;
the Church for instance has

forbidden the use of graven images, and only in one or two places

do statues or even reliefs survive : but the painted icons which are

provided in their stead satisfy equally well the common-folk's

instinct for idolatry.

Vows conditional upon the answering of some prayer usually

conform outwardly at least to Christian requirements. Scores of

the small chapels with which the whole country is dotted have

been built in payment of such a vow
;
and often a boy may be

seen dressed in a miniature priest's costume, because in some

illness his mother devoted him to the service of God or of some

saint for a number of years if only he should recover. But the

idea of bargaining by vows is more pagan than Christian, and

sometimes indeed an even clearer echo of ancient thought is

heard, as when a girl vows to the Virgin a silver girdle if she

will lay her in her lover's arms^

Miracles again are expected of the higher powers in return for

man's services to them
;

for as the proverb runs, 07^09 ttov Bev

davfjiarovpyet, Sev So^d^erai, 'it is a sorry saint who works no

1 Cf. a couplet quoted by Pashley, Travels in Crete, p. 253.

Tdi'w aov, Uavayia /xov, jxiav dcTj/x^veav ^ibarpa,

va yuas (Tva-ixi^r]^ '^c-'i- '''^ ^^^ ^^ '^^^ Kpe^^aTOCrpibcri,
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wonders/ And wonders are worked as the people expect
—some

in appearance, some in fact.

A sham miracle is annually worked by the priests of a church

near Volo in Thessaly. Within the walls, still easily traced, of the

old town of Demetrias on a spur of Mount Pelion stands an

unfinished church dedicated to the Virgin. Here on the Friday
after Easter there is a concourse from all Thessaly to see the

miracle. At the east end of the church, on the outside, a square

tank has been sunk ten or twelve feet below the level of the

church floor, exposing, on the side formed by the church wall,

ancient foundations—perhaps of some temple where the same

miracle was worked two thousand years ago. The miracle consists

in the filling of this tank with vvater
;
but seeing that under the

floor of the church itwSelf there are cisterns to which a shaft

in each aisle descends, and that the tank outside, sunk, as has

been said, to a lower level, undisguisedly derives its water from

a hole in the foundations of the church, there is less of the

marvellous in the fact that the priests by opening some sluice

fill the tank than in the simple faith with which the throng from

all parts presses to obtain a cupful of the miraculously fertilizing

but withal muddy liquid. The women drink it, the men carry it

home to sprinkle a few drops on cornfield or vineyard.

Genuine miracles, at any rate of healing, seem to be well

established. After personal investigation and enquiry at the

great festival of Tenos I concluded that some faith-cures had

actually occurred. Some travellers^ indeed have been inclined to

scoff at these miracles and to write them down mere fabrications

of interested priests. But in an oflicial
'

Description of some of

the miracles of the wonder-working icon of the Annunciation in

Tenos
'

the total number claimed down to the year 1898 is only

forty-four, that is to say not an average even of one a year ;
and

a large majority of the cases detailed—including twelve cases of

mental derangement, eleven of blindness, and ten of paralysis,

none of them congenital,
—might I suppose. come under the cate-

gory of nervous diseases for which a faith-cure is possible ;
while

several of the remainder, such as the case of a man who at first

sight of the icon coughed up a fish bone which had stuck in

his throat for two years, do not pass the bounds of belief; and

e.g. Bent, The Cydades, p. 249.
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even if the priests do sometimes set false or exaggerated rumours

afloat, it must be conceded that the peasant, who has faith enough
to believe their stories, has also faith enough, if faith-cures ever

occur, to render such a cure possible in his case. Indeed no one

who has been to the great centres of miraculous healing can fail

to be impressed by the unquailing faith of the pilgrims. Year by-

year they come in their thousands, bringing the maimed and the

halt and the blind, and, more pitiful still, the hopelessly deformed,

for whose healing a miracle indeed were needed. Year by year
these are laid to sleep in the church or in its precincts on the

eve of the festival. Year by year they are carried where the

shadow of the icon as it passes in procession may perchance fall

on them. Year by year they are sprinkled with water from the

holy spring. And year by year most of them depart as they came,
maimed and halt and blind and horribly misshapen. Yet faith

abides undimmed ; hope still blossoms
;
and they go again and

again until they earn another release than that which they crave.

The very dead, it is said, have ere now been brought from neigh-

bouring islands, but the icon has not raised them up. There are

but few indeed whose faith has made them whole
;
but for my

part I do not doubt that a boy's sight was restored at Tenos in

the year that I was there (1899), or that similar occurrences are

well established at such shrines as that of the Virgin at Megaspe-

laeon, of S. George in Scyros, or of S. Gerasimos in Cephalonia.

Closely bound up with these miraculous cures is the old pagan

practice of e^/cotyu-'r/crt?, sleeping in the sanctuary of the god whose

healing touch is sought. At Tenos the majority of the pilgrims

who come for the festival of Lady-day can only afford to stop

for the one night which precedes it. The sight then is strange

indeed. The whole floor of the church and a great part of the

courtyard outside is covered with recumbent worshippers. With

them they have brought mattresses and blankets for those of

the sick for whom a stone floor is too hard
; by their side

is piled baggage of all descriptions, cooking utensils, loaves of

bread, jars of wine or water, everything in fact necessary for a

long night's watch or slumber. And on this mass of close-packed

suffering worshippers the doors of the church are locked from nine

in the evening till early next morning. Shortly before the closing-

hour I picked my way with difficulty in the dim light over
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prostrate forms from the south to the north door. The atmo-

sphere was suffocating and reeked with the smoke of wax tapers

which all day long the pilgrims had been burning before the

iccm. Every malady and aflBiction seemed to be represented ;
the

moaning and coughing never stopped : and I wondered, not whether

there would be any miraculous cures, but how many deaths there

would be in the six or seven hours of confinement before even the

doors were again opened.

But this is the practice at its worst. Where there is more time

available, there is nothing insanitary in it. In the list of cures

at Tenos, to which I have alluded, there are many cases in which

the patient spent not one night only but several months in the

church. As a typical case I may take that of a sailor who while

keeping look-out on a steamer in the harbour of Patras had some

kind of paralytic seizure. He was taken to Tenos and for four

months suffered terribly. Then about midday at Easter he had

fallen asleep and heard a voice bidding him rise. He woke up and

asked those about him who had called him
; they said no one

;

so he slept again. This happened twice. The third time on

hearing the voice he opened his eyes and saw entering the church

a woman of unspeakable beauty and brilliance, and at the shock

he rose to his feet and began to walk
;
and the same day accom-

panied the festival procession round the town to the astonishment

of all the people.

When I was in Scyros I heard of an equally curious case of

a long-deferred cure which had recently taken place and was

the talk of the town. For seven consecutive years a man from

Euboea had brought his wife, who was mad, to the church

of S. George to
*

sleep in
'

for forty days. Shortly before I

arrived the last of these periods was just drawing to a close, when
one night both the man and his wife saw a vision of S. George
who came and laid his hand on her head

;
and in the morning she

woke sane. Of her sanity when I saw her—for they were still in

the island, paying, I think, some vow which the man had made—
I had no doubt

;
and the evidence of the people of the place who

for seven years previously had seen her mad seemed irrefragable.

The instances which I have cited are from the records of

churches which have succeeded to the reputation possessed by

Epidaurus in antiquity. These owing to the enthusiasm which
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their fame inspires are probably the scenes of more faith-cures

than humbler and less known sanctuaries. But in every church

throughout the land the observance of the custom may occasionally

be seen
;
for in the less civilised districts at any rate it is among

the commonest remedies for childish ailments for a mother to pass

the night with her child in the village church.

We shall notice in later chapters the remnants of other pagan
institutions which the Greek Church has harboured—an oracle

established in a Christian chapel and served by a priest
—a church-

festival at which sacrifice is done and omens are read—the survival

of ancient '

mysteries
'

in the dramatic celebration of Good Friday
and Easter. For the present enough has been said to show that,

even within the domain of what is nominally Christian worship,

the peasant of to-day in his conception of the higher powers and

in his whole attitude towards them remains a polytheist and a

pagan. And as in this aspect of religion, so in that other which

concerns men's care for the dead and their conception of the

future life, the persistence of pagan beliefs and customs is con-

stantly manifest. The ancient funeral usages are undisturbed
;

and in the dirges which form part of them the heaven and the

hell of Christianity seem almost unknown :

' the lower world
'

(o

jcdrco k6(t/jlo<;), over which rules neither God nor the Devil but

Charon, is the land to which all men alike are sped.

But there is no need to dilate upon these matters yet. It

is clear enough already, I hope, that the fact of Greece being

nominally a Christian country should not preclude the hope of

finding there instructive survivals of paganism. The Church

did not oust her predecessor. By a policy of conciliation and

compromise she succeeded indeed in imposing upon Hellenic

religion the name of Christianity and the Christian code of

morality and all the external appanages of Christian worship :

but in the essentials of religion proper she deferred largely to the

traditional sentiments of the race. She utilised the sanctuaries

which other associations had rendered holy ;
she permitted or

adopted as her own the methods by which men had approached
and entreated other gods than hers

;
she condoned polytheism by

appropriating the shrines of gods whom men had been wont to

worship to the service of saints whom they inevitably would worship

as gods instead
;
and even so she failed to suppress altogether
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the ejected deities. The result is that for the peasant Christianity

is only a part of a larger scheme of religion. To the outside

observer it may appear that there are two distinct departments
of popular religion, the one nominally Christian, devoted to the

service of God and the Saints, provided with sanctuaries and all

the apparatus of worship, served by a regular priesthood, limited

by dogma and system ;
the other concerned with those surviving

deities of pre-Christian Greece to whom we must next turn, free

in respect of its worship alike from the intervention of persons

and the limitations of place, obedient only to a traditional lore

which each may interpret by his own feelings and augment by
his own experience. But the peasant seems hardly sensible of

any such contrast. His Christian and his pagan deities consort

amicably together ; prayer and vow and offering are made to

both, now to avert their wrath, now to cajole them into kindness
;

the professed prophets of either sort, the priests and the witches,

are endowed with kindred powers ; everywhere there is over-

lapping and intertwining. And when the very authorities of the

Greek Church have adopted or connived at so much of pagan
belief and custom, how should the common-folk distinguish

any longer the twin elements in their blended faith ? Their

Christianity has become homogeneous with their paganism, and

it is the religious spirit inherited from their pagan ancestors

by which both alike are animated.



CHAPTER 11.

THE SURVIVAL OF PAGAN DEITIES.

§ 1. The Range of Modern Polytheism.

Thus far we have considered paganism in its bearing and

influence upon modern Greek Christianity. We have seen how

the Church, in endeavouring to widen her influence, countenanced

many practices and conciliated many prejudices of a people whose

temperament needed a multitude of gods and whose piety could

pay homage to them all, a people moreover to whom the criterion

of divinity was neither moral perfection nor omnipotence. From

the ethical standpoint some of the ancient gods were better, some

worse than men : in point of power they were superhuman but

not almighty. Some indeed claimed that there was no difference

in origin between mankind and its deities.
' One is the race

of men '

sang Pindar ' with the race of gods ;
for one is the

mother that gave to both our breath of life : yet sundered are

they by powers wholly diverse, in that mankind is as naught, but

heaven is builded of brass that abideth ever unshaken^' One in

origin, they are diverse in might. The test of godhead is power

sufficing to defy death. Rightly therefore did Homer make
'

deathless
'

and '

everbeing
'

his constant epithets for the gods.

Immortality alone is the quality which distinguishes them in

kind and not merely in degree from men, and makes them

worthy of worship.

1
Pindar, Nein. vi. 1

fV dv5pu}v, iv deQv yevo^' e/c fxids 8^ irveofxeu

fxarpbs afxcporepoL
'

dielpyeL Be irdaa KeKpip.iva

dyva/JLis k.t.X.

The opening phrase is often, even usually, translated 'one is the race of men,
another the race of gods.' Whether iv..Jv was ever used in Greek for d\\o...d\\o,

I doubt; but even if it be possible, the emphasis ^u..Jv...iK fxids must to my mind

be an emphasis upon unity, and the first mention of divergence comes equally

strongly in dteipyec 5e...

L. 5
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A people wedded to such conceptions were naturally ready

enough to install new immortals of whom they had not known

before, but reluctant to depose in their favour those whom they
and their forefathers had known and served. Dangers were to

be apprehended from neglect; blessings were to be secured by
tendance. Greater honour might be paid to one god, less to

another; but from no immortal should service be wholly with-

held: even unconscious oversights should be remedied by offerings
'

to an unknown god.' Such in its essence was the popular

religion, inconsistent it may be and not deeply intellectual, but

in sympathies very broad—broad enough to encompass the

worship of all immortals, broad as the earth and the sky and

the sea wherein they dwelt and moved.

So vital and so deep-seated in the hearts of the common-folk

are these religious tendencies, that even at the present day when

the word 'Christian' has become a popular synonym for 'Greek'

in contradistinction not only with 'Mohammedan,' but even

sometimes with 'Western' or 'Catholic' or with 'Protestant,' and

when horror would be excited by any imputation of polytheism,

there are yet recognised a large number of superhuman and for

the most part immortal beings, whom the Church has been able

neither to eradicate from the popular mind nor yet to incorporate

under the form of saints or devils in her own theological system.

These beings, whether benignant to man or maleficent, are all

treated as divine. In ancient times the common people had

probably little appreciation of the various grades of divinity;

indeed it was one of the seven sages, we are told, who first

differentiated God and the lesser deities and the heroes^; and at

the present day the common-folk are certainly no more subtle of

understanding than they were then. God and the Saints and

these pagan powers are all feared and worshipped in the several

ways traditionally suited to each
;
but the fact of worship pro-

claims them all alike to be gods.

The origin of the non-Christian deities, even if we were

unable to identify any of them with the gods of classical Greece,

would be clearly enough proved by some of the general terms

under which all of them are included. Those who use these

1
Stobaeus, Sentent. p. 279, Upuros QaXiji 8iai.p€2...els 6ebi>, els daifiopas, els

ijpcoas.
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terms indeed no longer appreciate their significance ;
for all sense

of antagonism between the pagan and Christian elements in the

popular religion has, as we have seen, long been lost. But the

words themselves are a relic of the early days in which the

combat of Christianity with the heathen world was still stern.

Among the most widespread of these terms is the word ^wTLKa^

(i.e. e^wTiKo), the * extraneous
'

powers, clearly an invention

of the early Christians. The phrase
' those that are without

'

{ol 6^(1) or OL e^codev) was used by S. Paul first
^ and after-

wards generally by the Fathers of the Church to denote men
of all other persuasions. In the fourth century Basil of Caesarea

employed the adjective efwrt/co? also in a corresponding sensed

This word no doubt became popular, and hence rd i^coriKa, 'the

extraneous ones,' became a convenient term by which to denote

comprehensively all those old divinities whose worship the Church

disallowed but even among her own adherents could not wholly

suppress. Another comprehensive term equally significant, if not

so commonly used, is ra irayava^, 'the pagan ones.' This is in

use in the Ionian islands and some parts of the mainland, but I

have not met with it nor found it understood in the Peloponnese

or in the islands of the Aegean Sea^ In Cephalonia it is chiefly,

though not exclusively, applied to a species of supernatural beings

usually called callicantzari (fcaWLKavT^apoo) of whom more anon :

the reason of this restriction may be either the fact that these

monsters—to judge from the folk-stories of the island—so far

outnumber there all other kinds of
'

pagan
'

beings that this one

species has almost appropriated to itself the generic name, or that

in old time, when the word Trayavd, 'pagan,' was still understood

in the sense which we attribute to it, these monsters were deemed

specially 'pagan' because, as we shall see later, they delight in

disturbing a season of Christian gladness. But elsewhere the

term, still employed in what must have been its original m^eaning,

comprises all kinds of non-Christian deities
;
and in earlier times

1 For dialectic variations of the form, see Schmidt, Das Volkslehen der Neugr,

p. 91.
2 I. Cor. V. 12, I. Tim. iii. 7, and elsewhere.
3 Basil III. 944 a (Migne, Patrol. Graec. vol. xxix.).
"*

Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece, i. p. 319, writes 'Pagania.'
5 In Aiidros the word is used (in the singular rrayavd) to denote an unbaptised

child. Cf. 'AvT. MT]Xi.apaKT]s, 'Tirofivrj/jLaTa -jrepiypacpiKa. tQjv KvK\d8u)v yr]cruu,—''Av5pos,

Kews, p. 45.

5—2
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' the pagan ones
' was probably as frequent an expression as its

synonym 'the extraneous ones.' To these may perhaps be added

the rare appellation recorded by Schmidt^ ralvta: for if the

derivation from r^lva, 'fraud,' 'deceit,' be right, it will mean

'the false gods.'

Besides these three names, which indicate the pre-Christian

oriofin of these deities, there are several others—some in universal

usage, others local and dialectic,
—which represent them in various

aspects. As a class of
'

divinities
'

they are called haifiovia : as

^apparitions,' whose precise nature often cannot be further deter-

mined, (pdafiara or (^avrdaiiara and, in Crete, a(f)avTa')(Td^ : as

swift and 'sudden' in their coming and going, ^a(^viKd^: as

ghostly and passing like a vision, el^wXiicd : as denizens, for the most

part, of the air, depiKa : and from their similarity to angels,

dyjekiKa.
It may seem strange that the first and the last of these terms,

SaLfjLovLa and dyyeXcKd, should be practically interchangeable; for

the Church at any rate did her best in early days to make the

former understood in the sense of 'demons' or 'devils' rather

than '

deities.' But the attempted change of meaning seems to

have failed to make much impression on a people who did not

view goodness as an essential of godhead; and in later times the

Church herself, or many of her less educated clergy at any rate,

surrendered to the popular ideas. Father Richard^, a Jesuit

resident during the seventeenth century in the island of Santorini,

mentions the case of an old Greek priest who had long made
a speciality of exorcism and was prepared to expel angels and

demons alike from the bodies of those who were afflicted by them.

The priest when questioned by the Jesuit as to what distinction

he drew between demons and angels, replied that the demons

came from hell, while the angels were depiKov re, a species
of aerial being; but while he maintained a theoretical difference

between them, his practice betrayed a belief that both were

equally harmful. Exorcism had to be employed in cases of

1
op. cit. p. 92, referring to Du Cange, T^ij/a= fraus, p. 1571.

- AeXrtoj' Trjs'IaT. Kai'Edv. 'Eratptas, il. p. 122.
3
Schmidt, op. cit. p. 97.

^ Relation de ce qui s'est passe de plus remarquable a Sant-Erini, isle de

VArchipel, depuis Vetahlissement des Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus en icelle

(Paris, 1657), p. 192 ff.
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'angelic' as well as of 'demoniacal' possession; and Father

Richard details the cruelties and tortures inflicted upon a woman

suspected of the former in order to make the pernicious angelic

spirit within her confess its name. The characters of SaifiovLa

and dyyeXtfcd are in fact the same, and the subtle theological

distinctions which might be drawn between them are naturally

lost on a people who see them treated even by the priests as

equally baneful.

A few other local or dialectic names remain to be noticed.

Two of them, o-Tot^^^em and reXcovia, denote properly two several

species of supernatural beings
—the former being the genii of fixed

places^ and the latter aerial beings chiefly concerned with the

passage of men from this world to the next^—and are only loosely

and locally employed in a more comprehensive sense. The name

afxepScLKca, recorded from Philiatra in Messenia, is apparently a

diminutive form from a root meaning 'terrible^' A Cretan word

KavraviKa is of less certain etymology, but if, as has been sur-

mised, it has any relation with the verb Kavrauevco,
'

to go down

to the underworld,' and hence 'to fall into a trance,' ('entranced'

spirits being thought temporarily to have departed thither,)

it may denote either denizens of the lower world or beings
who frighten men into a senseless and trance-like state**. Next

come the two words ^ov/jbiripa and ^covro^oXa, of which I believe

the interpretation is one and the same. Bernhard Schmidt ^

whose work I have constantly consulted in this and later

chapters, would derive the former from a middle-Greek word

foyLt/Spo?^', equivalent to the ancient TpayeXacpof;, a fantastic

animal of Aristophanic fame
;
but it was explained to me in Scyros

to be a jocose euphemism as applied to supernatural beings and

to denote properly parasitic insects. The implied combination of

superstitious awe in avoiding the name of supernatural things

with a certain broad humour in substituting what is, to the

peasant, one of the lesser annoyances of life is certainly character-

istic of the Greek folk
;
and the accuracy of the explanation given

1 See below, pp. 255 ff.
'- See below, pp. 284-7.

^ Cf. Hesych. cfiepdaXeos, a/ji.ep5u6s
=

(f>o^ep6s, KaraTrXTjKTiKds, woXe/nLKSs; and

Gfxepbos= \riixa, p(J}fxr], dvua/JLis, 6pfXT]fxa.
•*

Bybilakis, NeugriecJiisches Leben, p. 16, and in the periodical ^i\i<TTwp, iv.

p. 517.
5

op. cit. p. 92. ^
Steph. Thesaur. s.v.
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to me is confirmed by the fact that in the island of Cythnos
the other word, ^(ovr6/3o\a, is recorded to bear also the meaning
of 'insects^' The joke, if such it be, must date from a long time

back and in its prime must have enjoyed a widespread popularity;
for at Arachova on the slopes of Parnassus, a place far distant

from Scyros, the word ^ovfjuiripa is employed in the sense of

supernatural beings by persons who apparently are quite ignorant
of its original meaning-. To these difficult terms must be added

a few euphemisms of a simple nature—ra Trl^rjXa (i.e. iiri^r^Xa)
' the enviable ones

'

in one village of Tenos^, and in many places

such general terms as ol koKol 'the noble,'—ol dSepcjyol /jLa<; 'our

brothers/— ol KoXopi^LKoi
' the fortunate ones,'—ol ^apovfjievou

'

the joyful ones.' These evasions of a more direct nomen-

clature are very frequent, and, since the choice of epithet is

practically at the discretion of the speaker, it would be im-

possible to compile a complete list of them.

How far each of these names may be applied in general to all

the classes of pagan gods and demons and monsters whom I am
about to describe is a question which I cannot determine. On
the one hand many of the names, as we have seen, are purely

local, confined to a few villages or districts or islands and

unknown and unintelligible elsewhere: and on the other hand

some of these supernatural beings themselves are equally local,

and my information concerning them has been gathered from

widely separated regions of the Greek world. Hence it follows

that while the several terms which I have explained are compre-
hensive in local usage and include all the supernatural beings

locally recognised, it is impossible to say whether the users of

them would think fit to extend them to the deities of other

districts. Probably they would do so
;
but only for the most

widely current terms, haifjuovia and i^coTLKa, can I claim with

assurance anything like universal application.

The surviving pagan deities fall naturally into two classes.

There are the solitary and individual figures such as Demeter,
and there is the gregarious and generic class to which belong for

example the Nymphs. An exceptional case may occur in which

^
'E077;u. Twv ^iXofxadwv, anno 1861, p. 1851, quoted by Schmidt, loc. cit.

2
Schmidt, op. cit. p. 92. =* Ibid.
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some originally single personality has been multiplied into a

whole class. The Lesbian maiden Gello, who, according to a

superstition known to Sappho \ in revenge for her untimely
death haunted her old abodes preying upon the babes of women
whose motherhood she envied, is no longer one but many; the

place of a maiden, whom death carried off ere she had known the

love of husband and children, has been taken by withered witch-

like beings who none the less bear her name and resemble her in

that they light, like Harpies, upon young children and suck out their

humours-. But in the main the division holds
;
there are single

gods and there are groups of gods. Of the former, in several

cases, there is very little to record. Such memory of them as still

lingers among the people is confined perhaps to a single folk-story
out of the many that have been preserved. In such cases I do not

feel entire confidence that the reference is a piece of genuine
tradition

;
in spite of the popular form in which the stories are

cast, it is always possible that, owing to the spread of education,

some scholastic smatterings of ancient mythology have been intro-

duced by the story-teller. There are certainly plenty of tales

to be heard about Alexander the Great which are drawn from

literary sources
;
and it is possible that tvvo stories published

by Schmidt which contain apparent reminiscences of Poseidon

and of Pan are vitiated, from the point of view of folklore, in the

same way. Fortunately the cases in which this reserve must be

felt are few and in the nature of things unimportant: for, though

proof of genuine tradition would be interesting, yet a single

modern allusion is not likely to throw any light on the ancient

conception of a deity or his cult. Where on the other hand

modern folklore is more abundant—and in the case of the groups
of lesser deities above all there is ample store of information—it

is possible that study of the popular conceptions of to-day may
illumine our understanding of ancient religion.

^ Zenob. Cent. iii. 3. Cf. Hesych. and Suidas, s.v. FeWw.
2 Cf. Leo Allatius, de quor. Graec. opin. cap. iii. ad Jin., quoting Mich. Psellus,

TToicrav TTjv iv tols ^p^(p€aiv airoppo(paLv uairep vyporriTa.
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§ 2. Zeus.

'Ek Aioc ApxooMecGA.

To Zeus, the ancient father of gods and men, belongs pre-

cedence
;
but there is in truth little room for him in the modern

scheme of popular religion. His functions have been transferred

to the Christian God, and his personality merged in that of the

Father whom the Church acknowledges. But though he is no

longer a deity, the ancient conception of him has imposed narrow

limitations upon the character of his successor. We have noted

already that the God now recognised exercises the same general

control, as did formerly Zeus, over all the changes and chances of

this mortal life, but has, again resembling Zeus, for his special

province only the regulation of the more monotonous phases of

nature and the weather. The more unusual phenomena, and

among them sometimes even the thunder, to which S. Elias has pre-

tensions, are delegated to saints or to non-Christian deities
;
but

for the most part the thunder remains the possession of God, as it

was always that of Zeus
;
and its more important concomitant,

the lightning, is never, I think, attributed to S. Elias, but is

wielded by God alone.

The very name of this weapon which the Christian God has

inherited is suggestive of the Olympian regime. Much has been

heard lately of the double-headed axe as a religious symbol which

seems to have been constantly associated, especially in Crete, with

the worship of Zeus. The modern Greek word for what we call

the thunderbolt is aaTpoirekeKi (a syncopated form of darpaTroire-

XeKL by loss of one of two concurrent syllables beginning with

the same consonant), and means literally a 'lightning-axe.' The

weapon therefore which the supreme God wields is conceived as

an axe-shaped missile
; and, though in the ancient literature

which has come down to us we may nowhere find the word

TreXe/cu? used of the thunderbolt, there is no reason why the

modern word should not be the expression of a conception in-

herited from antiquity and so furnish a clue to what in itself

seems a simple and suitable explanation of the much-canvassed

symbol.

Again the divine associations of the thunderbolt now as in the
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reign of Zeus are attested by the awe in which men and cattle,

trees and houses, which have been struck by lightning, are

universally held—awe of that primitive kind which does not

distinguish between the sacred and the accursed. It is sufficient

that particular persons or objects have come into close contact

with divine power ;
that contact sets them apart ; they must not do

common work or be put to common uses. In old days any place

which had been struck was distinguished by the erection of an altar

and the performance of sacrifice, but at the same time it was left

unoccupied and, save for sacrificial purposes, untrodden i; it was

both honoured and avoided. In the case of persons however

the sense of awe verged on esteem.
' No one,' says Artemidorus,

' who has been struck by lightning is excluded from citizenship ;

indeed such an one is honoured even as a god I' The same

feeling is still exhibited. The peasant makes the sign of the

cross as he passes any scorched and blackened tree-trunk
;
but if

a man has the fortune to be struck and not killed, he may indulge

a taste for idleness for the rest of his life—his neighbours will

support him—and enjoy at the same time the reputation of being

somethingr more than human.

But in spite of the reverent awe which the victim of the

lightning excites, the thunderbolt is often viewed now, as in old

time, as the instrument of divine vengeance. The people of

Arachova, when they see a flash, explain the occurrence in the

phrase KairoLov Sia/3o\ov exayfre, 'He has bui^nt up some devil/

and the implied subject of the verb, as in most phrases describing

the weather, is undoubtedly God^ The same idea, in yet more

frankly pagan garb, is well exhibited in a story from Zacynthos^
which is nothing but the old myth of the war of the Titans

against Zeus with the names of the actors omitted. The gist of

it is as follows.

The giants once rebelled against God. First they climbed

a mountain and hurled rocks at him
;
but he grasped his thunder-

bolts (TcraK(ov6t, TO, aa-TpoireXeKia rov) and threw them at the

giants, and they all fell down from the mountain and many were

killed. Then one whose courage was still unshaken tied reeds to-

1
Artemidorus, Oneirocritica, Bk ii, cap. 9, p. 90.

"
Ibid. p. 91.

'^

Sclimidt, Das Volksleben der Neugr. p. 33.
* Schmidt, Mclrchen, etc. p. 131.
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gether and tried to reach to heaven with them (for what purpose,

does not appear in the story ;
but folk-tales are often somewhat

inconsequent, and this vague incident is probably an imperfect

reminiscence of the legend of Prometheus) ;
but the lightning burnt

him to ashes. Then his remaining companions made a last assault,

but the lightning again slew many of them, and the rest were

condemned to live all their life long shut in beneath a mountain.

This story is one of those which in themselves might be

suspected of scholastic origin or influence
;

but it so happens
that practically the same story has been recorded from Chios

also, with the slight addition that there the leader of the giants'

assault has usurped the name of Samson. Such corroboration

from the other end of the Greek world goes far to establish the

genuine nature of the tradition.

Thus though Zeus has been generally superseded by the

Christian God, his character and mythic attributes have left a

strong and indelible mark upon the religion of to-day. The

present conception of God is practically identical with the ancient

conception of the deity who was indeed one among many gods
and yet in thought and often also in speech the godi par excellence.

Christianity has effected little here beyond the suppression of the

personal name Zeus.

All this, no doubt, illustrates the fusion of paganism with

Christianity rather than the independent co-existence of deities

of the separate systems. But there are two small facts in virtue

of which I have given to Zeus a place among the pagan deities

whose distinct personality is not yet wholly sunk in oblivion. The
men of Arachova, as we have noticed above, still swear by the
'

god of Crete,' who can be no other than Zeus
;
and in Crete itself

there was recently, and may still be, in use the invocation rjKovre

fjLov Za)V€ Oeiy 'Hearken to me, O god Zeus\' Such expressions,

though their original force is no longer known by those who use

them, are none the less indications that perhaps not many
generations ago Zeus was still locally recognised and reverenced

as a deity distinct from the Christian God, to whom indeed every-
where he can only gradually have ceded his position and his

attributes.

1 Soutzos, Hist, de la Revolution Grecque, p. 158. Cf. Schmidt, Das VolkslebeUy

p. 27.
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§ 3. Poseidon.

For the survival of any god of the sea in the imagination of

the Greek people I cannot personally vouch. Though I have

been among the seafaring population in many parts, I have never

heard mention of other than female deities. That which I here

set down rests entirely on the authority of Bernhard Schmidt.

In his collection of folk-stories there is one from Zacynthos,

entitled 'Captain Thirteen,' which runs as follows^:—A king who

was the strongest man of his time made w^ar on a neighbour.

His strength lay in three hairs on his breast. He was on the point

of crushing his foes when his wife was bribed to cut off the hairs,

and he with thirteen companions was taken prisoner. But the

hairs began to grow again, and so his enemies threw him and his

companions into a pit. The others were killed by the fall, but he

being thrown in last, fell upon them and was unhurt. Over the

pit his enemies then raised a mound. He found however in the

pit a dead bird, and having fastened its wings to his hands flew

up and carried away mound and all with him. Then he soared

high in the air until a storm of rain washed away the clay that

held the feathers to his hands, and he fell into the sea. 'Then

from out the sea came the god thereof (o halfjuova^^ Trj<i 6dXaaaa<;)

and struck him with a three-pronged fork (/xta ireipovva fxe rpla

BixaXiaY and changed him into a dolphin until such time as he

should find a maiden ready to be his wife. The dolphin after

some time saved a ship-wrecked king and his daughter, and the

princess by way of reward took him for her husband and the spell

was broken.

Other characteristics of this trident-bearing sea-god are,

according to the same authority "^ that he is in form half human

and half fish; that his wealth, consisting of all treasures lost in

the sea, is so great that he sleeps on a couch of gold ;
and that he

rides upon dolphins. Thus Poseidon, it appears, (or it may be

Nereus,) has survived locally in the remembrance of the Greek

people as a deity unconnected with Christianity. Far more

generally however his functions have been transferred to S. Nicolas,

^ Schmidt, Mdrchen, etc. no. xi.
2 Schmidt, Das Volksleben tier Neugriechen, p. 135.
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whose aid is invariably invoked by seamen in time of peril, and

who has acquired the byname of 'sailor' {vavrrj'^y.

The allusion to the sea-god and his trident in the story which

I have repeated must, I think, be accepted with some reserve

as being possibly a scholastic interpolation. I cannot find con-

firmation of it in any other folk-story, and moreover the latter

part of the tale is familiar to me in another form. The hero

is usually a young prince who goes out to seek adventures in the

world, not a king who has already a wife at home
;
and his trans-

formation into a dolphin is effected by some malicious witch into

whose toils he falls. But while for these reasons I do not put the

story forward as certain evidence of the survival of Poseidon

in the popular memory, I have recounted it at some length

because it is an excellent type of current folk-tales, and from

a study of it, if we may now leave Poseidon and make a brief

digression, we may appreciate the relation existing between such

stories and the myths of antiquity.

The king who was the strongest man of his time has a classical

prototype in the Messenian leader Aristomenes. He too was

thrown with his comrades into a pit by his enemies, the Spartans,

and alone escaped death from the fall, being borne up on the

wings of eagles. Again, the idea of a man's strength residing in

a certain hair or hairs is well known in ancient mythology ;
and

although it is by no means peculiar to the Greeks, but is common to

many peoples of the world, we may fairly suppose that the modern

Greek has not borrowed it from outside, but has inherited it from

those ancestors among whose myths was the story of Scylla and

Nisus. Lastly, in the incident of the hero fastening wings to his

arms with clay and his subsequent fall into the sea there are all

the essentials of the legend of Icarus.

Here then combined in one modern folk-story we find the

motifs of three separate ancient myths. And from it and others

of like nature—for in the collection from which I have borrowed

it there are several stories in which such figures as Midas, the

Sphinx, and the Cyclopes are easily recognised
—an inference

may be drawn as to the real relation of ancient mythology
to modern folk-stories. Certain themes must have existed from

time immemorial, and these have been worked up into tales by
^

Ilai'Swpa (periodical) xvi. p. 538, ayie Nt/c6Aa vatjTr].
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successive generations of raconteurs with ever-varying settings.

Fresh combinations of motifs have been and are still being tried
;

fresh embroidery of detail may be added by each artist
; only the

theme in its plainest form, the mere gi'oundwork of story, remains

immutable. This at the same time explains the wide variations

of the same myth even among the ancients themselves, and warns

us not to judge of the value of a modern folk-story or folk-song by
the closeness of its resemblance to any ancient myth which may
have been preserved to us in literature. It was naturally the most

finished and artistic presentment of the story which appealed to

the taste of educated men and thus became the orthodox classical

version
;
but there is every likelihood that before the story reached

the stage of acknowledged perfection much that was primitive

had been suppressed as inartistic, and much that was not tra-

ditional had been added by the poet's imagination. The un-

lettered story-teller, endowed with less fancy and ignorant of the

conventions of art, is a far trustier vehicle of pure tradition
;

for

though he feels himself at liberty to compose variations of the

original theme, he certainly has less power and generally less

inclination to do so
;

for it is on exactness of memory and

even verbal fidelity to the traditional form of the story that the

modern story-teller chiefly prides himself Hence the modern

folk-story, straight from the peasant's lips in a form almost verbally

identical with that in which successive generations of peasants

before him narrated it, may contain more genuinely primitive

material than a literary version of it which dates from perhaps

two thousand years or more ago.

§ 4. Pan.

A story, again from the same collection\ runs in brief as

follows :
—Once upon a time a priest had a good son who tended

goats. One day
' Panes

'

gave him a kid with a skin of gold.

He at once offered it as a burnt-offering to God, and in answer

an angel promised him whatsoever he should ask. He chose a

magic pipe which should make all hearers dance. So no enemy
could come near to touch him. The king however sent for him,

1 B. Schmidt, Mdrchen, etc. no. xx.
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and the goatherd, after making the envoys dance more than once,

voluntarily let himself be taken. The king then threw him into

prison, but he had his flute still with him, and when he played

even houses and rocks danced, and fell and crushed all save him

and his. 'The whole business,' concludes the story, 'was arranged

by Panos to cleanse the world somewhat of evil men.'

Here the pastoral scene and the gift of the magic pipe (not by
Panos himself, it is true, but indirectly thanks to him) suggest
a genuine remembrance of Pan. It was from him that

' bonus

Daphnis
'

learnt the art of music. The form which the name has

assumed is the chief difficult}^ The modern nominative, if

formed in the same way as in other words of the same declension,

would naturally be Panas (Ilai^a?), and the unusual termination

arouses some suspicion that the narrator of the story had heard

of Pan from some literary source and, as often happens in such

cases, had got the name a little wrong. But if the tale be a

piece of genuine tradition, the conclusion of it is remarkable.

The moral purpose ascribed to the deity seems to indicate a

loftier conception of him than that which is commonly found in

ancient art and literature. But the popular tradition embodied

in the legend is not therefore necessarily at fault
;
indeed it may

be more true to the conception of Pan which prevailed among the

common-folk in old days than were the portraits drawn and handed

down by the more educated of their contemporaries. The patron-

god of Arcadian shepherd-life would naturally have seemed a rude

being to the cultured Athenians of the fifth century, who but

for his miraculous intervention in the battle of Marathon would

never have honoured him with a temple. But among his original

worshippers it may well be that, besides presiding over the

increase of their flocks, as did Demeter over the increase of their

fields, he was deemed to resemble her also in the possession

of more exalted attributes, so that there was cause indeed for

lamentation over that strange message
' Great Pan is dead\'

But perchance Pan is not dead yet, or if dead not forgotten.

And as this solitary modern story, if it be genuine, testifies to

a longlived remembrance of his better qualities, so in the demono-

logy of the middle ages a sterner aspect of his ancient character

still secured to him men's awe. Theocritus- gave voice to a

1
Plutarch, de deject, orac. 17. ^

Idyll, i. 15.
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well-known superstition when he made the goat-herd say :

'

Nay,

shepherd, it may not be
;

in the noontide we may not pipe ;

'tis Pan that we fear
'

;
for in his rage if roused from his midday

slumber he was believed to strike the intruder with '

panic
'

terror: and it was this superstition which influenced the trans-

lators of the Septuagint when they rendered the phrase, which

in our Bible version of the Psalms^ appears as 'the destruction

that wasteth at noonday,' by the words (TvjJLirrwfxa Kal haifiovLov

/jLearjjjLjSpLvov. By the latter half of this phrase the memory of

Pan was undoubtedly perpetuated ;
for in certain forms of prayer

quoted by Leo Allatius^ in the seventeenth century, among the

perils from which divine deliverance is sought is mentioned more

than once this 'midday demon'; and a corresponding 'daemon

meridianus^' found a place of equal dignity among the ghostly

enemies of Roman Catholics.

Perhaps even yet in the pastoral uplands of Greece some

traveller will hear news of Pan.

§ 5. Demeter and Persephone.

Of few ancient deities has popular memory been more

tenacious than of Demeter
;
but in different districts the remi-

niscences take very different forms. There are many traces of her

name and cult, and of the legends concerning both her and her

daughter; but in one place they have been Christianised, in

another they have remained pagan.

In so far as she has affected the traditions of the Church,

a male deity, S. Demetrius, has in general superseded her.

Under the title of arepeavo^, 'belonging to the dry land,' he

has in most districts taken over the patronage of agriculture;

while his inherited interest in marriage receives testimony from

the number of weddings celebrated, especially in the agricultural

districts, on his day. But at Eleusis, the old home of Demeter's

most sacred rites, the people, it seems, would not brook the

substitution of a male saint for their goddess, and yielded to

ecclesiastical influence only so far as to create for themselves a

1 Ps. 91. 6.
2 Be quorumdaia Graecorum opinationibus, cap. viii.

3 Du Cange, Lex. vied, et injini. Latin, s.v.
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saint Demetra (vj ayua AijfjLTjrpa) entirely unknown elsewhere

and never canonised. Further, in open defiance of an iconoclastic

Church, they retained an old statue of Demeter, and merely

prefixing the title
'

saint
'

to the name of their cherished goddess,
continued to worship her as before. The statue was regularly

crowned with garlands of flowers in the avowed hope of obtaining

good harvests, and without doubt prayer was made before it as

now before the pictures of canonical saints. This state of things
continued down to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Then, in 1801, two Englishmen, named Clarke and Cripps, armed

by the Turkish authorities with a license to plunder, perpetrated
an act unenviably like that of Verres at Enna, and in spite of a

riot among the peasants of Eleusis removed by force the venerable

marble
;
and that which was the visible form of the great goddess

on whose presence and goodwill had depended from immemorial

ages the fertility of the Thriasian plain is now a little-regarded

object catalogued as
' No. xiv, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,

(much mutilated)^'

Saint Demetra however, though lost to sight, was yet dear to

the memory of the village-folk ;
and in spite of the devastation of

old beliefs and legends which the much-vaunted progress and

education of Greece have committed in the more civilised districts

without conferring any sensible compensation, the antiquarian
Lenormant found in 1860 an old Albanian '^

priest who when

once reassured that no ridicule was intended, recited to him the

following remarkable legend^ :

'

S. Demetra was an old woman
of Athens, kind and good, who devoted all her little means to

feeding the poor. She had a daughter who w^as beautiful past
all imagining ;

since
"
lady Aphrodite

"
(Kvpa '(^pohirr]) none had

been seen so lovely. A Turkish lord of the neighbourhood of Souli,

who was a wicked man and versed in magic, saw her one day

combing her hair, which was of golden hue and reached to the very

ground, and became passionately enamoured of her. He bided his

time, and having found his chance of speaking with her tried to

seduce her. But she being as prudent as she was beautiful,

repulsed all the miscreant's advances. Thereupon he resolved

^
Clarke, Catalogue of Sculptures in Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

'^ The population of JEleusis, as of many villages in Attica, is mainly Albanian ;

but they have inherited many of the old Greek superstitions and customs.
•^

Lenormant, Monographie de la voie sacree eleusinienne, p. 399 ff.
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to carry her off and put her in his harem. One Christmas night,

while Demetra was at church, the Turk (o aya^) forced the door

of her house, seized the girl who was at home alone, carried her off

in spite of her cries of distress, and holding her in his arms leapt

upon his horse. The horse was a wonderful one
;

it was black in

colour
;
from its nostrils it breathed out flames, and in one bound

could pass from the East unto the West. In an instant it had

carried ravisher and victim right to the mountains of Epirus.

When the aged Demetra came back from church, she found

her house broken into and her daughter gone ; great was her

despair. She asked her neighbours if they knew what had be-

come of her daughter ;
but they dared not tell her aught, for they

feared the Turks and their vengeance. She turned her enquiries

to the tree that grew before her house
;
but the tree could tell her

nothing. She asked the sun, but the sun could give her no help ;

she asked the moon and the stars, but from them too she learnt

nothing. Finally the stork that nested on the house-top said to

her :

"
Long time now we have lived side by side

;
thou art as old

as I. Listen
;
thou hast always been good to me, thou hast never

disturbed my nest, and once thou didst help me to drive away the

bird of prey that would have carried off my nestlings. In recom-

pense I will tell thee what I know of the fate of thy daughter ;

she was carried off by a Turk mounted on a black horse, who took

her towards the West. Come, I will set out with thee and we will

search for her together."

Accompanied by the stork, Demetra started
;
the time was

winter
;

it was cold, and snow covered the mountains. The poor

old woman was frozen and could hardly walk
;
she kept asking of

all those whom she met, whether they had seen her daughter, but

they laughed at her or did not answer
;
doors were shut in her face

and entrance denied her, for men love not misery ;
and she went

weeping and lamenting. In this manner however she dragged

her limbs as far as Lepsina (the modern form of the name Eleusis);

but, arriving there, she succumbed to cold and weariness and threw

herself down by the roadside. There she would have died, but

that by good luck there passed by the wife of the khodja-hachi

(or head man of the village), who had been to look after her flocks

and was returning. Marigo
—such was her name—took pity on

the old woman, helped her to rise and brought her to her husband,

L. 6
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who was named Nicolas \ The khodja-hachi was as kind as his

wife
;
both welcomed as best they could the poor sorrow-stricken

woman, tended her and sought to console her. To reward them

S. Demetra blessed their fields and gave them fertility.

Nicolas, the khodja-hachi^ had a son handsome, strong, brave,

and practised, in a word the finest pallikar of all the country side.

Seeing that Demetra was in no condition to continue her journey,
he offered to set to work to recover her daughter, asking only her

hand in recompense. The offer was accepted, and he set out

accompanied by the faithful stork who would not abandon the

undertaking.

The young man walked for many days without finding any-

thing. At last one night, when he was in a forest right among
the mountains, he caught sight of a great bright light at some

distance. Towards this he hastily bent his steps, but the point

from which the light came was much further off than he had

at first imagined ;
the darkness had deceived him. Eventually

however he arrived there, and to his great astonishment found

forty dragons lying on the ground and watching an enormous

cauldron that was boiling on the fire. Undismayed by the sight,

he lifted the cauldron with one hand, lit a torch, and replaced the

vessel on the fire. Astounded by such a display of strength, the

dragons crowded round him and said to him,
" You who can lift

with one hand a cauldron which we by our united efforts can

scarcely carry, you alone are capable of carrying off a maiden

whom we have long been trying to lay our hands on, and whom
we cannot seize because of the height of the tower wherein a

magician keeps her shut up." The son of the khodja-hachi of

Lepsina perceived the impossibility of escape from these monsters.

Accompanied by the forty dragons, he approached the tower, and

after having examined it, he asked for some large nails, which he

took and drove into the wall, so as to form a kind of ladder, and

which he kept pulling out again as he ascended to prevent the

dragons from following him. Having arrived at the top and with

some difficulty entered at a small window there, he invited the

dragons to ascend as he had done, one by one, which they did,

thus giving him time to kill each as it arrived while the next was
1 "The diminutive in Albanian of Nicolas is Kolio : in the choice of this name

is there not a reminiscence of that of Celeus?"—so Lenormant in a note. The
suggestion does not appear to me very probable.
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climbing up, and to throw it over the other side of the tower,

where there were a large court, a splendid garden, and a fine

castle. Thus rid of his dangerous guardians, he went down
into the interior of the tower and found there S. Demetra's

daughter, whose beauty at once inspired him with the most

ardent love.

He was kneeling at her feet when suddenly the magician

appeared, and in a fury of anger threw himself upon the young man,
who met him bravely. The former was of superhuman strength,
but Nicolas' son was not inferior to him. The magician had the

power to transform himself into any thing he might choose
;
he

changed successively into a lion, into a serpent, into a bird of

prey, into fire—hoping under some one of these forms to wear

his adversary out
;

but nothing could shake the courage of the

young man. For three days the combat continued. The first

day the magician seemed beaten, but the next he regained
his advantage ;

at the end of the day's struggle he killed his

young opponent, and cut his body into four quarters, which he

hung on the four sides of the tower. Then elated by his victory,

he did violence to Demetra's daughter, whose chastity he had

hitherto respected. But in the night the stork flew away to a great

distance to fetch a magic herb which it knew, brought it back

in its beak, and rubbed with it the young man's lips. At once

the pieces of his body came together again and he revived. Great

was his despair when he learnt what had taken place after his

defeat
;
but he only threw himself upon the magician with the

greater fury the third day, to punish him for his crime.

Once again the young man, it seemed, was on the point of

being vanquished, when suddenly he conceived the happy idea

of invoking the Panagia, vowing that if victorious he would

become a monk at the monastery of Phaneromene^ The divine

protection which he had invoked gave him strength and he

succeeded in throwing his adversary: the stork, who had aided

him so much, at once attacked the fallen magician and picked out

his eyes ;
then with its beak pulled out a white hair' noticeable

among the black curls that covered his head. On this hair

depended the life of the Turkish magician, who immediately

expired.
^
Opposite Eleusis in Salamis.

6—2
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His conqueror, taking with him the girl, brought her back to

Lepsina, just at the season when spring was coming and the

flowers were beginning to appear in the fields. Then he went, as

he had vowed, and shut himself up in the monastery. S. Demetra^

having received back her daughter, went away with her. What
became of them afterwards, no one knows

;
but since that time the

fields of Lepsina, thanks to the blessing of the Saint, have not

ceased to be fertile.'

It would be superfluous to point out the numerous details

of this legend which accord explicitly with the account of the

rape of Persephone in the Homeric hymn. The interspersion of

Christian ideas and reminiscences of Turkish domination and

stories of fabulous monsters may strike oddly on the ear un-

acquainted with the vagaries of Greek folk-stories. Yet the

most sceptical could not doubt that the tradition which forms

the groundwork of the legend is none other than the old myth,
or that the four chief actors in the drama are none other than

Demeter and Core, Pluto and Triptolemus. Pluto, masked as

a Turkish agha, is perhaps the least readily recognisable ; yet
in one way as a relic of ancient tradition the part he plays is the

most remarkable in the whole legend. It is to Souli in Epirus
that he carries off the maiden. Now this is the district of the

ancient Cocytus and Acheron
;
here was one of the descents to

the lower world
;

here Aidoneus held sway ;
and here, in one

version of the myth^ was laid the scene of the rape of Persephone

by that god. Hence the claims of two separate localities to the

same mythological distinction seem by some means to have become

incorporated in the single modern legend.

In the same part of Epirus, according to Lenormant, a similar

story to that which he heard at Eleusis concerning S. Demetra's

daughter, is told, mutatis mutandis, of S. Demetrius : but since

either a sense of propriety or a want of knowledge prevented him
from publishing the details of it, the mere statement that it

existed is of no great value. But the legend which he narrates

in full may I think be accepted as genuine without corroboration

on the grounds of its own structure. Lenormant has indeed been

accused of mala fides in his own department of archaeology and

of tampering with some of the inscriptions which he published;
1 Euseb. Chron. p. 27. Plut. Vita Then. xxxi. ad Jin.
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but even if this charge could be substantiated, I should doubt

whether he had either the inclination to invent a legend which

he only mentions in a cumbrous foot-note, or the ability to fuse

ancient and modern ideas into so good an imitation of the genuine

folk-story. In my judgement the construction of the legend is

practically proof of its genuinely popular origin.

Thus Eleusis and, in a lesser degree, the many places where

S. Demetrius has succeeded to the chief functions of Demeter

have hardly yet lost touch with the ancient worship of the

goddess, Christianised in form though it may be. But Arcadia too,

where alone of all the Peloponnese the indigenous population were

secure from the Achaean and Dorian immigrations and maintained

in seclusion the holiest of Pelasgian cults, preserves to the present

day in story and in custom some vestiges of the old religion ;
and

here they are less tinged with Christian colour.

— Near the city of Pheneos, which according to Pausanias^ was

the scene of mysteries similar to those enacted at Eleusis, there are

some underground channels by which the waters of Lake Pheneos

are carried off, soon to reappear as the river Ladon. These channels

were believed by Pausanias himself to be artificial—the work of

Heracles, it was said, who also constructed a canal close by, traces

of which are still visible: but according to another authority^

they were the passage by which Pluto carried off Persephone

to the infernal regions. Some memory of the latter belief seems

still to linger among the people of Phonia (the modern form

of Pheneos), who call these subterranean vents 77 Tpovirai^ rov

SiajSoXov,
' the holes of the devil,' and who further believe that it is

through them that the spirits of the dead pass to the lower world.

My guide informed me also that the rise or fall of the waters

of the lake—the level varies to an extraordinary degree
—furnishes

an augury as to what rate of mortality may be expected in the

village. If the water is high, the lower world is for the time

being congested and requires no more inhabitants ;
if it sinks, the

lower world is empty, and thirsts for fresh victims. The connexion

of such beliefs with the cult of Persephone, though vague, is

probably real
;
but how general they may be among the present

villagers I cannot say; Dodwell"' apparently heard nothing of

1 Paus. VIII. 15.
2 Conon, Nai-rat. 15

3 Tour through Greece, ii. p. 440.
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them except the name of 'the devil's holes,' and the explanation

of this name which was given to him took the form of a story

about a conflict between the devil and a king of Phonia, in which

the former hurled explosive balls of grease at his adversary, one

of which set him on fire and drove his body right through the

base of the mountain which rises from the lake's edge, leaving

thereafter an escape for the waters. There is certainly nothing
in common between this story, which Leake also heard in a

slightly different version^, and the beliefs communicated to me
;

and I suspect that it is a comparatively modern aetiological fable

designed perhaps to satisfy the curiosity of children concerning
the name. The belief that the subterranean channel is a descent

to the lower world is more clearly a vestige of the old local cult

of Kore.

Again in the neighbourhood of Phigalia there is current

among the peasantry a curious story which I tried in vain to

hear recited in full, but only obtained in outline at second-

hand. I cannot consequently vouch for its accuracy, but such as

it is I give it. There once were a brother and sister, of whom the

former was very wicked and a magician, while the latter was very

virtuous and beautiful. Her beauty was indeed so wonderful^

that her brother became enamoured of her. In her distress she

fled to a cave near Phigalia, hoping to elude his pursuit ;
but the

magician straightway discovered her. Then being at her wits'^

end how to save herself from the unholy passion which her beauty

inspired, she prayed to be turned into some beast. Her prayer
was straightway granted, but the wicked magician had power to

change himself likewise. So when they had both been changed
into several shapes he at length overcame her. But no sooner

was the infamous deed done, than the Panagia caused an earth-

quake, and the roof of the cave fell and destroyed both brother

and sister together.

A story of incest necessarily ends at the present day among
the highly moral countryfolk of Greece with punishment inflicted

by some Christian deity : but for the rest the story is practically

the same as that which Pausanias heard concerning Poseidon and

his sister Demeter in the same districts In the old version,

* Travels in the Morea, iii. p. 148.
2 Paus. VIII. 42. 1—4, and 25. 5.
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which Pausanias gives very briefly, there is only one transforma-

tion mentioned, that of Demeter into a mare and of Poseidon into

a horse
;
but it is at least noteworthy that the statue of horse-

headed Demeter which commemorated this incident is said to

have had '

figures of snakes and other wild animals
'

fixed on its

head
;
and possibly, if Pausanias had given a fuller version of the

myth, we should find that these figures related to other trans-

formations which Demeter had tried in vain before in equiue form

she was finally forced to yield. The mention of the cave in the

modern story is also significant ;
for though the cave in the

ancient version is not the scene of the rape, it was there that

Demeter hid herself in her anger afterwards and there too that

the statue of horse-headed Demeter was set up. It would be

interesting to know whether the horse is one of the forms assumed

in the modern story; perhaps some other traveller will be fortunate

enough to hear the tale in full.

In northern Arcadia I also learnt that the flesh of the pig, in

respect of which the ordinary Graeculus fully deserves the epithet

esuriens, is taboo
;
and the result of eating it is believed to be

leprosy. It might be supposed that this superstition has resulted

from contact with Mohammedans; but such an explanation

would not account for the confinement of it to one locality
—and

that a mountainous and unprofitable district where intercourse

with the Turks must have been small
;
and further the Greek

would surely have found a malicious pleasure, the most piquant

of sauces, in eating that which offended the two peoples whom

he most abhors, Turks and Jews. On the other hand, if

we suppose this fear of swine's flesh to be a piece of native

tradition, its origin may well be sought in the ritual observances

of the old cult of Demeter and her daughter, to whom the pig was

sacred and in whose honour it was sacrificed once only in each

year, at the festival of the Thesmophoria^ There are many
instances among different peoples of the belief that skin diseases,

especially leprosy, are the punishment visited upon those Avho

eat of the sacred or unclean animal
;

for the distinction between

sacred and unclean is not made until a primitive sense of awe is

inclined by conscious reasoning in the direction either of reverence

1 Schol, in Ar. Ran. 441. Aelian, Hist. Anim. x. 16.
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or of abhorrence \ Thus in Egypt, the land from which the

Pelasgians, if Herodotus^ might be believed, derived the worship
of Demeter, it was held that the drinker of pig's milk incurred

leprosy^ ;
and we may reasonably suppose that the same punish-

ment threatened those Egyptians who tasted of pig's flesh save

at their one annual festival when this was enjoined^ Now the

Thesmophoria resembled this Egyptian festival in that it was an

annual occasion for sacrificing pigs and for partaking therefore

of their flesh
;

if then the worshippers of Demeter, like the

Egyptians, were forbidden to use the pig for food at other

times, and if the penalty for disobedience in Greece too was

believed to be leprosy, the present case of taboo in Arcadia—the

only one known to me in modern Greece—may be a survival from

the ancient cult.

But apart from these traces of the worship of Demeter and

Kore in Christian worship, in folk-story, and in custom, traces

which constitute in themselves cogent proof of the firm hold on

the popular mind which the goddesses twain must long have kept,

there exists in the belief of the Greek peasantry a personal Power,

a living non-Christian deity, who still inspires awe in many simple
hearts and who may reasonably be identified with one or rather

perhaps with both of them.

For it must not be forgotten that the mother and the daughter
were in origin and symbolism one. The idea of life's ebb and flow,

of nature's sleeping and waking, is expressed in them severally as

well as conjointly. It would be impossible to analyse the complete

myth and, even if a purely physical interpretation were sought,
to express in physiological terms the two persons and the parts

which they play : for certain ideas find duplicate expression.

Either Demeter's retirement to some dark cave or the descent

of Persephone to the underworld might have represented alone

and unaided the temporary abeyance of earth's productive powers.
Yet it was with good reason that the myth expanded as it were

spontaneously until the spirit of life, that pervades not only the

cornfield but all that is animal and human too, was pourtrayed in

double form
;
not because the mere physical fact of the decay and

^
Frazer, Golden Bough, ii. 44 ff. (2nd edit.).

2 Herod, ii. 171. a
Aelian, I.e.

^ Herod, ii. 47. Plut. Isis et Osiris, 8 [Moral. 354). Aelian, I.e.
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the revival of vegetation needed larger symbolism for its due

expression, but because in the tie of mother and daughter and

all that it connotes was fitly represented that by which the life-

spirit works among the higher orders of created things, that which

goes before life's manifestations and outlasts its vanishings, the

spirit of love.

Of all such ideas as these the modern peasant, needless to say,

is wholly innocent. He has learnt from his ancestors of a woman

beautiful, reverend, deathless, who dwells within a mountain of

his land, and who by her dealings with mankind has proved her

real and divine puissance. Her name is no more uttered, per-

chance because it is too holy for men of impure lips ; they speak

only of 'the Mistress.' She is a real person, not the personification

of any natural force. The tiller of the land foresees his yearly

gain from cornfield and vineyard ;
the shepherd on the mountain-

side expects the yearly increase of his flock
;
but by neither is any

principle inferred therefrom, much less is such a principle personi-

fied; the blessing which rests on field and fold is the work of a

living goddess' hands. Flesh and blood she is, even as they them-

selves, but immortal and very mighty, nobler than many of whom
the priests preach, stronger to help the good and to punish the

wicked. Simple people they are, who still believe such things,

and ignorant; yet less truly ignorant than some half-educated

pedants of the towns who vaunt their learning in chattering of
*
Ceres' rather than of

* Demeter' and, misled by Roman versifiers

who at least had an excuse in the exigencies of metre, misinterpret

the name as a mere synonym for corn. Happily however the

influence of the schools—for it is amongst the schoolmasters that

the worst offenders in this respect are to be found—is not yet all-

reaching, and in the remoter villages tradition is still untainted.

There without fear of ridicule men may still confess their faith in

the great compassionate goddess.

It was in Aetolia that I first recognised the popular belief in

this deity. There I heard tell of one who was called 77 Kvpa rov

Koo-fjLov, 'the mistress of the world.' Her dwelling was in the

heart of a mountain, the means of access to it a cave, but

where situated, the peasants either did not know or feared to

tell. Her character indeed was ever gracious and kindly, but it

may be they thought she would resent a foreigner's approach. In
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her power was the granting of many boons, but her special care

was the fertility of the flocks and the abundance of the crops,

including in that district tobacco.

This revelation convinced me of the accuracy of what I had

previously suspected only in North Arcadia and in Messenia. In

both those regions I had heard occasional mention among the

peasants of one whose title was simply 77 Beo-votva,
' the Mistress.'

The word had always struck me as curious, for in ordinary usage
it is obsolete and the mistress of a house or whatever it may be

is always rj Kvpd (i.e. Kvpia). Knowing however that the Church

had preserved the title
r) hecnroLva among those under which the

Virgin may be invoked, I was disposed at first to think that the

dedication of some church in the neighbourhood had influenced

the people to use the rare name
77 Beajroiva instead of the

ordinary
'

Panagia.' But when I enquired where the church of
' the Mistress

'

was, the answer was ' she has none
'

: and yet, on

making subsequent enquiries of other persons, I found that there

was a church of the Panagia close by. Clearly then it was not in

the ecclesiastical sense that the title rj heairoiva was being used.

More than this I failed to elicit—the peasants of the Peloponnese
are on the whole more suspicious and secretive than those of

northern Greece—but I have little doubt that this goddess is the

same as she who in Aetolia bears a title more colloquial in form

but identical in meaning.

, The existence of this deity among the survivals of the old

religion has never, I think, been observed by any writer on the

subject of Gfreek folk-lore. But in Bernhard Schmidt's collection

of popular stories and songs there is evidence, whose value he

himself did not recognise, to corroborate it. One of the songs*
from Zacynthos contains the lines :

'Eko/x' 6 Gfo? KL
T] liavayia kC

fj
AeVrroira tov Kocrfiov,

Kttl eTToKeixTjaa ^e ToupKovy, fx' Ap^avirats
'

XlXi-ovs eKoyl^a, ^IXiovs nai 8v6 x'-^''^^^^'

'

They wrought in me, even God and the Virgin and the Mistress of the

world, and I fought with Turks and with Albanians : a thousand I slew, a
thousand yea and two thousand.'

The editor of this song omits from his translation and does not

even mention in his notes the last phrase of the first line, assum-

1 Mdrchen etc. Song no. 56.
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ing, I suppose, that the Virgin is mentioned twice over under two

different titles
;
but it is at least possible that three persons are

intended. God and the Virgin belong to the category of Christian

deities ;
the third may be the pagan goddess already discovered in

Messenia, Arcadia, and Aetolia
;

if so, the collocation of her name

along wdth those of the highest Christian powers is strong testi-

mony to the reverence with which the people of Zacynthos too

were wont, and perhaps still continue, to regard her.

In Schmidt's stories again yet another variation of the title

occurs. In one, which has already been narrated in i\x\\\ 'the

Mistress of the earth and of the sea' (77 Kvpa rarj 7^9 kol rafj

BaXacraa^) rewards a poor man, on the recommendation of his good

angel, with miraculous gifts, and when he is slain by an envious

king, herself appears and sends down the tyrant quick into the

pit where punishment for his wickedness awaits him. Another,

in which the same ample appellation is used, runs in brief as

follows- :

'Once upon a time a king on his return from a journey

gave to his eldest son as a present a picture of " the Mistress

of the earth and of the sea." The prince was so dazzled by her

beauty that he resolved to seek her out and make her his wife.

He accordingly consulted a witch who told him how to find the

palace where the Mistress of earth and sea lived, and warned him

also that before he could secure the fulfilment of his desire two

tasks would be set him, the first to shatter a small phial carried

by a dove in its beak without injuring the bird, the second

to obtain the skin of a three-headed dragon. She also provided

him with a magic bow wherewith to" perform the first labour,

and with two hairs from the dragon's head, by means of which

he would be magically guided to the monster's lair. Arrived

there he should glut it with a meal of earth which he was to

carry with him, and then slay it as it slept.

Thus forewarned and forearmed the prince set out and passing

through a cave, of which the witch had told him, came to the

palace. The Mistress having enquired of him his errand at

once set him to perform the two tasks. These he accomplished,

and she returned with him as his wife to his ow^n land. But

they did not live peaceably together, and one day the Mistress

1
Above, p. 53. ^

Schmidt, Mdrchen etc. no. vii.
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of earth and sea in her anger bade the waters overflow the whole

land, so that all mankind was drowned while she herself hovered

above in the air and looked on. Then when the waters subsided,

she descended to the earth and made new men by sowing
stones

;
and thereafter she ruled again as before over the whole

world.'

Both these stories hail, as does the song of which a few lines

are cited above, from Zacynthos, and there is therefore good reason

for believing that in that island the same 'Mistress' was recently

acknowledged as at this very day is venerated in those parts of

the mainland which I have mentioned.

Taking the common factors in these several traditions and

beliefs, we are led at once to identify the goddess to whom they
relate with Demeter.

First, the simplest form of her title, 77 BeaTrotva, of which

the others are merely elaborations, is that which Demeter com-

monly shared with Persephone in old time
;
and that the title

has been handed down from antiquity is shown clearly by the fact

that the word is in ordinary usage obsolete. Since then it is

unlikely that in the course of tradition such a title should be

transferred (save, owing to Christian influence, in the case of the

Virgin, who has locally no doubt superseded one of the goddesses
twain and appropriated her byname), the word itself declares in

favour of the identification of this still living deity with Demeter.

Secondly, her dwelling-place is consistently in the modern

accounts the heart of a mountain, and the passage to it a cave.

Such precisely, according to Pausanias, was the habitation of

Demeter in Mt Elaion^; and the same idea is reflected in her

whole cult; for, though in the classical period she had temples
built like those of other deities, yet her holy of holies, as befitted

a Chthonian deity, was always a subterranean hall {fieyapov) or

palace (dvaKTopov), an artificial and glorified cavern.

Thirdly, the modern deity is in character benevolent, therein

differing markedly from many of the pagan powers whom we
have yet to consider and also from several of the Christian

saints. Once only, in the second of the stories from Zacynthos,
does she appear in angry mood, when she destroys all mankind

by a flood. To the actual means of destruction employed too much
1 Paus. VIII. 42. 1 ff.
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importance must not be attached. The motif of the flood is

common in modern Greek folk-tales. In the islands of the Aegean
I encountered it several times, the fullest version being one which

I heard in Scyros. The story as told there was exactly that of

Deucalion, save that in deference to biblical tradition he was

named Noah and, by a slight anachronism, it was the Panagia
instead of Themis who counselled him to create fresh men by

throwing stones over his shoulder. I was also taken to see the

place where the flood was at its highest, a narrow glen through
which runs a small stream, whose high sloping banks are certainly

a mass of half-fossilised animal and vegetable matter
;
and I was

escorted to the hill-top on which Noah's caique finally rested.

Such a theme is easily worked into a story of the deity, usually

benevolent though she be, who is
' Mistress of the earth and of

the sea
'

;
and apart from the means of punishment so appro-

priately adopted by a goddess who rules the sea, this single

outburst of somewhat unreasonable anger on the part of the

modern deity against all mankind is singularly like the old-time

Demeter's resentful retirement into the depths of her cave, until

'all the produce of earth was failing and the human race was

perishing fast from famine^.' Yet^ otherwise the ancient goddess
too was benevolent and gracious to man.

Fourthly, in Aetolia at any rate and probably also in the

Peloponnese, where however I failed to extract definite informa-

tion, the modern goddess is the quickener of all the fruits of the

earth, and in functions therefore corresponds once more with

the ancient conception of Demeter. On these grounds the

identification seems to me certain.

This being granted, the permanence of tradition concerning
the dwelling-place of Demeter raises a question which I approach
with diffidence, feeling that an answer to it must rest with others

more competent than myself in matters archaeological. First, is

the tradition as old as that of the personality of the goddess ? It

is hard to suppose otherwise
;
for the primitive mind would scarcely

conceive of a person without assigning also an habitation
;
and the

habitation actually assigned is of primitive enough character—
a cave in a mountain-side. Where then was Demeter worshipped

by the Pelasgians in the Mycenaean age ? That she was a deity
1 Paus. VIII. 42. 2.
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much reverenced by the dwellers in the Argive plain is certain
;

small idols believed to represent Demeter Kourotrophos have

been found at Mycenae^; others, of which the identification is

more certain, at Tiryns^; and at Argos, in later times, Demeter

continued to be worshipped under the title Pelasgian^ Was
a mere cavern then her only home ? Or did Mycenae lavish

some of its gold on building her a more worthy temple ? May
not the famous bee-hive structures which have passed successively

for treasuries and for tombs of princes prove to be /liyapa,

temples of Chthonian deities such as Demeter ?

It is true that in some humbler structures of the same type,

such as those at Menidi and Thoricus, clear evidences of inhuma-

tion have been found; but I question whether it is permissible to

draw from this fact the inference that those magnificent structures

also, the so-called Treasuries of Atreus and of Minyas, were in

reality tombs. It would seem reasonable to suppose that dwelling-

places for the dead beneath the earth and for earth-deities may
have been constructed on the same plan, but that the abodes

dedicated to immortals were more imposing than those destined

for dead men. This hypothesis appears to me more consistent

with the evidence of the actual sites at Mycenae and Orchomenos

than the commonly accepted view that the inner chamber of the
'

Treasury of Atreus
'

was a place of burial.
' In the centre of the

Mycenaean chamber,' says Schuchhardt^, 'there is an almost

circular depression three feet in diameter and two feet in depth,

cut into the rocky ground. In spite of its unusual shape, we must

recognise in it the actual site of the grave.' Was it a royal

posture to lie curled up like a cat ? And if so, what of a similar

depression in the floor of the '

Treasury of Minyas' at Orchomenos ?

* Almost in the centre of the treasure-room
'—I again quote

Schuchhardt ^— ' was a long hole in the level rock, nine inches

deep, fifteen inches broad and nineteen inches long, which
'—

must be recognised as the sepulchre of a royal baby ? No, our

faith is not to be so severely taxed
;

— ' which must have served

to secure some monument.' May we not, with more consistency,

extend the same explanation to Mycenae ? And what then were

1 Schuchhardt, Schliemann's Excavations (tr. Sellers), p. 296.
2 Ibid. 3 paus. ii. 22. 1.

^
^^ ^it. p. 147.

5
op. cit. p. 302.
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the monuments ? May they not have been images of the deity
set up in the most natural place, the centre of the outer or the

inner sanctuary ?

Again, the actual shape of the buildings is important. Ethno-

logists tell us that it is ultimately derived from a type of dwelling

commonly occupied by primitive man, a circular wattle-hut with

conical top ;
or even more directly, as some would have it, from

a similarly shaped abode which the ancient Phr3'gians used to

excavate in the ground, constructing the top of withies laced over

beams converging to the apex and covered over with earth,

while they tunnelled out an approach from one side where the

ground sloped conveniently away^ From this- it is argued that

the domed chambers of Mycenae must be tombs, on the ground
that ' men in all ages have fashioned the dwellings of the dead

in accordance with those of the living ;
but the dead are con-

servative, and long after a new generation has sought a new home

and a new pattern for its houses, the habitations of the dead

are still constructed in ancestral fashion^.' I readily admit con-

servatism in all religious matters
;
but how does the argument

touch Mycenae ? Archaeologists, and among them Schuchhardt

himself^, are agreed that the shaft-graves in the citadel are earlier

in date than the bee-hive structures of the lower town. There

was therefore a breach in the continuity of the ancestral fashion.

Reversion to a disused fashion is a very different thing from

conservatism in upholding an unbroken usage.

But even supposing that there were good evidence of the

uninterrupted continuity of this type of sepulchre, may not

the temples of Chthonian deities have been built on the same

plan ? The use of the old word [xi'yapov suggests that the

sanctuary of Demeter and Persephone, though subterranean, was

modelled on the dwellings of men, and, to borrow an argument,

religious conservatism may well have preserved for the gods'

abodes the hut-like shape of primitive man's dwellings long after

a new type of house had become general among mortals. Concrete

instances of this actually existed in much later tiniest In Rome

the temple of Vesta was of this primitive shape, and so also

1
Schuchhardt, op. cit. p. 151, and Leafs introduction, p. xxvii. Cf. Frazer

in Journal of Philology, xiv. 145 ff.

^
Schuchhardt, op. cit. p. 151. ,

^
op. cit. p. 303.

* Frazer in Journal of Philology, xiv. pp. 145 ff.
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most probably was the Prytaneum of Athens, which, though not

a temple, contained the sacred hearth of the whole community
and a statue of Hestia\ Demeter then, as one of the deities of

primitive Greece, might well have been provided with a temple
constructed on the same primitive pattern as that of Vesta, but

subterranean, as would befit a Chthonian deity, and thus analogous
to the cave wherein she had been wont to dwell. The large

domed chamber would be her megaron, wherein her worshippers
assembled just as guests assembled in the megaron of a prince.

The small square apartment, where such exists, opening on one

side of the main room, might be the iraard'; or 'bedchamber,' an

inner sanctuary which temples of later ages also possessed. The

approach or 'dromos' would represent the natural cave which

had given access to her fabled palace in the bowels of the earth.

Finally, on such a view of these buildings, it would not be

difficult to explain Pausanias' belief that they were treasuries^

Treasuries only, we may be sure, they were not
;
for they would

not have been built outside the walls of the citadel. But temples
in later times were used as depositories for treasure

;
the would-be

thief shrank apparently from the further crime of sacrilege ;
and

it is not unlikely that in a more primitive age, when superstitious

awe was certainly no less strong, while robbery far from being a

crime was an honourable calling, men should have secured their

treasure by storing it in some inviolable sanctuary. Indeed it

may be to such a custom that Homer alludes in speaking of
'

all that the stone threshold of the archer, even Phoebus Apollo,

doth enclose within at rocky Pytho^' If then this practice

prevailed in Mycenaean, as it did in later, times, Pausanias would

be recording a tradition which was partially right ;
and it is not

hard to see how, when Mycenae's greatness had suddenly, as it

seems, declined and her population perhaps had migrated for the

most part to Argos, later generations, familiar in their new
settlements with that different type of temple only which after-

wards became general, might have forgotten the sacred character

of the bee-hive structures and have remembered only the pro-
verbial wealth once stored by the kings of Mycenae within them.

There remains one point to which I may for the moment direct

attention here, reserving the development of the religious idea

1 Paus. I. 18. 3. 2 j^, IX. 36. s m^ci j^. 404-5.
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contained in it for a later chapter. The main theme of the second of

the stories from Zacynthos was the seeking of the Mistress in mar-

riage by a young prince. Now if this story stood alone, it would not

be right to lay much stress upon it
;
for the adventures of a young

prince in search of some far-famed bride form the plot of numerous

Greek folk-tales; and it would be possible to suppose that the

real divine personality of the Mistress had been partially obscured

in the popular memory before such a story became connected

with her name. But the same motif as it happens is repeated

in two stories, one Greek and the other Albanian, in von Hahn's

collection^ The name of 'the Mistress' does not indeed occur;

the deity is called in both 'the beautiful one of the earths' But

her identity is made quite clear in the Albanian story, which

evidently must have been borrowed from the Greek and is there-

fore admissible as good evidence, by the mention of
' a three-

headed dog that sleeps not day nor night' by which she is

guarded. This is undoubtedly the same monster as the hero of

the Zacynthian story was required to kill—the three-headed

snake
;

and while the Albanian story, in making the beast a

guardian of the subterranean abode whom the adventurer must

slay before he can reach ' the beautiful one,' is better in con-

struction and, incidentally, more faithful to old tradition^ than

the Greek version which makes the slaying an useless task

arbitrarily imposed, yet in both portraits of the monster we can

recognise Cerberus—half dog, half snake. But of him more

anon; 'the beautiful one of the earth' whom he guards can be

none other than Persephone.
Thus there are three modern stories which record the winning-

of Demeter or Persephone in marriage by a mortal lover. Is this

a relic of ancient tradition ? There was the attempt of Pirithous

to seize Persephone for his wife
;
but that failed, and moreover

was judged an impious deed for which he must suffer punishment.
Yet there is also the story of lasion who was deemed worthy of

Demeter's love. Wedlock then even with so great a deity as

Demeter or her daughter was not beyond mortals' dream or reach.

^ Griech. und Albanesische Mdrchen, nos. 63 and 97.
2 'die Schone der Erde ' in von Hahn's translation. Unfortunately the original

does not appear in Pio's ^eoeWrjvLKa irapa/xvOia, for which the MSS. of von Hahn
provided the material.

3 Cf. Pint. Vita Thes. 31, adjiju

L. 7
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Thus much I may notice now
;
when I come to examine more

closely the ancient worship of these goddesses, I shall argue that

the idea of a marriage-union between them and human kind was

the most intimate secret of the mysteries, and that in such folk-

tales as those which I have here mentioned is contained the germ
of a religious conception from which was once evolved the holiest

of ancient sacraments.

§ 6. Charon.

There is no ancient deity whose name is so frequently on the

lips of the modern peasant as that of Charon. The forms which

it has now assumed are two, Xdpo<i and Xapovra^;, analogous to the

formations yepo'; and yepovra^ from the ancient yepcov : for in

late Greek at any rate the declension of Xdpwv followed that

of yepcov'^. The two forms do not seem to belong to different

modern dialects, for they often appear in close juxtaposition in

the same folk-song. The shorter form however is the commoner

in every-day speech, and I shall therefore employ it.

About Charos the peasants will always, according to my
experience, converse freel}^ Neither superstitious awe nor fear

of ridicule imposes any restraint. They feel perhaps that the

existence of Charos is one of the stern facts which men must

face
;

and even the more educated classes retain sometimes, I

think, an iiistinctive fear of making light of his name, lest he

should assert his reality. For Charos is Death. He is not

now, what classical literature would have him to be, merely the

ferryman of the Styx. He is the god of death and of the lower

world.

Hades is no longer a person but a place, the realm over

which Charos rules. But the change which has befallen the

old monarch's name is the only change in the Greek conception

of that realm. It is still called
' the lower world

'

(o Karco Koa/juo^

or T) KCLTco <yrj),
and even the name Tartarus (now rd Tdprapa,

with the addition frequently of tt)? 77}?) still may be heard.

Nor is the character of the place altered. Its epithet 'icy-cold/

1 For references see Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neugr. p. 222.
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Kpvo7ray(o/jLevo(;, is well-nigh as constant in modern folk-songs
as was the equivalent Kpv6p6<^ in Homer's allusions to Hades'

house, while the picturesque word dpax^iaafjievo^,
' thick with

spiders'-webs/ repeats in thought the Homeric evpcoel^,
' moulder-

ing.' Such is Charos' kingdom, and hither he conveys men's souls

which he has snatched away from earth.

Here with him dwells his mother, a being, as one folk-song

tells^ more pitiful than he, who entreats him sometimes, when
he is setting out to the chase, to spare mothers with young
children and not to part lovers new-wed. He has also a wife,

Charontissa or Charissa, who as the name itself implies is merely
a feminine counterpart of himself without any distinct character

of her own. A son of Charos is also mentioned in song, for v/hose

wedding-feast
' he slays children instead of lambs and brides as

fatlings-,' and to whose keeping are entrusted the counter-keys
of Hades ^ Adopted children are also counted among his family,

but these are of those whom he has carried from this world to

his own home! The household is completed by the three-

headed watch-dog, of whom however remembrance is very rare.

Yet in two stories in the last section we recos^nised Cerberus,

and even the less convincing of the embodiments there pre-

sented, that which represented him as a three-headed snake

rather than dog, is not devoid of traces of ancient tradition.

The hero who would slay the monster has to cross a piece of

water—the sea instead of the river Styx
—in order to reach an

island where is the monster's lair
;
and there arrived, he sees

'

looking out from a hole three heads with eyes that flash fire

and jaws that breathe flamesl' This is Cerberus without doubt
;

and if the story calls him '

serpent
'

rather than '

dog,' ancient

mythology and art alike justify in part the description; for his

mother was said to be Echidna, and he himself is found pourtrayed
with the tail of a serpent and a ring of snakes about his neck.

Schmidt himself appears to have overlooked the testimony of this

story and of that also from the collection of von Hahn in which,

as I have pointed out, we have a modern picture of Cerberus

Passow, Popul. Carm. Graeciae recentioris. Carm. no. 408.
-

Xatrtwr?;?, 2i;\Xo7T7 tuv Kara Trju"H.ireipov 5t]ixoti.kC}v ctcr/iarwi', p. 169.
3
Passow, op. cit. no. 423.

*
HoXLttjs, MeX^TT} iirl toO jSiov rCiv vewripwv "EtWrjviav , p. 290.

^ Bernhard Schmidt, Mdrchen etc. p. 81.
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guarding the realm of Persephone ;
for he speaks of some re-

markable lines from a song which he himself heard in Zacynthos
as an unique mention of Cerberus, and questions the genuine
nature of the tradition. All doubt is however removed by the

corroborative evidence contained in the two stories already men-

tioned and by the fact that a three-headed dog belonging to

Charos was recently heard of by a traveller in Macedonia^. The

lines themselves are put in the mouth of Charos :
—

E^^o) o^Tpo eyco (tkvW, it ovXovs fias /xas (pvXdci,

Kfj civras fj.€ I8fj Tapd^erai Kal Ofkci vd /xe ^oj;.
(Ivai (TKvW TptK€(f)aXo, TTov KaUi era (ficorla,

e;^ei
rd vv)(ia novvrepd Ka\ rrjv oipd fxaKpva.

^ydvcL (pcoTid (f)
rd p-dria tov, (ztto to aropa \dj3pa,

f] yXoiacra tov eivai puKpvd, rd dovria rov elvai p,avpa^.

' A Scavage dog have I, who guards us all, and when he sees me he rages
and fain would devour me. A three-headed dog is he, and he burns like

fire
;
his claws are sharp and his tail is long ;

from his eyes he gives forth

flame and from his mouth burning heat
; long is his tongue and grim his

teeth.'

Here at least recognition of Cerberus must be immediate
;

every detail of the description, save for the characteristically

modern touch which makes Charos afraid of his own dog, is in

accord with classical tradition.

Such is the household of Charos, so far as a description may
be compiled from a few scattered allusions

;
his own portrait

varies more, in proportion as there are more numerous attempts
in every part of Greece to draw it. Sometimes he is depicted
as an old man, tall and spare, white of hair and harsh of feature

;

but more often he is a lusty warrior, with locks of raven-black

or gleaming gold
—

^just as Hades in old time was sometimes

Kvavo-)(^aiTr]^, sometimes ^av66<;,
—who rides forth on his black

steed by highway or lonely path to slay and to ravage :

*

his

glance is as lightning and his face as fire, his shoulders are like

twin mountains and his head like a tower^.' His raiment is

usually black as befits the lord of death, but anon it is depicted

bright as his sunlit hair"*, for though he brings death he is a god
and glorious.

1
Kindly communicated to me by Mr G. F. Abbott, author of Macedonian

Folklore,
2 B. Schmidt, Mdrchen etc. Song no. 39.
3 Cf. Passow, no. 428. -* Ibid. no. 430.
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His functions are clearly defined. He visits this upper world

to carry otf those whose allotted time has run, and guards them

in the lower world as in a prison whose keys they vainly essay

to steal and to escape therefrom. But the spirit in which he

performs those duties varies according as he is conceived to be

a free agent responsible to none or merely a minister of the

supreme God. Which of these is the true conception is a

question to which the common-folk as a whole have given no final

answer
;
and the character of Charos consequently depends upon

the view locally preferred.

Those who regard him as simply the servant and messenger

of God, find no difficulty in accommodating him to his Christian

surroundings ; for, as I have said, the peasant does not distinguish

between the Christian and the pagan elements in his faith which

together make his polytheism so luxuriant. We have already

seen Charos' name with the prefix of 'saint^'; and though this

Christian title is not often accorded him, yet his name appears

commonly on tomb-stones in Christian churchyards. At Leonidi,

on the east coast of the Peloponn'ese, I noted the couplet :

Koi ^eva 8ev \vTTrj6rjKe 6 X-dpos va
fj-e Trdprj,

TTOv e'lfiovva rov o'lkov [xov [xovuKpi^o {iXaaTctpi.

' Me too Charos pitied not but took, even me the fondly-cherished flower

of my home.'

So too in popular story and song he is represented as

working in concord with the Angels and Archangels, to whom

sometimes falls the task of carrying children to his realm-.

Indeed one of the archangels, Michael, who as we saw above has

ousted Hermes, the escorter of souls, and assumed his functions,

is charged with exactly the same duties as Charos in the con-

veyance of men's souls to the nether world, so that in popular

parlance the phrases
' he is wrestling with Charos

'

{iraXeveL fie

TO XdpoY and ' he is struggling with an angel
'

(ayye\oiJ.ax6iy

are both alike used of a man in his death-agony.

^ Above, p. 53.
^

e.g. Passow, no. 427.
a Cf. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 230.
"* This expression which I have heard several times is not noticed by Schmidt

or Polites. They give, however, dyyeXoKpoveraL, 'he is being stricken by an angel,'

and other phrases meaning to see, to fear, to be carried away by, an angel, all

in the same sense. See Schmidt, oi). cit. 181, and UoXLttjs, MeX^ri? k.t.X. 308.
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This Christianised conception of Charos has not been without

influence in softening the lines of the character popularly ascribed

to him. The duties imposed upon him by the will of God are

sometimes repugnant to him, and he would willingly spare those

whom he is sent to slay. One folk-story related to me exhibits

him even as a friend of man :
—

' Once upon a time there were a man and wife who had had

seven children all of whom died in infancy. When an eighth was

born, the father betook himself to a witch and enquired of her

how he might best secure the boy's life. She told him that the

others had died because he had chosen unsuitable godparents,

and bade him on this occasion ask the first man whom he should

meet on his way home to stand sponsor for the child. He accord-

ingly departed, and straightway met a stranger riding on a black

horse, and made his request to him. The stranger consented,

and the baptism at once took place ;
but no sooner was it over

than he was gone without so much as telling his name.

Ten years passed, and the child was growing up strong and

healthy. Then at last the father again encountered the unknown

stranger, and reproached him with having been absent so long
without ever making enquiry after his godson. Then the stranger

answered,
" Better for thee if I had not now come and if thou

neededst not now learn my name. I am Charos, and because

I am thy friend ^ am come to warn thee that thy days are well-

nigh spent." Thereupon Charos led him awa}^ to a cave in the

mountain-side, and they entered and came to a chamber where

were many candles burning. Then said Charos,
"
See, these

candles are the lives of men, and yonder are thine and thy
son's." Then the man looked, and of his own candle there were

but two inches left, but his son's was tall and burnt but slowly.

Then he besought Charos to light yet another candle for him ere

his own were burnt away, but Charos made answer that that could

not be. Then again he besought him to give him ten years from

the life of his son, for he was a poor man, and if he died ere his

son were grown to manhood, his widow and orphan would be in

want. But Charos answered,
" In no way can the decreed length

of life be changed. Yet will I show thee how in the two years that

1
KovfxTrdpos. The word expresses the relationship in which a godfather stands

to the parents of his godson.
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yet remain to thee thou mayest enrich thyself and leave abundant

store for thy wife and child. Thou shalt become a physician. It

matters not that thou knowest nought of medicine, for I will give

thee a better knowledge than of drugs. Thine eyes shall ever be

open to see me
;
and when thou goest to a sick man's couch, if

thou dost see me standing at the bed-head, know then that he

must die, and say to them that summoned thee that no skill can

save him
;
but if thou dost see me at the foot of the bed, know

that he will recover; give him therefore but pills of bread if thou

wilt, and promise to restore him." Then did the man thank

Charos, and went away to his home.

Now it chanced that the only daughter of the king lay

grievously sick, and all the doctors and magicians had been

called to heal her, but they availed nothing. Then came the

poor man whom Charos had taught, and went into the room

where the princess lay, and lo ! Charos stood at the foot of her

bed. Then he bade the king send away the other physicians,

for that he alone could heal her. So he himself went home

and mixed flour and water and came again and gave it to the

king's daughter, and soon she was recovered of her sickness. Then

the king gave him a great present, and his fame was spread

abroad, and many resorted to him, and soon he was rich.

Thus two years passed, and at the end thereof he himself lay

sick. And he looked and saw Charos standing at the head of

his bed. Then he bade his w^ife turn the bed about, but it availed

nothing; for Charos again stood at his head, and caught him by

the hair, and he opened his mouth to cry out, and Charos drew

forth his soul\'

Again the unwillingness of Charos to execute the harsh

decrees of God is illustrated in numerous folk-songs. Most often

it is some brave youth, shepherd or warrior, a lover of the open

air, who excites his compassion ;
for the same notes of regret

which Sophocles made melodious in the farewell of Ajax to the

sunlight, to his house in Salamis, even to the streams and springs

of the Trojan land which brought his death, ring clear and true

1 This story, as I have told it, is not a literal translation, for I could not take

down the original. But notes which I set down after hearing it enable me to

reproduce it in a form which certainly contains the whole substance and many
actual phrases of the version which I heard.
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in modern folk-song too from the lips of dying warriors. Such

were the last words of the outlaw-patriot (/cXe^r?;?) Zedros :

*

Farewell, Olympus, now farewell, and all the mountain-summits,
Farewell, my strongholds desolate, and plane-trees rich in shadow,
Ye fountains with your waters cool, and level plains low-lying.
Farewell I bid the swift-winged hawks i,

farewell the royal eagles,
Farewell for me the sun I love and the bright-glancing moonlight.
That lighted up my path wherein to walk a warrior worthy 2.'

Such laments are not lost upon Charos, the servant of God, but

he must needs turn a deaf ear to prayers for a respite. Clear

and final comes his answer, almost in the same words in every

ballad ^

hev TjfiTTopoi, Xe^evTT) fiov, yiar elfxat 7rpocrra/i/xeVos,

ifxiva fx €(TT€Ly 6 Qeos va Trcipco rr) yj/v^^ crov.

' No respite can I give, brave sir, for I am straitly charged ;

'Tis God that sent me here to thee, sent me to take thy spirit.'

Sometimes then the doomed man will seek to tempt Charos with

meat and drink, that he may grant a few hours' delay, but against

offers of hospitality he is obdurate. Or again his victim refuses

to yield to death ' without weakness or sickness
'

and challenges

him to a trial of athletic skill, in wrestling or leaping, whereon

each shall stake his own soul. And to this Charos sometimes

gives consent, for he knows that he will win. So they make
their way to the '

marble-paved threshing-floor,' the arena of all

manly pursuits ;
and there the man perchance leaps forty cubits,

yet Charos surpasses him by five
;
or they wrestle together from

morn till eve, but at the last bout Charos is victor. One hero

indeed is known to fame, whose exploits make him the Heracles

of modern Greece, Digenes the Cyprian, who wrestled with

Charos for three nights and days and was not vanquished. But

then 'there came a voice from God and from the Archangels,
"
Charos, I sent thee not to engage in wrestlings, but that thou

should'st carry off souls for me"*.'" And at that rebuke Charos

transformed himself into an ea^^le and alis^hted on the hero's

head and plucked out his soul.

^
Probably meaning the brigand's 'comrades.' The term ^€<pTipi., *hawk,' is

commonly so applied.
-

Uo\iT7)s, op. cit. p. 246 (from AeX^K-qs, Ayj/xor. dvdoX. p. 57).
3

e.g. Passow, Popul. Carm. nos. 426—429.
^
^aKeWapios, KvrrpLaKoi, vol. iii. p. 48. Cf. HoXlttjs, op. cit. p. 239.
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The other and more pagan conception of Charos excludes all

traits of kindness and mercy ;
and men do not stint the expression

of their hatred of him. He is 'black,' 'bitter,' 'hateful' (/xaOpo?^

TTLKpof;, (jTvyepo^). He is the merciless potentate of the nether

world, independent of the God of heaven, equally powerful in his

own domain, but more terrible, more inexorable : for his work is

death and his abode is Hades. Thence he issues forth at will, as

a hunter to the chase. 'Against the wounds that Charos deals

herbs avail not, physicians give no cure, nor saints protection^'

His quarry is the soul of man
;

' where he finds three, he takes

two of them, and where he finds two, takes one, and where he

finds but one alone, him too he takes^' Sometimes he is en-

larging his palace, and he takes the young and strong to be its

pillars ;
sometimes he is repairing the tent in which he dwells,

and uses the stout arms of heroes for tent-pegs and the tresses

of bright-haired maidens for the ropes ;
sometimes he is laying

out a garden, and he gathers children from the earth to be the

flowers of it and young men to be its tall slim cypresses; more

rarely he is a vintager, and tramples men in his vat that their

blood may be his red wine, or again he carries a sickle and reaps

a human harvest.

But most commonly he is the warrior preeminent in all

manner of prowess
—archer, wrestler, horseman. Once a bride

boasted that she had no fear of Charos, for that her brothers

were men of valour and her husband a hero
;
then came Charos

and shot an arrow at her, and her beauty faded
;
a second and

a third arrow, and he stretched her on her death-bed'*. Often in

the pride of strength have young warriors laughed Charos to

scorn; then has he come to seize the strongest of them, and

though the warrior strain and struggle as in a wrestling-match,

yet Charos wearies not but wins the contest by fair means or

foul : for he is no honourable foe, but dishonest above thieves,

more deceitful than women^: he seizes his adversary by the hair

and drags him down to Hades. Even more striking is the picture

of Charos as horseman riding forth on his black steed to the

1 The word for 'black' includes the sense of 'grim,' 'gloomy,' 'sorrowful.

Tears are commonly described as '

black,
'

fxavpa. 8dKpva.
-
Passow, op. cit. distich no. 1155.

3 Cf. Passow, no. 408.
* Cf. Passow, nos. 414, 415, 417. ^

Passow, no. 424.
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foray, and it is this conception which has inspired one of the

finest achievements of the popular muse :
—

Why stand the mountains black and sad, their brows enwrapped in

darkness ?

Is it a wind that bufifets them ? is it a storm that lashes ?

No, 'tis no wind that bufiets them, nor 'tis no storm that lashes
;

But 'tis great Charos passing by, and the dead passing with him.
He drives the young men on before, he drags the old behind him,
And at his saddle-bow are ranged the helpless little children.

The children cling and cry to him, the old men call beseeching,
" Good Charos, at some hamlet halt, halt at some cooling fountain

;

There let the young men heave the stone, the old men drink of water,
There let the little children go agathering pretty posies."

"No, not at hamlet will I halt, nor yet at cooling fountain.
Lest mothers come draw water there and know their little children.
Lest wife and husband meet again and there be no more parting."

Such is the more pagan presentment of the modern Charos, a

tyrant as absolute in his own realm as God in heaven^ a veritable

Zei/? a\Xo9^ as was Hades of old, but hard of heart, heedless of

prayer, delighting in cruelty.

At first sight then the Charos of modern Greece would seem

to have little in common with the Charon of ancient Greece

beyond the name and some connexion with death : and Fauriel, in

the introduction to his collection of popular songs, pronounces
the opinion that in this case the usual tendencies of tradition

have been reversed, in that it is the name that has survived,

while the attributes have been changed-. To this judgement I

cannot subscribe. I suspect that in ancient times the literary

presentation of Charon was far more circumscribed than the

popular, and that out of a profusion of imaginative portraitures
as varied as those seen in the folk-songs of to-day one aspect of

Charon became accepted among educated men as the correct and

fashionable presentment. Hades was, in literature, the despot of

the lower world, and for Charon no place could be found save that

of ferryman. But this, I think, was only one out of the many
guises in which the ancient Charon was figured by popular

imagination ;
for at the present day the remnants of such a

conception are small, in spite of the fact that there has remained

a custom which should have kept it alive—the custom of putting
a coin in the mouth of the dead.

1 Aesch. Eum. 237.
-
Fauriel, Cliants populaires de la Grece Bloderne, Discours preliminaire, p. 85.
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Only in one folk-song, recorded from Zacynthos, Can I find

the old literary representation of Charon as ferryman of the

Styx unmistakably reproduced. The following is a literal render-

ing:
—'Across the river that none may ford Charos was passing,

and one soul was on the bank and gave him greeting. "Good

Charos, long life to thee, well-beloved; take me, even me, with

thee, take me, dear Charos ! A poor man's soul was I, even of a

poor man and a beggar ;
men left me destitute and I perished for

lack of a crumb of barley-bread. No last rites did they give me,

they gave me none, poor soul, not even a farthing in my mouth

for thee who dost await me. Poor were my children, poor and

without hope ;
destitute were they and lay in death unburied,

poor souls. Them thou did'st take, good Charos, them thou

did'st take, I saw thee, when thy cold hand seized them by the

hair. Take me too, Charos, take me, take me, poor soul; take

me yonder, take me yonder, no other waiteth for thee." Thus

cried to him the poor man's soul, and Charos made answer,
"
Come, soul, thou art good, and God hath pitied thee." Then

took he the soul and set her on the other bank, and spreading

then his sail he sped far away\'
In another song^ of the same collection, hailing also from

Zacynthos, there may be a reminiscence of the same old tradition.

In it Charos has a caique with black sails and black oars and goes

to and fro—whence and whither is not told—with cargoes of the

dead. But more probably the imagery is borrowed from seafaring ;

the Greek peasant would hardly imagine a caique plying on a

river; the streams of his own country will seldom carry even a

small bark. A sea-voyage on the other hand is, especially in the

imagination of islanders, the most natural method of departure

to a far-off country. From the sea certainly comes the metaphor
in a funeral dirge from Zacynthos in which the mourner asks of

the dead,

' In what boat wilt thou be and at what haven wilt thou land ?
'

This too is claimed by Schmidt"* as a reminiscence of

1 Schmidt, Mdrchen etc. Song no. 38. ^ Ibid. no. 37.
3
Schmidt, Mdrchen etc. Song no. 7. * Das Volksleben, p. 237.
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Charon's ferry
— somewhat unfortunately; for the next line

continues,

yia vapOrj 7) ixavovXa crov va ere ^avayopaaj],

'That thy mother may come and ransom thee again.'

Now in another dirge
^ also heard by Schmidt in the same

island, this idea is worked out even more fully: the mother cries

to the master of the ship that bears away her lost son not to sell

him, and offers high ransom for him; but the dead man in answer

bids her keep her treasure
;

* not till the crow doth whiten and

become a dove, must thou, mother mine, look for me again.'

Clearly the imagery is borrowed not from the ferry-boat of Charon

plying for hire, but from a descent of pirates who carry men off

to hold them to ransom or to sell them for slaves. In neither

dirge is Charos actually named, but doubtless he is understood

to be the captain of the pirates ;
for in more than one dirge of

Laconia and Maina he is explicitly called Kovpaapo<;, a corsair^.

Here then we have yet another presentation of the modern

Charos; but of Charon the ferryman there is no sure remem-

brance except in one song from Zacynthos. Nor again, save in

that one song, is the river of death imagined as an impass-
able barrier

;
it is rather a stream of Lethe : no boatman is

needed to carry the dead across
;
but mention is made only of

'the loved ones, that pass the river and drink the water thereof,

and forget their homes and their orphan children^'—just as in

the mountains there are 'springs in marble grots, whereat the wild

sheep drink and remember no more their lambs^' It is the

drinking of the water, not the passing of the stream, which frees

the dead from aching memories: the picture is wholly different

from that of a river which cannot be crossed but by grace of

the ferryman.

The general oblivion into which the ancient conception of

Charon has fallen is the more remarkable, as I have said, in view

of the survival of a custom which in antiquity was closely associated

with it. In parts of Macedonia, Thrace, and Asia Minor the practice

prevails^ or till recently prevailed, of placing in the mouth (or

^ Mdrchen etc. Song no. 10. ^
HoXIti^s, MeXerrj k.t.X. p. 272.

3 Passow, no. 371.
**

'laTpidrjs, 1,v\\oy7) briiior. aa/jLaTuv, p. 17. Cf. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 236.
^ So in some districts of Macedonia up to the present day ; Abbott, Macedonian

Folklore, p. 193.
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more rarely on the breast) of the dead a small coin, which in

the environs of Smyrna is actually known as to TrepartVt, passage-

money \ In the Cyclades and in parts of the Greek mainland

I myself have met aged persons who could recall the existence

of the custom : a century or two ago it was probably frequent.

But there is less evidence that the coin was commonly intended

for Charos. Protodikos indeed, the authority for the existence of

the custom in Asia Minor, writing in 1860, says expressly that

the coin was designed for Charos as ferryman; and the name of
'

passage-money
'

locally given to the coin tends to confirm the

statement of a writer whom I have found in some other matters

inaccurate. Another authority- moreover, writing also in 1860,

states that at Stenimachos in Thrace 'until a short time a^^o' the

coin was laid in the mouth of the dead actually for Charos; nor

can there be any question that the classical interpretation of

the custom survived long in Zacynthos, as is evidenced by the

complaint of the poor man's soul in the song translated above,

(TTepva e/xe de fjLov8coKaVj be fiovdaxav Tar] Kavfxivrjs,

fiTjTe Xe(f)T6 aro (jTOfxa fiov yia ae ttov irepifieveis,

' No last rites did they give me, they gave me none, poor soul, not even
a farthing in my mouth for thee (Charos) who awaitest me.'

Yet Schmidt, who recorded these lines from Zacynthos, found that

the actual custom was barely remembered there. He met indeed,

in 1863, one old woman aged eighty-two, who as a child had

known the practice of putting a copper in the mouth of the dead

as also that of laying a key on the corpse's breast
;
but of the

purpose of the coin she knew nothing; the key she believed to

be useful for opening the gates of Paradise. For myself, though
I have heard mention of the use of the coin, I have never known
it to be associated with Charos. I incline therefore to the opinion

that in most places where the custom is or has recently been

practised, it has outlived the interpretation which was in classical

times put upon it.

But was the classical interpretation a true index to the

origin of the custom? Was it anything more than an aetiological

^
UpcjOTodiKos, irepl ttjs Trap' tjiluu raiprjs, p. 14. The form veparlKiou which the

writer gives can hardly be popular. It might be, as Schmidt points out, wepaTLKtv
in the local dialect. I have given the form which the word would assume in most
districts.

2
2/co/3§A77s in the periodical Uavddopa, xi. p. 449. Cf. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 238.
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explanation of a custom whose significance even in an early

age had already become obscured by lapse of time ? One thing

at least has been made certain by the modern study of folklore,

namely that a custom may outlive not only the idea which gave it

birth but even successive false ideas which it has itself engendered
in the minds of men who have sought vainly to explain it. When
therefore Lucian^ stated that 'they put an obol in the dead man's

mouth as boat-fare for the ferryman/ it is possible that he was

recording a late and incorrect interpretation of a custom which

had existed before the role of ferryman had ever been invented

for Charon. Further if that interpretation had been in the main

a literary figment, it would have been natural for the original

meaning of the custom to be still remembered among the un-

lettered common-folk of outlying districts. There are plenty of

cases in modern Greece in which different explanations of the

same custom are offered in different localities. In spite therefore

of the fact that one view only found expression in classical

literature, there is no antecedent improbability in the supposition

that an older view may have been handed down even to recent

generations in the purer oral traditions of the common-folk.

Once only, from a fellow-traveller in the Cyclades, did I obtain

any explanation at all of the use of the coin, elvai koKo ycd

rdepiKa-,
'

it is useful because of the aerial ones.' This sounds

vague enough, but nothing more save gestures of uncertainty

could I elicit. Was the coin useful, in his view, as a fee to

be paid to *the aerial ones' on the soul's journey from this

world to the next, or as a charm against the assaults of such

beings ? That was the question to which I sought an answer

from him, but in vain. For myself I cannot determine in which

sense the dark saying was actually meant. The former would

accord well with one local belief of the present day, if only my
informant had specified one particular kind of aerial beings who
are believed to take toll of departing souls; but to this I shall

return in a later section of this chapter^ The second interpre-

tation of the words, however, whether they were intended in that

sense by the speaker or not, furnishes what will be shown by
other evidence to be the key to the origin of the custom.

^
Trepl irlvdovs, § 10.

2 For this term see above, p. 68, and below, p. 283. * Below, p. 285.
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A coin is often used as a charm against sinister influences \

In this case then it may have been a prophylactic against aerial

spirits. Why then is it generally put in the dead man's mouth ?

Not, I think, because the mouth is a convenient purse, as seems

to be assumed in the classical interpretation of the custom, but

because the mouth is the entrance to the body. The peasants

of to-day believe as firmly as men of the Homeric age that it

is through the mouth that the soul escapes at death. The phrase

/xe T^} ^vxn '(^Ta Sovria, 'with the soul between the teeth,'

is the popular equivalent for 'at the last gasp'; and in the folk-

songs the same idea constantly recurs
; *open thy mouth,' says

Qharos to a shepherd whom he has thrown in wrestling, 'ojDen thy
mouth that I may take thy soul^' Now the passage by which the

soul makes its exit, is naturally the passage by w^hich evil spirits

(or the soul^ if it should return,) would make their entrance
; and,

as we shall see later, there is a very real fear among the peasantry
that a dead body may be entered and possessed by an evil spirit.

Clearly then the mouth, by which the spirit would enter, is the

right place in which to lay the protective coin.

The interpretation Avhich I suggest gains support from some

points in modern usage. In Macedonia, according to one traveller
"*,

the coin w^hich formerly used to be laid in the corpse's mouth was

Turkish and bore a text from the Koran, an aggravation of the

pagan custom which was made a pretext for episcopal intervention ^

Now clearly, if the coin had in that district been designed as

payment for the services of Charos as ferryman, there would have

been no motive for preferring one bearing an inscription from the

Mohammedan scriptures, which assuredly could not enhance the

coin's value in the eyes of Charos: but if the coin was itself

employed as a charm against evil spirits, the sacred text might
well have been deemed to add not a little to its prophylactic

properties. Thus the character of the particular type of coin

chosen indicates that the coin in itself too was at one time viewed

as a charm
;
a charm moreover whose effect would be precisely

1 See above, p. IB. ^ Passow, no. 432.
3 This is shown later to be the first form of the superstition. See below, -pp. 433-4,
•* Newton, Travels and Discoveries in the Levant, i. p. 289 (cited by Schmidt, das

Volksleben, p. 239).
5 The use of the coin, quite apart from any such variation of the custom, was

forbidden by several councils of the Church between the 4th and 7th centuries,
cf. noXiTrjSy MeXeTT] etc. p. 269.
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that of the key which in the island of Zacynthos was also laid

upon the dead man's breast; for the key was certainly not de-

signed, as Schmidt's informant would have it, to open the gates of

Paradise, but, like any other piece of iron, served originally to

scare away spirits. The use of a coin as well as of a key in that

island was merely meant to make assurance doubly sure.

Again, in many places throughout Greece, where this use of

a coin is no longer known, a substitute of more Christian character

has been found. On the lips of the dead is laid either a morsel of

consecrated bread from the Eucharist ^ or more commonly a small

piece of
'

pottery
—a fragment it may be of any earthenware

vessel—on which is incised the sign of the cross with the legend
I. X. NI. KA. ('Jesus Christ conquers') in the four angles^ Here

the choice of the inscribed words of itself seems to indicate the

intention of barring the dead man's mouth against the entrance of

evil spirits ;
and as final proof of my theory I find that in both

Chios ^ and Rhodes^ where a wholly or partially Christianised

form of the custom prevails, the charm employed is definitely

understood by the people to be a means of precaution against

a devil entering the dead body and resuscitating it. Nor must

the mention of a devil in this connexion be taken as evidence

that the Chian and Rhodian interpretation of the custom is not

ancient. I shall be able to show in a later chapter that the idea

of a devil entering the corpse is only the Christian version of a

pagan belief in a possible re-animation of the corpse by the souP.

But there is yet another variety of the custom, in which no

coin and no Mohammedan nor Christian*' symbol is used, but

a charm whose magic properties were in repute long before

Mohammed, long before Christ, probably long before coinage was

known to Greece. Again a piece of pottery is used, but the

symbol stamped upon it is the geometrical figure ^, the

^ Cf. Eicaud, Annales cles conciles generaux et particuliers (1773), vol. i. p. 654

(from IIoXtTT/s, MeXer?;, p. 269).
-
According to Bent {Cyclades, p. 363) the object used thus in Naxos is a wax

cross with the initial letters I. X. N. engraved upon it, and it still bears the old

name pavXov,
'

fare.'
^ KtjvcTT. KaveWaKrjs, Xta/ca 'AmXe/cra, pp. 335 and 339.
•* Newton, Travels and Discoveries in the Levant, i. p. 212. The exact details of

the custom in each place are given below, p. 406.
^ See below, pp. 433-4.
6 In Ehodes, according to Newton^ I.e., the Christian symbol I. X. N. K. is

combined with that to which I now come, the 'pentacle.'
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'pentacle' of mediaeval magic lore. In Greece it is now known as

TO TrevrdXcfya, but of its properties, beyond the fact that it serves

as a charm ^ the people have nothing to say. In the mediaeval

and probably in the yet earlier magic of Europe and the East it is

one of the commonest figures, appearing sometimes as Solomon's

seal, sometimes as the star which led the wise men to Bethlehem,

sometimes, in black colouring, as a symbol of the principle of evil,

and correspondingly, in white, as the symbol of the principle of

good. But though the figure has been known to the magicians of

many nations and many epochs, there is no reason to suppose that

it is in recent times or from other races that the Greeks have

learnt it : for it was known too by the ancient Greeks, who noted

among its more intelligible properties the fact that the five lines

composing it can be drawn without removing pencil from paper.

The Pythagoreans, who called it the Trevraypa/Jb/jLOv^, are known to

have attached to it some mystic value. There is a reasonable

likelihood therefore that the symbol has been handed down in

Greece as a magical charm—for we have seen how many other

methods of magic have survived—from the time of Pythagoras.
Further back we cannot penetrate ; yet

—vixere fortes ante

Agamemnona, and there were professors of occult sciences before

Pythagoras. Was it then he who first discovered the figure's

mystic value ? Or did he merely adopt and interpret in his own

way a symbol which for long ages before him had been endowed
with magical powers ? Was it perhaps this figure, graven on

some broken potsherd, which long before coinage supplied a

more ready charm protected the corpse from possession by evil

spirits, or rather, in those days, from reanimation by the soul ?

Who shall say ? The belief, which has found its modern ex-

pression in the engraving of Christian or Mohammedan texts

on prophylactic coins or pottery and in barring with them the

door of the lips which gives access to the corpse, is certainly,

primitive enough in character to date from the dimmest pre-
historic age.

If my suggestion as to the origin of the custom is correct,

it was only the accident of a coin being commonly used as the

^ Cf. IToXiTTjs, Hapa^haeis, i. 573, where it is said that in Myconos the symbol is

sometimes carved on house doors to keep vrykolakes (on which see below, cap. iv.)
from troubling the inmates at night.

^ Cf. Lucian, virep rod iv ry irpoaayop€ij<T€i irTalff^aTos^ 5.

L.
'

8
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prophylactic charm, which caused the classical association of the

custom with Charon
; and, once disembarrassed of this association,

the popular conception of Charon in antiquity is more easily

studied.

The literary presentation of him in the guise of a ferryman

only is a comparatively late development. The early poets know

nothing of him whatever in any character. The first literary

reference to him was apparently in the Minyad, an epic poem of

doubtful but not early date, of which two lines referring to the

descent of Theseus and Pirithous to the lower world ran thus :

' There verily the ship whereon the dead embark, even that which

the aged CharoD as ferryman doth guide, they found not at its

anchorage \' These are the lines by which Pausanias believed that

Polygnotus had been guided when painting the figure of Charon

in his famous representation of the nether world at Delphi.

Thenceforth this was the one orthodox presentation of Charon in

both literature and art. Euripides and Aristophanes in numerous

passages"^ both alike conform to it, and the painters of funeral

vases were equally faithful.

But there is evidence to show that this was not the popular

conception of Charon, or at any rate not the whole of it. Phrases

occur (and were probably current in classical times) which seem

to imply a larger conception of Charon's office and functions. The
* door of Charon

'

{Xapa)V6Lo<; Ovpa^ or Xapoovetov'^) was that by
which condemned prisoners were led out to execution. The
'

staircase of Charon
'

(Kapooveco^ KXifxa^^) was that by which

ghosts in drama ascended to the stage, as if they were ajDpearing
from the nether world. To Charon likewise were ascribed in

popular parlance many caverns of forbidding aspect, particularly
those that were filled with mephitic vapours

—
Xapcoveta /SapaOpa^,

o-TTi^\aia\ avrpa^. Finally Xapcovlrai is Plutarch's^ rendering of

the Latin Orcini, the sobriquet given to the low persons whom
Caesar brought up into the Senate. These uses point to a popular

conception of Charon larger than classical art and literature reveal,

and justify Suidas' simple identification of Charon with death ^^

1
apud Pausan. x. 28. 1.

2
e.g. Eur. Ale. 252, 361, Heracl 432, Arist. Ran. 184 £f., Lysistr. 606, Plut. 278.

^ Suidas s.v. 4
Pollux, 8, 102. 5

Pollux, 4, 132.
«

Strabo, 579. 7 j^^-^. 636. » Ibid. 649.
s Plut. Anton. 16. lo

Xdpiov ddvaros, s.v.
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Moreover once in Euripides, for all his strict adherence to

the conventional literary characterisation of Charon, a glimpse of

popular thought is reflected in the person of Death {^dvaros:) and

the part which he plays in the Alcestis. First, in the altercation

between Apollo and Death over the fate of Alcestis, there occur

the words, 'Take her and go thy way; for I know not whether

I should persuade thee '; to which Death answers, 'Persuade me to

slay those whom I must? nay, 'tis with this that I am charged'

{tovto 'yap rerdy/jLeOa^). Can it be a mere coincidence that, in

modern folk-song, when some doomed man seeks to persuade
Charos to grant a respite, he answers, 'Nay, brave sir, I cannot;

for I am straitly charged
'

? The very word 'charged,' Trpoo-ra/uL-

fievoi;, the modern form of TrpoaTeray/juivo^y repeats the word placed

by Euripides in the mouth of Death. Secondly, Death appears
in warrior-guise, just as does Charos most commonly in modem

folk-songs; he is girt with a sword-, and it is by wrestling^ that

Heracles vanquishes him and makes him yield up his prey. Is

this again a mere coincidence ? Or was Euripides, in his personi-

fication of Death, utilising the character popularly assigned to

Charon ? It looks indeed in one line as if the poet had almost

forgotten that he was not using the popular name also
;
otherwise

there is no excuse for the inelegance of making Death inflict

deaths It is hardly surprising that the copyist of one^ of the

extant manuscripts of the Alcestis was so impressed with the

likeness of Death to Charon as he knew him, that he altered

the name of the dramatis persona accordingly.

In the Anthology again Charon appears several times*' acting
in a more extended capacity than that of ferryman ;

as in modern

folk-songs, he actually seizes men and carries them off to the

nether world. One epigram is particularly noticeable as seeming
to have been suggested by a passage of the A Icestis.

'

Is there

then any way whereby Alcestis might come unto old age?' asks

Apollo ;
and Death answers,

' There is none
;
I too must have the

pleasure of my dues.' 'Yet,' says Apollo,
' thou wilt not get more

than the one soul,'
—be it now or later. And similarly the epigram

from the Anthology, save that Death is frankly named Charon.

1 Eur. Ale. 48, 49. 2 j^^-^, 74^—6. ^ jj^id, 1141—2. ^ jj^-^, 50.
^ Codex Vaticanus, no. 909. Cf. Schmidt, das Volksleben, p. 223, whence the

majority of these references are borrowed.
6

VII. 603 and 671 ; xi. 133. Cf. Schmidt, I.e.

8—2
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' Charon ever insatiable, why hast thou snatched away Attains

needlessly in his youth ? Was he not thine, an he had died old V

Clearly, it would seem, Euripides knew a popular conception of

Charon other than that which literary and artistic tradition had

crystallised as the orthodox presentation, but rather than break

through the conventions by bringing Charon on the stage other-

wise than as ferryman, he had recourse to a purely artificial

personification of death.

But the conception of Charon as lord of death can be traced

yet further back than the time of Euripides. Hesychius states

that the title 'A/cfjiovlST]^^ was shared by two gods, Charon and

Uranus. Charon therefore, as son of Acmon and brother of

Uranus, is earlier by two long generations of gods than Zeus

himself, and belongs to the old Pelasgian order of deities. Was
Charon then the god of death among the old Pelasgian popula-

tion of Greece, before ever the name of Hades or- Pluto had been

invented or imported ? Yes, if the corroboration from another

Pelasgian source, the Etruscans, is to count for anything. On
an Etruscan monument figures the god of death with the in-

scription 'Charun'2; and the same person is frequently depicted on

urns, sarcophagi, and vases^ Usually the door of the nether

world is to be seen behind him; either he is issuing forth to seek

his prey, or he is about to enter there with a victim who stands

close beside him, his hand clasped in that of wife or friend to

whom he bids farewells In appearance he is most often an

old bearded man (though a more youthful type is also known)

bearing an axe or mallet, and more rarely a sword as well, where-

with he pursues men and slays them I In effect the Etruscan

Charun closely corresponds with the modern Greek Charos in

functions as well as in name. The coincidence allows of one ex-

planation only. The Greeks of the present day must have inherited

their idea of Charos from ancestors who were closely connected

with the Etruscans and to whom Charon was the god of death who

came to seize men's souls and carry them off to his realm in

the nether world. These ancestors can only have been the

original Pelasgian population of Greece. In classical times the

1 s.v.
2
Gerhard, die Gottheiten der Etrusker, p. 56; Miiller, die Etrusker, ii. 102.

3 Ambrosch, de Charonte Etrusco, pp. 2, 3. * Ibid. p. 8.

5 Ibid. pp. 4—7
;
and Maury in Revue Archeolocjique, i. 665, and iv. 791.
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primitive conception of Charon was in abeyance. Hades had

assumed the reins of government in the nether world; and a

literary legend, which confined Charon to the work of ferryman,
had gained vogue and supplanted or rather temporarily sup-

pressed the older conception. But this version, it appears, never

gained complete mastery of the popular imagination, and to

the common-folk of Greece from the Pelasgian era down to this

day Charon has ever been more warrior than ferryman, and his

equipment an axe or sword or bow rather than a pair of sculls.

More is to be learnt of the real Charon of antiquity from modern

folk-lore than from all the allusions of classical literature.

§ 7. Aphrodite and Eros.

In the story of S. Demetra communicated to Lenormant at

Eleusis and narrated above, we have already had one instance of

the preservation of Aphrodite's name. ' Since the lady Aphrodite

(?7 Kvpa '^poSltt}) none had been seen so lovely' as S. Demetra's

daughter. Another story related to Perrot^ by an Attic peasant in

the year 1858 contains both the name of the goddess and some

reminiscences of her worship. The gist of it is as follows. There

once was a very beautiful queen, by name Aphrodite, who had

a castle at Daphni (just half-way on the road from Athens to

Eleusis) and also owned the heights of Acro-Corinth
;
these two

places she had caused to be connected by a subterranean way
w^hich passed under the sea. Now there were two kings both

of whom were smitten with her beauty and sought her hand in

marriage. She herself favoured one of them and hated the other;

but not wishing to declare her preference and so arouse the anger
of the rejected suitor, she announced that she was about to build

a palace on the height of Acro-Corinth, and would set her suitors

each a task to perform; one should build the fortifications round the

summit, the other should sink a well to provide the castle with

water-; and she promised her hand to the suitor who should first

1 Annuaire de VAssociation pour Vencouragement des etudes grecques en France,
no. viii. (1874), p. 392 ff.

2 Both fortifications and well are actual features of Acro-Corinth up to the

present day.
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complete his task. Now she supposed the sinking of the well to

be the lighter task and therefore assigned it to the suitor whom
she favoured

;
but he met with unforeseen difficulties, and his

rival meanwhile made steady progress with the walls. At last

they were wellnigh built, and it remained only to put in place the

keystone over the main gate. Then Aphrodite, marking the

dang^er, went with winning words and smiles and bade the builder

lay aside his tools, for the prize was now safely in his grasp, and

led him away to a grassy spot where she beguiled him so long
with tender words and caresses, that the other suitor meanwhile

redoubling his efforts pierced the rock and found water in plenty.

In this story the character, as well as the name, of the queen
is that of the ancient goddess ;

but there are other points too

deserving of notice. Perrot points out that in the neighbourhood
of the modern monastery at Daphni there stood in antiquity a

temple of Aphrodite^; and to this fact Schmidt ^ in commenting
on the story, adds that on the summit of Acro-Corinth also there

was a sanctuary of the goddess^, while he accounts for the mention

of that place in an Attic story by the fact that Corinth was

specially famous for the worship of Aphrodite.
No other vestiges of the actual name, so far as I know, are to

be found, save that among certain Maniote settlers in Corsica the

corrupt derivative, 'K<^poh]T'r)aaa'^ (which would perhaps be better

spelt 'A<f)poBLTiaaa) was until recent times at any rate applied to

an equally corrupt class of women, votaries of
^

AcfipoSirrj TIdvSr}fjLo<;.

In a few stories however from Zacynthos^ the same goddess is

prettily described as y p,dva rod "Epcora^,
' the Mother of Love,'

a title competent in itself to establish her identity.

The first of these stories tells how a poor maiden fell in love

with a youth of high degree, and went to the Mother of Love to

ask her help. The latter promised to ask the assistance of her

son Eros ("Epwra?) when he came home. Next morning went

Eros with bow and arrows and sat at the maiden's door till the

swain passed by. Then suddenly he shot his arrow at him, and

the young man loved the maiden and took her to wife.

1 Pausan. i. 37, ad Jin.; Perrot, I.e. Cf. Frazer, Pausanias, ii. 497.
- Marchen etc. Introduction, p. 35.
^ Cf. Bursian, Geographie von Griechenland, ii. p. 17.
*

Vreto, Melange Neo-helleniqiie.
5
Schmidt, Marchen etc. nos. 16—18. ^

jj^-^^ p^ 113 (note 2).
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Another yet more remarkable story introduces us to the garden
of Eros, whither a prince once went to fetch water to cure the

blindness of the king, his father.
' There at the entrance he

beheld a woman that was the fairest upon earth
;
she sat at the

gate and played with a boy who had wings and in his hand held

a bow and many arrows. The garden was full of roses, and over

them hovered many little winged boys like butterflies. In the

midst of this garden was a spring, whence the healing water flowed.

As the king's son drew near to this spring, he espied therein a

woman white as snow and shining as the moon
;
and it was in

very truth the moon that bathed there. Beside the spring sat a

second woman of exceeding beauty who was the Mother of Eros

(?7 yuava tov "Epcora).' She gave him the water and her blessing,

and his father was healed.

The distinct reminiscence of Artemis in this story w411 be

noticed later^
;
here we need only notice a few points in the

story relating to Eros and his mother. The description of the

'boy who had wings and in his hand held a bow and many
arrows

'

is simply and purely classical, according exactly with the

Orphic address to him as to^oXktj, irrepoevra-. The 'woman at

the gate who was the fairest upon earth
'

is in all probability the

same as 'the Mother of Eros' beside the spring, the single per-

sonality, by some vagary in the transmission of the story, having

become duplicated. The roses, of which the garden was full, are

the flower always sacred to Aphrodite, the sweetest emblem of

love
;
and over these it is fitting that the '

little winged boys
'

should hover, brothers as it were of Eros, ever-fresh embodiments

of love, to all of whom, in antiquity. Aphrodite was mother ^

These folk-tales present sufficient evidence that the memory
of the name and attributes of Aphrodite survived locally until

recent times to warrant the conclusion that her worship, like

that of other pagan deities, possessed vitality enough to compete
for a long while with Christianity for the favour of the common-

folk
;
but as a personality she is no longer present, I think, to

their consciousness ;
she is at most only a character in a few

1 See below, p. 165.
2
Orph. Hymns, 57 (58), 2.

3
Orph. Hymns, 55, 8. fjLrjrep ip(J}TOJv. For representations in ancient art of

many ^pwres, cf. Philostr. Eikones, p. 383 (770).
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folk-stories—if indeed the present generation has not forgotten

even these. For my part, I never heard mention of her in story

or otherwise, although her son, the winged Eros, is often named

in the love-songs which form a large part of the popular poetry.

Vows and offerings which would in former days have been made

to Aphrodite are now made either to suitable saints who have

taken her place, such as S. Catharine ^ or to the Fates (Moipa^?),

who were from of old associated with her. According to a frag-

ment of Epimenides'^, 'golden Aphrodite and the deathless Fates'

were daughters of Cronos and Euonyme. Their sisterly relation

was recognised also in cult. Near the Ilissus once stood a

temple containing an old wooden statue {^oavov) of Heavenly

Aphrodite with an inscription naming her '

eldest of the Fates
'

(irpea/SvTepa rcov Mocpoovy. So venerable a shrine must in old

time have witnessed many a petition for success in love
;
and

when we bear in mind the ancient inscription of the statue, it is

interesting to find that among the girls of Athens until recent

times the custom prevailed of visiting the so-called 'hollow hill*'

{rpviTLo Povvo) in the immediate neighbourhood to offer to the

Fates cakes with honey and salt and to consult them as to their

destined husbands^

Sacred also to Aphrodite in old days was a cave in the

neighbourhood of Naupactus, frequented particularly by widows

anxious to be remarried ^ At the present day a cave at the foot

of Mt Rigani, which may probably be identified as the old

sanctuary, is the spot to which girls repair in order to consult

the Fates on the all-absorbing question^.

Thus it seems that
'

golden Aphrodite
'

has disappeared from

the old sisterly group of deities, and that
' the deathless Fates

'

alone remain to receive prayers and to grant boons which once

fell within the province rather of Aphrodite. To the Fates we
must now turn.

1 See above, p. 57.
2
Tzetzes, Schol. on Lycophi'on, 406.

3 Pausan. i. 19. 2. Cf . G. I. G. no. 1444, and Orph. Hymn, 55 (54), 4.
*
Apparently the old subterranean passage by which competitors entered the

stadium.
•5 Mentioned by Pouqueville, Voyage en Grece, v. p. 67, and confirmed by many

other writers.
6 Pausan. x. 38. 6.
^
Pouqueville, op. cit. iv. p. 46.
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§ 8. The Fates.

The custom of taking or sending offerings to a cave haunted

by the Fates, of which we have just seen two examples, is widely

extended amoncr the women of Greece. In Athens, besides the
* hollow hill,' two or three of the old rock-dwellings round about

the Hill of the Muses were formerly a common resort for the

same purpose, and the practice though rarer now is not yet

extinct ^ Among the best-known of these resorts is the so-called

Prison of Socrates. Dodwell, in his account of his travels in

Greece at the beginning of last century, states that he found

there 'in the inner chamber, a small feast consisting of a cup
of honey and white almonds, a cake on a little napkin, and a vase

of aromatic herbs burning and exhaling an agreeable perfume^';

and the observance of the custom is known to have continued

in that place down to recent years ^ The same practice, I was

informed at Sparta, is known at the present day to the peasant-

women of the surrounding plain, who will undertake even a long

and wearisome journey to lay a honey-cake in a certain cave on

one of the eastern spurs of Taygetus. Other places in which to

my own knowledge the custom still continues are Agrinion in

Aetolia and neighbouring districts, the villages of Mt Pelion in

Thessaly, and the island of Scyros ;
and from the testimony of

many other observers I conclude that it is, or was till recently,

universal in Greek lands.

Nor does there seem to be much variety in the subjects on

which the peasant-women consult the Fates : with the girls

matrimony, with the married women maternity, is the perpetually

recurring theme. Everywhere also honey in some form is an

essential part of the offering by which the Fates' favour is to be

won. The acceptance of this offering, and therefore also the

success of the prayers which accompany it, are occasionally, as

in the cave near Sparta which I have mentioned, inferred from

omens provided by the dripping of water from the roof of the

1
KafXTTovpo-iKov, 'la-Topia rdv 'A6r)vaio:v, I, p. 222, ill. p. 156, Uo\ltt]s, MeX^Trf

K.T.X. p. 227.
2 Dodwell, Tour through Greece, i. 397.
^

JldXlTrjs, I.e.
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cave
;
but more usually the realisation of the conjugal aspirations

is not assured, unless a second visit to the sanctuary, three days
or a month later, proves that the sweetmeats have been accepted

by the Fates and are gone. This, I am told, occurs with some

frequency. Dodwell mentions that his donkey ate some^; and

considering the character of the offerings
—cakes and honey for

the most part, for only in the
' hollow hill

'

at Athens was salt

added thereto—it is not surprising if the Fates find many willing

proxies, human and canine as well as asinine.

At the moment when these delicacies are proffered, an invoca-

tion is recited. This may take the form of a metrical line,

MoLpais /uou, ^oipdvere fxe,
koL koXo (pay), aas (pepvo),

'Kind Fates, ordain my fate, for I bring you good fare,'

or may be a simple prose formulary,

Moipaif Twv Moipcov Koi rrjs rdde
rj IsloLpa, KOTridare vd (pare nal vd ^avap.oi-

pav€T€ TTjv rdde vd^t] koXt) poipa-",

'Fates above all Fates, and Fate of N., come ye, T pray, and eat, and
ordain anew the fate of N., that she may have a good fate.'

Various other versions are also on record, one of which will be

considered later
;
but these two examples illustrate sufficiently

for the present the simple Homeric tenour of such prayers.

The words which I have quoted, it must be admitted, give

clear expression to the hope that the Fates ma}'' revise the decrees

which they have already pronounced on the fortunes of the

suppliant. .
Nevertheless that such a hope should be fulfilled is

contrary to the general beliefs of the people. The Fates, they

know, are inexorable so far as concerns the changing of any of

their purposes once set
; for, as their proverb runs, on ypacpovv 77

MoLpaL<;, Sev ^€ypd(f)ovv,
* what the Fates write, that they make

not unwritten^.' They are not, it would appear, subordinate, as

Charon is sometimes deemed to be, even to the supreme God
;

I can find no song or story that would so present them. They
are absolute and irresponsible in the fashioning of human destiny.

But the Greek peasants are not the first who have at the same

time believed both in predestination and in the efficacy of prayer.

^
I.e. 2

Kafji.Tro{'poy\ov, '1<xt. tQu ^Adrjv. i. p. 222.
^ Cf. rJTov ypa<pT6 fxov,

' It was my written lot,' i.e. destiny, and other similar

phrases cited by Schmidt,'fZas Volksleben, p. 212, and UoXirrjs, MeX^r?;, pp. 218, 219.
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Perhaps all unconsciously they reconcile the ideas as did Aeschylus
of old :

TO fxopaifiov fievei TroXat,

fv)(0jX€V0Ls b av eXdoL^,

'Destiny hath long been abiding its time, but in answer to prayer may
come.'

But even without any intuition of so hard a doctrine the

peasant-women may justify their prayers and offerings by the

hope that, though the Fates will detract nothing from the fulfil-

ment of whatsoever they have spoken or written, they may be

willing to add thereto such supplement as shall modify in large
measure the issue. For the Fates are as Greek in character as

their worshippers, and stories are not wanting to illustrate the

shifts to which they have stooped in order practically to invalidate

without formally cancelling their whilom purpose.
' Once upon a time a poor woman gave birth to a daughter,

and on the third night after the birth the Fates came to ordain

the child's lot. As they entered the cottage they saw prepared
for them a table with a clean cloth and all manner of sweetmeats

thereon. So when they had partaken thereof and were content,

they were kindly disposed toward the child. And the first Fate

gave to her long life, and the second beauty, and the third

chastity. But as they went forth from the cottage, the first of

them tripped against the threshold, and turning in wrath towards

the infant pronounced that she should be always an idler.

Now when she was grown up, she was so beautiful that the

king's son would have her to wife. As the wedding-day drew

near, her mother and her friends chided her because she delayed
to make her wedding dress

;
but she was idle and heeded not.

Soon came the eve of the wedding, and she wept because the

prince would learn of her idleness and refuse to take her to wife.

Now the Fates loved her, and saw her tears and pitied her. There-

fore they came suddenly before her, and asked why she wept;
and she told them all. Then sat they down there and spun and

weaved and embroidered all that night, and in the morning they

arrayed her in a bridal dress decked with gold and pearls such

as had never been seen.

1
Choeph. 464—5, which the Scholiast annotates thus, iriinjye jxh koI wpiarac

virb Motpwv TO Tr]v K\vTaL/jivrjcrTpai> avdpoKTOvrjcraaav dvaLpedijvaL k.t.X.
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Presently came the prince, and there was much feasting and

dancing, and she was far the most beautiful of all the company.
And because he saw her lovely dress and knew how much toil it

must have cost her to array herself thus for him, he granted her

the favour of doing no more work all her days \'

This story, besides illustrating well the finality of every word

pronounced by the Fates and the means which they may employ
to mitigate their own severity, is typical too of the ideas gene-

rally accepted concerning the Fates. Their number is three-,

and they are seen in the shape of old women, one of whom
at least is always engaged in spinning. Of the remaining two,

one is sometimes seen bearing a book wherein to record, in writing

the decrees which the three jointly utter, while the other carries

a pair of scissors wherewith to cut the thread of life at the ap-

pointed time
;

or again sometimes these two also are spinning,

one of them carrying a basket of wool or a distaff and the other

fashioning the thread. This association of the Fates with spinning

operations is commemorated in certain popular phrases by the

comparison of man's life to a thread.
' His thread is cut

'

or
'

is

finished
'

{Koiv^Ke or awOr^rce rj /cXcoo-ttj tov) is a familiar euphemism
for 'he is dead': and again, with the same ultimate meaning but

a somewhat different metaphor, the people of Arachova use the

phrase /xa^oodTjKe to KovjBap' rov^,
'

his spindle is wound full,'
—an

expression which seems to imply the idea that the Fates apportion
to each man at birth a mass of rough wool from which they go
on spinning day b}^ day till the thread of life is completed.

According to Fauriel"*, a reminiscence of the Fates is also to

be found in a personification of the plague (rj iravovKXa), which

in the tradition of some districts is not represented as a single

demon but has been multiplied into a trio of terrible Avomen who

pass through the towns and devastate them, one of them carrying
a roll on which to write the names of the victims, another a pair of

scissors wherewith to cut them off from the living, and the third a

broom with which to sweep them away. He assigns however no

^ I regret to say that I cannot trace the source of this story. I incline to think
that I took it from some publication, but it is possible that it was narrated to me
personally.

^
Except in Zacynthos, according to Schmidt {Volksleben, p. 211), where they

number twelve.
3
Schmidt, Volksleben, p. 220.

* Chants populaires de la Grece moderne, Discours preliminaire, p. 83.
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reason for identifying the deadly trio with the Fates, and it is

more natural, if any link with antiquity here exists, to connect

them with the Erinyes^ or other similar deities. In fact their re-

semblance to the Fates, save for some superficial details, is small.

The Fates, though inexorable when once their decree is pronounced,
are never wantonly cruel. Their displeasure may indeed be aroused

by neglect, as we shall shortly see, to such an extent that they will

visit the sins of the fathers upon the children. But, when men
treat them with the consideration and the reverence due to deities,

they are unfailingly kindly, and deserve the title by which they
are sometimes known, 77 KaXoKvpdS€<;,

' the good ladies.' For this

name is not an euphemism concealing dread and hatred, but an

expression of genuine reverence; such at any rate is my judge-

ment, based on many conversations with the common-folk in all

parts of Greece—for on this topic for some reason there is far less

reticence than on many others. And indeed if the character of

the Fates were believed to be cruel, their aspect also would be

represented as grim and menacing ;
whereas they are actually

pourbrayed as deserving almost of pity rather than awe by reason

of their age and their infirmity.

The occasion on which the Fates have most often been seen

by human eyes and on which, even though invisible, they never

fail to be present, is the third night (or as some say the fifth

night-) after the birth of a child. Provision for their arrival is

then scrupulously made. The dog is chained up. Any obstacles

over which the visitors might trip in the darkness are removed.

The house-door is left open or at any rate unlatched. Inside

a light is kept burning, and in the middle of the room is set

a low table with three cushions or low stools placed round it—
religious conservatism apparently forbidding the use of so modern

an invention as chairs, for at the lying-in-state before a funeral

also cushions or low stools are provided for the mourners. On
the table are set out such dainties as the Fates love, including

always honey; in Athens formerly the essentials were a dish of

honey, three white almonds, a loaf of bread, and a glass of water ^;

1
According to Bent [Ci/clades, pp. 292 and 437), the name Erinyes is still

applied by the people of Andros and of Kythnos to the evil spirits who cause

consumption.
- So Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece, vi. p. 160.
^

'KaixiTovpo'y\ov, 'lar. tCov 'Ad-qu., ill. pp. 67, 68.
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and ready to hand, as presents from which the goddesses may
choose what they will, may be laid all the most costly treasures of

the family, such as jewellery and even money, in token that

nothing has been spared to give them welcome. These prepara-

tions made, their visit is awaited in solemn silence
;
for none must

speak when the Fates draw near. Most often they are neither

seen nor heard; but sometimes, it is said, a wakeful mother has

seen their forms as they bent over her child and wrote their

decrees on its brow—for which reason moles and other marks on

the forehead or the nose are in some places called ypaylrt/jLara

Ta)v '^ioLpwv'^, 'writings of the Fates'; sometimes she has heard

the low sound of their voices as they consulted together over the

future of the child
; nay more, she has even caught and understood

their speech ; yet even so her foreknowledge of the infant's fate

is unavailing ;
she may be aware of the dangers which await its

ripening years, but though forewarned she is powerless to forearm;

against destiny once pronounced all weapons, all wiles, are futile.

Neglect of any of the due preparations for the visit of the

Fates may excite their wrath and cause them to decree an evil

lot for the child. This idea is the motif of many fables current

in Greece. A typical example is furnished by the following

extract from a popular poem in which a man whose life has

brought him nothing but misery sees in a vision one of the Fates

and appeals to her thus :

' I beg and pray of thee, Fate, to tell me now, my lady,
Then when my mother brought me forth, what passed at my bearing 1

'

And she makes answer :

' Then when thy mother brought thee forth, 'twas deep and bitter winter,
Eleven days o' the year had run when anguish came upon her.

Thereon 2 I robed me and did on this raiment that thou seest,

And had it in my heart to cry
"
Long life to thee and riches."

Ah, but the night was deep and dark, yea wrapped thick in darkness,
And hail and snow were driving hard, and angry rain was lashing ;

From mire to mud, from mud to mire, so lay my road before me,
And as I went,—a murrain on't,

—
against your well I stumbled

;

Nay, sirrah, an thou believest not, scan well the scars I carry.
Two cursed hounds ye had withal, hounds from the Lombard country,
And fierce upon me sprang the twain, and fierce as wolves their baying.
Then cursed I thee full bitterly, a curse of very venom,
That no bright day should ever cheer thy miserable body,

1 Cf. noXtTTjs, MeXeT77 k.t.X. p. 218.
^ The visit of the Fate on the day of birth instead of the third day after is

unusual.
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That thou shoiildst burn, that thou shouldst burn, and have no hope of

riddance,
That joy should ever 'scape thy clasp, and sorrow dog thy goings,
That thine own kin should slander thee and thy friends rail upon thee,
Nor strangers nor thy countrymen know aught of love toward thee.

Yet, hapless man, not thine the sin
; thy parents' was the sinning.

That chained not those hounds right fjist to a corner of their dwelling ;

Well is it said by men of old, well bruit they loud the saying,
*'The fathers eat of acid things, and the bairns' teeth fall aching."
Have patience then, hapless man

;
a year or twain of patience.

And there shall come a happy day when all thy woes shall vanish
;

For all thy bitterness of soul thou shalt find consolation,

Thy dreams of beauty and of wealth thou shalt at last encompass ^'

The Fates, it has been already said, are three in number;

why so, it seems impossible to determine. It may be that the

functions discharged by them fell readily into a three-fold divi-

sion
;
thus in the district of Zagorion in Epirus, one Fate '

spins

the thread' (kXcoOco to yve/na) which determines the length of

life, the second apportions good fortune, and the third bad^ Or

again, the division may have been made in such a way that

one Fate should preside over each of the three great events of

human experience, birth, marriage, and death. The term '

fate
'

{fxolpa)'^ is often used by women as a synonym for marriage

{yd/jLo^i)
—in curious contrast with the man's more optimistic

description of his wedding as %a/oa, 'joy'; and a Greek proverb,

used of a very ignorant man, Sev ^epet ra rpia KaKci t7J<; Motpa?

Tov,
' he does not know the three evils of his Fate,' to wit

birth, marriage, and death, carries the connexion of fate with

these three events a little farther. But such distributions of

functions are probably posterior to the choice of the number.

Three was always a sacred number, and the ancients delighted

in trinities of goddesses^

But besides the three great Fates we must recognise also in

modern Greece the existence of lesser Fates, attached each to

a single human life. This is a slight extension of the main

belief, and consists really in the personification of the objective

fate which the three great Fates decree. Just as each man is

believed to have his good guardian-angel and, by antithesis

but with less biblical warranty, his bad angel, so too he is

accompanied by his own personal Fate. But these lesser Fates
1 From Ka/xTTovpoyXov, 'lor. tu>v 'AOtju. i. pp. 310, 311.
2 Schmidt, das Volksleben, p. 212.
3 Cf. fxopffLfjLos of the ' destined '

bridegroom, in Horn. Od. xvi. 392.
'* Cf. Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 286 ff.
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are only faint replicas of the great trinity, and I doubt whether

they are believed to have any independent power of their own;

they would seem to be mere ministers who carry out the original

decrees of the three supreme Fates.

Often in the popular songs it is impossible to tell whether

it is the lesser personal Fate or one of the great trio who is

addressed. For in such lines as,

HapaKoXcii (T€) Molpa fiov, va
firj fxe ^evcTeyjrijs,

Kt' av ^dxU '^"* ^evLTCVTci), Bdvaro
p.r] fxov dayarjs^,

' I pray tliee, good Fate, send me not to a strange land, but if it be my
lot to be sent, let me not die there,'

the form of address Molpa jxov (literally
'

my Fate
') implies no

personal possession, but is the same as that employed in praying
to God or the Virgin, ©ee yLtou, Havayla fx,ov. But in definite forms

of incantation, composed for recitation along with propitiatory

offerings, the great Fates and the lesser Fate of the individual

suppliant are coupled in a way which shows the difference in

importance between them. The former are called 'the Fates

over all Fates' {rj MoipaL<; to)v Motpcov), as in the plain prose

formulary quoted above
;
the latter is merely the Fate of this

or that person.

Whether these inferior Fates were known also in the classical

period is a question which I am unable to answer; but that the

belief in them is certainly of no recent growth is proved by an

incantation more elaborate than those given above and on

internal evidence very old :
—

TT TOV OXvfXTrOV, TOV KoXv/i^OV,
Ta rpia ciKpa rovpavov,
OTTOV

rj Moipais tcov MoLpcov
Ka\

Tj Slkt] p.ov MoTpa,
as aKovcTT) Kai as eAoT]^.

' From Olympus, even from the summit, from the three heights of heaven,
where dwell the Fates of all Fates and my own Fate, may she hearken and
come.'

The version of the formula which I have given is only one out

of several which have been recorded from various parts of Greece^,

1
Passow, no. 385.

'^

Heuzey, Le mont Olympe, p. 139. I have introduced a few alterations of

spelling, mostly suggested by Schmidt, das Volksleben, p. 229 (note), e.g. rovpavov
for TOV ovpavov, in order to restore the rather rough metre.

^
UoXir-qs (MeXexT? k.t.X. p. 228, note 1) gives the following references: Words-

worth, Athem and Attica, p. 228
; 'E<pT]fji. ^CKofxadCbv, 1868, p. 1479; Passow, Popul.

Carm. p. 431, besides those to which I have referred in other notes.
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and there can be no doubt that the original was a widely-esteemed

incantation. I have given the most intelligible ;
but the mere

fact that some of the others, through verbal corruption in the

course of tradition, have become almost meaningless, is strong

proof of the antiquity of the original. There are however two

clear marks of antiquity in the version before us. The mention

of Olympus as the abode of deities carries us back at once to the

classical age ;
and the word KoXvfij^o^ in the sense of

' summit
'

is no less suggestive of a very early date. The ancient word

Kopv/uu/So^, used in this sense by Aeschylus^ and by Herodotus^

is obsolete now in the spoken language. But KoXv/juffof; is

evidently either a dialectic form of it (with the common inter-

change of X and p) or else a corrupt form, not understood by
those who continued to use it in this incantation, and assimilated,

by way of assonance, to "OXf/ATro?. Further one of the other

versions gives the word as Kopv^o^, where the original p is

retained but the
fj,

lost before yS, which now universally has

the sound of the English v. A comparison of the two forms

therefore establishes beyond question the fact that the somewhat

rare classical word Kopv/x^o^;, in its known meaning of
'

summit,"

was the original form. Hence the incantation, containing both

a mention of Olympus as the seat of deities and an old classical

word long since disused, cannot but date from very early times.

Possibly therefore the belief in subordinate Fates, attached each

to one human being, was known to the common-folk of the

classical age.

But, be this as it may, the popular conception of the great

Trinity of Fates has persisted unchanged for more than a score

of centuries—and who shall say for how many more ? Here the

literary tradition of classical times was evidently faithful to popular

traditions. The number of the Fates is still the same as in

Hesiod's day^; they are still depicted as old and infirm women,
as they were by the poets at any rate in antiquity, though in

ancient art, for beauty's sake, they are apt to be figured as more

youthful ;
it is still their task '

to assign to mortal men at their

1
Persae, 659. 2 yn. 2I8.

3
IlLTTaKTjs, who recorded this version in 'E077ai.

'

ApxaioXoyiK-q, no. 30 (1852),

p. 653, spelt the word erroneously Kopoi^o ;
the sound of ol and i; being identical in

modern Greek, I have substituted the latter.
•*

Theog. 217 and 904.

L. 9
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birth,' as Hesiod knew, 'both good and ill^'; the functions of

Clotho who spun the thread of life, of Lachesis who apportioned

destiny, and of Atropos whom none might turn from her purpose,

are still the joint functions of the great Three
;
the book, the

spindle, and an instrument for cutting the thread of life are still

their attributes.

There is little new therefore to be learnt from the study of

the Fates in modern folk-lore. The lesson which it teaches rather

is the continuity of the present with the past. But there is one

point to which special attention may perhaps be directed—the

belief that the Fates invariably visit each child that is born in

order to decree its lot. I do not wish to engage in the con-

troversy which has raged round the identification of the figures

in the east pediment of the Parthenon
;
but those who would

recognise among them the three Fates may fairly draw a fresh

argument from the strength of this popular belief It is only

fitting that at the birth of Athena from the head of Zeus the

Fates should be present ;
for even Zeus himself, said Aeschylus^,

might not escape their decree.

§ 9. The Nymphs.

Of all the supernatural beings who haunt the path and the

imagination of the modern Greek peasant by far the most common

are the Nymphs or
' Nereids

'

(Ne/)atSe9). The name itself occurs

in a multitude of dialectic varieties^, but its meaning is everywhere

uniform, and more comprehensive than that of the ancient word.

It is no longer confined to nymphs of the sea, but embraces also

their kindred of mountain, river, and woodland. There is no

1
Theog. 217. ^ prom. Vinct. 516 flf.

^ Leo Allatius {de quorumdam Graec. opinationibus, cap. xx.) quotes from Mich.
Psellus (11th century) the ancient form 'N-rjpTjides as then in use. He himself (ibid.

cap. xix.) employs the form 'Napayides which was probably the dialectic form of his

native Chios. Bern. Schmidt {Das Volksleben der Neugriechen, pp. 98-9) has brought
together a large number of variants now in use, in which the accent fluctuates

between the a and the i, the first vowel is indifferently a, e, or 77, the two consecutive

vowels (ai") are sometimes contracted to
q.,

sometimes more distinctly separated

by the faintly pronounced letter 7, and lastly an euphonetic a is occasionally

prefixed to the word. Hence forms as widely distinct as dvepades and vapa-yibes
often occur. Du Cange, it may be added, gives the form Nayapides (with inter-

change of the p and the inserted 7) ;
but since his information is seemingly drawn

entirely from Leo Allatius, there is reason to regard it as merely his own error in

transcribing 'NapayiSes.
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longer a Nereus,god of the sea, to claim the Nereids as his daughters,
denizens like himself of the deep ;

and the connexion of their

name with the modern word for
' water '(i/e/^d) is not understanded

of the common-folk. Hence there has been nothing to restrain the

extension of the term NepatSa, and it has entirely superseded, in

this sense, the ancient vvfKfyr}, which in modern speech can only
mean ' a bride.'

The familiarity of the peasants with the Nereids is more

intimate than can be easily imagined by those who have merely

travelled, it may be, through the country but have no knowledge of

the people in their homes. The educated classes of course, and

with them some of the less communicative of the peasants, will

deny all belief in such beings and affect to deride as old wives'

fables the many stories concerning them. But in truth the

belief is one which even men of considerable culture fail sometimes

to eradicate from their own breasts. A paper on the Nereids (the

nucleus of the present chapter) was read by me in Athens at an

open meeting of the British School
;
and no sooner was it ended

than an Athenian gentleman whose name is well known in certain

learned circles throughout Europe rose hurriedly crossing himself

and disappeared without a word of leave-taking. As for the

peasants, let them deny or avow their belief, there is probably
no nook or hamlet in all Greece where the womenfolk at least

do not scrupulously take precautions against the thefts and the

malice of the Nereids, while many a man may still be found ready
to recount in all good faith stories of their beauty and passion

and caprice. Nor is it a matter of faith only ;
more than once I

have been in villages where certain Nereids were known by sight

to several persons (so at least they averred) ;
and there was a

wonderful agreement among the witnesses in the description of

their appearance and dress. I myself once had a Nereid pointed

out to me by my guide, and there certainly was the semblance of

a female figure draped in white and tall beyond human stature

flitting in the dusk between the gnarled and twisted boles of an

old olive-yard. What the apparition was, I had no leisure to

investigate ;
for my guide with many signs of the cross and

muttered invocations of the Virgin urged my mule to perilous haste

along the rough mountain-path. But had I inherited, as he, a

belief in Nereids together with a fertile gift of mendacity, I should

9—2
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doubtless have corroborated the highly-coloured story which he

told when we reached the light and safety of the next village; and

the ready acceptance of the story by those who heard it proved to

me that a personal encounter with Nereids was really reckoned

among the possible incidents of every-day life.

The awe in which the Nereids are held is partially responsible,

without doubt, for the many adulatory by-names by which they are

known. Now and again indeed a peasant, when he is suffering

from some imagined injury at their hands, may so far speak his

mind concerning them as to call them '

evil women '

(KaKaU or

aa')(^rjfjLai(; 'yvval/ce^;) : but in general his references are more

diplomatic and conciliatory in tone. He adopts the same attitude

towards them as did his forefathers towards the Furies; and, though
the actual word ' Eumenides '

is lost to his vocabulary, the spirit of

his address is unchanged. 'The Ladies' (r/ KvpdSe^;), 'Our Maidens'

{rd Kovpirata fia^;),
' Our good Queens' (77 Ka\al<; dp'^6vTiaaai<^),

' The kind-hearted ones' (77 KaXoKaphau^),
' The ladies to whom we

wish joy
'

{rj ')(^ciipdixevaL<i),
or most commonly of all

' Our good
Ladies' (77 KaXoKvpdhe^ or KaWt/cvpaSe^y,

—such is the wonted

style of his adulation, in which the frequent use of the word

KvpdSe^; (the plural of Kvpd, i.e. Kvpia) is a heritage from his

ancestors who made dedications '

to the lady nymphs
'

{Kvpiai^

vv/jL(l)ai<;).
Yet it may be questioned whether these by-names are

wholly euphemistic ;
for mingled with the awe which the Nereids

inspire there is certainly an element of admiration and, I had

almost said, of affection in the feelings of the common-folk

toward them.

The Nereids are conceived as women half-divine yet not im-

mortal, always young, always beautiful, capricious at best, and at

^ An attempt has been made by one authority on the folk-lore of Athens

[Ka/JLTTovpoyXov, 'laTopia tCov 'Kdrfvalwv, I. pp. 218 and 222), to distinguish koKo-

Kvpddes from vepd'ides. He maintains that in Athens the latter were never regarded
as maleficent beings, and must therefore be distinguished from the dread koXo-

/cDpaSes, whom he seeks to identify, on no better ground than the euphemistic
name, with the Eumenides. A folk- story, however, which he himself records [ibid.

p. 319), how a KoKoKvpd was married to a prince, whose eyes she had blinded to all

other women, and how after living with him for a while she disappeared finally in

a whirlwind, reveals in her all the usual traits of a Nereid, and thus defeats the

writer's previous contention. But apart from this a little enquiry on the subject
outside the limits of Athens would have set at rest his doubts as to the identity
of the two. It is quite possible that formerly in Athens, as now elsewhere, it was
usual to employ the euphemism KoKoKvpdbes in referring to the Nereids in their more
mischievous moods

; only in that way can I explain his idea that the Nereids were
never maleficent.
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their worst cruel. Their presence is suspected everywhere ; grim

forest-depth and laughing valley, babbling stream and wind-swept

ridge, tree and cave and pool, each may be their chosen haunt, the

charmed scene of their dance and song and godlike revelry. The

old distinctions between the nymphs according to their habitations

still to some extent hold good ;
there are nymphs of the sea and

nymphs of the streams, tree-nymphs and mountain-nymphs ; but

in characteristics these several classes are alike, in grace, in frolic,

in wantonness. Of all that is light and mirthful they are the

ideal
;
of all that is lovely the exquisite embodiment

;
and their

hearts beneath are ever swayed by fierce gusts of love and

of hate.

The beauty of the Nereids, the sweetness of their voices, and

the grace and litheness of their movements have given rise to many
familiar phrases which are eloquent of feelings other than awe in

the people's minds. ' She is fair as a Nereid
'

{elve ^y^op^r] aa

vepdlSa),
' she has the eyes, the arms, the bosom of a Nereid

'

{ex^o /jLOLTta, %e^fca, ^v^ta v€pdiBa<;), 'she sings, she dances, like

a Nereid
'

(TpayouSdei, ')(^op€vet,
era vepdlha),

—such are the com-

pliments time and again passed upon a bride, whose white dress

and ornaments of gold seem to complete the resemblance. Possibly

the twofold usage in antiquity of the word vvixc^rj is responsible for

a still surviving association of bridal dress with the Nereids
;

it is

at any rate to the peasants' mind an incontestable fact that white

and gold are the colours chiefly affected by Nereids in their dressy

Only in one particular is the beauty of the Nereids ever

thought to be marred
;
in some localities they are said to have the

feet of goats or of asses-
;
as for instance the three Nereids who

are believed to dance together without pause on the heights

of Taygetus. But this is a somewhat rare and local trait, and

must have been transferred to them, it would seem, from Pan

and his attendant satyrs, with whom of old they were wont to

consort
;
in general they are held to be of beauty unblemished.

Their accomplishments include, besides singing and dancing,

the humbler arts of the good housewife.
' She cooks like a Nereid

'

(fjLay6ip6V€L ad vepdlha) and ' she does house-cleaning like a

1 Cf . Passow, Distich 692 ; Pashley, Travels in Crete, vol. ii. p. 233
; Uavdibpa,

XIV. p. 566
;
Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 104.

2 Cf. Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 105.
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Nereid' {iraaTpevei aav avepdiha) are phrases of commendation^

occasionally heard. But chiefly do they excel in the art of

spinning-; and so well known is their dexterity therein that

a delicate kind of creeper with which trees are often festooned

is known in the vulgar tongue under the pretty name of vepalBo-

juefiara,
'

Nereid-spinnings.' The attribute indeed is natural and

obvious
;

for the popular conception of the nymphs is but an

idealisation of the peasant-women, to whom, whether sitting in

the sunlight at their cottage-door or tending their sheep and

goats afield, the distaff is an ever constant companion. But, easy

though it is to account for the trait, some interest, if no great

measure of importance, attaches to its consonance wdth the ancient

characterisation of Nymphs. To the Nereids proper^ a golden

spindle was specially assigned ;
and in the cave of the Naiads

in Ithaca might be seen, in Odysseus' day, the kindred occupation
of weaving, for

' therein were great looms of stone whereon the

nymphs wove sea-purple robes, a wonder to beholds'

As might be expected of beings so divinely feminine, their

relations with men and with women are very different
;
in the

one case there is the possibility of love
;
in the other the certainty

of spite. It is necessary therefore to examine their attitude

towards either sex separately.

The marriage of men with Nereids not only forms the theme

of many folk-stories current in Greece, but in the more remote

districts is still regarded as a credible occurrence. Even at the

present day' the traveller may hear of families in whose ancestry

of more or less remote date is numbered a Nereid. A Thessalian

peasant whom I once met claimed a Nereid-grandmother, and

little as his looks warranted the assumption of any grace or beauty
in so near an ancestor—he happened to have a squint

—his claim

appeared to be admitted by his fellow-villagers, and a certain

prestige attached to him. Hence the epithet
* Nereid-born

'

{vepaLBoy€vvr]fjLevo<; or vepalSoKa/jbco/jiivof;) frequently heard in ama-

tory distichs-^ may formerly have been not merely an exaggerated

1 The latter is quoted by Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 106, from the

dialect of Arachova near Delphi.
2 Cf. Bern. Schmidt, I. c. ; Bybilakis, Neugriechisches Lehen, p. 13.
3 Find. Nem. v. 36.
•* Horn. Od. 13. 102 ff.

^ Cf. e.g. Passow, Popularia Carmina, Distichs 552-3.
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compliment to the lady's beauty, but a recognition of high birth

calculated to conciliate the future mother-in-law.

Nor is it men only whose susceptibilities are stirred by the

beauty of the Nereids
;
even animals may fall under their spell.

A shepherd of Scopelos told me that in the neighbouring island of

loura, which he frequented with his flocks for pasturage, he once

tamed a wild goat, which after a time began to behave very oddly.

All night long it would remain with the rest of his flock, but in the

daytime it persistently strayed away from the pasture to the neigh-

bourhood of a Nereid -haunted cave on the bare and rocky hillside,

and from want of food became very thin. The goat, he believed,

was enamoured of a Nereid and pining away from unrequited love.

But it is from the old folk-stories rather than from the records

of contemporary or recent experience that the character of the

Nereids as lovers or wives is best learnt. And herein they are not

models of womanhood
; passion indeed they feel and inspire ; they

suffer, they even seek the caresses of the young and brave
;
but

true wives they will not long remain. Constancy and care are not

for them
;
the longing for freedom and the breezes of heaven, the

memory of rapid tuneful dance, are hot within them
; they leave

the men whose strength and valour snared their hearts, they forsake

their homes and children, and on the wings of the wind are gone,

seeking again their etherial unwearied fellows. Yet they do not

altogether forget their children
;
for motherhood is presently more

to them than mirth
;
ever and anon they steal back to visit their

homes and bless their children with the gifts of beauty and wealth

which their touch can bestow, and even stay to mend their husbands'

clothes and clean the house, vanishing again however before the

man's return. Only in one case have I heard of a nymph's continued

intimacy with a man throughout his life, and that strangely enough
not in a folk-story but in recent experience. Their relations, it

must be acknowledged, were illicit, for he had a human wife and

family ;
but it was commonly reported that his rise from penury to

affluence and the mayoralty of his native village was the work of a

Nereid in a cave near by, who of her love for him enriched the

produce of his land and shielded his flocks from pestilence.

In the popular stories which deal with the marriages of

Nereids, the bridal fashion of their dress, which has already been

noticed, is often an essential feature of the plot. In one tale it is
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said explicitly that the supernatural quality of the Nereids lies not

in their persons but in their raiment^
;
and for this reason a prince,

smitten v.'ith love of the youngest of three sister Nereids but

knowing not how to win her, is counselled by a wise woman,
to whom he confides his perplexity, to lie in wait when they go to

bathe in their accustomed pool and to steal the clothes of his

inamorata, who would then follow him to recover her loss and so

be in his power to take to wife. But there is greater delicacy

and, as we shall see, more certain antiquity also in the commoner

version of the episode, in which a kerchief alone is possessed of

the magic powers ascribed above to the whole dress. And in this

detail of costume the resemblance of bride and Nereid still holds

good ;
for no wedding-dress would be complete without a kerchief

either wrapped about the bride's head or pinned upon her breast

or carried in her hand to form a link with her neighbour in the

chain of dancersI

Of the stories which have for their motif the theft of such

a kerchief from a Nereid^ the following Messenian tale is a

good example.
' Once upon a time there was a young shepherd who played the

pipes so beautifully that the Nereids one night carried him off to

the threshing-floor where they danced and bade him play to them.

At first he was much afraid and thought that some evil would

overtake him from being in their company and speaking with them.

But gradually, as he grew accustomed to his strange surroundings
and the Nereids showed themselves kind to him and grateful for

his piping, he took courage again and night after night made his

way to the spot which they haunted and made music till cock-crow.

Now it so happened that one of the Nereids was beautiful

beyond the rest, and the shepherd loved her and determined to

make her his wife. But inasmuch as the Nereids danced all night

long without pause while he piped, and at dawn vanished to be

seen no more until the next night's dance began, he knew not

what to do.

^
Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, vol. i. no. 15. ' Ihre ganze Kraft steckt aber in den

Kleidern, und wenn man ihnen die wegnimmt, so sind sie machtlos.
'

2 To form a chain of dancers the leader, who occupies the extreme right, is

linked to the second in the row by a kerchief, while the rest merely join hands.
More freedom of motion is thus allowed to the chief performer.

^ Cf. also Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, vol. ii. no. 77. 'Aj/t. BaXK-qvdas, KvOviaKd,
p. 123.
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So at last he went to an old woman and told her his trouble,

and she said to him,
" Go again to-night and play till dawn is

near; then before the cock crows\ make a dash and seize the

kerchief in the Nereid's hand, and hold it fast. And though she

change into terrible shapes, be not afraid
; only hold fast until

she take again her proper form
;

then must she do as thou

wilt."

The young man therefore went again that night and played

till close on dawn. Then as the Nereid passed close beside him,

leading the dance, he sprang upon her and grasped the kerchief.

And straightway the cock crew, and the other Nereids fled ; but

she whose kerchief he had seized could not go, but at once began
to transform herself into horrible shapes in hope to frighten the

shepherd and make him loose his hold. First she became a lion,

but he remembered the witch's warning and held fast for all the

lion's roaring. And then the Nereid turned into a snake, and

then into fire^ but he kept a stout heart and would not let go the

kerchief. Then at last she returned to her proper form and went

home with him and was his wife and bore him a son
;
but the

kerchief he kept hidden from her, lest she should become a Nereid

again.'

In this story there are two ancient traits especially noteworthy.

The power of transformation into horrible shapes is precisely the

means of defence which the Nereid Thetis once sought to employ

against Peleus; the forms of wild beast and of fire, which she

assumed according to ancient myth, are the same as Nereids now

adopt ;
and the instructions now given to hold fast until the Nereid

resume her proper shape are the same as Chiron, the wise Centaur,

gave once to Peleusl It is true that in the ancient story it is the

person of Thetis that Peleus was bidden to grasp, while in the

modern tale the shepherd's immediate object is to retain hold

of the kerchief only. But this feature of the story too is an

interesting witness to antiquity, although in Thetis' history it

^ The crowing of the third cock is more usually the signal for the departure of

Nereids and their kind. It is commonly held that the white cock crows first, the

red second, and the black third. The last is a sure saviour from the assaults of all

manner of demons.
2 Similar transformations occur in a Cretan story, the forms assumed being

tViose of dog, snake, camel, and fire. Xovp/xov^-qs, Kprjn/cd, p. 69.
^ Cf. ApoUodorus, iii. 13, 5.
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does not appear. Ancient art has left to us several representations^ of

nymphs with veil-like scarves worn on the head or borne in the hand

and floating down the breeze
;
and the magic properties inherent

in them are exemplified by Ino's gift, or rather loan, to Odysseus.
The scarf imperishable {/cp^Se/jLvov dfx^porov) which she bade him

gird about his breast and have no fear of any suffering nor of

death, was not his own to keep after he reached the mainland
;
in

accordance with her behest ' he loosed then the goddess' scarf from

about him, and let it fall into the river's salt tide, and a great wave

bore it back down the stream, and readily did Ino catch it in her

hands'-. Here Ino's anxiety and strait command as to the return

of her veil are most easily understood by the aid of the modern

belief which makes the possession of the scarf or kerchief the sole,

or at least the chief, means of godlike power. In Cythnos at the

present day it is the fxiroXua, or scarf worn about the head, which

alone is believed to invest Nereids with their distinctive qualities^ ;

and if the modern scarf is a lineal descendant of the Homeric type
such as Ino wore—for even in feminine dress fashions are slow

to change in the Greek islands'*—the epithet
'

imperishable
'

may
have unsuspected force, as implying that the scarf confers a sem-

blance of divinity on its owner and not vice versa.

In such of the stories of the above type as do not end with

the marriage of the Nereid-^ the sequel is not encouraging to other

adventurers. For though she be a good wife in commonplace
estimation—and the Greek view of matrimony is in general

commonplace to the verge of sordidness—though her skill in

domestic duties be as proverbial as her beauty, she either turns

her charms and her cunning to such account as to discover the

hiding-place of her stolen kerchief, or, failing this, so mopes and

pines over her work that her husband worn down by her sullenness

and persistent silence decides to risk all if he can but restore her

lightheartedness. Then though he have taken an oath of her

1 Bern. Schmidt, Bas Volkslehen, p. 104, quoting Eitschl, Ino Leiicothea, PI.

I., II. (1 and 2), III.
;
and referring to a sarcophagus in the Corsini Gallery at

Rome, figured in Monum. Ined. vol. vi. PI. XXVI.
2 Horn. Od. 5. 346 sqq. and 459 sqq.
3 'Apt. BdWrjuSas, KvdviaKci, p. 123.
^ The women of Scopelos on certain festal occasions wear a dress which may-

well be the same as the classical opdoaTdbiov, a loose pleated robe falling from
the shoulders and widening as it falls, so that their figures resemble a fluted
column too broad at the base and too tapering at the top.

^ Hahn, Griechische Mdrchen, vol. ii. no. 83. Xovpfxov^rjs, KprjTiKd, p. 69.
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that she will not avail herself of her recovered freedom, but will

abide with him as his wife, her promise is light as the breeze that

bears her away with fluttering kerchief, and he is alone.

But fickleness is not the worst of the Nereids' qualities in

their dealings with men. In malice they are as wanton as in love.

Woe betide him who trespasses upon their midday carnival or

crosses their nightly path; dumbness, blindness, epilepsy, and

horrors of mutilation have been the penalties of such intrusion,

though the man offend unwittingly; for the Nereids are tiger-like

in all, in stealth and cruelty as in grace and beauty; and none who

look upon their radiance can guess the darkness of their hearts.

Terrible was the experience of a Melian peasant, who coming
unawares upon the Nereids one night was bidden by them to

a cave hard by, where they feasted him and made merry together

and did not deny him their utmost favours; but when morning

broke, they sent him to his home shattered and impotent.

If such be sometimes the results of their seeming goodwill

and proffered companionship, how much more fearful a thing must

be their enmity! Let a man but intrude upon their revels in

some sequestered glen, or sleep beneath the tree that shelters

them, or play the pipe beside the river where they bathe, and

in such wrath they will gather about him\ that the eyes which

have looked upon them see no more, and the voice that cries

out is thenceforth dumb, and madness springs of their very

presence.

But if the Nereids are fickle and treacherous in their dealings

with men, towards women they are consistently malicious. Especi-

ally on two occasions must every prudent peasant-woman be on

her guard against their envy
—at marriage and in child-birth.

For though the Nereids themselves prove no true wives, so jealous

are they of the joys of wedlock, that if a bride be not well secured

from their molestation, they will mar the fruition of her love, or

else, where they cannot prevent, they will endeavour at the least

1 Cf . a folk-song quoted by Eoss, Reisen auf Inseln, iii. p. 180,

Se fxovod^vdpLv jXT] dvai^ys, Vroi>s kolixitovs /xtj Karai^ris,

Kal 'arbv atrav(j3 iroTaixov /xr) traL^ris to irepvLaOXi,

Kig ipdovv Kai fxovoixa^tvdovv rod iroTa/xov Ve/)^5es,

'Go not up to the solitary tree, go not down to the lowlands, beside the torrent

above play not thy pipes, lest the Nereids of the stream come and swarm thick

about thee.'
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to cut short the happiness of motherhood, slaying with fever the

woman whose bliss has stirred their malevolence, yet sparing

always the child and even blessing it with beauty and wealth.

The means by which women most commonly protect them-

selves on these occasions are the wearing of amulets; the fastening

of a bunch of garlic over the house-door; the painting of a cross

in black upon the lintel (this custom may be a Christianised

form of the ancient practice, mentioned by Photius^ of smearing

houses with pitch at the birth of children as a means of driving

away powers of evil) ; and, if any strange visitants are heard about

the house at night, the maintenance of strict silence. But steps

are also sometimes taken to appease the Nereids; offerings of

food, in which honey is the essential ingredient, are set out for

them, and formerly in Athens^ to this a bride used to add two

chemises out of her trousseau.

Such precautions after a confinement are regularly continued

for forty days. It would appear that in ancient times this was

the period during which women were held to be specially exposed

to the evil eye and all other ghostly and sinister influences^

including probably, as now, the assaults of nymphs; and in modern

usage the duration of the time of peril is so well established that

the word aapavri^o), literally to
'

accomplish forty (aapdvra) days,'

is used technically of the churching of women at the end of that

period ;
while a more frankly pagan survival is to be found in the

fact that for forty days no right-minded mother will cross the

threshold of her own house to go out, nor enter a neighbour's

house, without stepping on the door-key, that being the most

easily available piece of iron, a metal, which in the folk-lore of

ancient Greece ^ as in that of many other countries, was a charm

and safeguard against the supernatural.

It is not however the mothers only, who need protection from

the Nereids, but the children also, and that too throughout their

childhood
; yet not against the same perils ;

for the mother is

liable to malicious injuries; the child is safe indeed from wilful

hurt, but it may be stolen by Nereids. We have already seen how

^ Lexicon, s.v. pdfxPo$, iv rais yeveaeai tu>u Traidiuu xP'^o^'^'- (ttiVti;) ray oiKias els

dir^XaaLV tcov haifxbvoiv.
^

Ka;Lt7ro(y/!)07Xoi;, laropia tCjv ^AdrjvaLujv, ill. p. 32.
3 Cf. Welcker, Kleine Schriften, 3. 197-9 ; Rohde, Psyche, i. p. 360, note 1.

* Cf. Horn. Od. XI. 48 ff. and Eustathius, ad loc.
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Nereids who have wed with mortal men, though faithless to

their husbands, are yet drawn home now and again by love of

their children. And such of them too as have never yielded to

human embrace are yet instinct with a strange yearning to

possess a mortal woman's prettiest little ones
;
on one child they

exert a fascination which unhappily proves fatal to it
;
another

they seize with open violence
;
or again they set stealthily in

some cradle a babe of pure Nereid birth—a changeling that by
some weird fatality is weakly and doomed to die—and carry off

to the woods and hills the human infant, in whom they delight,

to be their playmate and their fosterling. In a history of the

island of Pholegandros, the writer, a native of the place, accounts

for the multitude of small chapels in the island on the ground
of the peasants' anxiety each to have a saint close to his pro-

perty to defend him from such raids by Nereids and other kindred

beings ^

The wife of a priest at Chalandri in Attica related to Ross^

a story in point.
'

I had a daughter,' she said,
' a little girl

between twelve and thirteen years old, who showed a very strange

disposition. Though we all treated her kindly, her mood was

always melancholy, and whenever she got the chance she ran off

from the village up the wooded spurs of the mountain (Brilessos).

There she would roam about alone all day long, from early morn-

ing till late evening ;
often she would take off some of her clothes

and wear but one light garment, so as to be less hindered in

running and jumping. We dared not stop her, for we saw quite

well that the Nereids had allured her, but we were much dis-

tressed. It was in vain that my husband took her time after time

to the church and read prayers over her. The Panagia (the

Virgin) was powerless to help. After the child had been thus

afflicted a considerable while, she fell into yet deeper despondency,

and at last died—a short time ago. When we buried her, the

neighbours said,
" Do not wonder at her death; the Nereids wanted

her; it is but two days since we saw her dancing with them.'"

Such was the view taken by a Greek priest and his wife con-

cerning the cause of their daughter's death about two generations

ago ;
and at the present day the traveller may hear of similar

- Z. A. ra/3aXas, 'H ^770-0$ ^oKeyavdpo^, p. 29.
2 Reisen auf Inseln, etc. iii. pp. 181-2.
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events in recent experience. An important point to notice is

that the child's death was thought to be due, not to any malevolence

on the part of the Nereids, but to their desire to have her for

their own, a desire more happily gratified in cases of which I have

several times heard w^here the child has not died but has simply

disappeared. Thus in Arcadia I was once assured that a small girl

had been carried off by Nereids in a whirlwind, and had been found

again some weeks after on a lonely mountain side some five or six

hours distant from her home in a condition which showed that

she had been well fed and well cared for in the interval.

But certainly the snatching away of children by the Nereids,

whether this mean death or only disappearance, is still a well-

accredited fact in the minds of many of the common -folk. They
still remain too simple and too closely wedded to the beliefs of

their forefathers to need the old exhortation^,

' Trust ye the fables of yore : 'tis not Death, but the Nymphs of the river

Seeing your daughter so sweet stole her to be their delight.'

They believe still that the Nereids have befriended their children,

even while they weep for their own loss.

Whatever mischief the Nereids work upon man, woman, or

child, be it death or loss of faculties or merely deportation from

home to some haunted spot,
'

seized
'

{irapixevo^ or inao-^evo^)

is the word applied to the victim. The compound dvapaBoirap-

fjuevo^^, 'Nereid-seized,' also occurs, exactly parallel in form as well as

equivalent in meaning to the ancient z/u/x^oXt^ttto? as used by Plato.
' Now listen to me,' says Socrates to Phaedrus^ 'in silence

;
for in

very truth this seems to be holy ground, so that if anon, in the

course of w^hat I say, I suffer a "
seizure

"
(vvfjL(f)6Xi]7rTo^ yevcofjuai),

you must not be surprised.' Such speech, save for its disregard

of the acknowledged peril, might be held in all seriousness by
a peasant of to-day. In Socrates' mouth it is intended merely as

a happy metaphor; but its point and appropriateness are lost on

those who do not both know the superstition to which he alludes

and at the same time recall the mise-en-scene^ of the dialogue.
1
C.I.G., no. 6201 (from Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, etc. p. 122 note). Tots

irdpos ovv fiOdois TriaTevaaTe' iralda yap eadXrjv \ rjpiracrav ws Tepirvrjv NatSes, oi>

Qdvaros.
-

'E/i. Maj'wXa/cd/v'T/s, KapiradLaKa, p. 129. There are also compounds e^wirap-
fxevos and dWoTrapfjieuos with the same meaning.

3
Plato, Phaedr. xv. (238 n).

4 Ibid. 229 A, B
; 230 B

;
242 a

; 279 b.
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The two friends have crossed the Ilissus and are stretched on a

grassy slope in the shade of a lofty plane-tree, beneath which is

a spring of cool water pleasant to their feet as is the light breeze

to their faces in the heat of the summer noon. The spot must

surely be a favourite haunt of the rural gods, and indeed the

statues close at hand attest its dedication to Pan and to the

Nymphs. In such a situation there would be, according to modern

notions, three distinct grounds for apprehending a * seizure.' The

neighbourhood of water is throughout Greece dreaded as the

most dangerous haunt of Nereids ^ so that few peasants will cross

a stream or even a dry torrent-bed without making the sign of

the cross. Hardly less risky is it to rest in the shade of any old

or otherwise conspicuous tree. If in addition to this the time of

day be noon, it is not merely venturesome to trespass on such

spots, but inexcusably foolhardy ;
for the hour of midday slumber

is fraught with as many terrors as the night 2. Any or all of these

popular beliefs may have been present to Plato's mind as he wrote

this passage ;
for the ancients numbered among those Nymphs, by

whom Socrates was likely to be '

seized,' both Naiads and Dryads,

who might be expected to resent and to punish any intrusion

upon their haunts in stream or tree
; while, as regards the hour of

noon, the fear felt in old time of arousing Pan^ from his siesta

may well have extended also to Nymphs, who on this spot beside

the Ilissus, as commonly elsewhere, were named his comrades.

The same kind of 'seizure' was denoted formerly by the phrase

e%et air e^&)^ *he has it (i.e. a stroke or seizure) from without,' and

the modern compound '^(xi'Trapixevo<^
^ bears obviously a kindred

meaning. The exact significance of efw in this relation is

difficult to determine. Either it is only another example of the

usage already noted in discussing the term i^cortKa and implies

the activity of one of those supernatural beings who exist side by
side with the powers of Christianity and are by their very name

1 Cf. Leo Allatius, De quor. Graec. opin. cap. xx. 'potissimum si fluentis aquarum
solum irrigetur.'

2 To this belief I attribute the origin of the phrase wpa rbv rjvpe,
' an (evil) hour

overtook him' (Leo Allatius, oji. cit. xix.), employed euphemistically in reference

to
' seizure

'

by the Nereids, and of the kindred imprecation, KaKT] dipa vd cr' evpri,

'may an evil hour ovei'take you' (Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 97), which gains
in force and elegance by its reversal of an ordinary phrase of leave-taking,

wpa /ca\7J.
2 See above, p. 79. '* Leo Allatius, op. cit. xix.
^ From Epirus, Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 120. See above, p. 142, note 2.
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proved to be pagan ;
or else it indicates a difference in the mode of

injury by two classes of supernatural foes, the difference between
'

seizure
'

and '

possession.' Certainly no story is known to me of
*

possession
'

by Nereids in the same sense as by devils. The latter

take up their abode within a man and are subject to exorcism;

the seizure by Nereids is conceived rather as an external act of

violence. This is made clear by several terms locally used of

seizure. 'He has been struck' {^ape6r]K6 or ')(Tvirr)OriKe)y 'he

has been wounded '

(Xa^codijKe),
' he has had hands laid upon

him' (€yyi)(^rriK€) are typical expressions, to which is sometimes

added 'by Nereids' or 'by evil women \' Such phrases clearly

convict the Nereids of assault and battery rather than of undue

mental influence upon their victims.

Moreover the Nereids, and with them all the surviving pagan
deities, are pictured by the peasant in corporeal form, whereas the

angels
—and there are bad angels, who 'possess' men, as well as

good—are in common speech as well as in the formal dedications

of churches known as ol d(T(o/j,aTOL,
' the Bodiless ones.' There is

then an essential difference in the nature of these two classes of

beings, which justifies the supposed distinction in their methods of

working. For 'possession' proper is the injury inflicted, or rather

infused, by spirits pure and simple ;
external '

seizure
'

is the work

of corporeal beings. And this distinction was recognised in com-

paratively early times
;

for John of Damascus ^ in speaking of

arpiyyai, a peculiarly maleficent kind of witch (of whom more

anon), note^ as singular the fact that sometimes they appear
clothed in bodily form and sometimes as mere spirits (/jbera acofjia-

To^ rj yv/jLvy rf} 'yfrv')(^fj).
It is then to the second interpretation of

the phrase exec «7r' e^co, as implying external and bodily violence,

that the balance of argument, I think, inclines.

The precautions which may be taken against injury by
Nereids have already been briefly noticed. Amulets, garlic, the

sign of the cross, the invocation of saints—all these are common
and suitable prophylactics. But above all, in the actual moment
when imminent danger is suspected, the lips, as Phaedrus was

reminded by Socrates, and also the eyes should be close shut
;

for in general the principle obtains that the particular organ

^ Cf. Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 120.
2

I. p. 473 (Migne, Patrolog. Graeco-Lat. vol. xciv. p. 1604).
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b}^ which there is converse or contact with the Nereids is most

likely to be impaired or destroyed. Apart from this, there is no

precaution more specially adapted for self-defence against the

Nereids than against the evil eye or any other baneful influence
;

and with these I have already dealt \

But when these precautions are neglected or fail, the mischief

wrought by the Nereids is not necessarily permanent ;
there are

several cures which may be tried. Sometimes prayers (but not, so

far as I know, a formal exorcism such as the Greek Church provides

for diabolic possession) are recited by a priest over the sufferer in

the church of some suitable saint
;
or a trial may be made of

sleeping in a church which possesses a wonder-working icon.

Sometimes an offering of honey-cakes sent or carried to the spot

where the misfortune occurred suffices to turn the Nereids from

their wrath and wins them to undo the hurt that they have done ;

on such an errand however the bearer of the offering must beware

of looking back to the place where he has once deposited it, lest a

worse fate overtake him than that which he is trying to dispel^.

Theodore Bent=^ gives full details of such an offering made in

the island of Ceos. ' For those/ he writes,
* who are supposed

to have been struck by the Nereids when sleeping under a tree,

the following cure is much in vogue. A white cloth is spread on

the spot, and on it is put a plate with bread, honey, and other

sweets, a bottle of good wine, a knife, a fork, an empty glass,

an unburnt candle, and a censer. These things must be brought

by an old woman who utters mystic words and then goes away,
that the Nereids may eat undisturbed, and that in their

good humour they may allow the sufferer to regain his health.'

How mystic may be the words of a Cean witch, I cannot say ;
but

the formula to be used by mothers in Chios in the event of a

similar misfortune to a child is extremely simple :

' Good day to

you, good queens, eat ye the little cakes and heal my child
'—

KaXrjfjuepa aa<;, KaXaX<; ap'^ovncraai'^, (f^are aeL<i ra KOuXovpuKia koI

'yidvere to iracBt fxov^. But the most frequent and most efficacious

method of cure (with which the offering of honeycakes may be

combined) is for the sufferer to revisit the scene of his calamity at

1 See above, p. 13.
2 Cf. Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, Vol. ii. no. 80.
3 The Cijclades, p. 457.
^ Kajj/crr. Kaj'eXXd/fT^s, Xtax^d 'Ai'dXe/cTa, p. 369.

L. 10
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the same hour of the same day in week, month, or year, when by
some capricious reversal of fate the presence of the Nereids is apt

to remove the hurt which it formerly inflicted.

Thus far I have dealt with the main characteristics of nymphs
in general : it remains to consider the several classes into which

they were anciently divided
;
and though for the most part the old

appellations, Nereids, Naiads, Oreads, and Dryads, have either

disappeared or else changed their form or meaning, we shall find

that the old division of them into these four main classes according

to their habitation still to some extent survives.

The Nereids, whose name is now extended to comprise all

kinds of nymphs, are in the ancient and proper sense of the term

among the rarest of whom the peasant speaks. But here and

there mention is made of genuine sea-nymphs, and also of their

queen, the Lamia of the Sea\ who has superseded Amphitrite.

In 1826 a villager of Argolis described to Soutzos, the historian of

the Greek revolution 2,
a true Nereid. Her hair was green and

adorned with pearls and corals; often by moonlight she might be

seen dancing merrily on the surface of the sea, and in the daytime
she would come to dry her clothes upon the rocks near the mills of

Lerna. These, I may add from my own knowledge, are reputed to

be haunted by Nereids down to this day. Happily a peasant

of that period cannot be suspected of any education
;
he was not

recalling a piece of repetition mastered at school when he spoke of

viridis Nereidum comas ^,

but knew by tradition from his ancestors what Horace learnt of

them by study.

In the Greek town of Sinasos also, in Cappadocia, a class

of sea-nymphs is popularly recognised and distinguished under

the name ZaySerat, a word said by the recorder of it to be

derived from a Cappadocian word zah meaning the
'

sea^' But

of the districts known to me the most fertile in stories of sea-

nymphs is the province of Maina, the middle of the three peninsulas

south of the Peloponnese. One such story attaches to a fine

1
T] AdfiLa Tov TreXdyov. Cf. the periodical Ilapvaaa-ds iv. p. 773, and Wachsmuth,

Das alte Griechenland im Neuen, p. 30. See also below, pp. 171 ft'.

2 Histoire de la Revolution grecque, p. 228 note.
3 Hor. Garm. iii. 28. 10.
^

'I. "LapavTibov 'Apx^Xdov, 'H l!,i.vaa6s, p. 90.
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palm-tree growing on the beach at Limeni, a small port on the

west coast of the peninsula. A full version of it has been pub-
lished \ but as it is long and not peculiarly instructive, I content

myself with an abridgement of it.

A fisherman of Limeni was sleeping one summer night in

his boat
;
at midnight he suddenly awoke to find Nereids rowing

him out to sea, but happily, remembering at once that Nereids

drown any one whom they catch looking at them, he lay quiet as if

asleep. The boat travelled like lightning, and soon they reached

Arabia
;
and having shipped a cargo of dates, the Nereids started

home again. As they were returning, one Nereid proposed to

drown the man
;
but the others replied that he had not opened his

eyes to see them, and that they owed him a debt besides for

the use of his boat. Finally they arrived at some unknown place

and unloaded the dates
;
and then in a flash the fisherman found

himself back at the shore by the monastery of Limeni, and ' the

she-devils, the Nereids,' gone. As he baled out his boat, he found

one date
;
but suspecting that it had been left intentionally by the

Nereids to cause him trouble, he threw it, not into the sea, for

fear his fishing should suffer, but ashore. And since the date had

been handled by supernatural beings ( '^corcKa), it could not perish,

but took root where it fell
;
and hence the palm-tree on the shore

to this day.

These same sea-nymphs
—OaXaacnvaU vepdlh6<;

—
play also a

part in the daily life of the people of this districts It is said that

every Saturday night these Nereids join battle with the Nereids

of the mountains, and according as these or those win, their

proteges, the upland or the maritime population, are found on

Sunday morning in higher or lower spirits, booty-laden or despoiled.

It is indeed an imaginative folk which can thus make its deities

responsible for drunken brawls and sober thefts
;

hut sonie of

them have humour enough to smile at their own imaginings.
A class of maleficent beings known to the inhabitants of

Tenos, Myconos, Amorgos, and other islands of the same group
under the name of a^teXoOSe? or jLaXovSe^;^, have been reckoned as

sea-nymphs by several writers, who would derive the name from

1
'EvayyeXia K. KaireTavaKrjs, AaKUVLKO. Hepiepya, pp. 43 sqq.

2 Cf. Uapvaaaos, iv. p. 669 (1880).
^ So according to Theodore Bent {Cyclades, p. 496) but perhaps inaccurately.

10—2
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'ryLoXo^ (1.6. alyidXo^), the 'sea-shored' But there is no evidence

advanced to show that the common-folk regard them as a species

of Nereid
;
and there is, on the contrary, evidence of their identity

with certain female demons whose name more commonly appears

in the form yeWovSe^^, and with whom I shall deal later.

The Oreads are no longer known under their old name, but

their existence is still recognised throughout the mainland of

Greece. Their change of name is the result merely of a change

in the ordinary word for
' mountain.' Anciently 6po(; was usual,

^ovv6<; rare
;
now the peasant uses commonly /Sovvo, and 6po<;

.although understood everywhere and occurring in popular poetry

comes less readily to his lips. Hence the Oreads are now called

97 ^owrjaiai^;^ (sc. vepaiBe<;) or ra KovpiraLa rod ^ovvov^ (' the

mountain-nymphs
'

or
' the maidens of the mount

').
These

mountain-nymphs delight in dance and merriment even more

than their kin of the rivers and of the sea. In Maina indeed

they seem to have become infected with the pugnacious character

of the people, for as we have seen they there do battle with

the sea-nymphs each Saturday night. But in general frolic is

more to their taste than fighting. On the heights of Taygetus

are three Oreads, well known to the dwellers in the plain of

Sparta, who dance together without pause. On the summit of

Hymettus too there is a flat space, called in the modern Attic

dialect a irXdrco/jba and in shape
' round like a threshing-floor,'

where Nereids of the mountain dance at midday ^ Above all

in the uplands of Acarnania and Aetolia many are the hollows

or tree- encircled level spaces which the shepherds will point out

as vepa'iSaXcova,
'

threshing-floors
'

where the nymphs make merry ;

for a threshing-floor, it must be remembered, is the usual resort

for dancing, wrestling, and all those amusements for which a level

space is required.

Nymphs of the same kind are known also in Crete. A curious

story of a wedding procession in which they took part was there

1 So Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 101, following BctXXT^fSas in ^E(prjfjLepls tQv 4>iXo-

fxadCbv, 1861, p. 1826; and Bent, loc. cit.

2 In this view Prof. Uo'KiTrjs of Athens University, whom I consulted, concurs

with me.
3 Cf. Uapvaaaos, iv. p. 669, UoMtvs, MeXerr) k.t.X. p. 97.
* Cf. Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, etc. p. 101.
^

KafjLTTO^poyXov, 'lar. tQv ^Adrjvaiwv, I. p. 223.
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narrated to Pashley^, and his informant's words are recorded by
him in the original dialect.

* Once upon a time a man told

me that two men had once gone up to the highest mountain-

ridges, where wild goats live, and sat by moonlight in a grassy
hollow- (ScaaeXi), in the hopes of shooting the goats. And there

they heard a great noise, and supposed that there were men come

to get loads of snow to carry to Canea. But when they drew

nearer, they heard violins and cithers and all kinds of music, and

such music they had never heard. So they knew at once that

these were no men but an assemblage of divine beings (SaifjLovtKo

avvehpLov), And they watched them and saw them pass at a

short distance from where they were sitting, clothed in all manner

of raiment, and mounted some on grey horses and some on horses

of other colours, and they could make out that there were men and

women, afoot or riding, a very host. And the men were white

as doves, and the women very beautiful like the rays of the sun.

They saw too that they were carrying something in the way that a

dead body is carried out. Forthwith the mountaineers determined

to have a shot at them as they passed before them. They had

heard also a song of which the words were

" Go we to fetch a bride, a lady bride,
From the steep rock, a bride that is alone."

And they made up their minds and fired a shot at them. There-

upon those that were in front cried out with one voice,
" What is

it ?
" and those behind answered,

" Our bridegroom is slain, our

bridegroom is slain." And they wept and cried aloud and fled.'

In regard to this story it may be noted that a male form

of Nereid (Ne/3at3?;v) is sometimes mentioned, and here such are

undoubtedly implied. The necessity of finding husbands for the

Nereids naturally presents itself to the minds of the old women
who are the chief story-tellers, and the demand is met by an

assorted supply of young men, male Nereids, and devils. As

consorts of the last-mentioned, the Nereids enjoy in many places

the title of Sta/36Xto-o-ai9,
'

she-devils'
;
and it was on the ground of

such unions that a peasant-woman of Acarnania once explained to

me the belief, held in her own village, that Nereids were seen

1 Travels in Crete, ii. pp. 232-4.
2 I cannot vouch for the accuracy of my translation of this word, which I have

never seen or heard elsewhere.
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only at midday. How should the devils their husbands let such

beautiful women be abroad at night ?

It is on the mountain-nymphs also that the peasants most

frequently lay the responsibility for whirlwinds^by which children

or even adults are said to be caught up and carried from one place
to another^ or to their death. Some such fate, we must suppose,
in ancient times also was held to have befallen a seven-year-old boy
on whose tomb was written,

' Tearful Hades with the help of

Oreads made away with me, and this mournful tomb that has

been builded nigh unto the Nymphs contains me^' The habit of

travelling on a whirlwind, or more correctly perhaps of stirring up
a whirlwind by rapid passage, has gained for the nymphs in some

districts secondary names—in Macedonia avefjuKai^;, in Gortynia

aveiJio^all,ovhe<^^
—which might almost seem to constitute a new

class of wind-nymphs. But so far as I know the faculty of raising

whirlwinds, though most frequently exercised by Oreads, is common
to all nymphs.

In Athens whirlwinds are said to occur most frequently near

the old Hill of the Nymphs^ : and women of the lower classes,

as they see the spinning spiral of dust approach, fall to crossing
themselves busily and to repeating fxeXi. /cal ydXa Vr^ arpdra cra^^

(or Vto Bpo/jLo cra<;),
'

Honey and milk in your path !

'

This in-

cantation is widely known as an effective safeguard against the

Nereids in their rapid flight, and must in origin, it would seem,

have been a vow. This supposition is confirmed by the fact that

in Corfu'' a few decades ago the peasantry used to make actual

offerings of both milk and honey to the Nereids, and that

Theocritus also associates these two gifts in vows made to the

nymphs and to Pan. '

I will set,' sings Lacon,
' a great bowl

of white milk for the nymphs, and another will I set full of sweet

oil
'

;
to which Comatas in rivalry rejoins,

*

Eight pails of milk will

I set for Pan, and eight dishes of honey in the honeycombs' The

gift of honey is of special significance. In every recorded case which
1 Cf. Leo Allatius, op. cit. cap. xix. ,

2 Cf. ^lov. 'ApdoXoyLa, iii. p. 509. Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, vol. ii. no. 81.
3 G.I.G. no. 997 (from Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 122 note).
**

Hapvacabs, IV. p. 765. The origin of the second part of the compound is

unknown.
^ '

ApxoLi.o\oyLKT) 'E(prifjL€pis, 1852, p. 647.
^ Cf. KaiuiTro6poy\ov,'I<7TopiaTU)v ^Adrjvaluv, ill. p. 156.
'' Theotokis, Details sur Corfou, p. 123.
8 Theocr. Id. v. 53-4 and 58-9.
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I know of offerings to Nereids in modern Greece honey is expressly

mentioned, and seems indeed to be essential
;
and it is probably

from their known preference for this food that at Kastoria in

Macedonia they have even received the by-name, 77 ixekireviaL^,

the honeyed ones \' And if we look back over many centuries

we may find a hint of the same belief in Homer's description

of the cave of the Naiads in Ithaca, wherein *

are bowls for

mixing and pitchers of stone, and there besides do bees make
store ^.' For it is well established that honey was the special

offering made to the indigenous deities of Greece before the

making of wine such as Homer's heroes quaff had yet been

discovered^. Perchance then even in distant pre-Homeric days
men vowed, as now they vow, honey and milk to the nymphs
whose swift passing was the whirlwind, and felt secure.

The memory of the tree-nymphs is still green throughout
Greece. From Aegina their ancient name Spvd8e<; is recorded

as still in use*
;
and in parts of Epirus, Thessaly, Macedonia, and

Thrace, as well as in several islands of the Aegean Sea, Chios,

Cimolos, Cythnos, and others, there is a word employed which is, I

believe, formed from the same root and once denoted the same class

of beings. This word is found in the forms hpvjjuai^^, Spuficai^^f

SpvfivaL^;'^, Spv/jLVLaL<^^ and, in Chios, in a neuter form Spu/xara^.

It has been suggested indeed by one writer*" that this word has

nothing to do with Dryads, but that its root is Spvfi- (better

perhaps written BpLfji- as in the ancient Bpt/juv^, since, so far as the

sound of the vowel in modern Greek is concerned, the philologist

may write rj, c, v, ei, 01, or vi, as seemeth him best), in the sense

of
'

fierce,'
'

bitter
'

;
and support for this derivation is sought in

a somewhat vague statement of Hesychius who explains the word

BpvfjLLOVf; by the phrase tov<!; Kara Trjv -^copav KaKoiroiov^;,
' the

1
Kindly communicated to me by Mr Abbott, author of Macedonian Folklore.

2 Horn. Od. XIII. 105-6.
^ See Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the study of Greek Religion, p. 423.
*

OIkovo/ulo^, llepi Trpocpopds, p. 768.
^ 'Ai'T. Ba\\r)v5as, Kvdi^LaKci, p. 131 and "SiKapXaTos, Ac^LKbv ttjs Kad^ Tjfxas'EWrjviKTJs

yXuiCTcrri^, s.v. dpi/naLS.
^

2iKop8i\7]s, in Uai'Scjpa, xi. p. 472 ; cf. Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 130.
^ Cited by Bern. Schmidt, ibid, from Bperds, 'Edv. "R/xepoX. 1863, p. 55. This

reference I have been unable to verify.
^ In Macedonia.

^ Kajt'OT. }s.aveXXaKr)s, Xia/cd 'Ai/ctXe/cra, p. 359.
10 Wachsmuth in Ehein. Mus. 1872.
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evil-doers in the country
'

: but whether he took Spv/jutov^ to be

the proper name of some class of demons, or an adjective synony-
mous with KaKOTTOLOf;, does not appear.

But even on the grounds of form alone (which grounds will

be considerably strengthened when we come to consider significa-

tion), it appears better to derive this group of words from Bpv<;

or more immediately from Spv/jbo^;, 'a coppice'; for in ancient

literature mention is made of ' Artemis of the coppice
'

aod

'nymphs of the coppice' ("Apreyn^? Spvfjiovla^ and SpvfiiSe^

vv/jL<pai,)-, of a particular nymph named Drymo^, of a Zeu? Bpv/Ji-

vio^^ worshipped in Pamphylia, and of Apollo invoked at Miletus

under the title
Bpyfjua^;^.

In the last two instances the, title may
be supposed to have had reference merely to the surroundings of

a particular sanctuary ;
but in relation to Artemis and the nymphs

the epithet clearly suggests their woodland haunts.

In present-day usage the words which we are considering almost

universally denote, not nymphs or any other supernatural beings,

but the first few days of August, which are observed in a special

way. The number of these days varies from three in Sinasos*',

in Carpathos'', and in Syme (an island north of Rhodes), to

five in Cythnos^ and Cyprus^, and six in most other places

where they are specially observed. There are two rules laid

down for this observance, though in some places only one of the

two is in force : no tree may be peeled or cut (this is the usual

practice for obtaining mastic and resin) ;
and the use of water

for washing either the person or clothes is prohibited ;
neither

is it permitted to travel by water during this period. In the

interests of personal cleanliness it is unfortunate that the month

of August should have been selected for this abstention
; by that

time even the Greeks find the sea tepid enough to admit of

bathing without serious risk of chill, and it is a pity therefore

that a penalty should be inflicted upon bathers during the first

week of the only month in which ablutions extend beyond the

pouring of a small jug of water over the fingers. Howbeit the

1
Orph. Hymns, 36 (35), 12. 2

Alexis, Fragm. Fab. Incert. 69.
3
Verg. Georg. iv. 336. ^

Tzetzes, Lycophro?i, 536. ^ ^jj^. 522.
6

'I. S. 'ApxAaos,"H ZivaaSs, p. 85.

^

'
'E/i. MavojXaKaKTjs, KapTradiaKo,, p. 189. In Carpathos however the three

middle and three last days of August are added.
8 'Ai/T. Bd.X\T]u8as, KvdfiaKa, p. 131.
^

2a/ceXXa/)tos, KvirpiaKa, vol. i. p. 710.
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decrees stand, and as surely as there is transgression thereof, skin

will blister and peel off, clothes will rot\ and trees will wither.

The severity of these pains has in Cyprus changed the name of

these days from SpvfjLai<; into KaKaovaKcal*;,
'

the evil days of

August-^.'

Now among a people so superstitious as the Greeks it is

reasonable to suppose that days thus marked by special absti-

nences were originally sacred to some deities. Washing and

tree-cutting at this season must, we may assume, have been

offences against some supernatural persons whose festival was then

observed and who avenged its profanation ;
and the supernatural

persons most nearly concerned would naturally be the tree-nymphs

and the water-nymphs.
The association or even confusion of these two classes of

nymphs is very common both in ancient literature and in modern

belief, and is indeed a natural consequence of the fact that the

finest trees, such as that plane under which sat Socrates and

Phaedrus, grow only in the close vicinity of water. It would

have puzzled even Socrates to say whether the Nymphs by whom

he might be seized would be more probably Dryads or Naiads.

Homer himself, to go yet further back, suggests the same associa-

tion, for he tells of
' a spreading olive-tree and nigh thereto

'

the

cave of the Naiads in Ithaca. Again in later times we find a

dedication by one Cleonymus to
'

Hamadryads, daughters of the

river' ^; and though an ingenious critic would replace 'A/jua-

SpmSe? by 'AviypuiSe^ (nymphs of the Arcadian river Anigrus), I

believe the fault to lie with Cleonymus and not with the manu-

script ;
for the place where he makes his dedication is beneath

pine-trees (vTral iriTvwv). At the present day the same tendency

towards confusion of the two classes is common. This was well

illustrated to me by some peasants of Tenos. Ten minutes' walk

from the town there is a good spring from which a remarkable

subterranean passage cut through the solid rock carries the water

1 Theodore Bent {Cijclades, p. 174) says that the word 5pi5/xats is used in Sikinos

to mean actually the sores on limbs, and in other islands the holes in linen caused

by washing during Aug. 1—6. But as he appears to have been unaware that

dpvfiais usually means the days themselves, I question the accuracy of his state-

ment.
2

'EaKeWdpLos, Ku7r/oia/cd, i. p. 710, who derives the word from kukos and

A{ijy)ovcrTos.
'^ Anthol. Palat. vi. 189.
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to supply the town. The spring is within a cave, artificially en-

larged at the entrance, over which stands a fine fig-tree. Standing
outside while a companion entered first, I noticed that our guides

(for several persons had escorted us out of curiosity or hospitality)

were distinctly perturbed, and I heard one say to another,
'

See, he

is going in, he is not afraid.' Inferring thence that the place was

haunted, and remembering that mid-day, the hour at which we

happened to be there, was fraught with special peril, I determined

to test my guides, and so sat down under the fig-tree. Then re-

marking that the sun was hot at noon, I invited them to come

and sit in the shade and smoke a cigarette. But the bait was in-

sufficient
; they would stand in the san rather than approach either

the spring or the tree, though they were ready enough to accept

cigarettes when I moved out of the zone of danger. Afterwards by

enquiries made elsewhere I learnt that the spot was the reputed
home of Nereids—but whether their abode was tree or water, who

should say ? Close neighbours in their habitations, indistinguish-

able in their appearance and attributes, it is pardonable to

confuse those sister nymphs,

'Centum quae siluas, centum quae flumina seruant^.'

It is exactly this kind of confusion of the two classes of nymphs
which has produced the twofold injunctions for the observance of

the days known as Bpv/jiai<; : for evidence is forthcoming that this

word originally denoted a class of nymphs and not, as generally

now, their August festival. From Stenimachos in Thrace comes

the statement that by Spv/jbLaL<; the people there understand female

deities who live in water and are always hostile to man, but

specially dangerous only during the first six days of August^.
Here the name Spv/xtaLf;, if the derivation which I prefer is right,

points to the identification of these beings with the ancient

Dryads ;
while their waterj^ habitations proclaim them rather

Naiads. Reversely again in Syme, where the word Spv/jbaL<i is

not in use, there are certain nymphs known as 'AXovcrrLvat who
live in mountain-torrents, in trees, and elsewhere, and who are

seen only at mid-day and at midnight during the first three days
of August ; but, far from being hurtful to men, they may even them-

selves be captured by certain magical ceremonies and employed as

1
Verg. Georg. iv. 383. 2

^KopdiXrjs, in Uavdcbpa, xi. p. 472.
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servants in the house for a period, after which the spell is broken

and they return again to their homes. Their name
'

AXovcrrivai^,

said to be formed from 'AXovaro^^, the local name for the month

of August, clearly means 'anti-washing,' and at once identifies

them with those Naiads whose festival, as I believe, has rendered

the waters sacred and therefore harmful if disturbed during these

days ;
but on the other hand their dwelling-places include trees.

These two pieces of evidence from places so wide apart as Steni-

machos and Syme are reinforced by a popular expression formerly,

and perhaps still, in use, rov eirLaaav rj Spvfiac^'^, 'the "
drymes

"

have seized him
'

;
where the word denoting

' seizure
'

is one of

those already noted as proper to
'

seizure
'

by nymphs.
From the usage of the word therefore as well as from its

formation we may conclude that the word hpvfjiai^ is the modern

equivalent of the ancient SpvaSe^ : and the widely-spread custom

of abstaining both from tree-cutting and from the use of water

during the early days of August is a survival of an old joint

festival of wood-nymphs and water-nymphs.
But it is not in the relics of ancient worship only that traces of

the Dryads are now to be found. The traveller in Greece will

commonly hear that such and such a tree is haunted by a Nereid.

Particularly famous in North Arcadia is a magnificent pine-tree on

the path from the monastery of Megaspelaeon to the village of

Solos. My muleteer enthusiastically compared it to the gigantic

tree which is believed to uphold the world
;
and piously crossed

himself, as we passed it, for fear of the nymph who made it her

home. In general the trees thus reputed are the fruit-bearing

trees which were comprehensively denoted by the term Spv<;, from

which the Dryads took their name—the fig-tree, the olive, the

holly-oak^, and the plane. Such trees, especially when conspicuous

for age or for luxuriance, are readily suspected to be the abode of

Nereids. One Nereid only, it would seem, is assigned to each

tree (though, if her retreat be violated, she may swiftly call others

^ I give both these words as I received them, but cannot account for the abnormal
accents. "AXovaros and either 'AXouaTcvais or 'AXovarLvais would be usual. As

regards the whole form 'AXoi^crros, it cannot I think be a dialectic change of

Aiiyov(TTos, but is probably a pun upon it with reference to the custom of not

washing during the first days of the month.
-

2/ca/!)XaTos, Ae^iKdu, s.v. Spl/xats.
2 Modern Trpivapi, ancient wp'tvos.
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of her kind to aid her in taking vengeance), and with the life of

the tree her own life is bound up.

For a nymph is not immortal. Her span of life far exceeds that

of man, but none the less it is measured. * A crow lives twice as

long as a man, a tortoise twice as long as a crow, and a Nereid twice

as long as a tortoise.' Such is a popular saying which I heard from

an unlettered peasant of Arcadia, to whom evidently had been trans-

mitted orally through many centuries a version of Hesiod's lines,

*

Verily nine times the age of men in their prime doth the croaking

raven live
;
and a stag doth equal four ravens

;
and 'tis three lives

of a stag ere the crow grows old
;
but the phoenix hath the life of

nine crows
;
and ye, fair-tressed Nymphs, daughters of aegis-

bearing Zeus, do live ten times the phoenix' age \' Commenting
on this passage, Plutarch takes the word fyeved in the phrase

ivvea yevea^ avhpwv r)/3coPTa)v, which I have rendered as 'nine

times the age of men in their prime,' to be used as the equivalent

of €Viavr6<;, a year ; and, making a sober computation on this basis,

discovers that the limit of life for nymphs and daemones in general

is 9720 years. But he then admits that the mass of men do not

allow so long a duration, and quotes by way of illustration a

phrase from VmdidiV,vviJL(^a^...laohevhpov reKfjbwp ala)vo<^ \a')(^ovo-a<;,

according to which the nymphs are allotted a term of life

commensurate with that of a tree
; hence, it is added, the

compound name 'AfiaSpvdSe<;, Dryads whose lives are severally

bound up with those of the trees which they inhabit^. Other

ancient authorities concur. Sophocles markedly calls the nymphs
of Mt Cithaeron 'long-lived' (fxa/cpaLcove^:), not 'immortal'^: Pliny

certifies the finding of dead Nereids on the coasts of Gaul during
the reign of Augustus*: Tzetzes cites from the w^orks of Charon

of Lampsacus the story of an Hamadryad who was in danger
of being swept away and drowned by a swollen mountain-torrent^ :

and, to revert to yet earlier authority, in one of the Homeric

Hymns Aphrodite rehearses to Anchises the whole matter^

Speaking of the son whom she will bear to him, she says :

' So

soon as he shall see the light of the sun, he shall be tended by

^ Hesiod, Fragm. apud Plutarch. De Orac. Defect, p. 415.
- Cf. also Scbol. ad ApoU. Khod. ii, 479, where Muesimachus is quoted for the

same opinion.
3 0. T. 1099. 4 Nat. Hist. ix. cap. 5.
^
Lycophron, 480. ** Horn. Hymns, iii. 256 sqq.
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deep-bosomed nymphs of the mountains, even those that dwell

upon this high and holy mount. These verily are neither of

mortal men nor of immortal gods. Long indeed they live and

feed on food divine, and they have strength too for fair dance

amid immortals
; yea, and with them have the watchful Slayer of

Argus and such as Silenus been joined in love within the depths
of pleasant grots. But at the moment of their birth, there spring

up upon the nurturing earth pines, may be, or oaks rearing hi^h
their heads, good trees and luxuriant, upon the mountain-heights.
Far aloft they tower

;
sanctuaries of immortals they are called,

and men hew them not with axe\ But so soon as the doom
of death stands beside them, first the good trees are dried up
at the root and then their bark withers about them and their

branches fall away, and therewith the soul of the nymphs too

leaves the light of the sun.'

So my Arcadian friend was true to ancient tradition both in

his estimate of the life of Nereids and in his belief, thereby

implied, that they are mortal. Nor is other modern testimony

w^anting. There are popular stories still current concerning
Nereids' deaths. One has been recorded in which a Nereid is

struck by God with lightning and slain as a punishment for

stealing a boy from his father, and her sister nymphs in terror

restore the child '^ A pertinent confession of faith has also

been heard from the lips of a Cretan peasant. In explanation
of the name Nepa'iSoaTrrjXo^,

'

Nereid-grot,' attached to a cave

near his village, he had related a story of a Nereid who was

carried off from that spot and taken to wife by a young man,
to whom she bore a son

;
but as she would never open her

lips in his presence, he went in despair to an old woman who
advised him to heat an oven hot and then taking the child in his

arms to say to the Nereid,
'

Speak to me
;
or I will burn your

^ iaraa' rfKi^aroL' Tefxepr) Be e KCKXrjffKovaLV
adavdroiv rets 5' ovtl ^porol Keipovai, aid-qpu).

These two lines (267-8) have fallen under suspicion because, it is urged, the
word dOavoLTuiv is in direct contradiction of what has been said as to the inter-

mediate position of nymphs between mortals and immortals. This criticism is due
to careless reading. The lines do not mean that each tree is called the H/xevo^ of an
immortal nymph, but that a number of trees, each inhabited by a nymph, often
form together the r^/xevos of an immortal god. A sanctuary of Artemis, for example,
might well be surrounded by trees which each harboured one of her attendant

nymphs.
2
Hahn, Griech. Marchen, ii. no. 84. Cf. also no. 58.
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child/ and so saying to make show of throwing the child into the

oven. He did as the old woman advised
;
but the Nereid saying

only,
' You hound, leave my child alone,' seized it from him and

disappeared. And since the other Nereids would not admit her

again to their company in the cave, as being now a mother,

she took up her abode in a spring close b}^ ;
and there she is seen

two or three times a year holding the child in her arms. 'After

bearing this tale,' says the recorder of it,
*

I asked the old peasant

who told it me, how long ago this bad happened.' He replied that

he had heard it from his grandfather, and guessed it to be about

a hundred and sixty years. 'My good man,' said the other,
' would not the child have grown up in all that time?

' * What do

you suppose, sir ?
'

he answered
;

*

are those to grow up so easily

who live from a thousand to fifteen hundred years ?^'

How this period was computed by the Cretan peasant, or

whether it was computed at all on any system known to him,

is not related
;
but very probably the longevity of trees was the

original basis of the calculation
;
for the peasants will often point

out some old contorted olive-trunk as a thousand or more years

old
;
I was once even taken to see a tree reputed to have been

planted by Alexander the Great. But at any rate it is clear that

both in ancient and in modern times the nymphs have always been

believed to be subject to ultimate death, and however the tenure of

life may be determined in the case of the others, the Dryads have

without doubt been generally reckoned coeval with the trees that

are their homes.

An exception to this rule must however be made in the case of

Nereid-haunted trees which do not die a natural death, but are felled

untimely. A Nymph's life is not to be cut short by a humanly-
wielded axe. In the Homeric Hymn indeed, which I have quoted,

we learn that men hew not such trees with steel
;
and the same

might, I think, be said at the present day with certainty of those

trees which are known to be haunted. But the unknown is ever full

of risk
;
and the woodcutter of the North Arcadian forests, mindful

of the sacrilege which he may commit and fearful of the vengeance
wherewith it may be visited, takes such precautions as piety

suggests. With muttered appeals to the Panagia or his own

patron-saint and with much crossing of himself he fills up the

1
Xovpfiov^yjs, KpTjTiKoi, pp. 69, 70.
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moments between each bout of hewing at any suspected tree

(unfortunately the finest timber on which he plies his axe is

also the most likely to harbour a Nereid) and finally as the

upper branches sway and the tree trembles to its fall, he runs

back and throws himself down with his face to the ground, in

silence which not even a prayer must break, lest a Nereid,

passing out from her violated abode, hear and espy and punish.

For, as has been said before, nothing is more sure than that he who

speaks in the hearing of a Nereid loses from thenceforth the power
of speech ;

while the practice of hiding the face in the ground is

not a foolish imitation of the ostrich, but is prompted by the belief

that a Nereid is most prone to injure those who by look, word, or

touch have of their own act, though not always of their own will,

placed themselves in communication or contact with her\

These precautions appertaining to the lore of modern Greek

forestry indicate a belief that, when a tree is hewn down, its

death does not involve the death of the Nereid within it, but that

she escapes alive and vengeful. And herein once more there

is agreement between the beliefs of modern and of ancient Greece.

ApoUonius Rhodius tells the story of the want and penury which

befell Paraebius for all his labours.
'

Verily he was paying a cruel

requital for the sin of his father
;
who once when he was felling

trees, alone upon the mountains, made light of the prayers of

an Hamadryad. For she with tears and passionate speech strove

to soften his heart, that he should not hew the trunk of her coeval

oak, wherein she lived continuously her whole long life
;
but he

right foolishly did fell the tree, in pride of his young strength.

Wherefore the Nymph set a doom of fruitless toil thereafter

on him and on his children-.'

The Naiads, of whose ancient name, so far as I know, no trace

remains in the dialects of to-day, are not less numerous than other

nymphs and as much to be feared. The peasants speak of them

usually as
' Nereids of the river

'

or
'

of the spring
'

{vepdlhe^ rov

irorafjiLov or tt)? ^pvarj^) ;
and only in onie place, Kephalovryso

('
Fountain-head ')

in Aetolia, did I find a distinctive by-name for

1 This belief however is not universal in Greece ;
in some few districts a Nereid

now, like a wolf in ancient times, is safer seen first than seeing first.

2
Apoll. Khod. Argon, ii. 477 sqq.
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them. This was the word fepa/i/xei/at?^ which I take to be a

half-humorous euphemism meaning 'the Parched Ones'; but,

so far as sound is concerned, it would be equally permissible

to write ^^epa^evai<; (past participle of '^epvw
= Latin respuo) and

to interpret therefore in the sense of
' the Abominable Ones.'

The latter appellation however seems to me too outspoken in

view of the awe in which the Naiads are everywhere held.

Wherever fresh water is, whether in mountain-torrent or

reservoir, in river or village-well, there is peril to be feared
;
no

careful mother will send her children at noontide to fetch water

from the spring, or, if they are sent, they must at least spit

thrice into it before they dip their pitchers, nor will she suffer

them to loiter beside a stream when dusk has fallen
;
no cautious

man will ford a river without crossing himself first on the brink.

The actual dwelling-place of these nymphs may be either the

depths of the water itself or some cave beside the stream. Homer

gave to the Naiads of Ithaca for their habitation a grotto, wherein

were overflowing waters^; and though in some cases the nymphs
who haunt the mountain caves may as well be Oreads as Naiads,

I have preferred to deal with them in this place; for usually it is

river-gods who have hollowed out these rocky homes for their

daughters, and in many such caves may be seen the overflowing

waters that attest the Naiads' birthright.

Some such places, whether springs or caves, have, as might be

expected, attained greater fame or notoriety than others
;
some

special incident starts a story about them which from generation

to generation rolls on gathering it may be fresh volume.

A typical story
—

typical save only for the absence of tragedy,

since the Naiads are wont to drown by mistake those whom they

carry off—was heard by Leo Allatius^ from what he considered

a trustworthy source.
' Some well-to-do people of Chios were

taking a summer holiday in the country enfamille, when a pretty

little girl of the party got separated from the rest and ran off to a

well at a little distance. Amusing herself, as children will, she

leant forward over the well, and as she was looking at the water

in it, was, without perceiving it, insensibly lifted by some force

^
i.e. past participle passive of ^epaivu (anc, ^rjpaipu).

2 Horn. Od. XIII. 103-4.
^ De quorumdam Graec. opinat. cap. xix.
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and pushed into the well. Her relations saw her carried off, and

running up, perceived the girl amusing herself on the top of the

water as if she were seated on a bed. Thereupon her father,

emboldened by the sight, tried to climb down into the well,

but was pulled in by some force and set beside his child. In

the meantime some of the others had brought a ladder, which

they lowered into the well and bade the man ascend. Catching up
his daughter in his arms, he mounted the ladder safe and sound,

and to the amazement of all, though father and daughter had been

all that time in the water, they came out with clothes perfectly

dry, without so much as a trace of dampness. The seizure of the

girl and her father they attributed to Nereids, who were said

to haunt that well. The girl too herself asserted that while she

was hanging over the well, she had seen women sporting on

the surface of the water with the utmost animation, and at their

invitation had voluntarily thrown herself in.'

This story, though it ends happily, bears a marked resemblance

to that of Hylas. It is specially noted that the child had a pretty

face, and this without doubt is conceived as impelling the Nereids

to seize her. It is of little consequence that their home is, in this

case, a mere well instead of *a spring,' as Theocritus ^

pictures

it,
' in a hollow of the land, whereabout grew rushes thickly and

purple cuckoo-flower^ and pale maidenhair and bright green parsley

and clover spreading wide
'

;
for the ancients also attributed

nymphs to their wells^

Such stories are sometimes causes, sometimes effects, of the

not uncommon place-names vepalho^pvaL, vepalSocnrrjXrjo^, 'Nereid-

spring,'
'

Nereid-cave.'

Two such caves, to which the additional interest attaches

of having been in classical times also regarded as holy ground, are

found on Parnassus and on Olympus. The former is the famous

Corycian cave sacred in antiquity to Pan and the Nymphs^ and

1 Id. XIII. 39 sqq.
2 So I translate x^^'^'^'^o'' on the authority of a muleteer whom I hired at

Olympia ;
the modern form is xeAt56j't. It may be added that in Greece the cuckoo-

flower is often of a dark enough shade to justify the epithet Kvdveov.
•^ Artem. Oneirocr. ii. 27.
* Cf. Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 102. 'Kovpixov^-qs, KpijriKd, p. 69, AeXriou rijs

'IffTop. Kal 'EdvoX. 'Eraipias ttjs 'EXXdSos, ii. p. 122.
•5

Inscription on rock at entrance now barely legible. Cf. Pans. x. 32. 5,

Strabo ix. 3, Aesch. Eum. 22.

L. 11
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still dreaded by the inhabitants of the district as an abode of

Nereids^ The latter is thought to be the ancient sanctuary
of the Pierian Muses, and the peasants of the last generation held

the place in such awe that they refused to conduct anyone thither

for fear of being seized with madness^. It is right to add that the

tenants of this cavern were called by the vague name efwrt/ca/?,

which would comprise not only Nereids, but presumably the Muses

also, if any remembrance of them survives in the district
;
but the

fear of being seized with madness suggests the ordinary conception

of nymphs. In neither of these instances of course can it be

claimed that Naiads rather than Oreads are the possessors of the

cave
;
but as I have said the peasants generally employ the wide

appellation
' Nereids

'

or some yet vaguer name, and do not

discriminate between the looks and the qualities of the several

orders of nymphs. It is only by observing local and occasional

distinctions that I have been able to trace some survivals of the

four main ancient classes. In general the 'Nereid' of to-day is

simply the '

Nymph
'

of antiquity.

§ 10. The Queens of the Nymphs.

Travelling once in a small sailing-boat from the island of

Scyros to Scopelos I overheard an instructive conversation be-

tween one of my two boatmen and a shepherd whom we had

taken off from the small island of Skanzoura. The occasion of

our touching there, namely pursuit by pirates (from whom the

North Aegean is not yet wholly free, though their piracies are

seldom of a worse nature than cattle-lifting from the coasts and

islands), had certainly had an exciting effect upon my boatman's

nerves, and, as darkness fell, the shepherd responded to his com-

panion's mood, and their talk ranged over many strange ex-

periences. Very soon they were exchanging confidences about

the supernatural beings with whom they had come into contact
;

and among these figured two who are the queens respectively of

the nymphs of land and of sea. Of these deities one only was

known to each of the speakers, but on comparing notes they

agreed that the two personalities were distinct.

1 Cf. Ulrichs, Reisen und Forschungen in Griechenland, i. p. 119, Bern. Schmidt,
op. cit. p. 103.

'^

Heuzey, Le mont Olympe et VAcanianie, pp. 204-5.
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The landsman told of one whom he named ' the queen of the

mountains' (r) jBao-iXtao-a twv Povvwv) who with a retinue of

Nereids was ever roaming over the hills or dancing in some

wooded dell. In form she was as a Nereid, but taller and more

glistening-white than they ;
and as she surpassed her comrades in

beauty, so did she also excel in cruelty towards those who heed-

lessly crossed her path. The sailor on the other hand had both

seen and heard one whom he called
' the queen of the shore

'

{r,

/SaalXLaa-a rod ycaXov). Most often she stands in the sea with

the water waist-high about her, and sings passionate love-songs to

those who pass by on the shore. Then must men close fast their

eyes and stop their ears
; for, if they yield to her seductions, the

bridal bed is in the depths of the sea and she alone rises up again

to tempt yet others with her fatal love.

The former is without question she of whom Homer sang,

*In company with her do mirthful nymphs...range o'er the land.

...His:h above them all she carries her head and brow, and full

easily is she known, though they all be beautifur^

Nigh on three thousand years ago was composed this graceful

epitome of beliefs still current to-day ; for, though the name of

Artemis is no longer heard, her personality remains. The peasants

in general describe rather than name her. In Zacynthos she is

called 'the great lady' (^ fieydXr] Kvpdy; in Cephalonia and in

the villages of Parnassus she is distinguished simply as
' the

chief or 'the greatest' of the Nereids^; in either Chios or

Scopelos (I cannot say which, for my shepherd had been born in

the former but was then living in the latter) her title is 'Queen of

the mountains.' In Aetolia however I was fortunate enough to

hear an actual name assigned, r; Kvpa KaXco,
* the lady Beautiful,'

where the shift of the accent in KaXw as compared with the

adjective koKo^ is natural to the formation of a proper name, and

the feminine termination in -co, almost obsolete now, argues an

early origin. The name therefore in its present form may have

come down unchanged from classical times
; but, whatever its

age, we may at least hear in it an echo of the ancient cult-title of

1 Horn. Od. VI. 105.
- Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 107. The title tj fieydXifj Kvpd must not

be confused with the title 7/ Kvpd rod Koa/mov (see above p. 89), which belongs to

Demeter.
3 Ibid.

11— 2
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Artemis, KaWio-rrj,
' most beautiful '\ The same deity, I suspect,

survived also until recently, under a disguised form but with a

kindred name, in Athens : for the folk there used to tell of one

whom they named ' Saint Beautiful
'

(?; ayia KaX,?;), but to whom
no church was ever dedicated^

;
her canonisation was only popular.

The account which I received in Aetolia of this
'

lady

Beautiful
'

agreed closely with the description already given of
' the queen of the mountains.' In appearance and in character

she is but a Nereid on a larger scale. All the beauty and the

frowardness so freely imputed to the nymphs are superlatively

hers
;

there is no safety from her
;
on hillside, in coppice, by

rivulet, everywhere she may be encountered
;
the tongue that

makes utterance in her presence is thenceforth tied, and the eyes

that behold her are darkened. The punishment that befell

Teiresias of old for looking upon Athena as she bathed still

awaits those who stray by mischance beside some sequestered pool

or stream where the Nereids and their queen are wont to bathe in

the heat of noon.

Such a spot, favoured in olden time by Artemis and her atten-

dant Naiads, was the Cretan river Amnisos^; and it was probably
no mere coincidence, but a good instance rather of the continuity

of local tradition, that in comparatively recent times her per-

sonality and perhaps even her old name were still known in the

district. It is recorded that in the sixteenth century both priests

and people of the district declared that at a pretty little tarn near

the Gulf ofMirabella they had seen 'Diana and her fair nymphs'

lay aside their white raiment and bathe and disappear in the

clear waters^ It would have been highly interesting to know

the name of the goddess which the Italian writer translated as
'

Diana.' Though it is true that in Italy
^ Diana herself was

still worshipped in magical nightly orgies as late as the four-

teenth century, it is scarcely likely that the Italian name had

been adopted in Crete. More probably the slovenly fashion of

^ Cf. Paus. VIII. 35. 8, whence it appears probable that the nymph KaXXttrrw was
once identical with Artemis

;
see Preller, Griech. Mijthol. p. 304.

'^

'Kaixirovpo-y\ov, 'Icrr. tQiv 'Adrjv. I. p. 227.
2

Apoll. Rhod. III. 877. Callim. Hymn to Artemis, 15.
^ From Onorio Belli, Descrizione delV isola di Candia, in Museum of Classical

Antiqu., vol. ii. p. 271. Cf. B. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 108. Spratt, Trav. in Crete, i.

p. 146.
^ Du Cange, Gloss, med. et infim. Latin, s.v. Diana.
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miscalling Greek deities by Latin names was as common then as

now
;
and in this instance a piece of valuable evidence has thereby

been irretrievably lost. Yet the traditional connexion of Artemis

with this district of Crete warrants the assumption that the leader

of the nymphs of whom the story tells was in personality, if not

also in name, the ancient Greek goddess, and no Italian im-

portation.

Distinct reference to the bathing of Artemis is also made in a

story which has already been related in connexion with Aphrodite
and Eros^ A prince, who had journeyed to the garden of Eros to

fetch water for the healing of his father's blindness, saw in the

spring there ' a woman white as snow and shining as the moon.

And it was in very truth the moon that bathed here.' The last

sentence, provided always that it be free from modern scholastic

contamination, is an unique example of the survival of Artemis in

the role of the moon; while the healing properties of the spring in

which she bathes offer a coincidence, certainly undesigned, with

the powers of the goddess whom her worshippers of yore besought
to

' banish unto the mountain-tops sickness and suffering'^.

Whether 'the lady Beautiful' is known now also in her ancient

huntress-guise, is a point not readily determined. In Aetolia

certainly I once or twice heard mention of her hunting on the

mountains, but without feeling sure whether the word ' hunt
'

was

being used literally or in metaphor. Expressions borrowed from

the chase are not uncommon in the language, and the particular

verb Kvv7]<y(o,
'

I hunt,' is in the vernacular used of anything from

rabbit-shooting to wife-beating. The injuries inflicted by Artemis

on those who trespass upon her haunts might possibly be denoted

by the same term. On the other hand it is not in the character

of
' the lady Beautiful,' as it is in that of the ' hunter

'

Charos, to

seek men out and slay them
;
men may fall chance victims to

the sudden anger of the goddess, but they are the chosen quarry
of the other's prowess ;

he is a true ' hunter
'

of men, and, try as

they will to evade him, he still pursues ;
but Artemis strikes none

who turn aside from her path. I incline therefore to believe that

the word '

to hunt
'

was intended literally when I heard it used of
' the lady Beautiful,' and that the ancient Artemis' love of the

chase is not forgotten by the Aetolian peasantry.
^
Above, p. 119. ^

Orph. Hymn 36 (35) ad Jin.
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Such are the reminiscences of Artemis which I have been able

to gather in a few districts of modern Greece. But it is clear

that down to the seventeenth century the goddess was much
more widely known. Leo Allatius^ writing about the year 1630,

after giving a good description of the Nereids, plunges abruptly
into a long quotation from Michael Psellus, from which and

from Allatius' oAvn comments on it some information about the

Queen of the Nereids may be gleaned. The passage in question
runs as follows, the comments and explanations in brackets being

my own :
—

'

rj KoKrj TOP (hpacov. Supply d-jrere/cev. (Apparently a proverb,
' Fair mother, fine son,' to the usage of which Psellus gives some

religious colour.) For the Virgin that brought forth was wonder-

fully fair, dazzling in the brightness of her graces, and her son was

exceeding beautiful, fair beyond the sons of men. (Notwithstanding
however the religious significance of the proverb, he at once con-

demns the use of it.) As a matter of fact, the phrase is due to

faulty speech. For the popular language has perverted the saying.

It is right to say KaXrjv rcov opecov ('
fair lady of the mountains

') ;

but the people have made the saying KaXrj top wpalov ('fair mother,

fine son
'). (There is no distinction in sound, according to the

modern pronunciation, between rwv opecov and top aypalov.)

Hence we see that the popular imagination had once fashioned,

quite unreasonably, a female deity w^hose domain was the moun-

tains and who as it were disported herself upon them ,

There is no, deity called
'

fair lady of the mountains,' nor is the

so-called Barychnas a deity at all but a trouble arising in the

head from heartburn or ill-digested food,...which is also known

as Ephialtes.'

Here Psellus is rambling in his dissertation as wildly as

though his own head were affected by this demoniacal ailment.

Which Allatius observing comments thus :
—

' What has Barychnas or Babutzicarius^ or if you like Ephialtes
to do with the fair lady of the woods or the mountains {pulcram
nemorum sive montium) ? From them men suffer lying abed

;

whereas attacks such as we have said are made by Callicantzarus^

^ De quor. Graec. opinat. cap. xx.
2 For these two names see above, p. 21.
2 For the Callicantzari see below, p. 190.
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Burcolacas\ or Nereid, occur in the open country and public road-

ways.... And Psellus himself knew quite well that the 'fair

lady of the mountains
'

was nothing other than those who are

commonly called the
'

fair mistresses '-
(i.e. Nereids), who have

nothing on earth to do with Barychnas and Ephialtes.'

The argument of this strangely confused passage is happily

beside our mark, and we need not puzzle, with Psellus, over the

demonology of dyspepsia. His interpretation of the phrase KaXr)

Tcov opewv I have even ventured to omit, for a devious path of

wilful reasoning leads only to the conclusion that it means the

tree on which Christ was crucified. The only method in his mad

medley of medicine and theology is the intention to refute the

popular belief in a beautiful goddess who haunted the mountains.

Some details of the belief may be gathered from AUatius'

criticism of the argument. Psellus mentions only the title r) KoXrj

TCOV opecov, but Allatius amplifies it in the iphrsise pulci^am yiemorum

sive montiicm, implying thereby that in his own time Artemis—
for it can be none other—was associated as much with woodland

as with mountain
;
while her intimate connexion with the Nereids

is adduced as a matter of common knowledge. The somewhat

loose phrase by which Allatius indicates this fact—pulcram mon-

tiurti nihil aliud esse qucwi eas quas vulgus vocat pulcras doniinas

—must not be read in any strict and narrow sense. The beautiful

lady of the mountains is, he means, just such as are the Nereids;

but she is a definite person, distinguished as of old among her

comrades by supreme grace and loveliness.

The statements of Leo Allatius, based as they are in the main

upon his own recollections of his native Chios, find remarkable

corroboration in a history of the same island written a little earlier

by one Jerosme Justinian ^ In the main the history is purely

^ For Burcolakes or Vrykolakes see below, cap. iv.
-
pulcras dominas, a translation of the Nereids' title KaXas apx^vTLaaas, ibid.

cap. XIX.
^ The title-page of this exceedingly rare work runs as follows :

—
La description et histoire de I'isle de Scios ou Chios

par
Jerosme Jnstinian

Gentil'homme ordinaire de la chambre du Koy Tres-Chrestien, fils de Seigneur
Vincent Justinian, Tun des Seigneurs de la dite Isle, Chevalier de I'ordre de sa

Majeste, Conseiller en son Conseil d'Estat et Prive, et Ambassadeur extraordinaire

du Eoy, auprez de Sultan Selin, Grand Seigneur de Constantinople.
M.D.VI.

In the copy formerly belonging to the historian Finlay and now in the possession
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fabulous, taking its start from a point, if my memory serves me

rightly, many centuries earlier than the Deluge ;
but the reference

to contemporary superstitions may I think be trusted.

Previously to the passage which I translate, the writer has

been telling the tale of the building of a wonderful tower by king
Scelerion of Chios, wherein to guard his daughter Omorfia (Beauty)
and three maids of honour with her until such time as he should

find a husband worthy of her
;
how the workmen never left the

tower till it was finished
;
how the master-mason threw down his

implements from the top and himself essayed to fly down on wings
of his own contrivance, which however failed to work as he had

hoped, with the result that he fell into the river below the castle

and was drowned
;
and how his ghost was seen there every first

of May at midday. This story, which may be taken as a fair

type of the whole '

history,' leads, by its mentions of apparitions
on May 1st, to the following passage^ :

—
'

They have also another foolish belief, that near the tower are

to be seen three youthful women, clothed in white, who invite

passers-by to throw themselves into the river and get some cups
of gold and silver which by diabolical illusion are seen floating
on the water, in the hope that going into the river they may
be drowned in a whirlpool called by the Greeks. Chiroclacas, the

water of which penetrates beneath the mountain as far as the

precipice where the princess still shows herself Further, there

is no manner of doubt that the three ladies who appear to the

inhabitants of the place are those spirits who make their dwelling in

the water, assuming the form of women, and called by the ancients

Nereides or Negiardes] the good women are so abused by these

illusions that on the first of May they are wont to make crosses on

their doors, saying that the goddess of their mountains is due to

come and visit them in their houses, and that without this mark
she would not come in

;
likewise they say that she would slay

any one who should go to meet her. And so they give her the

of the British School of Archaeology at Athens is found a note by Finlay as
follows :

— ' Joh. Wilh. Zinkeisen in Geschichte des osmanischen Eeichesin Europa
(Gotha, 1854), vol. ii, p. 90, note 2, mentions a second printed copy as existing in
the Mazarine Library at Paris, and a manuscript copy in possession of Justiniani

family at Genoa, the date according to Zinkeisen should be not MDVI but
MDCVI.' There is no designation of the press or place from which the volume
issued.

^
op. cit. bk vi. p. 59.
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name of
'

good/ being obliged by the fear in which they hold her

to give her this title of honour. Some people are of opinion that

this goddess is one of the Oread nymphs who dwell in the

mountains . . . .'

This '

goddess of the mountains
' whom they call

'

good
'

(i.e.

probably KaXr']) is beyond doubt the same who was known to

Psellus and to Allatius as 77 KaXrj tcou opicov,
' the beautiful lady of

the mountains,' and to my pastoral informant as 77 ^aalXiaaa rcov

^ovvoov,
* the queen of the mountains

'

;
and in general the con-

ception of her is the same as continues locally to the present day.

One statement indeed I cannot explain, namely that the women
make crosses on their doors with the purpose of attracting the

goddess to their houses
;

for I have already mentioned the same

use of the symbol for the contrary purpose of keeping the Nereids

out^ Possibly as regards this detail of the 'foolish belief the

grand seigneur was wrongly informed. But in other respects, in

the close association of the goddess with the Oreads or other

nymphs, in the fear which she inspired, in the belief that she

slew those who ventured upon her path, the Chian record is in

complete agreement with the description which I have given from

oral sources. In terror, as in charm, the Nereids' queen is

foremost.

A contrary view however is taken by Bernard Schmidt-, who
states that she is pictured by the commonfolk as gentler and

friendlier to man than her companions, and even disposed to check

their light and froward ways. On such a point, I freely admit,

local tradition might well vary ;
but in this particular case I am

inclined to think that Schmidt fell into the error of confusing

the wild-roaming, nymph-escorted goddess of hill and vale and

fountain with that other goddess who dwells solitary in the heart

of the mountain, dispensing blessings to the good and pains to

the wicked, and in the conception of whom we found an aftermath

of the ancient crop of legends concerning Demeter and Kore.

Surely this grand and lonely figure, 'the Mistress of the Earth and

of the Sea,' is in every trait different from the lovely, capricious,

cruel
'

Queen of the Mountains.' Indeed the very circumstance

of both presentations being known in one and the same district

^ See above, p. 140.
2 Das Volksleben der Neugriechen, pp. 107 and 123.
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—
as, to my own knowledge, in Aetolia, and, on Schmidt's own

showing, in Zacynthos^
—

proves that two divine persons, in

type and in character essentially different, are here involved,

and not merely two accidental and local differentiations of the

same deity. Doubtless in the more '

civilised
'

parts of Greece

(to use the word beloved of the half-educated town-bred

Greek), in the parts where old beliefs and customs are falling

into decay and contempt while nothing good is substituted for

them, even the lower classes have lost or are losing count and

memory of many of those powers whom their forefathers acknow-

ledged ;
but in the more favourably sequestered villages, let us

say, of Aetolia, where superstition still fears no mockery, no

peasant would commit the mistake of confounding his Demeter

with his Artemis. Between majestic loneliness and frolicsome

throng, between dignified beauty and bewitching loveliness,

between gentleness and lightness, between love of good and

wanton merriment, between justice and caprice, the gulf is wide.

But while the modern Artemis is the leader of her nymphs
in mischief and even in cruelty, it must not be thought that she

is always a foe to man. In Aetolia 'the lady Beautiful' is quick

to avenge a slight or an intrusion
;
but for those who pay her due

reverence she is a ready helper and a giver of good gifts. Health

and wealth lie in her hand, to bestow or to withhold, as in the

hands of the Nereids. Hence even he whom her sudden anger
has once smitten may regain her favour by offerings of honey and

other sweetmeats on the scene of his calamity. And probably

peace-offerings with less definite intent have been or still are in

vogue ;
for it is reported that presents used to be brought to the

cross-roads in Zacynthos at midday or midnight simply to appease
* the great lady

'

and her train^, a survival surely of the ancient

banquets of Hecate surnamed TpioStrt?,
' Goddess of the Cross-

roads.'

In some cases hesitation may be felt in pronouncing an opinion
whether it is for Artemis and the nymphs or for the Fates ^

(Mot/3at) that these gifts are intended
;
and in the category of

the doubtful must be included all those cases where the dedi-

1 Compare Mnrchen, etc. Song 56 and Stories 7, 19, with Das Volksleben, p. 123.
2 Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 129.
3 See above, p. 121.
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cation of the offerings is merely to the KaXaU Kvpahe^^, 'good

ladies,' no further information being vouchsafed. Several writers,

including the German Ross and the Greek Pittakis, appear to

have assumed without sufficient enquiry that none but the

Nereids could be thus designated ;
but as a matter of fact, the

same euphemistic title is occasionally given also to the Fates^;

and while I incline to trust the experience and judgement of

Ross in the general statement which he makes concerning such

offerings at Athens, Thebes, and elsewhere^ the accuracy of

Pittakis-* on the other hand is challenged by the actual spot
which he is describing when he identifies the '

good ladies
'

with

the Nereids
;

for the place was none other than the so-called

'prison of Socrates,' which the testimony of many travellers

concurs in assigning to the Fates.

But, though some of the evidence concerning offerings demands

closer scrutiny before it can have any bearing upon the continued

belief in the existence of Artemis, there are certainly some corners

of Greece in which that goddess is still worshipped.
' The great

lady,'
' the Queen of the mountains,'

' the lady Beautiful
'

are the

various titles of a single goddess whose beauty and quick anger
have ever since the heroic age held the Greek folk in awe and

demanded their reverence
;
and until the inroads of European

civilisation destroy with the weapon of ridicule all that is old in

custom and creed, Artemis will continue to hold some sway over

hill and stream and woodland.

The other queen, of whom my boatman spoke,
* the Queen of

the Shore,' she who stands in the shallows and by her beauty and

sweet voice entices the unwary to share her bed in the depths of

the sea, must I think be identified with a being who is more

commonly called
' the Lamia of the Sea

'

or
' the Lamia of the

Shore.' A popular poem-^ from Salonica, in which these two titles

are found side by side, tells of a contest between her and a young

shepherd. One day, in disregard of his mother's warning, he was

playing his pipes upon the shore, when the Lamia appeared to

1 Also in one word KaWiKvpddes or KaXoKvpddes.
2 Cf. UoXiT-qs, ^UXeTTj K.T.X. p. 227; Pouqueville, Voyage en Grece, vi. p. 160;

and above, p. 125.
* Reisen auf dem griech. Inseln, iii. pp. 45 and 182,
*

In'E077yu.
'

ApxaioXoyiKn, 1852, p. 648.
^
Passow, Pop. Carm. Graec. Recent, no. 524.
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him and made a wager with him that she would dance longer
than he would go on playing. If he should win, he should have

her to wife
;

if she should win, she was to take all his flocks as

the prize. Three days the shepherd played, three whole nights
and days ;

then his strength failed him, and the Lamia took his

sheep and goats and left him destitute.

This poem has some points in common with a belief said to be

held in the district of Parnassos, that if a young man—especially

one who is handsome—play the flute or sing at mid-day or midnight

upon the shore, the Lamia thereof emerges from the depths of

the sea, and with promises of a happy life tries to persuade him

to be her husband and to come with her into the sea
;

if the

young man refuse, she slays him^: and presumably, though this is

not mentioned, if he consent, she drowns him.

The same Lamia, it is recorded ^ is also known on the coasts of

Elis as a dangerous foe to sailors
;
for her work is the waterspout

and the whirlwind, whereby their ships are engulfed. Among the

Cyclades too the same belief certainly prevails (though I have

never obtained there any details concerning the character of the

Lamia) ;
for on seeing a waterspout the sailors will exclaim,

' the

Lamia of the Sea is passing' (jrepvaei rj Adfica rod irtkd'yov),

and sometimes stick a black-handled knife into the mast as a

charm against her^.

In these somewhat meagre accounts of the Lamia of the Sea,

there are several points in harmony with the general conception
of Nereids. She is beautiful

;
she seeks the love of young men,

even though that love mean death to them
;
she is sweet of voice

and untiring in dance
;
and she passes to and fro in waterspout or

whirlwind. It is not surprising then to find that in Elis she is

actually named queen of the Nereids^ that is, without doubt, of

the sea-nymphs only, since she herself has her domain only in

the sea. And the title
*

queen of the shore
'

which I learnt of my
boatman from Scyros points to the same belief; for as we found

Artemis,
'

queen of the mountains,' to be the leader of all the

1 Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 130.
2 Curt. Wachsmuth, Das alte Griechenland im Neuen, p. 31. Cf. also UapvacaSs,

IV. p. 773 (1880).
^ Cf. Theodore Bent, The Cyclades, p. 144, who mentions also the custom of

shooting at the waterspout as a precaution.
^ Curt. Wachsmuth, op. cit. p. 30.
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Nereids of the land, so should * the queen of the shore
'

be ruler

over the Nereids of the sea.

How far this conception of the Lamia of the Sea accords with

classical tradition, it is impossible to decide. Only in one passage,
a fragment of Stesichorus\ is there any evidence of the connexion

of a Lamia with the sea. There the marine monster, Scylla, was

made ' the daughter of Lamia,' a phrase which has given rise to

the conjecture that the ancients like the moderns, as we shall see

in the next section, recognised more than one species. A marine

Lamia would supply the most natural parentage for Scylla ;
and

if her mother may be identified with the modern Lamia of the

Sea, the foe of ships and creator of the waterspout, the character

of Scylla is true to her lineage.

But the other traits in the character of the modern Lamia of

the Sea can hardly be hers by such ancient prescription. It is

difficult to suppose that Stesichorus pictured Scylla's mother as a

thing of beauty ;
and the charm of the modern Lamia's love-songs

which seduce men to their death is perhaps an attribute borrowed

from the Sirens. It is therefore in virtue of acquired rather than

original qualities that the Lamia of the Sea has come to be queen
of the sea-nymphs.

§ 11. Lamiae, Gelloudes, and Striges.

The three classes of female monsters, of whom the present
section treats, have ever since the early middle ages^ been con-

stantly confounded, and the special attributes of each assigned

promiscuously to the others. This is due to the fact that all three

possess one pronounced quality in common, the propensity towards

preying upon young children
;
and wherever this horrible trait

has absorbed, as it well may, the whole attention of mediaeval

writer or modern peasant, the distinctions between them in origin

and nature have become obscured. Yet sufficient information is

forthcoming, if used with discrimination, to enable some account

to be given of each class separately.

1 Schol. ad Apoll. Ehod. iv. 828, cited by Wachsmuth, loc. cit.

2 For passages from authors of the 11th century and onwards see Leo Allatius,
De quor. Graec. opin. cap. iii., and Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, ii. 1012.
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The Lamiae are hideous monsters, shaped as gigantic and

coarse-looking women for the most part, but with strange de-

formities of the lower limbs such as Aristophanes attributed to a

kindred being, the Empusa\ Their feet are dissimilar and may
be more than two in number

;
one is often of bronze, while

others resemble those of animals—ox, ass, or goat'. Tradition

relates that one of these monsters was once shot by a peasant at

Koropion, a village in Attica, and was found to measure three

fathoms in length ;
and her loathsome nature was attested by the

fact that, when her body was thrown out in a desert plain, no

grass would grow where her blood had dripped ^ The chief charac-

teristics of the Lamiae, apart from their thirst for blood, are their

uncleanliness, their gluttony, and their stupidity. The details of

the first need not be named, but would still furnish a jest for

Aristophanes in his coarser mood as they did of old^ Their

gluttony is clearly proved by their unwieldy corpulence. Their

stupidity is best shown in their sorry management of their homes
;

for even the Lamiae have their domestic duties, being mated usually,

according to the folk-tales^ with dragons (Spd/cot), and making
their abode in caverns and desert places. They ply the broom so

poorly that ' the Lamia's sweeping
'

(r?}? Aafiia^ ra aapco/jiara)

has become a proverb for untidiness^; they are so ignorant of

bread-making that they put their dough into a cold oven and

heap the fire on tojD of it^; they give their dogs hay to eat, and

bones to their horses^ But they have at least the redeeming
virtue of sometimes showing gratitude to those who help them
out of the ill plight to which their ignorance has brought them^

Their stupidity also is regarded by the Greeks as a cause of

honesty. Though they are often rich, as being the consorts of

dragons whose chief function it is to keep guard over hidden

treasure, they have not the wit to keep their wealth, but foolishly

keep their word instead. Athenian tradition tells of a very rich

Lamia (known by the name of
77 Mopa, perhaps better written

Moopa, a proper name formed from
/jL(op6<;,

'

foolish
'),

who used to

^
Aristophanes, Frogs, 293.

2 Bern. Schmidt, ojj. cit. p. 133.
^

KayLC7roi//307Xoi;, 'IffT. t(2v 'Adrjv. I. p. 224.
4

Vespae, 1177, and Pax, 758.
^

e.g. Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, no. 4. ^
IloXiTTjs, MeXirrj k.t.X. p. 193.

'' Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, no. 4. Cf. IIoXittjs, I.e.

^
UoXiTTjs, I.e. 9

e.g. Hahn, Griech. Mdrchen, nos. 4 and 32.
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walk about at night, seizing and crushing men whom she met till

they roared like bulls. But if her victim kept his wits about him

and snatched her head-dress from her, she would, in order to get

it back, promise him both life and wealth, and keep her word\

Such aspects of the Lamiae however are by no means univer-

sally acknowledged; nine peasants out of ten, I suspect, could give

no further information about their character than that they feed

on human flesh and choose above all new-born infants as their

prey. Hence comes the popular phrase (employed, it would appear,

in more than one district of Greece) in reference to children who
have died suddenly, ro irathl to eirvL^e 77 Aafxia-, 'the child has

been strangled by the Lamia.'

But in general I think the ravages of Lamiae have ceased to

inspire much genuine fear in the peasants' minds. One there

was, so I heard, near KephaMvryso in Aetolia, whose dwelling-

place, a cave beside a torrent-bed, was to some extent dreaded and

avoided. But in most parts the Lamia only justifies the memory
of her existence by serving to provide adventures for the heroes

of folk-stories
; by lending her name, along with Empusa and

Mormo (who still locally survive^), as a terror with which mothers

may intimidate naughty children, or by furnishing it as a ready

weapon of vituperation in the wordy warfare of women.

The word Lamia, which has survived unchanged in form down

to the present day save that the by-forms Adfjbva, Ad/nvca, and

AdfjLvcaaa are locally preferred, did not originally it would seem

indicate a species of monster but a single person. Lamia according

to classical tradition was the name of a queen of Libya who was

loved by Zeus, and thus excited the resentment of Hera, who

robbed her of all her children
; whereupon the desolate queen

took up her abode in a grim and lonely cavern, and there changed
into a malicious and greedy monster, who in envy and despair stole

and killed the children of more fortunate mothers^

But a plural of the word, indicating that the single monster

had been multiplied into a whole class, soon occurs. Philostratus^

^
KajnirovpoyXov, '1(tt. tlou 'Kdrjv. in. p. 156.

^
'E0rj/i. 'Apxaio\o7t/c77, 1852, p. 658, and AeXrt'o;' ttjs 'lorop. koI 'EdvoX.'EraLp. ii.

p. 135.
^ A few instances are collected by Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 141.
4 See Preller, Griecli. Myth. p. 618.
^ Ta ^s Tov Ti/ar^a

'

AiroWdivLOv, iv. 25 (p. 76).
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in speaking of
' the Empusae, which the common people call

Lamiae and Mormolykiae/ says, 'Now these desire indeed the

pleasures of love, but yet more do they desire human flesh, and

use the pleasures of love to decoy those on whom they will feast/

A plural such as is here used might of course be merely a studied

expression of contempt for vulgar superstitions ;
but the latter part

of the quotation seems to give a fair summary of the character of

ancient Lamiae. This is illustrated by a gruesome story, narrated

by Apuleius^ of two Lamiae who, in vengeance for a slight of the

love proffered by one of them to a young man named Socrates,

tore out his heart one night before the eyes of his companion
Aristomenes.

Of these two main characteristics of the ancient Lamiae, the

one, lasciviousness, has come to be mainly imputed in modern

times to the Lamia of the Sea, the single deity who rules the

sea-nymphs ;
while the craving for human flesh is the most

marked feature of the terrestrial tribe of Lamiae. But the latter

certainly are the truest descendants of the ancient Lamia, and

occupy a place in popular belief such as she held of old
;

for few,

it would seem, stood then in any serious fear of the Lamia
;
the

testimony of several ancient writers^ (the story of Apuleius

notwithstanding) proves that more than two thousand years ago
she had already fallen to the level of bogeys which frighten none

but children.

Gelloudes.

In my account of the Nereids properly so-called, reference was

made to certain beings known in the Cyclades as aYteXoOSe? or

ycaXovSe^ and reckoned by several writers^ among the nymphs of

the sea. In this they certainly have the support of popular

etymology; for in Amorgos Theodore Bent"* heard that 'an evil

spirit lived close by, which now and again rises out of the sea and

seizes infants; hence it is called Gialou (from 7^X09 ^ the sea

(sic)).' But it is, I think, only an erroneous association by the

inhabitants of the Cyclades of two like-sounding words which has

caused the 'AyieXovSe^; to be regarded as marine demons
;
Bent's

^
Metamorph. i. cap. 11—19.

^
Lucian, Philopseudes, § 2. Strabo, i, p. 19. Schol. ad Arist. Vesp. 1177.

^ See above, pp. 147-8.
"* The Cyclades, p. 496. ^

7taX6s= ancient atVa^^s, 'the shore.'
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information transposes cause and effect. Elsewhere in Greece

there are known certain beings called FeXXoOSe? or FtXXoOSe?,

female demons with a propensity to carry off young children and

to devour them
;
and it is strange that so careful an authority on

Greek folk-lore as Bernhard Schmidt should not have recognised

that the name a'yLeXov^e^ employed in some of the Cyclades is

only a dialectic form of the commoner y€WovS€<;^ with an

euphonetic d prefixed as in the case of V6pfii8e<; and dvepdlSe^.

Enquiry in Tenos revealed to me the fact, not mentioned, though

perhaps implied, in the statement of Bent, that the dyteXovSe^; are

there believed to feed upon the children whom they carry off.

This trait at once confirms their identity with the yeXkovSe^, and

renders it impossible to class them as a form of nymph. It is of

course believed that nymphs of the sea or of rivers, when they

carry off human children to their watery habitations, do inci-

dentally drown them, but by an oversight and not of malice

prepense. But savagely to prey upon human flesh—for all the

nymphs' wantonness and cruelty, that is a thing abhorrent from

their nature and inconceivable in them. This horrid propensity

proves the yeWovSe'i or djL€\ovSe<; to be a separate class of

female demons.

The chief authority on these malignant beings is Leo Allatius^,

who both quotes a series of passages which enable us to trace the

development of the belief in them, and also tells a story which is

the only source of evidence concerning other of their characteristics

than their appetite for the flesh of infants.

Their prototype, mentioned, we are told, by Sappho, was the

maiden Gello, whose spectre after her untimely end was said by
the people of Lesbos to beset children and to be chargeable with

the early deaths of infants ^

The individuality of this Gello continued to be recognised to

some extent as late as the tenth century^; for Ignatius, a deacon

of Constantinople, in his life of the Patriarch Tarasius named

her as a single demon, though he added that the crime of killing

1 The differences in sound between 71 and 7 before e, and between \ and X\, are

negligible. In many words and dialects there are none.
- De quor. Graec. opinat. cap. iii.—viii.

3 Zenob. Cent. iii. 3. Suidas s.v. VeWovs TraidocpiXioTepa (a proverb). Hesych.
s.v. FeXAw.

•^ The date is approximate only ;
for the authorship of the work in question is, I

understand, disputed.

L. 12
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children in the same way was also imputed to a whole class of

witches.
'

Hence/ comments Allatius,
'

it has come about that at

the present day Striges (i.e. the witches of whom Ignatius speaks)?

because they practise evil arts upon infants and by sucking their

blood or in other ways cause their death, are called Gellones^'

In the story also which exhibits the chief qualities of this demon,
her name (in the form Vvkov) appears still as a proper name.

But the multiplication of the single demon into a whole class

dates from long before the time of Allatius. John of Damascus

in the eighth century used the plural jeXovSe^ as a j^opular word,

the meaning of which he took to be the same as that of Striges

(arpiyyac); and Michael Psellus too in the eleventh century

evidently regarded these two words as interchangeable designations

of a class of beings (whether of demons or of witches, he leaves

uncertain) ;
for after an exact account of the Striges and their

thirst for children's blood, he says that new-born infants who waste

away (as if from the draining of their blood by these Striges) are

called ViXkoppwra^,
'

Gello-eaten.'

The story of Leo Allatius^, which sets forth the chief qualities

of Gello, is a legend of which the Saints Sisynios and Synidoros
are the heroes. The children of their sister Melitene had been

devoured by this demon, and they set themselves to capture her.

She, to effect her escape, at once changed her shape, and became

first a swallow and then a fish; but, for all her slippery and elusive

transformations, they finally caught her in the form of a goat's

hair adhering to the king's beard. Then addressing to her the

w^ords
'

Cease, foul Gello, from slaying the babes of Christians,'

they worked upon her fears until they extorted from her a con-

fession of her twelve and a half names, the knowledge of which

was a safeguard against her assaults.

It is this list of names in which the various aspects of her

activity appear. The first is VvXov, one of the forms of the

name Gello; the second Mwpd'^, the name of a kind of Lamia:

1 This is merely a Latinised plural form ;
the Greek plural regularly ends in -5es.

~ This word is recorded as still in use by Wachsmuth, Das alte Griechenland
im Neuen, p. 78.

^
op. cit. cap. viii.

^ Cf. above, p. 174, where however the accent is given as belonging to the first

syllable. The actual spelling in Allatius is Mwppa. The word in form Moprj also

occurs in conjunction with the mention of Striges and Geloudes in a MS. of

vofxoKavoves obtained by Dr W. H. D. Kouse. See Folklore, vol. x. no. 2, p. 151.
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the third Bv^ov or 'blood-sucker'; the fourth Map/xapov, probably
'

stony-hearted'; the fifth Heraala, for she can fly as a bird in the

air
;
the sixth HeXajla, for she can swim as a fish in the sea

;
the

seventh BopSova^, probably meaning
*

stooping like a kite on her

prey'; the eighth 'AirXeTov, 'insatiable'; the ninth Xa/xoSpd-

Kaiva, for she can lurk like a snake in the earth
;
the tenth

Wva/3apBa\aLa'\ possibly 'soaring like a lark in the air'; the

eleventh ^v^avaairdarpLa^
' snatcher of souls'; the twelfth

HatBoTTVL/cTpia, 'strangler of children'; and the half-name XrpLyXa,

the kind of witch whereof the next section treats.

Whether these names are anywhere still remembered as a

mystic incantation, or all the qualities which they imply still

imputed to the Gelloudes, I cannot say. But a modern cure for

such of the demon's injuries as are not immediately fatal has been

recorded from Amorgos.
'

If a child has been afflicted by it, the

mother first sends for the priest to curse the demon, and scratches

her child with her nails
;

if these plans do not succeed, she has to

go down at sunset to the shore, and select forty round stones

brought up by forty different waves
;
these she must take home

and boil in vinegar, and when the cock crows the evil phantom
will disappear and leave the child wholes'

Stuiges.

The Striges, though often confused with Lamiae and with

Gelloudes, are essentially different from them. The two classes

with which I have dealt are demons
;
the Striges, in the modern

acceptation of the term, are women who possess the power to

transform themselves into birds of prey or other animals
;
and it

is only the taste for blood, shared by them with those demons,

w^hich has created the confusion.

The Striges moreover cannot, like the Lamiae or Gelloudes,

be claimed either as an original product of the Greek imagination

or as the exclusive property of Greek superstition at the present

^
Probably from Low Latin ^hurdo*= milviis, a kite.

2 Compounded from Low Latin ' hardala' = alauda, a lark. A form ava^apdou
occm-s in a similar list of names cited by Dr Kouse from a MS. on magic. See

Folklore, I.e. p. 162. The names said to have been extorted by the Archangel
Michael begin there with arpiyXa, ycXou, and belong clearly to a similar female

demon.
'^ The spelling in the text of Allatius before me is xf/vxpavoxnrda-Tpia.
'*' Theo. Bent, The Cyclades, p. 490.

12—2
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day. The Albanians have a word a-rplyea, and the people of

Corsica a term strega, both of which denote a witch of the same

powers and propensities as are feared in Greece
;
and it is likely

that all of them—Greeks, Albanians, Corsicans—have borrowed

the conception from Italy. The ancient Greeks indeed had a

word arply^ identical with the sti^ix of Latin, but the shrieking

night-bird denoted by it was not, so far as I can discover, invested

by Greek imagination with any terrors. In Italy on the contrary

the Strix was widely feared as a bloodthirsty monster in bird-form.

Pliny evidently supposed it to be some actual bird, though he

doubted the fables concerning it. 'The sU^ix,' he says, 'certainly

is mentioned in ancient curses
;
but what kind of bird it may be,

is not I think agreed ^' Perhaps in those 'ancient curses' it was

invoked to inflict such punishment upon enemies as it once meted

out to Otos and Ephialtes for their attempt upon Diana's chastity^.

The notion however that Striges were not really birds but

witches in bird-form early suggested itself and found an exponent
in Ovid'\ 'Voracious birds,' he says, 'there are...that ^j forth by

night and assail children who still need a nurse's care, and seize

them out of their cradles and do them mischief. With their

beaks they are said to pick out the child's milk-fed bowels, and

their throat is full of the blood they drink. Striges they are

called...and whether they come into being as birds or are changed
thereto by incantation, and the Marsian spell transforms old women
into winged things,'

—such are their ways.
This was probably the state of the superstition when the

Greeks added Striges to their own list of nightly terrors
;
and the

very form of the word in modern Greek, arpLyXa or arpiyyXa

(being apparently a diminutive, strigula, such as spoken Latin

would readily have formed from the literary form strix), testifies

to the borrowing of the belief.

In Greece the latter of the two ways in which Ovid explained
the origin of the Strix seems to have been generally accepted as

correct. It is true that the modern Greeks still have a real bird

called arptyXoTrovXt^ (either some kind of owl or the night-jar),

which not only loves twilight or darkness in the upper world

1
Pliny, Nat. Hist. xi. 39. -

Hyginus, Fabul. 28, emend. Barth.
3

Fasti, VI. 131 ff.

* The same apparently as the aTplyXos of Hesychius. The Greek peasants are

very vague about the names of any birds other than those which they eat.
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but is also said to haunt the gloomy demesnes of Charos below—
thereby revealing perhaps some slight evidence of its relationship

to the strix which tormented the brother giants ;
but the Strigla

has long ceased to be a real bird, and (apart from the confusion

with a Lamia or Gello) is always a witch.

The condition of the belief in the eighth century is noticed by
John of Damascus^ 'There are some of the more ignorant who

say that there are women known as Striges (^Tpvyyat), otherwise

called Geloudes. They allege that these are to be seen at night

passing through the air, and that when they happen to come to a

house they find no obstacle in doors and bolts, but though the

doors are securely locked make their way in and throttle infants.

Others say that the Strix devours the liver and all the internal

organs of the children, and so sets a short limit to their lives.

And they stoutly declare, some that they have seen, and others

that they have heard, the Strix entering houses, though the doors

were locked, either in bodily form or as a spirit only.'

Again in the eleventh century Michael Psellus noticed the same

superstition, though as we have seen his language suggests some

confusion of Striges with Gelloudes. But he is really describing

the faculty of the former to assume the shape of birds when he

says,
* The superstition obtaining nowadays invests old women

with this power. It provides them with wings in their extreme

age, and represents them as settling- unseen upon infants, whom,
it is alleged, they suck until they exhaust all the humours in

them
'

^

Leo Allatius, by whom this passage is cited, produces both

from his own experience and from the testimony of others several

instances of such occurrences, and mentions also the various

precautions taken against them. These include all-night watches,

lamps suspended before the pictures of patron-saints, amulets of

garlic or of coral, and the smearing of oil from some saint's lamp
on the face of the child or invalid. It will suffice however to

quote his general description of the Striges according to the

beliefs of the seventeenth century. Striges (aTpLy\ai<;), he tells

1
I. p. 473 {Trepl ^TpvyyQv), Migne, Patrol. Graeco-Lat. vol. xciv., p. 1604.

2 The word is elaoLKi^eL which suggests rather the '

possession
'

of children by
Striges as by devils. This however could hardly represent fairly the popular belief.

3 Quoted by Leo Allatius, op. cit. cap. iii.
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us in effect, are old women whom poverty and misery drive to

contract an alliance with the devil for all evil purposes ;
men are

little molested by them, but women and still more commonly
children, being a weaker and easier prey, suffer much from them,

their breath alone ^

being so pernicious as to cause insanity or

even death. They are especially addicted to attacking new-born

babes, sucking out their blood and leaving them dead, or so

polluting them by their touch that what life remains to them is

never free from sickness.

It will have been noticed in this last account of the Striges,

that the range of their activity is somewhat enlarged, so that

women as well as children fall victims to them. At the present

day, though they are believed to prey chiefly upon infants, even

grown men are not immune, as witness a story^ from Messenia.

Once upon a time a man was passing the night at the house of

a friend whose household consisted of his wife and mother-in-law.

About midnight some noise awakened him, and listening intently

he made oat the voices of the two women conversing together. What
he heard terrified him, for they were planning to eat himself or his

host, whichever proved the fatter. At once he perceived that his

friend's wife and mother-in-law were Striges, and knowing that there

was no other means of escaping the danger that was threatening

him, he determined to try to save himself by guile. The Striges

advanced towards the sleeping men and took hold of their guest's

foot to see if it was heavy, and consequently fat and good for

eating ;
he however, understanding their purpose, raised his foot

of his own accord as they took it in their hands and weighed it,

so that it felt to them as light as a feather, and they let it drop

again disappointed. Then they took hold of the foot of the

other man who was sleeping, and naturally found it very heavy.

Delighted at the result of their investigation, they ripped open
the wretched man's breast, pulled out his liver and other parts,

and threw them among the hot ashes on the hearth to cook.

Then noticing that they had no wine, they flew to the wine-shop,

took what they wanted and returned. But in the interval the

guest got up, collected the flesh that was being cooked, stowed it

away in his pouch, and put in its place on the hearth some

^ So also in Albania, Hahn, Alh. Stndien, i. 163.
2 From noXiT77s, MeXirrj k.t.X. pp. 179—181.
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animal's dung. The Striges however ate up greedily what was on

the hearth, complaining only that it was somewhat over-done.

The next day the two friends rose and left the house
;
the victim

of the previous night was very pale, but he did not bear the

slightest wound or scar on his breast. He remarked to his com-

panion that he felt excessively hungry, and the other gave him

what had been cooked during the night, which he ate and found

exceedingly invigorating ;
the blood mounted to his cheeks and

he was perfectly sound again. Thereupon his friend told him

what had happened during the night, and they went together and

slew the Striges.

This story exhibits all the essential qualities of Striges. The

pair of them are w^omen, and one at least, the mother-in-law, is

old
; they choose the night for their depredations ; they can

assume the form of birds, for
'

they flew,' it is said, to the wine-

shop : and their taste for human flesh is the motif of the story.

It must however be acknowledged that as the area of the

Striges' activities has become somewhat extended, so also has the

ancient limitation of the term to old women become locally some-

what relaxed. In many parts of Greece a belief is held that

certain infants are liable to a form of lycanthropy ;
and female

infants so disposed are sometimes called Striges. A story from

Tenos^ narrated in several versions, concerns an infant princess

who was a Strigla. Every day one of the king's horses was found

to have been killed and devoured in the night. The three

princes, her brothers, therefore kept watch in turn
;
and it fell to

the fortune of the youngest of them, owing to his courage and

skill, to detect the malefactor. About midnight he heard a noise,

and fired into the middle of a cloud that seemed to hang over the

horses, thereby so wounding his sister that the mark observed on

her next day betrayed her nightly doings. Not daring however

to accuse her to his father, he fled from home with his mother to

a place of safety, while the girl remained undisturbed in her

voracity and consumed one by one all the people of the town.

But in other places where the same belief prevails, as we

shall see later, these enfants terrihles, who may be of either sex,

are called not Striges but by some such name as
'

callicantzaros/

^
'ASaAtdj'TiOJ 'I. 'ASafJLavTLOv, TrjuiaKd, pp. 293 sqq.
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'vrykolakas/ or 'gorgon'; and this variety of names is in itself a

proof that, while the idea of infant cannibals is widespread, no

exact verbal equivalent now exists, and each of the several names

used is only requisitioned to supply the deficiency. A child can

indeed enjoy the title of Strigla by courtesy ; only an old woman
can possess it of right.

Thus the old Graeco-Roman fear of Striges still remains little

changed. The Church has repeatedly forbidden belief in them^;

legislation has prohibited in times past the killing of them^.

But the link of superstition between the past and the present is

still unbroken; and witch-burning is an idea which in any secluded

corner of Greece might still be put into effects

§ 12. GORGONS.

The modern conception of the Gorgon (77 yopyova) or Gorgons

(yop<y6v6<;)
—for popular belief seems to vary locally between

recognising one or more such beings
— is extremely complex. Of

my own knowledge I can unfortunately contribute nothing new to

what has been published by others concerning them
;

for though
I have several times heard Gorgons mentioned, and always on

further enquiry found them to be terrible demons who dwell in

the sea, it has so chanced that I have been unable to get any
more explicit information on the subject. The present section is

therefore, so far as the facts are concerned, a compilation from

the researches of others, especially of Prof. Polites of Athens

University.

A Gorgon is represented as half woman, half fish. Rough
sketches on the walls of small taverns and elsewhere may
often be observed, depicting a woman with the tail of a fish,

half emerging from the waves, and holding in one hand a ship,

in the other an anchor; sometimes also she is armed with a

breastplate^ Similar designs are also to be seen tattooed upon
the arms or breasts of men of the lower classes, especially among
the maritime population.

1 Du Cange, Gloss, med. et injim. Latin, s.vv. 'Diana' and 'Striga.'
2 Ibid.
^ A witch of Santorini told me that she had a narrow escape from being burnt

for a much less heinous crime, failure to get rain. See above, p. 49.
•*

noXlTT^s in napvaaaos, ii. p. 261 (1878).
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The Gorgons themselves are to be encountered in all parts of

the sea
;
but their favourite resort, especially on Saturday nights,

is reputed to be the Black Sea, where if one of them meets a

ship, grasping the bows with her hand she asks,
'

Is king
Alexander living?' To this the sailors must reply 'he lives and

reigns,' and may add ' and he keeps the world at peace,' or * and

long life to you too ! '; for then the awful and monstrous Gorgon in

gladness at the tidings transforms herself into a beautiful maiden

and calms the waves and sings melodiously to her lyre. If on the

contrary the sailors make the mistake of saying that Alexander

is dead, she either capsizes the ship with her own hand or by the

wildness of her lamentations raises a storm from which there is

no escape nor shelter ^ The mention of Alexander the Great in

these stories of the Gorgons, as also sometimes in connexion with

the Nereids, is unimportant ;
it is not an instance of purely oral

tradition, but has its source in the history of Alexander by
Pseudocallisthenes-, of which there exist paraphrases in the

popular tongue. The interest of such fables lies in the association

of beauty and melody as well as of horror with the Gorgons, and

in the role of marine deity which they play.

In general however it is upon the monstrous and terrifying

aspect of the Gorgons that the common-folk seize, so that the

name Gorgon is metaphorically applied to ill-favoured and male-

volent women ^ Thus in Rhodes it is used of any large fierce-looking

virago^; in Cephalonia (where also the word M.ehovaa, Medusa,

survives in the same sense) of any lady conspicuously ill-featured ^

Allusion too has already been made to the case where a child

possessed by a mania of bloodthirstiness is occasionall}^ called a

Gorgon^.
But there is another and fresh aspect of the Gorgon's nature

suggested by the use of the word in Cythnos. There it is meta-

phorically applied to depraved women''; and this isolated usage is

in accord with one description of the Gorgon which has come

down from the middle ages. This description forms part of a

1
no\tT7?s, ihid. p. 260. 2

noXiTT/s, ihid. pp. 266-8.
^

Z/capXdros, Ae^LKbv, 8.v. (IToAitt/s, I.e.).
4

•E0r?/x. tQ3v ^iXofiadCiv, 1860, p. 1272 (HoXirT^s, I.e.).
^
i^eoeWrjvLKa'AvdXeKTa, 11. p. 191 {HoXLttjs, I.e.).

^ '

A5a/xdvTios N. 'A5afj.auTLov, T-rjviaKd, pp. 293 ff. Cf. above, p. 183. The forms
used are ij yopydva, to yopyovt, and yopyouiKo iraidi.

7
'E077/A. TU)v ^iXofxadu)!', 1871, p. 1843 (lloXirrjs I.e.).
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poem entitled 'The Physiologus^' (written in the most debased

ecclesiastical Greek and supposed to date from before the

thirteenth century), which gives a fantastic account of the habits

of many birds and beasts among which the Gorgon is included.
' The Gorgon is a beast like unto a harlot

;
the hair of her head

is all auburn
;
the ends thereof are as it were heads of snakes

;

and her body is bare and smooth, white as a dove, and her bosom

is a woman's with breasts fair to behold
;
but the look of her face

brings death
;
whatsoever looks upon her falls down and dies.

She dwells in the regions of the West. She knows all languages
and the speech of wild beasts. When she desires a mate, she

calls first to the lion
;
for fear of death he draws not near to her.

Again she calls the dragon, but neither does he go ;
and even so

all the beasts both small and great. She pipes sweetly and sings

with charm beyond all
; lastly she utters human voice :

"
Come,

sate fleshly desire, ye men, of my beauty, and I of yours." The

men, knowing then their opportunity against her, lay snares that

she may lose her pleasure ;
and stand afar off, that they may not see

her, and raise their voice and cry and say unto her :

"
Dig a deep

pit and put thy head therein, that we may not die and may come

with thee." She straightway then goes and makes a great hole

and puts her head therein and leaves her body ;
from the waist

downward it is seen naked
;
so she remains and awaits the pains

of lewdness. The man goes from behind, cuts off her head, holds

it face downward, and places it in a vessel, and if he meet dragon
or lion or leopard, he shows the head, and the beasts die.'

These modern or mediaeval descriptions of the Gorgons,

though they are by no means consistent one with another, offer

four main aspects in which the modern Gorgon may be compared
with the creatures of ancient mytholog}^ Her face is terrible

either in its surpassing loveliness or in its overwhelming hideousness.

She possesses the gift of entrancing melody. She is voluptuous.
She dwells in the sea.

The first aspect may be derived directly from the ancient

conception of the Gorgons. The word Fopyco itself is a name
formed from the adjective <yopy6^ and means simply

'

fierce
'

or

1 Published by E. Legrand in Collection de monuments de la langue neo-

hellenique, no. 16, from two MSS. nos. 929 and 930 in Paris (Bibliotheque
Nationale).
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'

terrible
'

in look, without implying anything of beauty or the

opposite ;
while of Medusa, the Gorgon par excellence, tradition

relates that once she was a beaiitiful maiden beloved of Poseidon,

and that it was only through the wrath of Athena that her hair

was changed into writhing snakes and her loveliness lost in horror.

Moreover in ancient works of art the representation of the

Gorgon's head varies from a type of cruel beauty to a grinning
mask. But it is also possible that the idea of their beauty is due

to a confusion of Gorgons with Sirens, from whom, as we shall see,

certain traits have certainly been borrowed.

These traits are the two next aspects of the modern Gorgons
which we have to consider, the sweetness of their singing and

their voluptuousness. These were the essential qualities of the

Sirens, and have undoubtedly been transferred to the Gorgons no

less than to the Lamia of the Sea\

Possibly also from the same source comes the mixed shape,

half woman and half fish, in which the Gorgon is now pourtrayed.

The Sirens were indeed originally terrestrial, dwelling in a meadow

near the sea, yet not venturing in the deep themselves, but luring

men to shipwreck on the coast by the spell of their song ;
and an

echo perhaps of this conception, though the Sirens themselves

are no longer known, lives on in a folk-song which pictures the

enchantment of a maiden's love-song wafted to seafarers' ears

from off the shore :

'

Thereby a ship was passing with sails out-

spread. Sailors that hearken to that voice and look upon such

beauty, forget their sails and forsake their oars; they cannot

voyage any more; they know not how to set saill' But by the

sixth century^ the traditional habitat of the Sirens had changed.
' The Sirens,' says an anonymous work on monsters and great

beasts, 'are mermaids, who by their exceeding beauty and winning

song ensnare mariners
;
from the head to the navel they are of

human and maidenly form, but they have the scaly tails of

fishes'*.' This description establishes an unquestionable connexion

between the Sirens and the modern Gorgons.
But the fourth aspect of the Gorgons on which I have to

1 See above, p. 173.
2
Passow, Carm. Popul. no. 337.

^ The date assigned is, I believe, not certain, but is not of great importance.
^ De 7nonstris et beluis, edited by Berger de Xivrey in Traditions Teratologiques,

p. 25. IIoXiTTjs, I.e.
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touch, their connexion with the sea, is not, I think, to be explained

as another loan from the Sirens. On the contrary the Gorgons
were it would seem deities of the sea, when the Sirens were still

dwellers upon the shore
;
and it was their originally marine

character which enabled them to absorb the qualities once

attributed to the Sirens. Thus according to Hesiod^ the three

Gorgons were daughters of the sea-deities Phorcys and Ceto, and

their home was at the western bound of Ocean. Further one of

their number. Medusa, was loved by the sea-god Poseidon, and

gave birth both to the horse Pegasus whose name may be a

derivative of
nri^'yr],

'

water-spring,' and whose resort was certainly

the fountain of Pirene'^, and also to Chrysaor whose -bride was
'

Callirrhoe, daughter of far-famed Ocean.' Whether this mytho-

logical problem is capable of solution in terms of natural phenomena^
does not here concern us; but it is a straightforward and necessary

inference from these genealogical data, that an early and intimate

connexion existed between the Gorgons and the sea. And here

art comes to the support of literature. In the National Museum
of Athens are two vases of about the sixth century, depicting

Gorgons in the company of dolphins. The first, an early Attic

aviphor^a^, represents the three Gorgons, of whom Medusa appears

headless, surrounded by a considerable number of them. The

second, a kylex^ with offset lip of the Kleimneister type, pourtrays
a single Gorgon with a dolphin on either side. These artistic

presentments furnish the strongest possible corroboration of

Hesiodic lore, and justify the assertion that from the earliest

times the Gorgons were deities of the sea. It was clearly then in

virtue of their own marine character that they were able later to

usurp also the place of the Sirens.

But the Sirens are not the only ancient beings who have con-

tributed to the formation of the popular conception of modern

Gorgons. In one story" the personality of Scylla is unmistakeable

beneath the disguise of name. This fusion is the more natural

in that Scylla was from the beginning^ a monster of the sea,

1
Theog. 270—288. 2 cf. Find. 01. xiii. 90.

3 Kuhn iu Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschimg, vol. i. pp. 460-1,
connects yopydo with ydpyapa and Sanskr. garya, garyana, in sense of 'the noise of
the waves.' Cf. Maury, Hist, des relig. de la Grece antique, i. p. 303.

4 No. 1002, found at Athens; date 600 b.c. or earlier.
5 No. 534, from Corinth; date about 550 b.c.
6
UoUtios, I.e. p. 269. 7 Horn. Od. xii. 73 ff.
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whose form, according to Vergil \ terminated like that of latter-

day Gorgons in a fish's tail
;
a monster too fully as terrible in

her own way as any Gorgon. The following extract from the

story contains all that is pertinent.
' So the lad departed and tramped on for twenty hours. Then

he came to a village by the sea, and saw some men busy lading

a boat with oil, and they were carrying on board each one a

barrel. When he drew near to them, he said,
" Can you carry

but one barrel at a time, my good fellows ? See how many I will

carry." So saying, he took a barrel on each shoulder, and placed

them in the boat. Then said the captain to him, "Thank you, my
lad

"
(for he was afraid of him), "come and have some food." "No,

thank you, captain," he replied,
"
I do not want any. But when

you are passing yonder straits, please take me along with you."

The captain was delighted to do so, for in the sea at that place

there was a Gorgon, and from every boat that passed she took one

man as toll and devoured him, or else swamped the whole boat.

So they set out, and as they were going the captain said to the

lad, "Take a turn at the tiller, my boy, that we may go and sleep,

for we are tired." Accordingly they went below—to sleep, so they

pretended
—and the lad remained at the helm. Suddenly the

boat stopped. He was looking about on each side when he heard

a voice behind him. He turned at once and saw a beautiful

woman with golden hair, who said to him, "Give me my tribute."

"What tribute ?" replied the lad. "The man whom I devour from

each boat that passes." "Give me your hand," said the lad to her.

Straightway without demur she gave it to him, and tried to pull

him down into the sea. At this the lad grew angry.
" Come up,

you she-devil, come up here," he cried, and dashed her upon
the deck. Then he belaboured her soundly, and said to her :

" Swear to me that you will never molest man again, or I will not

let you go." "I swear," she said, "by my mother the sea and by my
father Alexander, that I will molest none." Then he threw her

back into the sea.'

Apart from the description of the Gorgon in this story, as in

others, as a '

beautiful woman with golden hair,' the tradition

which has contributed chiefly to the invention of the episode is

1 Aen. IV. 327.
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the ancient myth of Scylla and, we may perhaps add, of

Charybdis; for here too the straits are the scene of alternative

horrors, either the devouring of one man out of the crew or the

sinking of the whole craft.

But in spite of the fusion of both Scylla and the Sirens with

the Gorgons in the crucible of popular imagination, analysis of

the complex modern conception still reveals two elements in the

Gordons' nature which vindicate their claim to their ancient

name, their association with the sea and the terror that they

inspire.

§ 13. The Centaurs.

'Anapkh meta Tofro to toon 'InnoKeNTAypooN eiAoc enANopGofcGAi.

Plato, Phaedrus, 7.

The Callicantzari (KaWiKavrl^apoL) are the most monstrous

of all the creatures of the popular imagination, and none are

better known to the Greek-speaking world at large ;
for even

where educated men have ceased to believe in them, they still

fiofure in the stories told and retold to children with each re-

curring New Year's Day; and, among the peasants, many reach

manhood or womanhood without outgrowing their early fears of

them.

The name Callicantzaros itself appears in many dialectic and

widely differing forms, and there are also a multitude of local

by-names. Of the former I shall treat later in discussing the

origin of the word Callicantzaros, while the by-names, being for the

most part descriptive of the appearance or qualities of these

monsters, will be mentioned as occasion requires. But even where

other local names are in common use, some form of the word

Callicantzaros is almost always employed as well, or at least is

understood.

As in the nomenclature, so too in the description of the

Callicantzari, one locality differs very widely from another. And
this cannot be merely a result of the wide distribution of the

belief in them; for the Nereids certainly are equally widely known,
and yet their appearance and habits are, broadly speaking, every-
where the same. The extraordinary divergences and even

contradictions in different accounts of the Callicantzari demand
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some other explauatioii than that of casual variation. That

explanation, as I shall show later, lies in their identity with the

ancient Centaurs. But before I discuss their origin, I must

attempt as general a description of their appearance and habits

as the vast variation of local traditions permits. In revising this

description I have had the advantage of consulting Prof. Polites'

new work on the traditions of modern Greece ^ from which I have

learnt some new facts, and have obtained on several points
confirmation from a new source of what I had myself heard or

surmised. I take this opportunity of gratefully acknowledgiog

my indebtedness to him.

In describing the Callicantzari, although the diversities of

their outward form are almost endless, two main classes of them
must be distinguished, because corresponding with that physical
division there is also a marked difference in character. The two

classes differ physically in stature, and, while all Callicantzari are

essentially mischievous in character, the mischief wrought by the

larger sort is often of a malicious and even deadly order, while

the smaller sort are more frolicsome and harmless in their

tricks.

The larger kind vary from the size of a man to that of a

gigantic monster whose loins are on a level with the chimney-

pots. They are usually black in colour, and covered with a coat

of shaggy hair, but a bald variety is also sometimes mentioned.

Their heads and also their sexual organs are out of all proportion
to the rest of their bodies. Their faces are black

;
their eyes

glare red
; they have the ears of goats or asses

;
from their huge

mouths blood-red tongues loll out, flanked by ferocious tusks.

Their bodies are in general very lean, so that in some districts the

word Callicantzaros is applied metaphorically to a very lean man-;
but a shorter and thickset variety also occurs. They have the arms

and hands of monkej^s, and their nails are as long again as their

fingers and curved like the talons of a vulture. They are sometimes

furnished with long thin tails. They have the legs of a goat or an

ass, or sometimes one human leg and one of bestial form; or again
both legs are of human shape, but the foot so distorted that the

^
IlapaSocrets, part ii. of the series MeXe'rat irepl tov ^iov Kai ttjs yXuxraris toO

'"EWrjviKOu \aov.
-

UoXiTT^t, U.apa86cr€LS, ii. p. 1293.
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toes come where the heel should be\ Hence it is not surprising

that they are often lame, but even so they are swift of foot and

terrible in strength.
'

They devour their road at the pace of

Pegasus,' wrote Leo Allatius-; and at the present day several

by-names bear witness to their speed. In Samos they are called

'KaXkio-iTovhrihe'^^, 'those who make good sjDeed'; in Cyprus

TlXavrjTapoi^,
' the wanderers'; in Athens they have the humorous

title Ka)Xo/3eXoi/7;Se9, formed from the proverbial expression

^ekovia e')(^ei
'cttov kwXo tov,

* he has needles in his buttocks/

said of any one who cannot sit still, but is always on the move\

Their strength also has earned them one by-name, reported from

Kardamyle in Maina, ra ratXcKpcoTa, said to be formed from the

Turkish tselik (4ron'), in the sense of 'strong as iron^.'

All or any of the features which I have mentioned may be

found in the person of a single Callicantzaros
;

but it must

be allowed also that no one of them is essential. For sometimes

the Callicantzaros appears in ordinary human form without so

much as a cloven hoof to distinguish him from ordinary mankind,

or again completely in animal shape. In one place they are

described as aypidvOpcoTroc'^, savages but human in appearance^
while in another they are aypia Terpdiroha ^,

'

savage quad-

rupeds.'

Yet in general the Callicantzari are neither wholly anthropo-

morphic nor wholly theriomorphic, but a blend of the two. In

a story of some men at Athens who dressed themselves up as

Callicantzari, it is said that they blacked their faces and covered

themselves with feathers^. Again two grotesque and bestial clay

statuettes from the Cabirium near Thebes and now in the National

Museum at Athens, were identified by peasants as Callicantzari ^°
:

an identification I have also met with when questioning peasants
about similar objects in local museums

;
in one case it was a

Satyr and in another a Centaur which my guide identified as a

Callicantzaros. On the whole I should say that the goat con-

^
IIoXtTTjs, Hapadbaeis, ii. 1295.

2 I)e quor. Graec. opinat. cap. ix. ^
IIoXtTT??, Hapad. ii. 1245.

* Ihid. II. 1245. It might equally well however, as Polites suggests, mean
'deceivers,' from the active TrXaj/ctw, 'to lead astray.'

^ So explained by IIoXtTTjs, op. cit. 1247. ^ Ihid. ii. 1245.
^

noXiT7;s, napa5. i. p. 370 (from Syra).
^ Ihid. ii. 1293 (from Myconos).

^
Kayu.7roi'po7Xou, 'Icrr. tGjv \\.dr)v. 1. p. 230.

^^
lloXiTTjs, tlapad. ii. p. 1291. In the Museum they are numbered 10333-4.
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tributes more than any other animal to the popular conception
of these monsters. Besides having the legs and the ears of goats,

as was noted above, they are sometimes said to have their horns

also
;
and in Chios their resemblance to goats is so clearly recog-

nised that in one village they have earned the by-name of

KaTcrfc/caSe?^ which by formation should mean ' men who have

to do with goats {Karo-i/cLa),' though it has apparently been

appropriated to the designation of beings who are in form half

goat and half man. There are however districts, as we shall

see later, in which some other animal than the goat forms the

predominant element in the monstrous ensemble.

The smaller sort of Callicantzari is rarer than the large, but

their distribution is at any rate wide. They are the predominant

type in north-west Arcadia, in the district about Mount Parnassus,

and at Oenoe- on the southern shore of the Black Sea. They are

most often human in shape, but are mere pigmies, no taller than

a child of five or six. They are usually black, like the larger sort,

but are smooth and hairless. They are very commonly deformed,
and in this respect the strange beasts on which they ride are like

them. At Arachova^, on the slopes of Parnassus, every one of

them is said to have some physical defect. Some are lame
;
others

squint ;
others have only one eye ;

others have their noses or

mouths, hands or feet set all askew
;
and as a cavalcade of them

passes by night through the village, one is to be seen mounted on

a cock and his long thin legs trail on the ground as he rides
;

another has a horse no bigger than a small dog ; another, the

tiniest of them all, is perched on an enormous donkey's back, and

when he falls off cannot mount again ;
and others again ride

strange unknown beasts, lame, one-eyed, or one-eared like their

masters.

Callicantzari of this type are usually harmless to men. They

play indeed the same boisterous pranks as their larger brethren,

but perhaps owing to their insignificant size are an object of

merriment rather than of fear. But, as I shall show later, there

is reason to believe that they are not the original type of

Callicantzari. It is only by a casual development of the super-

stition, that these grotesque hobgoblins have been locally sub-

^
'KaveWa.KT^s, XiaKo. 'XudXeKTa, p. 367. -

YloXiTrjs, IlapaS. II. p. 1323.
^
Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 148, and IToXitt^s, IlapaS. i. p. 333.

L. 13
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stituted for the grim and gaunt monsters feared elsewhere. They

form, as it were, a modern and expurgated edition of the larger

sort of Callicantzari, to whom I now return.

The Callicantzari appear only during the hwheKai^fxepov or

'

period of twelve days
'

between Christmas and Epiphany'. The

rest of the year they live in the lower world, and occupy them-

selves in trying to gnaw through or cut down the great tree (or in

other accounts the one or more columns) on which the world rests.

Each Christmas they have nearly completed their task, when the

time comes for their appearance in the upper world, and during
their twelve days' absence, the supports of the world are made

whole again.

Even during their short visit to this world, they do hot appear
in the daytime. From dawn till sunset they hide themselves

in dark and dank places
—in caves or beneath mills—and there

feed on such food as they can collect, worms, snakes, frogs, tortoises,

and other unclean things. But at night they issue forth and run

wildly to and fro, rending and crushing those who cross their

path. Destruction and waste, greed and lust mark their course.

Now they break into some lonely mill, terrify and coerce the

miller into showing them his store, bake for themselves cakes

thereof, f^befoul with urine all that they cannot use, and are gone

again. Now they pass through some hamlet, and woe to that

house which is not prepared against their coming. By chimney
and door alike they swarm in, and make havoc of the home

;
in

sheer wanton mischief they overturn and break all the furniture,

devour the Christmas pork, befoul all the water and wine and

food which remains, and leave the occupants half dead with fright

or violence. Now It is a wine shop that they enter, bind the

publican to his chair, gag him with dung, break open each cask in

turn, drink their fill, and leave the wine running. Now they light

upon some belated wayfarer, and make sport of him as their fancy
leads them. Sometimes his fate is only to dance all night with

the Callicantzari and to be let go at cockcrow unscathed
;

for

these monsters despite their uncouth shape delight in dancing,

^and to that end often seek the company of the Nereids
;

but

more often men are sorely torn and battered before they escape,

^ Leo Allatius {De qiior. Graec. opinat. cap. ix.) makes the period a week only,
ending on New Year's Day.
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and women are forcibly carried off to be the monsters' wives.

In some accounts they even make a meal of their human prey^v*
The fact that the activities of the Callicantzari are always

limited to the night-time has given them a special claim to the

name YlapcDpiraL^ or ]S^v^T07rapa)pLTaL<; \ formed from jrapcopa,
* the hour before cockcrow,' for then it is that their excesses and

depredations have reached their zenith
;
but the word cannot

correctly be called a by-name of the Callicantzari, for it is also, if

more rarely, applied to other nocturnal visitants.

The only redeeming qualities in these creatures' characters,

from the point of view of men who fall into their clutches, are

their stupidity and their quarrelsomeness. They have indeed

a chieftain who sometimes tries to marshal and to discipline

them, and who is at least wise enough to warn them when the

hour of their departure draws near. But in general
'

the Great

Callicantzaros^' as he is called, or * the lame demon ^' is too like

the rest of them to be of much avail ;
and indeed his place is not

at the head of the riotous mob where he might control them, but

he limps along, a grotesque and usually ithyphallic figure, in the

rear. Thus in the popular stories it often happens that either

the Callicantzari go on quarrelling about the treatment of some

man or the possession of some woman whom they have captured,

or else their prisoner is shrewd enough to keep them amused,

until cock-crow brings release. For at that sound (or, to be more

precise, at the crowing of the third cock, who is black and more

potent to scare away demons than the white and red cocks who

precede him"*) they vanish away, like all terrors of the night

in ancient-^ as well as modern times, to their dark lairs.

i The tales told by the peasants about the Callicantzari are

extremely numerous, though there is a certain sameness about

the main themes. ^ Three types of story however are deserving

1 For dialectic varieties of this name from Macedonia, the Peloponnese, Crete,

and some of the Cyclades, see UoXirrj^, Hapad. ii, 1256.
2 6 fxeydXos or 6 irpQiros KaWiKavT^apos . Also, according to IIoXittjs, Ylapad. i.

p. 369, 6 dpxi-KaWLKdvT^apos. In Constantinople (ace. to TLoXiTrjs, TLapad. i. 343)

he has a proper name MaprpaKovKos, which however I cannot interpret satis-

factorily.
^ 6 KovTO-odalfiovas, or simply 6 Kovrabs, 6 x^Xos. Cf. B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben,

pp. 152-4.
^ The sequence of these cocks varies locally ; their order is sometimes black,

white, red.
5
Lucian, Philops. cap. 14.

13—2
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of notice, to illustrate the character of the Callicantzari and the

ways in which they may be outwitted and eluded.

The first type may be represented by a tale told to me in

Scyros in explanation of the name of a cave some half-hour

distant from the town. Both the cave itself and that part of

the path which lies just below it are popularly called rov

KaXkiKavT^dpov to TroSdpL, 'the Callicantzaros' foot.' My en-

quiries concerning the name elicited the following story, which

seems incidentally to explain how the Great Callicantzaros came

to be lame.
' Once upon the eve of Epiphany a man of Scyros was returning

home from a mill late at night, driving his mule before him laden

with two sacks of meal. When he had gone about half-way,

he saw before him some Callicantzari in his path. Realising his

danger, he at once got upon his mule and laid himself flat between

the two sacks and covered himself up with a rug, so as to look

like another sack of meal. Soon the Callicantzari were about his

mule, and he held his breath and heard them saying,
" Here is

a pack on this side and a pack on that side, and the top-load in

the middle, but where is the man ?
"

So they ran back to the mill

thinking that he had loitered behind
;

but they could not find

him and came back after the mule, and looked again, and said,
" Here is a pack on this side and a pack on that side, and the

top-load in the middle, but where is the man ?
"

So they ran on in

front fearing that he bad hasted on home before his mule. But

when they could not find him, they returned again, and said as

before, and went back a second time towards the mill. iVnd thus

it happened many times. Now while they were running to and

fro, the mule was nearing home, and it so happened that when the

beast stopped at the door of the man's house, the Callicantzari were

close on his track. The man therefore called quickly to his wife

and she opened the door and he entered in safety, but the mule

was left standing without. Then the Callicantzari saw how he had

tricked them, and they knocked at the door in great anger. So

the woman, fearing lest they would break in by force, promised to

open to them on condition that they should first count for her the

holes in her sieve. To this they agreed, and she let it down to

them by a cord from a window. Straightway they set to work
to count, and counted round and round the outermost circle and
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never got nearer to the middle
;
nor could they discover how this

came to pass, but only counted more and more hurriedly, without

advancing at all. Meanwhile dawn was breaking, and so soon

as the neighbours perceived the Callicantzari, they hurried off to

the priests and told them. The priests immediately set out with

censers and sprinkling-vessels in their hands, to chase the Calli-

cantzari away. Right through the town the monsters fled,

spreading havoc in their path and hotly pursued by the priests.

At last when they were clear of the town, one Callicantzaros

began to lag behind, and by a great exertion the foremost priest

came up to him and struck him on the hinder foot with his

sprinkling vessel. At once the foot fell off, but the Callicantzaros

fled away maimed though he was. And thus the spot came to be

known as "the Callicantzaros' foot."'

This story consists of three episodes. The first, in which

the driver of the mule outwits the Callicantzari by lying flat on

the animal's back and making himself look like a sack of meal,

occurs time after time in the popular tales with hardly any

variation; indeed it often forms in itself the motif of a whole story,

in which, as soon as the man reaches his home, the cock crows

and the Callicantzari flee. The second episode in which the wife

effects some delay by bargaining with the Callicantzari that they
shall count the holes in a sieve, is also fairly common, but the

difficulty which the monsters find, in every other version of which

I know, is that they dare not pronounce the word 'three,' and

so go on counting
*

one, two,'
'

one, two
'

till cock-crow \ The third

episode in which the priests chase away the Callicantzari is not

often found in current stories, but the belief that the a'yiaafioi;

or
'

hallowing
'

which takes place on the morning of Epiphany
is the signal for the final departure of the Callicantzari is firmly

held throughout Greece. This ceremony consists primarily in
'

blessing the waters
'—whether of the sea, of rivers, of village-wells,

or, as at Athens, of the reservoir—by carrying a cross in procession
to the appointed place and throwing it in

;
but in many districts

also the priests afterwards fill vessels with the blest waters, and

with these and their censers make a round of the village, sprinkling
and purifying the people and their houses and cornfields and

^ So Leo Allatius, De quor. Graec. opin. cap. ix.
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vineyards. The fear which the Callicantzari feel of this purification

is embodied in some rough lines which they are supposed to chant

as they disappear at Twelfth-night :

cf)vy€T€, va cfivyovfie,

r' €(pTaa^ 6 TovpXoTraTras

fxe TTjv ayicKTTovpa tov

Kcii fxe TT) ISpexTovpa tov,

Ki ayvctac to. peppara
Koi fias ipayapiae ^.

Quick, begone ! we must begone,
Here comes the pot-bellied priest,
With his censer in his hand
And his sprinkling-vessel too

;

He has purified the streams
And he has polluted us.

In the actual tales however as told by the people the inter-

vention of the priests is not a common episode. More often the

story ends in a rescue effected by neighbours armed with firebrands,

of which the Callicantzari go in mortal terror, or simply with the

crowing of the black cock.

The second type of story deals with the adventures of a girl

sent by her wicked stepmother to a mill during the dangerous
Twelve Days, nominally to get some corn ground, but really in

the hope that she will fall a prey to the Callicantzari. Having
arrived at the mill the girl calls in vain to the miller to come and

help unload her mule, and entering in search of him finds him

bound to his chair or dead with fright and the Callicantzari

standing about him. They at once seize the girl, and begin to

quarrel which shall have her for his own. But the girl keeps her

wits, and says that she will be the wife of the one who brings her

the best bridal array. So they disperse in search of fine raiment

and jewels. Meanwhile she sets to work to grind the corn, and

each time a Callicantzaros returns with presents, she sends him on

a fresh errand for something more. Finally the corn is all ground,

and she quickly loads the mule with two sacks, one on either side,

clothes herself in the gold and jewels which the Callicantzari have

brought, mounts the mule and lies flat on the saddle covered over

with a sack, and eluding the Callicantzari who pursue her, like the

muleteer in the previous story, reaches home m safety.

^ Several other versions in the same vein are recorded, cf. B. Schmidt, Das

Volksleben, p. 151, UoXlttjs, Uapad. i. pp. 337-41 and ii. p. 1305.
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The wicked stepmother seeing that her plans have miscarried

and that her stepdaughter is now rich while her own daughter is

poor, determines to send the latter the next evening to the mill.

She too finds the mill occupied by the Callicantzari, but not being
so shrewd as her half-sister either falls a victim to the lust of the

monsters, or is killed and eaten by them, or, in one version^ is

stripped of her own clothes, dressed in the skin of her mule which

the Callicantzari have killed and flayed, and sent home with a

necklace of the mule's entrails about her neck.

The third type of story, one which is known all over Greece,

introduces us to the domestic circle of a Callicantzaros. A mid-

wife is roused one night during the Twelve Days by a furious

rapping at her door, and, imagining that the call is urgent, slips

on her clothes in haste without enquiring who it is that needs her

services, and stepping out of her door finds herself face to face

either with an unmistakeable Callicantzaros who seizes her and

carries her off, or else with a man unknown to her who sub-

sequently proves to be a Callicantzaros^. On their way to his

home he bids her see to it that the child with which his wife

is about to present him be male; in that case he will reward her

handsomely ;
but if a female child be born, he will devour the mid-

wife. Arrived at the cave or house where the Callicantzaros dwells,

the midwife goes about her task, and the Callicantzaros' wife is

soon delivered of a child
;
but to the midwife's horror it is female.

Her wits ho^vever do not desert her, and she quickly devises a

scheme for her escape. Taking a candle, she warms it and fashions

from the wax a model of the male organs and fastens it to the

child. Then calling the Callicantzaros, she tells him that a fine

male child is born and holds up the infant for him to see. Thereat

he is content and bids her swaddle it. This done, she craves leave

to go home, and the Callicantzaros, true to his word, rewards her

with a sack of gold and lets her go.

The conclusion of the story varies. In some versions, the

fraud is discovered before the midwife reaches her home, the

Callicantzaros curses the gold which he has given her, and when
she opens her sack she finds nothing but ashes. In others, she

reaches home in safety with the gold and by magic means breaks

^
noXtT77s, IlapaS. I. p. 372.

2 For this version see KaixiroijpoyKov, 'lo-r. t(2v 'Adw. i. p. 229.
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the power of the Callicantzaros over his gift ;
and when he arrives

at her door in hot pursuit, she has ah-eady taken all precautions

against his entrance and lies secure and silent within.

The wife of the Callicantzaros here mentioned is in some

stories pictured as being of the same monstrous species as himself,

in others as an ordinary woman whom he has seized and carried

off. But, apart from these stories in which she is a necessary

persona dramatis, she has no hold upon the popular imagination.

A feminine word, KaXXiKavT^aplva or KaXKiKavrt^apov, has been

formed in this case just as the word vepathri^'^ has been formed

as masculine of Nereid (vepd'iSa), and female Callicantzari are as

rare and local as male Nereids. Their existence is assumed only

as complementary to that of their mates.

Security from the Callicantzari is sought by many methods,

some of them Christian in character, others magical or pagan.

Foremost among Christian precautions is the custom of marking
a cross in black upon the house-door on Christmas Eve

;
and the

same emblem is sometimes painted upon the various jars and

vessels in which food is kept to ensure them against befouling by
the Callicantzari, and even upon the forehead of infants, especially

if they are unbaptised, to prevent them from being stolen or

strangled- by the monsters. If in spite of these precautions the

inmates of any house are troubled by them, the burning of incense

is accounted an effectual safeguard. For out-door use, if a man is

unfortunate enough to encounter Callicantzari, an invocation of

the Trinity or the recitation of three Paternosters is recommended.

But precautions of a more pagan character are often preferred
to these or combined with them. Ordinary prudence demands
that the fire be kept burning through all the Twelve Days, to

prevent the Callicantzari entering by the chimney, and the usual

custom is to set one huge log on end up the chimney, to go on

burning for the whole period. In addition to this a fire is some-

times kept burning at night close by the house-door. Certain

herbs also, such as ground-thistle^, hyssop, and asparagus-*, may be

suspended at the door or the chimney-place, as magical charms.

If even then there is reason to suspect that Callicantzari are

1 See above, p. 149. 2
noXi'rT/s, Uapad. i. p. 338 (from Samos).

^ Mod. Gk x(''I^o\l6, Anc. xaMatX^wf.
-*

'E(f>T]fx. TU)p ^iXo'/iadCip, 1862, p. 1909.
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prowling round the house, the golden rule is to observe strict

silence and, above all, not to answer any question asked from with-

out the door
;

for it is commonly believed that the Callicantzari,

like the Nereids, can deprive of speech any who have once talked

with them. At the same time it is wise to make up the fire,

throwing on either something which will crackle like salt or hea-

ther\ or something which will smell strong, such as a bit of leather,

an old shoe, wild-cherry wood", or ground-thistle; for the stench

of these is as unbearable to the Callicantzari as that of incense.

Such at any rate is the current explanation of the purpose of

these malodorous combustibles
;
but in view of the notorious

gullibility of the Callicantzari I am tempted to surndse that both

the crackling and the smell were originally intended to pacify

them for a while with the delusive hope that a share of the

Christmas pork, their favourite food, was being prepared for them.

For certainly even now propitiatory presents to the Callicantzari

are not unknown. At Portaria and other villages of Mount Pelion

it is the custom to hang a rib or other bone from the pork inside

the chimney
'

for the Callicantzari,' but whether as a means of

appeasement or of aversion the people seem no longer to know :

in SamOS however the first sweetmeats made at the New Year are

placed in the chimney avowedly as food for the Callicantzari^, and

in Cyprus waffles and sausages are put in the same place as a fare-

w^ell feast to them on the Eve of Epiphany'. Moreover in earlier

times the custom of appeasing them with food was undoubtedly
more widespread; for in places where, so far as I know, the custom

itself no longer exists, a few lines supposed to be sung by the

Callicantzari on the eve of their departure are still remembered,

in which they ask for
' a little bit of sausage, a morsel of waffle,

that the Callicantzari may eat and depart to their own placed'

But propitiation of the Callicantzari, in spite of this evidence

of offerings made to them, is certainly not now so much in vogue
as precautions against them

;
and it is perhaps simpler to suppose

that the choice of crackling or odorous fuel was originally prompted

by the intention of conveying to the Callicantzari a plain warning

1
noXt'r7?s, Ylapad. I. 347. 2 j^^v?, i_ 35(5.

3 Ibid. I. 838. 4 j^,v7. i. 342.
^

^iX'^1 ^l-X^ XovKaviKO, KOjUfiOLTL ^epoTTiyavo, va (f>dv oi KaWLKavr^apoi, pa (pijyovve

'(TTQv Toiro Tovs. Foi othei' versions see B. Schmidt, Das Volksl. p. 150, and UoXirrjs,

Ilapa86a€LS, I. 342.
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that the fire within the house was burning briskly ;
for apart from

the Christian means of defence—crosses, incense, invocations and

the general purification on the morning of Epiphany—it may be

said that the one thing which they really fear is fire. Everywhere
it is held that so long as a good fire is kept burning on the hearth

the Callicantzari cannot gain access to the house by their favourite

entrance
;
and that the utmost they will venture is to vent their

urine down the chimney in the hope of extinguishing the fire.

For this reason the wood-ashes from the hearth, which are

generally stored up and used in the washing of clothes, are during
the Twelve Days left untouched, and after the purification at

Epiphany are carried out of the house
;

but in some districts^

though the ashes are not thought suitable for ordinary use,

they are not thrown away as worthless impurities, but, owing
I suppose to their contact with supernatural beings, are held

to be endowed with magically fertilising properties and are

sprinkled over the very same fields and gardens which the priests

have sprinkled with holy water. Again there are not a few stories

current^ in which a Callicantzaros, attracted to some house at

Christmas-tide by the smell of roasting pork, has been put to rout

by having the hot joint or the spit on which it was tiuniing thrust

in his face. In one version also of the song which the Callicantzari

are supposed to sing as they depart,
' the pot-bellied priest with

censer and sprinkling-vessel
'

is accompanied by his wife carrying

hot water to scald them I In other stories again the rescue of a

man from the clutches of Callicantzari is effected by his neighbours
with fire-brands as their only weapons ;

and where such help

cannot be obtained, a man may sometimes free himself merely by

ejaculating ^vXa, fcovraovpa, SavXia Ka/ju/uLeva,
'

sticks, logs, and

brands ablaze!' for the very thought of fire will sometimes scare

the monsters away.
Other safeguards are also mentioned

; you are recommended for

instance to keep a black cock in the house, or you may render the

Callicantzaros harmless by binding him with a red thread or a

straw rope-* ;
but the latter method would in most cases be like

putting salt on a bird's tail.

^ Cf. Ka/iL7ro6poy\ov, 'Icrr. tu)v 'Adrfv. ill. 154.
2 Cf. UoXLtvs, HapaSoo-ets, I. p. 357. ^ Ibid. ii. p. 1308.
^
Abbott, Maced. Folklore, p. 74.
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Such, on a general view, are the monsters whose origin I now

propose to examine
;
and the first step in the investigation must

be to account for the extraordinary variations in shape exhibited

by the Callicautzari in different districts.

I have ah'eady observed that the Callicantzari are sometimes

conceived to be of ordinary human form, but that more commonly
there is an admixture of something beast-like. Among the

animals which are laid under contribution, first comes the he-goat,

from which the Callicantzari borrow ears, horns, and legs. Almost

equally common is a presentment of Callicantzari with the ears

and the legs of an ass combined with a body in other respects

human; or again the head of an ass, according to Pouqueville\

may be combined with the body and legs of a man. In other

districts again the wolf has once been a factor in the conception
of Callicantzari. Thus in Messenia, in Cynouria (a district in the

east of Laconia), and in parts of Crete -^ the Callicantzari are called

also AvKOKcivT^apoL, in which the first half of the compound name
is undoubtedly A.va:o9,

'

wolf.' Similarly in some parts of Macedonia

Callicantzari are often called simply
' wolves

'

(Xvkoi), and both

names are also applied metaphorically to any particularly ill-

favoured man^ Resemblances to apes are also mentioned,

particularly in the long, lean, hairy arms of the Callicantzari
;
and

Pouqueville speaks also of their monkey-like tails ^ Next from

Phoenicia in Epirus comes the suggestion that Callicantzari may
resemble squirrels ;

for there they have the two by-names aKiopia-

fiara and Ka'^iovpr^Ze^'^, in which it is not hard to recognise the two

ancient Greek names for the squirrel, aKLovpo<=; and Kafi'^^riovpo'^.

Concerning the local character of these I have no information
;

but it is fairly safe to surmise that they possess the power, com-

monly ascribed to the smaller sort of Callicantzari, of climbing
Avith great dexterity the walls and roofs of houses in order to

gain access by the chimney. Finally in Myconos, as noted above,

the Callicantzari are described as
*

savage four-footed things
'—a

description which need not exclude some human attributes any
more than it does in the savage four-footed Centaurs of ancient

^

Voyage de la Grece, vi. p. 157.
2 AeXriou Trjs'larop. Kai'EdvoX.'Eraip. ttjs 'EWctSos, il. pp. 137—111.
3

'I. MtxoTjX, MaKedoviKd, p. 39. UoXirvs, UapaS. ii. 1251 note 2.
^

loc. cit. ^
Ka/j.Trovpoy\ov, 'Ictt. twv 'Adrjv. iii. pp. 66 and 156.
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art, but implies it would seem at least a predominance of the

bestial over the human element.

What then is the explanation of these wide divergences of

type ? The answer is really very simple and final. The Callican-

tzari were originally believed to possess the power, which many

supernatural beings share, of transforming themselves at their

pleasure into any shape. The shapes most commonly assumed

differed in different districts, and gradually, as the belief in the

metamorphosis of Callicantzari here, there, and almost everywhere
was forgotten, what had once been the commonest form locally

assumed by Callicantzari became in the several districts their

fixed and only form.

The correctness of this explanation was first proved to me

by information obtained from the best source for all manner of

stories and traditions about the Callicantzari, the villages on

Mount Pelion. There I was definitely told that the Callicantzari

are believed to have the power of assuming any monstrous

shape which they choose
;
and the accuracy of this statement

is, I find, now confirmed by information obtained independently

by Prof. Polites^ from one of these same villages, Portaria
;

he adds that there the shapes most frequeutly affected by
Callicantzari are those of women, bearded men, and he-goats.

Further evidence of the same belief existing also in Cyprus is

adduced by the same writer.
' The Planetari {TrXavrjTapoi),' so

runs the popular tradition which he quotes from a work which

I have been unable to consult,
' who are also called in some parts

of Cyprus Callicantzari, come to the earth at Christmas and

remain all the Twelve Da3^s. They are seen by persons who are

dXa^poaroi'y^eicoTor (i.e., to give the nearest equivalent,
'

fey ').

Sometimes they appear as dogs, sometimes as hares, sometimes as

donkeys or as camels, and often as bobbins. Men who are
'

fey
'

stumble over them, and stoop down to pick them up, when suddenly
the bobbin rolls along of its own accord and escapes them. Further

on it turns into a donkey or camel and goes on its way. The man

^

Hapadoa-eis, i. p. 334.
- The word means literally men whose attendant f/enii (o-rotxaa, on which see

the next section) are 'light' (dXacppSs) instead of being solid and steady. The
temperament of such persons is ill-balanced in ordinary affairs, but peculiarly
sensitive to supernatural influences ; it often involves the gift of second sight and
other similar faculties.
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is deceived (by its appearance) and mounts it, and the donkey

grows as tall as a mountain and throws the man down from a

great height ^ and he returns home half-dead, and if he does not

die outright, he will be an invalid all his life^'

Linguistic evidence is also forthcoming that the same belief in

the metamorphosis of these monsters was once held both in Epirus
and in Samos. The by-name a/cLopLa/uLara, recorded from Phoenicia,

proves more than the squirrel-form of Callicantzari
;

it implies

that that shape is not natural but assumed. From the ancient

word aKiovpo<; comes by natural formation an hypothetical verb

(TKLovpL^o),
'

I become a squirrel,' and thence the existing sub-

stantive o-KLovpLcrp^a or crKLoptapa (for this difference in vocalisa-

tion is negligible in modern Greek) meaning 'that which has

turned into a squirrel.' Similarly in Samos the by-name Ka/cav-

dpcoTTLo-p^ara means ' those that have turned into evil men.'

Whether the belief implied by these names is still alive in

Epirus, I do not know
;

in Samos it has apparently died out,

for the word KaKavOpwiricrpara is popularly there interpreted to

mean 'those who do evil to men=^'—a meaning which the formation

really precludes.

Since then the belief that Callicantzari possess the power of

metamorphosis either obtains now or has once obtained in places

as far removed from one another as Phoenicia in Epirus, Mount

Pelion, Samos, and Cyprus, it is reasonable to conclude that this

quality was in earlier times universally attributed to them, and

therewith the whole problem of their multifarious presentments

in different districts is at once solved.

The next question which arises is this
;

if the various forms in

w^hich the Callicantzari are locally represented are, so to speak, so

many disguises assumed by them at their own will, what is the

normal form of the Callicantzaros when he is not exercising his

power of self-transformation ? On reviewing the various shapes

assumed, one fact stands out clearly; it is the animal attributes

of the Callicantzari which are variable, while the human element

in their composition (with a possible exception in the case of the

1 Supernatural donkeys with the same habits are known also in Crete under the

name of di/acr/ce\a5es (prob. formed from dvdaKeXa, 'on one's back,' the position in

which the rider soon finds himself).
2

HoXiT-qs, IlapaS. I. p. 342, from V. AovkcLs, ^i\o\. eiTLaK. p. 12.

2
IloXirrjs, IlapaS. i. 338.
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'

savage quadrupeds
'

of Myconos) is constant. But the variation

of form results, as has been shown, from the power of transforma-

tion. Therefore the animal characteristics, which are variable, are

the characteristics assumed at pleasure by the Callicantzari, and

the constant or human element in their composition indicates

their normal form. In other words, the Callicantzaros in his

original and natural shape was anthropomorphic, as indeed he is

sometimes still represented to be.

And here too, while the various types of Callicantzari are still

before us, it is worth while to notice, at the cost of a short digression,

a curious principle which seems to govern the representation of

Callicantzari in those districts in which the belief in their power
of metamorphosis has been lost. On Mount Pelion and in Cyprus
the shapes which the Callicantzari are said to assume at will

are those of known and familiar objects
—in the former place

of women, bearded men, and he-goats, in the latter of dogs,

hares, donkeys, and camels—but always complete and single

shapes whether of man or beast
;
on the other hand in the large

majority of places in which the remembrance of this power
of transformation is lost, the Callicantzari are represented in

fanciful and abnormal shapes
—

hybrids as it were between men
and such animals as goat, ass, or ape. What appears to have

happened in these cases is that, as the belief in the meta-

morphosis of Callicantzari was lost from the local folklore, a sort

of compensation was made by depicting them arrested in the

process of transformation, arrested halfway in the transition

from man to beast. Now there are very few parts of Greece in

which this change in the superstition has not taken place ;
and

each island of the Greek seas, each district of the Greek mainland
—I had almost said each village, for the folklore like the dialect

of two villages no more than an hour's journey apart may differ

widely
—may be fairly considered to furnish separate instances on

which a general principle can be founded. The law then which

seems to me to have governed the evolution of Greek folklore is

this, that a being of some single, normal, and known shape who
has originally been believed capable of transforming himself into

one or more other single, normal, and known shapes, comes to be

represented, when the belief in his power of transformation dies

out, as a being of composite, abnormal, and fantastic shape.
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combining incongruoas features of the several single, normal, and

known shapes.

How wide may be the application of this principle, I cannot

pretend to determine; but obviously it may supply the solution

of certain puzzles in ancient Greek mythology. The goddess

Athene, to take but one instance, is in Homer regularly described

as ryXavKMTTL^;, SiU epithct which, though interpreted by ancient

artists in the sense of
'

blue-eyed
'

or
'

gray-eyed,' seems, in view

of Athene's connexion with the owl, to have meant originally 'owl-

faced
'

;
for the sake of argument at any rate, without entering

into the controversy on the subject, let me assume this; let it be

granted that the goddess was once depicted as a maiden with an

owl's face. How is this hybrid form to be explained ? If our

principle holds here, the explanation is that in a still earlier stage

of Greek mythology the goddess Athene was wont to transform

herself into an owl and so manifest herself to her worshippers, just

as in early Christian tradition it is recorded that once 'the Holy
Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a dove\'

But this digression is long enough. Later in this chapter

I shall have occasion to return to the principle which has been

formulated. At present the Callicantzari are calling.

Thus far our investigation has shown us that the Callicantzari

were originally anthropomorphic, possessing indeed and exercising

the power of transmutation into beast-form, but in their natural and

normal form completely human in appearance. What therefore

remains to be determined is whether these beings were anthropo-

morphic demons or simply men.

On this point there is a direct conflict of evidence at the

present day. The very common tradition that the Callicantzari

come from the lower world at Christmas and are driven back there

by the purification at Epiphany ;
the fact that they are often

mentioned under the vague names Trayavd and ^cotlkci which

have already been discussed^, and that their leader is sometimes

called 6 KovrcrohaLfjLova^,
' the halting demon '

;
the belief that

they are fond of dancing with the Nereids, and sometimes

exercise also a power, proper to the Nereids, of taking away the

speech of those who speak in their presence; these and other such

1 Luke iii. 22. 2 cf above, p. 67.
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considerations might be thought abundantly to prove that the

Callicantzari were a species of demon.

But on the other hand there is equally abundant evidence of

the belief that Callicantzari are men who are seized with a kind

of bestial madness which often effects a beast-like alteration

in their appearance. This madness is not chronic, but recurrent

with each returning Christmas, and the victim of it displays for

the time being all the savage and lustful passions of a wild

animal. The mountaineers of South Euboea for example have

acquired the reputation of being Callicantzari and are much feared

by the dwellers on the coast.

A remarkable feature in this form of the superstition is the idea

that the madness is congenital. Children born on Christmas-day,
or according to some accounts on any day between Christmas and

Epiphany, are deemed likely to become Callicantzari. This, it is

naively said, is the due punishment for the sin of a mother who
has presumed to conceive and to bring forth at seasons sacred to

the Mother of God
;
whence also the children are called iopToirid-

a-fiara or
'

feast-stricken.' In Chios, in the seventeenth century,

this superstition was so strong that extraordinary methods of

barbarism were adopted to render such children harmless. They
were taken, says Leo Allatius^ to a lire which had been lighted in

the market-place, and there the soles of their feet Avere exposed to

the heat until the nails were singed and the danger of their attacks

obviated. A modern and modified form of this treatment is to

place the child in an oven and to light a fire outside to frighten

it, and then to ask the question,
' Bread or meat ?

'

If the child

says
*

bread,' all is well
;
but if he says 'meat,' he is believed to be

possessed by a savage craving for human flesh, and the treatment

is continued till he answers * bread ^.'

These infant Callicantzari are particularly prone, it is said,

to attack and kill their own brothers and sisters. Hence comes

the by-name by which they are sometimes known, aS6p(f>o(j>dS6<;,

'brother-eaters,' as also, according to Polites' interpretation, the

name KarjSef;, which is an equivalent for Callicantzari in several

islands of the Aegean Sea. This word Polites holds to be the

plural of the name Cain, and to denote '

brother-slayers
'

;
but

^ De quorundam Graec. opinat. cap. x.
2

UoXiTTjs, Uapaddcreis, li. p. 1286.
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inasmuch as a longer form AcatyitTrtXtSe? appears side by side with

KCLT^he^ in Carpathos\ I hesitate to accept this interpretation

of the one while the other remains to me wholly unintelligible.

At any rate to the people themselves the word has ceased to

convey any idea of murderous propensities; for in the island of

Syme, Avhere the name is in use, the beings denoted by it are held

to be harmless'^.

The issue before us is well summarised in two popular traditions

which Polites adduces from Oenoe and from Tenos, and which are

in clear mutual contradiction. The tradition of Oenoe begins

thus: '"
Leave-US-good-sirs

"

('A9-e/xa?-/caXot) is the name which

we give them (the Callicantzari), though they are really evil

demons (^coTLKd).' The tradition of Tenos opens with the words :

'The Callicantzari are not demons (fwrVa)^ ; they are men; as

New Year's Day approaches, they are stricken with a fit of

madness and leave their houses and wander to and fro.' How are

we to decide which of these two traditions is the older ?

The evidence in favour of either is at the present day abundant;

the two chief authorities on the subject, Schmidt and Polites, both

acknowledge this
; and, in my own experience, I should have

difficulty in saying which view of the Callicantzari I have the more

frequently heard expressed. On the mainland they are most

commonly demons
;

in the islands of the Aegean, more usually

human. But in a matter of this kind it would be of no value to

count heads
;
even if the whole population of Greece could be

polled on the question, the view of the majority would have no

more value than that of the minority. The issue must be decided

on other than numerical grounds.
And clearly the first consideration which suggests itself must

be the nature of the earliest evidence on the subject. The earliest

authority then is Leo AUatius^ and his statement is in brief as

^
'E/mav. Mav0}\aKdKr}S, KapiradiaKa, p. 130.

^
IIoXiTT??, Hapa56<T€t$ i. p. 344.

^ The word t^^riKo. which is sometimes heard in the Cyclades is, I suspect,
merely a corrupt form of ^wrt/cd (on which see above, p. 67) ;

some writers however
have derived it from the root of faw. But at any rate in usage it denotes the same
class of beings as the commoner form ^(otiko..

^
op. cit. cap. X. Actually the earliest reference to the Callicantzari which

I have found occurs in La description et histoire de Visle de Scios ou Chios by
Jerosme Justinian, p. 61, where he says, lis tiennent...qu^il y a de certains esprits

qui courent par les grands chemins, et sont nommez Calican, Saros. But inasmuch
as he does not record even the name correctly, his statement that these beings are

esprits can have little weight as against that of Leo Allatius.

L. 14
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follows. Children born in the octave of Christmas are seized with

a kind of madness
; they rage to and fro with incredible swiftness;

and their nails grow sharp like talons. To any wayfarer whom

they meet they put the question
' Tow or lead ?

'

If he answer

'tow,' he escapes unhurt; if he answer 'lead,' they crush him

with all their power and leave him half-dead, lacerated by their

talons.

Thus far the testimony of Leo Allatius distinctly favours the

belief that Callicantzari are human and not demoniacal in origin ;

but at the same time it must be admitted that his statement was

probably founded upon the particular traditions of his native

island only and carries therefore less weight. The barbarous custom

however which he next proceeds to describe is of some importance.
He states that children born during the dangerous period between

Christmas and New Year had the soles of their feet scorched

until the nails were singed and so they could not become Calli-

cantzari. Now there is a small but obvious inconsistency in this

statement. Persons who scratch one another use, presumably,
not their toe-nails but their finger-nails; and animals likewise

employ the fore feet and not the hind feet. To scorch the feet

therefore, and particularly the soles of the feet, is not a logical

method of preventing the growth of talons. But on the other

hand the treatment adopted might well be supposed to prevent
the development of hoofs, such as in many parts of Greece the

Callicantzari are still believed to have. In other words, the

custom which Leo Allatius describes was not properly understood

in his time^ But a custom which has ceased to be properly under-

stood and has had an inaccurate interpretation set upon it is

necessarily of considerable age. Already therefore in the first half

of the seventeenth century the custom which Allatius describes

was of some antiquity ;
and the belief that children turn into

Callicantzari, which is implied. alike by the original meaning and

by the later interpretation of the custom, was equally ancient.

In Chios then at any rate the human origin of Callicantzari is a

very old article of faith.

But more important for our consideration is the answer to be

made to the following question ;
is it more probable, that Callicant-

zari, if they were originally demons, should have come in the belief of

many people to be men, or that, being originally men, they should
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have assumed in the belief of many people the rank of demons?

Here, if I may trust the analogy of other instances in Greek folk-

lore, my answer is decided. I know of no case in which a demon

has lost status and been reduced to human rank
;
but I can name

three several cases in which beings originally human have been

elevated to the standing of demons. The human maiden Gello

was the prototype of the class of female demons now known as

Gelloudes. Striges ((7TpL'y>y\ai<;)
are properly old women who by

magical means can transform themselves into birds, but they too

both in mediaeval and in modern times are frequently confused

with demons. * Arabs
'

{WpdirrjSe^;), as the name itself implies,

were originally nothing but men of colour, but they now form, as

"svill be shown in the next section, a recognised class of genii.

And if we turn from modern Greek folklore to ancient Greek

religion, there also we find the tendency in the same direction.

There men in plenty are elevated to the rank of hero, demon, or

god, but the degradation of a demon to human rank is a thing

unknown. In view of this strongly marked principle of Greek

superstition or religion, it is impossible to come to any other

conclusion than that the Callicantzari were originally not demons

but men—men who either voluntarily or under the compulsion
of a kind of madness chose or were forced to assume the shape
and the character of beasts.

Having thus disposed of the problem presented by the various

types of Callicantzari, we must next investigate the origin of the

name itself This investigation too is not a little complicated

by the fact that the dialectic varieties of the name are fully as

manifold and divergent as the various shapes which the monsters

are locally believed to assume. There can be few words in the

Greek language which better illustrate the difference in speech
between one district and another. The most general form of the

word, and one which is either used side by side with other

dialectic forms or at least is understood in almost every district,

is the form which I have used throughout this chapter /caWtKcivr-

^apo(; or, to transliterate it, Callicantzaros
;
but in reviewing all the

dialectic varieties of the word, I find that there are only two out

of the fourteen letters composing this word, which do not, in one

dialect or another, suffer either modification of sound or change of

position. The consonant /c in the first syllable and the vowel a in

14—2
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the third are the only constant and uniform elements common to

all dialects.

These dialectic forms demand consideration for the reason that

some of the derivations proposed take as their starting-point not

the common form KaWiKdvT^apo<; but one of the rarer by-forms
—

a method which is evidently open to objection when it is seen, as

the accompanying table of forms will show, that KaWiKavr^apof;,
besides being the common and normal form, is also the centre

from which all the dialectic varieties radiate in different directions.

In compiling my list of forms, however, I may abbreviate it by
the omission of those which are a matter of calligraphic rather

than of phonetic distinction. Thus the first two syllables of

KaWiKavT^apo^ are often written koXl- or Kokr}-, but since l and

7] represent exactly the same sound and Xk is very seldom

distinguished from X, I have uniformly written koWl- even

where my authority for the particular form uses some other

spelling. On the other hand, as regards the use of rf or ra,

between which there is a real if somewhat subtle difference in

sound, I have retained the particular form which I have found

recorded.

Starting then from the normal form KaX-Xi-Kav-r^a-pofi, which

I thus dismember for convenience of reference to its five syllables,

I may classify the changes which the word undergoes in various

dialects as follows :

(1) The insertion of a in the second syllable, giving Xta in

the place of \l

(2) The prefixing of a to the first syllable, giving aKaX for

Kok. With this Bernhard Schmidt well compares the modern

(jKovTj for Kovi%, and o-Kixprco for kvittco.

(3) The complete suppression of the second syllable, or the

retention of the t only as a faintly pronounced y.

(4) Combined with, and consequent upon, the suppression

of the second syllable, the change oi \ to p in the first syllable, or

the interchange of the \ in the first syllable with the p in the

fifth.

(5) The loss of either v in the third syllable or r in the

fourth.

(6) The change of the a in the first syllable to o.

(7) The change of the a in the third syllable to e, i, o, or
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ov. Instances of this are most frequent in combination with the

changes under (4).

(8) The interchange of the k in the third syllable with the

rf (or TO") in the fourth. The vk thus produced becomes 77.

(9) The formation of diminutive neuter forms ending in -c

instead of the masculine forms in -09, with the consequent shift of

accent from the third to the fourth syllable, the -t representing -lov.

These neuter forms occur chiefly in the plural.

Further it may be noted that the formation of the nominative

plural of the masculine forms shows some variation
;
the ordinary

form is in -oc with the accent on the antepenultimate as in the

nominative singular ;
a second form has the same termination but

with the accent shifted to the penultimate, as commonly happens
in some dialects with words of the second declension (e.g. dv6p(07ro^

with plural dvOpcoiroi) by assimilation to the other cases of the

plural ;
while a third form has the anomalous termination -aloL

(e.g. in Cephallenia, o-KaWcfcdvraapo'^ with plural crKaWtKav-

TcrapaloC).

The following genealogical table exhibits the dialectic progeny
of the normal form KaWcKavr^apo^;. The numeral or numerals

placed against each form refer to the classification of phonetic

changes as above. Beneath each form is noted the name of one

place or district (though of course there are usually more) in

which it may be heard, or, failing the provenance, the authority

for its existence.

This table of dialectic forms, which was originally based mainly

upon the information of Schmidt^ and my own observations and

has now been enlarged with the aid of Polites' new work-, is even

so probably far from complete ;
nor have I included in it, for

reasons to be stated, the following forms : /caXKavta^ (rd) which is

apparently an abbreviated diminutive formed from the first two

syllables of KoXKav-r^apo^ with a neuter termination, and is there-

fore a nickname rather than a strict derivative: KoXKaydpoi which

Bent"* represents to be the usual form in Naxos and Paros, but

I hesitate to accept without confirmation from some other source :

^ Das Volksleben, p. 143.
'^

Hapaddaeis, i. pp. 331-81, and ii. pp. 1242-4.
3

HoXlttjs, Uapad. II. 1257.
4 The Cyclades, pp. 360 and 388. Bent does not seem to have known the

ordinary form /coXXiKct^'r^a/jot.
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(TKaTaavT^apoi^, a Macedonian form, and /cakKar^ovta, a diminutive

form from the district of Cynouria, both so extraordinarily corrupt
that I can find no place for them in the table: Xv/coKavr^apoL, which

has been thought to be Ko\\iKdvT^apo<; with the first two syllables

reversed in order—a change to which I can find no parallel
—but

is, as I shall show later, a distinct and very important compound
of the word Kavr^apo^: and lastly KaXiovr^r/Se^'^ which has nothing
at all to do with KaWtKavr^apoL etymologically, but is an euphe-
mistic and not particularly good pun upon it, really meaning
the 'sailors of a galleon^' (Turkish qdlioundji), and humorously
substituted for the dreaded name of the Callicantzari.

To conclude this compilation, it must be added that the wives

of Callicantzari are denoted by feminine forms with the termination

-Lva or -ov, and their children by neuter forms ending in -cikl or

-ovBi in place of the masculine -09.

From a careful analysis of this material two main facts seem

to emerge. First, the form KaXkiKavT^apo<;^ the commonest in

use, is also the centre from which the other dialectic forms diverge in

many directions
;
and therefore if one of the rarer dialectic forms be

selected as the parent-form and the basis of any etymological expla-

nation, the advocate of the particular etymology not only assumes the

burden of showing how his original form came to be so generally

superseded by the form KaXXLKdvT^apo<i, but also will require many
more steps in his genealogical table of existing varieties of the

word. Secondly, the words KaXkiKavr^apo^ and XvKOKdvT^apo<;

(if, as I hold, they cannot be connected through the mediation of

the form KoXXtKavr^apo^;) show that we have to deal with a

compound word of which the second half is Kavr^apo^ : and

corroboration of this view is afforded by the existence of a form

of the uucompoimded word in the dialect of Cynouria, where aKar-

^dpLa^ {to)
—i.e. a diminutive form of Kavr^apo^; with a prefixed

and V lost—is used side by side with the words /caXXiKavr^apot,

and XvKOKavT^apot to denote the same beings.

In view of the latter inference, or perhaps even apart from it,

there is no need to delay long over a derivation propounded by

^
Abbott, Maced. Folklore, p. 73. ^

Aa/nTrpidrjs, YjayopiaKa, p. 209.
^ In this, the ordinary, sense the word appears twice in Passow's Popxilaria

Carvi. nos. 142 and 200. See also his index, s.v. KaXiovvTarjdais. The Turks them-
selves borrowed the word qCiUoum (our 'galleon') from the Franks.

*
HoXiTTjs, Uapab. ii. pp. 1242 and 1244.
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a Greek writer, Oeconomos, whose theory, that
'

callicantzaros
'

is a corruption of the Latin '

caligatus
'

or perhaps of
'

calcatura,'

suggests a vision of a monster in hob-nailed boots which does

more credit to its author's imagination than to his knowledge of

philology.

A suggestion which deserves at any rate more serious con-

sideration is that of Bernhard Schmidt^ who holds that the word is

of Turkish origin and passed first into Albanian and thence into

Greek—reversing, that is, the steps indicated in the above table.

But to this there are several objections, each weighty in itself, and

cumulatively overwhelming.

First, if the Turkish word karakondjolos be the source from

which the multitude of Greek forms, including in that case Xvko-

KavT^apo<i^, are derived, it ought to be shown how the Turkish

word itself came to mean anything like
' were-wolf^' It is com-

pounded, says Schmidt, of kara,
'

black,' and kondjolos which is

connected with koundjul, a word which means a 'slave of the

lowest kind^' But before that derivation can be accepted, it

should be shown what link in thought may exist between a slave

even of the lowest and blackest variety and a were-wolf, and also

how the supposed Turkish compound came to have the Greek

termination -09.

Secondly, the theory that the Greeks borrowed the word, and

presumably also the notion which it expressed, from the Turks

contravenes historical probability. For when did the supposed

borrowing take place? Evidently not before the Ottoman influence

had made itself thoroughly felt in Eastern Europe not only in war

but in peace ;
for only those peoples who are living side by side

in friendly, or at the least pacific, relations, are in a way to

exchange views on the subject of were-wolves or any other

superstitions ;
and in the case of the Greeks and the Turks

such intercourse would certainly have been retarded by religious

as well as racial animosity. Presumably then, even if the trans-

ference of the word from the Turkish to the Greek language had

been direct and not, as Schmidt somewhat unnecessarily supposes,

1 Das Volkslebe7i, p. 144.
'^ Schmidt, it should be said, was dubious about the existence of this form.
3 In Bianchi, Diet. Turc-fr. 11. p. 469, it is translated '

loup-garou,' Schmidt, I.e.

^ Schmidt, I.e. note 2, 'esclave de la plus mauvaise espece.'
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through the medium of Albanian, two or three generations must

have ehipsed after the Ottoman occupation of Chios in 1566 \ and

the seventeenth century must have well begun, before the Greeks

of that island even began to adopt the new word and the new super-

stition involved in it. Yet the form of the word familiar to

Leo Allatius since the beginning of that century, when he lived

as a boy in Chios, was not karakondjolos or anything like it, but

callicantzaros
;
while the belief that children born in the octave

of Christmas became Callicantzari was of such antiquity in Chios

that a custom founded upon it had already come, as I have

shown, to be misinterpreted. Indeed, as the same writer tells us,

the Callicantzari and their haunts and habits were so familiar to

the people of Chios that two proverbs of the island referred to

them. One, which was addressed to persons always appearing in

the same clothes—j3aX\e riiroTe Kaivovpto diravco aov Sta rou?

KaWiKavT^apov^,
'

put on something new because of the Callican-

tzari
'—is more than a little obscure

;
it would seem to imply that

the clothes which were being worn would hardly be worth the

while even of the mischief-loving Callicantzari to tear
;
but in any

case the very existence of an obscure proverb is evidence that the

Callicantzaros and all his ways had long been a matter of common

knowledge. The second saying
—eKare^T)^ diro rd rpcTrord-

fiara,
' You have come down from the Three Streams,' or in

another version, Sev vra? Vra TpiiroTdjjbara ;

'

Why not go to the

Three Streams?'—was addressed to mad persons, because, as

Allatius explains,
' the Three Streams

' was a wild wooded place

in Chios reputed to be the haunt of Callicantzari. Historically

then the theory that the people of Chios borrowed from the

Turks the name and the conception of the Callicantzari is un-

tenable.

Another piece of historical evidence against Schmidt's theory

is that the Callicantzaros of the present day appears to be identical

with the '

baboutzicarios
'

whereof Michael Psellus^ discoursed in

the eleventh century. He himself indeed, with his usual passion

for explaining away popular superstitions, affirms that
' baboutzi-

1 The previous relations between the Giustiniani, who controlled the Genoese

chartered company in Chios, and the Ottoman Empire seem to have been purely
commercial.

2
Quoted by Leo Allat. cle quor. Graec. opinat. cap. ix. and published in full by

Sd^as.
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carios' is the same as 'ephialtes,' the demon who punishes gluttony

with nocturnal discomfort and a feeling of oppression ;
and in that

view he was followed by Suidas^ and other lexicographers ;
but he

states two important points in the popular superstition which he

combats : the ' baboutzicarios
'

appears only in the octave of

Christmas
;
and it is at night that he meets and terrifies men.

Moreover the name itself is, I suspect, derived from the Low-Latin

hahuztus- meaning *mad/ and indicates the existence then of the

belief which is so largely held to-day, that the monstrous apparitions

of Christmastide are really men smitten with a peculiar kind of

madness. Thus all the information which Psellus gives about the
*

baboutzicarios
'

tallies with modern beliefs concerning the Calli-

cantzaros, and militates against the supposition that the Greeks

are indebted for this superstition to the Turks.

Finally there is positive evidence that the Turks borrowed the

word in question from the Greeks
;
for the time at which they

used to fear the advent of the karakondjolos
—whether the

superstition still remains the same, I do not know—was fixed

not by their own calendar but by that of the Christians. An
article written on the subject of the Turkish calendar early in last

century contains this statement :

' The Turks have received this

fabulous belief from the Greeks, and they say that this demon,
whom the former call Kara Kondjolos and the latter Cali

Cangheros, exercises his sway of maleficence and mischief

from Christmas-day until that of the Epiphany^.' Clearly the

Turks would not have fixed the time for the appearance of the

karakondjolos by the Christian festivals if they had not borrowed

the whole superstition from the Greeks; and indeed the very
termination in -09 of the Turkish form of the word betrays its

Hellenic origin.

The proposed Turkish derivation of the word KaXkiKdvT^apo<;
must therefore be rejected as finally as Oeconomos' Latin deriva-

tion, and it remains only to deal with those which treat the word

as genuinely Greek.

^ If this was the origin of Suidas' information, as seems almost certain in view
of its inaccuracy, his date cannot be earlier than that of Psellus (flor. circa 1050).

2
d'Arnis, Lexicon Med. et Infim. Latin., explains hahuztus (with other forms

hahulus, baburrus, and baburcus) by the words stultus, insanus.
^ J. B. Navon, Rouz Name, in the periodical Fundgruben Orients, Vienna,

1814, vol. IV. p. 146, quoted by IIoXitt/s, Uapaddaeis, 11. p. 1249, note 1.
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The first of these is that proposed by Coraes^ who made the

word a compound of Ka\6<; and Kdv6apo<;. The formation, as

might be expected of so great a scholar, is irreproachable ;
for

the phonetic change of 6 to rf is seen in the development of the

modern word Kavr^6xocpo<; (a hedgehog) from the ancient aKav-

dbyoipo^. But the meaning obtained is less satisfactory. What
has a 'good* or 'beautiful beetle' to do with a Callicantzaros

such as I have described ? The question remains without an

answer. And yet some of Coraes' followers in recent times have

thought triumphantly to vindicate his view by pointing out that

in the dialect of Thessaly
' a species of large horned beetle

'

is

known as KaWiKdr^apot. Now I am aware that elsewhere in

Greece stag-beetles are called Kart^apihe^, which is undoubtedly
a modern form of the ancient KavOapof; and illustrates once more

the phonetic change involved in Coraes' derivation
;
and I can

believe that the Thessalian peasantry with a certain rustic humour

sometimes call them KaWtKar^apot, instead. But what light does

this throw on the supposed development of meaning ? The view

which these disciples of Coraes appear to hold, namely that the

Callicantzari, who are known and feared throughout Greek lands

and even beyond them in Turkey and in Albania, were called

after an alleged Thessalian species of Coleoptera, would be fitly

matched by a theory that the Devil was so named after a species

of fish or a printer's assistant or a patent fire-lighter.

The same objection holds good as against Polites' first view-.

Taking the word \vKOKdvT^apo<; as his starting-point, instead of

the common and central form KaXkiKdvT^apo<;, he proposed to

derive the word from \vko<;,
'

wolf,' and Kdvdapo<;,
'

beetle.' But

thouo-h the resulting hybrid might be a monster as hideous as the

worst of Callicantzari, these creatures so far as I know show no

traits suggestive of entomological parentage. But since Polites

himself has long abandoned this view, there is no need to criticize

it further.

His next pronouncement on the subject^ banished both wolf

and beetle and seemed to recognise the necessity of keeping the

main form Ka\\iKdvT^apo<i to the fore. But while he naturally

^ "AruKTa, IV. p. 211.
2 In the periodical Ilav5u}pa, 1866, xvi. p. 453.
3

MeX^TT;, p. 73, note 6.
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assumed Koko^ to be the first half of the compound, he could only-

set down KavT^apo^ as an unknown foreign, perhaps Slavonic,

word.

But in his latest publication
^ he relinquishes this position and

falls back once more on a dialectic form KaXtradyyapofi which

is reported to be in use at the village of Pyrgos in Tenos and

at some places on the v/estern shores of the Black Sea. This

word he believes to be a compound, of which the second half is

connected with a Byzantine word raayjiov, meaning a kind of

boot, and the still existing, if somewhat rare, word, raayyaprji;,
' a boot-maker,' while the first half is to be either koXo^,

'

fine,' or

KoXiKL, 'a hoof I' The former alternative provides easily the

form KoXoradyyapo^ or, as would be almost more likely, KaWu-

radyyapo^i, meaning
' one who wears fine boots

'

;
while in the

other alternative there results a supposed original form koXcko-

T(Tdyyapo<;, meaning
' one who has hoofs instead of boots,' whence,

by suppression of the third syllable, comes the existing word

KoXiTadyyapo^, or again, by loss of the first syllable, a supposed
form \L/coradyyapo<; which developed into XvKOKavT^apo^.

On the score of formation the former alternative is unassailable;

but the latter, with its supposed loss of syllables, is more question-

able. The loss of a first syllable is common enough in modern

Greek, where it consists of a vowel only (e.g. ^pia/cco'^ for evpi<7Kw,

/jbipa for r)/jL6pa, etc.), but the supposed loss of the syllable Ka

would, I think, be hard to parallel. Again the loss of a syllable

in the middle of a word is fairly common either through the sup-

pression of the vowel c (or rj, which is not distinguished from l in

sound) as in KokKavr^apo^ for KaWiKdi>T^apo(;, epfio^ for
eprjfjbOf;,

etc., or else when two concurrent syllables begin with the same

consonant, as in daTpoirekeKi,
' a thunderbolt,' for darpairoireXeKi,

but the loss of the syllable ko from the form Ka\cKOTo-dyyapo<; is

a bold hypothesis.

But on the score of meaning bofch alternatives are alike

1
UapaH6<x€LS, II. pp. 1252-3.

2 The word koXIki or KoXLyi. is a diminutive form from the Latin caliga. Besides

its original meaning 'shoe,' it has acquired now the sense of ' hoof.' The transition

was clearly through the sense of 'horse-shoe,' as witness the verb KaXiyopu, 'I shoe

a horse.'
3 This word has to be written with jS to give the I'-sound of i; following e. The e

drops, and the v cannot then be used alone, for except after a and e it is sounded as

a vowel.
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unconvincing. Polites indeed cites one or two popular traditions

in which the Callicantzari are represented as wearing wooden or

iron shoes—wherewith no doubt the better to kick and to trample
their victims; and such footgear might, I suppose, be described

ironically as * nice boots.' But to find in this occasional trait the

origin of the word Callicantzaros^ appears to me a counsel of

despair. Nor does the other alternative commend itself to me

any more. It is of course a widely accepted belief—and one by
the way which contradicts the traditions just mentioned—that

the Callicantzari have feet like those of an ass or a goat. But in

describing such a creature no one surely would be likely to say that

it had hoofs 'instead of boots'—'instead of feet' would be the

natural and reasonable expression. To suppose that the Callican-

tzari (or rather, to use the hypothetical form, the KaXcKoraayjapot)
are so named because their boot-maker provides them with hoofs

instead of detachable foot-gear, is little short of ludicrous.

But though neither of the proposed derivations will, I think,

win much acceptance, the historical evidence which Polites adduces

in support of his views forms a valuable contribution to the study
of this subject. The inferences which he draws therefrom may
not be correct; but the material which he has collected is of high
interest.

Singling out of the many traditions concerning the Callican-

tzari the widely, and perhaps universally, prevalent belief that

their activities are confined to the Twelve Days between Christmas

and Epiphany, he argues that if we can discover the origin of this

limitation, we shall be in a fair way to discover also whence came

the conception of the Callicantzari themselves.

Accordingly he traces the history of winter festivals in Greece,

starting from the period in which the Greeks, in deference to their

Roman masters, adopted the festivals known as the Saturnalia,

the Brumalia, and the Kalandae (for so the celebration of the

Kalends of January was called by the Greeks) in place of their

own old festivals such as the Kronia and some of the festivals of

Dionysus. The change however was more one of name than of

1 Polites backs up this meaning by deriving baboutzicarios (on which see above,

p. 217) from iraTovTai (Arabic bdbouch) 'a shoe,' but reluctantly refuses to accept
the identification of KaXiouT^ij^ (above, p. 215) with ya\6vT^T]s, a maker of yaXduraas
or ' wooden shoes.' Uapad. ii. 1253.
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method of observance ^ The pagan orgies which marked these

festal days were strongly denounced by the Fathers of the Church

from the very earliest times. In the first century of our era,

Timothy, bishop of Ephesus, met with his martyrdom in an

attempt to suppress such a festival. At the end of the fourth

century S. John Chrysostom and, after him, Asterios, bishop of

Amasea, loudly inveighed against the celebration of the Kalandae.

At the end of the seventh century the sixth Oecumenical Council

of the Church promulgated a canon forbidding all these pagan
winter- festivals. But still in the twelfth century, as Balsamon

testifies^ the old abuses continued unabated
;
and there are local

survivals of such festivals at the present day.

The most prominent feature of these celebrations wafe that men

dressed themselves up in various characters, to represent women,

soldiers, or animals, and thus disguised gave themselves up to the

wildest orgies. At Ephesus it is clear that these orgies included

human sacrifice, and that Bishop Timothy was on one occasion

the victim
;

for we are told by Photius that he met with his death

in trying to suppress
' the polluted and blood-stained rites of the

Greeks^
'

;
and the same writer speaks of to Karaycoycov

—so this

particular ceremony was called—as a 'devilish and abominable

festival^
'

in which men ' took delight in unholy things as if they

were pious deeds^' And again another account of the same cele-

bration tells how men with masks on their faces and with clubs in

their hands went about '

assaulting without restraint free men and

respectable women, perpetrating murders of no common sort and

shedding endless blood in the best parts of the city, as if they

were performing a religious duty ((haavel dvajKalov tl koX

^^u^oj^eXe? irpcLTTovre'^Y!

At Amasea, according to Asterios, at the beginning of the

fifth century, things were not much better. The peasants, he

says, who come into the town during the festival
' are beaten and

outraged by drunken revellers, they are robbed of anything they
are carrying, they have war waged upon them in a time of peace,

1 Their Greek character is strongly emphasized by Balsamon, pp. 230-1. (Vol.
137 of Migne, Patrol. Gr.-Lat.)

2 loc. cit.

^
Photius, Biblioth. 254, pp. 468-9, ed. Bekker, /xvaapas /cat fxiaKpopovs reXerds.

^ Ibid. 5aLp,0PLu)Sr]S /cat ^8e\vKT7] eoprrj.
^ Ibid, ws ivdea/JLOLS ^pyoLS rots ddefxiTOLS koWojttL^6/j.evoL.
^ Usener, Acta S. Timothei, p. 11 (Bonn).
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they are mocked and insulted in word and in deed\' Here too

the custom of dressing up was in vogue among those who took

part in the festival—women's dress being especially affected.

Again in the seventh century the points specially emphasized

by the canon of the Church are that ' no man is to put on feminine

dress, nor any woman the dress proper to men, nor yet are masks,

whether comic, satyric, or tragic, to be worn '

;
and the penalty for

disregard of this ordinance was to be excommunication. Yet for

all these fulminations the old custom continued. The author of

'the Martyrdom of S. Dasius^,' writing perhaps as late as the

tenth century, speaks of the festival of the Kronia as still

observed in the old way :

' on the Kalends of January foolish

men, following the custom of the (pagan) Greeks, though they
call themselves Christians, hold a great procession, changing their

own appearance and character, and assuming the guise of the devil
;

clothed in goat-skins and with their faces disguised,' they reject

their baptismal vows and again serve in the devil's ranks. And
still in the twelfth century these practices obtained not only

among the laity but even among the clergy, some of whom, in

the words of Balsamon^, 'assume various masks and dresses, and

appear in the open nave of the church, sometimes with swords

girt on and in military uniform, other times as monks or even as

quadrupeds.'

Several instances of the continuance of this custom in modern

times have been collected by . Pontes'* and others
;

the savage

orgies of old time have indeed dwindled into harmless mummery ;

but their most constant feature, the wearing of strange disguises,

remains unchanged ;
and the occasion too is still a winter-festival,

either some part of the Twelve Days or the carnival preceding
Lent. From certain facts concerning these modern festivals it

will be manifest that some relation exists between the mummers
who celebrate them and the Callicantzari.

In Crete, where the New Year is thus celebrated, the mummers
are called KaiiTTovx^pot, while in Achaia a fuller form of the

same word, KaTaifM7rov)(^6poo, is a by-name of the Callicantzari.

1
Migne, Patrol. Gr.-Lat. Vol. 40, p. 220.

2 Edited by Cumont.
3 Balsamon, loc. cit.

**

llapadocreL's, ii. pp. 1273-4. To this work I am indebted for most of my
instances of these celebrations during the 'Twelve Days.'
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At Portaria on Mount Pelion, each night of the Twelve Days, a

man is dressed up as an 'Arab,' wearing an old cloak and having
bells affixed to his clothes. He goes the round of the streets

with a lantern
;
and the villagers explicitly state that this is done

'yia ra KapKuvr^eXca,
' because of the Callicantzari,' i.e., says

Polites, as a means of getting rid of them. At Pharsala there is

a sort of play at the Epiphany, in which the mummers repre-
sent bride, bridegroom, and ' Arab

'

;
the Arab tries to carry off

the bride, and the bridegroom defends her. In some parts of

Macedonia similar mumming takes place at the New Year; in

Belbentds the men who take part in it are called 'Arabs'; at

Palaeogratsana they have the name povKar^iapta (evidently another

compound of KavT^apo<;, but one which I cannot interpret) ;

formerly also
'

at Kozane and in many other parts of Greece,'

according to a Greek writer in the early part of the nineteenth

century, throughout the Twelve Days boys carrying bells used to

go round the houses, singing songs and having
' one or more of

their company dressed up with masks and bells and foxes' brushes

and other such things to give them a w^eird and monstrous look.'

This custom is evidently identical wdth one which I myself
saw enacted in Scyros at the carnival preceding Lent. The young
men of the town array themselves in huge capes made of goat-

skin, reaching to the hips or lower, and provided with holes for

the arms. These capes are sometimes made with hoods of the

same material which cover the whole head and face, small holes

being cut for the eyes but none for purposes of respiration. In

other cases the cape covers the shoulders only, leaving the head

free, and the young man contents himself with the blue and white

kerchief, which is the usual head-gear in Scyros, and a roughly
made domino. A third variety of cape is provided with a hood to

cover the back of the head, while the mask for the face is made
of the skin of some small animal such as a weasel, of which

the hind legs and tail are attached to the hood, while the

head and forelegs hang down to the breast of the wearer; eye-
holes are cut in these as in the other forms of mask. These

capes are girt tightly about the waist with a stout cord or

strap, from which are hung all round the body a large number
of bronze goat-bells, of the ordinary shape but of extraordinary

dimensions, some measuring as much as ten inches for the greatest
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diameter. The method by which these bells are attached to the

belt is remarkable, and is designed to permit a large number of

tliem to be worn without being in any way muffled by contact

with the cape. Each bell is fastened to one end of a curved and

springy stick of about a foot in length, and the other end is

inserted behind the belt from above
;
the curve and elasticity of

the stick thus cause the bell to hang at some few inches distance

from the body, free to jangle with every motion of the dancer.

Some sixty or seventy of these bells, of various sizes, are worn by
the best-equipped, and the weight of such a number was estimated

by the people of the place as approximately a hundredweight—no

easy load with which to dance over the narrow, roughly-paved alleys

of
'

steep Scyros.' Those however who lack either the prowess or

the accoutrements to share in the glorious fatigue do not abstain

altogether from the festivities
;
even the small boys beg, borrow,

or steal a goat-bell and attach it to the hinder part of their

person in lieu of a tail, or, at the worst, make good the caudal

deficiency with a branch from the nearest tree.

Thus in various grades of goat-like attire the young men and

boys traverse the town, stopping here and there, where the steep
and tortuous paths offer a wider and more level space, to leap and

dance, or anon at some friendly door to imbibe spirituous encourage-
ment to further efforts. In the dancing itself there is nothing

peculiar to this festival
;
the swinging amble, which is the gait

of the more heavily equipped, is prescribed by the burden of bells

and the roughness of roads. The purpose of the leaping and

dancing is solely to evoke as much din as possible from the bells
;

and prodigious indeed is the jarring and jangling in those

narrow alleys when the troupe of dancers leap together into

the air, as high as their burdens allow, and come down with

one crash.

Since I first published^ an account of these festivities in

Scyros, similar celebrations of carnival-time have been reported
from other places ;

at Sochos in Macedonia^ the scene is almost

identical with that which I have described
;
in the district of Viza

in Thrace a primitive dramatic performance was recently observed

in which the two chief actors wore similar goat-skins, masks, and

^ Annital of the British School at Athens, vi. p. 125.
2
Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 31,

L. 15
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bells, and had their hands blackened^; and again at Kosti in the

extreme north of Thrace there is mummery of the same kindl

A scene of the same sort was formerly enacted in Athens also

during the carnival, and was known by the expressive name ra

rapd/jLara (i.e. rapdyf^ara), 'The Riotings.' A man dressed up as a

bear used to rush through the streets followed by a crowd of youths

howling and clashing any noisy instruments that came to hand.

That this ceremony was originally of a religious character is

shown not only by its association with the season of Lent, but

b\^ an accessory rite performed on the same occasion. Wooden

statues, actually called ^oava as late as the time of the Greek

War of Independence, were carried out in procession ;
and the

well-being of the people was believed to be so bound up with the

due performance of these rites, that even during the Revolution,

when Athens was in the hands of the Turks, a native of the place

is said to have returned from Aegina, whither he had fled for

safety, in order to play the part of the bear and to carry out the

ocoana for the general good I

The close connexion of these several modern customs, whether

the occasion of them is the Twelve Days or Carnival-time, cannot

be doubted. The variation of date is of old standing; for the

canon of the Church, on which Balsamon^ comments, condemns

certain pagan festivals on March 1st (approximately the carnival

time) along with the Kalandae and Brumalia
;
and the similarity

of the dresses, masks, bells, and other accoutrements proper to both

occasions proves the substantial identity of the festivals.

A comparison of these allied modern customs can only lead

to one conclusion. The use of the same word to denote the

mummers in Crete and the Callicantzari in Achaia; the name

pouKar^tdpia for these mummers at Palaeogratsana ;
the custom of

blackening the face, which is clearly indicated by the employment
of the name ' Arab

'

in this connexion
;
the monstrous and half-

animal appearance produced by masks, foxes' brushes, goat-skins,

and suchlike adornments; the attempted rape of the bride by the

1 E. M. Dawkins, in Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. 26, Part ii. (1906),

p. 193.
2 Dawkins, oj^. cit. p. 201, referring to a pamphlet, Trept tu)u avaa-TevapLuiv koL

&W(j}v TLvdv irapadd^wv idl/xuu Kal TrpoXrjxf/euiv, vwb 'A. Xovp/movp^'iddov, Constantinople,
1873, p. 22.

•^

KafJLTToijpoyXoVf'IiXT. rQv'Ad. ill. p. 162.
* loc. cit.
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* Arab
'

in the play at Pharsala—all furnish contributory evidence

that the mummers themselves represent Callicantzari. Only at

Portaria is the significance of the custom somewhat confused
;

there the ' Arab
'

in his old cloak and bells has long ceased to

represent a Callicantzaros, and has actually been provided with a

lantern with which to scare the Callicantzari away.
The mummers then represent Callicantzari ; the question

which remains to be answered is whether the mumming was the

cause or the effect of the belief in Callicantzari.

Polites, in support of his theory that the name Callicantzari,

in its earliest form, meant either
* wearers of nice boots

'

or
*

possessors of hoofs instead of boots/ claims that the mummers
first suggested to the Greek imagination the conception of the

Callicantzari (it is not indeed anywhere mentioned in the above

traditions that the feet or the footgear of the mummers were in

any way remarkable, but we may let that pass), and that the fear

which their riotous conduct inspired in earlier times gradually
elevated them in men's minds to the rank of demons. This, he

urges, is the reason why these demons are feared only during the

Twelve Days, the period when such mumming was in vogue.
In confirmation of his view Polites cites some of the evidence

concerning the human origin of the Callicantzari, mentioning both

the fairly common belief that men turn into Callicantzari, and the

rarer traditions that a Callicantzaros resumes his human shape if

a torch be thrust in his face and that the transformation of men
into Callicantzari can be prevented by certain means. With this

evidence I have already dealt, and I agree with Polites that in it

there survives a genuine record of the human origin of the Calli-

cantzari. But of course on the further question, whether the

particular men thus elevated to the dignity of demons were the

mummers of Christmastide, it has no immediate bearing.

As a second piece of corroboration, he adduces another derivation

hardly more felicitous than those with which I have already dealt.

The word on w^hich he tries his hand this time is Kayimovykpoi or

KaraifiTrovx^poL
—the name of the mummers in Crete and of the

Callicantzari in Achaia. Here again, with a certain perversity, he

selects the worse form of the two, Ka/jLirovx^poc, which is evidently
a syncopated form of the other, and proceeds to derive it from the

Spanish gambujo, 'a mask,' leaving the subsequent development

15—2
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of Karacfiwovx^pot totally inexplicable. For my own part I con-

sider it far more probable that the word Kara-L/jLTrovx^poi is a

humorously compounded name, of which the second half is the

word fiTrovxapi^ (an Arabic word which has passed, probably

through Turkish, into Greek) meaning 'chimney,' and that the

whole by-name has reference simply to the common belief that

Callicantzari try to extinguish the fire on the hearth and thus to

gain access to the house by the chimney. As to the meaning of

Karen-, the first half of the compound, I can only hazard the

conjecture that it is connected with the verb fcarcrtd^a), which

ordinarily means to blight, to wither, to dry up, and so forth,

though its passive participle, KaTo-Laa/jL€vo<^, is said by Skarlatos^

to be applied to clothes which are
'

difficult to wash.' If then the

compound Karatfiirovx^epoi is a descriptive title of the Calli-

cantzari, meaning those who render the chimney difficult to wash,

the coarse and eminently rustic humour of the allusion to their

habits needs no further explanation ;
and it is the mummers

of Crete who owe their name to the Callicantzari, not vice

versa.

While therefore I acknowledge and appreciate to the full the

value of Polites' researches into the history of the Twelve Days,

the inferences which he draws from the material collected seem to

me no more sound than the derivations which they are designed

to corroborate. My own interpretation of the historical facts which

Polites has brought together is as follows.

The superstitions and customs connected by the modern folk

with the Twelve Days are undoubtedly an inheritance from

ancestors who celebrated the Brumalia and other pagan festivals

at the same season of the year. These ancient festivals, though
Roman in name, probably differed very little in the manner of

their observance from certain old Greek festivals, chief among which

was some festival of Dionysus. This is rendered probable both by
the date of these festivals and by the manner of their celebration.

For the worship of Dionysus was practically confined to the winter-

time
;
at Delphi his cult superseded that of Apollo during the three

^ The word is certainly in my experience rare, and is not given in Skarlatos*

Lexicon. But it occurs e.g. in a popular tradition from Thessaly concerning the

Callicantzari, in HoXIttjs, Hapaddaeis, i. p. 356.
'^

Ae^iKOv TTJs Ka6^ ijfx.ds 'HW-qviKrjs 8ia\iKT0v, s.v. Karaiaafxepos.
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winter months^; and at Athens the four festivals of Dionysns fell

within about the same period
—the rural Dionysia at the end of

November or beginning of December, the Lenaea about a month

later, the Anthesteria at the end of January, and the Great Dionysia

at the end of February. As for the manner of conducting the

Latin-named festivals, Asterios' description of the Kaiandae in

the fifth century plainly attests the Dionysiac character of the

orgies, and Balsamon, in the twelfth, was so convinced, from what

he himself witnessed, of their Bacchanalian origin, that he actually

proposed to derive the name Brumalia from BpoO/xo?- (by which

he meant Bpo/juto^) a surname of Dionysus.

The mumming then, which is still customary in some parts

of Greece during the Twelve Days, is a survival apparently of

festivals in honour of Dionysus. Further the mummers dress

themselves up to resemble Callicantzari. But the worship of

Dionysus presented a similar scene
;

' those who made pro-

cessions in honour of Dionysus,' says Ulpian,
' used to dress

themselves up for that purpose to resemble his companions, some

in the guise of Satyrs, others as Bacchae, and others as Sileni^'

The mummers therefore of the present day have, it appears,

inherited the custom of dressing up from the ancient worshippers

of Dionysus and are their modern representatives ;
and from

this it follows that the Callicantzari whom the modern mummers
strive to resemble are to be identified with those motley com-

panions of Dionysus whom his worshippers imitated of old.

The more closely these two identifications are examined, the

more certain they will appear. Take for example Midler's general

description'' of the celebration of Dionysus' festivals.
' The swarm

of subordinate beings
—

Satyrs, Panes, and Nymphs—by whom
Bacchus was surrounded, and through whom life seemed to pass

from the god of outward nature into vegetation and the animal

world, and branch off into a variety of beautiful or grotesque

forms, were ever present to the fancy of the Greeks
;

it was not

necessary to depart very widely from the ordinary course of

ideas, to imagine that dances of fair nymphs and bold satyrs,

1
Plutarch, de el apiid Delphos, 9 (p. 389).

2
Balsamon, p. 231 (Migne, Patrol. Gr.-Lat. Vol. 137).

"*

Ulpian, ad Dem. p. 294. Cf. also Balsamon, loc, cit.
^ Miiller and Donaldson, History of the Literature of Ancient Greece, i. p. 382.
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among the solitary woods and rocks, were visible to human

eyes, or even in fancy to take a part in them. The intense

desire felt by every worshipper of Bacchus to fight, to conquer,

to suffer, in common with him, made them regard these sub-

ordinate beings as a convenient step by which they could approach
more nearly to the presence of their divinity. The custom, so

prevalent at the festivals of Bacchus, of taking the disguise of

satyrs, doubtless originated in this feeling, and not in the mere

desire of concealing excesses under the disguise of a mask
;

otherwise, so serious and pathetic a spectacle as tragedy could

never have originated in the choruses of these satyrs. The

desire of escaping from self into something new and strange,

of living in an imaginary world, breaks forth in a thousand

instances in these festivals of Bacchus. It is seen in the colour-

ing the body with plaster, soot, vermilion, and different sorts of

green and red juices of plants, wearing goats' and deer skins round

the loins, covering the face with large leaves of different plants ;

and lastly in the wearing masks of wood, bark, and other materials,

and of a complete costume belonging to the character.' To

complete this description it may be added that '

drunkenness,

and the boisterous music of flutes, cymbals and drums, were

likewise common to all Dionysiac festivals^' Which of all these

things is missing in the mediaeval or modern counterpart of the

festival ? The blackening of the face or the wearing of the masks,

the feminine costume or beast-like disguise, the boisterous music

of bells, the rioting and drunkenness—all are reproduced in the

celebration of Kalandae and Brumalia or in the mumming of the

Twelve Days. The mummers are the worshippers of a god, whose

name however and existence they and their forefathers have long

forgotten.

And again are not the Callicantzari faithful reproductions of

the Satyrs and Sileni who ever attended Dionysus ? Their semi-

bestial form with legs of goat or ass affixed to a human trunk,

their grotesque faces and goat-like ears and horns, their boisterous

and mischievous merriment, their love of wine, their passion for

dancing, above all in company with Nereids, the indecency of

their actions and sometimes of their appearance, their wantonness

and lust—all these widely acknowledged attributes of the Calli-

^
Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, s.v. Dionysia.
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cantzari proclaim them lineal descendants of Dionysus' motley
comrades.

Such is my interpretation of the facts collected by Polites,

and it differs from that which he has advanced in the reversal

of cause and effect. Starting from the fact that dressing up in

various disguises was the chief characteristic of the Kalandae and

Brumalia and is perpetuated in the mumming of the Twelve

Days, but failing to carry his researches far enough back and so

to discover the absolute identity of these festivals with the ancient

Dionysia, he holds that the generally prevalent custom of dressing

up in monstrous and horrible disguises at a given period of the

year
—a custom which he leaves unexplained

—was the cause of

the belief in the activity of monstrous and horrible demons at

that period ;
those who had once been simply human mummers

were exalted to the ranks of the supernatural, but still betrayed

their origin by the possession of a name which meant either
' wearers of nice boots

'

or else
' hoofed and not booted.' In my

view on the contrary the identity of the modern mumming with

the ancient Dionysia is indisputable; and just as in ancient times

the belief in the Satyrs and Sileni was the cause of the adoption
of satyr-like disguises in the Dionysia, so in more recent times,

when the Satyrs, Sileni, and others came to be included in the

more comprehensive term Callicantzari, it was the belief in the

Callicantzari which continued to cause the wearing of similar

disguises during the Twelve Days.
And this interpretation of the facts explains no less adequately

tha,n that of Polites the reason why the activities of the Calli-

cantzari are limited to the Twelve Days. That which was in

ancient times the special season for the commemoration of Dionysus
and his attendants has now with the very gradual but still real

decline of ancient beliefs become the only season. This is natural

and intelligible enough in itself; but, if a parallel be required,
Greek folklore can provide one. No one will suppose that the

Dryads of ancient Greece were feared during the first six days
of August only, though it is likely enough that they had a special

festival at that time
;
but in modern folklore these are the only

days on which, in many parts of Greece, any survival of the

Dryads' memory can be founds

^ See above, p. 151.
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Moreover the identification of the Callicantzari with the

Satyrs and other kindred comrades of Dionysus elucidates a

modern custom which I noticed earlier in this chapter but did

not then explain
—the rare, but known, custom of making

offerings to the Callicantzari. The sweetmeats, waffles, sausages,

and even the pig's bone which are occasionally placed in the

chimney for the Callicantzari correspond, it would seem, with

offerings formerly made to Dionysus and shared by his train of

Satyrs. Possibly even the choice of pork (usually in the shape

of sausages) or, in the more rudimentary form of the survival, of

a pig's bone, dates from the age in which the proper victim for

Dionysus at the Anthesteria was a sow
;
but of course it may only

have been determined by the fact that pork is the peasant's

Christmas fare and therefore the most ready offering at that

season.

How then, it will be asked, does the conclusion here reached,

namely that the Callicantzari are, in many districts, the modern

representatives of the Satyrs and other kindred beings, square
with that other conclusion previously drawn from another set of

facts, namely that the Callicantzari were originally not demons

but men who either voluntarily or under the compulsion of a

kind of madness assumed the shape and the character of beasts?

The reconciliation of these two apparently antagonistic conclusions

depends primarily on the derivation of the name Callicantzari.

Now the conditions which in my opinion that derivation

should satisfy, have already been indicated in my discussion of

dialectic forms and in my criticism of the several derivations

proposed by others
;
but it will be well to summarise them here.

They are four in number.

First, the derivation of this word, as of all others, must involve

only such phonetic changes as find parallels in other words of the

language.

Secondly, it must recognise the commonest form tcaWtKciv-

r^apo<^ as being also the central and original form from which the

many dialectic forms in the above table have diverged.

Thirdly, it must explain this form as a compound of a word

KavT^apofi—presumably with Kdk6<;. For, in dialect, there exists

a word crKar^dpi, which is used as a synonym with KaWiKciv-

T^apo<i and is evidently in form a diminutive of the word
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/cdvT^apo<;, and likewise there exists another synonym Xvko-

KcivT^apo^;, which cannot be formed from KaWiKavr^apo^ by an

arbitrary shutting of syllables but is a separate compound of

jcdvT^apo<;
—

presumably with \vko<;.

Fourthly, and consequently on the last-named condition, the

word KavT^apo^, whether alone or in composition with either

KaX6<; or \vko<;, must possess a meaning adequate to denote the

monsters who have been described.

All these conditions are satisfied in the identification of the

word KdvT^apo<; with the ancient word K€VTavpo<;.

The phonetic change herein involved will, to any who are not

familiar with the pronunciation of modern Greek, appear more

considerable than it really is. In that pronunciation it must be

remembered that the accent, which indicates the syllable on which

stress is laid, is everything, and ancient quantity is nothing ;
and

further that the ancient diphthongs au and eu have come to be

pronounced respectively as av or af and ev or ef. The change of

sound in this case may therefore be fairly measured by the differ-

ence between kendavros and kandzaros in British pronunciation^
The phonetic modifications therefore which require notice are the

substitution of a for e in the first syllable, the introduction of a

f after the r, and the loss of the ?;-sound before the p.

The change from e to a is very common in Greek, especially

(by assimilation it would seem) where the following syllable, as

in the word before us, has an a for its vowel. Thus dXacppof;

is constantly to be heard instead of e'Xat^po? (light), dpyaXeto^ for

ip<yaXeL6^ (a loom), fiara- for fiera- in compound verbs. The

insertion of ^ (or a) after r is certainly a less common change, but

parallels can be found for this also. The ancient word T€TTiy€<;

(grasshoppers) appears in modern Greek as r^lr^cKe^. A word of

Latin origin
^ tcvtovco (I stretch) has an equally common by-form

raLTovco. The classical word rvKavov (a chisel) has passed,

through a diminutive form rvKavcov, into the modern raovKdvc.

The word Kevrrj/xara (embroideries) has a dialectic form kcvt^tj-

fjLara^. From the adjective ^ovvro^ (gi'^Jj brown, dusky) are

^ I write d in the place of the Greek r, which when following u always has
the sound of English d.

2 It is probably formed from r^ura,
' a tent,' which clearly comes from the

Latin. Some however derive directly from the anc. Gk riraiVa;. The question
of origin however does not affect my illustration of the later change of r into t<t.

^ Heard in Sciathos and kindly communicated to me by Mr A. J. B. Wace.
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formed substantives fiovvT^ovpa and iiovvr^aXid (a stain or daub).

The substantive Karaovcjia (sulkiness, sullenness) is probably to

be identified with the ancient KaT7](f>€ia. The two most frequently

employed equivalents for ^mad' or 'crazy'
—

r/aeXXo? and ^ovpXof;
—

are probably of kindred origin
—an insertion of f in the former

having produced first r^epXo^ and thence {T)^ovp\6(;. Finally

there is some likelihood that the word Kavr^apo^, in a botanical

sense in which it is now used, is to be identified with the ancient

plant-name Kevravpetov or Kevravptov. The former indeed now_
denotes a kind of juniper, while the later is of course our 'centaury';

but this difference in meaning is not, I think, fatal to the

identification of the words. At the present day the common-folk

are extraordinarily vague in their nomenclature of natural objects.

In travelling about I made a practice of asking my guides and

others the names of flowers and birds and suchlike
;

and my
general experience might fairly be summed up by saying that the

average peasant divides all birds which he does not eat into two

classes
;
the larger ones are hawks, and the smaller are— '

little

birds, God knows what
'

;
and an accompanying shrug of the

shoulders indicates that the man does not care
;
while most flowers

can be called either violets or gilly-flowers at pleasure. Even

therefore when a peasant of superior intelligence knows that

Kdvr^apo<s is now the name of a kind of juniper, it does not follow

that that name has always belonged to it, and has not been

transferred to it from some plant formerly used, let us say, for

a like purpose. In this case it is known that both juniper and

some kind of centaury were formerly used for medicating wine^

and the wine treated with either was prescribed as 'good for the

stomach^.' Hence a confusion of the two plants is intelligible

enough among a peasantry not distinguished by a love of

botanical accuracy. But I place no reliance upon this possible

identification; the cases previously cited furnish sufficient

analogies.

Further it may be noted that in the first two examples of this

insertion of
5* or o- a certain change in the consonants of the next

syllable accompanies it. The 7 in Temye^ becomes k, the vt in

t€vt6v(o is reduced to t. In the same way, it seems, when f was

1
Pliny, Nat. Hist. xxv. 6

;
Dioscor. v. 45

; Sophocles Byzant. Lexicon, s.v.

dpKevdivoi olvos.
'^ Marcellus Empir., cap. 20 (p. 139).
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inserted after the r of K€vTavpo<;, the sound of vr was reduced to

r only, though certainly the loss of the y-sound might have

occurred, apart from any such predisposing modification, as in

the common word ^ipco (I know) for rj^evpo).

Since then the etymological conditions of the problem are

satisfied by the identification of the word /cdvT^apo<; with the

ancient K6VTavpo<;, it remains only to show that the name of

'Centaurs' fitly belongs to the monsters whom I have described;

and my contention will be that the simple word Kavr^apo^,
'

Centaur,' surviving now only in the dialectic diminutive form

(jKar^dpL, adequately expresses every sort and condition of Calli-

cantzaros that has been depicted ;
that KaXXiKcivr^apof;, the

general word, of which so many dialectic varieties occur, being

simply an euphemistic compound of Kavr^apof; with Ka\6<^ such as

we have previously seen in the title KaWiKvpahe^ given to the

Nereids, expresses precisely the same meaning as the simple
word /cdvT^apo<;,

' Centaur
'

;
and that XvKOKdvT^apo^; originally

denoted one species only of the genus Centaur, namely a Calli-

cantzaros whose animal traits were those of a wolf.

What then did the ancients mean by the word ' centaur
'

?

The mention of the name is apt to carry away our minds to

famous frieze or pediment, where in one splendidly impossible

creation of art the excellences of man, his head and his hands,

are wed with the horse's strength and speed. This was the species

of Centaur which the great sculptors and painters in the best

period of Greek Art chose to depict, and these among educated

men became the Centaurs par excellence. Yet even so it was not

forgotten that they formed only one species, and were strictly to

be called liriroKevTavpoL,
'

horse-centaurs.' Moreover two other

species of Centaur are named in the ancient language, l-^^Ovo-

KevravpoL or fish-centaurs, and ovoKevravpoi, or ass-centaurs. Of

the former nothing seems to be known beyond the mere name,

but this matters little inasmuch as they can assuredly have

contributed nothing to the popular conception of the wholly

terrestrial Callicantzari. The ass-centaurs will prove of more

interest.

But the list of ancient species of Centaur does not really

stop here. No other compounds of the word Centaur may exist,

but none the less there were other Centaurs—other creatures, that
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is, of mixed human aud animal form. Chief among these were the

Satyrs, who as pourtrayed by early Greek art might equally well

have been called 'hippocentaurs,' and in the presentations of Greco-

Roman art deserved the name, if I may coin it, of
'

tragocentaurs.'

And the Greeks themselves recognised this fact.
' The evidence of

the coins of Macedonia,' savs Miss Jane Harrison \
'

is instructive.

On the coins of Orreskii, a centaur, a horse-man, bears off a woman
in his arms. At Lete close at hand, with a coinage closely

resembling in style, fabric, weight the money of the Orreskii and

other Pangaean tribes, the type is the same in content, though
with an instructive diiference of form—a naked Satyr or Seilenos

with the hooves, ears and tail of a horse seizes a woman round

the waist....This interchange of types, Satyr and Centaur, is

evidence about which there can be no mistake. Satyr and

Centaur, slightly diverse types of the horse-man, are in essence

one and the same.' Nor was the recocjnition of this fact confined

to Macedonia. A famous picture by Zeuxis, representing the

domestic life of Centaurs, with a female Centaur (a creature

about as rare as a female Callicantzaros) suckling her young,

pourtrayed her in most respects, apart from her sex, conven-

tionally, but gave her the ears of a Satyr-. And reversely Nonnus
ventured to describe the '

shaggy Satyrs
'

as being,
'

by blood, of

Centaur-stockl' In view then of this close bond between the

two types of half-human half-animal creatures, it would be

natural that, when the specific name Satyr was lost, as it has

been lost, from the popular language, while the generic term

Centaur survived in the form Callicantzaros, the Satyrs should

have been amalgamated with those who from of old had professed
and called themselves Centaurs

;
and with the Satyrs, I suppose,

went also the Sileni.

Thus the word Centaur, in spite of the narrowing tendencies

of Greek art which selected the hippocentaur as the ideal type,

was always comprehensive in popular use, and perhaps became

even wider in scope as time went on and the distinctive appel-
lations of Satyrs and suchlike were forgotten ;

but it is also

possible that from the very earliest times the distinction between

^
Prolegomena to tlie Study of Greek Religion, p. 380.

2
Lucian, Zeuxis, cap. 6.

^ Nonnus, Dionys. 13. 44 Kal \aaiwv "Zaripiav^ Kepravpldos alfxa y€v4d\r]s. This
reference I owe to Miss Harrison, I. c.
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Satyrs and Centaurs was merely an artistic and literary con-

vention, and that in popular speech the name Centaur was

applied to both without discrimination. But it does not really

concern us to argue at length the question whether the common-

folk in antiquity never distinguished, or, having once distinguished,

subsequently contused the Satyrs and the Centaurs. It is just

worth noticing that it was in art of the-Greco-Roman period, so

far as I can discover, that horse-centaurs first began to be repre-

sented along with Satyrs and Sileni in the entourage of Dionysus ;

and if this addition to the conventional treatment of such scenes

was made, as seems likely, in deference to popular beliefs, the

date by which the close association of the two classes was an

accomplished fact and confusion of them therefore likely to ensue

is approximately determined.

At some date therefore probably not later than the beginning
of our era, the generic name of Centaur comprised several species

of half-human, half-animal monsters^ of whom the best known

were horse-centaurs, ass-centaurs, Satyrs, and Sileni
;
and each of

these species, it will be seen, has contributed something to one or

other of the many types of the modern Centaurs, the Calli-

cantzari.

The horse-centaur, which was the favourite species among the

artists of ancient times, has curiously enough had least influence

upon the modern delineation of Callicantzari. The only attribute

which they seem to have received chiefly from this source is the

rough shaggy hair with which they are usually said to be covered
;

*

shaggy
'

is Homer's epithet for the Centaurs^ and the hippo-
centaurs of later art retained the trait

;
for it is specially noted by

Lucian that in Zeuxis' picture the male hippocentaur was shaggy
all over, the human part of him no less than the equine^

The ass-centaur on the contrary is rarely mentioned by
ancient writers, but has contributed largely to some presentments
of the Callicantzari. Aelian mentions the name, in the feminine

form ovoicevTavpa, but the monster to which he applies it, although
true to its name in that the upper part of its body is human and

the lower part asinine, is not a creation of superstitious fancy, but,

as is evident from other facts which he mentions, some species of

1
Iliad, II. 743.

2 Lucian, Zeuxis, cap. 5.
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ape known to him, none too accurately, from some traveller's

tale. The locus classicus on the subject of genuine supernatural
ass-centaurs is a passage in the Septuagint translation of Isaiah^ :

Kol (TwavrrjaovcrLv haifiovta ovoKCvravpoL's koI ^orjOrjaovrac erepo's

7r/309 Tov krepoVy i/cel avaTravaovrai ovoKevravpoL €vp6vr€<s avTol<}

dvdiravcnv—'And demons shall meet with ass-centaurs and they
shall bring help one to another

;
there shall ass-centaurs find rest

for themselves and be at rest.' Here our Revised Version runs:—
" The wild beasts of the desert shall meet with the wolves (Heb.
'

howling creatures '),
and the satyr shall cry to his fellow

; yea,

the night-monster shall settle there." The comparison is in-

structive. It is clear from the context that the Septuagint
translators were minded to give some Greek colouring to their

rendering even at the expense of strict accuracy; for in the previous

verse, where our Revised Version employs the word 'jackals,' the

Septuagint introduces beings whose voices are generally supposed
to have been more attractive, the Sirens. The use of the word
' ass-centaurs

'

cannot therefore have been prompted by any

pedantic notions of literal translation. The creatures, for all the

lack of other literary warranty, must have been familiar to the

popular imagination. And what may be gleaned from the passage

concerning their character ? Apparently they are the nearest

Greek equivalent for 'howling creatures' and for 'uight-monsters';
and such emphasis in the Greek is laid upon the statement that

they will
'

find rest for themselves and be at rest,' that they must

surely in general have borne a character for restlessness. These

restless noisy monsters of the night, in shape half-human and half-

asinine, are clearly in character no less than in form the proto-

types of some modern Callicantzari.

Of the many traits inherited by the Callicantzari from the

Satyrs and Sileni, the usual comrades of Dionysus, I have already

spoken. So far as outward appearance is concerned, the Satyrs as

they came to be pourtrayed in the later Greek art are clearly

responsible for the goat-type so common in the description of the

Callicantzari, while a reminiscence of the Sileni may perhaps be

traced in the rarer bald-headed type. But as regards their manner

of life, which as T have shown bears many resemblances to that of

^ Isaiah xxxiv. 14.
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the Satyrs
— tlieir boisterous merriment and rioting, their love of

wine, their violence, and their lewdness—these traits cannot of

course be referred to the Satyrs any more than to the hippo-

centaurs or for that matter to the onocentaurs who were probably
no more sober or chaste than their kindred. Rather it was the

common possession of these qualities by the several types of half-

human and half- bestial monsters that allowed them to be grouped

together under the single name of Callicantzari.

Thus the conclusion drawn from an historical survey of those

ancient festivals which are now represented by the Twelve Days,

namel}" that the Callicantzari are the modern representatives of

Dionysus' monstrous comrades, is both corroborated and amplified

by the etymological identification of the Callicantzari (or in the

simple and unadorned form, the aKar^dpta) with the Centaurs, of

whom the Satyrs and the Sileni are species.

The remaining modern name on which I have to touch readily

explains itself in the light of what has already been said. If the

word Kcivrl^apo^ is the modern form of Kevravpo^, and if by the

name 'Centaur' was denoted a being half-human and half-animal

both in shape and in character, then the name \v/coKdvT^apo<;

clearly should mean a creature half-man half-wolf, such as the

ancients might have called a lycocentaur, but did actually

name XvfcdvdpwTro^. Lycocantzaros then etymologically should

mean the werewolf—a man transformed either by his own power
or by some external influence into a wolf.

The idea of lycanthropy has probably been familiar to the

peasants of Greece continuously from the earliest ages down to

the present day, either surviving traditionally like so many other

beliefs, or possibly stimulated by actual experiences ;
for lycan-

thropy is not a mere figment of the imagination, but is a very
real and terrible form of madness, under the influence of which

the sufferer believes himself transformed (and by dress or lack of

it tries to transfigure himself) into a wolf or other wild animal,

and in that state develops and satisfies a craving for human flesh.

Outbreaks of it were terribly frequent in the east of Europe during
the Middle Ages, especially among the Slavonic populations; and

it is not likely that Greece wholly escaped this scourge. But

whether the idea received some such impetus or no, it was

certainly known to the ancient Greeks, and is not wholly forgotten
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at the present day. This was curiously betrayed by some questions

put to an American archaeologist by an Arcadian peasant. Among
the items of falsehood vended as news by the Greek press he had

seen, but owing to the would-be classical style had failed to under-

stand, certain allegations concerning the cannibalistic habits of Red

Indians
;
and the points on which he sought enlightenment were,

first, whether they ran on all fours, and, secondly, whether they
went naked or wore wolf-skins. In effect the only form of savagery
familiar to his mind was that of the werewolf.

Now here, it might be thought, is the clue by which to explain

the first conclusion which we reached, namely, that the Calli-

cantzari were originally men capable of transformation into beasts.

The name Xv/co/cdvT^apo<; or werewolf, it might be urged, involved

the idea of such transformation ;
and the idea originally associated

with the one species was extended to the whole tribe of Calli-

cantzari. At first sight such an explanation is attractive and

appears tenable; but maturer consideration compels me to reject it.

In the first place, although the word XvKOKdvr^apo^ cannot

etymologically have meant anything but werewolf when it was

first employed, at the present day in the few districts where the

name may be heard, in Cynouria, in Messenia, and, so far as

I can ascertain, in Crete, it involves no idea of the transformation

of men into beasts; it is merely a variant form for KaWiKavr^apof;
and in no way distinguished from it in meaning, and the Calli-

cantzari in those districts are demons of definite hybrid form, not

men temporarily transformed into beasts. And conversely in the

Cyclades and other places where the belief in this transformation

of men is prevalent, the compound Xv/coKavr^apo^ seems to be

unknown, and KaXXLKdvr^apo<; (or some dialectic form of the same

word) is in vogue. Since then in many places where the generic

name Callicantzari is alone in use, the human origin of these

monsters is maintained, while in those few districts where the

specific name Lycocantzari is also used that human origin is

denied, it is hard to believe that in this respect the surviving
ideas concerning the genus can be the outcome of obsolete ideas

concerning the species.

Secondly, if for the sake of argument it be granted that the

Callicantzari had always been demons, how came the werewolf, the

XvKapOpco'TTO';, whose very name proved him half-human, to change
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that name to \vKOK(ivT^apo<; ? How came a man who occasionally

turned into a wolf to be classified as one species in a genus of beings
who ew hypothesi were not human even in origin, but demoniacal ?

We should have to suppose that the peasants of that epoch in

which the change of name occurred did not distinguish between

men and demons—which, as Euclid puts it, is absurd
;
wherefore

the supposition that the Callicantzari had always been regarded as

demons until werewolves were admitted to their ranks cannot

be maintained. Rather the point of resemblance between the

earliest Callicantzari and werewolves, which made the amalgama-
tion of them possible, must have been the belief that both alike

were men transformed into animals.

Since then the belief in the metamorphosis of men into Calli-

cantzari existed before that epoch
—a quite indeterminate epoch,

I am afraid—in which the word XvKCLvOpwTro^ fell into desuetude^

and was replaced by XvKOKavr^apo^;, where are we to look for the

origin of the idea ?

Since the Callicantzari bear the name of the Centaurs, it is

obvious that the enquiry must be carried yet further back, and

that the ancient ideas concerning the Centaurs' origin must be

investigated. Pindar touches often upon the Centaur-myths ;

what view did he take of the Centaurs' nature ? Were they
divine in origin or human ? We shall see that he held no settled

view on the subject. Both traditions concerning the origin of the

Centaurs were familiar to him just as both traditions still prevail

in modern accounts of the Callicantzari
;
sometimes he follows

the one, sometimes the other. On the one hand the Centaur

Chiron is consistently described as divine.
' Fain would 1/ says

Pindar'^, 'that Chiron... wide-ruling scion of Cronos the son of

Ouranos were living and not gone, and that the Beast of the wilds

were ruling o'er the glens of Pelion'; and again he names him
' Chiron son of Cronos^' and * the Beast divined' In Pindar's view

Chiron, be he Beast or God, is certainly not human
;
and if he is

once named by the same poet
' the Magnesian CentaurV the

^ I cannot of course absolutely affirm that the word is extinct in every dialect

even now; but the only suggestion of its use which I can find is in a story of Hahn's
collection {Alban. und Griech. March, ii. 189), where the German translation has
the strange word 'Wolfsmann.'

2
Pyth. III. 1—4. ^ Ibid. iv. 115.

» Ibid. IV. 119. 5 Ibid. III. 45.

L. 16
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epithet need only perhaps declare his habitation. His divinity is

plainly asserted, and the legend that he resigned the divine

guerdon of immortality in order to deliver Prometheus accords

with Pindar's doctrine.

But on the other hand the story of Ixion as told by Pindar

reveals another tradition. Ixion himself was human
;
for his pre-

sumptuous sin of lusting after the wife of Zeus 'swiftly he suffered

as he, mere man, deserved, and won a misery unique^' The son of

Ixion therefore by a nebulous mother could not be divine. The

cloud wherewith in his delusion he had mated 'bare unto him,

unblest of the Graces, a monstrous son, a thing apart even as she,

with no rank either among men or where gods have their portion;

him she nurtured and named Centauros
;
and he in the dales of

Pelion did mate with Magnesian mares, and thence there sprang
a wondrous warrior-tribe like unto both their parents

—like to

their dams in their nether parts, and the upper frame their sire's-.'

The first Centaur then, the founder of the race, though only half-

human in origin, was in no respect divine. How then came

Chiron
,
one of that race, to be divine ? The two traditions are

inconsistent. Pindar as a poet was not troubled thereby ;
he

chose now the one, now the other, for his art to embroider. But

in the science of mythology the discrepancy of the two traditions

is important. Once more we must carry our search further back—
to Hesiod and to Homer.

The former, in placing the battle of the Lapithae and the

Centaurs among the scenes wrought on the shield of Heracles ^

says never a word to suggest that either set of combatants were

other than human
;
the contrast between them lies wholly in the

weapons they use. The Lapithae have their leaders enumerated,

Caineus, Dryas, Pirithous, and the rest
;

the Centaurs in like

manner are gathered about their chieftains, 'huge Petraeos and

Asbolos the augur and Arctos and Oureios and black-haired Mimas

and the two sons of Peukeus, Perimedes and Dryalos.' The

account reads like a description of a fight between two tribes, one

of them equipped with body-armour and using spears, the other

more primitive and armed only with rude wooden weapons.

1

Pyth. II. 29.
2
Pyth. II. 42—48.

-
Hesiod, Shield of Heracl. 178—188.
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To this representation of the Centaurs Homer also, in the

Iliad, consents
; for, though he names them Pheres or

'

Beasts,' it

is quite clear that this is the proper name of a tribe of men—men

who dwelt on Mount Pelion and were hardly less valiant than the

heroes who conquered them. ' Never saw 1/ says Nestor,
* nor

shall see other such men as were Pirithous and Dryas, shepherd

of hosts, and Caineus and Exadios and godlike Polyphemus
and Theseus, son of Aegeus, like unto the immortals. Mightiest

in sooth were they of men upon the earth, and against mightiest

fought, even the mountain-haunting Pheres, and fearfully they

did destroy them\' And again we hear how Pirithous 'took

vengeance on the shaggy Pheres, and drave them forth from

Pelion to dwell nigh unto the Aethices^.' Apart from the name
'

Pheres,' which will shortly be examined, there is nothing in these

passages any more than in that of Hesiod to suggest that the

conflict of the Lapithae and the Centaurs means anything but the

destruction or expulsion of a primitive and wild mountain-tribe by
a people who, in the wearing of body-armour, had advanced one

important step in material civilisation. Yet in some respects the

tribe of Centaurs were, according to Homer, at least the equals of

their neighbours; for Chiron, 'the justest of the Centaurs^' was

the teacher both of the greatest warrior, Achilles^ and of the

greatest physician, Asclepios^ The only passage of Homer which

has been held to imply that the Centaurs were not men comes not

from the Iliad but from the Odyssey^
—

e'f ov Kevravpocac Kal

dvSpdcrt, velKO<^ irv')(6ri
—which Miss Harrison^ translates 'Thence

gan the feud 'twixt Centaurs and mankind,' inferring therefrom

the non-humanity of the Centaurs. It is however legitimate to

take the word dvhpdai in a stricter sense, and to render the line,

' Thence arose the feud between Centaurs and heroes,' to wit, the

heroes Pirithous, Dryas, and others
;
and the inference is then

impaired. But in any case the Iliad, the earlier authority,

consistently depicts both Chiron and the other Centaurs as human.

The tradition of a divine origin must have arisen between the

date of the Iliad and the time of Pindar, and from then until now

popular opinion must have been divided on the question whether

i Horn. II. I. 262-8. 2 Horn. II. 11. 743.
3 11. XI. 832, * Ibid.
5

II. IV. 219. ^ Horn. Od. xxi. 303.
^
Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, p. 382.

16—2
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the Centaurs, the Callicantzari, were properly men or demons.

But one part of the conclusion at which we first arrived, namely
that Callicantzari were originally men, is justified by Homer's

and Hesiod's testimony.

What then of the other part of that conclusion ? There is

ancient proof that the Callicantzari were originally men
;
but

what witness is there to the metamorphosis of those men into

beasts ? The Centaurs' alternative name, Pheres.

An ethnological explanation of this name has recently been

put forward by Prof Ridgeway ^ Concluding from the evidence of

the Iliad that
' the Pheres are as yet nothing more than a

mountain tribe and are not yet conceived as half-horse half-man,'

he points out, on the authority of Pindar, that Pelion was the

country of the Magnetes^ and that Chiron not only dwelt in a cave

on Pelion, but is himself called a Magnete^.
'

It is then probable,'

he continues^, 'that the Centaur myth originated in the fact that

the older race (the Pelasgians) had continued to hold out in the

mountains, ever the last refuge of the remnants of conquered races.

At first the tribes of Pelion may have been friendly to the

(Achaean) invader who was engaged in subjugating other tribes

with whom they had old feuds; and as the Norman settlers in

Ireland gave their sons to be fostered by the native Irish, so the

Achaean Peleus entrusted his son to the old Chiron. Nor must it

be forgotten that conquering races frequently regard the conquered
both with respect and aversion. They respect them for their skill

as wizards, because the older race are familiar with the spirits

of the land....On the other hand, as the older race have been

driven into the most barren parts of the land, and are being

continually pressed still further back, and have their women
carried off, they naturally lose no opportunity of making reprisals

on their enemies, and sally forth from their homes in the mountains

or forests to plunder and in their turn to carry off women. The

conquering race consequently regard the aborigines with hatred,

and impute to them every evil quality, though when it is necessary

to employ sorcery they will always resort to one of the hated

race.'

1
Early Age of Greece, i. pp. 173 ff.

'^

Pyth. iv. 80.
'^

Pyth. III. 45.
•*

Early Age of Greece, i. pp. 175-6.
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Then follow a series of instances from various parts of the

world which amply justify this estimate of the relations between

conquerors and conquered. But in applying the principle thus

obtained to the case of the Centaurs Prof Ridgeway goes a little

further.
' As it is therefore certain that aboriginal tribes who

survive in mountains and forests are considered not only possessed

of skill in magic, but as also bestial in their lusts, and are even

transformed into vipers and wild beasts by the imagination of their

enemies, we may reasonably infer from the Centaur myth that the

ancient Pelasgian tribes of Pelion and Ossa had been able to defy

the invaders of Thessaly, and that they had from the remotest

times possessed these mountains.
' We can now explain why they are called Pheres, Centauri and

Magnetes. Scholars are agreed in holding that Pheres ((^^pe?) is

only an Aeolic form for Orjpe^,
" wild beasts." Such a name is not

likely to have been assumed by the tribe itself, but is rather

an opprobrious term applied to them by their enemies. Centauri

was probably the name of some particular clan of Magnetes\'

Prof. Ridgeway then, as I understand, believes the Centauri to

have been named Pheres or
' Beasts

'

by their enemies because

they were bestial in character, and supports his view by the state-

ment which I have italicised. On this point I join issue.

First, the phrase in question is based upon one only out of the

many instances which he adduces as evidence of the relations

between invaders and aborigines
—and that the most dubious, for it

depends upon a somewhat arbitrary interpretation of a passage- of

Procopius. 'He wrote,' says Prof. Ridgeway ^ 'in the sixth

century of Britain thus :

" The people who in old time lived in

this island of Britain built a great wall, which cut off a consider-

able portion of it. On either side of this wall the land, climate

and everything are different. For the district to the east of the

wall enjoys a healthy climate, changing with the seasons, being

moderately warm in summer and cool in winter. It is thickly

inhabited by people who live in the same way as other folk."

After enumerating its natural advantages he then proceeds to say

that
" On the west of the wall everything is quite the opposite ;

so

^
Eidgeway, Early Age of Greece, i. p. 178.

2 De hello Gothico, iv. 20 (Niebuhr, 1833, p. 565).
3
Early Age of Greece, i. pp. 177-8.
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that, forsooth, it is impossible for a man to live there for half-an-

hour. Vipers and snakes innumerable and every kind of wild

beast share the possession of that country between them
;
and

what is most marvellous, the natives say that if a man crosses the

wall and enters the district beyond it, he immediately dies, being

quite unable to withstand the pestilential climate which prevails

there, and that any beasts that wander in there straightway meet

their death."

'There seems little doubt that the wall here meant is the Wall of

Hadrian, for the ancient geographers are confused about the

orientation of the island.

*
It is therefore probable that the vipers and wild beasts who

lived beyond the wall were nothing more than the Caledonians,

nor is it surprising to learn that a sudden death overtook either

man or beast that crossed into their territory.'

That a native British statement made in the sixth century to

the effect that the country beyond Hadrian's wall was pestilential

in climate and infested with vipers, snakes, and wild beasts, should

be considered as even probable evidence that either the Romans or

the natives of Britain regarded the Caledonians as noxious animals,

is to me surprising. The question whether the Centaurs were called

Pheres because of their bestial repute among neighbouring tribes

must be decided independently of that inference and on its own

merits.

Secondly then, was there anything bestial in the conduct of

the Centaury, as known to Homer, which could have won for them

the name of ' Beasts
'

? All that ancient mythology tells of their

conduct may be briefly summarised; they fought with the men
and carried off the women of neighbouring tribes, and occasionally

drank wine to excess. Were the Achaeans then such ardent

abstainers that they dubbed those who indulged too freely in

intoxicants
' Beasts

'

? Did the invaders of Greece and the

assailants of Troy hold fighting so reprehensible ? Or was it the

Centaurs' practice of carrying off the women of their enemies

which convicted them of ' bestial lust
'

? In all ages surely

humanum est errare, but in that early age the practice was not

only human but manly ;
the enemy's womenfolk were among the

rightful prizes of a raid. There is nothing then in mythology
to warrant the belief that the Centaurs' moral conduct was such
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as to win for them, in that age, the opprobrious name of
'

Beasts.'

And here Art supports Mythology ;
for clearly the representa-

tion of the Centaurs in semi-animal form cannot be dissociated

from their name of Pheres
;
the same idea must lie at the root of

both. If then the name Pheres was given to the Centaurs because

of their violence or lust, the animal portion of them in the repre-

sentations of early Greek Art should have been such as to express

one or both of those qualities. But what do vve find ? In dis-

cussing the development of the horse-centaur in art, Miss Harrison^

points out that though in horse-loving Athens, by the middle of

the fifth century B.C., the equine element predominated in the

composite being, 'in archaic representations the reverse is the case.

The Centaurs are in art what they are in reality, men with men's

legs and feet, but they are shaggy mountain-men with some of the

qualities and habits of beasts
;
so to indicate this in a horse-loving

country they have the hind-quarters of a horse awkwardly tacked

on to their human bodies.' Now the particular
'

qualities and

habits of beasts,' if such there be, in the Centaurs must be their

violence and lust. Are these then adequately symbolised by
'

the

hind-quarters of a horse awkwardly tacked on to their human
bodies

'

? In scenes of conflict, in the archaic representations,

it is the human part of the Centaur which bears the brunt of the

fight, and the weapon used is a branch of a tree, the primitive

human weapon ;
the Centaur fights as a man fights. If he had

been depicted with horns or teeth or claws as his weapons of

offence, then the animal part of him would fairly symbolise his

bestial violence
;
but who could discover a trace of pugnacity in

his equine loins and rump, hind legs and tail ? Or again if

pugnacity is not the particular quality which caused the Centaurs

to be named '

Beasts
'

and to be pourtrayed in half-animal form, is

it their lewdness which art thus endeavoured to suggest ? Surely,

if the early artists had understood that the name Pheres was a

contemptuous designation of a tribe bestial in their lust, Greek

taste was not so intolerant of ithyphallic representations that they

need have had recourse to so cryptic a symbol as the hind-quarters
of a horse. But if it be supposed that, while a sense of modesty,

^
Prolegomejia to the Study of Greek Religion, p. 382.
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unknown to later generations, deterred those early artists from

a more obvious method of expressing their meaning, the idea

of the Centaurs' lewdness was really present to their minds, then

Chiron too falls under the same condemnation and is tainted with

the same vice as the rest. 'A black-figured vase,' says Prof

Ridgeway, a propos of the virtues, not of the vices, of this one

Centaur,
' shows the hero (Peleus) bringing the little Achilles

to Chiron, who is depicted as a venerable old man with a white

beard and clad in a long robe from under the back of which issues

the hinder part of a diminutive pony, the equine portion being a

mere adjunct to the complete human figured' So far then as the

animal part is concerned, the representation of Chiron in early art

differs no whit from that of other Centaurs, and the quality, which

is symbolised by the equine adjunct in these, is imputed to him

also. Yet to convict of bestial lust the virtuous Chiron, the

chosen teacher of great heroes, is intolerable. In effect, no ex-

planation of the name Pheres in mythology and of the biform

representation of the Centaurs in art can be really satisfactory

which does not reckon with Chiron, the most famous and ' the

most just
'

of the Centaurs, as well as with the rest of the tribe.

Some characteristic common to them all—and therefore not lust or

any other evil passion
—must be the basis of any adequate inter-

pretation of the name '

Beasts.'

If then the name Pheres cannot have been an opprobrious

term applied to the Pelasgian tribe of Centauri by the Achaean

invaders in token of their lusts or other evil qualities, can it have

been a term of respect ? It may not now sound a respectful title
;

but in view of that ethnological principle which Prof Ridgeway

enunciates, namely
'

that conquering races frequently regard the

conquered both with respect and aversion,' the enquiry is worth

pursuing. The principle itself seems to me well established
;

it is

only his application of it in the particular case of the Centaurs to

which I have demurred.

The conquering race, he shows, are apt to respect the con-

quered for their skill as wizards. This certainly holds true in the

case before us. Chiron was of high repute in the arts of magic

1
Kidgeway, Early Age of Greece, i. p. 174. The vase in question is figured by

Colvin in Journ. of Hellenic Studies, Vol. i. p. 131, PI. 2, and by Miss Harrison,

Prolegomena etc. p. 384.
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and prophecy. It was from him that Asclepios learned
'

to be a

healer of the many-plaguing maladies of men
;
and thus all that

came unto him whether plagued with self-grown sores or with

limbs svounded by the lustrous bronze or stone far-hurled, or

marred by summer heat or winter cold—these he delivered,

loosing each from his several infirmity, some with emollient spells

and some by kindly potions, or else he hung their limbs with

charms, or by surgery he raised them up to healths' And it was

Chiron too to whom Apollo himself resorted for counsel, and from

whom he learned the blissful destiny of the maiden Cyrene-. Nor

was Chiron the only exponent of such arts among the Centaurs
;

for Hesiod names also Asbolos as a diviner.

If then the tribe of Centaurs enjoyed a reputation for sorcery,

could this have won for them the name of
' Beasts

'

? Can it have

been that, in the exercise of their magic powers, they were be-

lieved able to transform themselves into beasts?

Within the limits of Greek folk-lore we have already once

encountered such a belief, namely in the case of the '

Striges,' old

witches capable of turning themselves into birds of prey ;
and

in the folk-lore of the world at large the idea is extremely

frequent. There is no need to encumber this chapter with a mass

of recorded instances
;
the verdict of the first authority on the

subject is sufficient. According to Tylor^ the belief 'that certain

men, by natural gift or magic art, can turn for a time into raven-

ing wild beasts' is 'a widespread belief, extending through savage,

barbaric, classic, oriental, and mediaeval life, and surviving to this

day in European superstition.'
* The origin of this idea,' he says,

'

is by no means sufficiently explained,' but he notes that 'it really

occurs that, in various forms of mental disease, patients prowl

shyly, long to bite and destroy mankind, and even fancy them-

selves transformed into wild beasts.' Whether such cases of

insanity are the cause or the effect of the belief, he does not

determine
;
but he adds, what is most important to the present

issue, that '

professional sorcerers have taken up the idea, as they
do any morbid delusion, and pretend to turn themselves and

others into beasts by magic art'
; and, later on'*, citing by way

* Find. Pyth. iii. 45 ff. (transl. Myers).
'^ Find. Pyth. ix. 31 £f.

^ Primitive Culture, Vol. i. p. 308. For a mass of instances, see pp. 308—315.
*

Op. cit. I. p. 312.
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of illustration a passage of the Eclogues^, in which Vergil
'

tells of

Moeris as turning into a wolf by the use of poisonous herbs, as

calling up souls from the tombs, and as bewitching away crops,'

he points out that in the popular opinion of Vergil's age
' the arts

of the werewolf, the necromancer or "medium," and the witch,

were different branches of one craft.'

If then the Centaurs were a tribe of reputed sorcerers and

also obtained the secondary name of 'Beasts,' the analogy of world-

wide superstitions suggests that the link between these two facts

is to be found in their magical power of assuming the shape of

beasts.

What particular beast-shape the Centaurs most often affected

need not much concern us. The analogy, on which my interpreta-

tion of the name Pheres rests, makes certainly for some shape

more terrifying than that of a horse
;
and the word cf)rjp6<;

itself

also denotes wild and savage beasts rather than domestic animals.

But the horse-centaur, though it monopolised art, was not the

only form of centaur known, nor, if we may judge from modern

descriptions of the Callicantzari, had it so firm a hold on the

popular imagination as some other types. Possibly its very exis-

tence is due only to the aesthetic taste of a horse-loving people.

Pindar certainly knew of one Centaurus earlier in date and far

more monstrous than the horse-centaurs which artists chose to

depict, and provided a genealogy accordingly. Moreover in the

passage of Hesiod which I have quoted above and which, by its

agreement with the Iliad as to the human character of the

Centaurs, is proved to embody an early tradition, there is at least

a suggestion of a more savage form assumed by the Centaurs.

Several of their names in that passage- seem to indicate various

qualities and habits which they possessed. One is called Petraeos,

because the Centaurs lived in rocky caves or because they hurled

rocks at their foes
;
another is Oureios, because they were a

mountain-tribe
;
then there are the two sons of Peukeus, so named

because the Centaurs' weapons were pine-branches. And why is

1
Verg. Ed. viii. 95.

2
Hesiod, Shield of Heracles, 178 ff. Cf. also the names "Aypios and "EXaros

(suggesting iXdrr], the fir-tree from which their weapons were made) in Apollodor.
II. 5. 4. The name "A(r/3oXos in Hesiod, meaning 'soot,' I cannot interpret; for it

is hard to suppose that the ancient Centaurs, like the Callicantzari, came down the

chimney. But the word is possibly corrupt ;
for Ovid {Met. xii. 307) refers to an

augur Astylus among the Centaurs.
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another named Arctos ? Is it not because the Centaurs assumed

by sorcery the form of bears ? There is some probability then

that the equine type of Centaur, the conventional Centaur of

Greek Art, was a comparatively late development, and that the

remote age which gave to the Centaurs the name of Pheres

believed rather that that tribe of sorcerers were wont to transform

themselves into the more monstrous and terrible shapes of bears

and other wild beasts.

But if the particular animal which Greek artists selected as a

component part of their Centaurs is thus of minor importance, the

fact that their Centaurs were always composite in conception,

always compounded of the human and the animal, is highly

significant. In discussing the various types of Callicantzari in

various parts of Greece, we found that, where there exists a belief

in their power of metamorphosis, they are stated to appear in

single and complete shapes, while, where the belief in their trans-

formation is unknown, they are represented in composite shapes ;

and having previously concluded that the belief in their meta-

morphosis was a genuine and original factor in the superstition, we

were led to formulate the principle, that a being of some single,

normal, and known shape who has originally been believed capable
of transforming himself into one or more other single, normal,

and known shapes, comes to be represented, when the belief in his

power of transformation dies out, as a being of composite, abnormal,

and fantastic shape, combining incongruous features of the several

single, normal, and known shapes. Now the horse-centaur of Greek

Art is a being of composite, abnormal, and fantastic shape, com-

bining incongruous features of man and animal. If then the

principle based on facts of modern Greek folk-lore may be applied

to the facts of ancient Greek folk-lore, the horse-centaur of Greek

Art replaced a completely human Centaur capable of transforming
himself into completely animal form.

Moreover I am inclined to think that such a development was

likely to occur in the representations of art even more readily than

in verbal descriptions. For even if the artist belonged to an age
which had not yet forgotten that the Centaurs were human beings

capable of turning themselves by sorcery into beasts, how was

he to distinguish the Centaur in his picture either from an

ordinary man, if the Centaur were in his ordinary human shape, or
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from a real animal, if the Centaur were in his assumed shape ?

He might of course have drawn an ordinary man and have

inscribed the legend,
' This is a Centaur capable of assuming other

forms
'

;
or he might have drawn an ordinary animal with the

explanatory note,
' This is not really an animal but a Centaur

in disguise.' But if such expedients did not satisfy his artistic

instincts, what was he to do ? Surely his only course was to

depict the Centaur in his normal human shape, and by some

animal adjunct to indicate his powers of transformation. And
that is what he did

;
for in the earliest art the fore part of the

Centaur is a complete human figure, and the hind part is a some-

Avhat disconnected equine appendage \

Nor is this artistic convention without parallel in ancient

Greece. At Phigalea there was once, we are told, an ancient

statue of Demeter represented as a woman with the head and

mane of a horse
;
and the explanation of this equine adjunct

was that she had once assumed the form of a mare-. In other

words, the power of transformation was indicated in art by a

composite form.

Hence indeed it is not unlikely that the very method which

early artists adopted of indicating the Centaurs' power to assume

various single forms, being misunderstood by later generations

among whom the Centaurs' human origin and faculty of magical

transformation were no longer predominant traditions, contributed

not a little to the conception of Centaurs in an invariable com-

posite form
;
and that later art, by blending the two incongruous

elements into a more harmonious but less significant whole, con-

firmed men in that misunderstanding, until the old traditions

became a piece of rare and local lore.

Thus on three separate grounds
—the analogy of world-wide

superstition which attributes to sorcerers the power of assuming

bestial form
;
the tendency detected in modern Greek folk-lore to

replace beings of single shape, but capable of transforming them-

selves into other single shapes, by creatures of composite shape ;

and the contrast between the horse-centaurs of archaic art and

those of the Parthenon—we are led to the same conclusion, namely

that the Centaurs were a tribe of reputed sorcerers whose most

1 Cf. Miss J. Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 383-4.
2 Paus. VIII. 42. 1—4. Cf. vm. 25. 5.
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striking manifestation of power, in the eyes of their Achaean

neighbours, was to turn themselves into wild beasts. The name

Pheres was then in truth a title of respect, a title in no way

derogatory to the virtuous Chiron, who, if he exercised his

magical powers chiefly in mercy and healing, shared doubtless

with the other Centaurs the miraculous faculty of metamorphosis.

Our first conclusion then concerning the Callicantzari, namely
that they were originally men capable of turning into beasts, was

no less correct than the second conclusion which showed them as

the modern representatives of Dionysus' attendant Satyrs and

Sileni. Where the beliefs in their human origin and in their

power of metamorphosis still prevail, Greek tradition has pre-

served not only the name but the essential character of the ancient

Centaurs.

Does it seem hardly credible that popular tradition should still

faithfully record a superstition which dates from before Homer

and yet is practically ignored by Greek literature ? Still if the

fidelity of the common-folk's memory is guaranteed in many details

by its agreement with that which literature does record, it would

be folly to disregard it where literature is silent or prefers another

of the still prevalent traditions. Let us take only ApoUodorus'

account^ of the fight of Heracles with the Centaurs and mark the

several points in which it confirms the present beliefs about the

Callicantzari. The old home, he says, of the Centaurs before they

came to Malea was Pelion
;
Pelion is now the place where above

all others stories of the Callicantzari are rife
;
and in the neigh-

bouring island of Sciathos it is believed- that they come at

Christmas not from the lower world, but from the mainland, the

old country of the Magnetes ;
even local associations then seem

to have survived, just as in the modern stories about Demeter

from Eleusis and from Phigaleia. Heracles was entertained in

the cave of the Centaur Pholos
;
the Callicantzari likewise live in

caves during their sojourn on earth, and their hospitality, though

never sought, has been endured. The Centaur Pholos ate raw

meat, though he provided his guest with cooked meat; the

Callicantzari also regale themselves on uncooked food^ toads and

^
ApoUodorus, ii. 5. 4.

2
noXtT77s, napa56(rets, i. p. 339.

3 Stories of their coming to cook frogs etc. at the hearths of men occur, but

only confirm the general belief that they have no fii-es of their own at which to cook,

and are in general afraid of fire.
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snakes for the most part, but in one Messenian story also raw

dogs'-flesh^ Heracles broached a cask of wine, and Pholos' brother

Centaurs smelt it and swarmed to the cave on mischief bent
;
the

Callicantzari have the same love of wine and the same malevo-

lence. The first of the Centaurs to enter the cave were put to

flight by Heracles with fire-brands, and his ordinary weapon, the

bow, was not used by him save to complete the rout
;
fire-brands

are the right weapons with which to scare away the Callicantzari.

Surely, when such correspondences as these attest the integrity of

popular tradition for some two thousand years, there is nothing
incredible in the supposition that there had been equal integrity

in popular (as opposed to artistic and literary) traditions for

another thousand years or more before that.

Thus then it appears that in some districts of modern Greece,

in which there prevail the beliefs that the Callicantzari are, in

their normal form, human and that they are capable of transform-

ing themselves into beasts, popular tradition dates from the age

in which the Achaean invaders credited the Pelasgian tribe of

Centauri with magical powers and in token of one special mani-

festation thereof surnamed them Pheres.

In other districts, where the Callicantzari are represented as

demoniacal and not human and as monsters of mixed rather than

of variable shape, the popular memory goes back to a period some-

what less remote, that period in which a new conception, encouraged

perhaps unwittingly by archaic art, became predominant in classical

art and literature, with the further result, we must suppose, that

in the minds of some of the common-folk too monsters of composite

shape took the place of the old human wonder-working Centaurs.

And yet again in other districts, where the Christmas mummers
in the guise of Callicantzari are the modern representatives of

those worshippers of Dionysus who dressed themselves in the

guise of Satyrs or Sileni, the traditions which survive are mainly
those of a post-classical age in which the half-human half-animal

comrades of Dionysus lost their distinctive names and were en-

rolled in the Centaurs' ranks.

Finally in the few districts where language at least testifies

that werewolves have also been numbered among the Callicantzari,

1
IIo\ir7?s, riapaSocrets, II. pp. 1297 and 1337.
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popular belief, though preserving much that is ancient, may have

been modified by a superstition, or rather by an actual form of

insanity, which was particularly prevalent in the Middle Ages.

Such have been in different districts and periods the various

developments of a superstition which originated in the reputation

for sorcery enjoyed by a Pelasgian tribe inhabiting Mount Pelion

in a prehistoric age ;
and the complexity of modern traditions

concerning the Callicantzari is due to the fact that they do not all

date from one epoch but comprise the whole history of the Centaurs.

§ 14. Genii.

The tale of deities is now almost told. There remain only a

few miscellaneous beings, identical or, at the least, comparable
with the creations of ancient superstition, who may be classed

together under the name of aroi^etA^ (anciently (rroi'x^eLa) or, to

adopt the exact Latin equivalent, genii.

The Greek word, which in classical times served as a fair

equivalent for any sense of our word '

elements,' became from

Plato's time onward a technical term in physics for those first

beginnings of the material world which Empedocles had pre-

viously called pi^cofiara and other philosophers apxaL The

physical elements however were commonly supposed to be haunted

each by its own peculiar spirit, and hence among the later

Platonists the term o-TOL^ela became a technicality of demonology
rather than of natural science^. Every component part of the

visible universe was credited with an invisible genius, a spirit

whose being was in some way bound up with the existence of its

abode
;
and the term

€rTOi')(^elov
was transferred from the material

to the spiritual.

But though the Platonists invented and introduced this new
sense of the word, its widespread acceptance was probably not

their work, but a curious accident resulting from misinterpretation
of early Christian writings. In St Paul's Epistles^ there occurs

several times a phrase, xa crTot^eta rod Koayiov, 'worldly principles,'

^ The shift of accent is due to the synizesis of the syllables -et-a, pronounced
now as -ya.

2 Du Cange, s.v. aroix^lov.
3 Coloss. ii. 3 and 20; Galat. iv. 3 and 9.
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which was apparently a little too cultured for many of those who
heard or read it. It conveyed to their minds probably no more

than 'being enslaved to weak and beggarly elements^' conveys to

the British peasant of to-day. What more natural then than that

the commentator should accept the word in the sense given to it by
the Platonists, and that the common-folk who heard his exposition

should readily identify the arotx^la whom they were bidden no

longer to serve with the lesser deities and local genii to whose

service they had long been bound—to whose service moreover in

spite of the supposed injunction they have always continued

faithful ? The Church, they would have felt, acknowledged the

existence of these beings ;
ecclesiastical authority endorsed an-

cestral tradition
;
and since such beings existed, it were folly to

ignore them
; nay, since the Church declared that they were

powers of evil, it was but prudent to propitiate them, to appease
their malevolence. Thus

(7Toc')(^6La
came to be reckoned by every

right-minded peasant among his regular demoniacal entourage.

And so they remain—some of them hostile to man, some benevo-

lent, but all alike wild, uncontrollable spirits
—so that St Paul's

phrase arocx^ela rov koct/jlov even appears in one folk-song meta-

phorically as a description of wild and wilful young men^
Thus the very origin of the term rendered it compre-

hensive in meaning. Even the greater deities of ancient Greece

were, in a sense, local—the occupants of prescribed domains
;

Poseidon might logically be called the genius of the sea, Demeter
of the corn-land

;
while lesser deities were always associated with

particular spots and often unknown elsewhere. But mediaeval

usage of the word arocx^lov and of its derivatives tended to widen

the meaning of the word yet more. A verb
a-roL')(^eiovv^ was

formed which properly meant to settle a genius in a particular

place
—either a beneficent genius to act as tutelary deity, or

an evil genius whose range of activity would thus be circum-

scribed within known and narrower limits
;

but it was used

also in a larger sense to denote the exercise of any magical
*

powers. A corresponding adjective arotxeKOfMariKOf;^ was applied

^ Galat. iv. 9.
2
Passow, Popul. Carm. no. 524. According to S^apXaros {Xe^iKbv, s.v.)

(TTOLxeLou is sometimes a term of abuse ; on that statement I base my interpretation
of the folk-song.

3 Du Cange, s.v. 4 d^ Cange, s.v.
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to anyone who had dealings with genii or familiar spirits,

and more vaguely to wizards in general. Thus the famous

magician Apollonius of Tyana is described as a 'Pythagorean

philosopher with power over genii' {(^Ckoaoc^o^ UvOayopetof;

aroL'x^eiw^iaTLKO'^y ;
and two out of his many miracles may be

taken as typical of his exercise of the power. Once, it is recorded,

he was summoned to Byzantium by the inhabitants and there * he

charmed (icrTocx^icoaev) snakes and scorpions not to strike,

mosquitoes totally to disappear, horses to be quiet and not to be

vicious either towards each other or towards man; the river Lvcus

also he charmed {io-roLxeicoo'ev) not to flood and do damage to

Byzantium 2.' In the first part of this passage the verb is un-

doubtedly used in a very lax sense, for snakes, scorpions, mosquitoes,

and horses can hardly have been conceived to have their own

several genii or guardian-spirits upon whom magic could be

exercised
;
but the charming of the river Lycus certainly suggests

the restraining of the aroL'x^eLov or genius of the river within

settled bounds. This stricter sense of the word however comes

oufc more clearly in relation to good genii who were settled by

magical charms in any given object or place. Hence even the

w^ord aroLx^Lov reverted to a material sense, and was sometimes

employed to mean a 'talisman^
'—an object, that is, in which resided

a genius capable of averting wars, pestilences, and suchlike. Genii

of this kind, we are told, were settled by the same Apollonius in

the statues throughout Constantinople^ where the belief in their

efficacy seems to have been generally accepted ;
for there was to

be seen there a cross in the middle of which was ' the fortune of

the city, namely a small chain having its ends locked together

and possessed of power to keep the city abounding in all manner

of goods and to give her victory ever over the nations (or heathen),

that they should have strength no more to approach and draw

nigh thereto, but should hold further aloof from her and retreat

as though they had been vanquished. And the key of the chain

was buried in the foundations of the pillars^' on which the cross

1
Georg. Cedrenus (circ. 1050) Historiarum Compendium, p. 197 (edit. Paris).

^
Cedrenus, ihid.

3
aroLx^tov pro eo quod TiXea/jia (whence by Arabic corruption our 'talisman')

vocant Gi'aeci, usurpant alii. Du Cange, ibid.
•* Codinus (loth century), de Originibus Gonstantinop. p. 30 (edit. Paris)

§63.
5
Codinus, ibid. p. 20. § 39.

L. 17
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rested. The locked chain was probably the magical means by
which the tutelary genius of the city was kept at his post.

But these wide and vague usages of the word and its deriva-

tives have now for the most part disappeared. Leo Allatius^ still

used <jToiyei(xiyiaTiK6<^ in the sense of
'

magician/ but I have not

found it in modern Greek. A remnant of the verb aroiyj^iovv'^ is

seen in the past participle (TToiyeiwiikvo'^, which at the present day
is applied in its true sense to objects 'haunted hy genii! And the

word aroLX^id, though locally extended in scope so as to become

in effect synonymous with haifiovia or i^coriKa^, comprising all

non-Christian deities irrespectively of their close connexion with

particular natural phenomena, still maintains in its more strict,

and I think more frequent, usage the meaning of genii.

The term thus provided by the Platonists and popularised

accidentally by the Church is a convenience in the classification

of demons; for the ancient Greeks had no popular word which was

exactly equivalent ; they had to choose between the vague term

haifjboviov which implied nothing of attachment to any place or

object, and the special designation of the particular kind oi genius.

The Latin tongue was in this respect better supplied. It must

not however be inferred that the introduction of the useful

term aroi^ela into the demonological nomenclature of Greece

marked any innovation in popular superstition. The Greeks no

less than the Romans had from time immemorial believed in

genii. That scene of the Aeneid^, in which, while Aeneas is

holding a memorial feast in honour of his father, a snake appears

and tastes of the offerings and itself in turn is honoured with

fresh sacrifice as being either the genius of the place or an

attendant of the hero Anchises, is throughout Greek in tone
;
and

the comment of Servius thereupon,
•' There is no place without a

genius, which usually manifests itself in the form of a snake,!

revives a hundred memories of sacred snakes tended in the

temples or depicted on the tombs of ancient Greece. Moreover

several of the supernatural beings whom I have already described,

and whose identity with the creatures of ancient superstition is

1 Be quor. Graec. opinat. cap. xxi.
2 The active of the verb also survives in a special sense, for which see below,

p. 267. The modern form is (xtolx^lovu: : cf. dTjXova} for drjXdw, etc.
2 See above, p. 69. *

Verg. Aen. v. 84 ff.
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established, are essentially genii. The Lamia is the genius of the

darksome cave where she makes her lair; the Gorgon, of the

straits where she waylays her prey ; and, most clearly of all, the

Dryads are the genii of the trees which they inhabit. For the

life of each one of them is bound up with the life of the tree in

which she dwells
;
and still as in old time, so surely as the tree

decays away with age, her life too is done and ' her soul leaves

therewith the light of the sun\' The woodman of to-day therefore

speaks with the utmost fidelity to ancient tradition when he calls

the trees where his Nereids dwell arofx^eicofjieva Bevrpa,
'

trees

haunted by genii'; such innovation as there has been is in ter-

minology only.

One word of caution only is required before we proceed to the

consideration of various species of ge7iii not yet described. It must

not be assumed that all genii, on the analogy of the tree-nymphs,

die along with the dissolution of their dwelling-places ;
the exist-

ence of the genius and that of the haunted object are indeed always

closely and intimately united, but not necessarily in such a manner

as to preclude the migration of the genius on the dissolution of

its first abode into a second. The converse proposition however,

that any object could enjoy prolonged existence after the departure

from it of the indwelling power, may be considered improbable.

The genii with whom I now propose to deal fall into five

main divisions according to their habitations. These are first

buildings, secondly water, thirdly mountains, caves, and desert

places, fourthly the air, fifthly human beings.

The gejiii of buildings are universally acknowledged in Greece.

The forms in which they appear are various; this may partly

be explained by the belief that they possess the power of as-

suming different shapes at will
;
but it is certain also that their

normal shape is in some measure determined by the nature of

the building
—house, church, or bridge

—of which each is the

guardian.
The genius of a house appears almost always in the guise of a

snake, or, according to Leo Allatius^ of a lizard or other reptile. It

is believed to have its permanent dwelling in the foundations, and

1 Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, 272. Cf. above, p. 156.
^ De quor. Graec. opinat. cap. xxi.

17—2
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not infrequently some hole or crevice in a rough cottage-floor is

regarded as the entrance to its home. About such holes peasants
have been known to sprinkle bread-crumbs^; and I have been

informed, though I cannot vouch as an eye-witness for the state-

ment, that on the festival of that saint whose name the master of

a house bears, he will sometimes combine services to both his

Christian and his pagan tutelary deities, substituting wine for the

water on which the oil of the sacred lamp before the saint's icon

usually floats, and pouring a libation of milk—for the older deities

disapprove of intoxicants—about the aperture which leads down
to the subterranean home of the genius. If it so happen that

there is a snake in the hole and the milky deluge compels it

speedily to issue from its hiding-place, its appearance in the house

is greeted with a silent delight or with a few words of welcome

quietly spoken. For on no account must the 'guardian of the

house,' votKOfcvp7]<i'^
or roiraKa';^, as it is sometimes called, be

frightened by any sound or sudden movement. Much less of

course must any physical hurt or violence be done to it
;
the con-

sequences of such action, even though ic be due merely to inad-

vertence, are swift and terrible
;

the house itself falls, or the

member of the family who was guilty of the outrage dies in the

self-same way in which he slew the snaked

These beliefs and customs are probably all of ancient date.

Theophrastus^ notes how the superstitious man, if he sees a snake

in the house, sets up a shrine for it on the spot. The observation

also of such, snakes was a recognised department of 'domestic

divination' {oLKoaKOTTLKrj) on which one Xenocrates—not the

disciple of Plato—wrote a treatise*^. They were probably known

as oiKovpoi,
'

guardians of the house
'

(a name which is identical in

meaning with the modern voiKOKvprj^), for ib is thus at any rate

that Hesychius^ designates the great snake which Herodotus^ tells'

us was 'guardian {(f>vXaKa) of the acropolis' at Athens, and

1 B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 185.
^

i.e. oiKOKvpLos, with initial v attached (first in the accusative) from the article

{tov) preceding. This is the ordinary word for ' the master of a house.'
^

i.e. balnwv tov rdirov. The word is used in Cythnos and Cyprus. Cf. BdWrjvdas,
KvdpLaKOL, p. 124. Sa/ceXXd/)ios, KvirpiaKd, ill. p. 286.

* For detailed stories in point, see Leo Allatius, I. c, B. Schmidt, ojJ. cit.

pp. 186, 187.
5 Char. 16.
^

Suidas, s.vv. oiwuia-TiKr) and Sevo/f/jdri;?.
7 s.v. o(piv oLKovpbv.

^ VIII. 41.
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which, by leaving untouched the honey-cake with which it was

fed every month, proved to the Athenians, when the second

Persian invasion was threatening them, that their tutelary deity

had departed from the acropolis, and decided them likewise to

evacuate the city. Thus the few facts that are recorded about

this belief in antiquity accord so exactly with modern observa-

tions, that from the minuter detail of the latter the outlines of the

former may safely be filled in.

The genii of churches most commonly are seen or heard in

the form of oxen—bulls for the most part^, but also steers and

heifers 2. They appear, like all genii, most frequently at night,

and, according to one authority,
'

are adorned with various precious

stones which diffuse a brightness such as to light the whole

church.' 'They are seldom harmful,' continues the same writer^:

'the few that are so—called simply KaKa—do not dare to make their

abode within the churches, but have their lairs close to them in

order to do hurt to church-goers....Near Calamata, on a mountain-

side, there is a chapel of ease dedicated to St George. The

peasants narrate that at each annual festival held there on

April 23rd a genius used to issue forth from a hole close by and

to devour one of the festal gathering. After some years the good

people, seeing that there was no remedy for this annual catastrophe,

decided to give up the festival. But a week before the feast

St George appeared to them all simultaneously in a dream, and

assured them that they should suffer no hurt at the festival,

because he had sealed up the monster. And in fact they went

there and found the hole closed by a massive stone, on which

was imprinted the mark of a horse's hoof; for St George,

willing that the hole should remain always closed, had made

his horse strike the stone with his hoof Thenceforth the saint

has borne the surname TTeTaXwr?;? (from ireraXov the 'shoe' or

'hoof of a horse) and up to this day is shewn the hoof-mark

upon a stone.'

Harmless genii however are more frequently assigned to

churches, exercising a kind of wardenship over them and taking
an interest in the parishioners. At Marousi, a village near

Athens, there is a church which is still believed to have a

1 Cf. Passow, Popnl. Carm., Index, s.v, aroixe'iou.
2

noXir-qs, MeXert], p. 134. -^

UoXIttjs, I. c.
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genius, in the form of a bull, lurking in its foundations
;
and when

any parishioner is about to die, the bull is heard to bellow three

times at midnight. A church in Athens used to claim the same

distinction, and the bellowing of the bull there is said to have

been heard within living memory at the death of an old man
named Lioules\ Other churches also in Athens, not to be out-

done, pretended to the possession of genii in the shapes of a

snake, a black cock, and a woman, who all followed the bull's

example and emitted their appropriate cries thrice at midnight

as a presage of similar events I

Why the genii of churches in particular appear mostly as bulls,

I cannot determine. When the genius of a river manifests itself

in that form, the connexion with antiquity is obvious
;
for river-

gods, who ex vi termini are the genii of the rivers whose name

they share, were constantly pourtrayed of old in the form of

bulls. All that can be said is that the type of genius is old,

though its localisation is new and difficult to, explain.

The genii of bridges cannot properly, I suppose, be distin-

guished from the ge7iii of those rivers or ravines which the bridges

span. They are usually depicted as dragons or other formidable

monsters, and they are best known for the cruel toll which they

exact when the bridge is a-building. The original conception

is doubtless that of the river-god demanding a sacrifice, even of

human life, in compensation for men's encroachment upon his

domain. The most famous of the folk-songs which celebrate

such a themp is associated with ' the Bridge of Arta,' but many
versions^ of it have been published from different districts, and

in some the names of other bridges are substituted
;
in Crete the

story is attached to the '

shaking bridge
'

over a mountain torrent

near Cauea^; in the Peloponnese to 'the Lady's bridge' over the

river Ladon^; in the neighbourhood of Thermopylae to a bridge

over the river Hellada^; in the island of Cos to the old bridge of

Antimachia''. The song, in the version^ which I select, runs thus:

^
Kafnro6poy\ov, 'Icrr. tCov ^A6r]v. ill. p. 155.

^
Ka/iTTovpoyXov, op. cit. i. 226.

3
e.g. Passow, Popul. Carm. nos. 511, 512.

^ '

AvToutddtjs, KprjTTjU, p. 247 (from HoXlttjs, op. cit. p. 141).
•^

UoXiTrjs, ibid.
^

'laTpidr]^, llvWoyr] drj/jLOT. aajxaToiv, pp. 28—30 (JIoXiVt??, ibid.).
7 W. H. D. Rouse in Folklore, June, 1899 (Vol. x. no. 2), pp. 182 £f.

^ Passow, no. 511, and Za^TreXtos, "Aafxara brifxoTLKa t^s 'EXXdSos, p. 757.
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'Apprentices three-score there were, and craftsmen five and forty,

For three long years they laboured sore to build the bridge of Arta
;

All the day long they builded it, each night it fell in ruin.

The craftsmen fall to loud lament, th' apprentices to weeping:

"Alas, alas for all our toil, alack for all our labour,

That all day long we're building it, at night it falls in ruin."

Then from the rightmost arch thereof the demon gave them answer:
" An ye devote not human life, no wall hath sure foundation

;

And now devote not orphan-child, nor wayfarer, nor stranger,

But give your master-craftsman's wife, his wife so fair and gracious,

That cometh late toward eventide, that cometh late toward supper."
The master-craftsman heard it well, and fell as one death-stricken

;

A word anon he writes and bids the nightingale to carry :

"
Tarry to don thy best array, tarry to come to supper,

Tarry to go upon thy way across the bridge of Arta."

The nightingale heard not aright, and carried other message :

"
Hurry to don thy best array, hurry to come to supper.

Hurry to go upon thy way across the bridge of Arta."

Lo, there she came, now full in view, along the dust-white roadway;
The master-craftsman her espied, and all his heart was breaking ;

E'en from afar she bids them hail, e'en from afar she greets them :

" Gladness and health, my masters all, apprentices and craftsmen !

What ails the master-craftsman then that he is so distressM?"
"
Nought ails save only that his ring by the first arch is fallen

;

Who shall go in and out again his ring thence to recover 1
"

"
Master, be not so bitter-grieved, I will go fetch it for thee

;

Let me go in and out again thy ring thence to recover."

Not yet bad she made full descent, not halfway had descended
;

" Draw up the rope, prithee goodman, draw up the cable quickly,
For all the world is upside down, and nought have I recovered."

One plies the spade to cover her, another shovels mortar.
The master-craftsman lifts a stone, and hurls it down upon her.
"
Alas, alas for this our doom, alack for our sad fortune !

Three sisters we, and for all three a cruel fate was written.

One went to building Dounavi, the next to build Avlona,
And I, the last of all the three, must build the bridge of Arta.

Even as trembles my poor heart, so may the bridge-way tremble.

Even as my fair tresses fall, so fall all they that cross it!"
"
Nay, change, girl, prithee change thy speech, and utter other presage ;

Thou hast one brother dear to thee, and haply he may pass it."

Then changed she her speech withal, and uttered other presage:
"As iron now is my poor heart, as iron stand the bridge-way.
As iron are my tresses fair, iron be they that cross it !

For I've a brother far away, and haply he may pass it."'

But while the most famous examples of sacrifice to genii are

connected with bridges, the custom in a less criminal form than
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that which the folk-songs celebrate is common throughout Greece

to-day. In building a house or any other edifice, the question
of propitiating the genius already in possession of the site and

of inducing it to become the guardian of the building is duly
considered. Sacrifice is done. The peace-offering, according to

the importance of the building and the means of the future

owner, may consist of an ox, a ram, a he-goat, or a cock (or,

less commonly, of a hen with her brood^), preferably of black

colour, as were in old time victims designed for gods beneath

the earth. The selected animal is in Acarnania and Aetolia'^

taken to the site, and there its throat is cut so that the blood

may fall on the foundation-stone, beneath which the body is

then interred. In some other places^ it suffices to mark a cross

upon the stone with the victim's blood. In the same district the

practice of taking auspices from the victim—from the shoulder-

blade in the case of a ram and from the breast-bone in the case

of a cock—is occasionally combined with the sacrifice, but is not

essential to the ceremony.
But animals, though they are the only victims actually

slaughtered upon the spot, are not the only form of peace-

offering. Even at the present day when, added to the power
of the law, a sense of humanity, or a fear of being pronounced
'

uncivilised,' tends to deter the peasantry even of the most

outlying districts from actually satisfying the more savage
instincts of hereditary superstition, there still exists a strong

feeling that a human victim is preferable to an animal for

ensuring the stability of a building. Fortunately therefore

for the builder's peace of mind, the principles of sympathetic

magic offer a compromise between actual murder and total

disregard of the traditional rite. It suffices to obtain from a

man or woman—an enemy for choice but, failing that, 'out of

philanthropy' as a Greek authority puts it, any aged person

whose term of life is well-nigh done—some such object as a

hair or the paring of a nail, or again a shred of his clothing or

a cast-off shoe, or it may be a thread or stick ^ marked with the

^ So Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 196. 'laTpiSrjs, 2vWoyr] drj/jLor. do-yadrwv,

p. 93, mentions also a dog.
- So also in Zacynthos and Cephalonia. Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 196.
^

e.g. in Cimolus, Bent, The Cyclades, p. 45.
* Cf. Ricaut, Hist, de Veglise grecque, pp. 369—70.
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measure either of the footprint or of the full stature of the person,

and to bury it beneath the foundation-stone of the new edifice.

By this proceeding a human victim is devoted to the genius of

the site, and will die within the year as surely as if an image
of him were moulded in wax and a needle run through its heart.

Another variation of the same rite consists in enticing some

passer-by to the spot and laying the foundation-stone upon his

shadow. In Santorini I myself was once saved from such a fate

by the rough benevolence of a stranger who dragged me back

from the place where I was standing and adjured me to watch

the proceedings from the other side of the trench where my shadow

could not fall across the foundations. Nor are the invited guests

immune; unenviable therefore is the position of those persons

who are officially required to assist at the laying of the foundation-

stones of churches and other public buildings. The demarch

(or mayor) of Agrinion informed me that, according to the belief

of the common-folk in the neighbourhood, his four immediate

predecessors in office had all fallen victims to this their public

duty ;
and he described to me the concern and consternation of

his own women-folk when he himself had recently braved the

ordeal. He honestly allowed too that he had kept his shadow

clear of the dangerous spot.

So much importance is attached to these foundation-ceremonies

that the Church has provided a special office to be read alike for

cathedral or for cottage ;
and the priest who attends for this

purpose is sometimes induced to pronounce a blessing on the

animal that is to be sacrificed. This however is the more ex-

pensive rite
;
the victim has to be bought, and the priest expects

a fee for blessing it
;
whereas the immolation of a shadow-victim

costs nothing, is more efficacious as being equivalent to a human

sacrifice, and provides an excellent means for removing an enemy
with impunity.

The sacrificial ceremony is also sometimes performed on other

occasions than those of the laying of foundation-stones. In Athens

a prec'ept of popular wisdom enjoins the slaughtering of a black

cock when a new quarry is opened^; and an interesting account

is given by Bent^ of a similar scene at the launching of a ship

1
KafXTTovpo'yXov, 'Icrr. tCjv 'Adr]v. ill. p. 148.

2 The Cyclades, p. 132.
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in Santorini.
' When they have built a new vessel, they have

a grand ceremony at the launching, or benediction, as they call

it here, at which the priest officiates
;
and the crowd eagerly

watch, as she glides into the water, the position she takes, for

an omen is attached to this. It is customary to slaughter an

ox, a lamb or a dove on these occasions, according to the wealth

of the proprietor and the size of the ship, and with the blood to

make a cross on the deck. After this the captain jumps off the

bows into the sea with all his clothes on, and the ceremony is

followed by a banquet and much rejoicing.' Here it is reasonable

to suppose that the captain by jumping into the sea goes through
the form of offering himself as a sacrifice to the genius of the sea,

and that the animal actually slaughtered is a surrogate victim

in his stead.

The strength of these superstitions to-day, as gauged by the

shifts and compromises to which the peasants resort in order to

satisfy their scruples, goes far to guarantee the historical accuracy
of such ballads as

'

the Bridge of Arta.' Not of course that each

of the numerous versions with all its local colouring is to be taken

as evidence of human sacrifice in each place named
;
exactitude

of detail cannot be claimed for them. But as a faithful picture

of the beliefs and customs prevalent not more perhaps than

two or three centuries ago they deserve full credence. Both

the wide dispersion of the several versions, and also the skill

with which in each of them the action of the master-builder

evokes feelings not of aversion but rather of pity for a man of

whom religious duty demanded the sacrifice of his own wife,

furnish plain proof of the domination which the superstition

in its most gruesome form once exercised; and the intentions

of the modern peasants, if not their acts, testify to the same

overwhelming dread of genii.

That the ceremonies which I have described are in general
of the nature of sacrifices to genii is beyond question. In the

version of 'the Bridge of Arta' which I have translated, both

the genius and the victim whom he demands appear as dramatis

personae. Again, in some districts the word 'sacrifice' (dvaio^

or dvata^) is actually still applied to the rite. Finally, though

1
UoXiT-ns, MeXiTT), p. 138.

2
Kicaut, Hist, de Veglise grecque, p. 367 (from UoXirris, ibid.).
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the victims are of various kinds and the forms in which a genius

may appear equally various, the distinction between the two is

as a rule kept clear; cases of a single species of animal serving

for both genius and victim—of the genius for example appearing

as a cock or of the chosen victim being a snake—are extremely

rare.

Confusion of the two nevertheless does occur; the original

genius of the site is sometimes forgotten, and the victim is con-

ceived to be slain and buried in order that from the under-world

it may exercise a guardianship over the building which is its

tomb. Thus in one version of
'

the Bridge of Arta,' inferior in

many respects to that which I have translated, the complaint of

the master-craftsman's wife contains the line

rp6t9 a8€p(f)ov\ais e'lfxacrTav, rais rpel's crTOL^eia fxas ^aXav^,

'Three sisters we, and all the three they took for guardian-demons.'

Probably the same confusion of thought was responsible for the

representation of the genius of a church in Athens in the shape

of a cock, which is the commonest kind of victim
;
and possibly

too the bulls which are so frequently the guardians of churches

were originally the victims considered most suitable for the

foundation of such important edifices. This error of belief has

undoubtedly been facilitated by the use of a word which in its

mediaeval meanings has already been discussed—the verb aroc-

Xeiovo). This, as I have pointed out, meant strictly 'to provide

(a place or object) with a genius.' But in modern usage it can

take an accusative of the victim devoted to a genius no less than

of the place provided with a genius. In Zacynthos and Cephalonia,

says Bernhard Schmidt-, the phrase o-rot^^etoi/o) apvi, for example,

meaning
'

I devote a lamb 'to the genius, is in regular use
;
and

so too in the above rendering of
* the Bridge of Arta,' the phrase

which I have translated 'an ye devote not human life' is in

the Greek civ 3e crroi'x^eLcoo-eT' avdp(07ro. Now verbs of this form

are in both ancient and modern Greek usually causative. The

ancient BrjXoco and modern hrfKovco mean 'I make (an object)

clear' (877X09): the ancient n^pucroo)
and modern xP^^^pcd mean

'I make (an object) gold' {'xpvcro^). Similarly cttolx^iovo) is

^
'larpidtj^, Si^XXo777 5r)fioT. dcr/xdrwj', p. 28.

2 Das Volksleben, p. 196, note 2.
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readily taken to mean *I make (an animal or person) the genius^

{arovxelov) of a place. If therefore this word continued to be

applied to the rite of slaughtering an animal at foundation-

ceremonies in any place where the true purport of the custom,

as often happens, had been forgotten, language itself would at

once suggest that erroneous iuterpretation of the custom of which

we have seen examples; the victim would be raised to the rank

of genius.

This development of modern superstition supplies a clue for

tracing the evolution of ancient Greek religion, which has hitherto

been missed by those who have dealt with the subject\ They have

generally compared with the modern Greek superstition similar

beliefs and customs prevalent throughout the Balkans and even

beyond them, and have thence inferred that the practice of

sacrificing to the genii of sites selected for building was of

Slavonic importation. The wide distribution of the superstition

in the Balkans, especially among the Slavonic peoples, is a fact
;

but the inference goes too far. To Slavonic influence I impute
the recrudescence of the superstition in its most barbarous form,

involving human sacrifice, during the Middle Ages. Ancient

history, even ancient mythology, contains no story so sug-

gestive of barbarity as one brief statement made by Suidas :

* At St Mamas there was a large bridge consisting of twelve

arches (for there was much water coming down), and there a

brazen dragon was set up, because it was thought that a dragon
inhabited the place; and there many maidens were sacrificed-.'

The date of the events to which the passage refers cannot be

ascertained
;
but I certainly suspect it to be subsequent to the

Slavonic invasion of Greece. Yet even so the Slavs did not

initiate a new custom but merely stimulated the native belief

that genii required sacrifice in compensation for the building of

any edifice on their domains. This belief dated from the Homeric

age
—

nay, was already old when the Achaeans built their great

^ Since this was written, a new work of Prof, Polites (IMeX^rat irepl rod ^lov
Kol Trjs y\u}a(xr]s rod 'EWtjvlkov \aov, HapaSdaeis) has come into my hands, and
I find that he has modified his views. Cf. Ijelow, pp. 272-3, where I insert a sugges-
tion made by Polites, op. cit. ii. p. 1089.

-
Suidas, Ae^LKdv, s.v. Md/j-as. The statement is corroborated by Codinus, irepl

deafidruv, p. 30, who adds to the human victims 'multitudes of sheep and oxen and
fowls.' From UoXiT-qs, MeXerr), p. 141, note 1.
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wall with lofty towers, a bulwark for them and their ships against

the men of Ilium.

'Thus,' we read, 'did they labour, even the long-haired

Achaeans; but the gods sitting beside Zeus that wieldeth the

lightning gazed in wonder on the mighty work of the bronze-clad

Achaeans. And to them did Poseidon the earth-shaker open

speech :

" Father Zeus, is there now one mortal on the boundless

earth, that will henceforth declare unto immortals his mind and

purpose ? Seest thou not that contrariwise the long-haired

Achaeans have built a wall to guard their ships and driven a

trench about it, and have not offered unto the gods fair sacrifice ?

Verily their wall shall be famed far as Dawn spreads her light ;

and that which I with Phoebus Apollo toiled to build for the hero

Laomedon will men forget." And unto him spake Zeus that

gathereth the clouds, sore-vexed :

" Fie on thee, thou earth-shaker

whose sway is wide, for this thy word. Well might this device of

men dismay some other god lesser than thou by far in work and

will
;
but thou verily shalt be famed far as Dawn spreads her

light. Go to
;
when the long-haired Achaeans be gone again with

their ships unto their own native land, break thou down their

wall and cast it all into the sea and cover again the vast shore

with sand, that so the Achaeans' great wall may be wiped out

from thy sights'" And later in the Iliad we read of the fulfil-

ment
;
how that the rivers of the Trojan land were marshalled

and led by Poseidon, his trident in his hands, to the assault of the

wall that
' had been fashioned without the will of the gods and

could no long time endure-.'

The whole passage finds its best commentary in modern

superstition. Poseidon, though a great god, is the local genius;

to him belongs the shore where the Greek ships are assembled,

to him too the land where he had built the town of Ilium
;
to

him therefore were due sacrifices for the building of the wall.

But the god whose fame is known far as Dawn spreads her

light deserves the rebuke administered by Zeus for his pettiness

of spirit. An ordinary local genius,
' some god far lesser than

he in work and will,' might justly wax wrathful at the neglect

of his more limited prerogatives. Yet even so the wall was

1 Horn. II. VII. 442 ff.
"
Horn. II. xii. 3—33.
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doomed to endure no long time. Then as now the divine law

ran,
* An ye devote not hecatombs, no wall hath sure foundation.'

In this passage there is of course no suggestion of a local

genius in animal shape; the anthropomorphic tendency of Homeric

religion was too strong to admit of that. But since we know from

Theophrastus' sketch of the superstitious man and from other

sources that in the classical age genii of houses and temples were

believed to appear in the form of snakes, we may without hesitation

assign the same belief to earlier ages. Such a superstition could

not in the nature of things have sprung up after an anthropo-

morphic conception of the gods dominated all religion, but must

necessarily have been a survival from pre-classical and pre-Homeric
folklore.

But, though Homer speaks of the genius only as a '

lesser god
'

without further description, he implies clearly that the present

custom of doing sacrifice to such a being for the foundation of any

building was then in existence. Did the sacrifice ever involve

human victims ? A positive and certain answer cannot, I suppose,

be made
;
but bearing in mind the many ancient traditions of

human sacrifice in Greece and even the occasional continuance

of the practice in the most civilised and enlightened age^ I cannot

doubt it. I suspect that, if we could obtain an earlier version of

the story of Iphigenia than has come down to us, we should find

that the wrath of Artemis had no part in it, but that human
sacrifice was offered to the Winds or other genii of the air—that

the ' maiden's blood
'

was, in the words of Aeschylus,
' a sacrifice

to stay the windsV
'

a charm to lull the Thracian blastsV that and

nothing more. But a story still more strongly evidential of the

custom is told by Pausanias''. In the war between Messenia and

Sparta, when the Messenians had been reduced to extremities, 'they
decided to evacuate all their many towns in the open countr}^ and

to establish themselves on Mount Ithome. Now there was there

a town of no great size, which Homer, they say, includes in the

Catalogue
—" Ithome steep as a ladder." In this town they

established themselves, extending its ancient circuit so as to

provide a stronghold large enough for all. And apart even from

the fortifications the place was strong ;
for Ithome is as high

1 See below, p. 273. 2
Again. 214.

3
Agam. 1418. 4 ly, 9, i_^^
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as any mountain in the Peloponnese and, where the town lay, was

particularly inaccessible. They determined also to send an envoy
to Delphi,' who brought them back the following oracle :

A maiden pure unto the nether powers,

Chosen by lot, of lineage Aepytid,
Ye shall devote in sacrifice by night.

But if ye fail thereof, take ye a maid

E'en from a man of other race as victim,

An he shall give her willingly to slay.

And the story goes on to tell how in the end Aristodemus devoted

his own daughter, and she became the accepted victim.

Here Pausanias, it will be noticed, does not give any reason

for the sacrifice being required. But three points in his narrative

are highly suggestive. The story of the sacrifice follows

immediately upon the mention of the building of new forti-

fications—and the foundation of what was to be practically a

new city was eminently a question on which to consult the

Delphic oracle
;

the powers to whom sacrifice is ordered are

designated merely as veprepoi BaL/jbov6<;, the nearest equivalent

in ancient Greek to genii; and the time of the sacrifice is to be

night, when, according to modern belief, genii are most active. If

then modern superstition can ever teach us anything about ancient

religion, it supplies the clue here. The maiden was to be sacrificed

to the genii of Mount Ithome to ensure the stability of the new

fortifications.

Now if my interpretation of this story is right and the practice

of human sacrifice to genii was known in ancient Greece, the

transition from the worship of geriii in the form of snakes or

dragons to the worship of tutelary heroes or gods in human
likeness is readily explained on the analogy of a similar transition

in modern belief. What was originally the victim was mistaken

for the genius. The same confusion of thought, by which, in one

version of
'

the Bridge of Arta,' the genius in person demands

a human victim and yet afterwards the victim speaks of herself

as becoming the genius of the bridge, can be detected even in the

oracle given to the Messenians. '

If ye fail to find a maid of the

blood of the Aepytidae,' it said,
*

ye may take the daughter of a man
of other lineage, provided that he give her willingly for sacrifice.'

Why the condition? Why / willingly
'

only? Because, I think.
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even the Delphic oracle halted between two opinions
—between

the conception of the maiden as a victim to appease angry genii

and the belief that the dead girl herself would become the guardian-
daemon of the stronghold.

Let us read another story from Pausanias^: 'At the base of

Mount Cronius, on the north side (of the Altis at Olympia),
between the treasuries and the mountain, there is a sanctuary of

Ilithyia, and in it Sosipolis, a native daemon of Elis, is worshipped.
To Ilithyia they give the surname "Olympian," and elect a priestess

to minister to her year by year. The old woman too who waits

upon Sosipolis is bound by Elean custom to chastity in her own

person, and brings water for the bathing of the god and serves

him with barley-cakes kneaded with honey. In the front part

of the temple, which is of double construction, is an altar of

Ilithyia, and entrance thereto is public ;
but in the inner part

Sosipolis is worshipped, and only the woman who serves the god

may enter, and she only with her head and face covered by a white

veil. And while she does so, maidens and married women Avait in

the temple of Ilithyia and sing a hymn ;
incense of all sorts is

also offered to him, but no libations of wine. An oath also at the

sanctuary of Sosipolis is taken on very great occasions.
'

It is said that when the Arcadians had once invaded Elis, and

the Eleans la}^ encamped opposite to them, a woman came to the

generals of the Eleans, with a child at her breast, and said that,

though she was the mother of the child, she offered it, bidden

thereto by dreams, to fight on the side of the Eleans. And those

in command, trusting the woman's tale, pat the child in the fore-

front of the army naked. Then the Arcadians came to the

attack, and lo I straightway the child was changed into a

serpent. And the Arcadians, dismayed at the sight, turned to

flight, and were pressed by the Eleans, who won a signal victory

and gave to the god the name of Sosipolis (" saviour of the state").

And at the place where the serpent disappeared in the ground
after the battle they set up the sanctuary ;

and along with him

they took to worshipping Ilithyia, because she was the goddess
who had brought the boy into the world.'

Is this story complete, or did Pausanias' informants suppress
one material point out of shame ? How came a mortal infant

1 VI. 20. 2—5.
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to assume the form of a serpent which is proper only to

apparitions from the lower world ? The missing episode is,

I believe, the sacrifice of the child, which having been offered

willingly became after death a daemon friendly to the Eleans

and fought, in the form of a serpent, on their side. Human
sacrifice before a battle was not unknown in ancient Greece \

but by Pausanias' time the inhabitants of Elis might well have

hesitated to impute to their forefathers so barbarous a custom,

and have modified the story by omitting even that incident

which alone could make it harmonise with ancient religious

ideas^.

A similar view has been taken of another story of Pausanias
=^,

also from Elis.
'

Oxylus (the king of Elis), they say, had two

sons Aetolus and Laias. Aetolus died before his parents and

was buried by them in a tomb which they caused to be made

exactly in the gate of the road to Olympia and the sanctuary

of Zeus. The cause of their burying him thus was an oracle

which forbade the corpse to be either within or without the

city. And up to my time the governor of the gymnasium still

makes annual offerings to Aetolus as a hero.' Commenting
on this passage Dr Frazer-* says,

' The spirit of the dead man was

probably expected to guard the gate against foes It is possible

that in this story of the burial of Aetolus in the gate we have

a faded tradition of an actual human sacrifice offered when the

gate was built.' Certainly the facts that Aetolus was young and

that he was not head of the royal house make his elevation to the

rank of tutelary hero after death difficult to understand on any
other hypothesis ;

and it should be noted too that the oracle,

in obedience to which his tomb was made in the gateway,

probably came, as the preceding context suggests, from Delphi,

that same shrine which was responsible for the sacrifice of

Aristodemus' daughter in the Messenian war.

Thus there is some probability that in ancient, as in modern,

Greece the genius was sometimes superseded by the victim offered

to him, but bequeathed to his successor something of his own

character. The victim, now become a hero, manifested himself

^
Porphyrius, De ahstinentia, ii. 56. Plutarcb, Themistocles, 13.

^ This view of the story I take from IIoXittjs, IIa/)a56crets, ii. p. 1089.
3 V. 4. 4.
^ Pausanias^ Description of Greece, iii. p. 468.

L. 18
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in the old-established guise of a serpent, and, if we may judge
from the case of Sosipolis at Olympia, continued to be fed with

honey-cakes, the same food which had been considered the appro-

priate diet for the original snake-^e/m such as those dwelling in the

Erechtheum. But, when once the transition of worship was well

advanced, the power to assume serpent-form was naturally extended

to all tutelary heroes and even to gods ;
to have been sacrificed was

no longer the sole qualifying condition. The hero Cychreus went

to the help of the Athenians at Salamis in the form of a serpents
Two serpents were the incarnations of the heroes Trophonius and

Agamedes at the oracle of Lebadea'-. Amphiaraus w^as represented

by a snake on the coins of Oropus. An archaic relief of the sixth

century B.C. in the Museum of Sparta, to which Miss Harrison

has recently called attention, represents *a male and a female

figure seated side by side on a great throne-like chair.... Wor-

shippers of diminutive size approach with offerings
—a cock and

some object that may be a cake, an Q^g, or a fruit.... It is clear

that we have...representations of the dead, but the dead conceived

of as half-divine, as heroized—hence their large size as compared
wnth that of their worshipping descendants. They are KpeiTTove^,

"Better and Stronger Ones." The artist of the relief is determined

to make his meaning clear. Behind the chair, equal in height to

the seated figures, is a great curled snake, but a snake strangely-

fashioned. From the edge of his lower lip hangs down a long

beard, a decoration denied by nature. The intention is clear
;

he is a human snake, the vehicle, the incarnation of the dead

man's ghosts'

In this relief the offerings depicted also are, I think, no less

instructive than the bearded snake. If we may suppose that the

somewhat indeterminate object, cake, egg, or fruit, was intended

for a honey-cake, the offerings combine that which was the

accustomed food of snake-^mw in ancient times with a cock, the

victim most frequently sacrificed to the same genii at. the present

day.

Of gods, Asclepius, perhaps because he began life as a hero,

was most frequently represented in serpent-form. It was in this

1
Pausanias, i. 26. 1.

2 Schol. ad Aristoph. Nubes, 508,
^ Miss Jane Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, p. 327 ff.
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guise that he came to Sicyon, Epidaurus Limera, and Rome^;
and in later times Lucian tells a humorous tale of how an

impostor effected by trickery a supposed re-incarnation of Ascle-

pius in snake-form before the very eyes of the people out of

whose superstitions he made a living and indeed a fortune-.

Here again, if we may argue from modern custom, the serpent-
form carried with it the traditional offeiing of a '

cock to Asclepius.'
But other gods too had sometimes their attendant snakes, as had

Asclepius at Epidaurus ;
and in every case it is likely that the

particular god had originally dispossessed a primitive ^r\di\iQ-genms,

but inherited from him and retained for a time in local cults the

form of a snake
; until, as the conception of the gods became more

and more anthropomorphic, the snake ceased to be a manifestation

of the god himself and became merely his minister or his symbol.
Even Zeus himself, under the title of Meilichios, is proved by two

reliefs found at the Piraeus to have been figured for a time by his

worshippers as a snake ^.

In many such cases doubtless the substitution of the cult of

a new and named god for that of a primitive and nameless genius

explains adequately the incomer's inheritance and temporary
retention of the snake-form

;
but in the case of tutelary heroes,

above all, the analogy of modern folk-lore, in which the human
victim is sometimes erroneously elevated to the rank of guardian-

genius, supplies, I think, the right clue to the process by which in

ancient times the snake came to be the recognised incarnation of

the spirits of dead men and heroes.

The genii of water, to whom we now turn, are sometimes

imagined in the form of dragons or of bulls, but more often by
far in human or quasi-human shape. An exception to the general
rule must of course be made in the case of the genii of bridges,

if, as I suppose, they were originally identical with the genii of

those rivers which the bridges span ;
for these, as I have said, are

usually dragons. But if in this case there is a difference in out-

ward appearance, there is a general agreement at any rate in

1 See Roscher, Lexicon d. Mythol. i. 2468 ff.

-
Lucian, Alexander vel Pseudomantis, cap. xiv.

^ See Miss Jane Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 17—20,
where the two reliefs in question are reproduced.
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characteristics
;
for the genii of water are no less hostile to man

than those who demand human sacrifice as the price of their

permission to build a bridge.

At Kephalovryso in Aetolia the genii of a river were described

to me as red, grinning devils who might often be seen sitting in the

bed of the stream beneath the water. They were believed to mate

with Lamiae who infested several caves on the bank of the river
;

and together these two kinds of monster would feed on the

bodies of men whom they had dragged into the river and

drowned.

But far more frequently the genii of water, and especially of

wells, appear in the form of Arabs ('ApaTTT/Se?), and may be seen

sometimes smoking long pipes in the depths. They have the

power of transforming themselves into any shape. At one time

they assume dragon-form and terrorise a whole country side
;

at another they adopt the guise of a lovely maiden weeping
beside a well, and, on pretence of having dropped into it a ring,

induce gallant and unwary men to descend to their death^
;
for

when once the Arab has entrapped them in his well he feeds

upon them or smokes them in lieu of tobacco in his pipe.

How Arabs have come to find a place among the genii of

modern Greece is a question w4iich must be answered in one of

two ways. Either during the Turkish domination of Greece the

Arab slaves, who were to be found in every wealthy house, were

suspected by the Christian population of possessing magical

powers, and. from being magicians were elevated, as the Striges

often were in mediaeval and modern Greece, to the rank of demons
;

or else they are another example of the transmutation of victims

into genii. For several reasons I incline to the latter explanation.

First, these Arabs are most commonly associated with wells, and

for the sinking of a well, no less than for the erection of a building
or the opening of a quarry, a victim would naturally be required.

Secondly, an animal victim is for choice of a black or dark colour,

and, by parity of reasoning, among human victims an Arab (or

other man of dark colour, for the word Arab is used popularly of

all such) would be preferable to a white man. Thirdly, it was

reported from Zacynthos only a generation ago that a strong

^ For ballads dealing with this theme, see UoXiTrj^^ McX^ttj, p. 133, and

'ApajSavTii/os, XvWoyT) drjfxuduu da/xaTUP rrjs 'H-rreipov, no. 451.
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feeling still existed there in favour of sacrificing a Mohammedan
or a Jew at the foundation of important bridges and other build-

ings^; and there is a legend of a black man having been actually

immured in the bridge of an aqueduct near Lebadea in Boeotial

Lastly, I heard from a shepherd belonging to Chios the story

of a house in that island haunted by beings whom he called

indifferently Arabs'* and vryhdlakes. He himself. had been mad

for eight months from the shock of seeing them, and four of his

friends who visited the house to discover the cause of his disaster

were similarly afflicted. The demons were finally laid to rest by
an old man driving a flock of goats through the housed Now

vrykolakes, with whom I shall deal at length later on, are persons

resuscitated after death Avho issue from their graves ;
and among

those who are predisposed to such reappearance are men who

have met with a violent death. The identification therefore of

Arabs with vrykolakes in this story suggests that an Arab victim

sacrificed at the foundation of some building might become the

genius of it—not in this case the beneficent guardian of it, but

owing to his violent death a malicious and hurtful monster.

On this evidence I incline to the view that the Arabs who now

form a class of genii were originally the human victims preferred

at the sinking of wells—a piece of engineering, it must be remem-

bered, of first-rate importance in a country as dry as Greece—and

tliat, when once these genii had become associated with water, the

popular imagination soon assigned them to rivers and natural

springs no less than to wells.

The genii of rivers sometimes appear also in the shape of bulls,

though as I have already remarked this type of genius is far more

commonly associated with churches. Possibly in some cases the

fact that the church was built in the neighbourhood of some

sacred spring, whose miraculous virtue was of older date and repute

than Christianity, first caused the transference
;
but at any rate

some rivers still retain this type of genius, the type under which

river gods were regularly represented in ancient times. In this

1 Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 197.
2 Ibid. p. 198.
^ He used a neuter form, to. dpaTria, which I have not found elsewhere.
4 A similar method of laying vrykolakes is reported from Samos by IIoXtTT^j

(Uapadoaeis, I. 580). In this case a wizard 'took three calves born at one birth and
drove them three times round the churchyard, saying some magic words.'
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connexion a story entitled 'the ox-headed man^' and narrated to

me at Gonia in the island of Santorini deserves mention.

A princess and a poor girl once agreed that when they were

married, if of their respective first-born the one should be a boy
and the other a girl, these two should be married. Now, as it

chanced, princess and peasant-maid were both wed on the same

day, but for a long time both remained childless. Then at last

they prayed to the Panagia, the princess for a child even if it

were but a girl, the peasant for a son even if he were but half

a man
;
and their prayers were answered

;
for the poor woman

bore a son with the head of an ox, while the princess was blest

with a beautiful daughter.
When the two children were grown up, the poor woman went

one day to claim the fulfilment of the agreement, and the princess,

or rather now the queen, went to ask her husband. He however

objected to the suitor on the grounds of personal appearance, and

stipulated that he should at least first perform certain feats to

prove his worthiness. The first task was to build a palace of

pearls, the second to plant the highest mountain of Santorini

{jjL6o-o ^ovvi,
'

central mountain,' as it is locally called) with trees,

and the third to border all the roads of the island with flowers. For

each labour one single night was the limit of time. But the ox-

headed man was equal to the work, and having accomplished
it came riding on a white horse to claim his bride. The king

however, who had imposed these three labours in full assurance

that the unseemly suitor would fail, now flatly refused to abide by
his promise, and the man retired disconsolate and disappeared
none knew whither.

The young princess was much affected at the unfair treatment

of her lover, and each day she grew more and more melancholy.
But finally she hit upon a means of cheering herself She pro-

posed to her father that they should leave the palace and start

an inn, not for money, but for the sake of the amusement to be

derived from the stories and witty sayings of the guests. The king

consented, and the inn was set up.

Now one day a boy who had been fishing dropped his rod into

the river, and having dived in after it came to a flight of stairs at

^ 6 /3<jj6o/ce0aXas. The story as I give it is not a verbatim report of what I heard ;

as usual, I had to rely on my memory at the time and make notes afterwards.
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the bottom. Having walked down forty steps, he entered a large

room where sat the ox-headed man, who talked with him

and told him that he was waiting there for a princess who came

not. The boy then returned without hurt, and on his way home
had to pass the inn. Having turned in there, he was asked by
the princess to tell her something amusing. He replied however

that he knew no stories, but would recount to her an adventure

which had just befallen him. In the course of the story the

princess recognised that what the boy called the genius of the

river {to aroL')(^€i6 rod Trora/jLov) could be no other than her

lover, and having been straightway conducted to the spot, found

and married the ox-headed man, and in his palace under the river

lived happily ever afterwards—" but
"
(as Greek fairy-tales often

end)
" we here much more happily."

It is curious that Santorini of all places should be the

source of this story ;
for the island does not possess a stream.

Locally however certain gullies by which the island is intersected

are known as rivers {irorafjioiy, and after unusually heavy rain

they might perhaps form torrents
;

at any rate one known as
'

the evil river
'

(o KaKo<^ irorafjLO'^) is frequently mentioned in

popular traditions as a real river. Possibly the tradition is

accurate
;

for the volcanic nature of the island would readily

account for the disappearance of a single stream ^ But the

importance of the story lies in the mention of an ox-headed

man as genius of a river. The fact that he is made the son of

a peasant-woman need not concern us
;
the first part of the story

is probably adapted from some other folk-tale with a view to

account for the wooing of a princess by so ill-favoured a suitor.

In the latter part we have a more ancient motif, the wedding of

a mortal maid with a river-god. If only it were mentioned in this

tale that, besides the power of performing miraculous tasks, the

bull-headed man had the faculty, which modern ge^iii possess, of

transforming himself into other shapes, we should have a complete

parallel (save in the princess' willingness to wed) with the wooing

1 This is the form which I heard used constantly in the island instead of the

more common Trord^i {to).
2 This however must have been prior to the middle of the 17th century ;

for a

history of the island published in 1657 says,
' cette Isle . . n'est arrousee d'aucun

ruisseau ou fontaine.' Pere Francois Kichard, Relation de ce qui s'est passe a

Santorini, p. 35.
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of Deianira by the river-god Achelous
;

"
for he," says she,

"
in

treble shapes kept seeking me from my sire, coming now in true

bull-form, now as a coiling serpent of gleaming hues, anon with

human trunk and head of ox^" The genii of rivers have not, it

would seem, changed their forms and attributes, save for the

admission of Arabs to their number, from the age of Sophocles
to this day.

The third class of genius which we have to notice is terrestrial,

inhabiting mountains, rocks, caves, and any other grim and desolate

places. These genii are the most frequent of all, and are known as

dragons. Not of course that all dragons are terrestrial
;

the

dragon-form has already been mentioned among the forms proper

to the genii of springs and wells, and also as a shape assumed at

will by the Arabs who more frequently occupy those haunts. But

terrestrial genii, in whatever place they make their lair—and no

limit can be set to such places
—are far most commonly pictured

as dragons ;
and I have therefore preferred to speak of the dragons

in general here, rather than among the genii of either buildings

or water.

The term hpaKo^ or SpnKovra^'^ indicates to the Greek peasant
a monster of no more determinate shape than does the word

'dragon' to ourselves. The Greek word however differs, and

has always differed, from the English form of it in one respect,

namely that it is often employed in a strict and narrow sense to

denote a '

serpent' as distinguished from a small snake (in modern

Greek
</)tSt,

i.e. o^ihiov, the diminutive of the ancient
6<^l<;).

On
the other hand, a Greek '

dragon,' in the widest sense of the term,

is sometimes distinctly anthropomorphic in popular stories, and is

made to boil kettles and drink coifee without any sense of im-

propriety. It is in fact only from the context of a story that it

is possible to determine in what shape the dragon is imagined ;

in general it is neither flesh nor fowl nor good red devil
;
heads

and tails, wings and legs, teeth and talons, are assigned to it in

any number and variety; it breathes air and fire indifferently;

it sleeps with its eyes open and sees with them shut
;

it makes

1
Soph. Trach. 10 ff .

2 Formed from the ancient dpaKojv as Xdpos and Xapovras from Xdpiov. Cf. above,

p. 98. There is a feminine dpaKovTia-a-a or dpaKLaaa.
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war on men and love to women; it roars or it sings, and there

is little to choose between the two performances; for the lapse

of centuries, it seems, has in no wise mellowed its voiced The

stories of the common-folk are full of these monsters' savagery
and treachery- ;

for it is the dragons, above all other supernatural

beings, who provide the wandering hero of the fairy-tales with

befitting adventures and tests of prowess.

A common motif of such stories is provided by the belief that

dragons are the guardians of buried treasure. When a man in

a dream has had revealed to him the whereabouts of buried

treasure, his right course is to go to the spot without breathing
to anyone a hint of his secret, and there to slay a cock or other

animal such as is offered at the laying of foundation-stones, in

order to appease the genius (which is almost always a dragon,

though an Arab is occasionally substituted) before he ventures to

disturb the soil. This is the very superstition which Artemidorus

had in mind w^hen he interpreted dreams about dragons to denote
* wealth and riches, because dragons make their fixed abode over

treasures ^' Having complied with these conditions the digger

may hope to bring gold to light ;
but if he have previously be-

trayed to anyone his expectations or have failed to propitiate the

dragon, the old proverb is fulfilled, avdpaKe^ 6 drjoraupo';'^,
his

treasure turns out to be but ashes {Kap^ovva).
The guardianship likewise of gardens wherein flow

' immortal

waters' or grows
* immortal fruit' is the province of dragons. In

Tenos a typical story concerning them is told in several versions l

The hero of them all bears the name of ViavvdK7)<; or 'Jack'

(a familiar diminutive of 'Icodwrj^;, 'John')
— a name commonlv

given in Greek fairy-tales to the performer of Heraclean feats.

^ Cf. Philostr. Vit. Apollon. iii. 8. Aelian, de natur. anim. xvi. 39. Bern.

Schmidt, Das Volkslehen, p. 191.
-
Only one variety of dragon, the xo/^oSpd/ti or '

ground-dragon,' is often

harmless. It is of pastoral tastes and consorts with the ewes and she-goats,
and is more noted among the shepherds for its lasciviousness than for any other

quality.
2 Artem. Oneirocr. ii. 13 (p. 101). Cf. Festus, 67, 13.
*
Lucian, Philopseudes, cap. xxxii. Zenobius, Cent. ii. 1. The same punishment

is in one story inflicted by a Callicantzaros on a midwife who had deceived him into

believing that his newborn child was male. After sending her away with a

sackful of gold, he discovered her deceit, and on her arrival at home the gold had
turned to ashes. See above, p. 199.

° '

AdandvTios 'I. 'Ada/uLavriov, TtjuiaKO. (published first in AeXriov r^s 'larop. Kal

'E(9»'o\. 'Eraipias rrjs 'EXXdSoj, Vol. v. pp. 277 sqq.).
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The hero who, after discovering that his youngest sister is a

Strigla, has fled with his mother, the queen, from the palace

where they were in imminent danger of being devoured \ comes

to a castle occupied by forty dragons. The prince straightway
attacks them single-handed and slays, so he thinks, all of them,

but in reality one has only feigned to be dead and so escapes to

a hole beneath the castle, of which Jack now becomes the

master. The remaining dragon however ventures forth, when the

prince is gone out to the chase, and makes love to the queen, and

after a while dragon and queen knowing that the prince would be

incensed at their intrigue conspire to kill him. To this end the

queen on her son's return pretends to be ill, and in response to his

enquiries tells him that the only thing that can heal her is

' immortal water^,' which, as her paramour, the dragon, knows,

is to be found only in a distant garden guarded by one or more

other dragons. The prince at once undertakes to obtain the

desired remedy, and is directed by a witch (who in some versions

appears as the impersonation of his rv^V ^^
'

Fortune') whither

to go and how to deal with the dragons. These accordingly he

slays or eludes, and so returns home unhurt bringing the im-

mortal water. Then once more the dragon and the queen take

counsel together, and the pretence of illness is repeated with

a demand this time for some immortal fruit or herb^ known to

be guarded in the same way as the water
;
and once more the

prince sets out and circumvents the dragons in some new fashion.

Between such stories and the ancient fable of Heracles'

journey to the land of the Hesperides in search of the golden

apples, and of his victory over the guardian-dragon Ladon, the

connexion is self-evident. Whether that connexion is one of

direct lineage, is less certain. More probably, I think, a form of

this same story was already current in an age to which the name
of Heracles was as unknown as that of the modern Jack

;
and

just as the story of Peleus and Thetis became the classical example

^ For the first half of this story, see above, p. 183.
^ dddvaro vepb, op. cit. pp. 299 and 315.
^

e.g. dddvara fxrjXa, 'immortal apples,' op. cit. pp. 311 and 316. dddvaro Kaptrov^L,
' immortal water-melon,' pp. 297 and 315. dddvaro yapoixpaXo,

' immortal gilly-flower,'

p. 317. The translation of this last is correctly that which I have given, but the

peasants all over Greece will call almost any bright and scented flower by this

same name.
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of the winning of a nymph to wife by a mortal man*, so the myth,

by which the exploit of bearing off wonderful fruit from the

custody of a dragon was numbered among the labours of Heracles,

is nothing more than the authorised version, so to speak, of

a fairy-tale that might have been heard of winter-nights in

Greek cottage-homes any time between the Pelasgian and the

present age.

Daemons of the air, the fourth class of genius which we have

to consider, have been acknowledged ever since the time of Hesiod

and doubtless from a period far anterior to that. In his theology
it was the lot of the first race of men in the golden age to become

after death daemons '

clothed in air and going to and fro through
all the world' as good guardians of mortal men. But the good-
ness which Hesiod attributes to the genii of the air was never,

I suspect, an essential trait in their character. In Hesiod it is

a corollary of the statement that they are the spirits of men who

belonged to the golden age ;
but there is no reason to suppose

that the common-folk ever regarded them as more beneficent than

other gods and daemons. At any rate at the present day the

deptKci, or genii of the air, are no better disposed towards mankind

than any other supernatural beings.

Of this class as a whole little can be said. The word depcKo

is applied to almost any apparition too vague and transient to

be more clearly defined. It suggests something
'

clothed in air,'

something less tangible, less discernible, than most of the beings
whom the peasant recognises and fears. The limits of its usage

are hard to fix. It may properly include a Nereid whose passing

through the air is the whirlwind, and it will equally certainly

exclude a callicantzaros or a dragon. Yet even the Nereids are

more substantial than the genii of the air in their truest form
;

for the assaults of Nereids upon men and women are made, as

we have seen, from without^, while genii of the air are more often

supposed to 'possess' men in the same way as do devils, and to

be liable to exorcism.

But, if the class as a whole is too vague and shadowy in the

popular imagination to be capable of exact description, one

1 See above, p. 137.
2 Cf. above, pp. 143-4.
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division of it is more clearly defined and has a generally ac-

knowledged province of activity. These particular aerial genii

are known as Telonia (reXcovca or, more rarely, rekwuela). The}^

cannot claim equal antiquity with some of their fellows, for they

are, it would seem, a by-product of Christianity, with a certain

accretion however of pagan superstition.

The origin of the name Telonia is not in dispute. It means

frankly and plainly
'

custom-houses.' Such is the bizarre ma-

terialism of the Greek imagination that the soul in its journeys

no less than the body is believed to encounter the embarrassment

of custom-houses. An institution which of all things mundane

commands least sentiment and sympathy has actually found

a place in popular theology. Many of the people indeed at the

present day, as I know from enquiry, have ceased to connect

their two usages of the word
;
but others accept as reasonable

the belief that the soul in its voyage after death up from the

earth to the presence of God must bear the scrutiny of aerial

customs-officers.

But, apart from modern belief, the apotheosis of the douane

is amply proved by passages cited by Du Cange^ from early

Christian authors.
' Some spirits,' says one-,

' have been set on

the earth, and some in the water, and others have been set in the

air, even those that are called "aerial customs-officers" (ei^aepia

l^eXwviay Another^ speaks of
' the Judge and the prosecutions

by the toll-collecting spirits.' Yet another* explains the belief

in fuller detail :

'

as men ascend, they find custom-houses

guarding the way with great care and obstructing the soaring

souls, each custom-house examining for one particular sin, one

for deceit, another for envy, another for slander, and so on in

order, each passion having its own inspectors and assessors^'

Again a prayer for the use of the dying contains the same idea :

* Have mercy on me, all-holy angels of God Almighty, and save

me from all evil Telonia, for I have no works to weigh against

my wrong-doing^.' Appeal in support of this belief was made
^ Glossar. med. et infim. Graecitatis (p. 1541), s.v. reXibviov.
'^

Ibid., Damasc. Hierodiac. Serm. 3.
•*

Ibid., Maximus Cythaer. Episc.
•*

Ibid., Georg. Hamartolus.
^ TcXuvas /cat diaXdyovs (for which I read diKoXSyovs with Bern. Schmidt, das

Volksleben, p. 172).
6

Ibid., Euchologium.
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even to the authority of Christ as given in the words,
'

Tliou fool,

this night they require thy soul of thee^' where the commentators

explained the vague plural as implying some such subject as
'

toll-

collectors' or 'custom-house officers^/

But the belief does not stop here. One does not pass the

custom-houses of this world, or at any rate of Greece, without

some expenditure in duty or in douceur', and the same apparently
holds true of the celestial custom-houses. Hence in some places

the belief has generated a practice, or, to speak more exactly,

has breathed a new spirit into the old practice of providing the

dead with money. My view of the origin of this practice has

already been explained ;
I have given reasons for holding that

the coin placed in the mouth of the dead was simply a charm

to prevent evil spirits from entering, or the soul from re-entering,
into the body, and that the interpretation of the custom, according
to which the coin was the fee of the ferryman Charon, was of

comparatively late date. At the present day Charon in the role

of ferryman is almost forgotten ;
but in his place the Telonia

seem locally to have become the recipients of the fee, and the

old custom has thus received a second and equally erroneous

explanation.

This may have been the idea in the mind of my informant

who vaguely said that a coin placed in the mouth of the dead

was '

good because of the aerial beings ^' If the particular aerial

beings whom he had in mind were the Telonia, he no doubt

thought of the coin as a fee payable to them, though in that case

it is somewhat strange that he should not have used the name
which actually denotes their toll-collecting functions.

But from other sources at any rate comes evidence of a less

ambiguous kind that the idea of paying the Telonia for passage

is, or has been, a real motive in the minds of the peasantry. In

Chios (where however the object actually placed in the mouth
of the dead is clearly understood as a precaution against a devil

entering the body) it is believed that the soul after death remains

for forty days in the neighbourhood of its old habitation, the body,
and then making its way to Hades has to pass the Telonia.

^ Luke xii. 20.
2 Du Cange, ibid. reXuvapxat, Xoyoderai, irpaKTOxprjcpicTai, etc.
3 See above, p. 110.
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Happy the soul that makes its vo3^age on Friday, for then the

activities of the Telonia (who in the conception of the islanders

are clearly evil spirits and not, as sometimes, the ministers of

God) are restrained. But, to appease the Telonia and to ensure

the safe passage of the soul, money is distributed to the poor\

The same usage obtains also at Sinasos in Cappadocia, and there

the money so distributed is actually called reXoyvtaKcl,
'

duty paid

at the customs-.' The fact that in both these cases the money
is now given in alms instead of being buried with the body is

clearly a result of Christian influence; before that change was

effected, it is reasonably likely that the widely-known practice

of placing a coin in the mouth of the dead was explained in some

places, though erroneously, by the belief that the dead must pay
their way through the aerial custom-houses. The term TrepaTiKi,
'

passage-money,' by which, in the neighbourhood of Smyrna, is

denoted the coin still in that district buried with the dead, has

reference possibly to the same Telonia rather than to Charon ^

Another and wholly different aspect of the Telonia concerns

the living and not the dead, while it still exhibits them as true

genii of the air. Any striking phenomena of the heavens at

night, such as shooting-stars or comets, are believed to be mani-

festations of the Telonia"*; but most dreaded of all is the

phenomenon known to us as St Elmo's light, the flame that

sometimes flickers in time of storm about the mast-head and

yards. This light, the Greek sailor thinks, portends an immediate

onset of malevolent aerial powers, whom he straightway tries to

scare away by every means in his power, by invocation of saints

and incantation against the demons, by firing of guns, and, best of

all, by driving a black-handled knife (which is in the Cyclades

thought doubly efficacious if an onion has recently been peeled
with it) into the mast. For he no longer discriminates as did the

Greek mariner of old
;
then the appearance of two such flames was

greeted with gladness as a manifestation of the Dioscuri, the

saviours from storm and tempest, and evil was portended only if

there appeared a single flame, the token of Helena^ who wrecked

1 Kwf (77-. 'KaveWaKrjS, XiaKo. 'AvdXeKTa, pp. 362-3.
-

'I. 2. 'ApxAaos, ij Sti/aaos, p. 81. " See above, p. 109.
^
Testimony to the same belief is cited by Du Cange (s.v. TeXwviou) from an

anonymous astronomical work.
For references see Preller, Griech. Mythol. ii. 105-6.

&
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as surely as her twin brothers guarded ;
now the phenomenon in

any form bodes naught but ill. This change is probably due to

Christian influences
;
the seaman no longer looks to any pagan

power for succour in time of peril ;
he accounts St Nicholas his

friend and saviour
;
and the Telonia, who in this province of their

activity represent the older order of deities, have become by
contrast man's enemies.

Other vague and incorrect usages of the term Telonia are also

recorded. Sometimes it may be heard as a synonym for haiixovta,

any non-Christian deities. In Myconos it is said to have been

applied to the genii of springs \ In Athens men used to speak of

Telonia of the sea, who like the Callicantzari were abroad only from

Christmas until the blessing of the waters at Twelfth-night ;
and

during this time ships were wont to be kept at anchor and secure

from their attacks-. A belief is also mentioned by Pouqueville^, in

a very confused passage, that children who die unbaptised become

Telonia
;
but the statement is corroborated by Bernhard Schmidt^

who adduces information of the same belief existing in Zacynthos.
The idea at the root of it probably was that unbaptised children

could not pass the celestial customs, and were detained there on

their road to the other world in order to assist in obstructing the

passage of other souls. But these are local variations of the main

belief, and, so far as I can see, are of little importance. In general
the Telonia are a species of aerial genius, and their two activities

consist in the collecting of dues from departed souls and assaults

upon mariners.

There remain only for consideration the genii of human

beings, or the attendant spirits to whom is committed in some

way the guidance of men's lives. To some of them the name

genius (i.e. aroL-^^eio) would hardly perhaps be extended by the

peasants ;
but they all bear the same kind of relation towards

men, and may therefore conveniently be grouped together for

discussion.

The best example which I know of an acknowledged genius

^
Villoison, Annates des voyages, ii. p. 180, cited by B. Schmidt, das Volksleben,

p. 174, note 4.
^

KafJLTTovpoyXov, 'Icrr. tQv 'AOtju. in. p. 16G.
^
Voyage de la Grece, vi. p. 154.

4 Das Volksleben, p. 173.
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attached to a man is in a story in Hahn's collection^, which tells

of an old wizard whose life was bound up with that of a ten-headed

snake which lived beneath a threshing-floor. Here the monstrous

nature of the genius is doubtless intended to match the character

of the wizard
; ordinary men, unversed in magic, may have genii

of a less complex pattern. Thus the snake which so commonly
acts as genius to a house is also in many cases regarded as the

genius of the head or some other member of the household. When
therefore the death-struggle of any person is prolonged, this is

sometimes set down to the unwillingness of the genius to permit
his death

;
and in extreme cases of protracted agony recourse has

before now been had to a priest, who, entering the sick man's

room alone, reads a special prayer for the sufferer's release, and by

virtue of this solemn office causes the house-snakes, who are pagan

genii, to burst-. With their disruption of course the soul of the

dying man is at once set free.

But the guardian spirits of whom the peasants most commonly

speak belong to the personnel of Christian theology .or demonology,
and are therefore not actually numbered among genii. These are

angels, two of whom are allotted to each man, the one good (6 Ka\6<f

ayyeXo^;) and the other bad (o kuko^; dyyeXo^). But though the

designation genius is not applied to them, in functions angels and

genii do not differ. To them belongs the control of a man's life,

the one guiding him in the way of righteousness, and the other

diverting him to the pitfalls of vice. Their presence is ever con-

stant, but seldom visible. Sometimes indeed, in stories at any rate,

we hear of the good angel appearing to a man and rewarding him
in his old age for a virtuous life^; and in general men born on

Ssiturdsij, aa/3l3aToy€vif7)/jLevoL,a,Ye reputed to be aXa(f>po(7TOiX€i(OTOL^

and endowed with special powers of seeing and dealing with the

supernatural. But most commonly the power to see the guardian

angel is granted only to the dying, and the vision is a warning
that the end is near. So, when the gaze of a dying man becomes

abstracted and fixed, they say in some places ffXeirec rov ayyeko
Tov, or in one word dyyeko6aypet^,

' he sees his angel,' or again

^ Griech. March. Vol. ii. no. 64.
- Cf. Ka/xTTOvpoyXov, 'lar. tQv' Adrjt^aiwv, III. p. 77.
•^ Cf. above, p. 53.
^ For this term see above, p. 204.
s B. Schmidt, Das Volkuleben, p. 180.
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dyyeXoaKid^eTac^,
' he is terrified of an angel.' In these expres-

sions it is not clear which of the two angels is intended
; but, to

judge from other expressions, popular belief recognises the activity

of the one or the other according to the peace or pain of the

death.
' He is borne away by an angel/ dyy€\o(j)opdrat^, suggests

a quiet passing, as of Lazarus who was carried by the angels into

Abraham's bosom
;
while the word dyyeXofiax^t,

' he is fighting

with an angel,' an expression used in Laconia of a protracted

death-struggle, and again dyyeXo/cpovaOrjKe'^,
' he was stricken by

an angel,' a term which denotes a sudden death, argue rather the

presence of the evil angel.

Another kind of genius sometimes associated with men is the

caKio^ (the modern form of aKtd), the 'shadow' personified. The

phrase e^^et koXo lctklo,
* he has a good shadow,' is used of a man

who enjoys good fortune, and he himself is described sometimes as

KaXoiaKLWTo<^^y
'

good-shadowed,' that is,
'

lucky.' But apparently
a man may also get into trouble with this shadow no less than

with an angel. The word lo-fcioirarTJOijKe,
' he has been trampled

upon by his shadowV is used occasionally of a man who has been

stricken down by some sudden, but not necessarily fatal, illness

such as epilepsy or paralysis. This personification of the shadow as

genius is perhaps responsible in some measure for the fear which

the peasant feels of having the foundation-stone of a building laid

upon his shadow
; but, as I have said above, the principle of

sympathetic magic will explain the cause of fear without this

supposition.

To these getiii might reasonably be added the Fate (77 Molpa
or, more rarely, rj Tup^?;) of each individual. But these lesser

Fates, as well as the great Three, have already been discussed,,

and there is nothing to add here save that by virtue of the close

connexion of each lesser Fate with the life of one man these too

might be numbered among genii.

The same belief in a guardian-deity presiding over each human
life is to be found throughout ancient Greek literature. In Homer
the name for such a genius is Krjp (at any rate if it be of an evil

1 Ibid, note 6.
2
Qp. cit. p. 181.

3
Op. cit. p. 181. 4

Qp^ cit. p. 182.
'

^ I cannot vouch for the accuracy of this translation. The word might possibly
mean 'he has had his shadow trampled on,' and has been hurt indirectly through
an injury inflicted upon his shadovf-genius.

L. 19
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sort), in later writers SalfMcov
—both of them vague terms which em-

brace other kinds of deities as well, yet not so vague but that with

the aid of context we can readily discover in them the equiva-

lent of the '

guardian-angel
'

or other modern genius. From Homer
onwards the word Xay^dvetp is regularly used of the allotment of

each human life from the moment of birth to one of these

guardians, and the belief in their attendance upon men through-

out, and even after, life seems to have had general acceptance. In

the Iliad the wraith of Patroclus is made to speak of the hateful

Ker to whom he was allotted at the hour of birth ^, and the Ker

here mentioned is not, I think, merely fate in the abstract but as

truly a person as that baneful Ker of battle and carnage
' who wore

about her shoulders a robe red with the blood of heroes I' After

Homer the word Bal/xcoi^ is preferred, but there is no change in the

idea. The famous saying of Heraclitus, 97^09 avdpcoTrw haifxwv,
' the god that guides man's lot is character,' is in no wise dark,

but Plato throws even clearer light upon the popular belief in

guardian-c^aemoris.
'

It is said that at each man's death his

daemon, the daemon to whom he had been allotted for his life-

time, has the task of guiding him to some appointed placeV

where the souls of men must assemble for judgement. Here

the words '

it is said
'

indicate the popular source of the doctrine
;

and this is confirmed by another passage in which Plato ^

protests

against the fatalism involved in the allotment of souls to particular

daemons, and prefers to hold that the soul may choose its own

guardian. Again in a fragment of Menander there is a simple

statement of the belief in a form which robs fatalism of its

gloom :

Beside each man a daemon takes his stand

E'en at his birth-hour, through life's mysteries
A guide right good^.

But there were others who did not take so cheerful a view, at

any rate of their own guardian-deities ;

'

alas for the most cruel

daemon to whom I am allotted^' is a complaint of a type by no

1 Horn. II. xxiii. 79. 2 j; xviii. 535-8.
3

Plato, Phaedo, p. 107 d.
4
Rep. p. 617 D, E. Cf. 620 d, e.

s Meineke, Fragm. Com. Graec. iv. p. 238.
* Theocr. iv. 40.
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means rare in Greek literature, and the word KaKoSal/icov came as

readily as evBal/jiODv to men's lips\

From these passages it is evident that in general each man
was believed to have one, and only one, attendant genius, and his

happiness or misery to depend on the character of the guardian
allotted to him by fate. But sometimes this injustice of destiny

was obviated by a belief similar to the modern belief in both good
and bad angels in attendance on each man. The comment of

Servius on Vergil's line,
'

Quisque suos patimur manes^' sets forth

this view :

' when we are born two Genii are allotted to us, one

who exhorts us to good, the other who perverts us to evil.'

As in modern so in ancient times these genii were rarely

visible to the men whom they guarded. The genius of Socrates,

which, like those of other men past and present, had been, so he

held, divinely appointed to wait upon him from his childhood

onward^, spoke to him indeed in a voice which he could hear*

(just perhaps as the priestess of Delphi heard the voice of Apollo^),

but ever remained unseen.

1 I do not of course wish to imply that in the every-day usage of these words the

thought of a gusivdisin-genius was present to men's minds
;
but the first formation

of them can only have sprung from this belief.
2 Aen. VI. 743.
3 Plato, Theag. 128 d. 4 j^/^. e.
5 Both Plato (Apol. 40 a) and Xenophon {Mem. i. 1. 2—4), compare Socrates'

converse with his genius with ixavTi.Kri or *

inspiration.
'

19—2



CHAPTER III.

THE COMMUNION OF GODS AND MEN.

Eti toinyn k<n) eyciAi hacai kai oTc mantikh eniCTAxeT—TAyTi^ A'

ecrlN H nepi eeoyc re kaI ANepconoyc npoc AAAi^Aoyc koinconia—oy

nepl aAAo ti gctin h nepi "EpcoTOC (j)yAAKHN t6 kaJ i'acin. ,

Plato, Symposium, p. 188.

The short sketch which has been given of the attitude of the

Greek peasantry towards the Christian Godhead and all the host

of assistant saints, and also the more detailed account of those

pagan deities or demons whom the common-folk's awe, not un-

mingled with affection, has preserved from oblivion through so

many centuries, have, I hope, justified the statement that the

religion of Greece both is now, and—if a multitude of coincidences

in the very minutiae of ancient and modern beliefs speak at all

for the continuity of thought
—from the dawn of Greek history

onward through its brief bright noontide to its long-drawn dask

and night illumined even now only by borrowed lights has ever

been, a form, and a little changed form, of polytheism.

Whatever be the merits and the demerits of such a religion in

contrast with the worship of one almighty God, most thinkers

will concede to it the property of bringing the divine element

within more easy comprehension of the majority of mankind.

Proper names, limited attributes, definite duties and spheres of

work—these give a starting point from which the peasant can set

out towards a conception of gods. He himself bears a name, he

himself has qualities, he himself performs his round of work
;
and

though his name be writ smaller than that of the being whom he

strives to imagine—though his virtues and perhaps his vices be

less pronouncedly white and black—though his daily task be

more trivial—yet in one and all of these things he stands on

common ground with his deities; they differ from him in degree
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rather than in kind
;
he has but to picture a race of beings some-

what stronofer and somewhat nobler than the foremost of his own

fellow-men, and these whom he thus imagines are gods. A single

spirit omniscient and omnipotent is too distant, too inaccessible

from any known ground. Lack of the capacity to form or

to grasp lofty ideals carries with it at least the compensation
of closer intimacy with the supernatural and the divine.

It may therefore be expected that in the course of the intellectual

and spiritual development of any primitive people, the more

accurately they learn to measure their own imperfections and limita-

tions, and the more imaginatively they magnify the wisdom and

power of their gods, the wider and more impassable grows the chasm

that divides mortal from immortal, human from divine
;
communion

ofman and god becomes less frequent, less direct. Such certainly was

the experience of the Greek nation in some measure
; but, owing

probably to an innate and persistent vanity which at all times has

made the race blind to its own failings, that experience was less

acute than in the case of other peoples. There had been days

indeed when their gods walked the earth with men and coun-

selled them in troubles and fought in their battles
;

there had

been days when the chiefest of all the gods sought a hero's aid

against his giant foes
;

there had been days when men and

women might aspire even to wedlock with immortals, and to

possess children half-divine. In those days too death was not

the onl}^ path by which the heavens or the house of Hades might
be gained. Kings and prophets, warriors and fair women passed

thither by grace of the gods living and unscathed
; nay, even

personal skill or prowess emboldened minstrel and hero to match

themselves with the gods below, and wielding of club or sweeping
of lyre sufficed to open the doors for their return to earth.

But those days soon passed ;
men walked and spoke and held

open fellowship with the gods no more
;

the very poetry and

imagination of the Greek temperament so fast outstripped in

rapidity of development the growth of material or moral resources,

that the rift between their religious ideals and the realities of

their life and character ever widened, until the daily and familiar

intercourse of their ancestors with the gods seemed to them a

condition of life irretrievable and thenceforth impossible. This

result was observed and remarked by the Greeks themselves, but
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the process by which it had come about was not agreed. To one

school of thought, it was the degeneracy of mankind through
successive ages

—the golden age in which men lived as gods and

passed hence, as it were in sleep, to become spirits clothed in air,

administering upon earth the purposes of mighty Zeus—the silver

age wherein childhood was still long and innocent, and, though
men's riper years brought cares and quarrels and indifference to

holy things, yet when the earth covered them they were called

blessed and received a measure of honour—the bronze age when

all men's minds were set on war and their stalwart arms were

busy with brazen weapons, and by each other's hands they were

sent down to the chill dark house of Hades and their names were

no more known—the age of heroes who were called half-divine,

who fought in the Theban and the Trojan wars, and when the

doom of death overtook them were granted a life apart from other

men in the islands of the blest, because they had been nobler and

more righteous than those of the age of bronze and had stemmed

for a time the current of degeneracy
—the fifth age in which the

depravity of man grows apace and soon there will be nought but

discord between father and son, and no regard will be paid to

guest nor comrade nor brother, and children will slight their aged

parents, and the voice of gods will be unknown to them ^—to one

school of thought, I say, it was simply and solely this decline of

the human race, swift and only once checked, that was held

accountable for their estrangement from the powers above them.

But such thinkers were in a minority. Humility and self-

dissatisfaction were and are qualities foreign to the ordinary
Greek. He observed the wide gulf that separated him from

those whom he worshipped, but without any sense of unworthi-

ness, without any depression of spirit. He was not despondent
over his own shortcomings and limitations, but was filled rather

with a larger complacency in the thought that, incapable though
he might be to reproduce actually in his own life and character

much of the beauty and nobility of his gods, he was so gifted in

mind and godlike in understanding, that in his moments of

highest imagination and most spiritual exaltation he could soar

to that loftier plane whereon was enacted all the divine life, and

could visualise his gods and feel the closeness of their presence.
^
Hesiod, Works and Bays, 185, with reading ovbe deuv oira. eldores.
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The motive of the highest acts of Greek worship seems to have

been not the self-abasement of the worshipper and the glorifica-

tion of the worshipped, but rather an obliteration of the distinctions

between man and god, and a temporary attainment by the human
of spiritual equality and companionship with the divine. The

votary of Bacchus in his hours of wildest ecstacy enjoyed so

completely this sense of equality and of real union with the god,

that even to others it seemed fitting that he should be called by
the god's own name\

But the hours, in which the Greeks of the historical age
attained by a sort of religious frenzy such intimacy with their

gods as their ancestors were famed to have enjoyed all their life

long, were few and far between. The means of communion had

become in general less direct, less personal. Yet even so the

desire for communion continued unabated, and the belief in it

still pervaded every phase of life. Intellectual progress had curi-

ously little effect upon the dominant religious ideas. A strongly

conservative attachment to ancient tradition and custom was

strangely blended with that progressive spirit which made the

intellectual development of the Athenians unique in its swiftness,

as in its scope, among all peoples known to history. Their minds

welcomed new speculations, new doctrines
;
but their hearts clung

to the old unreasonable faith. Ancestral ideas remained for them

the sole foundation of religion. Each poet or philosopher in drama

or in dialogue, each man in his own heart, was free to build upon
it and to ornament his superstructure as he would

;
and his work

found a certain sanction in the appeal which it made to other

men's sense of truth and of beauty. But for the foundation the

jiat of antiquity had been pronounced and was immutable. Plato's

reasoned exposition of the soul's immortality culminates in an

Apocalypse ratified by the old mythology ;
and a quotation from

Homer ever served to quash or to confirui the subtlest argument.
That the foundation-stone was not, in the estimate of reason,

well and truly laid, that the basis of religion was insecure, must

have been obvious to many. Pindar saw it, and, by refusing to

impute to the gods any deed or purpose which his own heart

condemned as ungodly, strove to repair its defects
; Euripides too

saw it, and scoffed at those who would build on so unstable a
1

Bd/cxos and Ba/cx^?, cf. Eur. H. F. 1119.
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base. But the mass of men, though they also must have seen,

were little troubled, it would seem, either to demolish or to repair.

They accepted the old beliefs and ceremonies because they were

sanctioned by the authority or the experience of past ages ;
and if

sober reasoning and criticism exposed flaws and inconsistencies

therein, what matter ? They were, as they still are, a people

incapable of any mental equilibrium ;
the mood of the hour

swayed them now to emotions, now to reasonings ; they did not

cultivate consistency; they could not sit still and preserve an

even balance between the passions of the heart and the judge-

ments of the intellect, but threw their whole selves into the one

scale, and the other for the moment was as vanity.

In the whole complex and irrational scheme of religion thus

accepted, nothing was more highly valued than the means by which

divine counsel was obtained for the conduct both of public and of

private affairs. Omens were regularly taken before battle, at the

critical moment when we should prefer to trust experience and

generalship. Oracles were consulted as to the sites for planting

colonies, in cases where a surveyor's report might have seemed more

decisive. But the efficacy of these old methods of consulting the

gods went almost unchallenged. It seems seldom to have occurred

to men's minds that those untoward signs in the victim's entrails,

which perhaps delayed tactics on which victory depended, were

the symptoms of an internal disease and not the handiwork of

a deity, or that the inferior and ambiguous verse, in which the

gods condescended to give counsel, more often confused than con-

firmed human judgement. Even of the philosophers, according to

Cicero \ two only, Xenophanes and Epicurus, went so far as to

deny the validity of all means of communion
;
and Socrates, for

all his questioning and testing of truth, obeyed without question
the whispered warnings of a daemon, and in deference to the

ambiguous exhortations of a vision spent some of his last days
in turning Aesop's fables into verse, that so he might go into the

presence of the gods with his conscience clear. Thus, though men
no longer expected to look upon the faces or to hear the voices of

the gods, they still felt them to be close at hand, easy of access, ready
to counsel, to warn, to encourage ;

and the methods of communion,
in proportion as they stand condemned by reason, commend so

^ De divinatione, i. 3.
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much the more the steady faith of the people who used them and

never doubted then- efficacy. The answer of the ordinary man to

those critics, who questioned the validity of divination merely
because they could not understand the way in which it operated,

is well expressed by Cicero :

*

It is a poor sort of cleverness to try

to upset by sophistry facts which are confirmed by the experience

of ages. The reason of those facts I cannot discover; the dark

ways of Nature, I suppose, conceal it from my view. God has not

willed that I should know the reason, but only that I should use

the means^'

The Greek nation saw many philosophies rise and fall, but

it clung always to the religion which it had inherited. The

doctrines of Plato and Aristotle, Zeno and Epicurus, became for

the Greek people as though they had never been
;
but the old

polytheism of the Homeric and earlier ages lived. Faith justified

by experience was a living force
;
the conclusions of reason a mere

fabrication. And an essential part of that polytheism which was

almost instinctive in the Greeks was their belief in the possibility

of close and frequent communion with their gods.

Now the means of communion between men and gods are

obviously twofold—the methods by which men make their com-

munications to the gods, and the methods by which the gods
make their communications to men. The former class of com-

munications involve for the most part questions or petitions ;
the

latter are mainly the responses thereto
;

and it would seem

natural to consider them in that order. But inasmuch as more

is known of the ancient methods by which the gods signified their

will to men than of the reverse process, it will be convenient first

to establish the unity of modern folklore with ancient religion in

this division of the subject, and afterwards to discuss how any
modern ideas concerning the means open to man of communicat-

ing with the gods may bear upon the less known corresponding

department of ancient religion. For if we find that the theory no

less than the practice of divination, that is, of receiving and inter-

preting divine messages, has been handed down from antiquity

almost unchanged, there will be a greater probability that, along

with the general modern system of sacrifices or offerings which

1
op. cit. I. 18.
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accompany men's petitions, a curious conception of human sacri-

fice in particular which I once encountered is also a relic of

ancient religion.

The survival of divination then in its several branches first

claims our attention. The various modes employed are for the

most part enumerated by Aeschylus^ in the passage where

Prometheus recounts the subjects in which he claimed to have

first instructed mankind : dreams and their interpretation ;
chance

words {K\7]h6ve<^) overheard, often conveying another meaning to

the hearer than that which the speaker intended
; meetings on

the road (ivoStoL av^jBoXoC), where the person or object encountered

was a portent of the traveller's success or failure in his errand
;

auspices in the strict sense of the word, observations, that is, of the

flight and habits of birds
; augury from a sacrificial victim, either

by inspection of its entrails or by signs seen in the fire in which

it was being consumed. To these arts Suidas^ adds ' domestic

divination' {oiKocnco'TTitcov)
—the interpretation of various trivial

incidents of domestic life—palmistry {yeipoakoitlkov), and divina-

tion from the twitching of any part of the body {iraXfiLKov).

Finally of course there was direct inspiration {jMavTiKyf), either

temporary, as in an individual seer, or permanent, as at the oracle

of Delphi.

Whether the common-folk ever distinguished the comparative
values of these many methods of divination may well be doubted.

The Delphic oracle, I suspect, attained its high prestige more

because it was ready to supply immediately on demand a more

or less direct and detailed answer to a definite question, than

because personal inspiration was held to be in any way a surer

channel for divine communications than were other means of divina-

tion. Some thinkers indeed, chiefly of the Peripatetic school^ were

inclined to draw distinctions between ' natural
'

and '

skilled
*

divination*. The 'natural' methods, including dreams and all

direct inspiration, were accepted by them
;
the

'

skilled
'

methods,

those which required the services of a professional augur or inter-

preter, were disallowed. But the division proposed was in itself

bad—for dreams do not by any means exclusively belong to the

first class, but probably in the majority of cases require interpre-

1 Prom. Vinct. 485-99. ^ Suid. Lex. s.v. oIcopkttikt}.
3 Cic. de Divin. i. 4. * Ibid, i. 6 and 18.
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tation by experts
—and, apart from that consideration, the dis-

tinction was the invention of a philosophical sect and not an

expression of popular feeling. There is nothing to show that

the common-folk, believing as tliey did in the practicability of

communion with their gods, esteemed one means of divination

as intrinsically more valuable than another.

Nor was there any logical reason for such discrimination.

Granted that there were gods superior to man in knowledge
and in power and also willing to communicate with him, no

restriction could logically be set upon the means of communica-

tion which they might choose to adopt. There was no reason why
they should speak by the mouth of a priestess intoxicated with

mephitic vapours or disturb men's sleep with visions rather than

use the birds as their messengers or write their commandment on

the intestines of a sacrificial victim.

A certain justification for accepting some means of divination,

such as intelligible dreams, and for suspecting others, might

certainly have been found in distrust of any human intermediary;

vagrant and necessitous oracle-mongers infested the country; and

even the priestess of Delphi, as history shows, was not always

superior to political and pecuniary considerations. But experience
of fraud did not apparently teach distrust

;
the fact that oracles

and other means of divination were undoubtedly often abused

did not cause the Greek people to reject the proper use of them
;

down to this day all the chief methods of ancient divination

still continue. In some cases, we shall see, the modern employ-
ment of such methods is a mere survival of ancient custom without

any intelligent religious motive
;
but in others there is abundant

evidence that the modern folk are still actuated by the feelings

which so dominated the lives of their ancestors—the belief in, and

the desire for, close and frequent communion with the powers above.

Direct inspiration is a gift which at the present day a man is

not inclined to claim for himself, though he will often attribute it

to another
;
for it implies insanity. But though the gift is not

therefore envied, it is everywhere respected. Mental derange-

ment, which appears to me to be exceedingly common among
the Greek peasants, sets the sufferer not merely apart from his

fellows but in a sense above them. His utterances are received

with a certam awe, and so far as they are intelligible are taken as
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predictions. He is in general secure from ill-treatment, and though
he do no work he is not allowed to want. The strangest case which

I encountered was that of a man, unquestionably mad, who
wandered from place to place and seemed to be known everywhere.
I met him in all three times, in Athens, in Tenos, and in Thessaly.

He had no fixed home, did no work, and was usually penniless ;

but a wild manner, a rolling eye, and an extraordinary power of

conducting his part of a conversation in metrical, if not highly

poetical, form sufficed to obtain for him lodging, food, and clothing,

and even a free passage, it appeared, on the Greek coasting

steamers. Whether the long monologues in verse in which he

sometimes indulged were also improvisations, I could not of

course tell
;

but once to have heard and seen his delivery of

them was to understand why, among a superstitious people, he

passed for a prophet. He was a modern type of those old seers

whose name /xai^ret? was believed by Plato to have been formed

from the verb ixaiveaOai,
'

to be mad '

;
his frenzy really gave the

appearance of inspiration.

Dreams furnish a more sober and naturally also a more general

means of communion with the gods ;
and the belief in them as a

channel of divine revelation is both firmly rooted and widely spread.

This indeed is only natural. The change from paganism to Christ-

ianity, even if it had been more thorough and complete than it

actually has been, would probably not have affected this article of

faith. So long as a people believe in any one or more deities not

wholly removed from human affairs, it is logically competent for

them to regard their dreams as a special communication to them

from heaven
;
and Christianity, far from repudiating the old pagan

idea, confirmed it by biblical authority. The Greek Church, as

we shall see, has made effective use of it.

The degree of importance universally attached in old time to

dreams is too well known to all students of Greek literature to

call for comment. Artemidorus' prefatory remarks to his Oneiro-

critica, or 'Treatise on the interpretation ofdreams/ and his criticism

of former exponents of the same science, would alone prove that

public interest in the subject must indeed have been great to stimu-

late so serious and so large a literature. There is the same practical

evidence of a similar interest in modern Greece. Books of the same

nature are sought after and consulted no less eagerly now than then.
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A new edition of some Meya^; 'OuecpoKpiTr)^, or
' Great Dream-

interpreter,' figures constantly in the advertisements of Athenian

newspapers, and the public demand for such works is undeniable.

In isolated homesteads, to which the Bible has never found its

way, I have several times seen a grimy tattered copy of such

a book preserved among the most precious possessions of the

family, and honoured with a place on the shelf where stood the

icon of the household's patron-saint and whence hung his holy

lamp.
One of the pieces of information most frequently imparted to

men in dreams is the situation of some buried treasure. The

precautions necessary for unearthing it, namely complete reticence

as to the dream, and the sacrifice of a cock, have ah^eady been

mentioned \ This kind of dream has been utilized by the

Greek Church. There is no article of ecclesiastical property of

more value than a venerable icon
;
to any church or monastery

which aspires to become a great religious centre an ancient and

reputable icon, competent to work miracles, is indispensable.

Now the most obvious way of obtaining such pictures is, it

seems, to dig them up. A few weeks underground will have

given the right tone to the crudest copy of crude Byzantine art,

and all that is required, in order to determine the spot for

excavation, is a dream on the part of some person privy to the

interment. It was on this system that the miracle-working icon

of Tenos came to be unearthed on the very day that the standard

of revolt from Turkey was raised, thus making the island the

home of patriotism as well as of religion. And this is no solitary

example ;
the number of icons exhumed in obedience to dreams is

immense
;
wherever the traveller goes in Greece, he is wearied

with the same reiterated story, and if the picture in question

happens to be of the Panagia, there is often an appendix to the

effect that the painter of it was St Luke—an attribution which

can only have been based on clerical criticism of the style. Inspec-

tion is now difficult; the old pagan custom of covering venerable

statues with gold or silver foil by way of thank-offering- has, to

avoid idolatry, been transferred to icons
;
and in many cases only

the faces and the hands of the saints depicted are left visible, the

1 Above, p. 281.
2 Cf. Lucian, Philopseudes, 19 and 20.
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outlines of the rest of the picture being merely incised upon the

silver foil. But, with inspection thus limited, the layman does

not detect in any crudity of style a sufficient reason why the

saintly painter, if only he could have foreseen the ordinary

decoration of Greek churches, should have had his productions

put out of sight in the ground. Nevertheless the story of the

origin of the icon is believed as readily as the story of its finding.

Nor is it only in stories that the discovery of icons in obedience

to dreams is heard of. During my stay in Greece a village school-

master embarrassed the Education Office by applying for a week's

holiday in order to direct a party of his fellow-villagers in digging

up an icon of which he had dreamt, and to build a chapel for it on

the spot. It was felt that a body concerned with religious as well

as secular instruction ought not to commit the impiety of refusing

such a request, but it was feared that other schoolmasters would

be encouraged to dream.

Besides those visions which are concerned with the finding of

treasure or of icons, that class of dream also may be noticed in

which is given some divine communication as to the healing of the

sick. Many a time I have met in some sanctuary of miraculous

repute peasants from a far-off village, who have travelled from

one end of Greece to another, bringing wife or child, in the

faith that mind will be restored or sickness healed
;
time after

time their story is the same, that they were bidden in a dream

to go and tarry so many days in such a church, and they have

started off g-t once, obedient to what they feel to be a promise
of divine help, begging their way may be for many days, but

unflinchingly hopeful. And then comes the long sojourn in a

strange village, for a mere visit is not always enough ;
weeks and

months they wait, sleeping each night in the holy precincts and

if possible at the foot of the icon, hoping and believing that some

mysterious virtue of the place will heal the sufferer, or at the least

that in a fresh dream they will be told what is next to be done.

And if nothing happen—for now and then rest or change of air

or, it may be, faith ^ effects the cure desired—they return home
with hope lessened but belief unshaken, ready to obey again if

another message be vouchsafed to them from the dream-land of

heaven.

1 See above p. 60.
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Such dreams as these are regarded as spontaneous revelations

of the divine will, granted possibly in response to prayer,

but in no way controlled or procured by any previous action

of the dreamer. But there is one curious custom, observed by
the girls of Greece, by which dreams are deliberately induced

as a means of foreknowing their matrimonial destinies. On the

eve of St Catharine's day^ most appropriately, for she is the

patroness of all marrying and giving in marriage, but sometimes

also on the first day of Lent^, the girls knead and bake cakes

(dp/jLvpoKovXovpa) of which, as their name implies, the chief

ingredient is salt. By consuming undue quantities of this con-

coction, and often by assuaging the consequent thirst with an

equally undue quantity of wine, they produce a condition of body

eminently suited to cause a troubled sleep, and, their minds being

already absorbed in speculations on marriage, it is little wonder if

their dreams reveal to them their future husbands. How far this

custom is now taken seriously, I cannot determine
;

in some

districts it has certainly degenerated into a somewhat disreput-

able game. But the fact that the intoxication of the girls is

tolerated on this occasion among a peasantry whose men even

are seldom drunk except on certain religious occasions—on

Easter-day and after funerals—proves clearly that the custom

was once, as I think it sometimes is now, a genuinely religious

rite and an acknowledged means of divination.

A modification of this custom, preferred in some districts as

obviating alike the unpleasant process of eating salt-cake and the

disreputable sequel thereto, substitutes for dreaming two other

ancient methods of divination—divination by drawing lots, a

primitive system common to many peoples but employed never-

theless even by established oracles^ in ancient Greece, and divina-

tion from chance words overheard by the diviner, a method which

is, I think, more exclusively Hellenic. For this form of the

custom ^Iso salt-cakes are required, but only a morsel of each is

eaten, and the remainder of the cake is divided into three portions,

to which are tied respectively red, black, and blue ribbands. Each

girl then places her three pieces under her pillow for the night,

and in the morning draws out one by chance. The red ribband

1 Nov. 26. 2
KafjLirovpoyXov, laropla tGjv 'Adrjvaiojv, iii. p. 19.

* Cf. Cic. de Divinat. i. 18.
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denotes a bachelor, the black a widower, and the blue a stranger,

that is to say some one other than a fellow-villager. Then, in

order to supplement with fuller detail the indications of the lot,

the girl takes her stand in the door-way of the cottage and listens

to the casual conversation of the neighbours or the passers-by ;

and the first name, trade, occupation, and suchlike which she hears

mentioned are taken to be those of her future husband.

Another similar custom, practised only by girls and not

necessarily taken more seriously than a game of forfeits, preserves

in its modern name o K\r]hova<;'^ the old word K\r)h(6v, and the

purpose of the custom is to obtain that which Horner^ actually

denoted by kXt/Scov, a presage drawn from chance words. The

preliminaries of the ceremony are as follows. On the eve of the

feast of St John the Baptist^ a boy (who for choice should be the

first-born of parents still living) is sent to fetch fresh water

from the spring or well. This water is known as dfiiki^ro vepo,
'

speechless water,' because the boy who brings it is forbidden to

speak to anyone on his way. Each girl then drops into the

vessel of water some object such as a coin, a ring, or, most

frequently, an apple as her token. The vessel is then closed

up and left for the night on the roof of a house or some other

open place
' where the stars may see it.' The proceedings of the

next morning vary. According to one traveller^ each girl first

takes out her own apple
—for he mentions only this token—and

then draws off some of the water into a smaller vessel. This

vessel is then supported by two other girls on the points of their

four thumbs and begins to revolve of its own accord. If it turn

towards the right, the girl ma}^ expect to marry as she wishes
;

if

to the left, otherwise. Also, he says, they wash their hands with

this water and then go out into the road, and take the first name

they hear spoken as that of their future husband. This latter

part of the ceremony is true to the meaning of the word KXr)hova<^

and is a genuine instance of divination from chance words. But

^ The shift of accent is curious. It may be some result of dialect, but is not

explained.
^

e.g. Horn. Od. xviii. 116.
^ At midsummer. The name of the custom 6 KK-qbovas is sometimes given as a

title to the saint himself; and from his willingness to enlighten enquirers con-

cerning their future lot he is also named sometimes 6 ^avLarri^ (the enlightener)
and 6 "Pi^lkols (from pi^iKo, 'lot' or 'destiny'), 'I. Z. 'Apx4\ans, 17 Zivaads, p. 86.

'* Sonnini de Magnoncourt, Voyage en Grece et en Turquie, 11. pp. 126-7.
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neither this nor the former part as described by Magnoncoort is

generally practised now. The usual procedure is either for the

boy who fetched the water or for the girls in rotation to plunge

the hand in and draw out the first object touched, improvising or

reciting at the same time some couplet favourable or adverse to

the love or matrimonial prospects of her who shall be found to

own the forthcoming object ;
and so in turn, until each girl has

received back her token and learnt the presage of her fate.

The recitation of possibly prepared distichs by those who are

taking part in the ceremony is certainly a less pure method of

divination than the earlier practice described by Magnoncourt.

The prediction is deliberately provided, and the element of chance

or of divine guidance is confined to the drawing of the token.

The older method exhibits more clearly the relation of the

modern custom to the superstitious observation of K\r)h6ve<; from

the time of the Odyssey^ onwards. Thus when Odysseus heard

the suitors threaten to take the beggar Irus to Epirus, 'even to

the tyrant Echetus the destroyer of all men,' he hailed the chance

words as a divine ratification of his hope that soon the suitors

should take their own journey to another destroyer of all men,
even the tyrant of the nether world, and ' he rejoiced in the

presage
'

(x^lpev he K\eT]S6vt)'\

The same method of divination was frequently employed in

the classical age also, and that too not only privately^ but even

by public oracles. It was thus that Hermes Agoraeus at Pherae

made response to his worshippers. The enquirer presented him-

self towards evening before the statue of the god, burnt incense on

the hearth, filled with oil and lighted some bronze lamps that

stood there, placed a certain bronze coin of the local currency

upon the altar, whispered his question into the ear of the statue,

and then at once holding his hands over his ears made his way
out of the agora. Once outside, he removed his hands, and the

first words which greeted his ears were accepted as the god's

response to his question^. A primitive statue of Hermes with

1 In the Iliad it is not found. Cf. Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de la Divination,
I. p. 156.

2 Horn. Od. XVIII. 114 &. Cf. also Od. xx. 98 ff.

3 For examples see Herod, v. 72, viii. 114, ix. 64, 91; Xenoph. Anab. i. 8. 16.
Cf. Bouche Leclercq, op. cit, i. p. 157. The word <prj/j.r] is in some of these

passages used in the sense of KXrjdwv.
^ Paus. VII. 22. 2, 3.

L. 20
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the surname KXeyBovco^ existed also at Pitane^, which place may
be the actual site of that '

sanctuary of chance utterances
'

(kXtj-

Bovayp lepov) to which, according to Pausanias-, the people of

Smyrna resorted for oracles. And at Thebes again Apollo Spodios

gave his replies in like manner ^

Clearly then in antiquity divination from chance words was a

well-established religious institution
;
and at the present day,

though the practice is rarer, its character is unchanged. The

religious nature of the two customs which I have described is shown

by their association with the festivals of St Catharine and St John

the Baptist ;
and though in different localities or periods a certain

amount of divination by the lot or other means has been mixed up
with divination from chance words, the latter obviously forms the

essence of both rites, supplying as it does to the one its very

name, and supplementing in the other the meagre indications of

the lot with more detailed information. A girl may learn from

the colour of the ribband attached to the piece of salt-cake which

she happens to draw whether her future husband is bachelor,

widower, or stranger; but only from the chance utterance accepted
as an answer to her own secret questionings can she learn the name

and home and occupation and appearance of her destined husband.

The next branch of divination, the science of reading omens of

success or failure in the objects which a traveller meets on his road,

is still largely cultivated. In old days indeed it was so elaborate

a science that a treatise, as Suidas tells us, could be written on

this one method of divination alone. Possibly the same feat might
be accomplished at the present day if a complete collection were

made of all the superstitions on the subject of
'

meeting
'

{dirdv-

TTj/jia) in all the villages of Greece. How instructive the results

might be, I cannot forecast; but at any rate the task is beyond me,

and I must content myself with mentioning a few of the com-

monest examples. To meet a priest is always unlucky, and for

men even more so than for women, for, unless they take due

precautions as they pass him'', their virilit}^ is likely to be im-

1 LeBas et Waddington, Voyage Archeologique, v. 1724".
2 Paus. IX. 11. 7. Cf. Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de la Divin. i. p. 159 and ii.

p. 400.
^ Paus. ibid.
^ The proper precaution is prescribed in the couplet, ^arb dpo/ut-o aav Idijs rraira, |

KpoLT-qa^ t' dpxi'Sia (xov /caXct. Si per viam sacerdoti occurres, testiculos taos teueto.
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paired; and the omen is even worse if the priest happen to be

riding a donkey, for even the name of that animal is not mentioned

by some of the peasants without an apology ^ To meet a witch

also is unfortunate, and since any old woman may be a witch, it is

wise to make the sign of the cross before passing her. A cripple

is also ominous of failure in an enterprise. On the other hand to

meet an insane person is usually accounted a good omen, for

insanity implies close communion with the powers above. To

meet a woman with child is also fortunate, for it indicates that

the journey undertaken will bear fruit
;
and the peasant by way of

acknowledgement never fails to bow or to bare his head, and if he

be exceptionally polite may wish the woman a good confinement.

Of animals those which most commonly forebode ill are the hare,

the rat, the stoat, the weasel, and any kind of snake. In Aetolia

superstition is so strong regarding these that the mere sight of

one of them, or indeed of the trail of a snake across the path, is

enough to deter many a peasant from his day's work and to send

him back home to sit idly secure from morn till night; and even the

more stout-hearted will cross themselves or spit three times before

proceeding.

That some of these beliefs date from classical times is certain.

Aristophanes, playing upon the use of opvo^;,
' a bird,' in the sense

of
'

omen,' rallies the Athenians upon calling
' a meeting a bird, a

sound a bird, a servant a bird, and an ass a bird^'; and there can

be little doubt that the ass belonged then as now to the category

of objects ominous to encounter on the road; and the same author^

corroborated in this case by Theophrastus' portrait of the super-

stitious man'*, speaks to the dread inspired by a weasel crossing a

man's path. The snake too, it can hardly be doubted, was, owing

perhaps to its association with tombs, an object of awe to the super-

stitious out of doors as well as within the house l On the other

hand an insane person apparently was in Theophrastus' time not

as now an omen of good but of evil, to be averted by spitting

on the bosom^ But though the modern interpretations of such

omens may not be identical in every respect with the old, enough

1
7ai'5oOpi fi€ av/jLTrddeio, 'a donkey, with your leave.' So also often in mention-

ing the number 'three,' and sometimes with 'five.'

-
Aristoph. Aves, 720.

'-^ Eccles. 792.
-*

Theophr. Char. 16. 1.
^ Ibid.

^
op. cit. 16. 3.

20—2
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has been said to show that the science of divining from the en-

counters of the road is still flourishing.

The observation of birds is in many cases closely allied with

the last method of divination; for naturally the peasant as he goes
on his way is as quick to notice the birds as any other object

which he encounters. But since auspices may also be taken under

other conditions, it will be well to observe the old line of demarca-

tion, and to treat this branch of augury, as it was treated in ancient

handbooks \ separately. Moreover the attitude of the modern folk

towards these two branches of divination J!istifies the division. The

superstitions which I have just recorded are somewhat blindly and

unintelligently held; but in the taking of auspices proper the

ordinances of ancient lore which the people follow are felt by them

to be doubly sanctioned—by reason as well as by antiquity; they

apprehend the theory on which their practice is based—the idea

that birds are better suited than any other animate thing, by
virtue both of their rapid flight and of their keen and extended

vision, to be the messengers between gods and men.

In practice this branch of divination is still concerned chiefly

with the large and predatory birds to which alone was originally

applied the term ol(ov6<^.
' The largest, the strongest, the most

intelligent, and at the same time those whose solitary habits gave
them more individual character,' says a French writer^,

' were

deliberately preferred by the diviners of antiquity as the subjects

of their observation. For these and these only was reserved at

first the name olwv6<^, "solitary birdV' or bird of presage'; and he

goes on to suggest that the Oriental belief in the magical power
of blood to revivify the souls of the dead and to stimulate prophecy
influenced the selection for a prophetic role of carnivorous birds

such as might indeed often feed on the entrails of those very victims

from which sacrificial omens were taken. But the reasons assigned

by Plutarch for the pre-eminence of birds among all other things
as the messengers of heaven apply with so special a force to the

special class of birds selected, that it seems unnecessary to search

out reasons more abstruse.
'

Birds,' he says^*,
'

by their quickness and intelligence and their

^ Cf. Suidas, s.v. oIuvlctikt].
- Bouche Leclercq, op. cit. i. p. 129.

3
Assuming derivation from olos, as vlwvbs from vlb^, kolvwvos from Koivbs.

"*

Plutarch, de solertia animalium, cap. 20 (p. 975).
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alertness in acting upon every thought, are a ready instrument for

the use of God, who can prompt their movements, their cries and

songs, their pauses or wind-like flights, thus bidding some men

check, and others pursue to the eud, their course of action or ambi-

tions. It is on this account that Euripides calls birds in general
^' heralds of gods," while Socrates speaks of making himself " a

fellow-servant with swans."
'

In this special class of ominous birds the principal group, says

the same French writer ^ was composed of the eagle (dero^), the

messenger
2 of Zeus, the ' most perfect of birds^ '; the vulture (yv-\jr),

which closely rivalled even the king of birds^; the raven (Kopa^),

the favourite and companion of Apollo, a bird so much observed

that there were specialists (KopaKOfjuavrei^;) who studied no other

species; and the carrion-crow {Kopcoirq), transferred from the service

of Apollo to that of Hera^ or Athene*'. These, it may safely be

said, were observed at all periods. Of others, various species of

hawk (tepaf, tpr)^)
—in particular that known as /cLpKO<;, acting

in Homeric times as the 'swift messenger of Apollo'" and thus

rivalling the raven—and with them the heron^ (ipcoStof;) enjoyed

in early times great respect, but gradually fell out of favour with

the augur. But as these disappeared from the canon of ornitho-

logical divination, certain other birds were admitted, the wren^

{Tp6)(^L\o(; or ffacriXlo-fcof;), the owl (y'^av^y^, the Kpe^ dubiously

identified with our '

rail
'

(c7^ex rallus, Linn.), and the woodpecker

(^SpvoKo\d7rT7)<;).

The continuity of the art of taking auspices is at once obvious

when it is found that the birds which the modern peasant most

frequently observes are of the very same class which furnished the

Homeric gods with their special envoys. Eagles, vultures, hawks,

ravens, crows—these are still the chief messengers of heaven, and

only one other bird can claim equality with them, that bird which

in classical times symbolised wisdom, the owl.

Of the methods pursued by the professional augurs in ancient

Greece unfortunately less is known. The best treatise on the

1 Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de la Divin. i. p. 133-4.
2

e.g. Horn. II. XXIV. 310. -^ Horn. II. viii. 247.
*
Etymol. Magn. p. 619, s.v. olwuottoXos.

5
Apoll. Khod. Ill, 930. ^ Ovid, Metam. ii. 548 sqq.

"
Horn. Od. XV. 526. « Horn. II. x. 274.

9 Plutarch, Pyth. Orac. cap. 22.
10 Paroemiogr. Graec. i. pp. 228, 231, 352.
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subject is that of Michael Psellus^ written in the eleventh century;
but probably ancient works on the subject, such as that of

Telegonus to which Suidas^ refers, were then extant and contri-

buted the bulk of his information. But even so it is the broad

principles rather than the detailed application of them which

Psellus presents, and on them we must in the main rely in com-

paring the modern science with the ancient.

First of all the species of bird under observation had to be

ascertained; for the characters of different species were held to be

so various that birds as closely cognate as the raven and the crow

employed wholly contrary methods of communication with man-

kind.
'

If as we go out of our house to work,' says Psellus^,
' we

hear the cry of a raven behind or of a crow in front, it forebodes

a,nxieties and difficulties in our business, while if a crow fly past
and caw on the left or a raven do likewise on the other side, it

gives hope and confidence.' The crow then was not subject even

to the rule concerning right and left which applied, so far as I

know, to all other birds, but, thanks to some innate contrariety,

reversed the normal significance of position, and therewith also of

cry and of flight. Such exceptions even to the most general
rules made the accurate identification of species an indispensable

preliminary to successful augury. The same primary condition

still holds. The diviner must be able to distinguish the cawing
of a crow settled on his roof from that of a jackdaw; the former is

an omen of death, as perhaps it was in Hesiod's day^, to some

member of his family, the latter heralds the coming of a letter

from a friend abroad. Again he must be able to distinguish the

brown owl {KovKovPa<yLa) from the tawny owl (xapoTrovXcY; the

message of the former may be good or bad, as we shall see, ac-

cording to its actions, while the latter brings only presages of woe»

The species having been identified, there remained, according
to Psellus'', four possible points in the behaviour of the bird itself

(all of them liable to be modified in significance by the position of

^
Trepl tJ/i07rXaro(r/(07rtas Kal oiuvocrKOTrias.

2
Suid., Lexicon, s.v. oIuvkttiktj.

3
op. cit. § 2.

^ Cf. Bouche Leclercq, op. cit. i. p. 140, note 2.
•'

Hesiod, Works and Bays, 745.
^ The identification of the birds named by even the more intelligent peasants

is necessarily uncertain. The name KovKov^dyca is seemingly onomatopoeic, sug-
gesting the hooting of the owl, but is generally reserved to the brown owl,

^
op. cit. § 2.
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the observer) to be noticed and interpreted ;
these were its cry

(anciently ^wvi^ or KXayjt]), its flight (Trrrjai^), its posture when

settled (eSpa or /cadeSpa), and any movement or action performed

by it while thus settled (ivepyeia). These divisions are still

recognised in modern augury.

The cry is observed in the case of many birds. The scream

of an eagle is a warning of fighting or conflict to come. The

croak of a raven, especially if it be thrice repeated, while the bird

is flying over a house or a village, is a premonition of death to

one of the inmates. The laugh of the woodpecker, owing I suppose

to its mocking sound, is a sign that an intrigue against some one's

person or pocket is in train. The repeated call of the cuckoo

within the bounds of a village forebodes an epidemic therein.

Flight is chiefly observed in the case of the birds of prey. The

successful swoop of an eagle upon its prey, or the rapid determined

flight of a hawk in pursuit of some other bird, is an encourage-

ment to the observer (provided of course that the birds are seen

on his right hand) to pursue untiringly any enterprise in which

he is engaged, and is a promise of success and profit therein. In

Scyros I once pointed out to my guide a large hawk chasing a

flock of pigeons, which he at once hailed as a good omen and

watched carefully as long as it was in sight; and when I asked

him what kind of hawk it was, he promptly replied that that

kind was known as To-Upo^
—the goshawk, I believe. This word

is a modern form of the ancient KupKo^^y and a closely similar

incident is mentioned in the Odyssey, when this bird, the '

swift

messenger of Apollo,' is seen by Telemachus on the right, tearing

a pigeon in its talons and scattering its feathers to the ground,

and is taken to foreshow the fate that awaits Eurymachus"^.

The position occupied and the posture are observed above all

in the case of owls. The ' brown owl
'

(KovKov^dyia), perched

upon the roof of a house and suggesting by its inert posture that

it is waiting in true oriental fashion for an event expected within

a few days, forebodes a death in the household; but if it settle

there for a few moments only, alert and vigilant, and then fly off

elsewhere, it betokens merely the advent and sojourn there of

^ In the dialects of Scyros and other Aegean islands, k before the sounds of e and t

is regularly softened to ra. The p has, as often, suffered metathesis.
2 Horn. Od. XV. 524 ff.
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some acquaintance. Another species of owl, our '

tawny owl
'

I

believe, known popularly as x^poTrovXo or
' Charon's bird\' is, as

the name suggests, a messenger of evil under all circumstances,

whether it be heard hooting or be seen sitting in deathlike still-

ness or flitting past like a ghost in the gathering darkness.-

The casual actions and movements of birds are less observed

now than the cry, flight, and posture ;
nor am I aware of any

auspices being drawn therefrom with regard to any matters of

higher importance and interest than the prospective state of the

weather. For such humdrum prognostication poultry-^ serve better

than the more dignified birds—perhaps because their movements

on the ground are more easily observed—and by pluming them-

selves, by scratching a hole in which to dust themselves over, and

by roosting on one leg or with their heads turned in some par-

ticular direction foretell rain, fine weather, or a change of wind.

All these auspices are further modified, as in ancient times,

by the position of the observer in reference to the bird observed.

The right hand side is the region of good omen, whether the bird

be seen or heard
;
and if it be a case of the bird crossing the path

of the observer, passage from left to right is to be desired, on the

principle that all is well that ends well
; flight from right to left

indicates a decline of good fortune. Motion towards the right, it

may be noted, has always been the auspicious direction in Greece.

In that direction, according to Homer, the herald carried round

the lot which had been shaken from the helmet, to be claimed by
that chieftain whose token it might prove to be^; in that direction

Odysseus in beggar-guise proceeded round the board, asking alms

of the suitors^; in that direction even the gods passed their winel

And in like manner at the present day wine is passed, cards are

played, and at weddings bride and bridegroom are led round the

altar, from left to right. Thus then in modern augury too, if the

eagle's scream, which forebodes fighting, be heard on the right,

the hearer will come well out of it, but if on the left, he is like to

be worsted. If the woodpecker laugh on the right, the hearer

^ Derivation from x^P<^f instead of Xdpo^, and -rrovXi is possible, but less likely.

It would then be an euphemistic name, 'bird of joy.' An owl named (XTpLyXoTroOXc

(on which see above, p. 180) appears to be a semi-mythical bird chiefly found in

Hades
;

it is possibly identical with ' Charon's bird.
'

^ Cf. 'Efiau. MavoiXaKaKTjs, KapTadLaKO., p. 126.
- 11. VII. 184. -• Od. XVII. 365. ^ li i. 597.
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may proceed with full confidence to cheat his neighbour, but if

the sound come from the left, he must be wary to baffle intrigues

against himself If the hawk pursue its prey on the right or

across a man's path from left to right, he may take the pursuer as

the type of himself and go about the work in hand with assurance

of success
;
but if the omen be on the other side or in the other

direction, some enemy is the hawk and he himself is the pigeon to

be plucked.

The interpretation of auspices is also affected by number. A
single or twice repeated cry of a bird may be of good omen, but, if

the same note be heard three times, the meaning may be reversed.

This applies in Cephallenia, as I was told, to the case already

mentioned of a raven flying over a house
;
one or two croaks are

a presage of security or plenty, but three are a warning of im-

minent death. In this detail a pronounced change of feeling

tow^ards the number three is responsible for what must, I think,

be a contravention of the ancient rules in the case. According to

Michael Psellus, an even number of cries from the crow were

lucky and an odd number unlucky; but the crow, as we have seen,

was perverse and abnormal; reversing therefore the rule in the case

of other birds, we find that an odd number of croaks from a raven

should be lucky. But the number three, which in old times was

lucky, is now universally unlucky; the peasant often will apologize
for having to mention the number; and Tuesday, being called Tpirrj,

the '

third day' of the week, is the unlucky day. But if in this case

the significance of a particular number has changed, the principle

of taking number into consideration is indubitably ancient.

Moreover there are some cases in which even the particular

application of the old principle holds good. The first, almost the

only, literary poet of modern Greece (as distinguished from the

many composers of unwritten ballads), who found beauty in the

popular beliefs and music in the vulgar tongue, makes his heroine

thus divine her own death :

Kat ra irovXaKi aTrov 'pOaaiv avvrpocfiiaa-fxfv^ opddrj

(rr}fj.d8 etV ttws oyXrjyopa rravSpevofxai 'crroi' "Ai8r]'

Xoyid^oi Ki' 6 'PcoTOKpiTos dnodave ^cftci ^iva
K rjpo rj '^v)(i] Tov vd /x' ^^PJ] va crpi^rj p.€T epeva '.

" And the little bird.s that have come consorting close together are a sign
that soon I am to be wed in Hades. I see that Erotocritus has died in a strange
land, and his soul has come to seek me, to mingle with me."

^ BlK^VTlOS KopvdpOS, 'EpujTOKplTOS, p. 320.
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Here neither the species of the birds nor their cry nor flight is

taken into account
;
the whole significance of the omen turns on

the close company which they kept. And for the method of

interpreting it we can go back to Aristotle.
* Seers observe

whether birds settle apart or settle together ;
the former indicates

enmity, the latter mutual peaces'

Lastly, as regards practical augury from birds at the present

day it may be laid down as a rule that any extraordinary pheno-

menon, exciting in the simple peasant's mind more alarm than

curiosity, passes for a bad omen. The hen that so far forgets her

sex as to crow like a cock falls under suspicion and the knife at

once. To the professional diviner of old time probably such

incidents were less distressing ;
he could observe such striking

anomalies in as calmly judicial a spirit as the details of more

ordinary occurrences. But at the present day, though there are

magicians in plenty, there are no specialists, to my knowledge, in

the science of auspices. The modern peasant does not entice the

birds with food to a special spot, as did Teiresias^ in order to

listen to their talk and to gain from them deliberately the know-

ledge of things that are and things that shall be. But amateur

though he be, lacking in power of minute observation and in science

of detailed interpretation, such rudiments of the art as he possesses

are an heritage from the old Hellenic masters of divination.

So far then as the broad principles of practical auspice-taking

are concerned, the proofs of the identity of modern with ancient

methods are sufficiently complete ;
and it remains only to show

that the modern practice of this art is not a mere inert survival

of customs no longer understood but is in truth informed by the

same intelligent religious spirit as in antiquity. What that spirit

was, is admirably defined in that passage of Plutarch which I have

already quoted, in which he claims that the quickness of birds and

their intelligence and their alertness to act upon every thought

qualify them, beyond all other living things, for the part of

messengers between gods and men. Celsus too in his polemics

against Christianity, made frank confession of the old faith :

' We
believe in the prescience of all animals and particularly of birds.

Diviners are only interpreters of their predictions. If then the

1 Aristot. Hist. An. ix. 1.
2 Cf. Aesch. Sept. 24, Soph. Antig. 999 sqq.
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birds... impart to us by signs all that God has revealed to them, it

follows of necessity that they have a closer intimacy than we with

the divine, that they surpass us in knowledge of it, and are dearer

to God than we^' Indeed it might seem that there was hope of

birds knowing that which a god sought in vain to learn. To

Demeter enquiring for her ravished child
' no god nor mortal man

would tell the true tale, nor came there to her any bird of omen as

messenger of truth-.' In effect, the special aptitude of birds to

carry divine messages to men was never questioned in ancient

Greece; it was a very axiom of religion, without which the whole

science of auspices would have been a baseless fabrication.

Now it would have been no matter of surprise for us, if

practical augury had still been in vogue at the present day and

the theory had been forgotten ;
if the customs born of a belief in

the prophetic power of birds had, with the inveteracy of all custom,

outlived the parent principle. Rather it is surprising that among
all the perplexity and bewilderment of thought caused by the

long series of changes, religious, political, and social, through
which Greece has passed, this recognition of birds as inter-

mediaries between heaven and earth has abated none of its force

or its purity, neither vanquished by the direct antagonism of

Christianity, nor contaminated by the influx of Slavonic or other

foreign thought. Yet so it is
;
and the perusal of any collection of

modern folk-songs will show that the idea is fully as familiar now

as in the literature of old time.

A few examples may be cited
;
and in selecting them I shall

exclude from consideration those many Klephtic ballads which open
with a conversation between three 'birds-^'; for the word 'bird'

{irovKi) seems to have become among the Klephts a colloquial

equivalent for
'

spy
'

or
'

scout,' suggested perhaps by the qualities

of intelligence, alertness, and speed required, and it is admittedly*

impossible in many cases to determine whether the term has its

literal or its conventional meaning. Moreover these openings of

ballads have passed into a somewhat set form
;
and formulae are

1
Origen, contra CeU. iv. 88.

2 Homeric Hifmn to Demeter, 46.
3

e.g. Passow, PopuL Carm. nos. 122, 123, 213, 232, 234, 235, 251 et passim.
^ A. Luber in a monograph Die Vogel in den historischen Liedern der Neu-

griechen, pp. 6 ff., notes the impossibility of determining in many cases whether a
real bird or a scout is meant.
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no more proof of the contiauance of belief than mummies of the

continuance of life.

But, even with the range of trustworthy evidence thus limited,

the residue of popular poetry contains ample store of passages in

which birds are recognised as the best messengers between this

world and another. And here, as we shall see, the reiteration of

the idea is not uniform in expression; the thought has not been

crystallised into a number of beautiful but inert phrases; it is still

alive, still young, still procreative of fresh poetry.

There is a well-known folk-song, recorded in several versions,

which tells how a young bride, trusting in the might of her nine

brothers and in her husband's valour, boasted that she had no fear

of Charos. 'A bird, an evil bird, went unto Charos, and told him,

and Charos shot an arrow at her and the girl grew pale ;
a second

and a third he shot and stretched her on her death-bed \' The

special bird in the poet's mind was, one may surmise,
' Charon's

bird,' the tawny owl, which as I have noted is always a messenger
of evil. In another poem a bird issues from the lower world and

brings doleful tidings to women who weep over their lost ones.

*A little bird came forth from the world below; his claws were red

and his feathers black, reddened with blood and blackened with

the soil. Mothers run to see him, and sisters to learn of him, and

wives of good men to get true tidings. Mother brings sugar, and

sister scented wine, and wives of good men bear amaranth in their

hands. " Eat the sugar, bird, and drink of the scented wine, and

smell the aniaranth, and confess to us the truth."
" Good women,

that which I saw, how should I tell it or confess it ? I saw Charos

riding in the plains apace ;
he dragged the young men by the hair,

the old men by their hands, and ranged at his saddle-bow he bore

the little children'^."
'

Nor is it only between earth and the nether world that birds

carry tidings to and fro
;
earth and heaven are equally united by

their ministry. An historical ballad, belonging to the year 1825,

when Ibrahim Pasha had just occupied the fortress of Navarino

and other places in the Morea and was about to join in investing

Mesolonghi, gives to this idea unusually imaginative treatment
;

for the bird which brings from heaven encouragement and prophe-

^ Passow, Popul. Carm. no. 415, vv. 5—7. Cf. 413, 414.
2 Ibid. no. 410.
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cies of future success (one of which was literally fulfilled in the

battle of Navarino two years later) is an incarnation of the soul

of a fallen Greek warrior.
' " Would I were a bird

"
(I said),

" that

I might fly and go to Mesolonghi, and see how goes the sword-

play and the musketry, how fight the unconquered falcons^ of

Roumelie." And a bird of golden plumage warbled answer to

me :

"
Hold, good George ;

an thou thirstest for Arab^ blood, here

too are infidels for thee to slay as many as thou wilt. Dost see

far away yonder the Turkish ships ? Charos is standing over

them, and they shall be turned to ashes."
" Good bird, how didst

thou learn this that thou tellest me?" "A bird I seem to thee

to be, but no bird am I. Yon island that I espied for thee

afar belongeth to Navarino; 'twas there I spent my last breath

a-fighting. Tsamados am I, and unto the world have I come
;

from the heavens where I dwell I discern you clearly, yet yearn

to see you face to face."
"
Nay, what shouldest thou see now

among us in our unhappy land ? Knowest thou not what befell

and now is in the Morea ?"
" Good George, be not distraught,

consent not to despair ; though the Morea fight not now, a time

will come again Avhen they will fight like wild beasts and chase

their foe. Piteously shall bones lie scattered before Mesolonghi,

and there shall the lions of Suli rejoice." And the bird flew away
and went up to the heavens I'

Such an identification of the winged messenger with the soul

of a dead man does not represent the ordinary thought of the

people ;
it is a conceit peculiar to this ballad

;
but the very fact

that the dea.d warrior is made to assume the guise of a bird in

order to communicate with his living comrades shows how strong

is the popular feeling that birds are the natural intermediaries

between earth and heaven.

Thus then the ancient belief that birds are among the most

apt instruments of divine and human communion has survived as

little impaired by lapse of ages as the practical science of augury
founded upon it. Perhaps indeed it has even fared better; for

practical augury has, I suspect, suffered from the paucity or ex-

tinction of professional augurs, who alone could be expected to

1
^€(pT^pL (probably a diminutive from d^vTrrepos), a 'falcon,' is a favourite name

for the warrior, just as the humbler irovXi, 'bird,' is used for 'scout.'
2 With reference to Ibrahim's Egyptian troops,
3 Passow, Popul. Carm. no. 256.
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remember and to transmit to their successors all the complex
details of their art, whereas the old faith may even have gained

thereby; for history, I suppose, is not void of instances in which

the professional exponents of a religion have fostered its forms

and have starved its spirit, forgetting their ministry in their

desire for mastery, and making their office the sole gate of com-

munion with heaven. But, be that as it may, such decline as

there may have been from the complete and elaborate system of

auspices which the ancients possessed is not at any rate due to

any abatement of the ancient belief in the mediation of birds.

Not of course that the peasant, when he draws an omen from

the eagle's stoop or the raven's croak, pauses at all to reflect on

the general principle by which his act is guided ;
his recognition of

the principle is then as formal and unconscious as is his avowal of

Christianity when he crosses himself. But if ever in meditative

mood he seeks the reason and basis of his auspice-taking, he falls

back, as the popular poetry proves, on the doctrine that the

powers above and below have chosen birds as their messengers to

mankind.

Doubtless many other peoples have held or still hold kindred

beliefs; but the fact that in Modern Greece the same class of birds

is observed as in Ancient Greece and that the same broad prin-

ciples of interpretation are followed is sufficient warranty that

the underlying belief is also a genuinely Hellenic heritage.

The next method of divination to be considered, that namely
in which omens were obtained from sacrifice, was anciently divided

into two branches
;
in one the diviner concerned himself with the

dissection of the victim, and based his predictions on the appear-
ance of various internal parts ;

in the other, special portions of the

victim were consumed by fire, and omens were read in the flame

or smoke therefrom. Of the latter I have discovered no trace in

Modern Greece
;
but the former still survives in some districts.

Naturally however this mode of divination is less frequently

practised than that with which I have just dealt. The cry or the

flight of birds can be observed without let or hindrance in the

course of daily work, and, what is more important still, without

cost
;
while this method involves the slaying of a victim, and is

consequently confined to high days and holidays when the peasants
eat meat. But when occasion ofiers or even demands the per-
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formance of the rite, the presages drawu therefrom are the more

vahied because they are less readily to be obtained.

And the value attached to them is by no means diminished

because the method pursued is less intelligent than the taking of

auspices. In the latter case, as we have seen, the common-folk

have a reasonable basis for their actions in the universal belief that

birds are by nature qualified to act as messengers between gods and

men; in the former the peasants are more blindly and mechanically

repeating the practices of their forefathers. They would be hard

put to it to say how it comes to pass that divine counsels should

be found figured in the recesses of a sheep's anatomy. But in

their very inability to answer this question, no less than in their

acceptance of the means of communion, they resemble their

ancestors
; for, with all their love of enquiry, they too practised

the art without answering conclusively or unanimously the ques-

tionings of their own hearts concerning it. One theory advanced

was that the anatomical construction of the victim was directly

affected by the prayers and religious rites to which it was sub-

jected. Another held the internal symptoms to be inexorable and

immutable, and saw divine agency only in the promptings of the

sacrificer's mind and his choice of an animal whose entrails were

suitably inscribed by nature ^ A third view, advocated by Plato,

was that the liver was as a mirror in which divine thought was

reflected
; during life this divine thought might remain hidden as

tacit intuition or be manifested in prophetic utterance
;
after death

the divine visions contemplated by the soul were left recorded in

imagery upon the liver, and faded only by degrees-. The obvious

objection to this theory was its too practical corollary, that human

entrails would be the most interesting to consult. Less barbarous

therefore in consequences, if also less exquisite in idea, was the

fourth doctrine, propounded by Philostratus, that the liver had no

power of presage unless it were completely emancipated from the

passions and surrendered wholly to divine influence—a condition

best fulfilled by animals of peaceful and apathetic temperaments
But while these theories were built up and knocked down, the

practices which they were meant to explain continued firm and

^ Cic. de Divin. i. 52, ii. 12, 15, 16, 17. Cf. Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de laDivln.
I. p. 167.

2
Plato, Tim. 71 c.

3 Philostr. Vit. Apollon. viii. 7. 49—52. Cf. Bouche Leclercq, op. cit. i. p. 168.
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unshaken. The fact seems to be that the custom of consulting^

entrails was not native to Greece. In Homeric times the liver

was not dissected in search of omens, and such observations a&

were made were directed to the brightness of the flame and the

ascent of the smoke from burnt offerings and not to any malforma-

tion or discoloration of the victim's inward parts. All that could

be learnt was whether the sacrifice, and therefore also the prayers

accompanying it, were accepted or rejected. The complexities of

post-Homeric divination from burnt sacrifice and the whole sj^stem

of inspecting the entrails seem to have been a foreign importation.

Whether the source was Etruscan, Carian, Cyprian, Babylonian, or

Egyptian, does not here concern us^; the practices were in origin

foreign to Greece, and the ancients, in referring the invention of

them to Delphus, son of Poseidon, to Prometheus, to Sisyphus, or

to Orpheus-, were guilty not only of sheer fabrication but of

manifest anachronism^^ Homer convicts them.

It is then the foreign origin of these methods of divination

which explains the attitude of the ancient Greeks towards them.

It was a practice, not a theory
—a custom, not an idea—a con-

glomeration of usages, not a coherent and reasoned system
—which

was introduced from abroad. The Greeks accepted it readily a&

furnishing them with one more means to that communion with

their gods which to them was a spiritual necessity. The principle
of the machinery employed was unknown to them

;
but what

matter ? Its operation was commended by the experience of

others and soon tested by their own. The unknown principle

long continued to excite interest, conjecture, speculation, among
the educated and enlightened, but their failures to reach any final

and unanimous conclusion never moved them to dispute the tested

fact. And if this was the attitude of the educated, the common-
folk of those days must surely have been in the same position as

the people of to-day
—

gladly accepting the usage and avowedly

ignorant of the principle. Such blind acquiescence during so

many centuries may seem indeed a disparagement of the Greeks*^

intelligence; but it is equally a testimonial to their religious faith;

^ For authorities on this point see Bouch6 Leclercq, o». cit. i. p. 170.
2 Cf. ihid. p. 169.
3 K. 0. Miiller {die Etriisker, ii. p. 187) places the introduction of the custom m

the sixth century b.c.
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it is the things which defy reasoning that are best worth believing ;

and among these the Greeks have steadfastly numbered the

writing of divine counsels on the sacrificial victim's inward parts.

The actual methods now pursued are also an inheritance from

the ancient world. The animal from which the Klephts a century

ago are said to have taken omens most successfully was the sheep,
and the portion of its anatomy on which the tokens of the future

were to be read was the shoulder-blade. The questions to which

an answer was most often sought were, as might be surmised from

the life of the enquirers, questions of war.
' In this connexion,'

says a Greek writer^ of the first half of last century, when stories

of the Klephts' life might still be heard from their own lips,
' the

shoulder-blade of a young lamb is...a veritable Sibylline book; for

its condition enables men to ascertain beforehand the issue of an

important engagement, the serious losses on each side, the strength
of the enemy, the reinforcements to be expected, and indeed the

very moment when danger threatens'; and he recounts, by way of

illustration, the story of a Thessalian band of Klephts, whose

captain, in the security of his own fastness, was sitting divining
in this way ; suddenly he sprang up with the exclamation,

* The
Turks have caught us alive,' and at the head of his troop had

only just time to break through the Turkish forces which were

already surrounding them.

That this method of divination was derived directly and with

little deviation from the old system of inspecting shoulder-blades

(M/jLOTrXaroo-KoirLa) as known to Michael Psellus can hardly be

doubted.
'

If the question be of war,' he says,
' a patch of red

observed on the right side of the shoulder-blade, or a long dark

line on the left, foreshows a great war; but if both sides present
their normal white appearance, it is an omen of peace to come*.'

But the days of patriot-outlaw^s are over now, and the questions
submitted to the arbitrament of ovine shoulder-blades are of more

peaceful bent. It is the shepherd now, and not the warrior, who
thus resolves the uncertainties of the future. It is the vicissitudes

of weather, not of war, that interest him
;
the birth of lambs, not

the death of Turks. It is of plague, pestilence, and famine

threatening his flock, not of battle and murder and sudden death

^
Bybilakis, Neugriechisches Leben, p. 49 (1840).

^
TLepi u/xoTrXaTocTKOTrias /cat oluvocxKOTrias, § 1.

L. 21
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for himself, that he seeks forewarning. But the same instrument

of divination supplies the answers.

My own knowledge of its use is obtained entirely from

Acarnania and Aetolia
;
but the practice is also recorded from

Zagorion in Epirus\ and prevails too, I have been told, among
the shepherds of Elis. The opportunity for it is, as I have said,

offered only by certain feast-days, when the peasants indulge in

meat. On other occasions, when the shepherds kill only in order

to sell in the towns, divination cannot be undertaken
;
for it is

only after cooking that the meat can be properly removed from

the bone so as to leave it clean and legible. There is therefore no

doubt an economical reason for confining this practice to certain

religious festivals
;
but this consideration must not be allowed to

obscure the genuinely religious character of the rite itself. In

Zagorion, at the festivals in honour of the patron-saint of each

village or monastery, sheep are brought and sjain in the enclosure

of the particular sanctuary, and are called Kovp/jLTravia^, a plural

evidently of the Hebrew word '

corban,' a thing devoted to the

service of God
;

thus both name and ceremony proclaim this

custom a genuine survival of sacrifice
;
and it is apparently from

the shoulder-blades of these victims that omens are drawn ^. A
similar case of divination by sacrifice came to my knowledge in

Boeotia, though whether the shoulder-blade or some other part

of the victim furnished the predictions, I could not ascertain.

While looking round a small museum at Skimitari I had hap-

pened to stop before a relief representing a man leading some

animal to sacrifice, and heard the custodian, a peasant of the

place, remark to another peasant, evidently a stranger to the

district, who had followed me in, 'That is just like what we do';

and he then explained that at a church of St George, somewhere

in the neighbourhood, there was an annual festival at which a

similar scene took place. The villagers of the country-side con-

gregate early on the morning of St George's day round the church,

^

Aafiirpidrjs, ZayopiaKa, p. 210. No details are given.
2

Aa/x7rpi577S, ZayopiaKa, p. 176.
^ The writer does not actually mention the two things in connexion. He belongs

to that class of modern Greek writers who exhibit their own intellectual emancipation
b}' deploring or deriding popular superstitions, and wastes so much energy therein

that he fails to note such points of interest. But, since it is not probable that the

peasants of Epirus eat meat more often than other Greek peasants, the connexion
of the sacrifice and the divination may, I think, be assumed.
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each man bringing a kid or a lamb
;
service in the church having

been duly performed, the priest comes out and blesses each of the

animals in turn, after which they are killed and roasted and a feast

is held accompanied by some kind of divination from the victims.

Such in brief was the custodian's account; but, when I intervened

in the conversation with a question about the method of divining,

he would say nothing more. The Boeotians are still boorish.

But what I had already overheard exhibits clearly enough the

religious character of the rite
;
and I do not doubt that in Aetolia

and Acarnania also the peasants handle the sheep's shoulder-

blade in an equally religious mood. Their very indulgence in

meat is due to the religious occasion
;
much more therefore the

divination which reveals to them the mind of those powers whom

they worship.

In the art of interpreting the particular marks upon the

shoulder-blade I cannot claim to be an adept. The few facts

which I managed to discover were that in general spots and blurs

upon the bone are prognostications adverse to the hopes of the

enquirer, and that a clean white surface always gives full security:

that different portions of the bone are scrutinised for answers to

different classes of questions ;
thus the prospects of the lambing

season are indicated on the projecting ridge of the bone, and the

weather-forecast on the flat surfaces on either side of it, marks on

the right side (the bone being held horizontally with what is

naturally its upper end towards the diviner) being favourable

signs, and those on the left ill-omened : and finally that a pesti-

lence is foreshown by a depression in the surface of the bone.

The science, I was told, is extremely complex and elaborate
;
but

I never had the fortune to meet any peasant who was considered

an expert in it
;
the best exponents of it are to be found among

the mountain shepherds, and since these are constantly shifting

their grazing grounds it is no easy matter to fall in with one both

able and willing to unfold the full mysteries of the art. How to

distinguish in interj)retation markings of different sizes, shapes,
and colours I never discovered^

But the little which I learnt agrees in the main with the

1 Certain details of the art as practised in Macedonia are given by , Abbott,
Macedonian Folklore, p. 96. But, as they may in part be due to Albanian influence

there, I have not made use of them.

21—2
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ancient method as described by Michael Psellus\
'

Those/ he says,
' who wish to avail themselves of this means of divination, pick out

a sheep or lamb from the flock, and, after settling in their mind or

saying aloud the question which they wish to ask, slay the victim

and remove the shoulder-blade from the carcase. This—the

organ of divination as they think—they bake thoroughly upon
hot embers, and having stripped it of the flesh find on it the

tokens of that issue about which they are enquiring. The answers

to different kinds of questions are learnt from different parts ^

Questions of life or death are decided by the projection of the

ridge^ ;
if this is clean and white on both sides, a promise of life

is thereby given ;
but if it is blurred, it is a token of death.

Weather-forecasts again are made from inspection of the middle

part of the shoulder-blade
;

if the two membrane-like surfaces

which form the middle of the shoulder-blade on either side of the

ridge
"^ are white and clean, they indicate calm weather to come

;

while, if they are thickly spotted, the reverse is to be expected.*

Here, it will have been noticed, no mention is made of any dis-

crimination between the markings on the right and on the left sides

of the bone
;
but this, I suspect, is an omission on the part of

Psellus, for so simple a principle of ancient divination is hardly

likely to have been excluded from consideration in this case. In

other respects the information which I obtained tallies closely

with his account
;
the clean and white appearance of the bone

was then, as it is now, a reassuring omen
; then, as now, the

prospects of the weather were to be learnt from the flat surface

on either side of the ridge ; then, as now, the question of life or

death, which from the shepherd's point of view becomes most

acute at each lambing season, was settled by reference to the

ridge of the bone. To judge then from the few principles of the

art known to me, divination from the shoulder-blade, besides

being still recognised as a religious rite, is conducted on the

^
Ilepl (hixoirXaToaKOirlas k.t.\. I. c.

2
Eeading dXXa -yap for dXXd yap of Codex Vindobonensis, as published in

Philologus, 1853, p. 166.
^ The word is pdxi-^. This in relation to the body generally means the 'spine,'

but can be used of any ridge (as of a hill), and so here, I suppose, of the ridge of

bone along the shoulder-blade.
^ So I understand the somewhat obscure sentence, ei ixkv yap fxera^v toO

(hfioTrXoLTov 8{io v/x€V€s 6^ dfi(fiOT^p(j}v fx^pCiv TTjs pdxcws K.T.X., conjecturing 01 before

/xera^v, where Codex Vindob. has corruptly ei.
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same lines by Aetolian and Acarnanian peasants as it was by
those ancient augurs to whose hand-books probably Psellus was

indebted for his knowledge.

Another animal utilised in the same district for purposes of

divination is the pig ;
but in this case the prophetic organ is not

the shoulder-blade but the spleen. This is removed from the

fresh carcase before the rest of the flesh is cut up or cooked in

any way, and omens are taken from the roughness or discoloration

of its surface. The questions which may be decided by this

means are very various—the prospects of weather, of crops,

and of vineyards, the success of journeys and other enterprises,

the advisability of a contemplated marriage, and so forth. Of the

exact details of the art I know even less than in the last case;

the facts which I learned were these, that a smooth surface is a

good omen, just as it was in the case of other internal organs in

the time of Aeschylus \ while certain roughnesses portend ob-

stacles and difficulties in a journey or enterprise, and further that

certain abnormal blotches of colour give warning of blight and

mildew on crops and vines. Proficiency in the science, I was told,

is commonest among the inhabitants of the low-lying cultivated

or wooded districts of Acarnania where large herds of half-wild

swine are kept ;
and hence it is natural that the predictions

sought in this way are chiefly concerned with agricultural and

social interests, whereas the omens obtained from the sheep's

shoulder-blade by shepherds living solitary lives in the mountains

deal with few issues other than the prospects of the flock. But

this difference between the two methods of divination is circum-

stantial rather than essential
;

either method can, I believe,

in the hands of experts be used for answering almost any ques-

tions.

Divination from the pig's spleen is, I think, undoubtedly ancient.

It appears to be a solitary survival of the a-TrXa^yx^oa-KOTTLa, or

*

inspection of entrails,' which in ancient Greece would seem to

have been the commonest method of divining from the sacrificial

victim. Among the animals embarrassed with prophetic entrails

the pig indeed was not ordinarily reckoned
;

but Pausanias

mentions that the people of Cyprus discovered its valued and

1 Prom. Vinct. 493. ^ Pausan. vi. 2. 5.
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it seems actually to have furnished responses to the highly re-

putable oracle of Paphos\ How it has come to pass that modern

Acarnania should preserve a custom peculiar to ancient Cyprus, is

a problem that I cannot solve
;
but it can hardly be questioned that

here again we have an old religious rite still maintained as a proven

means of communion with those powers in whose knowledge lies

the future.

Divination from sacrifice also forms part of the preliminaries

of a wedding in many districts. On the day before the actual

ceremony^ the first animal for the feast is killed by the bride-

groom with his own hand. The proper victim is a young ram,

though in case of poverty a more humble substitute is permitted.

This, after being in some districts blessed by the priest who

receives in return a portion of the victim, is made to stand facing

eastward, and the bridegroom endeavours to slaughter it with a

single blow of an axe. Omens for the marriage are taken from

the manner and the direction in which the blood spirts out
;
and

a further investigation is sometimes made as to whether the

tongue is bitten or the mouth foaming, each sign finding its

own interpretation in the lore of the village cronies ^ The sub-

stitute allowed for the ram is a cock. Where the peasants avail

themselves of this economy, the killing is usually deferred until

after the wedding service, and is performed on the doorstep of

the bridegroom's house before the bride is led in. The bird is

held down on the threshold by the best man, and the bridegroom,

having been provided with a sharp axe, tries to sever the cock's

neck at one blow. Here too the man's dexterity counts for some-

thing; for the peace or the agony in which the victim is despatched

belongs to that class of omens which in antiquity also were drawn

from the demeanour of the animal before and during the act of

sacrifice, and were taken not indeed to furnish a detailed answer

to any question preferred but to indicate the acceptance or the

rejection of the offering and the accompanying petitions. It

is however the effusion of blood and the muscular convulsions

of the decapitated bird which are most keenly observed
;

for from

1
Tatian, adv. Graecos, i. Cf. Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de la Divin. i. p. 170.

2 In Zagorion in Epirus, the ram is sacrificed on the entrance of the bride to

her new home (cf. the sacrifice of a cock mentioned below). Aa/ulttpi 5r]s, Zayo-

piaKa, p. 183.
^ Curtius Wachsmuth, Das alte Griechenland im Neuen, p. 86.
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these signs, I was told, the old women of the village profess

to determine such points of interest as the chastity of the

bride, the supremacy of the husband or the wife in the future

menage, and the number and sex of children to be born. All this

information can in most places where the rite prevails be obtained

without any dissection of the victim such as would have been

customary in antiquity ;
but in Aetolia and Acarnania the peasants

continue faithful to what are probably ancient methods even in

this detail ;
there the breast-bone of the fowl is treated both

at weddings and on other religious occasions as a poor man's

legitimate substitute for the ovine shoulder-blade, which it

sufficiently resembles in the possession of a ridge with flat sur-

faces on either side suitable for divine inscriptions.

But it is not upon coincidences of practical detail, instructive

as they are in proving the unity of modern with ancient Greece,

that I wish most to insist. If it is clear that the victims often

blest by the priests at weddings and on other religious occasions

are really felt by the people to be sacrifices, then the practice of

divining from them, whatever the exact method pursued, is once

more distinct evidence of the belief that the powers above are able

and willing to hold close communion with men.

Among the minor methods of divination we may notice first

what Suidas calls ol/coarfcoTrcKov or 'domestic divination'; under

this head he includes such incidents as the appearance of a weasel

on the roof, or of a snake, the spilling of oil, honey, wine, water,

or ashes, and the crackling of logs on the fire. The subject was

expounded apparently in a serious treatise by one Xenocrates
;

but it is difficult to suppose that there was any scientific system

governing so heterogeneous a conglomeration of incidents; the

treatise was probably no more than a compilation of possible

occurrences with disconnected regulations for interpreting each

of them.

Many events of a like trivial nature are observed at the

present day, and the interpretations set upon some of them are

demonstrably ancient. A weasel seen about the house, just as

on the road, is significant of evil\ more especially if there is in

the household a girl about to be married
;

for the weasel

1 In Macedonia the weasel is said on the contrary to be a good omen. Abbott,
Macedonian Folklore, p. 108.
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{vv(f>Lraa) was once, it is said, a maiden destined to become, as

the name implies, a '

little bride,' but in some way she was robbed

of her happiness and transformed into an animal
;

its appearance
therefore augurs ill for an intended wedding. A snake on the

contrary is of good omen when seen in the house
;
for it is the

guardian-^enm5 watching over its own. The orientation of a cat

when engaged in washing its face indicates the point of the

compass from which wind may be expected. A mouse nibbling

a hole in a bag of flour is in Zagorion^ as distressing a portent as

it was to the superstitious man of Theophrastusl A dog howling

at night in or near the house portends a death in the neighbour-

hood, as it did in the time of Theocritus :

'

Hark,' cries Simaetha,
'
the dogs are barking through the town. Hecate is at the cross-

ways. Haste, clash the brazen cymbals^'; only instead of the

cymbals it is customary to use an ejaculation addressed to the

dog,
'

may you burst
'

{va aKaay^), or
'

may you eat your own

head
'

{va <^a^ to Ke^aXi aov).

Again, to take another class of the domestic incidents men-

tioned by Suidas, the spilling of oil is universally an evil omen,

and the spilling of wine a good omen
;
the former foreshadows

poverty, the latter plenty. The upsetting of water is also a

presage of good success, especially on a journey; but in this

connexion, as a later chapter will show, it often passes out of

the sphere of divination, which should rest on purely fortuitous

occurrences, into that of sympathetic magic.

The crackling of logs on the fire, which Suidas mentions,

remains to-day also an incident to be duly noted. Generally it

appears to mean that good news is coming or that a friend is

arriving, but, if sparks and ashes are thrown out into the room,

troubles and anxieties must be expected. The spluttering of a

lamp or candle also usually foretells misfortune ^ Omens as to

marriage also may be obtained on the domestic hearth. Two

leaves of basil are put together upon a live coal; if they lie as

they are placed and burn away quietly, the marriage will be har-

monious
;

if there is a certain amount of crackling, the married

^

\an7rpi5r]s, ZayopiaKo., p. 203. ^
Theophr. Char. 16.

'^ Theocr. Id. ii. 35.
^ So too in antiquity apparently according to Propertius iv. (v.) 3. 60 ;

Ovid

[Heroid. xix. 151) on the contrary reckons it a good omen.
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life of the two persons represented by the leaves will be disturbed

by quarrels ;
if the leaves crackle fiercely and leap apart, there

is an incompatibility of temper which renders the projected

alliance undesirable.

These are but a few instances of domestic divination, and a

much longer list might easily be compiled. But while I know

that many of the peasants do indeed observe such occurrences

seriously enough to act upon the supernatural warnings thereby

conveyed, yet the religious character of these methods of divina-

tion is less demonstrable than that of divination from birds or

from sacrifice
;
and I may content myself with indicating, by a

few illustrations only, the continuity of Greek superstition in

both this and those other minor branches of divination to which

I now pass.

Palmistry, according to Suidas, was an ancient art, and a

hand-book of it was composed by one Helenos. The signs of the

future were read in the lines of the palm and of the fingers as

in modern palmistry. This science is still kept up by some of the

old women in Greece, but real proficiency therein is as in other

countries chiefly attained by the gypsies (araiyjavoL), who follow

a nomadic life in the mountains and have very little intercourse

with the native population.

Divination from involuntary movements of various parts of the

body
—

TToXfiLKov, as Suidas calls it, on which one Poseidonios

was a leading authority
—is still very generally practised, and

evidently has deviated hardly at all from ancient lines. The

twitching of a man's eye or eyebrow is a sign that he will soon

see some acquaintance
—an enemy, if it be the left eye that

throbs, a friend, if it be the right ;
and this clearly was the prin-

ciple which the goat-herd of Theocritus followed when he ex-

claimed,
'

My eye throbs, my right eye ;
oh ! shall I see Amaryllis

herself?'^ Similarly the buzzing or singing of a man's ears is an

indication that he is being spoken of by others, just as it was

in the time of Lucian-; and, according to the usual principle, the

right ear is affected in this manner by praise and kindly speech,

^ Theocr. Id. iii. 37 aXXerai 6<pda\fj.6% /xev 6 Senior apd 7* IdrjaQ
\

avrdu ; the
order of the words, it will be seen, justifies the emphasis which I have given to

5e|t6s and to avTav.
-
Dialog. Meretnc. 9. 2.
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the left by backbiting and slander. Again, if the palm of the

right hand itch, it shows that a man will receive money ;
and

reversely, if the left palm itch, he will have to pay money away\
So too, if the sole of the right or of the left foot itch, it is a pre-

monition of a journey successful or unsuccessful. Omens of this

kind fall with uncomfortable frequency to the lot of those who
have to find a night's lodging in Greek inns or cottages.

To the same category belong hiccoughing and sneezing. The

hiccough (Xo^vyya^), as also in Macedonia choking over food or

drink ^ is a sign that some backbiter is at work, and the method of

curing it is to guess his name. Sneezing is a favourable omen,
but the particular interpretation of it depends on alternative sets

of circumstances. If anyone who is speaking is interrupted by a

sneeze, whether his own or that of another person present, what-

ever he is saying is held to be proved true by the occurrence.

^Teia (Tov, cry the listeners, koI dXr^deia Xe? (or Xeet),
' Health to

you, and you speak (or he speaks) truth.' If however no one present
is in the act of speaking when the sneeze is heard, the first

phrase only is used,
* Health to you,' or by way of facetious

variant, va yjro^Tjo-r) r) TreOepd aov,
'

May your mother-in-law die

like a dog^' In either case the prayer for good health can benefit

only the sneezer
;
but in the former, that member of the company

who is speaking at the time may obtain corroboration of the state-

ment which he is making from the omen produced by another.

This part of the belief is very strongly held
;
and anyone who is

in the unfortunate position of having his word doubted or of being

compelled to prevaricate will be better advised to conjure up a

sneeze than to expostulate or to swear.

Both these interpretations of sneezing date from ancient times.

The old equivalent of ' Health to you
' was ZeO acbo-ov,

' Preserve

him, Zeus
'

;
but such expressions are common to many nations

and not distinctively Hellenic. The other interpretation of

sneezing, as a confirmation of words which are being uttered, is

of more special interest, and has been handed down from the

1 The significance of right and left in this case is reversed in Macedonia (cf.

Abbott, Macedo?iian Folklore, p. 112). But in all these instances I am only giving
what I have found to be the commonest form of the superstition in Greece as a
whole.

^
Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 111.

^ The word i/'o^w is properly used only of the dying of animals.
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Homeric age.
* Let but Odysseus come/ says Penelope,

' and

reach his native land, and soon will he and his son requite the

violent deeds of these men.' 'Thus she spake,' continues the passage,
' and Telemachos sneezed aloud

;
and round about the house rang

fearfully ;
and Penelope laughed, and quickly then she spake

winged words to Eumaeus :

" Go now, call the stranger here be-

fore me. Dost thou not see how my son did sneeze in sanction of

all my words^ ? For this should utter death come upon the

suitors one and all, nor should one of them escape death and

destruction I'"

Among other instruments of divination occasionally used are

eggs, molten lead, and sieves. Eggs are chiefly used to decide the

prospects of a marriage. 'Speechless water '^
is fetched by a boy,

and the old woman who presides over such operations pours into

it the white of an egg. If this keeps together in a close mass, the

marriage wall turn out well
;
but if it assumes a broken or confused

shape, troubles loom ahead. In antiquity the science was prob-

ably more extended; for a work on egg-divining {(ooa-KOTriKa)

was attributed to Orpheus. A similar rite may be performed
with molten lead instead of white of egg, and it suffices to pour it

upon any flat surface"*. Divination with a sieve—the ancient

Koo-KivofjLavTeia
—also continues, I have been told, but I know no

details of the practice.

Thus then the chief methods of learning the gods' will as

practised in antiquity have been reviewed, and are found to be

perpetuated in substantially the same form down to the present

day ;
and not only is the form the same but in many of them the

same religious spirit is manifest. The principal difference lies in

the paucity of professional diviners now
; experts assuredly in

some branches there still are, but augury alone would now,

I think, be a precarious source of livelihood. Advice from the

village priest would in so many cases be cheaper and no less valued

than that of the soothsayer.

And as with persons so with places. The pagan temples in

which oracles were given have been largely superseded by Christian

churches, and possibly the peasants are more inclined to pay for

2 Horn. Od. XVII, 539 ff. Cf. Xenoph. Anah. in. 2. 9 and Catull. xlv. 9 and 18.
2 See above, p. 304. *

KafJLwoijpoyXov, 'Icrr. twv 'Adi^vaLuv, iii. p. 22.
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masses which will secure the fulfilment of their wishes than for

oracular responses which may run counter to them. Still even so

oracles have not yet entirely ceased
;
and in discussing those which

survive we shall find once more a coincidence both in form and

spirit between ancient and modern Greek religion.

An oracle, it must be remembered, is simply a place set

apart for the practice of divination
;

the method of obtaining

responses has always varied in different places, and the mediation

of a professional diviner, though usual, cannot be regarded as

essentials Those caves therefore where women make offerings

of honey-cakes to the Fates^ and pray for the fulfilment of their

conjugal hopes are really oracles, provided that there is some

means of learning there whether the prayer is accepted or rejected.

And this is often the case
;
most commonly the answer is inferred

—on what principle of interpretation, I do not know—from the

dripping of water or the detachment and fall from the roof of a

particle of stone
;
and in Aetolia I was told of a cave in the

neighbourhood of Agrinion in which the nature of the response
is determined by the behaviour of the bats which frequent it.

If they remain hanging quiescent from the roof and walls, the

suppliant's hopes will be realised
;
but if they be disturbed by

his or, more often, her intrusion and flutter round confusedly, the

Fates are inexorably adverse.

But besides these modest and unpretentious oracles there

still survives in the island of Amorgos an oracle of a higher order

ensconced in a church and served by a priest. The saint under

whose patronage this pagan institution has continued to flourish is

St George, here surnamed Balsamites^ To the right on entering
the church is seen a large squared block of marble hollowed out

so as to have the form of an urn inside, and highly polished.

It stands apparentl}^ on the natural rock, and is roofed over

with a dome-shaped lid capable of being locked. At the present

day the mouth of the urn is also covered by a marble slab with

a hole pierced through it and fitted with a plug ;
but this was not

observed by travellers of the seventeenth century and is probably

^
e.g. at the oracle of Hermes Agoraeus at Pherae the enquirer performed the

whole ceremony required and obtained his response without the intervention of

any priest or seer. Cf. above, p. 305.
2 See above, p. 121.
^ See above, p. 55.
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a recent addition. There is also a discrepancy in the various

accounts of the working of the oracle, the older authorities stating

that the answers were given by the rise and fall of the water in

the vessel, while the modern custom is to interpret the signs

given by particles of dust, insects, hairs, bits of dry leaf, and such-

like floating in a cupful of water drawn from the urn^

The description given by a Jesuit priest of Santorini, Robert

Sanger by name, of what he himself witnessed in Amorgos to-

wards the end of the seventeenth century may be taken as trust-

worthy, inasmuch as he elsewhere shows himself an accurate

observer and certainly was not tempted in the present case to

exaggerate the wonders of the rival Church.
' The cavity,' he says,

'

fills itself with water and empties itself

of its own accord, and it is impossible to imagine what gives the

water this motion and where it has a passage ; for, besides being

very thick, the marble is so highly polished inside and its continuity

of surface is so unbroken that it is impossible to detect the tiniest

hole or the least unevenness, saving always the opening at the top

which is always kept locked. Additionally astonishing is the fact

that within the space of one hour the urn fills and empties itself

visibly several times
;
at one moment you see it so full that the

water overflows, and a moment afterwards it becomes so dry that

it appears to have had no water in it at all.

'

Superstition is rife everywhere. Any Greeks who have a

voyage to make do not fail to come and consult the Urn. If the

water is high in it, they set off gaily, promising themselves a good

passage. But if the Urn is without water, or the water is low in

it, they draw therefrom a bad omen for the success of their

journey, and do not go, or, if business makes it imperative, go

unwillingly.
' This alleged miracle, which is so famed throughout all Greece,

is a source of much gain to the priest who has charge of the

Church of St George ;
for the concourse of Greeks there is in-

cessant
; people come thither from great distances, some in all

seriousness to advise themselves of the future, others to see the

thing with their own eyes, and a certain number to amuse them-

1 Cf. an article by 'Aj/t. MTjXtapd/cTjs, to iv 'Aixopy(^ ^avTHOv rod 'Ayiov Teufyyiov

Tov BaXaa/jLiTov, in UepiodiKov rijs 'Earias, no. 411, 13th Nov. 1883.
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selves and to have a laugh, as I have had several times, at the

credulity of these folk\'

Whatever may have been the original method of oracular

response
—and I suspect that, while the presence or the absence

of water furnished a plain 'yea' or 'nay' to the enquirer, a more

detailed reply always depended upon the observation and inter-

pretation of any foreign particles floating in the urn—the faith of

the people in its virtue is still intense. It can indeed no longer

claim a reputation throughout all Greece
;
but the inhabitants of

Amorgos and the maritime population of neighbouring islands still

consult it regularly and seriously concerning voyages, business

matters, marriage, and other cares and interests
;
nor are ques-

tioners from farther afield altogether unknown.

This oracular property of water was well known in antiquity.

In this branch of divination, says Bouche Leclercq, use was made
' of springs and streams which were felt to be endowed with a

kind of supernatural discernment. Certain waters were accorded

the property of confirming oaths and exposing perjury. The water

of the Styx, by which the Olympian gods swore, is the prototype

of these means of test, among which may be mentioned the spring

of Zeus Orkios, near Tyane, and the water-oracle of the Sicilian

Palici^.' So too water-deities such as Nereus and Proteus were

believed to exercise special prophetic powers; and Ino possessed

in the neighbourhood of Epidaurus Limera a pool into which

barley-cakes were thrown by those who would consult her; if these

offerings sank, she was held to have accepted them and to favour

the enquirer; if they floated, his hopes would be disappointed'^

The present oracle of Amorgos is of a higher order than this
;

its method is more complex, and its responses are more detailed.

It should surely have ranked high even among the oracles of old,

of which, both in the reverence which it inspires and in the

medium which it employs, it is a true descendant.

Having thus examined the means by which the gods deign to

^ Le P^re Kobert (Sauger), Histoire nouvelle des anciens dues et autres souve-

rains de VArchipel (Paris, 1699) pp. 196— 198. Cf. Tournefort, Voyage du Levant,
I. pp. 281 ff.

; Sonnini de Magnoncourt, Voyage en Grece et en Turquie, vol. i.

p. 290.
'^ Bouche Leclercq, Hist, de la Divin. i. p. 187.
•" Pausan. iii. 23. 8.
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communicate with men, and having seen that both in form and in

spirit the ancient means of communion have been preserved almost

unchanged, we have now to consider the means by which men

approach the gods and communicate to them their hopes and

petitions.

The first and most obvious method, one common to all religions,

is of course prayer; but the use of this channel just because it is so

universal cannot be claimed as a proof of religious unity between

ancient and modern Greece. It is rather in what we should deem

the accompaniments of prayer that evidence of such unity must be

sought. The ancient Greeks were not in general content with

prayer only. It was not customary to approach the gods empty-
handed. The poor man indeed, according to Lucian\ appeased the

god merely by kissing his right hand; but the farmer brought an

ox from the plough, the shepherd a lamb, the goat-herd a goat, and

others incense or a cake.
' Thus it looks,' he says,

'

as if the gods

do nothing at all gratis, but offer their commodities for sale to

men
;
one may buy of them health, for instance, at the cost of a

calf, wealth for four oxen, a kingdom for a hecatomb, a safe return

passage from Ilium to Pylos for nine bulls, and the crossing from

Aulis to Ilium for a princess
—a high price certainly, but then

Hecuba was bidding Athene twelve cows and a dress to keep Ilium

safe. One must suppose however that they have plenty of things

to dispose of at the price of a cock, a garland, or even a stick of

incensed' That this is a fair account of the externals of Greek

ritual can hardly be questioned; for Plato too, in more serious

mood, says that ' the mutual communion between gods and men '

is established by
'

sacrifices of all kinds and the various depart-

ments of divinationV The ' various departments of divination
'

are clearly the means by which the gods communicate with men
;

and '

sacrifices of all kinds
'

therefore represented to Plato's mind

the means by which men communicate with their gods. Prayer,

he seems to have felt, was a necessary incident in sacrifice, rather

than sacrifice an unnecessary adjunct to prayer.

Now the word dvaia, which we commonly translate 'sacrifice,'

was a term of very wide meaning in ancient Greek. In Homer

the word dveiv was used of making any offering to the gods, and

1 De sacrificiis, p. 12. -' Ibid. cap. 2. ^
piato, Sympos. p. 188.
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never denoted, though naturally it sometimes connoted, the

slaughtering of animals—an act properly expressed by the verb

acpa^cLv. And in later times the substantive Ovaia was still

applied to almost any religious festival, at which undoubtedly
some offerings, but not necessarily animal sacrifices, were always
made. When therefore Plato speaks of Ovaiai itdaat, 'all sacrifices,'

he is clearly expressing his recognition of the fact that sacrifices

{Ovaiat) are manifold in kind—and if in kind, therefore also in

intention
;

for different rituals are the expressions of different

religious motives. Communion with the gods was in general

terms the object of all offerings made to them by men; but the

particular aspect of such communion varied.

Offerings, we may suppose, were rarely if ever made purely

for the benefit of the gods without any self-seeking on the part of

the worshipper. Even when a sacrifice to some god was merely a

pretext for social entertainments—and how frequently this was

the case is shown by the fact that <i)Cko6vT7)^,
' fond of sacrificing,'

came to mean simply
*

hospitable
'—it is reasonable to suppose

that the presentation to the god of the less edible portions of the

victim was accompanied at least by an 'iXaOi,
' be propitious,' by

way of grace before the meal
;
and at more strictly religious

functions, at which the guests, if there were any, were secondary
to the god, the dedication of the offering undoubtedly included a

declaration of the offerer's motive.

As regards the character of that motive in most cases, Lucian

is right; it was frankly and baldly commercial. Homer does not

blink the fact
;

for Phoenix even commends to the notice of

Achilles the open mind displayed by the gods towards an open-
handed suppliant.

'

Verily even the gods may be turned, they
whose excellence and honour and strength are greater than thine ;

yet even them do men, when they pray, turn from their purpose
with offerings of incense and pleasant vows, with fat and the

savour of sacrifice, whensoever a man hath transgressed and done

amiss^' And so Greek feeling has ever remained. Offerings are

the ordinary means of gaining access to the gods, of buying their

goodwill and buying off their anger. The ordinary medium of

exchange in such commerce was, when Greece was avowedly pagan,

1 Horn. II. IX. 497 ff.
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food, and is, now that Greece is nominally Christian, candles : for

religion, ever conservative, keeps up the otherwise obsolete system

of barter between men and gods, even though the priests of those

gods are enlightened enough to accept of a secular modern

currency. But the particular commodities in which the barter is

made are of little consequence as compared with the spirit which

has always animated such dealings. The substitution of candles

for meat is practically the only modification which Christianity

has effected in this department of religion.

Even this change in detail does not affect the whole range of

such operations ;
candles are not by any means the only offerings

of which the Church takes cognisance. In dealing with the ques-

tion of divination, we have seen cases in which on some religious

occasion, saint's-day or wedding, the priest blesses a genuinely

sacrificial victim \ We have seen too that at the laying of founda-

tion stones, a religious ceremony conducted by a priest of the

Church, some animal is immolated to appease the genius of the

site'^. We have seen again how the Church permits or encourages

the dedication of those silver-foil models of various objects
—

ships

and houses, corn-fields and vineyards, eyes and limbs—which serve

at once to propitiate the saint to whom they are offered and, on

the principle of sympathetic magic, to place the object, thus

represented as it were by proxy, under the saint's special care
;

and how also the same kind of models are frequently dedicated as

thank-offerings^; so that indeed, in default of an inscription an-

nouncing the motive of the offerer, no one can decide how any

given offerings of this kind should be classified^

Then too in those religious rites which have survived without

ecclesiastical sanction the use and the purpose of food-offerings

remain unchanged. The favour of the Fates is bought by offer-

ings of cakes in order that they may bestow upon the women

who thus propitiate them the blessing of children^ Nereids who

have '

seized
'

children are known to withdraw their oft-times

baneful influence when the mother takes a present of food to the

1 See above, pp. 322-3 and 326. ^ See above, p. 265.
•^ See above, pp. 58-9.
* Ancient offerings of this type, as found at Epidaurus, should not I think be

grouped all together as thank-offerings ; many of them belonged probably to the

propitiatory class.
^ See above, p. 121.

L. 22
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scene of the calamity and cries to them with an Homeric sim-

plicity,
' Eat ye the little cakes, good queens, and heal my child^'

Even the malice of Callicantzari may sometimes be averted by a

present of pork I

Thus with or without the ratification of the Church the old

offerings still continue to be made in the self-same form
;
and even

where other substitutes have been devised, the spirit w^hich

animates the dedication of them is unchanged—a spirit essentially

commercial
;

it matters little whether the suppliant is trying to

buy blessings or to get the punishment which he has deserved

commuted for a fine, or again whether he is speculating in future

favours or settling in accordance with a vow for favours received
;

in each case there is the quid pro quo, the bargaining that the

Greek has never been able to forego, not even in his religion.

But while the spirit thus manifested is not wholly admirable

and perhaps deserved the ridicule of Lucian, it is highly instruc-

tive. The sacrifices or offerings are the means by which the

worshipper gets into touch with the worshipped, the vehicle for

his thanks or petitions ;
the possibility of bargaining implies inter-

course
;
commerce is a form, even though it be the lowest form,

of communion.

But that there were other kinds of sacrifice which represented

higher aspects of the communion between men and gods in ancient

Oreece is certain. The commonly accepted classification of ancient

sacrifices recognises three main groups
—the sacramental, the

honorific, and the piacular. Of the sacramental class, in which—
by a development, it appears, of totemism—some sacred animal,

representing the anthropomorphic god who has superseded it in

men's worship, is consumed by the worshippers in order that by

eating the flesh and drinking the blood they may partake of the

god's own life and self, no trace, so far as I know, can now be found

in the popular religion. The honorific class comprises the majority
of those offerings w^iich might with less euphemism be called

commercial; those however which are prompted by the desire to

expiate sin, or rather to buy off the punishment which sin has

merited, would, I suppose, fall under the head of piacular. But

the line drawn between the honorific and the piacular seems to

1 See above, p. 145. 2 ggg above, p. 201.
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me far from clear, for reasons which will be discussed in the

remainder of this chapter.

The view of sacrifice which I am about to propound, and which

would modify chiefly our conception of so-called piacular sacrifice

in antiquity, was suggested to me by a story which I had from

the lips of an aged peasant of the village of Gonia (the
' Corner

')

in the island of Santorini^ In talking to me of the wonders of

his native island he mentioned among other things a large hall

with columns round it which had long since been buried—pre-

sumably by volcanic eruption. This hall was of magnificent

proportions,
'

as fine,' to use the old man's own description, 'as the

'piazza of Syra or even of Athens.' It was situated between

Kamari, an old rock-cut shelter in the shape of an exedra at the

foot of the northern descent from the one mountain of the island

{fieao ^ovvi), and a chapel of St George in the strip of plain that

forms the island's east coast. So far my informant's veracity

is beyond dispute; for in an account of the island written by a

resident Jesuit in the middle of the seventeenth century I after-

wards discovered the following corroboration 2. 'At the foot of

this mountain^ are seen the ruins of a fine ancient town; the huge
massive stones of which the walls were built are a marvel to

behold; it must have taken some stout arms and portentous hands

to handle them....Among these ruins have been found some fine

marble columns perfectly complete, and some rich tombs; and

among others there are four which would bear comparison in

point of beauty with those of our kings, if they were not damaged ;

several marble statues in Roman style lie overturned upon the

ground. On the pedestal of the statue of Trajan there is still to

be read at the present day a very fine Greek panegyric of that

powerful Emperor, as also on that of the statue of Marcus

Antoninus.' Thus much as guarantee of the old man's bona fides,

which even excavation on the spot, however desirable from an

archaeological standpoint, could not more clearly establish than

the French writer's corroborative testimony ;
now for the story

associated by the aged narrator with this wonderful buried hall.

1
Formerly (and again latterly) called Thera.

2 Le pere Richard, Relation de ce qui s' est passe a Sant-Erini, p. 23.
3 Called by him opos tov ayiov I^re^dvov; but the fact that there is only this one

mountain in the island and that it still has a chapel of St Stephen on it places
the identification beyond all doubt.

22—2
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At the time of the revolution, he said, a number of the Greek

ships assembled oJBf Kamari (where a fair anchorage exists), and

he with some fellow-islanders all since dead was going to fight in

the cause of Greek freedom. Naturally enough there was great
excitement and trepidation in this remote and quiet island at the

thought of adventure and war.
' So we thought things over,' he

continued,
' and decided to send a man to St Nicolas to ask him

that our ships might prosper in the war^' They accordingly seized

a man and took him to this large hall. There they cut off his

head and his hands, and carried him down the steps into the hall,

whereupon God appeared with a bright torch in his hand, and the

bearers of the body dropped it, and all present fled in terror.

There are few grounds on which to argue for or against the

credibility of this story. Historically Thera along with some other

islands is recorded to have maintained the position of a neutral

by paying contributions to both sides; but that does not in

any way militate against the supposition that a few young men
from the island were patriotic enough to volunteer for service

in some of the Greek ships which may have touched—perhaps to

secure that contribution—at Santorini. The story itself was

narrated to me, I am persuaded, in all good faith, and the old

man really believed himself to have taken part in the events

described. His age would certainly have permitted him to fight

as a young man in the revolution
;
he himself estimated (in the

year 1899) that he had lived more than a century, and other old

men of the village who were well past their threescore years and

ten reckoned him senior to themselves by a full generation ;

moreover his own reminiscences of the war argued a personal

share in the fighting. But whether the savage episode which he

described was really a prelude to that most savage war, or some

traditional event of the island's history post-dated and inserted in

the most glorious epoch of modern Greek history, is a question

which cannot be finally determined. Chronology to a peasant
who does not know the year of his own birth is naturally a matter

of some indifference, and excitability of imagination coupled with

the habit, or rather the instinct, of self-glorification in the Greek
^ This phrase as noted down by me from memory along with the rest of the

story immediately after my interview is, I believe, verbally exact. The old man's
words were ecr/ce^nj/fa/Lie Xolttov ki' aTTocpaaiaafxe va aTeiXovfie dudpcoiro '(xtov "A^t'

Ni/coXa, 71a vd TOP TrapaKaK^arj ud iirirvxai-vovve to, Kapd^va. fxas arbv TrdXe/xo.
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character, would account for an unconscious and not intentionally

dishonest transference of the stirring events of earlier days to a

date at which their narrator could have personally participated in

them
;
there is no one so easily deceived by a Greek as himself,

and no one half so honestly. Yet on the whole I incline to believe

the story.

Fortunately the chronological exactitude and detailed precision

of the story do not much matter. Accurate or inaccurate in itself

it contains a clear expression of the view held by the old peasant

of the purpose of human sacrifice.
' We thought things over and

decided to send a man to St Nicolas to ask him that our ships

might prosper in the war.' This is our text, and its very terseness

and directness of expression prove how familiar and native to the

speaker's mind was this aspect of sacrifice. The human victim

v/as simply and solely a messenger. St Nicolas, to whom he was

sent, has supplanted Poseidon, as has been remarked above ^ in

the government of the sea and the patronage of sailors; but how

he came to be associated with the hall which was deemed a right

place for the sacrifice, unless perhaps he had succeeded to the

possession of the site of some temple of Poseidon, I cannot say.

It is of little avail to press for further elucidation of a peasant's

story. I would gladly have learnt more about the hall now wholly

buried but then partially at least visible above ground, into which

none the less a descent by steps is mentioned: I would gladly have

learnt more about the appearance of God with a bright torch in

his hand, and what was the significance to the peasant's mind of

the appearance of God himself^ (o ^eo?) instead of St Nicolas

to whom the messenger was sent. These uncertainties and ob-

scurities must remain. The only additional fact which I elicited

was that the man taken and sent to St Nicolas was in Greek

parlance a '

Christian,' that is to say neither a Turk nor a member

of the Roman Church which has long held a footing in the island.

There was therefore no admixture of either racial or religious

hatred in the feelings which prompted, as it is alleged, this

human sacrifice.

If then the story be accepted, the motive assigned must be

1 See above, p. 55.
2 The term 6 ^eos could not have been intended to apply to St Nicolas ; although

the saints are practically treated as gods, they are not so spoken of. See above,
pp. 42 fit.
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accepted with it
;
but if the story be discredited, the motive

assigned has still a value. For even if the old man had deliberately

invented the tale and claimed complicity in so ghastly a deed,

whence could he have obtained that conception of human sacrifice

which furnished the motive of the action ? It is inconceivable

that he should have evolved the idea from personal meditations

on the subject of sacrifice. It is equally inconceivable that he

could have obtained it from any literary source
;
for he could not

read, and the only book of which he could have had any know-

ledge would have been the Bible, to which this view of sacrifice

is unknown. The only source from which he could have received

the idea is native and oral tradition.

So distinct an expression of the idea is naturally rare, because

human sacrifice is not an every-day topic of conversation among
peasantry; but such a theory of sacrifice is perfectly harmonious

with that chord of Greek religion of which several notes have

already been struck. To obey dreams, to enquire of oracles, to

observe birds, to hear omens in chance words, to read divine

messages in the flesh of sacrificial victims, to make presents to the

powers above for the purpose of securing blessings or averting
wrath—these are the ways of a people from whose mind the

primitive belief in close contact and converse with their gods has

not been expelled by the invasion of education
;
whose religion

has not paid the price of ennobling its conceptions and elevating

its ideals by making the worshipper feel too acutely his debase-

ment and his distance from the godhead ;
whose instinctive

judgement divides the domain of faith from the domain of reason,

and accepts poetical beauty rather than logical probability as

the evidence of things unseen. True indeed it is that of all

the practices by which this people's belief in intercourse with

their gods is attested none is so remarkable as acquiescence
or complicity in murder prompted solely by the belief that the

victim by passing the gates of death can carry a message in

person to one in whose power the future lies. But all that is

painful and gruesome in such a deed only accentuates the more

the unflinching faith of a people who, not in blind devotion to

custom nor in fear of a prophet's command, but intelligently and

of piety prepense, could sacrifice a compatriot and co-religionist

to ensure the safe carriage of their most urgent prayers.
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If tragedy consists in the conflict of deep emotions, and

religion in obeying the divine rather than the human, few deeds

have been more tragic, none more religious than this. In that

scene at An lis when the warrior-king gave up his child at the

prophet's bidding to stay the wrath of Artemis against his host,

the tragedy was indeed intensified by the strength of the human
tie between the sacrificer and the victim

;
but blind and awe-

struck submission to a prophet's decree is less grandly religious

than clear-sighted recognition and courageous application of the

belief that the dead pass immediately into the very presence of

the gods. Here are the two given conditions : first, the urgency
of the present or the peril of the future requires that a request for

help be safely conveyed at all costs to that god or saint in whose

province the control of the danger lies
; secondly, the safest way of

sending a message to that god or saint is by the mouth of a

human messenger whose road is over the pass of death. There is

only one solution of that problem. And if it is true that only
some eighty years ago the problem was solved at so cruel a cost,

then the faith of this people in their communion with those on

whose knees the future lies is more intense, more vital, more

courageous than that of more Western nations whose religion has

long been subordinated or at least allied to morality, and whose

acts of worship are all well-regulated and eminently decorous.

Human sacrifice is known to have been practised in ancient

Greece and the custom probably continued well into the Christian

era. What was the motive which prompted the continuance of so

cruel a rite ? Was it the same as that which the old peasant of

Santorini assigned for the performance of a like act in his own

experience
—that conception of the victim as a messenger with

which he can have been familiar only from native and oral

tradition ? Assuredly some strong religious motive must have

compelled the ancients to a rite which in the absence of such

motive would have been an indelible stigma upon their civilisation,

refuting all their claims to emancipation of thought and freedom

of intellect, and branding them the very bond-slaves of grossest

superstition. Even though they lived on the marches of the East

where human life is of small account, the horror of the rite is in

too vivid a contrast with Hellenic enlightenment for us to see in

it a mere callous retention of an unmeaning and savage custom
;
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but that horror is at least mitigated if underlying the practice

there was some deep religious motive, if a genuine faith in the

possibility of direct intercourse with heaven exalted above the

sacredness of human life the sacred privilege of sending a mes-

senger to present the whole people's petition before their god.

But while it is easy to perceive that such a motive is in

harmony with that belief in the possibility of the communion of

man with God which is so pronounced a feature in the religion

of the ancient Greeks no less than in that of their descendants,

•it is a far harder task actually to prove that this motive was

the one acknowledged justification for human sacrifice. Ancient

literature is extremely reticent on the whole subject; the very
fact of the existence of the rite is known chiefly from late writers,

Plutarch ^ Porphyry'^, and Tzetzes^; and anything like a discussion

of the motives which underlay it is nowhere to be found. This

reticence however was prompted, we may suppose, simply and

solely by the patent barbarity of the act
;

it in no way impugns
the latent beauty of the motive. Rather the persistence in a rite

which did violence to men's humaner feelings and moral sense

proves the strength of the appeal which the motive for it must

have addressed to their religious convictions. There was no place

for shame in the belief that death was the road by which alone

a human messenger could gain immediate access to the gods ;
but

if a messenger were required to go at regular intervals, the regular
occurrence of deaths required murder. This, I think, was the cause

of shame and reticence.

Now if this very simple analysis of the feelings which almost

barred the discussion or even mention of human sacrifice by
ancient authors is correct, we should expect to find that, where

death occurred naturally and not by human intervention, the con-

ception of the dying or the dead as messengers to the unseen

world would find ready and unembarrassed expression. And

especially is this to be expected among the Greeks with whom
grief has never imposed a check upon garrulity, but rather the

loudness of the lamentation has always been the test of the

poignancy of the sorrow. It is therefore in funeral-dirges and
such-like that we must look for the expression of this idea.

1
Plutarch, Pelop. 21 (p. 229).

2
Porph. de Ahstin. 27 and 54.

2 Tzetz. Hist, xxiii. 726 ff.
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An oro^anised ceremony of lamentation is at the present day

an essential part of every Greek funeral, and many dirges sung

on such occasions have been collected and published. In these

the conception of the departed as a messenger, or even as a carrier

of goods, abounds ^ A Laconian dirge runs thus: 'A prudent lady,

a virtuous wife, willed and resolved to go down to Hades.
" Whoso has words

"
(she cried)

*'
let him say them, and messages,

let him send them
;
whoso has a son there unarmed, let him send

his arms
;
whoso has son there a scribe, let him send his papers ;

whoso has daughter undowered, let him send her dowry ;
whoso

has a little child, let him send his swaddling clothes.'"^

The same thought inspires a dirge in Passow's collection^, in

which the thoughts of a dead man, round whose body the women

are sitting and weeping, are thus expressed :

'

Why stand ye

round about me, all ye sorrowing women ? Have I come forth

from Hades, forth from the world below ? Nay, now am I making

ready, now am I at the point to go. Whoso hath word, let him

speak it, and message, let him tell it
;
whoso hath long complaint,

let him write and send it.' And again in another funeral-song a

dead man is described as a '

trusty courier bound for the world

below*.'

This sentiment, so frequently and so clearly expressed in the

modern dirges, is of ancient descent. Polyxena, about to be

sacrificed at Achilles' tomb, is made by Euripides to address to

her mother the question,
* What am I to say from thee to Hector

or to thy aged husband ? ', and Hecuba answers,
'

My message is

that I am of all women most miserable^' And it is the same

genuinely Hellenic thought which Vergil attributes to Neopto-
lemus v^hen he answers Priam's taunts of degeneracy with the

words,
' These tidings then thou shalt carry, and shalt go as

messenger to my sire, the son of Peleus
; forget not to tell him of

my sorry deeds and that Neoptolemus is no true son. Now die''.'

And it is not only in the poetry of ancient and modern Greece

but also in the actual customs of the people that this idea has found

1 Cf. noX^T7?s, MeX^T77, II. p. 341.
2

Pafe\7;s, MvpoXbyia, p. 16. HoKlr-qs, M-eXiTrj, II. 343.
3
Popul. Carm. no. 373.

"1

Pa^ATjs, MvpoXdyLa, p. 36. Cf. UoXirrjs, MeXexT;, ii. p. 342. The line runs

fiavraTo^dpos <f)p6vi/jLos VoO Trctei Vtoj' Karu Kda/xo.
5 Eur. Hec. 422-3. «

Verg. Aen. ii. 547 sqq.
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expression. At the present day funerals are constantly treated

by the peasants as real opportunities of communicating with their

dead friends and relatives. Whether the custom is ever carried out

exactly as it once was by the Galatae, who used to write letters to

the departed and to lay them on the pyre of each new courier to

the lower worlds I cannot definitely say; but a proverbial ex-

pression used of a person dangerously ill, jxa^eveu ypa/jL/jLara yea

Tovg ireOafjb^evov^,
' he is collecting letters for the dead,' lends

colour to the supposition that either now or in earlier days this

form of the custom is or has been in vogue. But in general now

certainly the messages are not written but verbal. It is a common

custom, noticed by many writers on Greek folklore-, for the women

who assist in the ceremonial lamentation which precedes the inter-

ment to insert in the dirges, which they each in turn contribute,

messages which they require the newly-dead to deliver to some

departed person whom they name, or, according to a slightly

different usage, to whisper such messages secretly in the ear of

the dead either immediately before the body is borne away to

the church^, or, where women are allowed to attend the actual

interment, at the moment of
' the last kiss

'

(o Te\evTaLo<;

da-Traa-fio^), which forms an essential and very painful part of

the Eastern rite.

The antiquity of this custom appears to me to be as certain

as anything which is not explicitly stated in ancient literature

can be. For in every detail of ancient funeral usage known to us

there is so complete a coincidence with modern usage that it

would be absurd not to supplement records of the past by obser-

vation of the present. Actually to establish that identity in

every particular is beyond the scope of the present chapter and must
be reserved until later; but my assertion may be justified here

by reference to three points in Solon's legislation on the subject
of funerals. That legislation was directed against three practices
to which mourners Avere addicted in this ceremonial lamentation

of which I have been speaking
—laceration of the cheeks and

breast, the use of set and premeditated dirges, and lamentation

^ Diodor. Sic. v. 28.
2

e.g. Fauriel, Chants de la Grece Moderne, Diseours Prelimin. p. 39. Rennell
Eodd, Customs and Lore of Mod. Greece, p. 129.

3 Dora d'Istria, Les Femmes en Orient, Bk m. Letter 2.
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for any other than him whose funeral was in progress'
—customs

which all still flourish.

The laceration is quite a common feature of such occasions.

Indeed in some districts the women nearest of kin to the deceased

are almost thought to fail in their duty to him if they do not

work themselves up into an hysterical mood and testify to the

wildness of their grief by tearing out their hair and scratching

their cheeks till the blood flows. Such a display of agony, it

must be remembered, comes easy to the Greeks : for their tem-

perament is such that, even when the fact of the bereavement has

moved them little, the role of the bereaved excites them to the most

dramatic excesses. Men rarely if ever now take part in this

scene, and are certainly not guilty of such transports; for their

usual method of mourning is to let their hair grow instead

of tearing it out, and to avoid laceration by forswearing the

razor.

Again, the use of set dirges, composed or adapted before-

hand to suit the estate and circumstances of the deceased, is

almost universal
;
and so essential to the funeral-rite is the formal

lamentation that there are actually women whose profession it

is to intone dirges and who are hired for the occasion. These

professional mourners (/jLvpo\oy7]Tpcac<; or jjivpoXo^larpiaL^) take

their seats round the corpse in order of seniority and assist the

wife, mother, sisters, cousins, and aunts, who also take their seats

according to degree of kinship (the head of the bier being of

course the place of honour), to keep up an incessant flow of

lamentation. The scene differs in no detail, save that the hired

mourners now are always women, from that which was enacted

round the body of Hector. There too
'

they set singers to lead

the lamentation,' and of the women present it was Andromache,

the wife, who began the wailing, Hecuba, the mother, who fol-

lowed next, and Helen whose voice was heard third and last^.

The singers who led the lamentation were probably then as now

hired, for Plato speaks of paid minstrels at funerals using a par-

ticular style of music known as Carian^—a custom suggestive of

antiquity ;
and in all probability the singing of set dirges, which

Solon tried to suppress, was the recognised business of professional

1
Plutarch, Vita Solon. 20.

2 Horn. II. XXIV. 719—775. 3
piato, Leg. vii. p. 801.
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and paid mourners; for dirges premeditated by the relatives would

have been less objectionable, one may suppose, than their hysterical

improvisations. What success his legislation obtained in Athens

cannot now be ascertained
;
but the custom was undoubtedly

universal in Greece, and with the exception of the Ionian islands,

where the Venetians imitated Solon in sternly repressing what

they regarded as a scandal and a grave offence against public

decency^, all parts of Greece still to some extent retain it
;
and

it is likely long to survive for the simple reason that lamentation

has always been held by the Greeks to be as essential to the

repose of the dead as burial. There is more than hazard in the

repeated collocation of a/cXafro?, dracjiO'^, 'unwept, unburied,' in

the tragedians^; there is the religious idea that the dead need a

twofold rite, both mourning and interment.

The third point in the funeral customs to which Solon de-

murred was that mourners attending the ceremony of lamenta-

tion misused the occasion by wailing again for their own dead

and neglecting him whose death had brought them together.

This practice was known to the Homeric age ;
for while Briseis

*
tore with her hands her breast and smooth neck and fair face

'

and with shrill wailing and tears made lament over Patroclus,
* the women joined their groans to hers, for Patroclus in form, but

each really for their own losses^.' There is no intention of satire

here
;

it is simply a naive touch in the picture of a familiar and

pathetic scene. Patroclus' death furnished the excuse and the

occasion for tears, but most of those tears—pent up till they might
flow freely and without shame—were shed for nearer sorrows,

dearer losses. To-day the manner is the same. In some districts,

as in Chios^, a woman's desire to lament again over her own dead

is recognised as so legitimate that etiquette merely prescribes
that she first must make mention of the present dead and after-

wards she is free to mourn for whom she will; and indeed

throughout Greece the opportunity for rehearsing former sorrows

is rarely neglected.

^ An edict of the year 1662 preserved in the record-office (dpxaiocpvXaKelov)
of Zante was shown and interpreted to me by Mons. Aeiovldas X. ZcJtjj, whose
courtesy I wish here to acknowledge. The record-office contains much valuable
material for the study of the period of Venetian supremacy in the Heptanesos,

^

2
Soph. Antig. 29; Eur. Hec. 30; cf. also Soph. Antig. 203-4 Td^(f} ix-qre Krepi^eiv,

IxrjTe KUKvcrai riva, and Philoct. 360.
3 Horn. 11. XIX. 301-2. •* Kuvar. Koj/eWd/ciys, Xluko. 'AvaXeKxa, pp. 335-6.
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Now when in these details that have been enumerated (as well

as in many others such as the washing, arraying, and crowning
of the dead body, the antiquity of which will be treated in

another chapter^) that portion of ancient usage which is known

from literary sources is found surviving, point for point identical,

as a portion of modern usage, then the defect of ancient literary

sources is best and most reasonably supplemented from present

observations. Thus we know from the Iliad that the women of

the Homeric age used Patroclus' funeral as an occasion for renew-

ing their wailing over their own losses
;
we know too from Plutarch

that in Solon's age the same practice had attained such excessive

proportions that legislation intervened to check it
;

the only

detail which we are not told is whether the mourners in commemo-

rating thus their own dead friends were wont to entrust messages
for them to him about whose bier they were assembled. But when

the ancient picture of funeral-usage corresponds thus in every

distinguishable trait with the living scenes of to-day, clearly the

right way of restoring that which is obscured or obliterated in the

picture is to go and to see still enacted in all its traditional falness

that very scene which the remnants of ancient literature im-

perfectly pourtray. And by going and seeing we learn this—that

one strongly marked characteristic of funeral-rites is the belief,

both expressed in words and evidenced in acts, that he whose

death has brought the mourners together is a messenger who can

and will carry tidings to those who have preceded him to the

world below. Then on looking back we may feel confident that

that aspect of death, which prompted Polyxena to ask what

message she should bear from Hecuba to Hector and to Priam,

was no mere poetic conceit imagined by Euripides, but a common

feature of the popular religion. The belief that the passing spirit

is a sure and unerring messenger to another world has ever been

the property of the Hellenic people.

Since then this belief existed in ancient times and the practice

of human sacrifice also existed, it remains to enquire whether the

two were correlated as cause and effect, as in my story from

Santorini. In this enquiry the reticence of ancient literature on

the subject precludes, as I have pointed out, actual certainty; but

a passage from Herodotus offers a clue which is worth following up.
1 See below, pp. 555 ff.
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In speaking of the Getae, a Thracian people, he remarks that

they believe in their own immortality. 'They hold that they them-

selves do not die, but the departed go to dwell with a god named

Zalmoxis....And every four years they choose one of their own

number by lot and despatch him as messenger to Zalmoxis, enjoining

upon him the delivery of their various requests. The manner of

sending him is this. Some of them are set to hold up three

spears, while others take their emissary by his arms and by his

legs and swinging him up into the air let him fall upon the

spear-points. If he be pierced by them mortally, they consider

that their god is favourable to them
;
but if death do'' hot result,

they lay the blame on the messenger himself and give him a bad

name
;
but having censured him they despatch another man

instead. Their injunctions are given to the messenger before he

is killed^'

Now no one can fail to notice that Herodotus' own interest in

this custom centres not in the idea which prompted it but in the

manner of carrying it out. His account of it reads as if he knew

his Greek readers to be familiar enough with the conception of

human sacrifice as a means of sending a messenger to some god ;

but he seems to be contrasting the method adopted with some

rite of which they were cognisant. Tacit comparisons of foreign

customs with those of Greece occur all through Herodotus' work.

The points which he here seems to emphasize are, first, that

the messenger of the Getae was one of themselves, not a prisoner

of war or a slave
; secondly, that impaling was the ritual mode of

death—a mode which the Greeks held in abhorrence and would

never have employed ; and, thirdly, that the messages were com-

mitted to the victim's charge before and not after death. The

inference therefore is that Herodotus and the Greeks for whom he

was writing were accustomed to some rite which was inspired by
the same motive but was differently executed, the messenger

being other than a citizen, the method of sacrifice less barbarous

to their minds than impaling, and the messages being whispered,
as at funerals, in the dead victim's ear

;
for of course, if the newly-

dead could carry tidings to men in the other world, they could

equally well carry petitions to gods.

^ Herodot. iv. 94.
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Moreover my contention that Herodotus had in mind some

Greek rite, with which he was contrasting that of the Getae, is

borne out by the passage immediately following, in which the idea

of comparison comes to the surface. This Zalmoxis, he continues,

according to the Greeks of the Hellespont and the Euxine, was in

origin not a god but a man. He served for a time as a slave to

Pythagoras in Samos, but having gained his liberty and con-

siderable wealth returned to Thrace and tried to reclaim his

countrymen from savagery and ignorance. The ways of life and

the doctrines which he inculcated were such as he had derived

from intercourse with Greeks and above all with Pythagoras,

whose teachings concerning immortality and a future life in a

happier land he both preached and (by the trick of hiding himself

for three years in a subterranean chamber and then re-appearing

to those who had believed him dead) illustrated in his own person.

This story is neither accepted nor rejected by Herodotus, but,

estimating Zalmoxis to have been of much earlier date than

Pythagoras, he inclines slightly to the view that Zalmoxis was

really a native god of the Getae.

If we may assume this view to be correct, what significance

is to be attached to the story of Zalmoxis' relations with

Pythagoras ? Evidently it is one of those fictions by which the

ancient Greeks loved to bring the great figures of history into

contact and personal acquaintance. Pythagoras and Zalmoxis were

two names with which was associated the doctrine of immortality;

some story therefore of their meeting was desirable. And since

Pythagoras was Greek, Zalmoxis barbarian, the legend that the

slave Zalmoxis was instructed by his master Pythagoras was more

flattering to Hellenic pride than the idea that Pythagoras in his

travels should have borrowed so important a doctrine from a foreign

religion; and if chronology did not concur—well, imagination

ahvays had precedence of accuracy. To the Greeks who invented

the tale fitness was of more account than fact; and for us who

dismiss the actual story as mere fiction their sense of its fitness

remains instructive. It shows that the Greeks recognised the

existence of specially close relations between the religion of the

Getae and their own—relations attested probably not only by their

common acceptance of the doctrine of immortality, for that was

the property of other peoples too, but also by some resemblance
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between the rites of the Getae which were based upon that

doctrine and similar rites practised, as Herodotus hints, by them-

selves.

Then again if the motive which we have found operating in

Herodotus' time among the Getae and operating also less than

a century ago among the peasants of Santorini was not the

motive which prompted the ancient Greeks to human sacrifice,

how can we account for the long perpetuation of the practice ? It

is practically certain that it was tolerated in Athens during the

period of her ascendency and highest enlightenment^; but the

repugnance which it inspired is proved by the reticence which

almost concealed the fact from posterity. It was practised

apparently in honour of Lycaean Zeus in the time of Pausanias^
;

but the horror of it closed his lips concerning this
'

secret sacrifice.'

Suppose then that the motive for this sacrifice had been the sating

of a wolf-like god
—for so Pausanias seems to have understood the

epithet Au/cato?^—with human flesh; could such a rite have

continued in any part of Greece for some six centuries after it had

become repugnant at least in Athens ? Was the supposed motive

so sublime that it was held to hallow or even to mitigate the

barbarity of the act ? Or did the custom live on without motive

when an anthropomorphic Zeus had superseded the old wolf-like

deity ? Custom, it is true, often outlives its parent belief; but

custom itself is not invulnerable nor deathless if it has to battle

against sentiments irreconcilably opposed to that original belief.

If the purpose of propitiating a wolf-god with human flesh was

rendered null and void by the modifications which the conception
of Lycaean Zeus had undergone, how could the crude and savage
rite have still flourished in the uncongenial soil of an humaner

civilisation—unless of course some new stream of religious thought,
instead of the original motive, had watered and revived it ? The

very fact that so hideous a custom was so long maintained in

civilised Greece argues that, whatever the original motive of it

may have been, only some strong religious belief in the necessity
of it could have saved it from extinction in the historical age.

Surely it was some convincing plea of justification, and not mere
1 For the evidence see Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek

Religion, pp. 96 ff.

- Cf. Pans. VIII. 38. 7 and Porphyr. de abstinentia, ii. 27.
3 Paus. VIII, 2. 6 and viii. 38. 7 and Frazer's note ad loc.
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acquiescence in the inveteracy of custom, which caused Pausanias,

though he could not bring himself to describe or to discuss the

horrid sacrifice, yet to conclude his brief allusion to it with the

words,
'

as it was in the beginning and is now, so let it be\'

My reasons then for suggesting that one motive which led to

human sacrifice in ancient Greece was the belief that the victim

could carry a petition in person to the gods are threefold. First,

that motive was recognised as sufficient by a peasant of Santorini,

who can only have inherited the idea, just as all the ideas of

divination have been inherited, from the ancient world. Secondly,

Herodotus appears to contrast the method of such sacrifice among
the Getae with the method of some similar rite familiar to his

audience and to imply that the motive in each case was the same.

Thirdly, without an adequate motive—and it is hard to see what

other motive could have been adequate in the case which I have

taken—it is almost inconceivable that human sacrifice should

have continued, in spite of the repugnance which it certainly

excited, for so long a time. For these reasons I submit that the

known belief of the ancients that the dead could serve as mes-

sengers to the other world and their known custom of making
human sacrifice were correlated in the minds of thinking men in

the more civilised ages as cause and effect.

The reservation,
'

in the minds of thinking men in the more

civilised ages,' is necessary ;
for I am at a loss how to determine

whether the belief in question was the original motive of the

custom or a later justification of the custom when its original

motive had been forgotten. Either the belief was coeval with the

custom, and both were inherited together from ancestors belonging
to that

'

lower barbaric stage
'

of culture in which ' men do not

stop short at the persuasion that death releases the soul to a free

and active existence, but they quite logically proceed to assist

nature by slaying men in order to liberate their souls for ghostly

uses^'; or on the other hand the custom of human sacrifice

originated in some other motive (such as satisfying the appetite of

a beast-like god) and remaining itself unchanged, while the con-

ception of the god was gradually humanised until his beast-form

and therewith the original purpose of the sacrifice were lost to

1 Paus. VIII. 38. 7.
2
Tylor, Primitive Culture, i. p. 458.

L. 23
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memory, embarrassed a more enlightened and humaner age until a

new justification for it was found in the messenger-functions of

the dead.

In support of the former supposition it may be mentioned that

tribes far more barbarous than the Getae (who may have benefited

from Greek civilisation) have evolved the particular ghostly use of

dead men's souls which we are considering. In Dahome, according

to Captain Burton, not only are a large number of wives, eunuchs,

singers, drummers, and soldiers slaughtered at the king's funeral,

that they may wait on him in another world, but ' whatever action,

however trivial, is performed by the (new) king, it must dutifully be

reported to his sire in the shadowy realm. A victim, almost always

a war-captive, is chosen
;

the message is delivered to him, an

intoxicating draught of rum follows it, and he is dispatched to

Hades in the best of humours \' There is therefore no objection

to the supposition that the Hellenic people too from the days of

prehistoric savagery were constantly actuated by this motive.

On the other hand it is equally admissible to think that some

cruder motive first led the population of Greece to adopt the custom

of human sacrifice, and that it was only comparatively late in their

history, in an age when men's humaner instincts were offended by
the atrocity of the rite and religious speculation on the subject of

the soul's immortality was rife, that the old custom was invested

with a new meaning. Herodotus clearly recognised the connexion

between the rite of the Getae and the doctrine of immortality
which was bound up with the names of Zalmoxis and Pythagoras;
and it is possible that in Greece too the later justification of

human sacrifice was founded on the same doctrine. It would

have been an irony of fate truly if a doctrine not indeed founded,

I think, but largely expounded by Pythagoras, who forbade his

followers to kill even animals for the purposes of food, should have

been so construed as to furnish a plea for the immolation of men;
but it is quite clear that a belief in the activity of the soul after

death, superimposed upon the desire for close communion between

men and gods, might have had that issue.

But, as I have said, I see no means of deciding at what date

the correlation of the conception of the dead as messengers and

.''J

^
Tylor, Primitive Culture, i. p. 462,
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the custom of human sacrifice as cause and effect first entered

men's minds
;
but that in the historical age that correlation was

acknowledged seems to me highly probable. Such a view would

certainly have militated against the substitution of animal for

human victims
;
for only a man would have been felt to be capable

of understanding the message and of delivering it to the god to

whom he was sent. This perhaps is the reason why the use of a

surrogate animal—though early introduced, as one version of the

story of Iphigenia proves
—never met with universal acceptance,

and why also at the present day there remains a vague but real

feeling that for the proper laying of foundations a human victim

is preferable to beast or bird\

To single out particular instances of ancient sacrifice in which

this motive may have operated is, owing to the general absence of

data concerning the ritual, well-nigh impossible. The sacrifice to

Lycaean Zeus was performed upon an altar before which, according

to Pausanias^ there stood two columns and upon them two gilded

eagles ;
and we may surmise that as the eagles represented to his

mind the messengers sent by Zeus to men, so did the human
victim represent the messenger of men to Zeus. But this can be

only a conjecture, for Pausanias' silence admits of no more.

Of the ceremony connected with the pharmakos, or human

scape-goat, at Athens and elsewhere somewhat more is known.

Certain persons ungainly in appearance and debased in character

were maintained at the public expense, in order that, if any

calamity such as a pestilence should befall the city, they might be

sacrificed to purify the city from pollution. These persons were

called (jyapfiaKOL,
*

scape-goats,' or KaOdp/juara,
'

purifications ^'
'

If

calamity overtook a city through divine wrath, whether it were

famine or pestilence or any other bane,' a jpharmakos was led out to

an appointed place for sacrifice. Cheese, barley-cake, and dried figs

were given to him. He was smitten seven times on the privy

parts with squills and wild figs and other wild plants ;
and finally

he was burnt with fire upon fuel collected from wild trees, and

the ashes were scattered to the winds and the sea^ At Athens,

it appears, this rite was performed, not vmder the stress of oc-

1 See above, p. 264. - Paus. viii. 38. 7.
^ Schol. ad Ar. Eq. 1136 in explanation of the word drjfJidffioL.
^
Tzetzes, Hist, xxiii. 726 fi'. quoting Hipponax' authority on most points.

23—2
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casional calamity, but annually as part of the Thargelia, and was

therefore associated with Apollo ^

All this evidence, with corroboration from other sources than

those to which I have referred, has recently been set forth by.

Miss Harrison, who certainly has made out a strong case for the

view which she thus summarises :

' The leading out of the

pharmakos is then a purely magical ceremony based on ignorance

and fear
;

it is not a human sacrifice to Apollo or to any other

divinity or even ghost, it is a ceremony of physical expulsion-.'

In other words, the pharmakos was treated as an incarnation of

the polluting influence from which the city was suffering ;
and his

expulsion (which only incidentally involved his death) was the

means of purification.

But there are certain points in the practice which incline me

to put forward another view of the pharmakos. His mission un-

doubtedly was to purify the city; but the question to my mind is

whether he was expelled as a personification of the pollution or

was led out and despatched to the other world as a messenger on

the city's behalf to petition Apollo or some other deity for purifica-

tion from the defilement.

It might, I think, have been this Greek rite which was present

to Herodotus' mind when he was describing human sacrifice

among the Getae. He was apparently familiar, we saw, with the

conception of the human victim as a messenger; and the contrasts

in method which seem to have struck him most would certainly

have been provided by the ceremony of the phai^makos. The

Getae chose the victim by lot from among themselves
;

the

Athenians apparently selected some deformed or criminal slave—
one of the very scum of the population. The Getae impaled their

messenger upon the spears of warriors
;
the Athenians treated the

pharmakos as a burnt-sacrifice. The Getae entrusted their messages
to the victim before he was slain

;
did the Athenians perchance

whisper their petitions for purification in the ear of the dead

pharmakos as he lay on the pyre 1 Was he the messenger whose

treatment Herodotus had in mind ?

There are certain points in the ritual itself which make for that

view. The pharmakos was maintained for a time at the public

1 Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 95 f.
2

op. cit. p. 108.
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cost. Why so ? A kindred custom of Marseilles in ancient times

supplies the answer. * Whenever the inhabitants of Marseilles

suffer from a pestilence, one of the poorer class offers himself to

be kept at the public expense and fed on specially pure foods.

After this has been done he is decorated with sacred boughs and

clad in holy garments, and led about through the whole city to

the accompaniment of curses, in order that upon him may fall all

the ills of the whole city, and thus he is cast headlong down\'

The 'pliarmakos was therefore publicly maintained in order that

he might be purified by diet. Again, we know, the pharmakos
was provided before the sacrifice with cheese, barley-cake, and

dried figs
—

pure food, it would seem, with which to sustain him-

self on his journey to the other world. Again, he was smitten

seven times on the privy parts with squills and branches of wild fig

and other wild plants. Why with squill and wild fig ? Because

plants of this kind were purgative, as Miss Harrison^ very clearly

points out. Among other evidences of the existence of this idea,

Lucian^ makes Menippus relate how before he was allowed to

consult the oracle of the dead he was "purged and wiped clean and

consecrated with squill and torches." And why on the privy parts ?

Because sexual purity was required. When Creon was bidden to

sacrifice a son for the salvation of his city in a time of calamity such

as commonly called for the sacrifice of a pharmakos, Haemon was

refused because of his marriage^ and Menoeceus was the only

pure victim. And why beaten at all ? Because again, as Miss

Harrison shows^ the act of beating was expulsive of evil and

pollution. So then the chief part of the ritual was devoted to

purifying the pharmakos himself.

But if the pharmakos was thus himself made pure, how could

his expulsion purify the city ? How could a man deliberately

cleansed by every religious or magical device serve as the embodi-

ment of that pollution of which the city sought to be rid ? Miss

Harrison^ seeks to explain this difficulty on the grounds of that

combination of the notions '

sacred
' and *

accursed,'
*

pure
'

and
*

impure,' which the savage describes in the word *

taboo.' But

the notion of
'

taboo,' though complex, is not illogical ; anything

1 Serv. ad Verg. Aen. in. 75 as translated by Miss Harrison, op. cit. p. 108.
2

op. cit. p. 100. 3 Luc. Nek. 7.
^ Eur. Phoen. 944. s

Qp^ ^tt. p. 100. ^
op. cit. p. 108.
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supernatural, which when properly used or respected is holy, is

logically enough believed to be fraught with a curse for those who

misuse or disregard it. But deliberately to purify that which is

to be the embodiment of defilement is not the outcome of a

complex but logical primitive notion
;

it is simply illogical.

The view of the rite then which I propose is briefly this. The

pharmakos was originally a messenger, representative of a whole

people, carrying to some god their petition for deliverance from

any great calamity; and, that he might be fitted to enter the

presence of the god, he was purified, like Menippus before he was

allowed to approach even an oracle, by every known means. But

the office of pharmakos did not always remain a post of honour.

It was naturally not coveted by those who found any pleasure in

life; and gradually the duty devolved upon the lowest of the low.

Instead of an Iphigenia or a Menoeceus the people's chosen

representative was some criminal or slave, and the personality

of the messenger overshadowed the character of his office. The

original purport of the rite was forgotten. Instead of being
honoured as the people's ambassador, specially purified for his

mission of intercession with the gods, he was deemed an outcast

by whose removal the people could rid themselves of pollution.

Thus the religious rite lost its true motive and degenerated into a

ma,gical ceremony of riddance.

That this debased idea was the vulgar interpretation of the

rite in historical Athens is absolutely proved by a passage from

Lysias' speech against Andocides: 'We needs must hold that in

avenging ourselves and ridding ourselves of Andocides we purify
the city and perform apotropaic ceremonies and solemnly expel a

pharmakos and rid ourselves of a criminal; for of this sort the

fellow is\' But the whole ritual forms a protest against that idea.

Its keynote was the sanctification, not the degradation, of the

pharmakos. In Marseilles indeed the people's change of attitude

towards the messenger whom they so scrupulously purified had

gone so far that imprecations upon him were substituted for the

prayers which he should have been bidden to carry; but in

Athens and in Ionia the ritual itself, so far as we know, contained

no suggestion of contempt or hatred of the victim. It was only

1
Lysias, c. Andoc. 108. 4 as translated by Miss Harrison, op. cit. p. 97.
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the appearance and the character of those who were selected as

pharmakoi which made of the word a term of vulgar abuse such as

we find it to be in Aristophanes^ ;
for the scattering of the victim's

ashes to the winds and waves must not be interpreted as an act

denoting any abhorrence of the dead man. Its significance is rather

this. Religious motives had involved an act of bloodshed, and the

people who had performed it as a religious duty were, like

Orestes, none the less guilty of blood. In any case of blood-guilt

it was held prudent for the guilty party to take precautions

against his victim's vengeance ;
and one means to this end was, as

we shall see later, to burn the body and scatter its ashes. In the

modern story from Santorini there is a precaution mentioned

which has precisely the same object ;
the victim's hands, as well

as his head, were cut off. This, as I shall show later, is a survival

of the old fjLaa-'x^akio-fxo^ or mutilation of murdered men, by which

they were rendered innocuous, if they should return from the

grave, and incapable of vengeance upon their murderers. There

is then, I repeat, nothing in the ritual itself which suggests any

contempt or hatred of the victim, as there assuredly would have

been if from the first he had been the incarnation of the city's

defilement.

Possibly then the pharmakos was originally a messenger from

men to gods, sent in any time of great calamity and peril; possibly

too this significance of the rite had not in Herodotus' time been

wholly supplanted by the lower view to which Lysias gave utterance.

Lysias was addressing a jury and abusing an opponent; a vulgar

and base presentment of the pharmakos suited the occasion. But

sober and reflective men may still have read in the ritual its early

meaning and have recognised in the pharmakos, for all his sorry

appearance, the purified representative of a people sent by them

to lay their prayers before some god.

This, I am aware, is a suggestion and no more. To prove the

existence of this motive underlying any given case of human

sacrifice in ancient times is, owing to the meagre character of the

data, impossible. But since at any rate the conception of the

dead as messengers was known to the ancients—for that much, I

think, I have proved—the suggestion deserves consideration. If

it be right, it shows that even the most ugly and repulsive

1 Ran. 734, Equ. 1405 and fragm. 532 (from Miss Harrison, op. cit. p. 97).
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ceremonies of Greek worship need not be regarded as damning
refutation of the beauty of Greek religion. Though the act of

human sacrifice is horrible, the motive for it may have been

sublime. Where else in the civilised world is the faith which

whispers messages in a dead ear ? Who shall cast the first stone

at those who in this faith dared to speed their messenger upon the

road of death ? Surely such a deed is the crowning act of a faith

which by dreams and oracles, by auspices and sacrificial omens,

has ever sought after communion with the gods.

Yet no, that faith aspired even higher ;
another chapter will treat

of a sacrament which foreshadowed not merely the colloquy of men
with gods as of servants with masters, but a closer communion

between them, the communion of love; for, as Plato says in the

text which heads this chapter,
'

all sacrifices and all the arts of

divination, wherein consists the mutual communion of gods and

men, are for nought else but the guarding and tending of Love
'



CHAPTER IV.

THE RELATION OF SOUL AND BODY.

§ 1. The Modern Greek Vampire.

The division of the human entity into the two parts which

we call soul and body has been so universally recognised even

among the most primitive of mankind that the idea of it must

have been first suggested by the observation of some universal

phenomenon—most probably the phenomenon of unconsciousness

whether in sleep, in fainting, in trance, or in death. If it had

been man's lot to pass in this world a life of activity unbroken

by sleep or exhaustion, and thereafter to be translated like

Enoch or Ganymede to another world, so that the spectacle of

a body lying inert and senseless could never have been forced

upon men's sight, the first impulse to speculation concerning

that impalpable something, the loss of which severs men from

converse with the waking, active world, might never have been

given, and the duality of human nature might never have been

conceived. But death above all overtaking each in turn has

forced in turn the mourners for each to muse on the future

condition of these two elements which, united, make a man,

and, disjoined, leave but a corpse. Does neither or does one or

do both of them continue ? And, continuing, what degree of

intelligence and of power has either or have both ? Are they

for ever separated, or will they be re-united elsewhere ? Such are

the questions that must have vexed, as they still vex, the minds

of many when their eyes were confronted by the spectacle of

death.

For some indeed a means of answering or of quieting such

searchings of heart has been found in the acceptance of religious

dogma. But ancient Greek religion, the faith or superstition in

which the Hellenic people, defiant alike of destructive and of con-
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structive philosophy, lived and moved and had their being, was

not dogmatic ;
the very priests were guardians and exponents of

ceremonies rather than preachers of doctrine; there was no or-

ganised hierarchy committed to one set creed and prepared to

assert the divine revelation of a single formulated answer to

these questions. The sum total of orthodoxy amounted to little

more than a belief in gods; and each man was free to believe

what he would, evil as well as good, concerning them, and to

find for himself hope or despair. In determining therefore the

views to which the mass of the common-folk inclined with regard to

the relations of soul and body, little assistance can be obtained in

the first instance from those personal opinions which literature

has preserved to us, opinions emanating from poets and philo-

sophers who were not of the people but consciously above them,

and who set themselves some to expose, others to reform, the

popular religion, but few simply to maintain it. The conservative

force of the ancient religion lay in the inherited and almost

instinctive beliefs of the common-folk
;

oral tradition weighed
more with them than philosophic reasoning, and their tenacity

of customs as barbarous even as human sacrifice defied the softening

influences of an humaner civilisation.

That these characteristics of the ancient Greek folk are stamped

equally upon the people of to-day is a fact which every page of

this book has confirmed
;
and it is therefore by analysis of modern

beliefs and customs relative to death that I propose to discover

the fundamental ideas held by the Greek people from the

beginning concerning the relations between soul and body. For

I venture to think that the great teachers of antiquity, whose

doctrines dominate ancient literature, were often more widely
removed by their genius, than are the modern folk by the lapse of

centuries, from the peasants of those early days, and that the oral

tradition of a people who have instinctively clung to every ancient

belief and custom is even after more than two thousand years a

safer guide than the contemporary writings of men who de-

liberately discarded or arbitrarily modified tradition in favour

of the results of their own personal speculations. First then the

peasants of modern Greece must furnish our clue to the popular
beliefs of antiquity ;

afterwards we may profitably consider the

use and handling of those beliefs in ancient literature.
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To this end I shall examine first and necessarily at some

length a certain abnormal condition of the dead about which very

definite ideas are everywhere held
;

for the abhorrence and dread

with which the abnormal state is regarded will be an accurate

measure of the eagerness with which the opposite and normal

state is desired
;
and further in this desire to promote and to

secure the normal condition of the departed will be found the

motive of various funeral-customs.

This abnormal condition of the dead is a kind of vampirism.
It is believed that under certain conditions a dead body is with-

held from the normal process of corruption, is re-animated, and

revisits the scenes of its former life, sometimes in a harmless or

even kindly mood, but far more often bent on mischief and on

murder. The superstition as it now stands is by no means wholly
Greek or wholly popular. Two extraneous influences, the one

Slavonic and the other ecclesiastical, have considerably modified

it. But in the present section I shall confine myself to de-

scribing the appearance, nature, habits, and proper treatment of

the Greek vampire as he is now conceived
;
the work of analysing

the superstition and of separating the pure Hellenic metal from

the extraneous alloys with which in its now current form it is

contaminated will occupy the next section
;
and the two which

follow will be devoted to showing that the native residue of super-

stition was in fact well known to the ancient Greeks and was

utilised to no small extent in their literature.

The best accounts of this superstition and of the savage

practices to which it led are furnished by writers of the seven-

teenth century. At the present day, though the superstition is

far from extinction, the more violent outbreaks of it are com-

paratively rare
; and, although stories dealing with it may

frequently be heard, it might perhaps be difficult to piece to-

gether any complete and coherent account of the Greek vampire
without a previous knowledge obtained from writers of two or

three centuries ago. In such stories as I myself have heard

I have found nothing new, and have often missed something with

which older narratives had made me familiar. In the seventeenth

century some parts of Greece would seem to have been infested

by these vampires. The island of Santorini (the ancient Thera)

acquired so enduring a notoriety in this respect, that even at the
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present day *to send vampires to Santorini^' is a proverbial

expression synonymous with ' owls to Athens
'

or '

coals to New-

castle'; and the inhabitants of the island enjoyed so wide a repu-

tation as experts in dealing with them, that two stories recently

published 2, one from Myconos and the other from Sphakia in Crete,

actually end with the despatch of a vampire's body to Santorini

for effective treatment there. The justice of this reputation will

shortly appear ;
for one of the best accounts of the superstition

was written by a Jesuit residing in the island, to whom the

resurrection of these vampires seemed an unquestionable, if

also inexplicable, phenomenon of by no means rare occurrence.

Nowadays cases of suspected vampirism are much less common,
and I can count myself very fortunate to have once witnessed the

sequel of such a case. But of that more anon.

The most common form of the Greek name for this species of

vampire is (3pvK6\aKa<;^, and in order to avoid on the one hand

continual qualification of the word '

vampire
'

(which I have used

hitherto as the nearest though not exact equivalent) and on the

other hand confusion of the Greek with the Slavonic species from

which in certain traits it differs, I prefer henceforth to adopt a

transliteration of the Greek word, and, save where I have occasion

to speak of the purely Slavonic form of vampire, to employ the

name vrykolakas (plural vrykolakes^).

The first of those writers of the seventeenth century whose

accounts deserve attention is one to whose treatise on various

Greek superstitions reference has already frequently been made,
Leo Allatius.

' The vrykolakas,' he writes ^
*

is the body of a

man of evil and immoral life—very often of one who has been

excommunicated by his bishop. Such bodies do not like those of

other dead men suffer decomposition after burial nor turn to dust,

^ Heard by me from a fisherman of Myconos.
-

noAtrT7s, napa56creis, i. pp. 573 and 593.
^ The list of dialectic forms compiled by Bern. Schmidt [das Volksleben der

Neugriechen, p. 158) comprises, besides that which I have adopted as in my experi-
ence the most general, the following : ^ovpKoXaKas, ppovKdXaKas, ^ovpKoijXaKas,
fiovKKdXaKas, ^ovdpoXaKas, ^ovpdoXaKas, ^op^SXaKas. To these may be added
/3ap/3dXa/cas from Syme {UoXlttjs, Uapadoaeis, i. 601), (3ovp5ovXaKas, from Cythnos
{Ba.XXr]v8as, Kvdi/iaKOL, p. 125), and an occasional diminutive form such as ^pvKoXaKt..
The K is often doubled in spelling.

* A plural in -oi, -ovs, with accent either paroxytone or proparoxytone, also
occurs.

^ De quommdam Graecorum opinationibus, cap. 12 sqq.
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but having, as it appears, a skin of extreme toughness become

swollen and distended all over, so that the joints can scarcely be

bent; the skin becomes stretched like the parchment of a drum,

and when struck gives out the same sound
;
from this circum-

stance the vrykolakas has received the name TVfjbTTavialo<i ("drum-

like ").' Into such a body, he continues, the devil enters, and

issuing from the tomb goes about, chiefly at night, knocking

at doors and calling one of the household. If such an one

answer, he dies next day ;
but a vrykolakas never calls twice,

and so the inhabitants of Chios (whence Allatius' observations

and information were chiefly derived) secure themselves by always

waiting for a second call at night before replying.
' This monster

is said to be so destructive to men, that appearing actually in the

daytime, even at noon—and that not only in houses but in fields

and highroads and enclosed vineyards
—it advances upon them as

they walk along, and by its mere aspect without either speech or

touch kills them.' Hence, when sudden deaths occur without

other assignable cause, they open the tombs and often find such a

body. Thereupon
'

it is taken out of the grave, the priests recite

prayers, and it is thrown on to a burning pyre ;
before the suppli-

cations are finished the joints of the body gradually fall apart ;

and all the remains are burnt to ashes.../ 'This belief,' he

pursues,
'

is not of fresh and recent growth in Greece
;
in ancient

and modern times alike men of piety who have received the

confessions of Christians have tried to root it out of the popular

mind.'

As evidence of this statement he adduces a nomocanon, or

ordinance of the Greek Church, of uncertain authorship :

'Concerning a dead man, if such be found whole and incorrupt,

the which they call vrykolakas.
'

It is impossible that a dead man become a vrykolakas, save it

be that the Devil, wishing to delude some that they may do

things unmeet and incur the wrath of God, maketh these portents,

and oft-times at night causeth men to imagine that the dead man

whom they knew before^ cometh and speaketh with them, and

in their dreams too they see visions. Other times they see him

in the road, walking or standing still, and, more than this, he

even throttles men.

^ birov rbv iyvupii^e irpoTiTepa, leg. iyvwpi^ai/.
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' Then there is a commotion and they run to the grave and dig

to see the remains of the man...and the dead man—one who has

long been dead and buried—appears to them to have flesh and

blood and nails and hair...and they collect wood and set fire to

it and burn the body and do away with it altogether....'

Then, after denying the reality of such things, which exist in

imagination {Kara (^avraaiav) only, the nomocanon with some

inconsistency continues :

' But know that when such remains be

found, the which, as we have said, is a work of the Devil, ye must

summon the priests to chant an invocation of the Mother of

God,...and to perform memorial services for the dead with funeral-

meats\'

Allatius then leaving the nomocanon pronounces his own

views. 'It is the height of folly to deny altogether that such

bodies are sometimes found in the graves incorrupt, and that

by use of them the Devil, if God permit him, devises horrible

plans to the hurt of the human race.' He therefore advocates

the burning of them, always accompanied by prayers.

To the fact of non-decomposition he cites several witnesses

—among them Crusius^ who narrates the case of a Greek's body

being found by Turks in this condition after the man had been

two years dead and being burnt by them. Moreover Allatius

himself claims to have been an eye-witness of such a scene when

he was at school in Chios. A tomb having for some reason been

opened at the church of St Antony,
' on the top of the bones of

other men there was found lying a corpse perfectly whole
;

it

was unusually tall of stature
;

clothes it had none, time or

moisture having caused them to perish ;
the skin was distended,

hard, and livid, and so swollen everywhere, that the body had no

flat surfaces but was round like a full sack^. The face was

covered with hair dark and curly ;
on the head there was little

hair, as also on the rest of the body, which appeared smooth all

over; the arms by reason of the swejling of the corpse were

stretched out on each side like the arms of a cross
;
the hands

^ For these memorial services {fivruuLocvva) and the appropriate funeral-meats

(/c6XX i^/3a) see helow, pp. 534 ff,

- The reference given by Allatius is to Turco-Grecia, Bk 8, but I cannot find
the passage.

3 With this description compare a phrase used in a recent Athenian account of
a vrykolakas, aav TovXovfxi, 'like a (distended) wine-skin,' UoXiTr}$,Uapa8. i. 575.
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were open, the eyelids closed, the mouth gaping, and the teeth

white.' How the body was finally treated or disposed of is not

related.

The next writer whose testimony deserves notice and respect

is Father Fran(,*ois Richard, a Jesuit priest of the island of

Santorini, to whose work on that island reference has above been

made\ Agreeing with AUatius in his description of the appearance
of vrykolakes, he adds thereto many instances of their unpleasantly
active habits. His whole narrative bears the stamp of good faith,

but is too long to translate in full
;
and I must therefore content

myself with a precis of it, indicating by inverted commas such

phrases and sentences as are literally rendered.

The Devil, he says 2, works by means of dead bodies as well as

by living sorcerers. 'These bodies he animates and preserves for a

long time in their entirety ;
he appears with the face of the dead,

traversing now the streets and anon the open country ;
he enters

men's houses, leaving some horror-stricken, others deprived of

speech, and others again lifeless
;
here he inflicts violence, there

loss, and everywhere terror.' At first I believed these appari-
tions to be merely the souls of the dead returning to ask help
to escape the sooner from Purgatory; but such souls never

commit such excesses—assault, destruction of property, death,

and so forth. It is clearly then a form of diabolical possession ;

for indeed the priests with the bishop's permission employ forms

of exorcism. They assemble on Saturday (the only day on which

vrykolakes rest in the grave and cannot stir abroad) and exhume
the body which is suspected. 'And when they find it whole, fresh,

and full of blood, they take it as certain that it was serving as

an instrument of the Devil.' They accordingly continue their

exorcisms until with the departure of the Devil the body begins
to decompose and gradually to lose

'

its colour and its embonpoint,
and is left a noisome and ghastly lump.' So rapid was the de-

composition in the case of a Greek priest's daughter, Caliste by
name, that no one could remain in the church, and the body was

hastil}^ re-interred
;
from that time she ceased to appear.

1 See p. 339.
2 Relation de ce qui s'est passe de plus remarquable a Sant-Erini Isle de VArchipel,

depuis Vetahlissement des Peres de la compagnie de Jesus en icelle (Paris, mdclvii.),
cap. XV. pp. 208—226.
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When exorcisms fail, they tear the heart out, cut it to pieces,

and then burn the whole body to ashes.

At Stampalia (Astypalaea), he proceeds, a short time before my
arrival (about the middle of the seventeenth century) five bodies

were so treated, those of three married men, a Greek monk, and a

girl.
In Nio (los) a woman who was confessing to me affirmed

that she had seen her husband again fifty days after burial, though

already his grave had been once changed and the ordinary rites

performed to lay him. He began however again to torment the

people, killing actually some four or five
;

so his body was

exhumed for the second time and was publicly burnt. Only
two years ago they burnt two bodies in the island of Siphanto

for the same reason
;

' and rarely does a year pass in which people

do not speak with dread of these false resuscitations.' In San-

torini a shoemaker named Alexander living at Pyrgos became a

vrykolakas; he used to frequent his house, mend his children's shoes,

draw water at the reservoir, and cut wood for the use of his

family ;
but the people became frightened, exhumed him, and

burned him, and he was seen no more... In Amorgos these

vrykolakes have been seen not only at night but in open day,

five or six together in a field, feeding apparently on green beans.

I heard, continues the holy father, from the Abbe of the

famous monastery of Amorgos, that a certain merchant of Patmos,

having gone abroad on business, died. His widow sent a boat to

bring his body home. Now it so happened that one of the sailors

sat down by accident upon the coffin and to his horror felt the

body move. They opened the coffin therefore and found the body
intact. Their fears being thus confirmed, they nailed up the coffin

again and handed it over to the widow without a word and it was

buried. But soon the dead man began to appear at night in the

houses, violent and turbulent to such a degree that more than

fifteen persons died of fright or of injuries inflicted by it. The

exorcisms of priests and monks proved useless, and they thought
best to send back the body whence it had been brought. The

sailors however unshipped it at the first desert island^ and burnt

it there, after which it was seen no more.

^ In many places at the present day it is believed that vrykolakes (and some-
times other supernatural beings) cannot cross salt water. Hence to bury (not
burn) the corpse in an island is often held sufficient.
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The Abb^ considered this possession by the devil to be a proof

of the truth of the Greek persuasion, alleging that no Moham-

medan or Roman Catholic ever became a vryholakas^. This how-

ever is not strictly accurate, for in Santorini a Roman priest,

who had apostatized and turned Mohammedan and who for his

many crimes was finally hanged, appeared after death and was

only disposed of by burning.

Another case was that of lannetis Anapliotis of the same island,

an usurer who about a year before his death repented of his mis-

deeds and made what amends he could
;
he also left his wife an

order to pay anything else justly reclaimed from him. She however

though giving much in charity did not pay his debts. It was

just six weeks after his death when she refused to satisfy some

just claim for repayment, and immediately he began to appear
in the streets and to molest above all his own wife and relatives.

Also he woke up priests early in the morning, telling them it was

time for matins, pulled coverlets off people as they slept, shook

their beds, left the taps of wine-barrels running, and so on. One

woman was so frightened in broad day-light as to lose the power
of speech for three days, and another whose bed he shook suffered

a miscarriage. Then at length his name was published
—for as

a man of some position he had till then been spared. Exorcism

was tried in vain by the Greek priests. Then by my advice the

widow paid off all her husband's debts and made due restitution.

Also she had the body exhumed and exorcised a second time. On
this occasion I saw it, but it did not look like a real vrykolakas ;

for, though the hands were whole and parchment-like, the head

and the entrails were to some extent decomposed. At the end of

the ceremony of exorcism the priests hacked the body to pieces

and buried it in a new grave. From this time the vrykolakas

never re-appeared, but this was due, in my opinion, to the restitu-

tion made, not to the treatment of the body.
There are in Greek cemeteries dead bodies of another kind

which after fifteen or sixteen years
—sometimes even twenty or

thirty
—are found inflated like balloons, and when they are thrown

^ Some modern authorities state that Turks are believed to be more subject to

become vrykolakes than Christians. Schmidt {Das Volksleben, p. 162) appears to

me to overstate this point of view, which I should judge to be rarer and more local

than its contrary. Even where found, it is unimportant, being a mere invention of

priestcraft for purposes of intimidation. See below, pp. 400 and 409.

L. 24
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on the ground or rolled along, sound like drums
;
for this reason

they have the name vrovirl^ (drum).... The common opinion of

the Greeks is that this inflation is a sure sign that the man had

suffered excommunication ;
and indeed Greek priests and bishops

add always to the formula of excommunication the curse, Kal

fxera rov Odvarov akvTO(; Kal a7rapakvT0<;,
' and after death to

remain indissoluble-.'

In a manuscript from the Church of St Sophia at Thessalonica,

he continues, I found the following :

'OttoIos e;(et evroKrjv rj Kardpav, Kfjarovai jxovov to. efjLTrpoadev tov crco/iardy

TOV.

''EkcIvos ottov e;(fi avdBefxa, (paiverat Kirpivos koi ^apoap-iva ra daKrvXid tov.

'Ekcivos ottov (j)al.v€TaL dcnrpos^ (^^<^)> ftVai d(f)(opia-jX€VOS irapd. tcov Oeicov

j/d/xcov.

'Enelvos OTTOV cfyaLverai fxavpos, eivai dtpcoptafievos vtto dp^iepeois.

' He who has left a command of his parents unfulfilled or is under their

.curse has only the front portions of his body preserved.
' He who is under an anathema looks yellow and his fingers are wrinkled.
' He who looks white has been excommunicated by divine laws.
* He who looks black has been excommunicated by a bishop.'

From this account it is manifest that Father Richard, with the

experience acquired by residence in Santorini, drew a distinction

not known to Leo Allatius between two classes of dead persons.

Those, who though not subject to the natural law of decomposition

lay quiescent in their graves, were merely rvfjuravialoi or
' drum-

like
'

;
while vrykolakes proper were addicted also to periodical

resurrection. And the extract with which he concludes his

description shows that the authorities of the rival Church pre-

tended to powers of even more subtle discrimination between

different species of incorrupt corpses. The importance of Father

Richard's distinction will appear later
;

there was originally a

difference in the usage of the two words, although not precisely

the difference which he makes
;
but by the middle of the seven-

teenth century popular speech rarely discriminated between them.

To the common -folk, whose views Leo Allatius fairly presents, any

body which was withheld from decomposition for any cause was at

least a potential vrykolakas, even if its power of resurrection was

1
Evidently a local form oirovfxiri {

= Tvfxirapou, of. Du Cange, Med. et infim. Graec,
s.v. Tv/xTTavLT-qs), with metathesis of the nasal. Cf. the word rv/xTraviaios above.

- To this phrase I return later.
^

leg. Affirpos.
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not known to have been exerted and no act of violence had been

traced to it.

For further attestation of the prevalence and the violence

of this superstition it would be easy to quote many graphic
accounts by other writers, such as Robert Sanger^, another Jesuit

of Santorini, or the traveller Tournefort^ But it will suffice to call

as witness Paul Lucas, whose observations concern a part of the

Greek world remote enough from either Chios or Santorini, the

island of Corfu.
' Some persons,' he says,

' who seem possessed of

sound good sense speak of a curious thing which often happens in

this place, as also in the island of Santorini. According to their

account dead persons return and show themselves in open day,

going even into the houses and inspiring great terror in those who
see them. In consequence of this, whenever one of these apparitions

is seen, the people go at once to the cemetery to exhume the

corpse, which is then cut in pieces and finally is burnt by sentence

of the Governors and Magistrates. This done, these quasi-dead

return no more. Monsieur Angelo Edme, Warden and Governor

of the island, assured me that he himself had pronounced a

sentence of this kind in a case where upwards of fifty reason-

able persons were found to testify to the occurrence ^'

The superstition, which had so firm a grip upon the Greeks

of two or three centuries ago, has by no means relaxed its

hold at the present day, in spite of the efforts made by the

higher authorities civil and ecclesiastical, native and foreign, to

suppress those savage and gruesome ceremonies to which it

leads. The horrible scenes of old time, when the suspected

body was dragged from its grave and dismembered by a panic-

stricken and desperate mob, when the heart, as sometimes

happened, was torn out and boiled to shreds in vinegar, or when

the ghastly remains were burnt on a public bonfire, have cer-

tainly become rarer. The administrative action of the Venetians

in the Ionian Islands in requiring proof to be furnished of the

'vrykolakas resuscitation, and official sanction to be obtained for

exhuming and burning the body ;
the more vigorous suppression

^ Histoire nouvelle des anciens dues et autres souverains de VArchipel, pp. 255-6

(Paris, 1699).
2
Voyage dii Levant, i. pp. 158 ff. (Lyon, 1717). Cf. also Salonis, Voyage a

Tine (Paris, 1809), translated by A. M. ^lavpofxapds, as "Icrropia rrjs Trjpov, pp. 105 fif.

2 Paul Lucas, Voyage du Levant (la Haye, 1705), vol. ii. pp. 209—210.

24—2
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of such acts by the Turks in the Aegean Islands^ and probably also

on the mainland
;
the somewhat half-hearted condemnation of the

superstition by the Greek Church, which, as we shall see later,

maintained the belief in the non-decomposition of excommu-

nicated persons and notorious sinners, hesitated between denying
and explaining the further notion that such persons were liable to

re-animation, but certainly endeavoured to repress or to mitigate

the atrocities to which that notion led
;
and at the present day

the forces of law and order as represented on the one hand by
the police and on the other by modern education, the chief fruit

of which is a desire to appear
'

civilised
'

in the eyes of Europe ;

all these influences combined have certainly succeeded in reducing
the proportions of the superstition and curtailing the excesses

consequent upon it. Thus in some places the old practice of

burning corpses which fail to decompose within the normal period—and it must be remembered that exhumation after three years'

burial is an established rite of the Church in Greece—has been

definitely superseded by milder expedients. In Scyros the body
is carried round to forty churches in turn and is then re-interred,

while in parts of Crete, in Cythnos^, and, I believe, in some other

Aegean Islands the custom is to transfer the body to a grave in

some uninhabited islet, whence its return is barred by the inter-

vening salt water.

None the less the superstition itself still holds a firm place

among the traditional beliefs of modern Greece. Witness the

following account of it from a history=^ of the district of Sphakia
in Crete written by the head of a monastery there and published
in 1888 :

'It is popularly believed that most of the dead, those who
have lived bad lives or who have been excommunicated by some

priest (or, worse still, by seven priests together, to eirraTrd-

Trahov"^) become vrykolakes^ ;
that is to say, after the separation

of the soul from the body there enters into the latter an evil

' Cf. Tournefort, Voyage du Levant, i. p. 164 (Lyon, 1717).-
'AuTibv. BdW-nvdas, KvOpiaKa, p. 125.

^

ypvy- lla.Tra5oTreTpdKr)s, 'IffTopia tCjv I^cpaKiuv, pp. 72-3.
* The writer points out in a note the correspondence of the number of priestswho assemble for t6 evxeXaiov, the anointing of the sick with oil.
^ The Cretan word used throughout this passage is Karaxav-as (plur. -a5es), on

which see below, p. 382.
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spirit, which takes the place of the soul and assumes the shape
of the dead man and so is transformed into a vrykolakas or

man-demon.
' In this guise it keeps the body as its dwelling-place and

preserves it from corruption, and it runs swift as lightning

wherever it lists, and causes men great alarms at night and

strikes all with panic. And the trouble is that it does not re-

main solitary, but makes everyone, who dies while it is about,

like to itself, so that in a short space of time it gets together a

large and dangerous train of followers. The common practice of

the vrykolakes is to seat themselves upon those who are asleep

and b}^ their enormous weight to cause an agonizing sense of

oppression. There is great danger that the sufferer in such cases

may expire, and himself too be turned into a vrykolakas, if there

be not someone at hand who perceives his torment and fires off a

gun, thereby putting the blood-thirsty monster to flight ;
for

fortunately it is afraid of the report of fire-arms and retreats

without effecting its purpose. Not a few such scenes we have

witnessed with our own eyes.
' This monster, as time goes on, becomes more and more

audacious and blood-thirsty, so that it is able completely to

devastate whole villages. On this account all possible haste is

made to annihilate the first which appears before it enter upon
its second period of forty days', because by that time it becomes a

merciless and invincible dealer of death. To this end the villagers

call in priests who profess to know how to annihilate the monster
—for a consideration. These impostors proceed after service to

the tomb, and if the monster be not found there—for it goes to

and fro molesting men—they summon it in authoritative tones to

enter its dwelling-place ; and, as soon as it is come, it is imprisoned
there by virtue of some prayer and subsequently breaks up.
With its disruption all those who have been turned into vryko-
lakes by it, wherever they may be, suffer the same lot as their

leader.
* This absurd superstition is rife and vigorous throughout

Crete and especially in the mountainous and secluded parts of

the island.'

1
8nr\oaapavTi(T7}. I have given what I take to be the meaning of a popular word

otherwise unknown to me.
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So too another well-informed Greek writer, who has published

a series of monographs upon the Cjclades, says in one of them^:
' The ignorant peasant of Andros believes to this day that

the corpse can rise again and do him hurt
;
and is not this belief

in vrykolakes general throughout Greece ?
'

To that question I might without hesitation answer 'yes/

even on the grounds of my own experience only ;
for the places in

which I have heard vrykolakes mentioned, not merely in popular

stories- such as are told everywhere, but with a very present and

real sense of dread, include some villages on the west slopes of

Mount Pelion, the village of Leonidi on the east coast of the

Peloponnese, Andros, Tenos, Santorini, and Cephalonia.

The wide range and general prevalence of the superstition in

modern times being thus established, it remains only to record a

few recent cases in which the peasants, in defiance of law and

order, have gone the length of exhuming and burning the

suspected body.

Theodore Bent^ states that a few months before his visit

to Andros (somewhat over twenty years ago) the grave of a

suspected vrykolakas was opened by a priest and the body taken

out, cut into shreds, and burnt. In January of 1895 at Mantoude

in Euboea a woman was believed to have turned vrykolakas and

to have caused many deaths, and the peasants resolved to exhume

and burn her—but it is not stated whether the resolve was

actually carried ouf*. In 1899, when I was in Santorini, I was

told that two or three years previously the inhabitants of Therasia

had burnt a vrykolakas^ and when I visited that island the

incident was not denied but the responsibility for it was laid

upon the people of Santorini. In 1902 there was a similar case of

burning at Gourzoumisa near Patrasl These are certain and well-

attested instances of the continuance of the practice, and, regard

being had to the secrecy which such breaches of the law

necessarily demand, it is not unreasonable to suppose that even

now a year seldom passes in which some village of Greece does

^
A.VT. 'MT]\LapdKr)s, 'Tiro/JLvrj/xara irepLypacpLKa tCov Ku/cXaSwi' vqaojv.

—
"AudpoSy

K^ws, p. 56.
^ Good examples may be found in Bern. Schmidt, Mdrchen, etc., no. 7, and

IToXfTTjs, IIapa56(rets, I. 590 sqq.
3 The Cyclades, p. 299.
*

UoXlttjs, Ilapaddaeis, i. p. 577. ^
Ibid., p. 578.
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not disembarrass itself of a vryholakas by the traditional means,

cremation'.

Of the causes by which a man is predisposed to become a

vrykolakas some mention has already been made in the passages

which have been cited from various writers above
;
but before

I conclude this account of the superstition as it now is and has

been since the seventeenth century, and proceed to analyse its

composite nature, it may be convenient to give a complete list of

such causes. The majority of these are recognised all over Greece

and are familiar to every student of modern Greek folklore, and

I shall not therefore burden this chapter with references to

previous writers whose observations tally exactly with my own
;

for rarer and more local beliefs I shall of course quote my
authority.

The classes of persons who are most liable to become vryko-

lakes are :

(1) Those who do not receive the full and due rites of burial.

(2) Those who meet with any sudden or violent death

(including suicides), or, in Maina'^, where the vendetta is still in

vogue, those who having been murdered remain unavenged.

(3) Children conceived or born on one of the great Church-

festivals^ and children stillborn ^

(4) Those who die under a curse, especially the curse of a

parent, or one self-invoked, as in the case of a man who, in perjuring

himself, calls down on his own head all manner of damnation if

what he says be false.

(5) Those who die under the ban of the Church, that is to

say, excommunicate.

(6) Those who die unbaptised or apostate ^

(7) Men of evil and immoral life in general, more particularly

if they have dealt in the blacker kinds of sorcery.

1 In Scyros and in Cythnos, as I have noted above, this means of riddance has

given place to milder remedies. But in the former I heard of fairly recent cases of

vampirism, and in the latter, according to BdW-qv^as [KvdvLaKa, p. 125), the names
of several persons (including one woman) who became vrykolakes are still re-

membered.
'^ Communicated to me by word of mouth in Maina.
^

eopTOTTLaafxaTa (see above, p. 208), who are commonly regarded as subject to

lycanthropy in life and continue the same predatory habits as vampires after death.
^ Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben, p. 162 (from Arachova).
5 This belief belongs chiefly, in my experience, to the Cyclades.
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(8) Those who have eaten the flesh of a sheep which was

killed by a wolP.

(9) Those over whose dead bodies a cat or other animal has

passed-.

The provenance and the significance of these various beliefs

concerning the causes of vampirism will be discussed in the next

section.

§ 2. The Composition of the Superstition.

Slavonic, Ecclesiastical, and Hellenic Contributions.

Vrykolakes are not ghosts. Such is the first observation which

I am compelled to make and which the reader of the last chapter

might well consider superfluous. But so many Greek writers,

and with them even Bernhard Schmidt ^ have fallen into the error

of comparing ancient ghost-stories with modern tales about

vrykolakes, without apparently recognising the essential and

fundamental difference between them, that some insistence upon
the point is necessary. That a definite and close relation does

indeed subsist between the ancient belief in wandering spirits

and the modern belief in wandering corpses, I readily admit, and

with that relation I shall deal later
;
but the issue before us can

only be kept clear by remembering that vrykolakes are not ghosts.

There is absolute unanimity among the Greek peasants in their

belief that the corpse itself is the vrykolakas, and even the work

of re-animating the corpse is generally credited not to the soul

which formerly inhabited it, but to the Devil. Thus it appears

that whereas most peoples believe to some extent in the return of

the ghosts or spirits of the dead, the Greeks fear rather the

return of their bodies. If then we can determine what part, if

any, of this superstition is genuinely Hellenic, we shall have gained

a step in our knowledge of the ideas popularly held in ancient

Greece concerning the condition and the relations of soul and

body after death.

The view which I take is briefly this, that though Slavonic

1 Curt. Wachsmuth, Bus alte Griechenland im Neuen, p. 117 (from Elis).
2 Ibid. p. 114 (from Elis). Bern. Schmidt, op. cit. p. 162 (Parnassus district).

Ylo\iT-i]s, napci56(retr, i. 578 (Calavryta).
** iJas Volksleben der Neugriechen, p. 170.
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influence is very conspicuous in the modern superstition as

I have described it, yet the whole superstition has not been

transplanted root and branch from Slavonic to Greek soil, but

the errowth, as we now see it and as the writers of the seventeenth

•century saw it, is the result of the grafting of Slavonic branches

upon an Hellenic stock
;
and further, that before that process

began the old pagan Greek element in the superstition had been

modiiied in certain respects by ecclesiastical influence. This

is the view which I propose to develop in this section
;
and my

method will be to work back from the modern superstition, re-

movinsf first the Slavonic and then the ecclesiastical elements in it,

and so leaving a residue of purely Hellenic belief.

To Slavonic influence is due first of all the actual word vryko-

lakas, the derivation of which need not long detain us. Patriotic

attempts have indeed been made by Greeks to deny its Slavonic

origin, the most plausible being that of Coraes\ who selecting

the local form /3op/36Xa/ca9 sought to identify it with a supposed

ancient form /lopfioXv^ (= fiop/jLoXvKJj, ixopiiokvKelov), a '

bugbear
'

or *

hobgoblin
'

of some kind. But there need be no hesitation in

pronouncing this suggestion wrong and in asserting the identity

of the modern Greek word with a word which runs through all

the Slavonic languages. This word is in form a compound
of which the first half means 'wolf and the second has been less

certainly identified with dlaka, the '

hair
'

of a cow or horse.

But, however the meaning of the compound has been obtained, it

is, in the actual usage of all Slavonic languages save one, the exact

equivalent of our ' were-wolf^.' That one exception is the Serbian

1 This derivation is reviewed and rejected by Bern. Schmidt, Das Volksleben

etc., p. 158.
2 Cf. Miklosich, Etym. Worterbuch d. Slav. Spr., p. 380, s.v. *velku, Old Slav.,

vl'Lk'L, wolf

Old Slav., vlijkodlakT, ; Slovenian, volkodlak, vukodlak, vulkodlak ; Bulg.,

vr-bkolak; Kr., vukodlak; Serb., vukodlak
; Cz., vlkodlak

;
Pol. ,

wilkodfek ; Little

Eussian, voiko^ak
;
White Russian, vo^-koiak

; Russian, volkulakT. ;
Roum. velkolak,

verkolak
; Alb., vurvolak

;
cf. Lith., vilkakis.

' Der vl^kodlak ist der Werwolf der Deutschen, woraus m. Lat. guerulfus, mann-

wolf, der in Wolfgestalt gespenstisch umgehende Mann.' The second half of the

compound is less certainly identified with dlaka, Old Slav., New Slav,, Serb.,=
'hair' (of cow or horse),

I am indebted for this note to the kindness of Mr E. H. Minns, of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. It will be found to corroborate the view pronounced by
B. Schmidt, Das Volksleben der Neiigriechen, p. 159.
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language in which it is said to bear rather the sense of '

vampire \'

If this is true, the reason for the transition of meaning lies

probably in the belief current among the Slavonic peoples in

efeneral that a man who has been a were-wolf in his lifetime be-

comes a vampire after death-. Yet in general there is no confusion

of nomenclature. Although the depredations of the were-wolf

and of the vampire are similar in character, the line of de-

marcation between the living and the dead is kept clear, and

the great mass of the Slavonic peoples apply only to the living

that word from which the Greek vrykolakas comes, and to the

dead the word which we have borrowed in the form 'vampire^.'

Now among the Greeks the latter word is almost unknown
;

in parts of Macedonia indeed where the Greek population lives

in constant touch with Slavonic peoples, a form ^dfjL7rvpa<; or

/Sofiirvpa^; has been adopted and is used as a synonym of vryko-

lakas in its ordinary Greek sense ^; but in Greece proper and in

the Greek islands the word '

vampire
'

is, so far as I can discover,

absolutely non-existent, and it is vrykolakas which ordinarily

denotes the resuscitated corpse. In discriminating therefore

between the Slavonic and the Greek elements in the modern

Greek superstition it is of some importance to determine in

which sense the Greeks originally borrowed the word vrykolakas
which at the present day they in general employ in a different

sense from that which both etymology and general Slavonic usage
accord to it. Was it originally borrowed in the sense of

' were-

wolf or in the sense of 'vampire'?

Among Slavonic peoples the only one said to have trans-

ferred the word vrykolakas from its original meaning to that of
'

vampire
'

is the Serbian
;
and the Greeks therefore, in order to

have borrowed the word in that sense, would have had to borrow

direct from the Serbian language. But linguistic evidence renders

that hypothesis untenable. All the many Greek dialectic forms

of the word vrykolakas concur in showing a liquid (p or X) in the

I
Bern. Schmidt, Das Volkslehen der Neugriechen, p. 160 (with note 1).^
Ralston, Songs of the Russian people, p. 409.

^ Whether this word is originally Slavonic appears to be uncertain, but it is at

any rate found in all Slavonic languages and is proved by the forms which it has
assumed to have been in use there for fully a thousand years. This note also
I owe to my friend, Mr Minns.

*
Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 217.
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first syllable ;
while Serbian is among the two or three Slavonic

languages which have discarded that liquid. It follows therefore

that the Greeks borrowed the word from some Slavonic language

other than Serbian, and consequently from some language which

used and still uses that word in the sense of
'

were-wolf.'

Further, there is evidence that in the Greek language itself the

word vrykolakas does even now locally and occasionally bear its

original significance. This usage indeed is flatly denied by
Bernhard Schmidt, who, having accurately distinguished the

were-wolf and the vampire, states that ' the modern Greek vryko-

lakas answers only to the latter \' This pronouncement however

was made in the face of two strong pieces of independent evidence

to the contrary, which Schmidt notices and dismisses in a foot-

noted The first witness is Hanush^ who was plainly told by a

Greek of Mytilene that there were two kinds of vrykolakes, the one

kind being men already dead, and the other still living men who

were subject to a kind of somnambulism and were seen abroad

particularly on moonlight nights. The other authority is Cyprien

Robert ^ who describes the vrykolakes of Thessaly and Epirus

thus :

• These are living men mastered by a kind of somnam-

bulism, who seized by a thirst for blood go forth at night from

their shepherd's-huts, and scour the country biting and tearing all

that they meet both man and beast.'

To these two pieces of testimony
—

strong enough, it might be

thought, in their mutual agreement to merit more than passing

notice and arbitrary rejection
—I can add confirmation of more

recent date. In Cyprus, during excavations carried out in the

spring of 1899 under the auspices of the British Museum, the

directors of the enterprise heard from their workmen several

stories dealing with the detection of a vrykolakas. The outline

of these stories (to which Tenos furnishes many parallels^, though
in these latter I have not found the word vrykolakas employed) is

as follows. The inhabitants of a particular village, having suffered

from various nocturnal depredations, determine to keep watch at

night for the marauder. Having duly armed themselves they

maintain a strict vigil, and are rewarded by seeing a vrykolakas.

1 Das Volksleben d. Neugr. p. 159. ^ Ibid, note 2.

3 Mannhardt's Zeitschrift f. d. Mytliol. und Sittenk. iv. 195.
4 Les Slaves de Turquie, i. p. 69 (Paris, 1844).

^ cf. above, p. 183.
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Thereupon one of them with gun or sword succeeds in inflicting

a wound upon the monster, which however for the nonce escapes.

But the next day a man of the village, who had not been among
the watchers of the night, is observed to bear a wound exactly

corresponding with that which the assailant of the vrykolakas had

dealt
;
and being taxed with it the man confesses himself to be a

vrykolakas.

Similarly on the borders of Aetolia and Acarnania, in the

neighbourhood of Agrinion, I myself ascertained that the word

vrykolakas was occasionally applied to living persons in the sense

of were-wolf, although there as elsewhere it more commonly
denotes a resuscitated corpse. Lycanthropy, as has been observed

in a previous chapter^ is in Greece often imputed to children.

In the district mentioned this is conspicuously the case. If

one or more children in a family die without evident cause, the

mother will often regard the smallest or weakliest of the sur-

vivors—more es^Decially one in any way deformed or demented—
as guilty of the brothers' or sisters' deaths, and the suspect is

called a vrykolakas. EZcrat PpvKoKaKa^ koX '^a^e? tov aSepcjyo

aov, 'you are a vrykolakas and have devoured your brother,' is

the charge hurled at the helpless infant, and ill-treatment to

match is meted out in the hope of deterring it from its blood-

thirsty ways.

In effect from four widely separated parts of the Greek world

—
Mytilene, Cyprus, the neighbourhood of Agrinion, and the

district of Thessaly and Epirus
—comes one and the same state-

ment, that to the word vrykolakas is still, or has recently been,

attached its etymologically correct meaning 'were-wolf; and, since

these isolated local usages cannot be explained otherwise than

as survivals of an usage which was once general, they constitute

a second proof that the Greeks originally adopted the word in

the sense in which the vast majority of the Slavonic races con-

tinue down to this day to employ it.

But while it is thus certain that the Greeks first learnt and

acquired the word vrykolakas in the sense of '

were-wolf,' it is

equally certain that the main characteristics of the monster to

which that name is now applied are those of the Slavonic 'vampire.'

1 Cf. pp. 183 and 208.
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The appearance and the habits of the re-animated corpse accord-

ing to Slavonic superstition differ hardly at all from those de-

scribed in the last chapter. Indeed the question is not so much

whether the Greeks are indebted to the Slavs in respect of this

belief, as what is the extent of their indebtedness. Is the whole

superstition a foreign importation, or is it only partly alien and

partly native ?

The former alternative is rendered improbable in the first place

by the fact that the Greeks have not adopted the word '

vampire.'

If the whole idea of dead men remaining under certain conditions

incorrupt and emerging from their graves to work havoc among

living men had been first communicated to them by the Slavs,

they must almost inevitably have borrowed the name by which

the Slavs described those men. But since in fact they did not

adopt the Slavonic name '

vampire,' it is probable that they

already possessed in their own language some word adequate

to express that idea, and therefore possessed also some native

superstition concerning resuscitation of the dead which Slavonic

influence merely modified.

Further, there is positive evidence that such a word or words

existed
;

for there have been, and still are, dialects which employ
a word of Greek formation in preference not merely to the word
'

vampire,' which seems to be unknown in Greece proper, but even

to the misapplied Slavonic word vrykolakas. Thus Leo AUatius

was familiar with the word Tv/jL7raviaLo<;, 'dram-like,' but whether

in his day it belonged especially to his native island Chios^ or

was still in general usage, he does not record. At the present

day it survives only, so far as I know, in Cythnos, where also

aXvTo^;, 'incorrupt,' is used as another synonym-. From Cythera
are reported three names, avdppa-)(^o, Xd/jLiraa/jia, and Xd/jLiraarpo'^,

evidently Greek in formation but to me, I must confess, unintel-

ligible. In Cyprus (where, as we have seen, the word vrykolakas

1 In Chios at the present day the word vrykolakas is in general usage, except
that in the village of Pyrgi, owing to a confusion of vrykolakes and calHcantzari, a

local name of the latter is applied also to the former. Cf. KaveWdK-rjs, Xtaxd

'AudXeKTa, p. 367, and see above p. 193.
2 'Apt. Ba.X\r)v5as, KvdviaKa, p. 125. The two words are given in the neuter

plural Tv/xTravtaca and dXvTa, as equivalents of the word vrykolakas which, in the

form ^ovpdovXaKKas, is also employed.
3 The periodical nav8(Jopa, vol. 12, no. 278, p. 335 and vol. 13, no. 308, p. 505,

cited by Schmidt, op. cit. p. 160.
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may still bear its old sense
* were-wolf) the revenant is named

aapKW[jLevo^^, because his swollen appearance suggests that he has

'put on flesh,' or more rarely aTOL')(^eLcofji6vo<;-, perhaps with the

idea that he has become the
'

genius
'

{o-roixetoy of some par-

ticular locality. Again, from the village of Pyrgos in Tenos is

reported the word avaiKaSovfjuevo^^, meaning apparently one who
'

sits up
'

in his grave. Finally, in Crete the name popularly em-

ployed is Karayava^^,
the origin of which is not certain. Bernhard

Schmidt*^, following Koraes^ derives it from Kara and y^avat

(= ancient Greek yaofii),
'

lose/
'

destroy,' and would have it mean

accordingly 'destroyer.' I would suggest that derivation from

Kara and the root %a^'-,
'

gape,'
'

yawn/ is at least equally probable,

inasmuch as other local names such as Tvixiravialo^,
'

drumlike/

and
era/) /cw/ieVo?, 'fleshy/ have reference to the monster's personal

appearance, and the
'

gaper
'

in like manner would be a name

eminently suitable to a creature among whose features are num-

bered by Leo Allatius *a gaping mouth and gleaming teethe'

The same name was some forty years ago^, and probably still is,

used in Rhodes, and in a Rhodian poem of the fifteenth century

occurs both in its literal sense and as a term of abuse ^°. This

secondary usage however is in no way a proof that the word meant

originally 'destroyer' rather than 'gaper'; for by the fifteenth

century there can be little doubt that the revenant was every-

where an object of horror, and therefore his name, whatever it

originally meant, furnished a convenient term of vituperation.

But one thing at least is clear, that /cara^az^a?, whichever

1 Schmidt, op. cit. p. 160, referring to ^CKicTwp (periodical), iii. p. 539; IIoXiTiys,

ITapaSocrets, i. p. 574.
•-

IIoXiTTjs, ibid. 3 cf. above, p. 277.
*

'Q6X\T)vbas in 'E((>-niJ.€pU rCjv ^iXofiaduii', 1861, p. 1828. Schmidt interprets the
word as ' der Aufhockende,' one who sits upon and crushes his victims, a habit

sometimes ascribed to vrykolakes, but more often to callicantzari . My own inter-

pretation has the support of many popular stories, in which, when the exhumation
of a vrykolakaii takes place, he is found sitting up in his tomb. See e.g. lloXtrT/s,

IIapa56(reis, I. p. 590.
* Cf. Xoi'pMOi^^Tjs, Kprp-cKa, p. 27 (Athens, 1842) ; Tpijy. Ilaira8oTr€Tpa.Kr)s, 'laropia

tG}v 'Z,((>aK'nx}v, pp. 72-3.
s

Op. cit. p. 160. ^
"AraKTa, li. p. 114.

8 Os hians, denies candidi, cf. above, p. 367.
^ The word is mentioned by Newton, Travels and Discovei'ies in the Levant, i.

p. 212. I have been unable to obtain any more recent information.
1" T6 QavariKOv Trjs'?6dov {The Black Death of Rhodes), 11. 267 and 579, published

in Wagner's Medieval Greek Texts, i. p. 179 (from Schmidt, op. cit. p. 160,
note 4).
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interpretation of it be right, is certainly a word of Greek origin

no less than the others which I have enumerated.

Now all these dialectic Greek names are found, it will have

been observed, only in certain of the Greek islands, while on the

mainland vrykolakas has come to be universally employed. But

it was the mainland which was particularly exposed to Slavonic

immigration and influence, while islands like Crete and Cyprus
were practically immune. Hence, while the mainland gradually

adopted a Slavonic word, it was likely enough that some of the

islands should retain their own Greek terms, even though in the

course of their relations with the mainland they became ac-

quainted also with the new Slavonic word. These insular names

for the vrykolakas may therefore be regarded as survivals from

a pre-Slavonic period, and, though they are now merely dialectic,

it is reasonable to suppose that one or more of them formerly

held a place in the language of mainlanders and islanders alike.

But the existence of such words presupposes the existence of a

belief in some kind of resuscitated beings denoted by them. In

other \vords, the Greeks when first brought into contact with the

Slavs already possessed a belief in the re-animation and activity of

certain dead persons, which so far resembled the Slavonic belief

in vampirism, that the Slavonic vampire could be adequately

denoted by some Greek word or words already existing and there

was no need to adopt the Slavonic name.

I claim then to have established two important points : first,

that the word vrykolakas was originally borrowed by the Greeks

from the Slavs in the sense of
'

were-wolf,' though now it is almost

universally employed in the sense of 'vampire'; secondly, that,

whatever ideas concerning vampires the Greeks may have learnt

from the Slavs, they did not adopt the Slavonic word '

vampire
'

but employed one of those native Greek words, such as rvixTravioto^

or «:aTa%ai/a9, which are still in local usage; whence it follows

that some superstition anent re-animated corpses existed in Greece

before the coming of the Slavs.

These points being established, I am now in a position to

trace the development of the superstition in Greece from the time

of the Slavonic immigrations onward, and to show how it came to

pass that, whereas in the tenth century, let us say, when the

Greeks had had ample time to imbibe Slavonic superstitions,
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vrykolakas meant a *

were-wolf/ and a 'vampire' was denoted by

rvfxiravLalo^i or some other Greek word, nowadays vrykolakas

almost always means a '

vampire
' and rviMTTavLolo^ is well-nigh

obsolete.

The Slavs brought with them into Greece two superstitions, the

one concerning were-wolves and the other concerning vampires.

The old Hellenic belief in lycanthropy was apparently at that

time weak—confined perhaps to a few districts only
—for the

Greeks borrowed from the invaders their word vrykolakas in the

place of the old \vKav6po)7ro<;'^, by which to express the idea of a
'

were-wolf.' They also learnt the Slavonic superstition concerning

vampires, but in this case did not borrow the word '

vampire
'

but

expressed the notion adequately by means of one of those words

which now survive only in insular dialects—adequately, I say, but

not exactly. For—and here I must anticipate what will be proved
later—the Greeks denoted by those words a revenant but not a

vampire. They believed in the incorruptibility and the re-anima-

tion of certain classes of dead men, but they did not impute
to these revenants the savagery which is implied by the name
*

vampire.' The dead who returned from their graves acted, it

was held, as reasonable men, not as ferocious brutes. This did

not of course exclude the idea that a revenant might return to

seek revenge where vengeance was due
;
he was not necessarily

peaceable; but if he exacted even the life of one who had wronged

him, the act of vengeance was reasonable. To the proof of this,

as I have said, I shall come later on
;
here I will only point out

that the names which survive in the island-dialects are perfectly

consistent with my view. Of the words rvfjiiravialo^,
'

drumlike,*

aapKwiJbevo<;, 'fleshy,' crTot%efcft)yu-eVo9,
^

genius^ dvaLKaOov/jbevo^;, 'sit-

ting up' in the grave, and, if my interpretation is right, Karw^^avd^y
'

gaper,' not one suggests any inherent ferocity in the resuscitated

dead.

Nevertheless, when the Greeks first heard of the Slavonic
'

vampire,' they naturally regarded it merely as a new and par-

ticularly vicious species of the genus revenant. Their own words

^ I have shown above (pp. 239 ff.) that in certain districts the word \vKa.p6pci)'iros

was superseded by a new Greek compound XvKOKavr^apo^ ;
but this new term was

probably always confined, as it now is, to the vocabulary of a few districts only,
while the Slavonic word vrykolakas enjoj'ed a wider vogue.
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for the genus implied no idea beyond that of the resuscitation of

the dead, and were therefore no less applicable to the uniformly

ferocious Slavonic variety than to the more reasonable and human

type with which they themselves were familiar. They therefore

did not require the word '

vampire,' but were content at first to

comprise all revenants, whatever their character, under one or

other of the existing Greek names.

Subsequently however, it appears, a change took place. The

Slavonic superstition concerning were-wolves included then, we

may suppose, as it includes now^, the idea that were-wolves be-

come after death vampires. The Greeks, who borrowed from the

Slavs the very name of the were-wolf, must therewith have learnt

that these vrykolakes as they then called them were among the

classes of men who were liable to vampirism ;
and in this par-

ticular case it would surely have seemed natural to them that the

revenant should be conspicuous for ferocity. The conduct of a

reasonable being could not be expected after death from one who

in his lifetime had suffered from lycanthropic mania; or rather,

if there could be any reason in his conduct, the most reason-

able and consistent thing would be for him to turn vampire.

Thus one class of revenants came to be distinguished in the

now composite Greek superstition by its wanton and blood-thirsty

character
;
and in order to mark this distinction in speech also

the Greeks, it would seem, began to call one who from a were-wolf

had become a genuine vampire by the same name after as before

death, vrykolakas, while to the more reasonable and human

revenants they still applied some such term as ruyitTrai^tatot, 'drum-

like.'

By the seventeenth century the superstition had undergone
a further change, which is reflected in the usage of the word

Tv/j,7ravialo<;. In proportion as the horror of real vrykolakes had

grown and spread, the very memory of the more innocent kind of

revenants had faded, until the genus revenant was represented only

by the species vrykolakas. The word Tv/jLTravtalo^i was indeed still

known, but Leo AUatius was undoubtedly following the popular

usage of his time when he made it synonymous with vrykolakas;
for those narratives of the seventeenth century from which I have

^ See above, p. 378.

L. 25
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quoted above make it abundantly clear that the common-folk had
come to suspect all revenants alike of predatory propensities.

This change in popular beliefs placed the Church in an awk-

ward predicament, and was the cause of a marked divergence
between the popular and the clerical usages of the word rvjji-

iravialo'^. It had long been claimed that a sentence of excom-

munication was binding upon a man even beyond death and could

arrest the natural process of decomposition ;
indeed the formula

officially employed ended, as Father Richard of Santorini notes,

with the phrase,
' and after death to remain indissoluble.' But

when the fear of real vampires spread over Greece, the priests

would naturally have been unwilling to be held responsible for

the resuscitation of such pests, while they were equally unwilling
to diminish the terrors of excommunication by omitting the final

imprecation. Their only course therefore was to emphasize what

seems indeed to have been always the authorised doctrine of the

Church, that excommunicated persons remained indeed incorrupt
and 'drum-like,' but were not, like vrykolakes, subject to diabolical

re-animation. It is Father Richard's acceptance of this clerical

view which explains why, writing as he did some few years after

Leo Allatius, he distinguished the two words which Leo had treated

as synonymous, making resuscitation the criterion of the vryko-

lakas and stating that the ' drum-like
'

body, though withheld

from natural decay, lay quiet in its grave. But the ecclesiastical

doctrine made no impression upon the popular belief; to this very

day the common-folk regard any corpse which is found incorrupt

as a potential vrykolakas, and excommunication is everywhere
numbered among the causes of vampirism.

Thus it has come to pass that any revenants other than the

savage vrykolakes are well-nigh forgotten, and in most districts

their very name is no longer heard. The word vrykolakes, which

first meant were-wolves, came to denote also the vampires into

which were-wolves changed, and gradually, as these vampires

by exciting men's horror and concentrating on themselves the

people's attention became the predominant class of revenants,

ousted from the very speech of Greece as a whole the old Greek

names for the more harmless sort, and established itself as the

regular equivalent of revenant.

Such is my solution of the somewhat complex problem of
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nomenclature ;
and in presenting it I have incidentally stated my

view that the genuinely Greek element in the modern super-

stition is a belief in the incorruptibility and re-appearance of dead

persons under certain special conditions, and that the imported and

now dominant element is the Slavonic belief that the resuscitation

of the dead renders them necessarily predatory vampires. Tliis

I now have to prove.

It is a well-established characteristic of the Slavonic vampire
that his violence is directed first and foremost against his nearest

of kin. The same trait is so pronounced too in the modern Greek

vrykolahas that it has given rise to the proverb, 6 ^pvK6XaKa<;

(ip')(li^€L
cLTTo ra fyeveid rov,

' the vrykolakas begins with his own
beard

'—a saying which carries a double meaning, so a peasant
told me. It may be taken literally, inasmuch as the vrykolakas

usually appears bald and beardless
;

but the words rd ^eveid

Tov,
' his beard/ are popularly understood as a substitute, half

jocose and half euphemistic, for rrj yeved tov,
'

his family.' In

other words, this most deadly of pagan pests, like the most lively

of Christian virtues, begins at home.

Such being the acknowledged and even proverbial habits of

the vrykolakas, nothing, it might be supposed, could be more

repugnant and fearful to the near relations of a dead man than

the possibility that he would turn vrykolakas and return straight-

way to devour them. The first sufferers from such an eventuality

would be the man's own kinsfolk, the next his acquaintances and

fellow-villagers, but he himself would appear to be aggressor

rather than sufferer. Nevertheless, in face of this consideration,

there is no more commodious form of curse in popular usage than

the ejaculation of a prayer that the person who has incurred one's

displeasure may be withheld from corruption after death and

return from his grave. I have heard it extended even to a

recalcitrant mule
;
but it is also used gravely by parents as an

imprecation of punishment hereafter upon undutiful children.

A few samples of this curse will not be out of place, as showing
at once its frequency and its ranged

Na fM7]v TOV
^e-)(Tfj rj 7779,

'

May the earth not receive him
'

:

^ I quote my authority only for choice specimens which I have not myself
heard. Variations may be found in almost any work bearing on popular speech or

belief.

25—2
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va ^irjv rov (pdyrj ro
%ft)yL/,a,

'

May the ground not consdme him
'

:

r) yrj va firj
ere

'y^coveyjrr]^, 'May the earth not digest thee': rf

fjiavpr) <yrj vd a dva^epdarj'^,
'

May the black earth spew thee up
'

:

va ixeivrj<^ dXv(OT0<^,
'

Mayest thou remain incorrupt
'

: vd
fj^rj

ere

Xvcoarj rj jij,
*

May the earth not loose thee
'

(i.e. not let thy body

decompose): vd ae ^ydXj) to %(w/^a,
'

May the ground reject thee':

KovTovKi vd ^yfj'i^,
'

Mayest thou become (after death) like a

log (in solidity)': to %<wyLta ^^epda rove, 'May the ground spew
him out

'—this last phrase being made more terrible by being a

parody, as it were, of the prayer uttered by the mourners at every

Greek funeral o 6e6^ '')(^Q)pea rove,
'

May God forgive him.' Such

are the popular forms of the curse
;
and akin to them are the

ecclesiastical imprecations, with which the formula of excommu-

nication used to end : Kal ear) jxera Sdvarov dXvrof; al(ovi(o^, &)?

at irerpai Kal rd aLBr]pa^, 'And after death thou shalt be bound

(i.e. incorrupt) eternally, even as stone and iron
'

; or, in a shorter

form, Kal /lerd rov Odvarov dXvTo<^ Kal d7rapdXvT0<;^,
' And after

death bound and indissoluble.' Here, it will be observed, the

Church spoke only of incorruptibility, but several of the popular

expressions contain explicit mention of resuscitation as well
;
and

the very forms of the curse which I have quoted show how closely

knit together, how almost identical, are these two notions in the

mind of the peasants. That which the earth will not 'receive,'

she necessarily
'

rejects
'

;
that which she does not

' consume
'

or
'

digest,' she necessarily
'

spews up.' The man whose body does

not decompose is necessarily a revenant.

Now curses, it must be remembered, among a primitive

people are considered as operative, and not merely expletive; each

bullet of malediction deliberately aimed is expected to find its

billet
;
each imprecation seriously uttered has a magical power of

fulfilling itself. That this belief is firmly held by the Greek folk is

sufficiently proved by certain quaint solemnities enacted beside the

deathbed. It is a common custom '^ for a dying man to put a

handful of salt into a vessel of water, and when it is dissolved to

^ AeXriou r^s'Itrro/o. Kai'EdvoX.'ETaipias, ii. 123 (from Crete).
^ Ihid.

**
'I. 2. 'ApxeXaoi, 'H SiJ/aaos, p. 199 (from Sinasos in Asia Minor).

*
Christophorus Angelas, De statu hodiernorum Graeconim, cap. 25.

•^ Cf. above, p. 370.
^ In the details of my account of this custom I follow EaXX77J'5as, KvOuLaKo., pp.

113—114. But it prevails also in substantially the same form in many places
besides Cythnos.
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sprinkle with the liquid all those who are present, saying, co?

Xvoovei T aXdri, va \v(Daovv y Kardpaif; /jlov, 'As the salt dissolves,

so may my curses dissolve.' By this ceremony all persons whom he

has cursed are released from the bonds of an imprecation which

after death he would no longer be able to revoke or annul. Then

in turn the relations and friends formally pronounce their forgive-

ness of aught that the dying man has done to their hurt. Thus

pardoning and pardoned the sick man may expect a short and

easy passing ; and, if the death-struggle be prolonged, it is taken

as a sign that some one whom he has injured has not forgiven

him. Accordingly the friends and kinsmen, having decided among
themselves who the delinquent must be, send to fetch him, if he

be still living, in order that he too may pronounce his forgiveness

and so smooth the passage of the parting soul. If however he be

dead, a portion of his shroud or of his ashes is brought and

burnt, and the sick man, who needs his forgiveness ere he can die

in peace, is fumigated with the smoke therefrom.

Since then curses in general are regarded by the Greek folk

no less than by other primitive peoples as effective instruments of

wrath which work out their own fulfilment, the particular curses

which we are considering, when they are gravely uttered, do

seriously contemplate the possibility of the person cursed be-

coming after death a revencmt and are designed to bring about

that future state.

But, if already at the time when such imprecations first became

popular it had been believed that their effect was to render the

corpse, whose decay was arrested and whose resuscitation was

assured, a wanton and blood-thirsty monster, preying first of all

upon his nearest of kin, the question of relationship or no relation-

ship between the curser and the cursed would necessarily have

been taken into account.

On the one hand, where a man was in no degree akin to the

object of his wrath, he would have welcomed the opportunity of

including his enemy's whole family in his vengeance by causing
him to return and devour them. For in Greece recrimination is

wholly unsparing, and no man pretending to any elegance or taste

in the matter of abuse could neglect to level his taunts and threats

and curses at least as much against the relatives—especially the

female relatives—of his enemy as against the man himself. Just
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as the tenderest blessings among the peasants are prayers, not for

him to whom they wish well, but rather for those whom he has

loved and lost, so that the beggar's thanks are often 'May God for-

give your father and your mother' (which, however it may sound, is

not intended otherwise than graciously) or again, prettier still in its

vague genderless plural which no translation can adequately render,

^€09 '^(Dpea Ta ireOa/jL/jieva aovy
'

May God forgive your dead,' so

the harshest and bitterest of curses are vented, not upon the man
who has excited them, but upon those who are nearest and dearest

to him. And bitterness in cursing being as much a part of the

Greek character as gentleness in blessing, it is almost inconceivable

that, if any idea of real vampirism had originally been associated

with revenants, the merest novice in malediction could have missed

the opportunity of adding to his imprecations of incorruptibility

and resuscitation a prayer that his enemy might devastate with

horrid carnage the home of those w^ho mourned him. Yet not

one of the curses which I have quoted above suggests any

savagery to be shown by the resuscitated body ;
not one of them

hints at the blood-thirsty predatory character of the modern

vrykolakas ; nay, most significant of all, not one of them contains

the w^ord vrykolakas, nor have I ever heard or found recorded, so

far as I can remember, any form of the curse in which that word

appears \ Now this is certainly not due to any difficulty of

language in using the word, for there is a convenient enough
verb formed from it, /SpvKoXaKtd^co,

'

I turn vampire,' and va

fipvKoXaKtdcrrjf;,
'

May you turn vampire,' should commend itself

as both sonorous and compendious. The reason why all mention

and all thought of the ordinary vrykolakas are lacking in these

curses must rather be that, when they first came into vogue,

revenants were not yet credited with the savage character which

under Slavonic influence they afterwards acquired; and that, when

the word vrykolakas was introduced, the old traditional forms of

curse underwent no modification, but were baudied to and fro by

boys with the same glib uniformity as by their fathers before

them. They had been cast in set forms before the idea of vam-

pirism had been introduced and when men believed only in reason-

able and usually harmless revenants.

^ I have been at some pains to make wide enquiries on this point, but have
found no example.
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On the other hand, where the curser was akin to the cursed,

the nearer the tie of blood the more incomprehensible would be

the attitude of one who by an imprecation should recall from the

grave so malignant a thing as the modern vrykolakas, only to fall

himself perhaps the first victim to its blood-thirstiness. If the

plirase
'

May the earth reject thee
'

had suggested anything beyond

simple resuscitation, if there had been any resemblance in character

between the Greek revenant and the Slavonic vampire, such an

imprecation would have been impossible where close kinship

existed
;

it would at once recoil with fatal force upon the curser's

own head ; above all, that most solemn curse, the curse of parent

upon child, would have been the first to 'come home to roost';

and yet the use of such parental imprecations is both celebrated

in ballad and not unknown, I am told, in actual experience. Once

more then the use of these curses is explicable only on the hypo-
thesis that the original Greek revenants were not the formidable

monsters now known as vrykolakes, and that, when under Slavonic

influence the popular conception of them changed, the old set

phrases of commination—coins, as it were, of speech, struck in

the mint of the original superstition
—continued current in spite

of their inconsistency with the new ideas. These colloquial sur-

vivals of the original Greek superstition are at once a proof and a

measure of its later contamination. The Greeks had believed in

reasonable human revenants', the Slavs taught them to believe in

brutish inhuman vampires.

This conclusion is confirmed by the ballad to which I have

just referred
;
in it a mother's imprecation recalls her son from the

grave ;
the revenant, who is the protagonist in a most dramatic

story, is, as will be seen, of the type which I claim to have been

the original Greek type and exhibits no Slavonic traits.

The ballad^ which as an important document I translate at

length, runs as follows :

Mother with children richly blest, nine sons and one dear daughter,
The darling of thy heart was she, and fondly did'st thou tend her

;

For full twelve years thou guardedst her, and the sun looked not on her,
But in the dusk thou bathedst her, by moonlight trim'dst her tresses,

By evening-star and morning-star her curls in order settest.

And lo ! a message brought to thee, from Babylon a message,
Bidding thee wed thy child afar, afar in a strange country;

1 The version which I translate is No. 517 in Passow's Popularia Carmina
Graec. recent.
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Eight of her brethren will it not, but Constantine doth hearken :

—'Nay, mother, send thine Arete, send her to that strange country,
That country whither I too fare, that land wherein I wander,
That I may find me comfort there, that I may find me lodging.'—'Prudent art thou, my Constantine, yet ill-conceived thy counsel:

If there o'ertake me death, my son, if there o'ertake me sickness,
If there hap bitterness or joy, who shall go bring her to me?'
He made the Saints his witnesses, he gave her God for surety,
If peradventure there come death, if haply there come sickness,
If there hap bitterness or joy, himself would go and bring her.

Now when they had sent Arete to wed in the strange country,
There came a year of heaviness, a month of God's displeasure,
And there befell the Pestilence, that the nine brethren perished ;

Lone as a willow in the plain, lone, desolate their mother.
Over eight graves she beats her breast, o'er eight makes lamentation,
But from the tomb of Constantine she tears the very grave-stones :— '

Rise, I adjure thee, Constantine, 'tis Arete I long for
;

Thou madest the Saints thy witnesses, thou gavest me God for surety,
If there hap bitterness or joy, thyself would'st go and bring her.'

Forth from the mound that covered him the stern adjuring drave him;
He takes the clouds to be his steed, the stars to be his bridle.
The moon for escort on his road, and goes his way to bring her.

He leaves the mountains in his wake, he gains the heights before him.
He finds her 'neath the moonlight fair combing her golden tresses.

E'en from afar he bids her hail, cries from afar his message :— '

Up, Aretoula, up and come, for lo I our mother needs thee.'— '

A.lack, alack, dear brother mine, what chance hath then befallen ?

If haply 'tis an hour of joy, let me go don my jewels,
If bitterness, speak, I will come and tarry not for robing.'— '

Up, Aretoula, up and come, and tarry not for robing.'
Beside the way whereon they passed, beside the road they travelled.

They heard the singing of the birds, they heard the birds a-saying :— ' Who hath e'er seen a maiden fair by a dead man escorted V—'Didst hear, my brother Constantine, what thing the birds are saying?
" Who hath e'er seen a maiden fair by a dead man escorted ?

" '

— '

Nay, foolish birds, let them sing on, nor heed their idle chatter.'

Anon as they went faring on, yet other birds were calling :— ' What woeful sight is this we see, so piteous and so plaintive.
That lo! as comrades on their way, the dead escort the living?'—'Didst hear, my brother Constantine, what thing the birds are saying?
" That lo ! as comrades on their way, the dead escort the living."

'

— '

Nay, what are birds ? let them sing on, nor heed their idle chatter.'—'Ah, but I fear thee, brother mine, thou savourest of censing.'— '

Nay, at the chapel of Saint John we gathered yester even.
And the good father hallowed us with incense beyond measure.'

And yet again as they fared on, yet other bii'ds were crying:— '

God, great God omnipotent, great wonders art thou working ;

So gracious and so fair a maid with a dead man consorting !

'

— ' Didst hear, my brother Constantine, what thing the birds are saying ?

Tell me, where are those locks of thine, thy trimly-set mustachio?'—'Twas a sore sickness fell on me, nigh unto death it brought me,
And spoiled me of my golden locks, my trimly-set mustachio.'
Lo ! they are come

;
but locked their home, the door fast barred and bolted,

And all the windows of their home in spider-webs enshrouded.— '

Op'n, prithee, open, mother mine, 'tis Arete thy daughter.'— ' An thou art Charon, go thy way, for I have no more children
;

IMy one, my little Arete, bides far in the strange country.'
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— '

Op'n, prithee, open, mother mine, 'tis Constantine that calls thee
;

I made the Saints my witnesses, I gave thee CtocI for surety.
If there hap bitterness or joy, myself would go and bring her.'

Scarce had she passed to ope the door, and lo ! her soul i)assed from her.

The versions of this ballad which have been collected are very

numerous S and some of them differ so widely from others in

language as not to have a single line in common. That which

I have selected for translation is one of the most complete, pre-

senting fairly all the essential points of the story, and free from

the eccentricities which some versions have developed. At the

same time it must be allowed that here the mother's curse is

only implied by her action of tearing up the gravestones and

adjuring Constantine to rise, whereas in one or two versions,

otherwise inferior, it is clearly and forcibly expressed.

Thus in one- her words run :

TTerpa va yivrj 6 KccxrTavTrjS, ^iBapi va
[xf] XeiaxTrj,

TToxTTeike TTjv ApeTco fxov, rrjv ApcTOi 'ctto. ^iva.

*

May Constantine become as rock, yea even as stone, and have no loosing

(i.e. dissolution), for that he sent my Areto to a strange land.'

And in another^ :

OXot p.ov ol yvLol va Xvaxrovve ktj 6 KoooTas" va
p.rj Xvaxrrj^

"Ott edcoKe rrjv 'Aperr] ttoXv pa<pva ^(jtcl ^eva.

'

May all my other sons have "
loosing

" and Constantine be not "
loosed,"

for that he let my Arete be taken afar to a strange country.'

Again, another version^ ends, not with the arrival of Arete in

tiaie to close her dying mother's eyes, but with the revoking of

the curse upon Constantine in gratitude for the fulfilment of his

oath :

' va ae XvaxTi] to X^H-^ ^^^ '^^'- ^" ^^ (f)d'y rj
TrXa/ca o"'.

ocro va croxr to \6yo ttjs )(ov(f)Ta X^H'^ yevoTOv.
'

May the earth where thou liest loose thee and thy tomb consume thee.'

Scarce had she finished her speech and he became but a handful of earth.

Clearly then the curse, which in this story is conceived as

binding Constantine's body and driving him forth from the grave
and which must be revoked before his body can be loosed by
natural decay, is one of that class which we have been considering ;

^ Prof. YloXiTiqs has collected seventeen in a monograph entitled To drj/noriKhv

&a/xa irepl rod vcKpov d5fX0oO (originally published in the AeXriou ttjs 'Icrrop. Kal

'E^j'oX. Eratpias).
-

no\iTT]9, op. cit. p. 43 (Version No. 4, 11. 18, 19).
3 The periodical UavdtJjpa, 1862, vol. 13, p. 367 {YIoKLttjs, op. cit. p. 66, no. 17,

11. 19, 20).
^^

'I. 2. 'Apx^Xaos, 'H "Livaabs, p. 164 (from Sinasos in Asia Minor).
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but the story confers the further advantage of letting us see such

a curse in operation. Constantine is presented as a i^evenant, but

not of the modern type ;
for what turn must the story have taken

if he had been a normal vrykolakas ? His first act would have

been to devour his nearest of kin—his mother, who was tearing up
his grave-stones and cursing him : and his next, if he had troubled

to go as far as Babylon, to make a like end of Arete. And what

do we actually find ? Constautine acts not only as a reasonable

man in seeking to allay his sister's suspicions, but also as a good

man in keeping his oath. He is driven forth from the grave

on a quest which (in most versions of the story) earns him no

thanks from those whom he benefits
;
he does his weary mission

and (in most versions) goes back again to the cold grave from

which the curse had raised him. Our sympathy is engaged by
Constantine no less than by his mother. He too is a sufferer,

first stricken down in his youth by pestilence, and then cursed

because his oath remained unfulfilled. He claims our pity, and in

this differs fundamentally from the ordinary vrykolakas which could

only excite our horror.

Furthermore it is noteworthy that in the many versions of

this poem, just as in the popular curses which I have quoted, the

word vrykolakas is nowhere founds

Hence I am inclined to believe that the original poem, from

which have come so many modern versions, differing widely in

many respects, but agreeing completely in the exclusion both of

the Slavonic word vrykolakas and of all the suggestions of horror

which surround it, was composed in a period anterior to the intru-

sion of Slavonic ideas
;
and that the modern versions therefore,

which prove their fidelity to the spirit of the original precisely

by having refused admittance to anything Slavonic, furnish that

which we are seeking, the purely and genuinely Greek element in

the now composite superstition. That Greek element then is the

conception of the revenant as a sufferer deserving even of pity, the

very antithesis in character of the Slavonic vampire, an aggressor

exciting only loathing and horror.

In the composite modern Greek superstition, as described in

the last chapter, the Slavonic element is clearly predominant.

1 I make this statement with as full confidence as can be felt in any such
negation, after perusing nearly a score of versions.
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But the conclusion to which my analysis of the superstition has

now led, explains what would otherwise have been almost inex-

plicable, the existence of a few stories in which the revenant,

though called vrykolakas, is none the less represented as harmless

or even amiable.

One such case is mentioned in Father Richard's narrative ^^—
the case of a shoemaker in Santorini, who having turned vrifko-

lakas continued to frequent his house, mend his children's shoes,

draw water at the reservoir, and cut wood for the use of his family ;

and though it is added that the people became frightened and

exhumed and burned him, this was only a measure of precaution

dictated by their experience of other vrykolakes ;
no charge was

brought against this particular revenant. It might also be supposed
that the vrykolakes of Amorgos, mentioned next in the same narra-

tive, who were seen in open day five or six together in a field

feeding apparently on green beans, were of the less noxious kind
;

but they may of course have been carnivorous also.

Another story, recently published-, records how a native of

Maina, also a shoemaker by trade, having turned vrykolakas issued

from his grave every night except Saturday, resumed his work, and

continued to live with his wife, whose pregnancy forced her to

reveal the truth to her neighbours. When once this was known,

many accusations, it is true, were brought against the vrykolakas ;

but the story at least recognises some domestic and human traits

in his character.

But a much more remarkable tale^ is told of a field-labourer of

Samos who was so devoted to the farmer for whom he worked, that

when he died he became a vrykolakas and continued secretly to

give his services. At night he would go to the farm-buildings,

take out the oxen from their stall, yoke them, and plough three

acres while his master slept ;
in the daytime an equal piece of

work was done by the master—so that incidentally the oxen

were nearly killed. The neighbours however having had their

suspicions aroused by the rapidity of the work, which the farmer

himself could in no wise explain, kept watch one night, and having
detected the vrykolakas opened his grave, found him, as would be

expected, whole and incorrupt, and burned him.

1 See above, p. 368.
2

noXiT77s, Hapaboceis, I. p. 589. ^ Ihid, p. 591.
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Such stories as these testify that the old and purely Greek

conception of revenants is not quite extinct even in places where

the only name for them is the Slavonic word vrykolakes.

The Slavonic element in the modern superstition having been

now removed, it remains to consider what was the attitude of the

Church towards the Greek belief in revenants and what effect

her teaching had upon it.

I have already pointed out that the Jesuit, Father Richard,

discriminated between vrykolakes and certain bodies called 'drums,'

which were found incorrupt after many years of burial. This dis-

tinction he had no doubt learnt from clergy of the Greek Church
;

for, while the common-folk held that those whom the earth did not

receive and consume were necessarily ejected by her, or, in other

words, that a dead man whose body did not decay was necessarily

also a revenant, the Church distinguished, as we shall see, between

belief in incorruptibility and belief in resuscitation, inculcating the

former, and varying between condonation and condemnation of the

latter. These two ideas must therefore be handled separately.

The incorruptibility of the body of any person bound by a curse

was made a definite doctrine of the Orthodox Church. In an eccle-

siastical manuscript, seen by Father Richard, were specifications

of the discoloration and other unpleasant symptoms by which the

precise quality of that curse—parental, episcopal, and so forth—
which had arrested the decay of a corpse might be diagnosed ;

and in one of the forms of absolution which may be read over any

corpse found in such a condition there is a clause which provides
for all possible cases without requiring expert diagnosis: 'Yea,

O Lord our God, let Thy great mercy and marvellous compassion

prevail ; and, whether this Thy servant lieth under curse of father

or mother, or under his own imprecation, or did provoke one of

Thy holy ministers and sustained at his hands a bond that hath

not been loosed, or did incur the most grievous ban of excom-

munication by a bishop, and through heedlessness and sloth

obtained not pardon, pardon Thou him by the hand of me Thy
sinful and unworthy servant

;
resolve Thou his body into that

from which it was made
;
and stablish his soul in the tabernacle

of saints ^' But the curse to which the Church naturally gave
'

-
' 1

Goar, Eucholog. p. 685.
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most prominence and attached most weight was the ban of excom-

munication ;
and tlierefore, consistently with the accepted doctrine,

the formula of excommunication ended by sentencing the offender

to remain whole and undissolved after death—a condition from

which the body was not freed unless and until absolution was

read over it and the decree of excommunication thereby rescinded.

This doctrine was held to have the authority of Christ's own

teaching \ The power which was conferred upon the apostles in

the words,
' Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth, shall be bound in

heaven
;
and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in

heaven-,' was believed to have been so transmitted to their suc-

cessors, the bishops^ of the Church, that they too had the faculty

of binding and loosing men's bodies—that is, of arresting or pro-

moting their decomposition after death. Such an interpretation

of the text was facilitated by the very simplicity of its wording;
for Xu&), in modern Greek Xvovco,

'

loose,' expresses equally well

the ideas of dissolution and of absolution, while Seco, in modern

Greek Sevco,
'

bind,' embraces their respective opposites. A nomo-

canon de excominiinicatis^, promulgated in explanation of the fact

that excommunication sometimes failed to produce its expected

result, presents clearly the authorised doctrine and at the same

time illustrates effectively the twofold usage of the words '

loosing'

and '

binding.'
'

Concerning excommunicated persons, the which suffer ex-

communication by their bishops and after death are found with

their bodies " not loosed
"
(dXvTa).

'Certain persons have been justly, reasonably, and lawfully ex-

communicated by their bishops, as transgressors of the divine law,

and have died in the state of excommunication without amending
their ways and receiving forgiveness, and have been buried, and in

a short time their bodies have been found "loosed" (XeXvfieva)

and sundered bone from bone...
' Now this is exceeding marvellous that he who hath been

1 Cf. Leo Allatius, De quor. Graecoruvi opinat. xiii. Balsamon, i. 569 (Migne).
Epist. S. Niconis, quoted by Bakamon, ii. p. 1096 (ed. Paris, 1620). Christophorus
Angelas, cap. 25.

2 S. Matthew xviii. 18.
3 The power of excommunicating belonged to priests as well as to bishops, but

they might not exercise it without their bishop's sanction. Cf. Balsamon, i. 27 and
569 (Migne).

^
Quoted by Leo Allatius, De quor. Graec. opinat. xiii. and xiv.
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lawfully excommunicated should after his death be found with

his body
" loosed

"
(Xekvfjbevo^ to acofMa) and the joints thereof

sundered...'

This 'exceeding marvellous' occurrence was therefore submitted

to the consideration of learned divines, whose verdict was to the

effect that any excommunicated person whose body did not remain

whole had no more hope of salvation, because he was no longer in

a state to be ' loosed
'

and forgiven by the bishop who had excom-

municated him\ but had become already 'an inheritor of ever-

lasting torment.'
'

But,' continues the nomocanon formulated by these theologians,
*

they that are found excommunicate, to wit, with their bodies whole

and "
not loosed

"
(aXvra), these stand in need of forgiveness, in

order that the body may attain unto freedom from the " bond "

{heajjLov) of excommunication. For even as the body is found
" bound

"
(BeSe/jievov) in the earth, so is the soul " bound

"
(SeBe-

fjuevr))
and tormented in the hands of the Devil. And whensoever

the body receive forgiveness and be "
loosed

"

(XvOfj) from excom-

munication, by power of God the soul likewise is freed from the

hands of the Devil, and receiveth the life eternal, the light that

hath no evening, and the joy ineffable.'

The whole doctrine of the physical results both of excommunica-

tion and of absolution appeared to Leo Allatius to be indisputable,

and he mentions^ several notable cases in which the truth of it

was demonstrated. Athanasius, Metropolitan of Imbros, is quoted
as recording how at the request of citizens of Thasos he read the

absolution over several incorrupt bodies, 'and before the absolu-

tion was even finished all the corpses were dissolved into dust.'

A similar case was that of a converted Turk who was subsequently

excommunicated at Naples, and had been dead some years before

he obtained absolution and dissolution at the hands of two Metro-

politans. More remarkable still was a case in which a priest, who

^ The reversal of the decree of excommunication by the same person who had

pronounced it "was always preferred, largely as a precaution against an excommuni-
cated person obtaining absolution too easily. Cf. Balsamon, i. 64-5 and 437

(Migne).
'^

0]). cit. cap. XV. Cf. also Christophorus Angelus, 'EyxeipiSiop wepl Trjs

KaTaa-Toaeus tQv arjfj.epoi' evpiaKOfiei^uv 'EWrjvuv (Cambridge, 1619), cap. 25, where is

told the story of a bishop who was excommunicated by a council of his peers, and
whose body remained 'bound, like iron, for a hundred years,' when a second
council of bishops at the same place pronounced absolution and immediately the

body
' turned to dust.'
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had pronounced a sentence of excommunication, afterwards turned

Mohammedan, while the victim of his curse, though he had died

in the Christian faith, remained
'

bound.' The matter was reported

to the Patriarch Raphael, and at his instance the Turk, though
after much demur, read the absolution over the Christian's body,

and towards the end of the reading, 'the swelling of the body went

down, and it turned completely to dust.' The Turk thereupon
embraced Christianity once more, and was put to death for doing so.

Most graphic of all is a story attributed to one Malaxus^

The Sultan having been informed—among other evidences of the

power of Christianity
—that the bodies of the excommunicated

never obtained dissolution till absolution was read over them,
bade seek out such an one and absolve him. The Patriarch of

the time accordingly made enquiries, which resulted in his

hearing of a priest's widow who had been excommunicated by
a predecessor, the Patriarch Gennadius. Her story was that

having been rebuked by him for prostitution she publicly charged
him with an attempt to seduce her. Gennadius had answered

the charge by praying aloud one Sunday in the presence of all

the clergy, that, if her accusation were true, God would pardon
her all her sins and give her happiness hereafter and let her body,

when she died, dissolve
; but, if the charge were slander and

calumny against himself, then by the will and judgement of

Almighty God he exercised his power of severing her from the

communion of the faithful, to remain unpardoned and incorrup-

tible. Forty days afterwards she had died of dysentery and

having been buried remained incorrupt.

Exhumed at the Sultan's instance the body was found to be

still sound and whole, of a dark colour and with the skin stretched

like the parchment of a drum. It was then removed and kept for

a certain time under the Sultan's seal, until the Patriarch decided

to absolve it. As he read the absolution the crackling of the

body as it broke up could be heard from within the coffin. It was

^

According to Georgius Feblavius, p. 539 (§ 422) of his edition of Christo-

phorus Angelus, J)e statu hodiernonnn Graecorum (Lipsiae, 1676), Emanuel Malaxus
was the writer of a work entitled Historia Fatriarcharum Constantiiiopolitanorum,
which I have not been able to discover. It was apparently used by Crusius for his
Turco-Grecia

;
for the story here told is narrated by him in two versions (i. 56 and

II. 32, pp. 27 and 133 ed. Basle) and he alludes also (p. 151) to a story concerning
Arsenios, Bishop of Monemvasia, which likewise according to Fehlavius {I.e.) was
narrated by Malaxus.
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then again kept for a few days under the Sultan's seal, and when

finally the coffin was opened the body was found '

dissolved and

decomposed, having at last obtained mercy.' And the Sultan

was so impressed by the miracle that he is recorded to have

exclaimed,
'

Certainly the Christian religion is true beyond all

question.'

Suchlike stories, together with the formula of excommunica-

tion and the nomoccmon above quoted, prove conclusively that

the Church did not merely acquiesce in one part of the popular

superstition but authoritatively sanctioned it and utilised it for

her own ends. The incorruptibility of the dead body under

certain conditions was made an article of faith and an instrument

of terrorism, which, as will appear later\ the ill-educated peasant-

priests did not scruple to wield widely as an incentive to baptism,

a deterrent from apostasy, and a challenge to repentance.

The name by which ecclesiastical writers designated a person
whose body was thus ' bound '

by excommunication, was one which

has already been explained, Tv/jb7ravLalo<^'~ or, in another form,

TVfjLTravLTT]'^^
—swollen until the skin is as tight as a drum. This

word, which now survives, so far as I know, only in one island, and

in the seventeenth century, to judge by Leo Allatius' reference to

it, was certainly less common than the word vrykolakas, had prob-

ably at one time, before Slavonic influence was felt, belonged to

the popular as well as to the ecclesiastical vocabulary ;
and it

was, I suspect, borrowed by the Church from popular speech at

the same time as she borrowed from popular superstition the

idea of dead bodies being
' bound

'

and withheld from corruption

by a curse.

At what date this appropriation took place I cannot determine;

but it must certainly have been before Slavonic influence was

widely felt
; for, when once the Greek revenant had acquired the

baneful characteristics of the Slavonic vampire, the clergy would

surely never have claimed as a new thing the power to
* bind

'

the

dead by excommunication, when the laity (and indeed many of

their own calling too) believed that persons so
* bound ' became

1 See below, p. 409.
2
Cbristophorus Angelus {op. cit. cap. 25) vouches for the early use of this word

by one Cassiauus, whom he describes as "EXXt/i' ira\ai6$ laropiKSs. I cannot

identify this author.
^ Du Cange, 3Ied. et inHin. Graec, s.v. rvfiiravlT-qs.
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rampant and ravening vrykolakes. The belief must therefore

have been incorporated in ecclesiastical doctrine at a time when

the Greek people spoke of the incorrupt dead as Tv/jLTravtaloi,

'drumlike,' and conceived of them as reasonable revenants.

The process by which the belief came to obtain the sanction

of the Church is not hard to guess. The ambiguity of the words

\vco,
'

loose,' and Sico,
'

bind,' may well have been the starting-

point. If, on the one hand, the apostles, or the bishops who

succeeded them, treated certain sins as
'

having no forgiveness

neither in this world nor the world to come,' and in the exercise

of their power to bind and to loose included in their formula of

excommunication some such phrase as Leo Allatius records, Kal

fxera rov Odvarov aKvTo<; Kal airapaXvro'^,
' and after death never

to be "
loosed

" '

(meaning thereby 'absolved'); while, on the other

hand, the Greek people were hereditarily familiar with a pagan
belief that the dead bodies of persons who lay under a curse were

not 'loosed' (in the sense of 'dissolved'); then the common-folk

for their part would necessarily have understood the ecclesiastical

curse as a sentence of 'non-dissolution'; while the clergy would

have been less than Greek if they had not seen, and more than

Greek if they had not seized, the handle which popular superstition

gave them, and by adding to their accustomed formula {fiera rov

Odvarov a\vTo<;,
'

after death never to be "
loosed

"
') such appa-

rently innocent words as cocnrep at irerpai Kal rd aihrjpa^, 'even

as stone and iron,' substituted the idea of
'

dissolution
'

for that of

'absolution' and definitely committed the Church to the old pagan
doctrine.

If this conjecture as to the process by which the popular belief

became an article of the Orthodox faith be correct, a further

suggestion may be made as to the date at which the process

began. If the word '

loosing
'

was misunderstood by the Greeks

when used in the formula of excommunication, it would equally
have been misunderstood in the words of Christ,

' Whatsoever ye
shall bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven

;
and whatsoever ye

shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven-.' Was it then the

knowledge that these words were commonly misinterpreted by the

Greeks which led the author of the fourth Gospel to reproduce
them in a less equivocal form :

" Whosesoever sins ye remit, they
^
Christophorus Augelus, I.e.

- Matthew xviii. 18.

L. 26
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are remitted unto them
;
and whosesoever sins ye retain, they

are retained^"? This would indicate an early date indeed. Yet

the date matters little as compared with the main fact that the

ecclesiastical doctrine of the incorruptibility of excommunicated

persons was at some time borrowed from paganism.
The other half of the popular superstition, namely that those

whose bodies were 'bound' by excommunication or otherwise, and

whom the earth did not '

receive,' were ejected by her and re-

appeared as revenants, caused the Church some embarrassment.

Sometimes the alleged resuscitation of such persons was con-

demned as a mere hallucination of timorous and superstitious

minds
;
at other times it was accepted as a fact and explained as

a work of the Devil designed to lead men astray, and acting upon
this idea the clergy often lent their services to absolve and to

dissolve the suspected corpse.

Leo AUatius*'^ reflects both these views and shows their effect

upon the conduct of the clergy. After describing the actual

appearance of such bodies, which gained for them the name

Tv/jLTravLaloL,
'

drumlike,' he introduces the second half of the

superstition by saying that into such bodies the devil enters, and

issuing from the tomb goes about working all manner of destruc-

tion
;
and he adds that when the body is exhumed,

' the priests

recite prayers, and the body is thrown on a burning pyre ;
before

the supplications are finished, the joints of the body gradually

fall apart, and all the remains are burnt to ashes.' Yet shortly

afterwards he states,
' This belief is not of tresh and recent

growth in Greece
;

in ancient and modern times alike men of

piety who have received the confessions of Christians have tried

to root it out of the popular mind.' There is a clear contrast

between the conduct of 'the priests' in one passage and that of the
* men of piety

'

in the other. The clergy did not as a body adopt
a single and consistent attitude towards the popular superstition.

Similar inconsistency marks the nomocanon concerning vryko-

lakes, from which I have given selections along with the rest of

Leo's account in the last section; these passages, for convenience of

reference, are here repeated :

'

Concerning a dead man, if such be found whole and incorrupt,
the which they call vrykolakas . . .

1 John XX. 23. 2 ggg above, p. 365.
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'

It is impossible that a dead man become a vryholakas save it

be that the Devil, wishing to delude some that they may do things
unmeet and incur the wrath of God, maketh these portents and

oft-times at night causeth men to imagine that the dead man
whom they knew before cometh and speaketh with them, and in

their dreams too they see visions. Other times they see him in

the road, walking or standing still, and, more than this, he even

throttles men.
' Then there is a commotion and they run to the grave and dig

to see the remains of the man . . . and the dead man—one who has

long been dead and buried—appears to them to have flesh and

blood and nails and hair . . . and they collect wood and set fire to

it and burn the body and do away with it altogether . . .

'

Then, after denying again the reality of such things which

exist Kara (^avraaiav, in imagination 07ily, the nomocanon

continues :

* But know that when such remains he found, the which, as we

have said, is a work of the Devil, ye must summon the priests to

chant an invocation of the Mother of God, . . . and to perform
memorial services for the dead with funeral meats.'

The self-contradiction of the pronouncement is exposed in the

phrases which I have italicised. Clearly if such remains are

found and the dead man is so affected by the work of the Devil

that special services for his repose^ are required, the theory of

hallucination is untenable. But this very inconsistency of the

nomocanon, though according to Allatius it is of uncertain author-

ship, proves it, as I will show, a very valuable document of the

Church's traditional teaching on this matter.

S. Anastasius Sinaita, who became bishop of Antioch in 561

and died in 599, refers to revenants in a passage which, literally

rendered, runs as follows^ :

*

Again it appears that devils, by
means of false prophets who obey them and with their aid work

signs and heal bodily diseases to the delusion of themselves and

others, present even a dead man as risen again, and (in his person)

talk with the living, in imagination (eV (pavraala). For a devil

enters into the dead body of the man, and moves it, presenting

^ The word [xv-rifibavva, which I have rendered with verbal correctness ' memorial

services,' really implies more, and corresponds to a mass for the repose of the dead.
2 Anastasius Sinaita, in Migne's Patrologia Gr.-Lat., vol. 89, 279—280.

26—2
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the dead man risen again as it were in answer to the foolish

prayer of the deceiver. And the evil spirit talks as it were in

the person of the dead man with him whom he is deluding,

telling him such things as he himself wishes to tell and answering
also further questions . . .

'

In this passage Anastasius is clearly thinking of revenants

called up by sorcerers
;
in his time, when the first Slavonic in-

vaders had only just entered Greece and anything like friendly

intercourse between the two races was still a thing of the future,

the conception of a real vampire was not yet known to the Greeks

of Greece proper, much less to those of Antioch
;
and it is easy

therefore to believe that the calling up of harmless revenants was

then a recognised department of witchcraft, which afterwards lost

its attractions. The particular circumstances however to which

Anastasius refers are of minor importance ;
the interest of the

passage lies in its inconsistency of thought, which results indeed

in a certain confusion of language ;
for to say that

'

it appears

that devils . . . present even a dead man as risen again, and talk

with the living in imagination,' would be not a little obscure, if

the context did not throw light upon the meaning. More lucidly

expressed the ideas are these : men see a dead person apparently

risen from his grave and able to talk with them
;
the raising of

the dead is the work of a devil (whose modus operandi is described

in the second sentence) ;
the talking is also done by the devil (as

explained in the third sentence) ;
and finally the whole thing is an

hallucination.

Here then are the same contradictory doctrines as in the

nomocanon ; the resuscitation of the dead man is the work of a

devil who enters into the corpse and moves it and raises it from

the grave ;
and yet it is the '

imagination
'

of the men who see

it which is at fault. But it can be no casual coincidence that

S. Anastasius in the sixth century and a nomocanon which was

quoted as authoritative in the seventeenth attempted to combine

two incompatible doctrines concerning the re-appearance of the

dead. Rather is it proof that from a very early age the Church

remained halting between two opinions ;
and the attitude adopted

towards the superstition by the clerg}^ some of whom, according
to Leo AUatius, had long tried to root it out of the popular mind,

while others rendered aid in absolving suspected corpses, naturally
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varied according as they personally believed that revenants (in-

cluding vrykolakes) were a figment of the people's imagination or

a real work of the Devil.

Now of these two ecclesiastical views, which are really alterna-

tive and incompatible although attempts were made to combine

them, the former has clearly had little or no effect upon the

people ;
in spite of the efforts of the ' men of piety who received

the confessions of Christians^' to extirpate the superstition, it

remains vigorous, as we have seen, down to this day. But the

explanation of the phenomenon as a work of the Devil was readily

entertained
;
even educated men were convinced of it.

'

It is

the height of folly,' says Leo AUatius, speaking for himself,
'

to

deny altogether that such bodies are sometimes found incorrupt
in the graves, and that by use of them the Devil, if God permit

him, devises horrible plans to the hurt of the human race'; and

similarly Father Richard opens his account of vrykolakes with the

statement that the Devil sometimes works by means of dead

bodies which he preserves in their entirety and re-animates. As

for the common-folk, the explanation accorded so well with the

diabolical characteristics of the vrykolakas that they could hardly
have failed to accept it.

The popularisation of this view is well illustrated by a local

interpretation set upon a custom which I have already discussed,

the so-called custom of
' Charon's obol.' I have shown that the

practice of placing a coin or other object in the mouth of the dead

continues down to the present day ;
that the classical notion, that

the coin was intended as payment for the ferryman of the Styx,
was only a temporary and probably local misinterpretation of the

custom
;
and that the coin or other object employed was really a

charm designed to prevent any evil spirit from entering (or possibly

the soul from re-entering) the dead body. Now in Chios and in

Rhodes this original intention has not been forgotten, and is com-

bined with the belief in vrykolakes. In the former island the

woman who prepares the corpse for burial places on its lips a cross

of wax or cotton-stuff, and the priest also during the funeral

service prepares a fragment of pottery to be laid in the same

^
i.e. the irvevfiaTiKoi, as they were called, the more discreet and '

spiritual
'

priests who alone were authorised by their bishops to discharge this function. Cf.

Christophorus Angelus, op. cit. cap. 22.
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place by marking on it the sign of the cross and the letters

I. X. N. K. ('It^ctoO? Xptcrro? viKa,
' Jesus Christ conquers '),

both

of them with the avowed purpose of preventing any evil spirit

from entering the dead body and making of it a vrykolakas^. In

Rhodes a piece of ancient pottery, inscribed with the same words

but marked with the pentacle^ instead of the cross, is placed in

the mouth of the dead for the same purposed Clearly then in

these two islands this ecclesiastical view has been fully accepted

by the people ;
and what I can illustrate by customs in these cases

I know to be equally true of Greece in general. Whenever an

explanation is sought of the resuscitation of the dead, the answer,

if any be forthcoming, lays the responsibility for it on the Devil.

This opinion, as I have said, is abundantly justified by the

conduct of modern vrykolakes\ but I am inclined to think that it

was held also, by the Church at any rate, in the pre-Slavonic age
when revenants were of a less diabolical character. The actual

practice of excommunication w^as thought to have been instituted

by St Paul^ who twice speaks of 'delivering persons unto Satan ^'

The early ecclesiastical interpretation of this phrase is clearly

given by Theodoretus^
; commenting upon the sentence, "To

deliver such an one unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh,

that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus," he

draws special attention to the fact that the body, and not the soul,

is to be subjected to diabolic affliction, and then adds,
' We are

taught by this, that those who are excommunicated, that is to say,

severed from the body of the Church, will be assailed by the devil

when he finds them void of grace.' In other words, the bodily

punishment inflicted by the act of excommunication was 'possession'

by the devil.

Now Theodoretus, it is true, says nothing in this passage as to

the continuance of the punishment after death. But clearly if

demoniacal possession was the effect of excommunication, and if

also, as we have seen, the sentence of excommunication remained

valid after death, it must have followed that the dead body no less

^
KcjpffT. KaveXXa/cTjs, Xia/ca 'AvaXeKra, pp. 335 and 339.

^ On this symbol see above, pp. 112 f.

3
Newton, Travels and Discoveries in the Levant, i. p. 212 (1865). (Cf. B.

Schmidt, das Volkslehen, p. 164.)
* Cf. Christophorus Angelus, op. cit. cap. 25 (init.).
5 I. Cor. V. 5 and I. Tim. i. 20.
6
Theodoretus, on I. Cor. v. 5 (Migne, Patrologia Gr.-Lat., vol. 82, 261).
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than the living body was possessed of the devil
;
and if the devil

in possession of the corpse chose to agitate it and drive it out of

the errave, the dead demoniac was at once a revenant.

There is therefore some probability that, though the Church

never threatened the excommunicated with resuscitation but only

with incorruptibility, she may at a very early date have offered

this explanation of their alleged re-appearance ;
and the theory

of diabolical agency may have gained popular approval from the

first
;

for resuscitation was originally viewed by the Greek people

as a calamity befalling the dead man, not as a source of danger to

the living ;
and therefore an ecclesiastical doctrine, that it was by

delivering^ an offender unto Satan that the curse of the Church

rendered him a revenant, would have been felt to be a perfectly

satisfactory, if novel, explanation of the process by which a knowm

cause, imprecation, produced its known effect, resuscitation.

But, whatever the date at which the theory of diabolical

possession was first developed and disseminated, the Church, and

the Church only, was responsible for it. The Devil is a Christian

conception, just as the vampire is Slavonic. Both must go, if

the modern superstition is to be stripped of its accretions, and

the genuinely Hellenic elements discovered. What then re-

mains? Simply the belief that the bodies of certain classes of

persons did not decay away in their graves but returned there-

from, and the feeling that such persons were sufferers deserving of

pity. What then were the classes of persons so affected, according

to the original Greek superstition ?

The classes now regarded as liable to become vrykolakes were

enumerated at the end of the last section. But both Slavonic

and Christian influences have been felt here, as in the rest of the

superstition. I must therefore take those classes one by one, and

indicate the origin of each. None of them will require long
discussion

;
their provenance is in many cases self-evident.

(1) Those who have not received the full and due rites of

burial.

Here there can be no reason for supposing any alien influence;

on the contrary, the high importance attached by the ancient

Greeks to funeral-rites is everywhere apparent. It was these

which Patroclus' spirit returned to implore ;
these which Antigone

risked her life to give. The sin of Clytemnestra culminated in
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that she 'dared to bury her husband without mourning or lamenta-

tion^'—an essential part of the Greek funeral; and again in

historical times Lysander's honour was tarnished not so much

because he put to death some prisoners of war, but because ' he

did not throw earth even upon their dead bodies^' What effect

such neglect was anciently believed to have upon the dead is a

question to be considered later
;
but the general idea is plainly

Hellenic.

(2) Those who meet with any sudden or violent death (in-

cluding suicides), or, in Maina, where the vendetta is still in vogue,

those who having been murdered remain unavenged.
The most important element in this class is formed by those

who have been murdered, especially when, as in Maina, they are

believed to return from the grave with the purpose of seeking

revenge upon their murderers. Such an idea, as will be shown

later, is thoroughly consonant with ancient views of bloodguilt.

But it appears also from a passage of Lucian^ that any
'

violent
'

or
'

sudden,' as opposed to
'

natural,* death was commonly held to

debar the victim from rest no less effectually than actual murder.

The whole class may therefore be accepted as Hellenic, and may

probably be considered to have always comprised all persons

whose lives were cut short suddenly before their proper hour had

come.

(3) Children conceived or born on one of the great Church-

festivals, and children still-born.

The first division of this class may be variously explained ;

either the child may be supposed to suffer for the sin committed

by its parents on a day when the Church enjoins continence,

or else the notion, that children born between Christmas and

Epiphany are subject to lycanthropy* and therefore also, according
to Slavonic views, to vampirism, has become associated with other

church-festivals also. Children still-born are probably to be

numbered among victims of 'sudden' death. Thus the first

division, being of ecclesiastical or Slavonic origin, is to be set

aside
;
the second may probably be included in a larger Hellenic

class already considered
;
neither therefore requires any further

discussion.

1 Aesch. Choeph., 432-3. - Paus. ix. 32. 6.
2
Philopseudes, cap. 29. ^ See above, p. 208.
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(4) Those who die under a curse, especially the curse of a

parent, or one self-invoked, as in the case of a man who in perjuring

himself calls down on his own head all manner of damnation if

what he says be false.

The dread which a curse, above all a parent's curse, excited in

the ancient Greeks is well known. No one can have read Aeschylus'

story of the house of Atreus, nor followed with Sophocles the

fortunes of Oedipus and his children, without perceiving therein

the working of a curse that claims fulfilment and cannot be averted.

The idea therefore here involved is purely Hellenic.

(o) Those who die under the ban of the Church, that is to

say, excommunicate.

This class is an ecclesiastical variety of the last.

(6) Those who die unbaptised or apostate.

The apostate is of course ipso facto excommunicate, even

though no formal sentence have been pronounced against him.

The unbaptised have probably been included by priestcraft for

purposes of intimidation; baptism is commonly held to prevent
children from becoming were-wolves, and therefore also vrykolakes

at death.

(7) Men of evil and immoral life in general, more par-

ticularly if they have dealt in the blacker kinds of sorcery.

Clerical influence is clearly discernible here, but is not, I think,

responsible for the whole idea. A story from Zacynthos^ records

how the treacherous murderer of a good man was first smitten by
a thunderbolt so that he lost both his sight and his reason, and

after his death was turned by God into a vrykolakas as a punish-
ment for his crime, and has so remained for a thousand years.

Here, in spite of the word vrykolakas being used, the revenant is

represented, like Constantine in the popular ballad, as a sufferer.

This idea has been shown to be pre-Slavonic
—and incidentally

it is not a little curious that the story itself claims to date from a

thousand years ago, when this idea was only beginning to be

ousted by Slavonic superstition. But if the idea of
'

punish-
ment' is old, the idea that the punishment was merited by a crime

must be equally old. For this reason, and for others which will be

developed later, I hold that the perpetrators of certain deadly
sins were from early times regarded as accursed and subject to the

^
IIoXirTjs, IlapaSocrets, I. p. 576.
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same punishment as befell those on whom a curse had actually

been called down. The Church, I think, merely added to the

number of those sins, and at the same time undertook the task of

pronouncing in many cases the curse which they had earned.

(8) Those who have eaten the flesh of a sheep which was

killed by a wolf.

This class is purely Slavonic in origin. To become a were-wolf

in consequence of having eaten flesh which a wolf's fangs have

infected with madness is to a simple mind rational enough ;
and

a were-wolf becomes after death a vampire. Further the belief^

so far as I know, belongs only to Elis, one of the districts where

Slavonic ascendancy was most complete and continued longest.

(9) Those over whose dead bodies a cat or other animal has

passed.

This class also is Slavonic. The jumping of a cat over a dead

body is still believed by some Slavonic peoples to be a cause of

vampirism^, while in Greece the idea is rare and local only.

Thus out of the man}^ conditions by which, in modern belief,

a man is predisposed to turn vrykolakas, only three can be genuinely

Hellenic : first, lack of burial
; second, a sudden or violent death

;

and third, a parental or other curse, or such sin as renders a man

accursed. The revenant therefore was regarded, as we inferred

also from the story of Constantine and Arete, as a sufferer. His

suffering might be the result of pure mischance, as in the case of

sudden death, or of neglect on the part of those whose duty it was

to lament and to bury him, or again of some sin of his own which

had merited a curse. But whether he was the victim of sheer

misfortune or of punishment, he was still a sufferer, an object to

excite the pity of mankind in general, although in special cases,

as when he had been murdered or had not received the last offices

of love at the hands of his kinsfolk, he might reasonably be feared

by those who had injured him as an avenger.

Since then in the pre-Slavonic period the general feeling

towards revenants was a feeling of pity, the treatment of them in

that period requires investigation.

Starting once more from the modern superstition, we find that

the treatment of vrykolahes by the Greeks differs widely from

that accorded by the Slavs to vampires. The Slavonic method is

1
Ealston, Songs of the Russian people, p. 412.
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generally to pierce the suspected corpse with a stake of aspen or

whitethorn, taking care to drive it right through the heart at one

blow. The usual Greek method is to burn the body. The Greeks

therefore, who learnt from the Slavs all that is most horrible

in their conception of vrykolakes, none the less thought that

they knew a better way of disposing of these new-found pests

than that which was practised by their teachers. Convinced by

foreign influence of the danger, they relied on a native method

of obviating it. They would not impale the vrykolakas; they

would burn him. Clearly there must have been some strong

conviction and assurance in the heart of a people who, freshly

persuaded of the peril threatening them at the hands of so loathly

and savage a monster, yet chose to pursue their own method of

combating it rather than to adopt the foreign and repugnant

practice of impaling the dead. That conviction plainly was that

cremation, by ensuring the immediate and complete dissolution

of the body, put an end to all relations of the dead with the

living ;
and their confidence in it can only have been based upon

their own experience in the treatment of the Greek species of

reveiKints. Cremation then was the means by which the Greek

folk had always been wont to succour those of the dead who

suffered from incorruptibility and resuscitation.

Such a custom would not, so far as I can judge, have en-

countered any serious ecclesiastical opposition. The Church, it is

true, in her earlier days had condemned cremation as a pagan

rite, and with the spread of Christianity inhumation became the

ordinary rite. But in the case of those who, having been buried,

yet returned from the grave, since the Christian rite had proved
of no avail, some concession to pagan traditions would have been

natural. Many of the clergy, as we have seen, condoned crema-

tion in the case of vrykolakes as a measure of self-defence
; surely

they would equally have allowed it as an act of charity to more

innocent men to whom the earth had denied dissolution and death

had brought no repose.

Thus the actual custom of burning dates from the pre-Slavonic

era
;

it is only the motive of the act which is changed. Formerly
men felt pity for the revenant, and sought to' promote his dissolu-

tion in order to release him from a state of suffering ; now, as for

some centuries past, men feel only horror of the vrykolakas, and
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seek to promote his dissolution in order to release themselves

from a state of peril. Hence no doubt came the more horrible

barbarities occasionally inflicted on the corpse ;
to tear out the

heart, to boil it in vinegar, to tear the body to shreds—these are

the acts of a panic-stricken and vindictive people eager to

torment their foe before annihilating him. But in the old custom

of cremation there was nothing inhumane; it was the merciful

act of a people who had compassion upon the unquiet dead and

gave to them, in solicitude for their welfare, that boon of bodily

dissolution by which alone they were finally severed from the

living and admitted to the world of the departed.

§ 3. Revenants in ancient Greece.

The Slavonic and the ecclesiastical elements have now been

removed from the modern Greek superstition, and the Hellenic

residue is briefly this : the human body sometimes remains in-

corruptible in the earth, and in this state is liable to resuscitation
;

persons so affected stand as it were halfway between the living

and the dead, resembling the former when they walk the earth,

and the latter when they are lying quiet in their graves or, if

unburied, elsewhere
; during their periods of resuscitation they

act as reasonable human beings, but their whole condition is

pitiable, and the most humane way of treating them is to burn

their bodies
; disintegration being thus secured, they return no

more to this world, but are numbered among the departed.

Further the causes of such a condition are threefold—lack of

burial, sudden death, and execration or deadly sin deserving of it.

The only question which we have left unsolved is that of the

agency by which the body is resuscitated. The Devil is now

held responsible; but the Devil is a Christian, not a pagan,

conception.

My purpose in the present section is, first, to verify by the

aid of classical literature the conclusions which have been reached,

and, secondly, to solve the one problem which remains.

There is, so far as I know, only one story in ancient literature

which contains anything like a full account of a revenant. This is

related by Phlegon^, a freedman of Hadrian
;
and the narrator

^
Mirabilia, cap. i.
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professes to have been an eye-witness of the occurrences which he

describes. In his story are embodied most of those very ideas

which on wholly other grounds have been argued to form the

genuine Hellenic element in the modern superstition concerning

vrykolakes, and I shall therefore reproduce it at length. Un-

fortunately however the beginning of the story is lost, and there-

with possibly the cause assigned for the strange conduct of the

resuscitated corpse which plays the heroine's part.

What remains of the story opens abruptly with a weird scene

in the guest-chamber of the house of Demostratus and his wife

Charito.

Their daughter Philinnion had been dead and buried somewhat

less than six months, when one evening she was observed by her

old nurse in the guest-chamber, where a young man named
Machates was lodged, to all appearances alive. The nurse at

once ran to the girl's parents and bade them come with her and

see their child. Charito however was so overcome by the tidings

that she first fainted and then wept hysterically for her lost

daughter and finally began to abuse the old woman, calling her

mad and ordering her out of the room; but the nurse expostulated
with spirit, and Charito at last went with her. In the meanwhile

however Philinnion and her lover had retired to rest, so that when

the mother arrived she could not obtain a good view of her
;
but

from the peep which she got of the girl's clothes and the shape of

her face she thought that she recognised her daughter. Then,

feeling that she could not at that hour ascertain the truth of the

matter, she decided to keep quiet until morning, and then to rise

betimes and surprise the girl if still there, or, failing that, to

extort from Machates the whole truth.

But when dawn came the girl had gone away unobserved, and

Charito began to take Machates to task, telling him the whole

story and imploring him to confess the truth and to keep nothing
back. The young man (who seems to have been unaware that

Charito had lost a daughter named Philinnion) was much dis-

tressed, and at first would only admit that such was indeed the

name of the girl whom they had seen
;
but afterwards he told the

whole story of the girl's visits to him, mentioning that she had

said that she came without her parents' knowledge. To confirm

his story, he produced the gold ring which she had given him and
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her breast-band which she had left behind on the previous night.

These were at once recognised by Charito as having belonged to

her daughter, and with a loud cry she rent her clothes and loosed

her hair and threw herself upon the ground beside the tokens and

began making lamentation anew. Her example was soon followed

by others of the family as if in preparation for a funeral, and

Machates, at his wits' end how to quiet them, promised to let

them see the girl if she should come to him again.

That night accordingly they kept watch, and at the usual

hour the girl came, went into Machates' room, and sat down upon
the bed. The young man himself was now anxious to learn the

truth
;
he could not wholly credit the supposition that it was a

dead woman who had come so regularly, and who had eaten and

drunk with him and lain at his side, and thought rather that the

real Philinnion's tomb had been robbed and the booty sold to the

father of the girl, whoever she might be, who visited him. No
sooner therefore was she come than he quietly summoned the

watchers. The girl's parents at once entered, and were for a

while dumb with astonishment at the sight of her, and then threw

their arms round her with loud cries. Then said Philinnion,

'0 my mother and father, it was wrong of you to grudge me three

days with this man here in my own home and doing no harm.

And so, because of your meddlesomeness, you shall mourn for me
anew, and I shall go away again to my appointed place. For it

is by divine consent that I have done thus.' Scarcely had she

spoken when she became a corpse and her body lay stretched

upon the bed in the sight of all. Confusion and loud lamentation

at once ensued, and before long the rumour had got about the

town and was reported to the narrator of the story, Phlegon, who

appears to have held some official position. To him at any rate it

fell to keep order during the night among the excited townsfolk,

and early next morning he was present at a crowded meeting in

the theatre, at which it was decided to inspect first of all the

family vault in which Philinnion had been laid.

The vault having been opened, on all the shelves, save that

appropriated to Philinnion, were found bodies or bones
;
but on

hers there was nothing except an iron ring belonging to Machates

and a gilt cup—presents which she had received from him at

her first visit. Horror-stricken the party left the vault and went
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straight to Demostratus' house, and in the guest-chamber saw the

girl stretched upon the floor. Thence they returned to another

public assembly as crowded as the first, at which one Hyllus, who

was reputed not only the best seer of the place but also a clever

diviner^ and possessed of a comprehensive knowledge of other

branches of the profession, advised that the girl's body should be

taken outside the boundaries of the town and should be burnt

to ashes—it was inexpedient, he said, for her to be buried in the

town—and that certain propitiatory rites, accompanied by a

general purification, should be paid to Hermes Chthonios and

the Eumenides.

The strange episode ended with the acceptance of this advice

by the townspeople and the suicide of Machates.

This story was known to Father Richard of Santorini'^, who

recognised in it an ancient case parallel to some which he himself

had witnessed or learnt from other eye-witnesses in his own times.

Even the harmless character of Philinnion did not appear to him

incompatible with the popular conception of vrykolakes. Indeed,

as we saw above, he himself mentions, among the many instances

known to him, one in which a shoemaker of Santorini, having
turned vrykolakas, manifested no vicious tendencies, but rather

the greatest affection and solicitude for his wife and children.

Nor again is the incident of Philinnion's intercourse with

Machates unparalleled in modern times. Many travellers and

writers^ have concurred in recording the belief that the vrykolakas

sometimes revisits his widow, or does violence to other women
in their husbands' absence, or even marries again in some place

where he is unknown, and that of such unions children have been

born. Indeed in the Middle Ages this belief seems to have spread

even beyond the confines of Greece
;
for a Roman priest, early in

the seventeenth century, sums up the views of his Church on the

^ By
' seer

'
I render /jlclvtis, a man directly inspired ; by

' diviner
'

oiwvoaKbwos,
one who is skilled in the science of interpreting signs and omens.

- Relation de ce qui s'est passe de plus remarquable a Sant-Erini etc., p. 213.

He calls Philinnion a Thessalian girl, and makes Machates come from Macedonia.
But his reference to the story contains a patent inaccuracy (for he speaks of

the girl being buried a second time, whereas she was burnt), and in all probability
he was quoting from memory, not from a more complete text than that now
preserved.

-* See Pashley, Travels in Crete, ii. p. 221; Carnarvon, Reminiscences of Athens

and the Morea, p. 162
; Schmidt, das Volksleben, p. 165 ; IIoXitt;?, napa56(rcis,

I. pp. 589, 591 and 593 ; BdWrjvdas, KvdviaKa, p. 125.
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subject as follows^: 'Devils, though incorporeal and spiritual, can

take to themselves the bodies of dead men . . . and in such bodies

can have intercourse with women, as commonly with striges^ and

witches, and by such union can even beget children.' This

statement would be a fair ecclesiastical summary of modern Greek

belief. In Thessaly I myself was told of a family in the neigh-

bourhood of Domoko, who reckoned a vrykolakas among their

ancestors of the second or third generation back, and by virtue of

such lineage inherited a special skill (such as is more commonly
ascribed to a-a^^aro^evvriiJLevoL,

' men born on a Saturday,' when

vrykolakes usually rest in their graves, or to a\a(f)poaTol')^€icoTOL^,

those who are in close touch with a '

familiar spirit,') in dealing

with those vrykolakes which from time to time troubled the

country-side; indeed they had been summoned, I was assured, even

to remote districts for consultation as specialists.

The story of Philinnion was not overlooked by Bernhard

Schmidt, but he does not appear to have recognised in it anything
more relevant than in the ancient ghost-stories {gespenster-

geschichten) among which he reckons it^ Most emphatically

this is no ghost-story. The distinction between ghosts and Greek

revenants is of a primary and universal nature, patent to all who

can discriminate between soul and body. In this story Philinnion

acts as a revenant and is treated as a revenant
;
the inspection of

the vault in which her body had been laid and the purpose of her

nocturnal visits to Machates furnish conclusive evidence of her

corporeal resuscitation
;
and the method of disposing of her corpse

is the method generally approved and employed in the case of

revencmts—cremation. In effect all that remains of the story is

in complete accord with what I have claimed on other grounds as

the Hellenic element in the modern superstition ; only one detail

is wanting
—the cause of Philinnion's resuscitation—and if we

had the first part of the story, it is not unlikely that in it we
should find that her early death had been also sudden or violent.

Clearlv then the belief in revenants was known in Greece in the

age of Hadrian.

^ Alardus Gazaeus, Commentary on loh. Cassianus, Collatio, viii. 21 (Migne,
Patrologia, Ser. i. vol. 49).

2 On '

striges
'

see above, pp. 179 ff.

^ On this word see above, p. 288.
* Das Volksleben cler Neugriechen, p. 170, with note 1.
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A casual allusion to the same superstition occurs also in

Luciano 'I know of a man,' says a doctor named Antigonus,
*

who rose again twenty days after he was buried
;
I attended him

after his resurrection as well as before his death.'
* But how was

it,' rejoins another,
' that in twenty days the body did not de-

compose or in any case the man perish of hunger?
'

Unfortunately
no answer is given and the subject drops, but the man in question

was clearly a corporeal revenant and not a mere ghost.

A reference to the same vulgar belief is also seemingly intended

by Aristophanes in the Ecclesiazusae, where the personal ap-

pearance of one of the reprobate old women calls forth the

exclamation,

' Is yon an ape be-plastered with white lead,
Or an old hag uprisen from the dead ?

' ^

The passage is of course too brief to make any such allusion

certain
;
but it becomes highly probable if it can be shown from

other sources that the superstition was popularly current in

Aristophanes' time. This I can do.

The fixity of popular phrases of imprecation has been amply
demonstrated in the last section^ A large selection of curses,

all conceived in the same spirit, furnished, by their contrast with

some features of the now contaminated superstition, a clue for the

detection of the Slavonic elements therein. These imprecations,

we learnt, were based upon the purely Hellenic belief, and had

remained unaffected by the foreign influence which had modified

and in some respects almost transformed it. Spoken often in a

moment of passion, springing spontaneously and familiarly to the

lips, too hasty to be informed by conscious thought, such curses

have been handed down from generation to generation as fixed

expressions subject to none of the changes which come of deliberate

reflection. Though the old beliefs have been altered by the in-

fusion of alien doctrines, the old curses stand fast in bold antagonism
to all foreign lore, true records of a superstition now garbled, coins

stamped with the e^gy and superscription of by-gone thought, but

current still.

As the simplest types of these old-established curses may be

taken the two phrases, va fjLrjv rov hex^fl V 7^?j
'

^^J the earth

1
Philopseiides, cap. 26. 2 ^r. Eccles., 1072-3.

3 See above, pp. 387-91.

L. 27
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not receive him/ and va rov ^ydXrj r) yrj^,
'

May the earth cast him

out.' The one is negative in form, the other positive, but both

equally suggest, in the peasant's mind, both the incorruptibility

of the body and its resuscitation. Can a protot3^pe of these

curses be found in ancient literature ? If so, in view of the

general continuity of Greek belief and custom, we shall be

justified in concluding that, as those ancient curses are identical

with the modern, so the superstition which suggested them in

old time is identical with that part of the modern superstition on

which they are now based.

Two examples of these curses are furnished by Euripides. In

a scene where Orestes conjures his comrade Pylades to leave him

and not to involve himself in the meditated act of vengeance, the

latter replies^
' Never may the fruitful earth receive my blood,

nor yet the gleaming air, if ever I turn traitor to thee and save

myself and forsake thee !

'

In like tone rings out Hippolytus'
assertion of his innocence toward his father-: 'Now by Zeus the

judge of oaths and by the earth beneath our feet, I swear that

never have I touched th}^ marriage-bed, nor would have willed it

nor conceived the thought. May I verily perish without glory

and without name, cityless and homeless, an outcast and wanderer

upon the earth, yea and in death may neither sea nor earth

receive my flesh, if I have proved false !

'

'

May the earth not receive my flesh !

'

Such is the common
burden of the two oaths

;
such the final chord struck by Hippolytus

in that symphony of imprecations with which he vindicates his

innocence
;

such too would be the strongest oath by which

any peasant of to-day might bind himself The very words have

scarcely varied in a score of centuries
;
who then will venture to

claim that their purport is changed ? Is it not clear that just as in

later times the Church, by incorporating the popular curse in her

formula of excommunication, seized the weapons of paganism and

turned them against those rebels and infidels whom her own direst

fulminations had no power to dismay, so Euripides, conscious

that no imaginings of his own art could suffice to excite in his

hearers that horror which the climax of self-execration demanded,
did not disdain * the touchings of things common,' but turned to

tragic use a popular curse which then, as now, pierced home to

1 Eur. Or., 1086. 2 Eur. Hipj)., 1038.
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ever}' heart ? It would be strange indeed if words, which since

early in the Christian era have continuously implied a belief in

the indissolubility and resuscitation of those who die accursed,

should be held to have borne some other meaning a few centuries

earlier.

Thus then Euripides, by the identity of his language with

that of to-day, discovers most conspicuously his knowledge of that

which on other grounds I have shown to be the Hellenic element

in the superstition concerning vrijkolakes. But he was not alone

in employing it for dramatic purposes. In the pages of Sophocles

too and of Aeschylus there are passages which only a knowledge
of this superstition can adequately explain. First among these is

the climax of that speech in which Oedipus, blind and outcast,

denounces his undutiful son :

'

Begone, abhorred and renounced of me thy father, thou basest

villain, and take with thee these curses that I call down upon

thee, that thou win not with thy spear that land of thine own

kin, nor yet return ever again to the vale of Argos, but that thou

and he that drave thee forth, smiting and smitten, fall each by
a brother's hand. Such is my curse

; yea, and I call on Tartarus,

in whose hated gloom my father lies, to drive thee from his

home^'

The last phrase of this denunciation,

Ka\ KaXci) Tov Taprdpov
(TTvyvbv waTpSov Epe^os, (os or dnoiKiarrj,

is that with which I am concerned. It is an old-established

difficulty. Commentators have translated variously 'to remove

thee from thy home,'
*

to take thee away to his home,'
'

to give

thee another home'; but in effect they are all agreed in trying

to make the words refer to removal from this to the nether world,

or, in one word, to death. Now even if the word airoiici^w could

in this context bear any of the meanings ascribed to it, such an

euphemism following upon the explicit threat that Polynices

should be slain by his own brother's hand would be an imbecile

anticlimax
;
but I question the very poss^ibility of the supposed

usage. It is true that an emigrant from one place becomes an

immigrant into another
;
but that cannot justify the interchange

1
Soph. 0. C, 1383 ff.

27—2
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of the two terms. Tartarus is here besought, as plainly as

language can express it, to drive Polynices out, not to take him

in. There can be only one explanation of that prayer. Polynices'

death has already been foretold
;
but his father's curse pursues

him beyond death. Tartarus, in whose keeping the dead should

lie, is conjured to drive him forth from the home of the dead,

even as the peasants now pray that the earth may cast out those

whom they hate.

And the context shows clearly that the curse was so under-

stood by Polynices. Turning to Antigone and Ismene with im-

passioned entreaty he implores them—them at least, though all

others forsake him and turn against him—if so be his father's

cruel imprecations come to fulfilment and they, his sisters, ever

return to their home, not to leave him dishonoured, but to lay

him in the grave and to grant him the guerdons of the dead^

Why then this insistence, unless the father's curse had extended

beyond death ? Merely to introduce a reference to the plot of

the Antigone'^. Clearly more than that. Polynices was to die

bound by his father's curse, slain by his brother's hand, doubly

debarred, if modern beliefs be a key to ancient, from dissolution

and from reception into the nether world. The words of his

father's invocation of Tartarus had conveyed to his mind the

certainty of a doom outlasting death, that Tartarus should not

receive him, but reject him from the home of the dead. Only
one faint gleam of hope was left, that by the fulfilment of those

last offices of love toward the departed, which were for all men
a passport to the lower world, he, burdened and bound with a

father's curse, both slayer and slain of his own brother, might

yet be not debarred from his last home, but free to enter

into rest.

Thus Sophocles in language less popular, but hardly less clear,

than that of Euripides proclaims that the belief in the non-

dissolution or rejection of the body by the earth and the powers
under the earth was a terror as potent then as it is now, and

an ever effective weapon of malediction. Aeschylus had gone
even further, and, by enlisting this terror among the threats

uttered on behalf of a dead man by a god in his most holy

1
Soph. 0. C, 1405.
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sanctuary, had claimed as it were for the popular superstition the

highest religious sanction.

In the Choephori^ Orestes is made to review in a speech as

difficult as it is powerful the motives which are urging him on

to the requital of blood with blood. Most cogent among these

motives is the explicit command issued from Apollo's Delphic

shrine, bidding him not spare his father's murderess, mother

though she be, and foretelling the direst penalties for dis-

obedience. And what are these penalties ? First, the physical

torment of
*

blains that leap upon the flesh and with savage jaws
eat out its erstwhile vigour'; second, the mental horror of coming
madness,

* the arrow that flieth in darkness winged by the powers
of hell with the curse of fallen kindred, even ravincj and vain

terror born of the night'; third, banishment from home and city,

with no place at friendly board, no part in drink-offering and

sacrifice; and yet one penalty more wherein should culminate the

threatened agonies,
'

to die at last with none to honour, none

to love him, damned, even in the doom that wastes all, to know
no corruption.'

Of the earlier penalties and of their intimate connexion with

one branch of this popular superstition I shall have occasion to

speak later. Here I have only to justify the new rendering which

I have given to the last lines of the passage,

TTCLVTUtv 6' arifiov KacfiiXov Ovt]<TK€LV )(p6v(0
KaiiO)s rapi-)(^ev6ivTa TrafKpBdprco fxopa'^.

It has generally been held that Tapi')(^ev6evTa is here meta-

phorically used of the wasting or withering of the body through

physical suffering, the first penalty, or, it may be, through mental

distress, the second. In other words, the last line of the passage

merely sums up in a concise expression a penalty, or penalties,

previously detailed. On the same view it is but consistent to

regard iravr^ov dn/iov KcicpiXov as a similar summary of the third

penalty. Stripped of these recapitulations and vain repetitions

Apollo's final threat amounts to—what ? Om^aKeiv '^povw,
'

to die

in course of time.' A blood-curdling and unique climax of human

suffering in very truth ! And this a last threat after leprosy

and madness and outcast loneliness ? Surely rather a promise
of release and rest.

1 261—297. 2 Aescb. Choeph., 2^1-9,,
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But let the anti-climax pass. Whence comes the alleged meta-

phorical meaning of raptx^veaOat, so foreign to its normal use ?

How comes it to denote the wasting of disease, and what autho-

rity has this supposed use ? Its mainstay apparently is a single

passage in a pseudo-Demosthenic speech, which, in describing

the cowardly assault of a young man upon an old, depicts the

aggressor as v6d\r]<; koI 7rp6(T(f)aT0<; and his victim as rerapix^v-

fiivov Kal iroXvv xpbvov (TVjxire'KTWKOTo^^. But here the metaphor,
whatever may be thought of its elegance or of its likelihood to

excite mirth rather than indignation, is at least clearly explained
both by its antithesis and by its context

; veaXrj^ and 7rp6(r(f>aTO(;

are terms properly applied to 'fresh' fish or meat, Terapcx^v-

/ji€vo<; to the same commodities 'preserved' by drying or pickling,

and we understand at once that the old man is represented to

be dried and shrivelled in appearance. Such is the support for

the alleged Aeschylean usage of rapcx^vdevra without the same

antithesis to illuminate its meaning. Are we then to understand

that all the fulminations and thunderings of Apollo's oracle

dwindle away into an appeal to Orestes' pride in his personal

appearance and a warning that leprosy will render him as un-

attractive as a bloater ? Or, if it be claimed that the slow painful

process of wasting is suggested rather than its ultimate effect,

is it reasonable that a word which properly denotes artificial

preservation should be used metaphorically of natural decay ?

This is not metaphor, but metamorphosis.
Let us then abandon far-fetched explanations ;

let us conceive

it possible that Aeschylus used the word in the sense which it

normally bore in relation to the human body— '

preserved from

corruption,' like the mummies of Egypt—and further that he

placed the word TraficfiddpTO) in immediate juxtaposition with it

in order to emphasise the more strikingly the contrast between

the threatened '

non-corruption' and the ordinary
*

wasting' powders

of death. So understood, the final penalty presents a true climax.

As the victim is to be excluded in his lifetime from all intercourse

with the living, so in his death, by the withholding of that dis-

solution without which there is no entrance to the lower world,

he is to be cut off from communion with the dead. He is to die

^
KaTa'ApiaToyeirovos, I. p. 788. (rv/xTreirTUKdros is a necessary correction of the

ifjLireiTTUKdTos of the MSS.
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with none to honour him with the rites due to the dead, none

to love him and shed the tears that are their just meed, but

even in that last doom which consumes all others is damned to

be withheld from corruption. As 'Euripides the human' uses the

common phrase of to-day
'

May the earth not receive,' so Aeschylus
the divine anticipates the ecclesiastical formula,

' and after death

thou shalt be indissoluble.'

The same contrast between the all-wasting functions of death

and the 'bound' condition of the damned now becomes intelligible

in two other passages of Aeschylus.
In the Supplices the king of the Pelasgians, who is beset by

the daughters of Danaus with the twofold claim of kinsfolk and

suppliants, and besought to deliver them from the lust and violence

of their pursuers, acknowledges himself in a sore strait. If he

rescue his suppliants, he may involve his people in war; if

he refuse to hearken, he fears that, as a tacit accomplice in the

violence and pollution^ threatened, he may make to himself 'the

God of all destruction a stern Avenger ever present, an Avenger
that sets not free the dead even in Hades' homeV

Again in the Eamenides, when Orestes having slain his mother

is no longer seeking for vengeance but flying therefrom with no

hope of safety save in the promises of Apollo whose will he has

done, the band of pursuing Furies, like to be presently thwarted

by that god, yet comfort their black hearts with the assurance

of future retribution.
'

Yea,' cries one,
' me doth Apollo vex, but

Orestes shall he not redeem
; though he flee from me beneath

the earth, there is no freeing for him, but because of his blood-

guiltiness he shall find another in my stead to visit his pollution

on his head^'

The conception of future punishment in these two passages
is clearly the same. What then is meant by the fear that even

the dead may not be set free ? and who is
' the God of all de-

struction' who is named in the first passage as the author of that

punishment ? The answer has already been found.
' The all-

destroying God' (o fravwXedpo^ 6eo<;) is none other than the
'

all-wasting doom'
{7ra/jL(f)6apTo<; jjbopo^) of Apollo's oracle—Death

personified instead of death abstract
;
and Death's refusal * to set

1 Cf. 1. 366 ^lLaiveTaL.
2 Aesch. Suppl., 407 ff.

^ Aesch. Eum., 173 ff. reading &X\ov /xidaTop i^ i[xov.
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free' the dead is to be interpreted in the light of Apollo's warning
to Orestes that, if he fail in his duty to his murdered sire, he will

himself in death be ' damned to incorruption/ The language

employed is indeed vaguer and more allusive
;
the word e'Xeu-

Oepovv, *to set free,' might suggest many ideas besides bodily

'freeing' or dissolution; yet it may be noticed that this is the

very word which the above-quoted^ nomocanon de excommumcatis

uses interchangeably with the more common Xveiv in this very

sense. Only for us, who have not in our hearts the same faiths

and fears quick to vibrate in response to each touch of religious

awe, is a commentary needed
;
for a Greek audience the sugges-

tion contained in iXevOepovv, above all in its implied contrast with

7ravcoX€0po<;, fully sufficed.

Thus then we have found two passages of Euripides containing

imprecations almost identical in form with the curses that may
be heard from the lips of modern Greek peasants ;

we have found

a similar passage in Sophocles which has hitherto proved a diffi-

culty to commentators simply because they have tried to pervert

the meaning of the word airoiKi^a), when its normal sense will

make the phrase a parallel to those of Euripides and of modern

Greece
;
and finally in the Clioephori of Aeschylus

—here again

by reading a word in its proper sense—we have found religious

sanction claimed for the belief which underlies these imprecations—the belief that the fate to be most dreaded by mankind after

death is incorruptibility and resuscitation.

It remains to examine the supposed causes of this dreaded

fate, and to see whether the three causes which, when we dis-

cussed the modern classes of men liable to become vrykolaltes,

appeared to be Hellenic—namely, lack of burial, violent death,

and parental or other execration or any sin deserving it—actually

figure as causes in ancient Greek literature.

It will be convenient to consider the last-mentioned first.

An instance of formal execration has already been provided.
No better example than the curse called down by Oedipus upon
his son could be desired. But it was suggested above that in

certain other cases, even where no actual imprecation had been

uttered, men were accounted accursed
;
and indeed it would be

an absurdity that a son who acted undutifully towards his father

^ See above, p. 398.
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should fall a victim to his curse, but that one, let us say, who

slew his father and gave him no time to pronounce the damning

words, should go scatheless. From the earliest times, I believe,

there were held to be certain deadly sins, sins against the few

primitive god-given principles of right and wrong, which brought

their own curse. Among these was numbered from the first the

murder of a kinsman. To this Hesiod^ adds others which were

so regarded in his day.
'

Equal is the guilt when one ill treateth

the suppliant and the stranger, or goeth up unto his brother's

bed, ...or sinneth against orphan children and heedeth not, or

chideth his old father, who hath passed the gloomy gates of age,

and raileth upon him with hard words
; against such an one verily

Zeus himself is wroth, and at the end layeth upon him stern

retribution for his unrighteous deeds.' A more civilised age

included all murder in the list
;
and later again the Church

seems to have extended it until 'transgressors of the divine law'

might become ipso facto excommunicate and accursed.

To Aeschylus the chief of such sins was unquestionably the

murder of a close kinsman; but other sins also, especially those

involving pollution (/jilacr/jLa), rendered the perpetrator liable to

the same punishment as followed upon a formal imprecation. And
this view was not of Aeschylus' own invention

;
it must have

belonged to the popular religion. Otherwise it would be im-

possible to explain how the Greek Church in the Middle Ages
had come to adopt almost the same views as Aeschylus. For

what said the Church ? The nomocanon quoted in the last

section^ teaches that persons who 'have been justly, reasonably,

and lawfully excommunicated by their bishops, as transgressors

of the divine law, and have died in the state of excommuni-

cation, without amending their ways and receiving forgiveness,'

may be expected to remain whole and incorrupt after death.

But ariother ecclesiastical document^ shows clearly that a formal

sentence of excommunication was not essential to this result
;

a distinction is drawn between him whose corpse appears white,

showing that he was ' excommunicated by the divine laws,' and

him whose corpse is black, showing that he was ' excommunicated

by a bishop.' Clearly then the Church taught that certain

1 Works and Daijs, 325 ff.

2 See above, p. 397. ^ See above, p. 370.
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'transgressors of the divine law' might become automatically

excommunicate. Certain deadly sins deserved the ecclesiastical

curse and, whether it were pronounced or not, incurred the same

punishment after death. The list of such sins was certainly

extended by the Church so as to include, for example, apostasy,

omission of baptism, the more reprehensible acts of sorcery, and

suicide, which was, and still is sometimes, a bar to Christian

burial. But at the same time the number of those sins which

were actually left to work out their own curse was probably
diminished

;
the Church constituted herself judge, and in most

cases formally sentenced the sinner to that punishment which

the sin alone, without her condemnation, was popularly believed

to entail. If then we strip this doctrine of its ecclesiastical dress

and put out of sight the intervention of an hierarchy arrogating

to itself the office of binding and loosing, there remains the simple

belief that certain transgressors of the divine law, certain sinners

of deadly sins, were ipso facto accursed and condemned to in-

corruption.

Is not this precisely the Aeschylean doctrine ? Pelasgus, if he

should consent unto the violence of those suitors who sought the

daughters of Danaus in unhallowed wedlock, if he should defy

Zeus the God of suppliants and set at naught those other deities

at whose altar his kinswomen sat—would not he indeed be a

transgressor of the divine law ? He acknowledges it himself, and,

conformably to the doctrine enunciated, anticipates that Death

himself will turn Avenger and free him not when dead. Orestes,

owing to his murdered father the sacred duty of vengeance and

expressly urged by Apollo to perform it—would not he too be a

transgressor of the divine law, if he should fail or flag in his enter-

prise of blood ? Fitly then did Apollo threaten him that after

manifold troubles in life he should die damned to incorruption.

The same Orestes, viewed now not from Apollo's standpoint but

from that of the Erinyes, bloodguilty with his mother's murder—
had he not perpetrated a deadly sin, was he not a transgressor of

the divine law ? Rightly then may his foes exult that he shall

not escape, but, though he be fled from them beneath the earth,

still
* hath he no freeing.' In fine, Aeschylus agrees, save for the

mediaeval multiplication of deadly sins, with the doctrine of the

Church
;
and this agreement is proof that in the popular creed of
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Greece, from which both Aeschylus and the Church must have

borrowed, the commission of certain sins has always involved the

penalty of incorruptibility, whether the curse which those sins

merited had been formally pronounced or no. The actual source

and operation of such unspoken curses will be considered in the

next section.

The other two causes, lack of burial and violent death, may
be considered together ;

for the whole trend of ancient literature

in regard to both these calamities is the same, namely, that they

caused the return of the dead man's spirit
—of his spirit only, be

it noted, and not of his body. It is the ghost of Patroclus which

in the Iliad^ appears to Achilles and demands the funeral-rites

due to his body ;
it is the ghost of Elpenor which in the Odyssey^

makes the same claim upon Odysseus; it is the ghost of

Polydorus which in the Hecuba^ of Euripides bemoans his body

cast away in the sea. Again it is the ghost of Clytemnestra which

in the Eumenides^ of Aeschylus comes seeking vengeance for her

violent death
;
and Lucian in the Philopseudes^ gives special

prominence to this cause of the soul's unrest.
'

Perhaps, Eucrates,'

says one of the speakers in the dialogue,
' what Tychiades means is

this, that the only souls which wander about are those of men who

met with a violent death—anyone, for example, who hanged him-

self, or was beheaded or impaled, or departed this life in any other

such way—but that the souls of those who died a natural death

do not wander
;

if that is his theory, it cannot be lightly dismissed.'

It is needless to multiply examples^ ; literary tradition, from Homer

down to Lucian, is all in favour of the re-appearance of the soul,

and not of the body, as the result of either lack of burial or violent

death.

It is perfectly clear then that there is a considerable dis-

crepancy between the ancient literary view and the modern

popular creed. Ancient literature is extremely reticent on the

subject of bodily resuscitation occasioned solely by a violent

1 Horn. II. XXIII. 69 ff.
2 Horn. Od. xi. 51 ff.

3 Eur. Hec. 1—58.
^ Aesch. Bum. 94ff. It must be observed, however, that Clytemnestra's restless-

ness is represented as beihg due to her being a murderess quite as much as to her

having been violently slain. There was a double cause. See below, p. 474.
5
cap. 29.

** Other references are given by Schmidt, das Volksleben, p. 169, among them
Servius on Virg. Aen., iv. 386 and Heliod. Aethiop., 11. 5.
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death ^ or by lack of burial. In Phlegon's story it is indeed

probable that the cause of Philinnion's re-appearance was a violent

death
;
but the first part of the narrative is missing, and no such

statement is actually made.

In modern beliefs, on the contrary, there is little or no trace of

the idea that the dead return for these causes in purely spiritual

form. The very conception of ghosts is weak and indefinite among
the peasantry. I have certainly been told by peasants of cases in

which a person at the point of death has appeared, presumably in

spiritual form, to friends at a distance
;
and there is a fairly

common belief, seemingly derived from the Bible, that at Easter

many of the graves are opened and release for a time the spirits

of the dead. But it is a significant fact that there is not even a

name for ghosts which cannot be equally well applied to any super-

natural apparitions. The thought of them in general seems to be

nothing more definite than a vague uneasiness in the minds of

timid women and children at that hour when

'a faint erroneous ray,
Glanced from the imperfect surfaces of things,

Flings half an image on the straining eye.'

There is no fixed creed or tradition here. In an account of

the definite superstitions of modern Greece ghosts are a quantite

negligeahle.

But, while ancient literature and modern superstition are thus

in direct conflict on one point, they are agreed in making lack of

burial and violent death the causes of a certain unrest on the part

of the dead
;
and though the one usually attributes that unrest to

the ghost, and the other to the corpse, their agreement in all else

could not surely be a mere casual coincidence
;
there must be a

connexion to be discovered between them.

The consistency of the popular view which has obtained practi-

cally throughout the Christian era has already been established.

The Church found the Greek people already firml}^ convinced that

the two causes which we are considering, no less than formal

execration or execrable sin, led to bodily incorruption and re-

suscitation. The only moot point is what agency was held to

produce the resuscitation before the Church taught that it was

the work of the Devil. But can equal consistency be claimed

^ Certain hints however are to be found, on which see below, pp. 438-9.
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for ancient literature? It has just now been shown that the

tragedians recognised that a curse or a deadly sin led to the

resuscitation of the body ;
and yet they make lack of burial and

violent death lead rather to the re-appearance of a ghost. Why
then this discrimination between the effects produced by causes

all of which in more recent popular belief produce the same effect ?

My answer is that popular belief in antiquity was the same as

popular belief now in respect of all the causes, but that literary

propriety forbade more than a mere verbal reference to so gross

a superstition as bodily resuscitation. When a dead man was

required in literature to re-appear, he was conventionally pour-

trayed as a ghost, not as a walking corpse ;
and the convention

was, I think, right and necessary.

For let it be granted for a moment that the popular belief of

to-day dates from the earliest times, and that then as now the

revenant was popularly pictured as a monster 'swollen and dis-

tended all over so that the joints can scarcely be bent
;
the skin

being stretched like the parchment of a drum, and when struck

giving out the same sound.' Could even Homer have re-animated

the dead Patroclus, with this unearthly ghastliness added to his

wounds and to his mangling by the chariot, and have brought him

to Achilles in the darkness of the night, without exciting in his

breast horror instead of pity and loathing for love ? Euripides

again was greatly daring when he assigned the prologue of a

tragedy to Polydorus' ghost ;
but even he could not have restrained

the unquenchable mirth of his audience, if his play had opened
with a soliloquy by an agitated corpse. Epic and dramatic

propriety must have demanded some refinement of so grossly

material a conception. The canons of drama, we know, would not

allow the enactment of a murder on the stage before the eyes of

the spectators ;
would it then have been compatible with the

restraint of Greek art to represent the murdered body as a

revenant ? Aeschylus himself, the lover of weird misbegotten

shapes, would have recoiled from such an enterprise. But those

same canons did permit a verbal description of the murder; and

similarly the tragedians permitted themselves to refer, in impre-

cations and suchlike, to the horror of bodily resuscitation.

The case then stands thus. References are, as we have seen,

made by the tragedians to the possibility of men becoming reve-
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nants, whereas they shrank from presenting the actualit}^ But the

references to the possibility occur, chiefly at any rate, in impre-

cations, with the result that at first sight a curse would seem to

have been the only recognised cause of bodily resuscitation in

ancient times
;
whereas the most famous literary examples of the

actual re-appearance of the dead— Clytemnestra and Polydorus in

tragedy, or, if we go back to Homer, Patroclus and Elpenor
—happen

to be cases in which the cause was lack of burial or a violent

death, with the result that literary tradition inclined to substitute

ghosts for the corporeal revenants of the popular creed in these

two cases.

Such is my explanation of the discrepancy ;
and the probability

of it is warranted by three considerations—first, that Greek Tragedy
does contain one or two references to the possible resuscitation of

other than the accursed—second, that Plato modifies the popular

notions concerning the accursed in almost the same way that the

tragedians modified the fate of the unburied and of those slain by
violence—third, that the literary tradition concerning ghosts is

in itself inconsistent and bears the marks of arbitrary modification.

The most important reference in Tragedy occurs in the

Choephori, where Orestes and Electra pray their murdered father

to rise from the grave in bodily form^ This passage, together
with a close parallel from Sophocles, will be fully discussed later^.

Here I need only point out the justification by Aeschylus of my
theory that the substitution of ghost for revenant is a necessary

literary convention. He suggests verbally the possible uprising of

the murdered Agamemnon as a revenant
; but, \vhen it comes to

an actual presentation of the murdered Clytemnestra on the stage,

his dramatis persona is a ghost.

Next, Plato, in a well-known passage of the Pliaedo^, speaks of

the souls of dead men having actually been seen in the form of

shadowy apparitions haunting the neighbourhood of tombs—souls,

he explains, Avhich have not been fully cleansed and freed from the

visible material world, but still have some part therein and hence

are themselves visible
; and, he adds, these are the souls of the

wicked, which are compelled to wander thus in punishment for

their former evil life. Naturally Plato of all men—and of all

1 Aesch. Choeph. 480 ff. 2 ggg below, pp. 438-9.
3

p. 81 c, D.
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his works in the Phaedo—could not accept the notion that the

body under any conditions remained incorruptible ;
his whole

doctrine is imbued with his belief that the gross and material

perishes, and only the pure and spiritual endures. When therefore

he came to utilise the popular doctrine, which the tragedians had

endorsed, that certain sinners were condemned to incorruption,

some modification of the idea was necessary ;
and accordingly he

makes the wicked to wander as ghosts, not as corporeal revenants,

just as Homer and the tragedians seem to have done in the case

of the unburied and those who had met their death by violence.

Plato's extension of the literary tradition suggests that its earlier

development had been such as I have indicated.

Lastly, the literary tradition, as represented by earlier writers

than Plato, is by no means uniform. If it had been a definite

religious doctrine, and not merely a literary convention, that the

unburied returned as ghosts, the presentment of Patroclus and of

Polydorus should have been in all respects similar. But what do

we find ? Each certainly appears as a ghost and asks for burial
;

but there the resemblance ends. According to Homer^ the spirit

of Patroclus, in craving burial of his body, declares that, ere that

rite be performed, the spirit itself cannot pass the gates of Hades

but is held aloof by the spirits of the other dead, and moreover

that having once passed it can no more return to this world.

According to Euripides^, familiar though he must have been with

Homer's teaching, the spirit of Polydorus had passed within the

gates of Hades and by permission of the nether gods had returned

to demand the burial of his body. Homer's reason for the soul's

anxiety about the body's burial is none too convincing in itself;

for it only raises a further question : if death means the final

separation of soul from body, and the lower world is tenanted by
souls only

—for so Homer at any rate teaches—why should the

denizens of that world make the admission of a newly-sped soul

conditional upon the burial of the body which it had finally

quitted ? But, what is more important, Homer's reason, such as

it is, is flatly disavowed by Euripides, who yet advances no reason

of his own why the spirit of Polydorus, having once passed into

Hades' halls, should have any further interest in its old carnal

1 Iliad XXIII. 65 ff.
2
Eurip. Hecuba 1 ff.
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tenement. This disagreement can only mean that Homer and

Euripides were not following an acknowledged doctrine of popular

religion in representing Patroclus and Polydorus in the form of

ghosts ;
for in that case they would surely have agreed with the

popular doctrine, and therefore also with each other, in assigning

a reason for the ghost's interest in the burial of its discarded body.

Either then there was no popular belief on the whole subject
—

which is incredible—or else it was such as literary propriety

forbade them to follow. Now if the popular belief was that the

unburied appeared as corporeal revenants, their eagerness for burial

is intelligible ;
but if a ghost be substituted by literary convention

for the revenant, a good reason for such eagerness becomes hard to

find. Hence the inconsequence of Homer's reason
;
hence the

silence of Euripides.

But if, as now seems likely, the substitution of mere ghost for

bodily revenant was a literary convention, it by no means follows

that that convention is valueless as a guide to the popular beliefs

of the time. It may represent a part of those beliefs, though not

the whole. The established doctrines on this whole subject were

not remodelled by the tragedians save in obedience to the laws of

their art. This we definitely know
;

for the causes which they

assign for the unrest of the dead are numbered among the

popularly received causes which remain to this day ;
and even

the idea of physical resuscitation was retained and effectively

utilised by them within certain limitations. Clearly then they

kept what they could, and only changed what they must. Judicious

selection rather than arbitrary invention was the method by which

the literary tradition was established. Since then that tradition

uniformly speaks of the soul's return, while discrepancies only arise

in accounting for the soul's interest in the corpse, was it perhaps

only in the latter respect that literary tradition parted company
with popular belief? Did the spirit as well as the body of the

dead play some part in the popular superstition ? Did the common-

folk too hold that, after the separation of soul from body at death,

the soul itself under certain conditions returned from its flight

towards the house of Hades—returned however not to appear
alone in ghostly guise, but to re-animate the dead body and raise

it up as a revenant ? Was this the popular doctrine from which

literature selected, recording the soul's return, but suppressing the
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re-animation of the body, and thereby creating for itself the diffi-

culty of explaining the soul's interest in the body ?

The hypothesis commends itself as providing at the same time

an answer to the one question which remained unanswered in

the last section. We saw that, through ecclesiastical influence,

Christian Greece has long assigned the work of resuscitating the

dead to the Devil. But to whom or to what did pagan Greece

previously assign it ? Surely in the whole range of Greek mytho-

logy it were hard to find any supernatural being either specially

suited or probably condemned to such a task. The soul is, pri7na

facie, the most appropriate and likely agent.

But there is even stronger evidence than this. The probable
becomes proven when we turn back to the only full pagan account

of a bodily revenant, the story of Philinnion. What are her words,

when she is discovered by her parents ?
' Mother and father, it

was wrong of you to grudge me three days with this man here

in my own home and doing no harm. And so, because of your

meddlesomeness, you shall mourn for me anew, and I shall go

away to my appointed place. For it is by divine consent that

I have done thus.' And how is her threat of going away fulfilled?
' Scarce had she spoken when she became a corpse, and her body

lay stretched upon the bed in the sight of all.' The words *

I shall

go away
'

were therefore intended by the writer to mean '

My soul

will go away
'

;
for the body remained. Clearly then, in the belief

of that age, resuscitation of the dead meant the re-animation of the

body by the soul which had been temporarily separated from it.

In the light of this fact Plato's reference to the wandering of

the souls of the wicked is found to approximate more nearly to the

popular superstition. Such souls, he says, have been seen in the

neighbourhood of tombs ; and they are visible because they are

not cleansed and freed from the visible and material worlds but

participate therein. What then is the particular material thing
in which they participate and which keeps them near the tombs ?

Evidently the bodv whose impurities they contracted in life, the

body from which they are not cleansed and freed. Plato admits

only participation, not re-animation
;
but in all else he adheres to

the genuine popular belief.

^ Tov opaTov as opposed to tov deidovs re /cat "A.i8ov.

L. 28
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The same idea furnishes also what I believe to be the true

explanation of the custom of the so-called
' Charon's obol.' The

coin or other object placed in the mouth of the dead was originally,.

I have argued^ a charm to prevent the entry of some evil spirit or

the re-entry of the soul into the corpse. In Chios and in Rhodes,

as we have seen, this is the popular explanation still given
—the

particular spirit against whom the precaution is taken being, owing
to Christian influence, a devil. But if, as is likely, a devil has

merely been substituted for the soul, while the rest of the super-

stition has remained unchanged, it follows that the precaution was

originally directed against the return of the soul, and so was a

means of ensuring bodily dissolution
; for, though I cannot actually

prove it, it is natural to suppose that re-animation was not the

result, but the cause, of in corruption.

To sum up, the conclusions which have been reached stand

thus :
—Death, according to the popular religion of ancient Greece,

was not a final separation of body and soul
;

in certain cases the

body remained incorrupt and the soul re-animated it. This con-

dition, in which the dead belonged neither to this nor to the

nether world, was one of misery; and bodily dissolution was to be

desired. Dissolution could in no case be properly effected without

the rite of interment or cremation. The unburied therefore formed

one class of revenants. But even due interment did not necessarily

produce dissolution
;
a sudden or violent death rendered the body

incorruptible, presumably because the proper hour had not yet

come for the soul to leave it
;
an imprecation withheld the body

from decay by its own 'binding' power ;
and finally, the commission

of a deadly sin, above all of murder, rendered the sinner subject

to the same dire fate as if the curse which his sin merited had

actually been pronounced. The only unfailing method of dissolu-

tion was cremation.

§ 4. Revenants as Avengers of Blood.

The conclusions which have now been reached show, among
others, the somewhat surprising result, that the popular religion

of Greece both ancient and modern has always comprised the

belief that both the murdered and the murderer were doomed to

^ See above, pp. 110 ft'.
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the same unhappy lot after death. The murderer, in the class of

men polluted and accursed by heinous sin, and his victim, in the

class of those who have met with violent deaths, have alike been

regarded as pre-disposed to become revenants. The two facts thus

simply stated constitute a problem which deserves investigation.
It can be no accident that two classes of men, so glaringly con-

trasted here, should be believed to share the same fate hereafter.

Some relation between the two beliefs must surely subsist.

The solution to which the mind naturally leaps is the idea

that in some way retributive justice causes the murderer to be

punished with the selfsame suffering as he has brought upon
his victim

; that, as blood calls for blood, so the resuscitation of

the murdered calls for the resuscitation of the murderer
;
that the

old law, SpdaavTc iraOelv, 'as a man hath wrought, so must he

suffer,' is not limited to this world nor fully vindicated by the mere

shedding of the murderer's blood, but dooms him to become, like

his victim, a revenant from the grave.

Such an explanation of the two facts before us is, it may almost

be said, obviously and self-evidently right, so far as it goes ;
but

the proof of its correctness is best to be obtained by going further,

so as not merely to indicate the appropriateness of the murderer's

punishment, but to discover also the agency whereby it is inflicted
;

for, if it can be established that according to the popular belief

it is the murdered man himself who, in the form of a revenant,

plagues his murderer, then the retributive character of all the

murderer's sufferings both here and hereafter will be manifest.

The most striking testimony to the existence of such a belief

is to be found in a gruesome practice to which, we are told,

murderers in old time were addicted—the practice of mutilating

{ixaay^aXi^eLv) the murdered man by cutting off his hands and

feet, and either placing them under his armpits or tying them
with a band {fiaa-xaXicrTrjp) round his breast. What object
was had in view in so disposing of the severed extremities, if

indeed our information as to the act itself be correct, remains un-

certain
; perhaps indeed that information amounts to nothing

more than a faulty conjectural interpretation of the word

jxaa')(^ciki^6Lv itself, which might equally well mean to sever the

arms from the body at the armpit and to treat the lower limbs in

similar fashion. But at anv rate the intention of the whole act

28—2
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of mutilation is known and clear
;
the murderer sought to deprive

his victim of the power to exact vengeance for his wrongs. Clearly-

then the vengeance apprehended was not that of a disembodied

spirit entreating the gods to act on its behalf or appearing in

visions to its surviving kinsfolk and urging them to requite the

murderer, but the vengeance of a bodily revenant with feet swift

to pursue and hands strong to strike. On no other grounds is the

mutilation of the dead body intelligible.

But if any doubt could still rest upon this interpretation of the

old custom, it must be finally dispersed by a consideration of the one

instance of the same custom known to me in modern times. This

occurs in a story which I have already related^—the story of a

human sacrifice in Santorini at the time of the Greek War of

Independence, as narrated to me by an old man of the island who
claimed to have himself taken part in the affair. According to

his narrative not only the head of the victim was cut off but also

his hands, and in that order. Why then this mutilation of the

dead body ? That question I put in vain to the old man
;
he had

obliged me by giving me his reminiscences, but he had no intention

of letting himself be cross-questioned upon them. Yet the real

answer is not hard to conjecture. Santorini is the most famous

haunt of vrykolakes in the whole of Greece, and familiarity with

them has bred in the minds of the islanders no contempt for them,

but rather a more lively terror. Nowhere therefore is any ex-

pedient for combating the powers of the vryholakas more likely to

be remembered and adopted. Since then the human victim in

the story is not represented as a willing victim, but was evidently

seized and slain by violence, his slayers, in performing their task,

must have recognised that he would in all probability turn vryko-

lakas, and in their mutilation of bis corpse (a deed inexpressibly

repugnant to Greek feeling now as in old time) can only have

been actuated by the hope of thus incapacitating the revenant for

his otherwise sure and terrible vengeance.

The reason then why the murderer as well as the murdered

becomes a revenant is plain. The victim, rising from his grave in

bodily substance, pursues his enemy with untiring rancour until

he brings him to the same sorry state as that to which he himself

has come.

1 See above, p. 340.
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Such, I venture to say, has been the conviction deep down in

the hearts of the Greek people from the earliest times down to this

day. A custom, which consists in a deliberate and sacrilegious act

of mutilation, more ghastly than murder itself, perpetrated upon the

helpless dead, and which yet has continued unchanged throughout
the changes and chances which the Greek people have undergone
for more than a score of centuries, can only be based upon the

most immutable of superstitious beliefs and dreads, and reveals

more unerringly than even the whole literature of Greece the

fundamental ideas of the Greek people concerning the avenging
of blood. The murdered man in bodily shape avenges his own

wrongs.

But while the existence of this belief is thus established by
the best evidence of all, namely the fact that men liave continued

to act upon it, the views of ancient writers on the subject of blood-

guilt are not on that account to be neglected ;
on the contrary, the

whole literature bearing thereupon, and above all the story of the

house of Atreus as told by Aeschylus, much as they have been

studied, deserve fresh consideration just for the very reason that

our judgement of them must be modified by this new fact. Starting
with the knowledge of the part which the murdered man himself

played according to popular belief in securing the punishment of

his murderer, we are enabled more fully to appreciate the genius

of Aeschylus in so handling a superstition which, like other things

primitive in Greek religion, was still venerated by an age which

could discern its grossness, that, without either losing the religious

sympathies of his audience by too wide a departure from venerable

traditions, or offending their artistic taste by too close an ad-

herence to primitive crudities, he wrought out of that material the

fabric of the greatest of tragedies.

What we shall find in thus studying anew some of the

literature of the subject is a modification of the grosser elements

in the popular superstition such as the last section has already

prepared us to expect. We saw there how restricted was the use

which the tragedians and others dared to make of the popular

belief in corporeal revenants of any kind
;
we saw that dramatic

propriety absolutely forbade the introduction of a dead man to

play a part otherwise than in the form of a ghost ;
and yet more

than once we found, especially as the climax of some impreca-
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tioD, a verbal allusion to the belief in incorruptibility and bodily

resuscitation. And now similarly we shall see that the tragedians

allowed themselves no greater license in dealing with revenants in

quest of vengeance than in dealing with the more innocuous sort
;

we shall see that dramatic propriety forced them to find some

other agency than that of the bodily revenant whereby the

vengeance of Agamemnon upon Clytemnestra, and of Clytemnestra

upon Orestes, might be executed
;
but we shall find withal that

here again there are a few verbal references to the uprising of the

dead themselves as avengers of their own wrongs, and moreover

that, though in the actual development of the plot they can have

no part save only that of a ghost, and some other avenger is

made to act on their behalf, yet it is they themselves who

instigate and urge him to his task. The bodily activity of the

murdered man is suppressed, save for some few hints, as a thing

too gross for representation by tragic art
;
but at the same time

fidelity to old religious tradition is in a way maintained by pro-

claiming his personal, though ghostly, activity in inciting and even

compelling others to avenge him.

The clearest references to the bodily activity of the murdered

man occur in precisely the same connexion in both Aeschylus and

Sophocles
—in a prayer oflfered by Agamemnon's children at their

dead father's tomb. In Sophocles the occasion is that scene in

which Electra rebukes her sister for bearing Clytemnestra's peace-

offerings to Agamemnon's tomb—peace-offerings, be it noted,

which in themselves imply that the dead man is still a powerful

foe to his murderess—and bids her instead thereof join with

Electra herself in laying a lock of hair upon the tomb
;
and then

come the notable lines,

alrov de TrpoaTriTVOvcra, yfjdev (Vfievij

Tj^lv dpoiyov avTov els ex^pnvs fjLoXelv \

' and falling at his tomb beseech thou him to come from out the

earth in his own strength a kindly helper unto us against his foes.'

No one, I suppose, can misdoubt the emphasis which falls on

avrov, 'his very self; and to the Greek mind the 'very self was

not a disembodied spirit, but a thing of flesh and bones and solid

substance. Unless Sophocles was hinting verbally at that which

1
Soph. EL 453-4.
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he darst not represent dramatically
—the resurrection of the dead

man in bodily substance as an avenger of his own wrongs—the

word could have had no meaning for his hearers.

The parallel passage in Aeschylus comes from the prayer of

Orestes and Electra beside their father's graved 'O Earth,' cries

Orestes,
' send up, I pray thee, my father to watch o'er my fight

'

;

and Electra makes response,
' O Persephone, grant thou him still

his body's strength unmarred,'

It has been customary among translators and commentators

to render evfiopcpov as if the second half of the compound were

negligible ; yet I can find no instance in which the word denotes

anything but beauty of bodily shape. Let Aeschylus' own usage

of it elsewhere be the index of his meaning here. The Chorus of

the Agamemnon, musing on the fate of those who have fallen at

Ilium, tell how in place of some there have been sent home to

their kin mere parcels of ashes,
' while others, about the walls

where they fell, possess sepulchres of Trojan soil, in comeliness of

shape unmarred
'—ol 8' avrov irepl Tel')(^o<; 6r)Ka<^ 'IXtaSos 7a9

ev/iopcpoi, KarexovcTiv'-. My rendering then of eufjiopcpov Kparo^

is right and cannot be evaded. Aeschylus, like Sophocles in the

preceding passage, lightly yet surely, by the use of a single word,

hints at the popular belief that the murdered man may rise again

in bodily form to wreak his own vengeance.
Once again then the tragedians have come to our aid in the

unravelling of this superstition. From them we learnt that in-

corruptibility and resuscitation were as great a terror to their

contemporaries as they are to the modern peasants of Greece, and

that actually the same imprecations of that calamity were in vogue
then as at this day ;

and now again we receive from them corrobo-

ration of that which the horrible practice of mutilating a murdered

man's corpse had already revealed, namely, that some of the dead

who returned from their graves were believed to go to and fro, not

in mere vain and pitiable wanderings, but with the fell purpose of

revenging themselves upon their murderers.

The general tendency however of Greek literature, as we saw

in the last section, was to replace the bodily revenant by a mere

1 Aesch. Choepli. 480-1. ^ Aesch. Ag. 455.
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ghost. In many cases the consequences of this literary modifica-

tion were comparatively small
;
the ghost of Polydorus for example

can sustain the part of pleading plaintively for burial no less

effectively, perhaps indeed even more so, than a lusty revenant.

But the case of revenants bent upon vengeance was different
;
the

consequences of substituting a mere spirit were far-reaching ;
the

part to be played consisted not in piteous words but in stern

work
;
and for this part so frail and flimsy a creature as the

Greeks pictured the ghost to be was absolutely unfitted. The

only means of escaping from this difificulty was to represent the

dead man as employing some instrument or agent of retribution
;

and accordingly, where the gross popular superstition would have

had the murdered man emerge from his grave in bodily form to

chase and to slay his murderer, literature in general confined the

dead man to the unseen world and allowed him only to work by
less directly personal means—sometimes by the hands of his next

of kin, in other cases by a curse either automatically operative or

executed by demonic agents. But it is important to observe that,

whatever the means employed, literature cleaves to the old tra-

ditions, so far as artistic taste permits, by conceding to the

murdered man the power of instigating the agents and controlling

the instruments of his vengeance. His power is made spiritual

instead of physical ;
but his jDersonal activity is still recognised ;

he remains the prime avenger of his own wrongs.
These indirect methods of retribution must now be examined

severally.

As regards the part taken by the next of kin to the murdered

man in furthering the work of vengeance, I find no reason to

suppose that literature deviated in any way from popular tradition.

The idea of the vendetta is essentially primitive and at the same

time perfectly harmonious with the belief that the murdered man
is capable of executing his own revenge. The acknowledged

power of the dead man has never in the minds of the Greek

people served as an excuse for his kinsmen to sit idle
;
rather it

has been an incentive to them to assist more strenuously in the

task of vengeance, lest they themselves also should fall under the

dead man's displeasure. On this point ancient lore and modern

lore are completely agreed.
The best exponents of this view at the jDresent day are a people
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who can claim to be the most distinctively Hellenic inhabitants of

the Greek mainland. The peninsula which terminates in the

headland of Taenarum is the home of a race which is historically

known to be of more purely Greek descent than the inhabitants

of any other district, and which both in physical type and in

social and religious customs stands apart
—the Maniotes. Among

their customs is the vendetta, and the beliefs on which it rests are

in brief as follows. A man who has been murdered cannot rest in

his grave until he has been avenged, but issues forth as a vryko-

lakas athirst for his enemy's blood
; for, in Maina, one who has

turned vrykolakas for this cause is still credited with some

measure of reasonableness. To secure his bodily dissolution and

repose, it is incumbent upon the next of kin to slay the murderer

or, at the least, some near kinsman of the murderer. Until that

be done, the son (to take the most common instance) lies under

his dead father's curse
; and, if he be so craven or so unfortunate

as to find no opportunity for vengeance, the curse under which he

has lived clings to him still in death, and he too becomes a

vrykolakas.

The Maniote doctrine then amounts to this, that the murdered

man rises from his grave to execute his own vengeance, which

consists in bringing upon his murderer the same fate as he

himself has suffered through his enemy's deed—a violent death

and consequently resuscitation
;
but at the same time he demands

the assistance of his nearest kinsman, under pain of suffering

a like fate hereafter if his efforts in the cause of vengeance are

feeble or fruitless. Thus the belief in powerful and vindictive

revenants forms the very mainspring of the vendetta.

To this view both Euripides and Aeschylus subscribe in telling

the story of Orestes. In the former we have the answer made by
Orestes himself to the tirade of Tyndareus^ against the vendetta :

'

Nay, if by silence,' he says,
'

I had consented unto my mother's

deeds, what would my dead sire have done to me ? Would he

not have hated me and made me the sport of Furies ? Hath my
mother these goddesses at her side to help her cause, and hath

not he that was more despitefuUy used?'^ Surely no clearer

statement could be made of Orestes' apprehension that, if he should

1 Eur. Or. 491—541. 2
jjyi^^ 530 £f.
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fail in the duty which his dead father imposed upon him, the dead

man would turn other ministers of his vengeance upon his cowardly

son, to plague him, as if he were an accomplice, with the same

punishment as had been designed for the actual author of the

murder. And similarly in Aeschylus we have the retort of Orestes

to his mother's last warning before he slays her.
'

Beware,' she

says, 'the fiends thy mother's wrath shall rouse'; and he answers,

'But, an I flag, how should I 'scape my sire's?'^ Thus according
to the ancient tragedians the vendetta of Orestes was prompted

by the same beliefs and fears as still stir the Maniotes thereto.

So far then as concerns the vengeance for Agamemnon's death,

ancient drama added no new element to the popular beliefs, but

was able to satisfy the requirements of art by judicious selection

from them. The idea, to which the Maniotes still cling, that the

murdered man in the form of a revenant avenges his own wrongs,

is, save for the rare verbal allusions which we have noticed,

rejected, and forms no part of the plot ;
but the belief, that fear of

the dead man's wrath is a cogent motive to action on the part of

his kinsman, is retained. And here it is interesting to observe

that Aeschylus even justifies his rejection of the first half of the

popular doctrine, and that too by a plea perfectly satisfactory to

the popular mind. Agamemnon's case was peculiar. Not only

had he been murdered, but his dead body according to Aeschylus,

who is followed in this by Sophocles ^ had been mutilated (i/juaa-

XaXicrdr}) by his murderers. The effect of such mutilation, as

we have seen, was to render the revenant powerless to wreak

vengeance with his own hands. Hence the work devolving upon
Orestes would have been, in popular esteem, doubled

;
if murder

alone had been committed, he would have worked in conjunction,

as it were, with the dead man
;
but the super-added mutilation

incapacitated the dead man for bodily work, and placed the whole

burden of retribution on the shoulders of his son. This, plainly

put, is the meaning of the words spoken by the Chorus in the

Choephori to Orestes :

*

Yea, and he was mutilated, for thou must

know the worst. Cruel was she in the slaying of him, cruel still

in the burial, in that she thought to make his doom a burden past

bearing upon thy lifel' Thus it may be claimed that Aeschylus,

.
1 Aesch. Choeph. 924-5. Cf. also 293.
2
Soph. El. 445. ^ Aesch. Choeph. 439 ff.
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in the peculiar conditions of the case which he here presents,
follows unswervingly the popular doctrine. It is only Euripides
who can fairly be said to have really suppressed anything in this

part of the story without troubling to justify himself by the

circumstances of Agamemnon's fate. But even Euripides, though
he simply ignores in his plot the possibility of Agamemnon's
bodily resuscitation, is faithful to the doctrine that the next of kin

was actuated in seeking vengeance not by simple piety but by
a lively fear of the dead man's wrath.

Moreover, this conception of the relations subsisting between

the murdered man and his nearest kinsman did not merely furnish

the motif oi some fine passages of Tragedy ;
it served also a more

prosaic purpose, and actually formed the basis first of Attic law

concerning blood-guilt, and then of Plato's Laws in the same

connexion.

At Athens, as is well known, the duty of prosecuting a

murderer (or homicide) was imposed by law upon the nearest

relative of the murdered man. But the obligation was not only

legal ;
it was also, and indeed primarily, religious. The law did no

more than affirm and regulate a custom which religious tradition

had long established. To this fact Antiphon especially bears

witness in certain passages^ with which I must deal more fully

later
;
but the whole tenor of his appeals to the religious feelings

and fears of the jury is strictly in accord with the Maniote doctrine

of the present day, save that in one small point he takes a more

merciful view. In Maina it is held that, if the next of kin fail to

avenge the dead man, no matter to what cause the failure be due,

he falls a prey to the dead man's wrath. Antiphon on the contrary

asserts that, if the next of kin have honestly done his best to bring
the murderer to justice, he will not be punished for failure therein

;

and yet he does not represent the dead man as inactive in such

a case, but dares to threaten the jury that the murdered man's

anger will now descend, not upon his kinsman who has loyally

striven to avenge him, but upon the jury who, by unjustly ac-

quitting and harbouring- the murderer, make themselves accom-

plices in his crime and sharers in his pollution. This difference

of opinion however is of minor importance, and seems to be

1
Antiphon, pp. 119, 125, and 126.

- Cf. below, p. 459.
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almost a necessary result of different social conditions. In ancient

Athens the next of kin was required to proceed against the

murderer by legal means, and not to commit a breach of law and

order by personal violence. In modern Maina the kinsman who
should have recourse to law and call in the police would be

accounted a recreant
; public opinion requires him to find an

opportunity, openly or by ambush, of slaying the murderer with

his own hand
;
this is to be his life's work, if need be, and the

possibility of failure, save through want of enterprise and energy,

is hardly contemplated. But as regards the main issue, namely
the belief that the dead man himself is the prime avenger of his

own wrongs and that his kinsman acts only under his instigation

as an assistant in the work, modern superstition has the entire

support both of the drama and of the law of ancient Athens.

Further corroboration is perhaps unnecessary ; yet Plato's

legislation in the matter of homicide must not be passed over
;
for

it possesses this peculiar interest and importance of its own, that

it was confessedly based upon a religious doctrine which Plato

esteemed 'old even among the traditions of antiquity^' From
what source he obtained the doctrine he does not definitely say ;

but, from a mention of Delphi in the passage immediately pre-

ceding as the supreme authority in all matters of purification

from blood-guilt, it may fairly be surmised that this too is a piece

of Delphic lore. At any rate Plato accepted it as an authoritative

pronouncement to which the homicide must pay due heed.
' The doctrine,' says Plato,

'

is that one who has lived his life

in the spirit of a free man and meets with a violent death is

wroth, while his death is yet recent, against the man who caused

it, and when he sees him going his way in the places where he

himself was wont to move, he strikes^ him with the same quaking
and terror with which he himself has been filled by the violence

done to him, and in his own confusion confounds his enemy and

all his doings to the utmost of his power, aided therein by the

slayer's own conscience. And that is why it is right that the

doer of the deed should in deference to the sufferer withdraw

for the full space of the year, and should keep clear of the whole

country which the dead man had frequented as his native land
;

^
Plato, Leges, 865 d, ira\atbv nva rdv dpxol^*}" fJLvdwv.

• The word beinaivei, which in this passage seems clearly transitive, is perhaps
a verbal reminiscence of the old language in which Plato had heard the tradition.
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and if the dead man be a foreigner the slayer must hold aloof

from the foreigner's country for the same period. Such then is

the law
; and, if a man voluntarily observe it, the dead man's

nearest kinsman, whose duty it is to look to all this, must respect

the slayer, and will do right to be at peace with him
; but, if the

slayer disregard this law and either presume to enter holy places

and to sacrifice before he be purified, or, again, refuse to fulfil the

allotted period in retirement, the nearest of kin must proceed

against him on a charge of homicide, and, if a conviction be

obtained, the penalties are to be doubled. But if the nearest of

kin do not seek vengeance for the deed, it is held that the pollu-

tion devolves upon him, and that the sufferer (i.e. the dead man)
turns upon him the suffering (i.e. that which the homicide himself

should have incurred), and anyone who will may bring a suit

against him and obtain a sentence of banishment for five years \'

Now for a right appreciation of this passage it must be borne

in mind that Plato introduces his old tradition a propos of un-

intentional homicide. The actual penalties therefore are of a

milder nature than those with which we have hitherto been

concerned. Indeed it is not the difference in the penalties which

should cause any surprise, but rather that an unintentional act

should be punished at all
;
and it would seem perhaps that in

citing this doctrine Plato sought to justify himself in retaining

a provision of Attic law which at first sight appeared unjust. In

Athens-, we know, the involuntary homicide was required not only

to undergo purification but to withdraw for a whole year from the

country of the man whom he had slain. The hardship of this was

manifest, and yet Plato acquiesced in the righteousness of it for

the reason apparently that the year's retirement^ was not a penalty

imposed by the state, but a satisfaction which, according to

religious tradition, the dead man demanded and might even

himself enforce.

Plato in fact recognises no less frankly than others the personal

activity of the slain man. He differs indeed in limiting the

^
Plato, Leges, 865 d ff.

^ Cf. Demosth., in Aristocr., pp. 634 and 643.
'^ The word technically used of this withdrawal without formal sentence of

banishment was direvLavTelv, or simply e^tevai (cf. vire^eXde'Ly ry iradbvTL in the above

passage of Plato), or, as again in the same passage, airo^evovadaL ;
whereas legal

banishment was denoted by (pevyeiv.
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duration of that activity, when he says that the dead man's anger
is hot against the slayer only while his death is still recent, and

when by the provisions of his law he implies that the victim's

desire for vengeance is fully satisfied by the slayer's withdrawal

for the space of one year. But this difference is completely

explained by the fact that Plato introduces the tradition in con-

nexion with unintentional homicide, whereas previously we have

had it treated in relation to wilful murder. Reasonably enough
the man who has been accidentally slain is represented as angry
onlv for a time, while the victim of deliberate murder nourishes

a wrath implacable. The one drives the author of his misfortune

into exile for a year and then repents him of the evil; the other

dogs his enemy with vengeance not only for a year but throughout
his life and even after death

;
and indeed Plato himself, when he

passes from the subject of involuntary homicide to that of de-

liberate murder, proves his recognition of this difference by his

enactments
; for, at any rate in the most heinous case, namely the

murder of a near kinsman, he expressly states^ that the old

principle 'as a man hath done, so must he suffer' admits of no

abatement
;
the guilty man must die, and his body be left un-

buried.

But I must not yet enter upon a discussion of the actual

punishments inflicted. Here I am only concerned to point out

how completely Plato's
'

old doctrine
'

harmonises with that which

we have learnt from other sources concerning the personal activity

of the dead man. First we read that the dead man terrifies and

confounds the slayer to the utmost of his power, with the aid of

the slayer's own conscience
;
and then again that his next of kin is

under an obligation to obtain satisfaction for him, and is punished

by him if he neglects that duty. Clearly the slayer's own

conscience is no more than an instrument—a somewhat in-

effective instrument, one might think, in a case of unintentional

homicide—and the next of kin is no more than a minister, both of

them employed and directed by the dead man himself. He it is

who exacts his own vengeance.

The other literary method of mitigating the crude popular

belief in a bodily revenant hunting down his enemy was to treat

1

Plato, Leges, 872 d ff.
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the murderer's punishment as the result of a curse. Such a curse

was denoted usually by the word /jLijvt/jLa, which may perhaps be

more exactly rendered by the phrase
' a manifestation of wrath

{fjLrjvL^)' on the part of some supernatural being^ whether a god
or the departed spirit of a man

;
when once provoked by deadly

sin such as the murder of a kinsman or refusal of burial, this

curse was held to cleave to the tainted family from generation to

generation.

In the case of blood-guilt, which we are at present considering,
the curse, as was said above, was held either to work spontaneously
or to be executed by some powers of the nether world. The
former view is more rarely adopted, but is clearly enough indicated

in one or two passages of ancient literature. Plato in the

PJiaedrus speaks of most grievous sicknesses and sufferings beino-

produced in certain families as the consequence of ancient cui^ses

{TraXaiojv e/c firivLixdrcovY ;
and from the reminiscences and

verbal echoes of Euripides' Orestes which appear in the passage^
it is abundantly clear that the particular family which Plato had

in mind was the blood-guilty house of Atreus. Here then there

is no mention of any gods, no suggestion that the curse was

executed by them or in the first instance proceeded from them.

And the neo^ative evidence of Plato's silence concernino^ the gods

is turned to certainty by the positive statement of Aeschylus that,

if a son neglect the task of vengeance,
' betwixt him and the

gods' altars standeth the unseen barrier of his father's wrath^'; for

if, in the case of the kinsman who by neglecting the duty of

vengeance has made himself a partaker in the guilt and pollution

of the murderer, the Wrath
(yLtT^z/t?) by which he is punished both

proceeds from the dead man and, far from needing the gods'

furtherance in order to take effect, stands as it were on guard to

hold the polluted man aloof from their altars, then surely the

Wrath which pursues the murderer himself must emanate from

the same source and possess the same spontaneous efficacy. The
dead man himself then both launches the curse and controls its

1 In early Greek, as witness the first line of the Iliad, the use of fxrivLs was less

restricted than in later times
;
but the word fXTiuLfia even in Homer occurs only, I

think, in the phrase fjt.rjyifj.a deQv. See below, p. 449.
-
Plato, Phaedrus, § 49, p. 244 d.

^ Cf. especially Eur. Or. 281--2, as pointed out by Bekker in his note on Plato,
Phaedrus, I.e.

* Aesch. Choepli, 293.
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course
;
and probably it was in deference to this doctrine that

Plato formulated his own law, that, even in the case of a father

being killed by his own son, the dying man might with his last

breath remit the curse which such a deed incurred and exempt his

son from all except the purifications and the temporary retirement

imposed in cases of involuntary homicide^

But more frequently the execution of the curse is conceived

to be the work of certain powers of the nether world. These

powers however do not act on their own initiative
; the}^ are

instigated to the task of vengeance by the murdered man himself.

Here, no less than in the other renderings of the old tradition,

the sufferer himself is the supreme avenger of his own sufferings.

The most famous example of this conception is furnished by the

plot of the Eumenides. The Furies are represented as the

servants of Clytemnestra, faithful witnesses to her wrongs, ex-

actors of blood for blood on her behalf-. When they slumber and

allow Orestes to escape the while, her ghost approaches them in

no suppliant manner for all their godhead, but chides them and

urges them afresh, like hounds, upon the quarry's trails And,

most significant of all, there is one passage in which they say of

themselves that the name whereby they are known in their home

beneath the earth is the name of Curses (Apaiy] they are in fact

the personification of those curses which a murdered man him-

self directs against his murderer. Nor is this notion confined

to drama. Xenophon is little prone to poetic imaginings ; yet he

can find an argument for the immortality of the soul in what he

considers an established fact of human experience, namely, that

the spirits of those who have been unjustly slain inspire terrors

in their murderers' hearts and ' send against them '

certain

'avengers of blood' {irakafjivaiov^ eTTLTre/jLTrovai^). And elsewhere

again and again we hear of the same avengers under a variety

of names—/jLLdarope<;, a\daTop€<i, TrpoarpoiraLoi
—names which

will receive consideration later and by their very meaning and

usage will confirm once more my contention that, by whatever

instrument or agency the murder is represented as being avenged,
ancient literature only departed from the primitive belief in bodily

1
Plato, Leges, 869 a (Bekker's text) ;

cf. also 869 e.
2 See Aesch. Eiim. 101 and 317 £f.

;
cf. Eur. Or. 583.

3 Ibid. 94—139. ^ Ibid. 417. ^
Xenoph. Cyroj). viii. 7, 18.
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revenants executing their own vengeance at the one point at

which the grossness of popular superstition must have offended

educated sensibilities, and followed the old tradition as faithfully

as might be in conceding to the dead man, if not bodily, yet

personal, activity.

The same popular beliefs, mutatis mutcmdis, probably attached

also to another class of revenants, dead men whose bodies had not

received due burial. The necessary modifications of the super-

stition would be two in number. First, the anger of the dead

man would not endure for ever, unless his body had been so treated

that burial was no longer possible, but would cease with the

performance of that which he returned to demand
;
and secondly,

he would not be represented as using for his agent his next of

kin, who in most cases of the kind would be the very person

responsible to him for the neglect of burial. Literature therefore

had here no choice of versions
;
the bodily re-appearance of the

dead man was reckoned too gross an idea
;
the employment of his

nearest kinsman to act on his behalf became in this case im-

possible ;
a curse was the only expedient. And this is the

expedient which we actually find adopted. In the Iliad Hector

adjures Achilles not to fulfil his threat of throwing his dead body
to the dogs and to the fowls of the air, but to give him burial,
'

lest,' he says,
'

I become a cause of the gods' wrath against
thee

'—
/jbT]

TOL Ti deoiv iirjvijxa ^kv(xi\juai^
—and the self-same

phrase is put into the mouth of Elpenor's spirit in the Odyssey
when he craves due burial of Odysseus^. The same idea occurs

once more in Pindar's reference to Phrixus, who bade go unto the

halls of Aeetes (for there in a strange land he had died, and had

not received the burial-rites of his own country) and bring his

spirit to rest, and whose bidding Jason is besought by Pelias to

fulfil, for that '

already doth old age wait upon me
;
but with thee

the blossom of youth is but burgeoning, and thou canst put away
the wrath of powers beneath^' In each of these passages then

the actual enforcement of the dead man's w^ill is by means of a

curse or
'

manifestation of wrath
'—for the same word firjvifxa (or

jjLTivLs:)
is used

;
in each case also, as it happens, the curse does

not operate automatically but is executed by gods
—the method

1 Horn. II. XXII. 358. 2 Ho^, q^i^ xi. 73. » pind. Pyth. iv. 280 ff.

L. 29
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preferred also, as we saw, in cases of blood-guilt ;
but here also, as

there, the personal activity of the dead man is frankly acknow-

ledged ;
the phrase of Homer 'lest I become...' and that of

Pindar 'Phrixus doth bid . . .' clearly suggest that the gods were

instigated to intervene by the sufferer himself.

The case then stands thus. We learnt in the last chapter that

the unburied dead no less than the murdered were popularly
believed to become i^evenants. We have since learnt that the

murdered, in the capacity of revenants, were popularly believed to

avenge their own wrongs with their own hands, but that ancient

literature commonly presents a modified version of that belief

according to which the personal activity indeed of the dead man
is recognised, but the instrument of his vengeance is a curse

executed by demonic agents. We find now that literature assigns

also to the unburied dead the same personal activity in punishing
those whose neglect has caused their suffering, and by the same

means. The reasonable inference is that here too we have a

modified version of a popular belief that the unburied, like the

murdered, not only became revenants, which we know, but, in the

capacity of revenants, themselves punished those who refused or

neglected to render them their due funeral rites.

Thus the same principle governed the whole system of the

punishment incurred by men who were guilty either of murder or

of leaving the dead unburied—the principle that the dead man
whom they had injured in either of these ways himself requited

those injuries. Hence, when we proceed to examine the actual

punishments inflicted, we need no longer concern ourselves with

the fact that literature attributes the infliction now to the nearest

kinsman of the dead man and anon to some divine avenger ; but,

whatsoever instrument or agency is employed, we know that the

dead man himself was believed to control and direct it, and there-

fore that the punishment thus effected was conceived to be such

as the dead man himself willed and, in popular belief, could with

his own hands enforce. Thus in the Oresteia the punishment of

Clytemnestra is actually effected by Orestes, and again the punish-

ment of Orestes is entrusted to the Furies
;
but Orestes is only

the minister of his dead father, carrying out the work of retribu-

tion under pain of incurring the same punishment himself if by
inaction he should consent unto his mother's crime

;
and the
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Furies in like manner are only the servants of the dead Clytem-
nestra, instigated by her to their pursuit. The slaying of

Clytemnestra and the sufferings of Orestes are the punishments
which the dead Agamemnon and the dead Clytemnestra, even in

the literary version of the story, impose, and, in a more primitive
and gross form of it, might themselves have inflicted.

But before examining the nature of those punishments in

detail, it will be well to recall the fact that to the eyes of the

ancient Greeks murder or homicide always presented itself in two

distinct aspects^ Regarded from one point of view, it was the

gravest possible injury to the man who was slain. Viewed from

the other, it was a source of '

pollution
'

(fiiaafjua, fivao<;, ayo^), an

abomination to the gods and a peril to living men
;
for the taint

of bloodshed was conceived as a contagious physical malady, which

the polluted person by touch or even by speech^ might com-

municate to his fellow-men, and not to them only, but to places

which he visited, the market, the harbours, the temples^; nay,

even the sanctity of the gods' images was not proof against the

contamination of his bloodstained hands^ In brief, the two

aspects of homicide were the moral and the religious aspects ;

and both moral and religious atonements were required. The

wrong done to the dead man was requited by the sufferings

which he in turn imposed ;
the pollution, being primarily a

state of religious disability (for it involved, as Plato says-^, the

enmity of the gods), was removed by a religious ceremony of

purification.

How clearly marked was this distinction in antiquity is evi-

dent from Plato's laws on homicide, as a brief consideration of two

or three special cases will show.

First, in the most venial case of homicide, where a man had

killed his own slave, he incurred no punishment at all, but was

bound none the less to get himself purified*'.

Secondly, in cases of the utmost enormity, as where a man

wilfully murdered his father or mother, religion provided no

means of purification. Blood-guilt in general was ' hard to cure
'

;

but parricide belonged to the class of sins
' incurable I* Such a

1 Cf. Plato, Leges, ix. ijassim, and especially p. 871.
2 Cf. Aesch. Eum. 285 and 448 ff.

=^

Plato, Leges, 868 a and 871 a.

4 Cf. Aesch. Eum. 445. ^
Plato, Leges, 871 b. ^ j^ j^. 865 c.

'' Cf. Plato, Leges, p. 854 a, dvaiara Kai dviara.

29—2
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murderer therefore must die, for, as Plato says,
' there is no other

kind of purification' in this case than the paying of blood for

blood. Religious purification in the ordinary sense of the word

was refused, but the extreme punishment was demanded.

Thirdly, in the majority of cases of blood-guilt, where both

purification and punishment were required, the two were clearly

independent of each other. The purification of the involuntary

homicide was to precede the year's retirements The religious

ceremony cleansed the man from pollution, but could no more

exempt him from making satisfaction to the dead man whom he

had wronged, than absolution of sin pronounced in the Christian

confessional can exempt from the legal consequences of crime.

The Delphic priesthood itself, if we may trust the testimony of

Aeschylus, claimed no more than the power to cleanse
;
for Apollo

himself, holding Orestes guilty of manslaughter though not of

murder, after granting him religious purification, does not intervene

to save him from that exile which even the unintentional homi-

cide was bidden by Attic law to undergo ; nay, he even acquiesces

in the necessity of Orestes' flight, bids him not faint before his

wanderings are done, and promises only to set a limit thereto and

to free him from the pursuing Furies in the end I

The distinction between the pollution and the injury, and

between the purification and the punishment, being thus clearly

recognised, it is necessary, in investigating the relations between

the dead man and his murderer, to set the purely religious aspect

of blood-guilt on one side, and to treat the punishments inflicted

upon the murderer simply as the settling of an account between

man and man. One point only as regards the pollution need be

borne in mind, namely, that purification was granted to the homi-

cide in the interests of gods and men whose abodes would otherwise

be deBled by his presence, and that the dead man could not con-

ceivably derive any satisfaction therefrom. On the contrary, his

desire for vengeance would naturally lead him to interpose
' the

unseen barrier of his wrath
'

betwixt the guilty man and those

altars of the gods where alone purification could be won, and thus

to keep his enemy still polluted ;
for his pollution, just because

it was a peril to his fellovvmen, carried with it the punishment of

utter solitude until he was cleansed. When therefore, as will

1 Cf. Plato, Leges, 866—874, 'passim.
2 Aesch. Eum. 74 ff.
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appear later, the murdered man is described not only as an

avenger of his own wrongs, but as one who strives to keep alive

the religious defilement of the murderer, there is no confusion of

the moral and the religious aspects of murder, but rather the

injured man is conceived as wreaking his vengeance by every

possible means, not only directly by the sufferings which he can

personally inflict, but also indirectly by the privation which the

state of pollution necessarily involves.

The nature of the direct acts of vengeance, which are now to

be examined, can best be learnt from that passage of the Choephori

which depicts the horrible penalties awaiting Orestes if by inaction

he should make himself a consenter to the crime of Clytemnestra.

We have already learnt that in such a case the defaulting kinsman

incurred precisely the same punishment as he should have assisted

to inflict on the actual murderer. That therefore with which

Orestes was threatened was that to which Clytemnestra was

already condemned. The punishments named are those with

which, according to popular superstition, a murdered man, risen

in bodily substance from the grave, could requite his enemy. For

no one, I suppose, would suggest that Aeschylus, who followed

popular tradition so scrupulously in all that did not absolutely

conflict with dramatic propriety, invented for himself the whole

scheme of penalties here set forth. That he was bound to modify

the means whereby the punishments were inflicted, in order to

avoid the incongruity of a revenant upon the stage, we already

know and shall see again ;
but how closely he adhered to the

popularly accepted scheme of punishments, even when he was

forced to find some new means of inflicting them, will incidentally

be shown by that detailed examination to which his list of penalties

must now be subjected.

The first penalty is the physical torment of leprous blains that

consume the body and age the sufferer prematurely. At first we

are inclined to wonder why leprosy is selected by the dead man

as his means of retaliation against his enemy ;
but a little re-

flection will lead us to guess that in this particular act of

vengeance Aeschylus could not actually reproduce the popular

doctrine. The common-folk believed in the bodily activity of

the dead
; and, if they believed also that bodily sufferings were

part of the punishment which the murderer incurred, the two
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beliefs must surely have been correlated
;
the physical sufferings

of the murderer must have been conceived to be caused by the

physical activity of the murdered
; or, to put it more plainly,

if we may elucidate ancient superstition by the aid of modern,
the murdered man, in the form of a revenant bent on vengeance,
was believed to leap upon his victim and rend him with his teeth

and suck out his very life-blood. Clearly Aeschylus could not

commit himself to so crude a presentation of a revenant) he could

not conjure up before his audience the spectacle of the dead

Agamemnon athirst for actual blood
;

but equally clearly he

knew that popular superstition, and had it in his mind when he

depicted the horrors of leprosy. For the bodily assault of a

revenaiit he substituted a natural malady engendered by a dead

man's unseen wrath
;
but he described the operation of that

malady in language suggested by the popular presentment of a

personal avenger more reasonable indeed in his purpose but

scarcely less ferocious in his acts than a Slavonic vampire
—

'

blains that leap upon the flesh and with savage jaws eat out its

erstwhile vigour ^' The means of inflicting the punishment is

changed, but the actual punishment of the murderer is the same

as if it were not leprosy but in very truth a vampire, which leapt

upon him and gnawed his flesh and drained his life-blood. So

faithful is Aeschylus to the crude popular idea of a retribution

which required that he who had spilled another's blood should

have his own blood drunk by his victim.

The second penalty is the mental agony of one whom ' mad-

ness and vain terror sprung of the darkness do shake and

confound-.' Here again the punishment is in strict accord with

that law that a man must suffer as he has wrought. That old

tradition recorded and revered by Plato, on which I have already

touched, taught that every man who was slain by violence was

himself filled thereby with quaking and terror and confusion of

spirit, and accordingly sought his revenge in terrifying and con-

founding the slayer. No clearer commentary on the lines of

Aeschylus could be desired. Plato explains how the terror and

the confusion—for he employs the selfsame words as Aeschylus—
by which the murderer is overwhelmed are the exact counterpart
of the mental anguish which his violence brought upon his victim.

1 Aescb. Choeph. 280-1. 2 Aesch. Choeph. 288-9.
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Aeschylus then once again was following closely an old tradition of

the popular religion. It matters not at all that in this case he

names the Erinyes as the agents, just as previously he made

leprosy the instrument, of the dead man's vengeance. The actual

sufferings which the murderer must undergo are in this case also

identical in character with those which he caused to his victim.

The third punishment of the blood-guilty man consists in

wandering friendless and outcast
;
and this again is no arbitrary

invention of Aeschylus, but was clearly prescribed by that old

tradition which, in Plato's reckoning, justified the legal imposition

of a year's retirement even upon those who had shed blood in-

voluntarily. Where then is that correspondence, which our

examination of the first two penalties has led us to expect,

between this third punishment and the sufferings of the dead

man who exacts it ? Is there the same nicety of retribution ?

Clearly so. The dead man became in popular belief a revenant, a

wanderer from out the grave, pitiable in his loneliness, cut off

from all friendly intercourse with living men, not yet admitted to

the fellowship of the departed, the sorriest of outcasts. Such was

the misery to which the murderer by his act of violence had

brought his victim
;

such therefore too the misery which the

murderer himself must taste in his wanderings and loneliness here

on earth, though it were but a foretaste of more consummate

misery hereafter. Truly even in life the murderer was made to

suffer as he had wrought.
And then comes the fourth penalty, death

;
for though

Aeschylus, in the list of punishments which we have now before

us, touches but lightly on this, the most obvious form of retri-

bution, yet elsewhere he repeatedly affirms, and many another

re-echoes, the doctrine that blood cries for bloods Perhaps in

this passage he felt that by depicting the gnawing pangs of

leprosy he had sufficiently proclaimed the sure approach of death
;

perhaps he passed it by as a slight thing in comparison with the

horror that yet remained to be told. For death did not close the

tale of punishments ;
the blood-guilty man, so chant the Furies,

'

though he be dead is none too freeV

And so we pass to the last requirement of vengeance, that the

outcast shall have no friend to honour his dead body with the

1 Cf. especially Aesch, Choeph. 400 ff.

^ Aesch. Eiim. 336, dapwv 5' ovk dYav eXevdepos.
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due funeral-rites, whereby alone the desired dissolution could be

secured, but is doomed to lie unburied, incorruptible. Such is my
interpretation of the closing lines of the passage before us

;
and there

is no need to repeat the defence of my contention that the word

TapL')(ev6evTa must be understood in its literal and proper sense.

But it will not be out of place to note here how, in the Eiimenides,

Aeschylus' mind was still pervaded by the same popular belief.

The w^ord Tapi^eveaOat means, in the literal sense in which I have

taken it, to be withheld from corruption by some process of curing
or drying ; and, fantastic though it may seem, it is that process of
'

drying/ if I may use the word, which the Furies are charged by

Clytemnestra to carry out against her murderer. Let Aeschylus'
own words prove it. Hear first how Clytemnestra's ghost with

her last words spurs on the Furies to this special task ;

cri) S' alfiarripov TrvfC/i' eTrovpicraara rco,

aTfxa Karicrxvaivovaa, vrjdvos Trvpt,

CTTOv, ixapaive devrepois dioiyfiacriv^.
' Up and pursue ! let thy breath lap his blood

With sering reek, as were thy bowels a furnace.

Till he be shrivelled in the redoubled chase.'

And the Furies prove by their threats to Orestes that they are

not unmindful of their charge.
'

Nay, in return for the blood thou

hast shed, thou must give me to suck the red juices from thy

living limbs. Thyself must be my meat, my horrid drink.'
'

Yea,
while thou livest, I will drain thee dry, ere I hale thee 'neath the

earth-.' And the same thought is emphasized yet again" in that

binding-spell which the Furies chant to draw him whom they

already account their prey from his vain refuge at Athene's altar :

Tobe fxeXos, TrapaKona, 7rapa(f)opa (jypevodaXTjs,

vp.vos i^ 'Epivvoiv,

5ecr/xtoy (jipevcov, d(f)6pfiiKTOs, avova ^poTols^.
' Over our victim thus chant we our spell.

Rocking and wrecking the tortured soul,

The jubilant song of Avengers,

Fettering the soul with no 'witchments of lute,

A spell as of drought"* upon mortals.'

1 Aesch. Eum. 137-9. - Ibid. 264-7.
3 Ibid. 328 £f. ,

and again 343 ff.

* This rendering of the word avoud has been challenged, but has the support of

the Scholiast who explains it by the words 6 ^rjpaipcjv roiis ^porotjs, (the hymn) which
dries and withers men.
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Such is the wild, weird refrain of the Furies' incantation
;
and in

its closing phrase are re-echoed the closing words of Clytemnestra's

charge.

Will anyone then venture to say that Aeschylus had no special

reason for thus repeating thrice within the compass of some two

hundred lines the same threat ? For the punishment threatened

is substantially the same, though the means of inflicting it vary.

Now it is the breath of the Furies which shall scorch up the

victim's very blood
;
now it is their lips that shall suck him dry ;

now a magic spell to parch and shrivel him
;
but ever the effect is

the same
;

the bloodguilty man shall lie in death a sere and

sapless carcase, already 'damned to incorruption^ even in that

doom which wastes all else.' And the only reason which I can

conceive for the poet's insistence upon this thought is that here

again, as in all the former punishments, he was reproducing a

popular belief substantially the same then as it is in Maina now,

namely, that the murdered man, having become a revenant, sucked

his murderer's blood and made him also in his turn a revenant

Nor is Aeschylus the only ancient authority for the idea of some

such retribution after death. Plato, in a passage of the Phaedrus

already cited, contemplates the activity of a murdered man's wrath

(fMr/vt/jLa) not only in the present time but also hereafter-; and in

his Laws there is a provision, not assuredly of his own devising but

dating from the very beginning of Greek legislation, which can

only have been designed to insure the complete vengeance of the

murdered man on his murderer even beyond death. A man con-

victed of the wilful murder of a near kinsman^ was punishable not

only with death but with a further penalty :

'

the attendants of the

jury and the magistrates having killed him shall cast out his

corpse naked at an appointed cross-roads without the city, and

all the magistrates, representing the whole city, shall take each a

stone and cast it upon the head of the corpse and thereby free the

whole city from guilt, and thereafter they shall carry the corpse to

the borders of their land and cast it out, in accordance with the

law, unburied^' Now the law, we know, in ordaining the penalty

1 The tense of TaptxevOevTa in the phrase from which I started {Choeph. 296) is

hereby explained.
-
Plato, Phaedrus, 244 e, irpos re tov irapdura /cat rov ^Tretra xp^^o^'

3 Plato's list is '

father, mother, brother, sister, or child,' Leges, ix. 873 a.

^
Plato, Leges, ix. 873 b.
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of death, ordained it as a satisfaction of the murdered man's claims

to vengeance. The State, so to speak, sided with the dead man

and assisted him to exact blood for blood. Again the stoning of

the dead body by representatives of the city was intended, we are

expressly told, to free the whole city from guilt
—from guilt, that

is, in the eyes of the murdered man, who might otherwise visit his

wrath upon the city as though it had consented to the crime or

had too lightly punished it. Can it then be supposed that the

State was actuated by any other motive in carrying out the rest

of the penalty ? It was surely still in deference to the murdered

man's desires that the murderer's corpse was left unburied. To

refuse burial was the surest means of condemning the man to

resuscitation and thereby of satisfying his former victim's utter-

most demands.

Thus our detailed examination of the Aeschylean catalogue of

penalties establishes beyond doubt that of which we had already

had some evidence, namely, that all the punishments which were

inflicted on the murderer—and, in popular belief, inflicted by the

murdered man on his own behalf—were an exact reproduction of

the sufferings which the murdered man himself had undeservingly

endured, and culminated therefore, as they should, in the blood-

guilty man becoming, like his victim, a revenant.

The main problem then of this section is now fully solved
;

but incidentally much light has been thrown upon the character

ascribed by the Greek people in antiquity to those revenants who

were not merely pitiable sufferers but were active in bringing a

like doom upon those who had wronged them. And the character

of these Avengers approximates very closely to that of the modern

vrykolakes. True, there is one fundamental difference
;
the ancient

Avenger directed his wrath solely against the author of his suf-

ferings, or at the most extended it only to those who, owing to him

the duty of furthering his vengeance, had proved lax and cowardly

therein
;
the modern vrykolakas is unreasoning in his wrath and

plagues indiscriminately all who fall in his way. But the actual

sufferings which the vrykolakas inflicts are identical with those

which furnished Aeschylus with his tale of threatened horrors.

Modern stories there are in plenty, which tell how the vrykolakas

springs upon his victim and rends him and drinks his blood
;
how

sheer terror of his aspect has driven men mad; how, in order to
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escape him, whole families have been driven forth from their

native island to wander in exile ^; how death has often been the

issue of his assaults
;
and how those whom a vrykolakas has slain

become themselves vrykolakes. Only his unreasoning and indis-

criminate fury is necessarily of Slavonic origin ;
his acts are the

acts of those ancient revenants whose own Avrongs rightfully made
them the Avengers of blood. Apart from the one Slavonic trait,

the characters of the vrykolakas and the ancient Avenger are

identical.

And perhaps this identity is most clearly seen in the one case

in which the old Avenger punished not only the immediate author

of his own wrongs, but a whole community which had subsequently

given the guilty man an asylum. We have noticed how Antiphon
ventured to threaten an Athenian jury with such punishment at

the hands of the dead man if they wrongfully acquitted his

murderer. In the same spirit Aeschylus makes the Furies, as the

agents of the dead Clytemnestra, menace the whole land of Attica

with a venomous curse that shall blast man and beast and herb in

revenge for the wresting of Orestes from their grasp I And such

too is the dread which in the Phoenissae of Euripides stirs Creon

to make to the blood-guilty Oedipus this appeal :

*

Nay, remove

thee hence : verily 'tis not in scorn that I say this, nor in enmity
to thee, but because of thine Avengers, in fear lest the land suffer

some hurt I' In such cases the punishments with which a whole

community is threatened, although still a reasonable measure,

approach most nearly to the indiscriminate violence of the modern

vrykolakas.

For the fulfilment of such threats as these we must turn to

the Supplices of Aeschylus, and there we shall find a description

of just such a devastation as is said to have been suffered by the

inhabitants of Santorini and many other places in the seventeenth

century. The story of Aeschylus tells how '

there came unto the

Argive land, from the shore of Naupactus, Apis, son of Apollo,

both healer and seer, and cleansed the land of monsters that

destroyed mankind, even of those that Earth, tainted with the

1 Cf. especially Tournefort, Voyage du Levant, i. p. 163, who was an eye-witness
of such an occurrence in Myconos.

2 Cf. Aesch. Eumen. 780 ff., and (for the withdrawal of the curse) 938 ff.

3 Eur. Phoen. 1592 ff. The word here translated
'

avengers
'

is dXaaropes, which
is fully discussed below, pp. 465 ff.
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pollutions of blood shed of old, sent up in wrath to work havoc,

fearsome as a dragon-brood to dwell among\' What then were

these monsters ? I will venture to say that any Greek peasant of

to-day, could he but read and understand the Aeschylean de-

scription, would furnish a better commentary upon those lines

than the most learned discourse thereon that any scholar has

written
;
and his commentary would be summed up in the one

w^ord vrykolakes. For, vigorous as the description is, its vigour

comes less of dramatic word-building than of fidelity to the

horrors of popular superstition, and no other single passage could

so fully establish the unity of ancient and modern belief For

while the actual language contains all the words^ which in

antiquity were bound up with the superstition
—the '

pollution
'

which comes of bloodshed, the ' wrath
'

which follows thereon and

in which Earth herself is here made to share, and the
'

sending

up
'

by Earth of the Avengers
—the thought of the passage is a

faithful reflection of what the Greek peasants still believe, that

a violent death is among the chief causes of resuscitation, that the

earth sends up the dead man raging to deal destruction, and that

with others of his kind he consorts and conspires in veritable

dragon-bands ;
and men still tell of gifted seers and healers,

such as Apis, summoned in hot haste to panic-stricken hamlets to

allay the pest. The KvcohaXa jSporocpdopa of Aeschylus,
' the

monsters that destroy mankind,' are indeed but little removed

from the modern vrykolakes.

Is it not then clear also on what sources Aeschylus drew for

his picture of the Furies themselves ? We have seen how, for

dramatic purposes, they were substituted for a revenant wreaking
his own vengeance. Clytemnestra herself in bodily form should

have been the Avenger, if j)opular superstition had not been in

this respect too gross ;
but the Erinyes take her place in the actual

execution of vengeance, and she herself appears only as a ghost

to instigate them to their work. But, when that substitution was

effected, did not Aeschylus clearly transfer to the Erinyes the

whole character and even the appearance popularly attributed to

the human Avenger? They are black and loathly to look upon^;

1 Aesch. Suppl. 262 ff., reading in 266 fx.T]viTri Mkt], the emendation of Person.
^

I.e. 265-6, fj.idafji.a(Xiv . . .fXTjuiTTj . . .dvTjKe.
^ Aesch. Euin. 52.
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their breath is deadly to approach^; the smell of blood is a joy to

them-; they follow like hounds upon their victim's trail ^; they
torment him both body and soul^; they fasten upon his living
limbs and gorge themselves with his blood ^; and if any would

harbour him from their pursuit, the venom of their wrath falls

like a plague upon the land, and devastates it''; they are monsters,

KvcoBaXa'^—and the recurrence of this word- is significant
—ab-

horrent alike to gods and to men^. The description is surely
not that which Aeschylus would himself have invented for beings
who should come afterwards to be worshipped as

'

revered god-

desses/ a-efjbval Oeai. The difficulty of that transition in the play
itself cannot but arrest the attention of every reader; it is a

difficulty which even the genius of Aeschylus could not remove.

Why then did he draw so loathsome a portrait of the Erinyes
in the earlier part of the play ? Why did he create that difficulty?

The reason, I suggest, was that he followed once more, and this

time almost too faithfully, the popular traditions, and, while he

would not represent a real revenant on the stage, transferred to

those demonic agents, by whom the work of vengeance was

vicariously performed, all the attributes popularly associated with

the prototypes of the modern vrykolakas.

Thus then the history of the modern belief in vryholakes has

been fully traced. The ancients also believed that for certain

causes—the same causes in th^ main as are still assigned
—men

were doomed to remain incorruptible after death and to rise again
in bodily form from their graves, and that one class of these

revenants, those namely who had wrongs of their own to avenge,

inflicted upon their enemies (and upon any who shielded or

harboured them) the same sufferings as are now generally believed

to be inflicted in an unreasoning manner by all classes of vryho-

lakes alike upon mankind at large, with no justification, such as a

natural desire for vengeance might afford, in the case of those

whose resuscitation is not the outcome of any injury or neglect

at the hands of other men, and with no discrimination between

friend and foe on the part of those who have real wrongs to

avenge. Remove the unreasoning element in the character of the

1 Aesch. Exim. 53, 137-9. 2 jj^^^, 254.
3 Ihid. 75, 111, 131, 246-7. ^

passim.
^ 183-4, 264.

6 Ibid. 780 £f., 938 ff.
7 Ibid. 644. s ^^1. 70, 73, 644.
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vrykolakas, and the revenant in which the folk of ancient Greece

believed remains.

But, if they believed in him, they must have called him by
some name. Aeschylus' phrase Kvcohaka ffpoTO(f)66pa,

' monsters

that destroy mankind,' is a description rather than a name.

What were the reasonable vrykolakes of ancient Greece called ?

That is now the one question which must be answered in order

to make our enquiry complete.

Briefly my answer is this, that the particular class of revenants

with which the present section has mainly dealt, the Avengers
of blood, were known by three several names, ixidarmp, aXdarcop,

and 7rpocrTp67rato<;, but that literature contains no word which

could serve as a collective designation for all classes alike. I hope
however to show that the Greek language was not originally

defective in this respect, but that the term aXdarcop, although

regularly used from the fifth century onwards in the narrow

sense of an Avenger, had originally a wider application and de-

noted simply a revenant.

Now the interpretation which I give to these three words

is not that which is commonly accepted. Anyone who will turn

to a lexicon will find that to each of the three is assigned

a double signification in connexion with blood-guilt. All three

are said to denote either a god who punishes the blood-guilty or

the blood-guilty man who is punished. Thus a god, it is alleged,

may be called fjbidarwp (literally a 'polluter') because he punishes
the polluted

—a somewhat obvious misnomer; or again dXdarwp,
because he 'does not forget' but punishes the sinner—a derivation

which, as I shall show later, cannot be accepted ;
or thirdly irpoa-

rpoTraco^, as the being who was ' turned to
'

by the murdered man
and was besought to avenge his cause—a somewhat circuitous

w^ay for the word to arrive at its active sense of
'

Avenger.' And,

secondly, a man, it is said, was called /jLidarcop when, being himself

polluted, he was liable to be ' a polluter
'

of other men with whom
he came in contact—a view which is certainly defensible

; aXdo-rcop

as one whose sin 'could not be forgotten'
—an interpretation almost

beyond the pale of serious discussion
;
and irpoo-rpoTraio^ because,

being blood-guilty, he ' turned towards
'

some god for purification
—

an explanation which may be right
—whence the word came to

denote in general a polluted person who still needed purification.
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Thus in my view, as I have indicated, the greater part of the

information in the lexicons with regard to these three words is

inaccurate
;
and my reasons for disputing the received interpre-

tations will be set forth point by point as I offer my own

interpretations in their stead.

In dealing with the first group of meanings assigned to the

three words, by which they came, somehow^ or other, to be used

wdth the common active signification of '

Avenger,' my main
contention will be that, as regards their primary and strictest

usage, all three words were applied not to gods but to men—men
who, having been murdered, sought to requite their murderers—
and were only secondarily extended to the agents, whether divine

or human, to whom those dead men committed the task of

vengeance ;
but I shall also endeavour to show, as regards the

literal meaning of the three words severally, that the interpre-
tation by means of which their final sense of 'Avenger' has

generally been elicited from them is in each case wrong, and

that, in the case of the word aXdarcop in particular, a right

understanding of its original meaning gives very important
results.

And in dealing with the second group of meanings, by which

the three words are said to denote three only slightly different

aspects of one and the same person
—a murderer who is /jLcdarcop

as polluted and spreading pollution, aXdarcop as pursued by

vengeance, and irpoo-rpoTraio^; as still needing purification
—

I shall maintain that these alleged uses of the first two words

do not exist, and, as regards the third, I will offer a suggestion,
but a suggestion only, as to the means by which it acquired this

signification which it unquestionably bore.

It will be convenient to deal first with fMido-rcop and aXdarcop
as being parallel in usage throughout, and to reserve Trpoarpoiraco^
for later consideration.

The clearest example of that which I take to be the original

usage of fxidarcop is furnished by Euripides. In that scene of

mutual recrimination between Medea and Jason, after that in

revenge for her husband's faithlessness she has slain their children,

there comes at last from her lips the brutal taunt, as she points to

the dead,
*

They live no more : that truth at least will sting thee
'

;

and Jason answers,
'

Nay, but they live, to wreak vengeance on
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thy head (cro3 Kapa fxcdarope^y.' No language could be more

simple, more explicit. The very children who lay there murdered

at Medea's feet, they and none other should be the Miastores, the

Avengers of their own foul deaths.

But of course the word has other applications also. When

Aeschylus
2 made the Erinyes threaten that even when Orestes

should have fled beneath the earth, he should find another Avenger

(fjudaTopa) to plague him in their stead, the whole tenor of the

passage compels us to understand that that other Avenger is some

deity or demon of the nether world—a divine, not a human,

Miastor, though at the same time one who will act, like the

Erinyes themselves, on behalf of the murdered Clytemnestra.

And, yet again, the same term is applied to a living man,

when, as next of kin to him who has been murdered, he is in

duty bound to exact vengeance. This time Sophocles is our

authority, and the person of whom the word is used is Orestes.

'

Oft,' says Electra to Clytemnestra,
'

oft hast thou reproached me
with saving him to take vengeance upon thee {aol rpicpecv /jutd-

aropa)'^.'

These three passages then illustrate the threefold application

of the name Miastor, and the question to be answered is which

represents the primary usage of the word. To multiply instances

of each or any would be of no avail
;
the question is not of the

frequency of each usage ;
the commonest is not necessarily the

earliest. How then is the question to be answered ? It is,

I think, already answered. We have seen that in popular belief

the murdered man was the prime avenger of his own wrongs, and

that even in literature, when the execution of vengeance is wholly
transferred either to the nearest kinsman or to some demonic

power, the murdered man is still recognised as the principal and

the others are only his agents. It is this relation between them
which settles the question. A principal does not act in the name
of his agents, but the agents in the name of their principal. The
name Miastor therefore belonged first to the dead man himself,

and was only extended afterwards to those who wrought vengeance
on his behalf.

So much for the usage of the word. Next, how did it acquire

1 Eur. Med. 1370. 2 Aesch. Exim. 111. 3
goph. El. 603.
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the meaning of 'Avenger,' which it undoubtedly possessed ? This

can be only a matter of opinion. But since it appears to me

unscholarly and illogical to suppose that a word, which on the

grounds of formation must have first meant 'one who causes

pollution/ could have come to mean ' one who punishes pollution,'

I may at least offer an alternative suggestion. The murdered

man, I admit, can hardly be said to have ' caused
'

the pollu-
tion of his murderer, or at any rate he could only have caused

it involuntarily. But he might well be regarded as active in

debarring the murderer from the means of purification and in

keeping the pollution, as it were, fresh and virulent, with intent

to isolate his enemy and to ban him from the abodes of his

fellow-men. And some indication of such an activity is afforded

by the Erinyes
—

acting, as always, on Clytemnestra's behalf;

they refuse to acknowledge the purification granted by Apollo to

Orestes, and they say moreover that their task is to
'

keep dark

and fresh the stain of bloods' The murdered man may there-

fore have been believed, if not actually to cause and to create,

yet at least to promote and to re-create, the pollution of his

foe, and, by keeping the stains of blood as it were from fading
or being cleansed away, to wreak some part of his vengeance.
In this way the transition from the sense of

'

polluter
'

to that of
'

avenger
'

is at least, I submit, intelligible. This hoAvever is only
a side-issue. The important point is that the word Miastor, how-

ever it may have come to mean '

Avenger,' was primarily applied
to the revenant himself, and only secondarily to any god.

The next name to be considered, dXdarcop, is commonly
accounted a synonym of fiLdo-rwp, denoting in actual usage a 'god
of vengeance,' and meaning literally

' one who does not forget
'

blood-guiltiness. I too hold it to be a synonym of Miastor, but to

denote therefore primarily not a god but a human revenant

seeking vengeance, and only afterwards, by a transference of

usage, a god or living man acting in the name of the dead
;

while, as for the supposed derivation, I count it absolutely

untenable.

And first as regards the application of the w^ord
;

after what

has been, I hope, a fairly exhaustive study of the passages of

classical literature in which it occurs, I am bound to confess that,.

1 Aesch. Emn. 349, reading /xavpoOfxeu veov alfxa.

L. 30
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though the instances of its use are far more numerous than those

of Miastor, I am still unable to select three passages and to say
* Here are my proofs of the triple application of the word.' Indeed

all that I can prove by the evidence of any single passage taken

alone is curiously enough the existence of what I take to have

been the rarest of the three usages
—the application of the name

Alastor to the kinsman of the dead man, as being the agent
of his vengeance. Just as Sophocles speaks of Orestes being

preserved as a Miastor to take vengeance on Clytemnestra for

his father's death, so does Aeschylus make the same Orestes name

himself an Alastor on the score of the vengeance which he has

taken.
'

Queen Athene,' he prays,
'

at Loxias' bidding am I come
;

receive thou me graciously, avenger as I am, no murderer, nor

of defiled hand... aX-acrropa, ov irpoarpoiraiov, oiih^ aipoi^avrov

X^pa^-' Such, I am convinced, is the right rendering of the

passage. The lexicons indeed cite the line as an example of

the alleged passive meaning of dXdarcop
—one who suffers from

divine vengeance, an accursed wretch 2; and I acknowledge that

such a meaning would make passable sense of the passage ;
for

Orestes was indeed suffering from the vengeance of the Erinyes.

But I hold, and I shall endeavour to prove later, that dXaarcop
never possessed a passive meaning, and I claim moreover that

the active meaning of
'

Avenger,' which I attribute to the word

here as elsewhere, is immensely preferable in itself. For Orestes

throughout pleads justification^ ;
he has avenged murder, not

committed it; he has discharged a duty to his dead sire, not

perpetrated a wanton crime against his mother
;

he slew her

indeed, but his motive was pious, and the ordaining of his act

divine. On the grounds therefore, first, of the word's own active

meaning, secondly, of the whole trend of Orestes' defence of his

conduct, and last, but by no means least, of the exact parallel

furnished by Sophocles' use of the word Miastor, I am confident

that Alastor as applied by Orestes to himself means an 'Avenger.'
That the word however was not primarily applied to the kins-

man acting on behalf of the murdered man will be universally

conceded; in the vast majority of passages some supernatural being
is clearly intended. But it has been too hastily assumed that the

]
Aesch. Eum. 236. 2 l, ^nd S. s.v.

^ Cf. Aesch. Choeph. 1026 ff,, and. Eumeii. passim.
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supernatural avengers were always gods or demons
;

that they
were often so conceived I do not doubt

; but, as a matter of fact,

I have discovered no single passage of classical literature which can

be said finally and absolutely in itself to demand that interpretation.

In many instances the probabilities are in favour of the Alastores

being regarded as a class of avenging demons
;
in many others it

is equally good or even better to suppose that they are the dead

men themselves in person.

What then are the foundations upon which the received

notion, that the Alastoi^es were always gods, is based ? It might

perhaps be urged that the word Alastor found a place among the

many epithets and titles conferred by worshippers upon Zeus^

in order to indicate the particular exercise of his all-reaching

power which their hearts desired. It might also be urged that

Clement of Alexandria names the Alastores among those classes

of gods whom the pagan Greeks had evolved from the naughtiness
of their own imagination as types and personifications of the

baser human passions^. But neither of these facts can serve to

substantiate the contention that the Alastores were primarily and

necessarily gods. The occasional use of a word as an epithet of

Zeus cannot be held to prove the general appropriation of that word

to a class of lesser gods ;
while the statement of Clement is the

statement of a man desigi^edly vilifying the whole Greek religion,

neither appreciating nor desirous to appreciate its refinements, but

willing rather to overwhelm it utterly, its better and its worse

elements alike, with the torrent of his invective and reprobation.

To him the Alastores appeared as supernatural beings instinct

with the pagan passion of revenge, false gods therefore or devils,

fit objects whereon to pour out the vials of righteous wrath and

Christian scorn. He was not concerned to be wholly just or

wholly accurate. Indeed the very sources from which he drew

the idea that the Alastores were gods are still open to us
;

it is

the Greek Tragedians whom he holds guilty of this naughty
invention

;
it is the Greek Tragedians who remain for us the

fountain-head of information concerning these Avengers, and who

will on examination make it clear that they were not primarily

or necessarily gods.

The single passage in Greek Tragedy which has been often

1 Cf. Preller, Griech. MythoL, i. p. 145 (edit. 4, Carl Kobert).
2 Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii. § 26.
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regarded as evidence in favour of Clement's classification of

Alastores among gods is on fuller enquiry rather a refutation of

that view. In the Persae of Aeschylus the messenger, who

reports to the queen the disaster which has befallen the Persian

fleet, sets it down to supernatural agency :

Tjp^ev ^€v, (6 Secnroiva, tov navTos kukov

(f)av€Ls oXdaTcop rj
kukos daifjioov rrodev^.

This has generally been taken to mean that the beginning of

the disaster was due to the sudden appearance of
' some vengeful

or malicious deity.' But elsewhere in Tragedy aXdarcop is treated

not as adjective but as substantive
; and, since there is no com-

pulsion to suppose other than the ordinary use of the word here,

it appears better to translate the phrase
' some Avenger or some

malicious god.' In other words the real, if unemphatic, contrast

implied in the phrase is not between aXdarcop and KaKOf;—no con-

trast is possible there ^—but between dXdarcop and haifxwv. The

inference therefore is rather that the Alastor in this passage was

not conceived as a deity.

There are other passages of Greek Tragedy also in which

the balance of probability seems to me to incline towards inter-

preting the name A lastor in the sense of a revenant and not of a

god. Two such occur in the Medea of Euripides
—the same play,

be it noted, which contains that perfectly plain statement that

the dead children of Medea are themselves the Miastores who will

punish her. The first is in the scene in which Medea works

herself up to the perpetration of her crime. Passionate love of

her children, passionate jealousy and fury against their father,

alternate in tragic turmoil, until the tense agony of spirit is let

loose in that fierce oath,

'No, by the Avengers that lurk deep in hell,
Ne'er shall it come to pass that I should leave

My children to mine enemies' despite.
Most surely they must die

;
and since they must,

'Twas my womb bare them, 'tis my hand shall slay 3.'

^ Aesch. Pers. 353.
'•^ This fact is recoguised by Geddes in his edition of the Phaedo, in the course

of his note (p. 280 ff
.)
on the difficulty concerning the words rj \6yov ddov tlvos in

cap. 33 (p. 85 d). He does not however infer that the words really contrasted are

a\a.(TTwp and daificav, but claims for the particle rj an epexegetic sense ('or, in other

words,') besides its usual disjunctive sense
('
or else '). I am far from being satisfied

that the epexegetic use of -^ existed at all in Classical Greek, which idiomatically
employed Kai in that way. At any rate its existence is not proved by the other

passages which Geddes cites—Aesch. Pers. 430 and Soph. Phil. 934—where the rj

perhaps equals vel rather than aut, but has none of the epexegetic sense of sive.
3 Eur. Med. 1059 &.
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Strong and terrible would be the oath even if the Alastores, whose

wrath Medea thus defies, were gods or spirits ;
but the force and

the horror are doubled, if the Alastores here are of the same order

as those whom Jason names Miastores but a little later in the same

drama, and if therefore among those Avengers, in w4iose name the

murderous oath was sworn, were soon to be numbered those very
children whom Medea loved best and yet bound herself to slay
most foully.

The second passage occurs in Jason's outburst of fury against
Medea when he first learns her crime.

'

'Tis thine Avenger whom
the gods have let light on me

;
for truly thou didst slay thine

own brother at his own hearth, or ever thou didst set foot in Argo's

shapely hulU.' Surely we are meant to understand that the dead

Absyrtus is himself the Alastor—for one Alastor only is named
this time, and that too as distinct from the gods (Oeol)

—and that

Jason diverted to himself a portion of the dead man's wrath by

wedding the blood-guilty woman. Again then the interpretation

of Alastor in the same sense in which, only a little later in the

same scene, Miastor is undoubtedly employed is, if not necessary,

yet vastly preferable.

To review here all the passages of Greek Tragedy in which

the word may advantageously be so understood, when at the same

time no single one of them constitutes a final proof of my view,

would be to encumber this enquiry to no purpose ;
but I may

perhaps be permitted to select one instance from a story of blood-

guilt other than that of which Medea is the centre.

This shall be from that scene in the Hercules Furens in

which the hero, sane now and overwhelmed with horror at the

ghastly slaughter of his own children which in a moment of

sudden madness he had wrought, receives from Theseus some

measure of consolation and advice. Early in that colloquy, ere

yet Theseus has had time to soothe the sufferings or to guide the

course of his stricken friend, Heracles cries to him in bitterness

of sou],

Theseus, hast view'd my triumph o'er my children ?

and Theseus answers with gentle simplicity,

I heard, and now I see the woes thou showst me.

1 Eur. Med. 1333 ff.
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And then follow the lines :

HP. TL briTci fxov Kpar' nveKaXvyj/as rjXtco;

0H. TL S' ov ; fxiaiveLS 6vt]t6s oiv rot to}v 6ea)V ;

HP. (pevy, 6) raXaLTrcop^ avoaLov p-iacrix ep-ov.

0H. ovBeis aXdaroip vols (piXois e< rcbv (fiiXcov^.

Her. Why then hast bared my head before the Sun %

Thes. Nay, wherefore not ? canst thou—mere man—taint godhead ?

Her. Yet flee thyself, risk not my taint of blood-guilt.
Thes. Where love joins, bloodshed to no vengeance moves.

It is the connexion and significance of the last two lines which

I wish briefly to discuss. Theseus has used the word '

taint
'

(/jLialvei^), and Heracles at once seizes on it, emphasizes it, and

warns his friend to begone lest he be contaminated
;
and then

Theseus answers (to give a literal rendering)
' No Avenger of

blood proceeds from them that love against them that love.'

What does this mean ? The line is often translated as if Theseus

meant, 'No, I will stay, for though an Avenger of blood may

probably pursue you, Heracles, I have no fear that he will touch

me who love you as a friend I' A generous and sympathetic

utterance indeed ! And how consistent with that fine burst of

feeling with which he had but a moment before refused to be

warned away :

' Why warn'st thou me of blood with hand uplift ?

In fear lest I be tainted by thy speech ?

Nought reck I of ill fortune at thy side

Where once 'twas good ;
that hour must draw my heart

When thou didst bring me safe from death to light ;

Nay, I hate friends whose gratitude grows old,

I hate the man that will enjoy good hap
But will not face foul weather w^ith his friend 2.'

Is this the man whose words, spoken but a moment later, shall

be interpreted to mean,
'

I will not run away, because the danger
that threatens my friend cannot hurt me'? The thought is

deeper, more generous, than that. Theseus is thinking not of

himself, but of his friend. It is the word 'pollution,' used first by
himself and caught up by Heracles, which arrests his attention.

Was his friend
'

polluted
'

by a deed of blood, wrought in madness,

expiated in tears ? Polluted ? Yes, in the sense that religious

purification was required"*. He cannot deny the pollution. But

1 Eur. H. F. 1229 ff.

'^ Cf. Paley, in bis note to elucidate this dialogue. It should be added however
that in a second note on the same page, dealing with this line only, he apparently
contradicts his previous explanation.

=^ Eur. H. F. 1218 £f.
^ Cf. 1324.
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could the deed also be punished as the murder of close kinsfolk

was wont to be punished ? Could the children, albeit slain by
their own father's hand, desire revenge upon him who loved them
and was loved of them ?

'

No,' he answers boldly,
'

pollution

{fjLiacTfxa) there is, but no Alasto7\ no Avenger of blood, can come

from them that love against them that love.' How then does

Theseus picture the Alastor who, but for the bond of love between

the father and his dead children, would seek vengeance for their

death ? The phrase which he uses is ambiguous—perhaps de-

liberately ambiguous
—ouSel? . . . e/c to)v (piXcov. It may mean

equally well
' no one of those who love

'

or ' no one coming from

those who love.' But when the close correspondence of fiiaa/jba,

'pollution,' and aXdcrTcop, 'avenger,' is noted in this passage, and

when it is also remembered that the dead children of Medea are

elsewhere plainly named Miastores^ it is hard to suppose that an

audience familiar with the belief that the dead themselves avenged
their own wrongs would not have interpreted the ambiguous phrase
to mean ' none of these children shall rise up from the grave as an

Alastor, for love is stronger than vengeance.'
But such doubt as still remains is set at rest when we turn

from the usage of the word Alastor to its origin and enquire
how it obtained the sense of '

Avenger.' What is its derivation ?

Two conjectures seem to have been made by the ancients and

are recorded by early commentators and lexicographers ^ The

one connects the word with the root of \av6avw,
'

I escape notice,'

and extracts a meaning in a variety of ways, leaving it open to

choice, for example, whether it shall mean a god whose notice

nothing escapes or a man who commits acts which cannot escape

some god's notice. The other conjecture refers the word to the

root of aXdofiaL,
'

I wander.' It is between these two proposed
derivations that our choice lies

;
nor can we obtain much help

from the greatest modern authorities. Curtius^ unhesitatingly

adopts the latter, Brugmann^ the former, nor does either of them

so much as mention the possibility of the alternative. I must

therefore discuss the question without reference to these authorities,

knowing that, if I run counter to the one, I have the countenance

of the other.

1 See Eustath. on II. iv. 295.
2 qj^ EtymoL 547.

^
Vergleichende Grammatik, 11. § 122.
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Is then dXaarcop, in the senvSe of a '

non-forgetter,' a possible

formation from the root of XavOdvw ? My own answer to that

question is a decided negative, and my reasons are as follows.

Substantives denoting the agent and formed with the suffix -rwp

{-Top-) can only be so formed direct from a verb-stem, as prfrcop

from fpe or f€p appearing in epco etc., /juTjarcop from the stem of

(jL-qhofxai, d(j>7jT(op answering to the verb
d(f)L7)/uLL, iiri^-qrajp to

iiTi^aivay. It is among these and other such examples that

Brugmann places the anomalous dXdarcop, to be connected with

aXaaTo<i, \r)6w. But evidently, in order that dXaarcop may be

parallel, let us say, to ncfyyjrcop, we must postulate the existence of

an impossible verb d-XrjOw or d-XavOdvofiat,
'

I non-forget.' Nor

would it mend matters to suppose, first, the formation, direct

from XrjOw, of a nomen agentis of the form Xdcrrcop, a '

forgetter ';

for the privative d- appears onl}'' in adjectives and adverbs and in

such verbs and substantives as are formed directly from them, as

d/jbvr)fjLoveiv from d/xvvfjLcov etc., and cannot be prefixed at pleasure

to a substantive or verb not so formed
; aXdarcop could no more

be formed from an hypothetical substantive Xdarcop^, than could

an hypothetical verb d-XavOdveaOai be formed from XavOdvecrOat.

Etymologically then the derivation of aXdarcop from d- privative

and the root of Xy6co is impossible, and its sense of
'

Avenger
'

was not developed from the meaning
' one who does not forget.'

On the other hand, to the connexion of dXdaroyp with the

verb dXaadat,
'

to wander,' no exception can be taken. Not only

is the formation simple, but an exact parallel is forthcoming. As

the substantive /jLLdarcop stands to the verb fjnaivw, so does the

substantive aXdarap stand to a by-form of aXdo/mac, which is fairly

frequent in Tragedy, dXalvo)^. It follows then that dXaartop
meant originally a ' wanderer.'

But, when once that primary meaning is discovered, there can

be no further doubt as to the primary application of the term.

Of the three possible exactors of vengeance
—the revenant himself,

some demonic agent, and the nearest kinsman—the first alone

^ The nearest parallel could only be the dubious form abdoT-qs in Hesiod, W.
and D., 353. But that form, if correct, is probably best treated as adjective (gift-

less) not as substantive (non-giver).
- I am indebted to Mr P. Giles, of Emmanuel College, for pointing out to me that

the analogy with fxtdarcop is mentioned in the last edition of Meyer's Griechische

Fhilologie.
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could be aptly described as a ' wanderer
'

;
moreover we know that

the murdered man was actually so conceived, and that, among the

punishments by which he sought to make his murderer suffer the

same lot as he himself endured, one of the most conspicuous was

the punishment of wandering and exile. The name Alastor there-

fore, like Miastor, denoted first of all the dead man himself, and

was only secondarily extended to human or divine agents seeking

vengeance on his behalf

It remains only to enquire how the meaning
'

Avenger
'

was

evolved from the meaning
'

Wanderer,' and so completely super-

seded it that the name Alastoi^es was extended to those agents
who were in no obvious sense

' Wanderers
'

but simply 'Avengers.'
The first occurrence of the word is in the Iliad, as the proper

name of a Greek warrior ^ This fact tends to show that the word

had as yet acquired none of that ill-omened sense which it un-

doubtedly bears in Greek Tragedy. It was used rather, we may
believe, in its original and literal sense of

'

wanderer,' and the

adoption of such a word as a proper name is entirely consistent

with the principles of Homeric nomenclature. Hector, Nestor,

Mestor, are famous names of the same class.

Otherwise than as a proper name the word is not used in

Homer, nor does it occur at all again, so far as I am aware, before

the time of Aeschylus. It is during this interval then that the

evolution of meaning must have taken place : for by the age of

Aeschylus the idea of vengeance
—and vengeance of a horrible

kind—had become the ordinary signification of the word. My view

then is that the intervening centuries had witnessed a gradual

differentiation of the several words which alike originally meant

a '

wanderer,' a differentiation such that dX^tjrr]^ remained the

ordinary and general term, while okdaToop was little by little

restricted to the wanderer from the dead, the 7^evenant
;
and that

subsequently from meaning a revenant of any and every kind it

became limited to that single class of revenmits whose wanderings

1 Horn. II. IV. 295, 'A/x(pl fxiyav YleKayovTa, 'AXdcrTopa re, XpofxtSv re. The hiatus in

the third foot has been made the basis of a suggestion, to which Mr P. Giles has

kindly called my attention, that dXao-rw/j should begin with a digamma. There is

however no need for the supposition, since hiatus after the trochaic caesura is not

infrequent (e.g. II. i. 569) and some license is generally allowed in any case in the

metrical treatment of proper names; moreover, in //. viii. 333, we have a line

ending 87os 'AXacrrwp which makes against the original existence of a digamma in

the word.
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were guided by the desire for revenge
—the class to whom the

name Miastores had always belonged.
Some evidence for the first stage in this development of

meaning is furnished by the Tragic usage of the verb from which

the substantive is derived
;
for in both its forms, aXaaOai and

akaivetv, it continued to be applied to any of the restless dead,

when the substantive aXdarwp, as I conceive, had come to be

appropriated to the Avenger only. Indeed it might almost be

thought that both Aeschylus and Euripides had an inkling of the

derivation and earlier meaning of the substantive
;

for while

idiom debarred them from using aXdarcop in the large sense of

any revenanty they certainly used the corresponding verb in

contexts which suggest that those who thus 'wander' were not

imagined by them as vague impalpable ghosts, but possessed for

them rather the real substance and physical traits of a revenant.

Thus in the Eumenides, though Clytemnestra could not be per-

mitted to play the part of a revenant and appears only as a ghost,

yet the more gross and popular conception of her is clearly

present to the poet's mind. Though a ghost, she points to the

wounds which her son's hands inflicted^; though a ghost, she is

made to exhort the Erinyes to vengeance
' on behalf of her very

soul' (t?79 6/^7)? irepi ^^yxv^Y- Strange gestures and strange

language indeed, if the so-called ghost had been conceived as a

mere disembodied soul ! But the popular conception of the

revenant penetrated even here. And was it not the same con-

ception which suggested the phrase alaxp^^ dXcofxai, 'I wander

in dishonour^'? In the popular belief, as we know, the murderer

was bound to wander after death, suffering as he had wrought ;

and it is as a murderess"* that Clytemnestra avows herself con-

demned to shameful wanderings.
' To wander,' dXdcrdai, sums up

the suffering which the murderer, like his victim, must incur

after death. It is likely then that the name dXdorrcop too was

originally applied to any
' wanderer

'—whether murderer or

murdered—before it acquired the connotation of vindictiveness

and so became appropriated to the latter only.

Again Euripides uses the same verb of one whose body has

1 Aesch. Eurn. 103. '^ Aesch. Eiim. 114. ^ Aesch. Eiim. 98.
^ This is distinctly stated in the passage, though of course her own violent

death might equally well have been given as a cause of '

wandering.'
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not received burial. This time there is no connexion with blood-

guilt at all, but the lines are simply the plaint of captive wife for

husband slain in battle :

' oh beloved, oh husband mine, dead art

thou and wanderest unburied, unwatered with tears'—av fiev

(pOifievoi; d\aiV6c<;, aOairro^, dvvSpof;^. 'To wander unburied'—
could there be a simpler description of a revenant ? Does not the

whole miser}^ of the unburied dead consist in this—that they
must wander ? It is almost inconceivable then that the name

Alastor, 'wanderer,' should have been originally applied only to a

single class, of the wandering dead—to those whose wanderings
were directed towards vengeance, and not also to those whose

wanderings were more aimless, more pitiable, whose whole exis-

tence might have been summed up in that one word '

wandering.'

At some time then between the age of Homer and that of

Aeschylus Alastor, I hold, meant simply revenant.

How then shall we explain that caprice of language which,

according to this Tragic usage, permitted all the unhappy dead

to be said
'

to wander
'

(aXaaOac, oXalvetv), but apparently for-

bade them to be collectively named ' wanderers
'

{aXdarope^) ?

How did Alastor acquire its sense of 'Avenger' and become

restricted to one class of revenant only ?

It might be sufficient answer to point out that those revenants

who were bent on avenging their own wrongs are likely always to

have occupied a prominent place in popular superstition simply

because they inspired most terror in the popular mind
;

other

revenants were harmless, and, as harmless, liable to be little re-

garded and seldom named
;
and the most conspicuous class might

thus have appropriated to itself the name which properly belonged

to all. But there is another influence which, if it did not cause,

may at least have facilitated and quickened the change
—the

influence of the word aXaaro^,
'

unforgotten,' which, as I have

noted above, was commonly and naturally, in an age when etymo-

logy was not science but guess-work, connected with dXdcrrcop.

Etymologically the two words have nothing in common
;
but that

is no obstacle to the supposition that, in their usage, their casual

but close similarity of form rendered the meaning of the one

susceptible to the influence of the other. Nay more, the fact

that the two words, it matters not how erroneously, were actually

1 Eur. Tro. 1023.
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in early times referred to a common origin^ warrants the sug-

gestion that such influence had been exercised. Now aXaaro^

always remained in meaning true to its derivation. Itself em-

ployed in the passive sense,
'

unforgotten,' it seems to have made

over the active meaning,
'

unforgetting,'
'

vindictive
'

(which, on

the analogy of d7rpafCT0<; and a score of similar forms, it should

naturally have possessed), to the apparently kindred word dXdarcop.

This adventitious meaning accorded well with the popular con-

ception of the most conspicuous class of
' wanderers

'

from the

grave
—those whose wanderings had a vindictive aim

;
and thus,

by the help of the accidental resemblance of two words, it seems to

have come to pass that the term Alastores ceased to be applicable

to all kinds of revenants and denoted only the 'Avengers.' At this

point it became in fact synonymous with Miastores, and, like that

word, enlarged its scope so as to denote not only the prime

Avenger, the revenant himself, but also any divine or human

agents employed by him as subsidiary Avengers.
So much then for the first meaning which the lexicons

attach to the words A lastor and Miastor
;

the second inter-

pretation of them, in relation to a blood-guilty man, may be more

briefly treated. Alastor in this passive sense is alleged to mean

a man who suffers from the vengeance of one who is an Alastor

in the active sense
;
and Miastor to mean a man who is himself

polluted and therefore pollutes those with whom he associates.

As regards Alastor, this explanation stands already condemned

by the fact that it pre-supposes the derivation from XavOdvo/juat,

and even then it does fresh and incredible violence to language ;

a sane philologist may commit the error of deriving dXdarcop
from Xav9dvo/jLaL and making it mean ' one who does not forget

'

;

but only the maddest could dream of interpreting it as
' one who

does deeds which others do not forget.' But, if in spite of this

we trouble to turn up the references which the lexicons give under

this heading, it is obvious at once that there is no more support
for such a meaning in idiomatic usage than in etymological origin.

Three references are cited. The first is to that passage of the

Eumenides in which Orestes declares himself dXdcnopa, ov irpocr-

rpoiraiov"-, a phrase which means, as I have already shown,
' an

1 Cf. Plutarch, de defect, orac, cap. 15 (p. 418)
- Aesch. Eum. 236, cf. above, j). 466.
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avenger, not a murderer.' This then should be classified as an

example of the active, not of the hypothetical passive, meaning of

Alastor. Of the other two passages, one is from the Ajacc of

Sophocles, where the hero in his anger and despair speaks of the

guileful enemies who robbed him of his prize as Alastores'^, and

the other a passage from Demosthenes in which he criticizes

Aeschines for applying the word as an opprobrious name to Philip

of Macedonl But in what possible sense could either Ajax'

enemies or Philip of Macedon be described as
'

suffering from

Avengers' ? On the contrary, at the times when the word Alastor

was applied to them, their success should surely have suggested
that they were favoured by heaven, and their opponents rather

were the sufferers. What then was the meaning of the word thus

opprobriously employed ? A meaning, I answer, very little re-

moved from that of
'

Avenger
'

and arising out of it. For how

was the Avenger
—be he the revenant himself or a demon acting

on his behalf—constantly pictured ? Was it not as a fiend tor-

menting with every torment the object of his wrath, plaguing

him, maddening him, sucking his very blood ? Little wonder then

if the justice of that vengeance was sometimes obscured in men's

minds by their horror of it, and if the word Alastoi^ suggested to

them a fiend, a merciless tormentor. In that sense Ajax might
well apply the name to his enemies, and Aeschines to Philip.

Nor are other instances of it lacking. Demosthenes himself, for

all his criticism of Aeschines' vulgarity in calling Philip ^dp/Sapov

T€ Kal dXaaropa, 'a foreign devil,' used the same word of Aeschines

and his friends^; again, in Sophocles, the lion of Nemea for the

loss and havoc that he inflicted is unique among beasts that perish

in having merited the same sorry title—/SovfcoXcov dXdarcop, the

'herdsmen's Tormentor^'; and indeed, apart from living men and

animals, there are many instances in Tragedy^ in which the word

Alastor, applied to some supernatural foe, revenant or demon, may
be more appropriately rendered by

•'

fiend
'

or
' tormentor

'

than by
'

avenger.'

And the same thing is true, I hold, of the word Miastor. The

theory of the lexicons, namely, that the word denotes a polluted

1
Soph. Ajax, 373. 2 Pemosth. de Falsa Legat., p. 438, 28.

3 Demosth. de Corona, § 296, p. 324. ^
Soph. Track. 1092.

5
e.g. Eur. Iph. in Aul. 878; Plioen. 1550; EL 979 ;

Or. 1668.
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and blood-guilty man because such an one is inevitably a 'polluter'

of others, is certainly not intrinsically bad
;
for it recognises the

primary meaning of the word,
'

polluter,' and bases the secondary

meaniug
'

polluted
'

upon a right understanding of the old belief

that pollution was contagious. But at the same time it gives

some occasion to wonder why the word should have been diverted

from its most natural meaning in order to denote that which the

cognate word yiiapo<^ already expressed more simply. Moreover,

when examination is made of those passages which are claimed as

examples of such an usage, the theory becomes wholly unnecessary.

The two most specious examples are two passages from Aeschylus^

and Euripides'-, in both of which the persons called Miastores are

Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. Now the authors of Agamemnon's
death were certainly polluted, and might with justice have been

called fitapol
—that is admitted. But because they might have

been called fjnapoi and actually are called fjuidaropes, it does not

follow that, though the words have the same root, they also bear

the same meaning. Obviously the word '

fiends,' if fjnaarope^;

ever has that sense, would be an equally apt description of the

murderous pair. The choice therefore between these two render-

ings here must be guided by more certain examples of usage
elsewhere.

Two may be selected as eminently clear. In one Orestes calls

Helen rrjv 'EXXaSo? fjudaropa^, where the word cannot mean a

'polluted wretch,' for the construction postulates an active meaning
in Miastor

;
nor yet can the phrase be intelligibly rendered ' the

polluter of Greece,' for there was no pollution involved in the

warfare which Helen had caused
; clearly Orestes means '

the

tormentor of Greece,' the fiend who had proved the bane of

ships and men and cities. In the other passage Peleus applies

the word to Menelaus :

'

I look upon thee,' he says,
'

as on

the murderer—the fiend-like destroyer {padaTop 009 tlvo)
—of

Achilles'*.' Here again Miastor^ clearly bears an active sense, and

at the same time cannot be rendered '

polluter.' Menelaus had

brought upon Achilles not pollution but death, and the word

Miastor explains the word 'murderer' (avdivrrjv) which precedes
it—explains that the murder laid to Menelaus' charge was not

1
Choeph. 928. 2

Electra, 677. » gur. Or. 1584.
•» Eur. Andr. 614.
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the open violence of a stronger foe, but resembled the death-

dealing of some lurking fiend. In these two passages then the

interpretation of Miastor in the sense of
'

fiend/
'

tormentor,'
'

destroyer/ is necessary and proven ; and, this being known,

common reason bids us read more ambiguous scriptures in the

light thus obtained. There is therefore no call to suppose that

/xiaarcop ever meant 'polluted'; from the active meaning 'Avenger
'

it developed, like Alastor, the broader sense of 'Tormentor' or
' Fiendish Destroyer

'

;
and these meanings completely satisfy the

conditions of Tragic and other usage of the words.

There remains the word irpoarpoiraio^, to which the lexicons,

I admit, rightly ascribe a twofold meaning. It is clearly used

both of the Avenger of blood and also of the blood-guilty person

who is seeking purification. But as regards both the means by
which the first signification was obtained, and the primary applica-

tion of the word in that signification, I join issue. The second

meaning is more satisfactorily explained, and my criticism of it

Avill not go beyond an alternative suggestion.

The lexicons elucidate the first meaning as follows: he to

whom one turns, especially with supplications, 6e6^ or Sal/jucov

irpoaTpoiraLo^; the god to whom the murdered^ pei^son turns for

vengeance, hence an avenger, like aXao-Tco/o...hence also of the

manes of murdered persons, visiting with vengeance, implacable.

The objections to this explanation are obvious. It may well

be questioned whether irpoarpoTraiO'; is at all likely to have had

any passive meaning—as it were a person who '

is turned to
'—

when the verb irpoarpeTra) itself was, so far as I can ascertain,

never so used
;
and further, if a god had really been called irpoa-

rpoiraio^ because the murdered man turned for vengeance to him,

the extension of the term to the manes of murdered persons must

imply a conception of the murdered man turning for vengeance

towards—himself. This is not a little cumbrous
;
and for my part

I deny the existence of any passive sense of irpoaTpoTraLo^.

I do however find two senses of the word, the one active,

corresponding to the transitive use of the verb irpoarpiireiv or

irpoaTpeTTeadai (for the middle as well as the active voice might

be used transitively, as will shortly appear), the other middle,

corresponding to the ordinary usage of the middle TrpoarpeTreaOaL.

Thus the active meaning of TrpoarpoTraLo^ will be turning some-
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thing toiuards or against someone
;
the middle meaning, turning

oneself towards someone.

The active usage is best illustrated by a passage of Aeschines,

in which he accuses Demosthenes of wilful perjury in calumniating

him, and then appeals to the jury in these words—idcrere ovv rov

TOLOVTOV avrov Trpoarpoiraiov (/jbr) yap Srj T77? TToXeo)?) ev v/jlIv

di'aaTp6(f)6a6aL^ ; 'Will you then allow this peijurer, who has

turned upon his own head (for I pray that it be not on the city)

the anger of the gods in whose name he swore, to continue in

your midst ?
'

Here the very brevity of the Greek, which I

am compelled to expand in translation, proves that Aeschines'

audience were perfectly familiar with an active meaning of irpoa-

TpoTTauo^ with an evil connotation, 'turning some misfortune or

punishment or vengeance upon someone.'

The middle sense of TrpocrT/JoTrato? is equally clearly exhibited

by Aeschylus, who in telling the story of Thyestes says that after

his banishment by his brother Atreus he came again 7rpoaTp67raLo<;

ec7Tta9", 'turning himself (as a suppliant) towards the hearth' of

his father's home, so that his own life at least was spared out of

respect for the place.

Thus the two meanings of the word are established, and it

remains only to show how they were specially used in connexion

with blood -guilt.

In the active sense irpocnpoTraiO'^ was primarily applied, I

hold, like Miastor and Alastor, to the murdered man himself,

who ' turned
'

his wrath '

against
'

the murderer, or, if it so

happened, against the next of kin who had failed in his duty of

bringing the murderer to justice. It is precisely thus that Plato

uses the verb TrpoarpeireaOat in recording the old tradition in

which he apparently reposed so much faith as to base his own

laws upon it.
'

If the nearest of kin,' so runs the passage,
' do

not seek vengeance for the deed, it is held that the pollution

devolves upon him, and that the sufferer (i.e. the dead man)
turns upon him the suffering (i.e. that which the homicide him-

self should have incurred), and anyone who will may bring a suit

against him, etc.-^' The words which I have italicised are in the

1
Aeschines, Be falsa legatione, § 168 (p. 49). Cf. § 162 (p. 48).

-
Aeschylus, Agam. 1587.

3
Plato, Leges, ix. p. 866 b, cf. above, p. 445.
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Greek rod iraOovrof; Trpoarperrofjbevov rr^v irdOrjv, where the middle

presumably was preferred to the active because the sufferings

which the dead man inflicts are, as we already know and as the

language of the particular phrase itself suggests, exactly those

which he himself suffers. This usage of the verb, though it is

distinctly rare and probably a technicality of religion or law, is

so perfectly clear in this one example^, that there should be no

hesitation about understanding the cognate word TrpoarpoTrato^

in the same sense. And indeed one lexicographer, Photius, shows

that he did so understand it
;
for he tells us that Zeus was some-

times invoked under this title, as turning against murderers the

pollution (including perhaps the punishments) of their crime :

ZeL'9 . . = Trpoarpoiraio's, 6 irpoarpeirwv to dyo<^ auVot? (sc. tol<;

iraXajjivaioLsiy
—such are his actual words, and this time of course

the verb is rightly in the active, for Zeus is in no way personally

concerned but acts only in the interests of the dead man. Clearly

then it was in virtue of this active meaning that TrpoaTpoiraLO'^

came to be practically a synonym of Miastor and Alastor in the

sense of an Avenger of blood.

Once more then we return to the same question which has

been propounded and answered with regard to those two other

names—to whom was the terra TrpoarpoTraiOf; primarily applied ?

I find the application of it more restricted than that of the

other two words. It was used of the dead man himself, and it

was used of demons avenging his cause; but it was never used^ of

the next of kin in the character of avenger
—and that for the very

good reason that when the word was applied to a living man it

1 So far as I can discover, it is a solitary example of the use in Classical Greek
;

but I very strongly suspect that in Antiphon, p. 127 (init.), irpoarpexpofxaL should

be read instead of irpoarpixl/ofMai. A man accused of murder is saying, aSkws /neu

yap diro'Kvdels, dcd to jxt] opdws bidaxdwaL vp.ds dwocpvyojv, tov firi didd^avros Kal ovx

vixlrepov tov irpocTTpbiratov tov dirodavovTOS KaTacTTTjao}' firj opdQs de KaTaKrjcpdels v<p

vfiQiv, vplv Kal ov TQVTi^ TO fxrjVLfjLa tCov dXLTrjpiivv 7rpoaTpi\po/xaL. The sense is, 'If I

were really guilty of this murder and yet owing to the feeble case presented by the

prosecutor I were acquitted by you, my escape would bring the Avenger of the dead

man upon the prosecutor and not on you ; whereas, if you condemn me wrongly when
I am innocent, it will be on you and not on him that I, after death, shall turn the

wrath of the Avengers.' Clearly TrpoaTpexpofxai is required to answer TrpoaTpoirawp,

and it could have no more natural object than to /x-qvL/xa, the special word denoting
the wrath which follows on bloodguilt.

2
Photius, s.v. TraXap.va'ios.

'^ I venture upon this emphatic negation, not so much because I have found no
such usage in my reading of Greek literature, as because the line of the Eumenides
in which Orestes calls himself dXdaTopa, ov TrpoaTpoiraiov, would be hopelessly

ambiguous if such an usage had been possible.

T. 31
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bore an entirely different meaning, which has yet to be discussed,

the meaning of 'blood-guilty.'

A few examples of each usage must be given. Both Antiphon

and Aeschylus apply the word to murdered men
; Antiphon, in a

speech in which the kinsman, who has, as in duty bound, under-

taken the prosecution of the murderer, claims that, if the jury

wrongfully acquit, the dead man will not become irpoo-TpoTraLo^;,

an Avenger, against his kinsmen who have done their best in his

service, but will visit his anger on the jury for condoning aud

thereby sharing the blood-guilt^; Aeschylus, in that list of penalties

which has been discussed, when he depicts the ' madness and vain

terror,' which will befall Orestes if he fail in his task, as an arrow

that flieth in darkness sped by powers of hell 'at the behest of

fallen kindred that turn their vengeance upon him
'

(e'/c irpoarpo-

iraiwv iv yevet TreTrrcoKorcov^). But equally clearly in other passages

the Avenger indicated is not the murdered man, but some divine

being. Antiphon again is an authority for this usage. Twice, in

a context similar to that which has just been noticed, he speaks
not of the murdered mau himself becoming an Avenger, but of

certain divine powers
—whom he also calls aXiTTJpwL, the powers

that deal with sin—acting as Avengers {irpoarpoiraiOL) of the

dead^. And similarly in later time Pausanias also speaks of
' the

pollution (filaafjua) incurred by Pelops and of the Avenger (rrrpoa-

rp67raLo<;) of Myrtilus^.'

Since then there is no question but that the word Trpoarpo-

7raio<^ was actually applied both to dead men and to gods, to

which of the two did it refer primarily ? We already know the

answer. The dead man himself, as a revenant, was the prime and

proper Avenger of his own wrongs; demons of vengeance acted only
in his name, as his subordinates and agents. To him therefore

the name primarily belonged. And even if we had not already
learnt this from other sources, the passage of Aeschylus, to which

I have just referred, might well guide us to the same conclusion.

The arrow that llieth in darkness is sped indeed, he says, 'by

powers of hell
'

{rwv iveprepcov)
—the demonic agents of the

dead—but 'at the behest of fallen kindred.' The activity both

of the principal and of the agent is recognised in the same

1
Antiphon, 119. 6. 2 Aesch. Choeph. 287.

•^

Antiphon, 125. 32 and 126. 39. ^ Pausan. 11. 18. 2.
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passage, and either might have been called TrpoaTpoTraio^i : but,
because the activity of both was plainly asserted, Aeschylus
reserved the name for the one to whom it primarily belonged,
the murdered man, who turns his wrath, who turns indeed
those powers of hell who execute his wrath, against his

enemies.

There now remains for consideration only the second meaning
of irpoarpoTTaio^ ;

how could a word, which in reference to dead
men or to deities meant 'an Avenger of blood,' bear, in relation to

living men, the sense of 'blood-guilty '? Very likely the dictionaries

are right in accepting the explanation of this use which Hesychius^
and others give. We have seen one case" in which the word clearly
has a middle sense

'

turning oneself towards
'

a place or a person
in supplication ;

and there is no difficulty in supposing that the

word was used technically in the same sense of a blood-guilty man
who turned to some god or to some sanctuary in quest of purifica-
tion. This, I say, is very probably the right explanation. But
I may perhaps offer an alternative explanation which I do not

count preferable but merely possible. The active meaning of

irpoorpoiraLo^, 'turning something upon someone,' might con-

ceivably have produced this sense of 'blood-guilty' as well as

the other sense ' an Avenger of blood.' As the dead man was

held to turn something, namely his wrath, against his enemy, so

might the murderer have been pictured as trying to turn some-

thing, namely the pollution which he had incurred, upon some

object and so to cleanse himself therefrom. Now the chief feature

in t lie Delphic ceremony of purification was the slaying of a

sucking-pig^ This may of course have been merely a propitiatory

sacrifice; but it is possible also that the animal was really a

surrogate victim for the murderer himself, that by laying his

polluted hand on its head he transferred the religious uncleanness

from himself to it, and that, by the subsequent slaughter of the

now blood-guilty animal, he vicariously satisfied the old law that

blood could only be washed out by blood. This is only a con-

jecture, and I leave others to judge of its probability; but, if the

ceremony had followed the lines which I have suggested, it is

easily intelligible that, in the technical language of religion, the

1
Hesychius, s.v. TrpoaTpoiracos.

^ Aesch. Again. 1587 ;
see above, p. 480.

3 cf. Aesch. Eum. 283 and 450.

31—2
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murderer who sought to turn his own pollution upon the victim

might have been called nTpoaTpoTTaio'^.

Thus then the problem of the ancient nomenclature of reve-

nants is solved, and the results are briefly these : all revenants

were originally called dXaarope^;,
' Wanderers

'

;
but subsequently

that name was restricted only to the vengeful class of revenants,

to which the names fxtaarope^ and TrpoarpoTracoi had always

belonged; and for the more harmless and purely pitiable revenants

no name remained, but men said of such an one simply,
' He

wanders.'



CHAPTEE Y.

CREMATION AND INHUMATION.

The discussion of those abnormal cases of after-death exist-

ence, to which the last chapter has been devoted, has disclosed

to us the fact that in all ages of Greece the condition most to be

dreaded by the dead has been incorruptibility and the boon most

to be desired a sure and quick dissolution
;
and that of the two

methods by which the living might promote the disintegration

of the dead, cremation and inhumation, the former alone has

been accounted infallible. What benefit in the future existence

was in old time thought to accrue to those whose bodies had been

duly dissolved, and to be withheld from revenants, is a question

which may conveniently be adjourned for a while. First we

must verify the results obtained from the study of the abnormal

by consideration of the normal
;
we must see whether ordinary

funeral usage has had for its sole object the dissolution of the

dead in the interests of the dead; and what, if any, distinction

has been made between inhumation and cremation as a means of

securing that object.

Now diverse methods of disposing of the dead, especially

among a primitive folk, would naturally suggest diverse religious

purposes to be served thereby, diverse conceptions of the future

estate of the dead, or of their future abode, or of their future

relations with the living ;
and for my part I do not doubt that, if

our eyes could pierce the darkness of a long distant past which

neither history nor even archaeology has illumined, we should

see that the peoples who first used cremation and inhumation

side by side in Greece were in so doing animated by diverse

religious sentiments. But I hold also that in no period of which

we have any cognisance have the Greeks regarded inhumation
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and cremation as means to different religious ends
;
but that,

whichever funeral-method has been employed, one and the same

immediate object has always been kept in view, the dissolution of

the dead body, and one and the same motive (save in the quite

exceptional circumstances where a scare of vrykolakes has tem-

porarily arisen) has always prompted the mourners thereto, the

motive of benefiting the dead.

But, while the object in view was single and constant, there

would have been no inconsistency in making a certain distinction

between the two methods available. On the contrary, if the sole

object was the disintegration of the dead body, the surer and

quicker means of attaining it should logically have been preferred.

Cremation therefore might legitimately have been reckoned a

superior rite to inhumation
;

for it cannot but have been recog-

nised that the disintegration of the body is more rapidly and

unfailingly effected by the action of fire than by the action of

the soil.

It is true indeed that the solvent action of the earth upon
the buried body

—even with all due allowance for the absence of

any coffin in many cases—is popularly regarded as far more rapid

than it can actually be. The period usually reckoned by the

common-folk as the limit of time requisite for complete dissolution

is forty days. This is stated clearly enough in a few lines of a

song of lamentation heard in Zacynthos :

Koi fX€(r ^aro (rapavrorjfiepo apfxovs dpp,ovs x^P'^C^'^^f

7r€cf)T0vv€ TO. ^avQo. fxaWia, ^yalvovv to. [xavpa fxdria,

Koi x^pia Trdet to KOppu kol x'^P'-^ "^^ Ke(f)a\i^.

'And within the forty days, they (the dead) are severed joint from joint,

their bright hair falls away, their dark eyes fall out, and asunder go trunk

and head.'

The Zacynthian muse is horribly explicit ;
its utterances need

no interpreter; itself rather gives the true interpretation of

certain customs which are wide-spread in modern Greece and

appear to date from pre-Christian days.

The fortieth day after death is almost universally observed in

Greece as one on which the relations of the deceased should

provide a memorial feast. There are indeed other fixed days for

the like commemoration and 'forgiveness
2' of the dead, but these

1 Bern. Schmidt, Lieder, Mdrchen, Sagen etc., Folk-song no. 33.
2 Cf. above, p. 389.
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all fall at periods of three, or a multiple of three, days, weeks,

months, or years, from the date of death. These, I think, have

been selected in deference to the mysterious virtue of the number
three \ and not improbably multiplied by the importunities of a

penurious priesthood, to whom some half-dozen hearty meals in

the course of the year do not appear an inappropriate remuneration

for their services at death-bed and burial. But the fortieth day
was originally devoted to this purpose, it may reasonably be

supposed, because it was the last opportunity of setting before

the dead man's neighbours and acquaintances savoury meat such

as their soul loved, that they might eat thereof and '

loose
'

the

dead man from any curse wherewith in his lifetime they had

bound him
;

if dissolution was not to be retarded, the fortieth day
was in popular reckoning the last opportunity for absolution.

From this it should follow that any memorial feasts held later^

than the fortieth day are of purely ecclesiastical contrivance
;
and

the correctness of this inference is attested by a curious local

usage which clearly distinguishes the popular and the ecclesiastical

feasts. At Sinasos in Asia Minor two classes of commemorations

are recognised. The one is called KaviaKia,
*

little baskets,' from

the method in which food is distributed to the poor ;
this is held

on the fortieth day. The other has usurped the name fjuvrj/jLoavfa,

which commonly belongs to all memorial-feasts, and is held on the

three anniversaries of the death (for, after the third, exhumation

generally takes place, and no further memorial-feasts are needed)

and consists in the presentation of an ornamental dish of boiled

wheat (KoXXv^a) at the church and the reading of a service^.

In other words, the fortieth day is the popular festival, and the

observances of later dates are ecclesiastical. Clearly the reason for

this distinction must lie in the fact that the common-folk believe,

as the song from Zacynthos shows, that dissolution is normally

complete by the fortieth day, while the Church has prudently

fixed the date, after which exhumation is permissible, at the end

of the third year. Presumably then a period of forty days was the

old pagan period, for which the Church has tried, with partial

success, to substitute three years.

^ See above, p. 307, note 1, and p. 313.
2 The feasts at earlier dates, as on the third and ninth days, will be shown later

to be popular in origin. See below, pp. 530 ff.

^ 'I. S. 'Apx^^ctos, 7] "Zivaads, p. 82.
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Several other small pieces of evidence point to the wide

distribution of this popular notion. In Sinasos^, once more, and

also in Patmos^ the fees paid to the priests for memorial services

derive their name from the word 'forty' (o-apavra), as if the

fortieth day were the limit
;
after that date, apparently, though my

authorities are not explicit on the point, the priests have for their

remuneration only the dish of boiled wheat or other presents in

kind. In Crete, if a dead man is suspected of turning vrykolakas
soon after his death, the people are anxious to deal with him

before he enters upon his second period of forty days^; for then

all hope of natural dissolution is past, and he becomes as it were

a confirmed vampire. In Scyros, the old custom of burning such

corpses as were found on exhumation at the end of three years (or,

in case of a panic, earlier) to be still whole, and were therefore

suspected of vampire-like proclivities, has been replaced by the

milder expedient of carrying the body round to forty churches in

turn and then re-interring it, in the hope, as it seems, that each

of the forty saints, whose sanctuaries have been honoured with a

visit and a certain consumption of candles, will in return take a

proportionate share in 'loosing' the suppliant dead—or, it may
be, in the more mathematical expectation that the work effected

in cases of ordinary burial by one funeral-service in forty days,

will be achieved by forty funeral-services in one day. Whichever

be the calculation on which the practice has been based, the

number of churches to be visited is clearly governed by the

number of days requisite, in popular belief, for ordinary
dissolution.

But with all this reputed rapidity of the earth in 'loosing' the

dead bodies committed to her care, the action of fire is incontro-

vertibly more rapid. In hours, not in days, may be counted the

period of disintegration on the pyre. And as it is quicker, so also

is it far surer. No body that has been burned can wander as a

revenant over the earth, while for the buried there is no perfect

assurance of dissolution. Some curse, some crime, the violence

of their death, or the deficiency of their funeral rites, each and

all of these may keep their bodies ' bound
'

and indissoluble.

^
Op. cit. p. 81. The form here is aapavrapiKia.

2 AeXriov rijs iarop. /cat idvoX. eraip. tt^s 'EXXddos, ill. p. 337. The form is

aapavTapia.
^ See above, p. 373.
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Creniation then is indisputably in theory the preferable means

of securing to the dead that boon which they most desire
;
and I

hold that in the practice of the Greek people there are signs that

this preference was felt.

There are then two propositions to be established by reference

to the actual funeral methods of Ancient and Modern Greece
;

first, that from the earliest ages of which we have cognisance

cremation and inhumation have been identical in their religious

purpose ; second, that a preference for cremation, considered as a

means to the single religious end, has been manifested.

The first thing needful in this twofold investigation is to

understand the terms, which are to be used, in the sense in

which the Greek understood them. Cremation means to us the

consumption of the corpse by fire
;
inhumation the laying of the

corpse out of sight in the earth
;
and unless one or other of those

acts had been really performed, we should not consider that a funeral

had taken place. But the Greeksjudged rather by the intention than

by the act. In certain cases, in which the actual digging of a grave

was impossible, ancient usage prescribed a ceremonial substitute.

The sprinkling of a handful of dust over a dead body was held to

constitute burial. Such was all the funeral that Antigone could

give to Polynices^; such the minimum of burial enjoined by Attic

Law on any who chanced upon a dead body lying unburied^; such,

according to Aelian, 'the fulfilment of some mysterious law of

piety imposed by Nature
'

not only upon man but even on some

of the brute creation, in such sort that the elephant, if he find one

of his own kind dead, gathers up some earth in his trunk and

sprinkles it over the prostrate carcase ^ 'The fulfilment of some

mysterious law^ of piety
'—Aelian's phrase accurately summarises

the Greek view of burial. To us it is a necessary and decent

method of disposing of the dead. To the Greeks it was something

more—a provision for their dimly discerned welfare; and the

intention of the living mattered so much more than the perform-

ance, that, in cases where real burial could not be given, a mere

ceremony suggestive of burial was considered competent to ensure

the same end.

1
Soph. Antig. 256. Cf. Jebb's note ad loc, from which I take the further

references.
2
Aelian, Var. Hist. v. 14.

^
Aelian, Hist. Ani?n. v. 49.
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Again in the case of a man drowned at sea or having met his

death in any way which precluded the possibility of his body being

brought home for burial, a means has always been found for ful-

filling
' the mysterious law of piety.' Still, as in old time, the

cenotaph serves the same end as the real sepulchre. A lay-figure,

dressed if possible in some clothes of the dead man, receives on

his behalf the full rite of burial^; and if enquiry be made, to what

purpose this empty ceremony, the answer .is not slow in coming,

^id vd Xvwdfj 6 ireOaixevo^,
*

to the end that the dead man may be

dissolved
'

;
nor can I doubt that the same formal rite in old time

served the same end.

And let no practical-minded critic here interpose the objection

that a dead body lying unburied, exposed to sun and rain, must

decompose at least as rapidly as one that has been buried
;
I have

myself tried the effect of that criticism on the Greek peasants

with instructive results. Once my suggestion was promptly met

with a flat and honest denial—the most simple and final of

answers, for, be it remembered, it is with the honest beliefs of the

peasant, and not with physical facts, that we are dealing. Another

time there was a pause, and then came the deliberate answer,

/SpcofMaet TO Kop/jbl, Bev Xvcoverac, 'the corpse becomes putrid, but

is not "
loosed ".' There was a distinction in the peasant's mind

between natural decomposition and the dissolution effected by a

religious rite. But more often it has been pointed out to me
that my apparently reasonable suggestion was really unpractical ;

a dead body left unburied would never suffer natural decay, but

would be a prey to the beasts of the field and the fowls of the

air
;
the vultures circling yonder overhead convicted me of un-

reason. And the answer could not but recall the threats of

Achilles against Hector, or the fears of Antigone for Polynices,

that dogs and carrion-birds should feast upon the corpse. So

then it is perhaps a logical as well as an honest belief which the

Greeks have always held, that dissolution of the body is afforded

by one of two rites and by no third means.

Now one of these rites, inhumation, might on occasion be

reduced to a mere ceremonial observance, the scattering of a

handful of dust over the body, or the interment of an effigy in its

^ Cf. Fauriel, Chants de la Grece Moderne, Discours Preliminaire, p. 40;
Mixtt''?^ 2. TprjyopS-rrovXos, ij vija-os ^^fJt-r), V- ^^-
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stead. Was the other rite, cremation, ever so reduced? Could

the roar and crackle of the blazing pyre be ceremonially replaced

by a small flame lighted in proximity to the dead body ? Did the

kindling of a fire, however incapable of consuming the dead body,

constitute cremation in the same sense that a handful of earth,

incapable of concealing the dead body, constituted interment ?

Prima facie there is nothing wild in the supposition ;
it is con-

sistent with the Greek conception of the funeral-rite, which

looked rather to the intention than to the act
;
the proven fact of

ceremonial inhumation guarantees the likelihood of ceremonial

cremation. I take it therefore as a working hypothesis, and base

its subsequent claim to be accepted as a fact on its ability to

explain consistently a long series of phenomena in Greek funeral

usage.

My first proposition, that from the earliest ages of which we

have cognisance cremation and inhumation have served the same

religious end, would have had an initial obstacle to surmount but

for Professor Ridgeway's work on the ethnology of early Greece.

Diverse methods of disposing of the dead would at first sight, as

I have said, suggest diverse conceptions of after-death existence.

But Professor Ridgeway has shown conclusively, to my mind, that

inhumation was the rite of the autochthonous Pelasgian people of

Greece, and that cremation was introduced by the Achaean immi-

grants\ Now it is improbable of course that these two peoples,

when they first came into contact, held similar views concerning

the hereafter. But the entry of the Achaean element was,

according to all evidence, a long process of infiltration rather than

a sudden invasion. The beginnings of it are conjecturally placed

well back in the third millennium before Christ I There was

ample time therefore, even before the later Mycenaean or the

Homeric age, for differences of religious sentiment as between

the two races to dwindle or to vanish, while the two rites of

cremation and inhumation, with the inveteracy of all custom, still

survived.

Thus there is no initial objection to the view that in any

period known to us those who used cremation and those who

used inhumation were animated by the same religious ideas
;
and

at the same time I am relieved of the necessity of combating both

1
Early Age of Greece, Vol. i. cap. 7.

^
Bury, History of Greece, p. 41.
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the old theory that cremation was adopted by the Greeks as a

convenient substitute for inhumation during some period of

migration or nomadic life, and Rohde's more recent theory^ that

fear of the spirits of the dead, which were believed to hover about

graves where their bodies lay buried, led men to adopt cremation

as a means of annihilating the body and thereby ridding them-

selves of the unwelcome spirit. Both those theories fail, apart
from certain intrinsic defects, because they are attempts to

explain a thing which never took place
—a supposed substitution

of cremation for inhumation between the Mycenaean and the

Homeric ages. Professor Ridgeway has shown that the Mycenaean
rite was that of the Pelasgians ;

the Homeric rite that of the

Achaeans. It is an accident only that our earliest information

respecting the two rites happens to be drawn from different

periods of time
;
the real distinction between the two was a racial

distinction
;
from the age when the Achaeans first entered Greece

down to the Christian era cremation and inhumation were both

continuously practised.

The positive evidence for my view that these two rites were

mere racial survivals, which had already, in the earliest ages
known to us, ceased to differ in religious import, is to be found

not only in the fact that in historical times, or even earlier, the

two rites were used side by side by the people of a single city

in the same cemetery, but in an early tendency to fuse the two

rites into one and to give to the same body the double treat-

ment of cremation and inhumation combined
;

for clearly the

only condition under which two such rites could be amalgamated
must have been that there had ceased to be any conflict of

religious significance between them.

How early this fusion began it is difficult to determine
;
but it

is at least worth while to note a point which is apt to be overlooked,

that the Homeric funeral-rite comprised inhumation. Cremation

certainly was the main part of the rite, the actual means by which

the corpse was disintegrated ;
but the funeral was not complete

until the ashes had been collected and inhumed-. This is an act of

ceremonial inhumation just as much as the burial of an effigy

dressed in a dead man's clothes.

1
Kohde, Psyche, cap. i.

2 Horn. 11. VI. 417 ff., XXIII. 252 fif., xxiv. 791 £f.; Od. xi. 72 ff. and xii. 11 fif.
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Moreover it is possible that the Mycenaean funeral-rite some-

times comprised an act of ceremonial cremation. To review here

the archaeological evidence for some use of fire in Mycenaean

graves is unnecessary ;
it will suffice to quote from the summary

given by Rohde^ as the basis of his theory
—to which I by no

means assent—that a vigorous
'

soul-cult,' involving propitiatory

offerings to the dead, was a religious feature of that age.
' Traces

of smoke, remnants of ash and charcoal, point to the fact that the

dead bodies were laid on the spot where were burnt those offerings

to the dead which had previously been made in the tomb....On
the ground, or sometimes on a specially prepared bed of flints, the

offerings were burnt, and then, when the fire had gone out, the

bodies were laid on top and covered over with sand, lime, and

stones.'

Now the fact that in Mycenaean graves gifts were actually

consumed by fire while the corpse was left to the process of

natural decay is indisputable; but, if the fire employed had no

further purpose, the practice of the Mycenaean age would be

unique. The custom of all later ages was to treat the corpse and

the gifts alike, to burn both or to bury both. This is implied in

ancient literature ^ and confirmed by modern excavations
;

for

funeral-urns seldom contain any remnants of gifts ;
which means

that the gifts had been consumed on the pyre with the body, but

that only the bones were collected and stored in the urn
;
whereas

in graves tiie gifts are constantly found buried with the body and

intact. Further the custom of burning both body and gifts is the

old Achaean custom, as described by Homer in the funeral of

Patroclus
;
and it would seem probable that the custom of interring

both body and gifts intact was the original Pelasgian custom.

Was then the use of fire in these Mycenaean graves the first step

in the fusion of the Achaean and Pelasgian rites ?

Again, the body was observed to lie on top of the burnt gifts.

What is the meaning of this superimposition ? According to

Rohde the fire which consumed the gifts was allowed to go out,

and the bodies were then laid on the cold ashes. But manifestly

this cannot be proved. All that we know is that the fire did not

1
Psyche i. pp. 31—32.

^ Cf. Lucian, De Luctu 14, icdrp-a Kai tov HXKov Koa/iiou avyKaT^<p\e^€v rj

(XvyKarupv^ev .
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consume the bodies. No one can assert that they were untouched

by flame or ember and that the smell of lire did not pass over

them. Was then the act of laying the body on top of the burnt

or burning gifts an act of ceremonial cremation ?

These questions I cannot answer; but one thing is clear.

Either the fusion of the Achaean and Pelasgian rites had already

begun, or else, in their original forms, they both comprised usages

which greatly facilitated their subsequent fusion.

When we pass on to the Dipylon -period, there is no longer any
doubt. Cremation and inhumation were practised both severally

side by side and also conjointly as a single rite. The evidence on

which I mainly rely is derived from two series of excavations, those

of Philios^ at Eleusis and those of Bruckner and Pernice^ in the

Dipylon cemetery at Athens.

The autochthonous population of Attica naturally adhered in

the main to the old Pelasgian rite of inhumation. Yet at Eleusis,

even according to Philios who strangely belittles the importance of

his own discoveries^, there was one certain case of cremation
;

and in the Dipylon cemetery also was found one urn which could

be dated with equal certainty. One or two other probable cases

have also been recorded by others^. Clearly then as early as

the eighth century B.C. cremation was sometimes used, side by
side with inhumation, as the effective means of disintegrating

the dead body.

And there is equally sure proof that the two rites were also

employed conjointl}^, in the sense that a ceremonial act of inhuma-

tion followed actual cremation, or a ceremonial act of cremation

accompanied actual inhumation. A conspicuous instance of the

former is the one certain case of actual cremation recorded by
Bruckner and Pernice^ A bronze urn containing the calcined

bones of a boy or girl had been deposited not in a mere hole dug
1 Described in 'E07?ytte/3is 'Apxo-toX. 1889, pp. 171 ff.

2 Described in Athen. MiUheilungen, 1893, pp. 73—191.
•' The perusal of Philios' narrative leaves the impression that several cases of

cremation were discovered. Yet in his concluding summary he says :

"
Burial, not

burning, of the dead was in those times the more prevalent custom, since in one
case and one only can we admit that the corpse was not buried but burnt." I

note that Briickner and Pernice [op. cit. p. 149) in referring to Philios' results

tacitly soften his rigid 'one and one only' into the more supple 'one or two.'

For justification of this see Philios, op. cit. pp. 178, 179, 180, 185.
^
Hirschfeld, in Annali, 1872, pp. 135, 167, cited by Bruckner and Pernice

op. cit. p. 148. Kovfxavo}j5ii)$, in llpa/crt/cd, 1873-4, p. 17.
s

Op. cit. pp. 91 ff.
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to fit it, but in a grave fully prepared as if for the reception of a

corpse. The measurements of the grave were of normal size
;
in

it had been laid, along with the urn, gifts of the usual nature—
an amphora, two boxes, a bowl, and a jug ;

and above the grave, in

a prepared space considerably wider than the actual grave, stood

one of the large Dipylon-vases. In every respect the interment

had been carried out as if it were the interment of an unburnt

body. An attempt had been made so to combine the two rites of

cremation and inhumation that neither should seem subordinate

to the other.

Instances of the other sort, in which ceremonial cremation

accompanied actual inhumation, are furnished by Philios' excava-

tions at Eleusis. Speaking of the large earthenware jars which

often served as coffins for children, he says,
' Whereas the bones

contained in these vessels were unburnt, all round the vessels in

the soil traces of burning were abundant and varied^' Now these

traces of fire cannot have been due to the burning of gifts brought

subsequently to the interment
;
for that custom naturally resulted

in a stratum of burnt soil above the grave. But here the traces

were '

all round the vessels, in the soil.' Apparently then we

have here a practice parallel to that of Mycenaean times. The

body was interred and obtained its actual dissolution by natural

decay ;
but before the interment a fire was kindled in the grave,

and among the flames or on the embers the body in its coffin-jar

was laid and covered over with the soil. Whether at Eleusis, as

at Mycenae, the funeral-gifts were consumed in that fire, we do not

know for certain
;
but since it is undoubtedly rare to find any gift

along with the child's body in these vessels, it is reasonable to

suppose that the few gifts
—few, because all the circumstances

of these funerals seem humble—were burnt ^

just as were the

grander offerings at Mycenae. At any rate these cases reveal an

intention of associating fire with the buried body, of adding to the

rite of interment a ceremonial act of cremation.

The tendency towards fusion of the two funeral rites has now
been traced through the pre-historic era

;
it is in the historic period

1
Op. cit. p. 178.

2 Bruckner and Pernice take this view of the fact, though the words which they
use are coloured by their acceptance of Kohde's theory of propitiatory offerings to

the dead. 'Vor der Beerdigung, so scheint es nach den Funden des Herrn PhiUos,
sind an der Grabstiitte des dfteren Brandopfer dargebracht worden.' Op. cit. p. 151.
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that the fusion appears most general and most complete. I will

take as typical instances a number of graves, ranging in date from

the sixth to the fourth century, opened by the two German

excavators on whose narrative I have largely relied for the Dipylon-

period\ These graves numbered somewhat under two hundred.

In the classification of them there appears the important
item—forty-five graves in which the body had been actually

burned. In other words, in approximately a quarter of the cases

observed the rites of cremation and inhumation had been combined,

and that too in such a way that both elements, fire and earth,

might well have seemed to share together the work of dissolution.

Neither method is here exalted to sole efficacy, neither is degraded
into mere ceremony. The balance of importance is adjusted, and

the two acts which form the composite funeral-rite are recognised

as equal. Indeed there are no longer two distinct acts
; they have

coalesced
;
the moment and the act of laying the body in the

earth are also the moment and the act of laying tlie body on the

pyre. Amalgamation is complete.

Having traced the history of Greek funeral-usage down to this

point, I may now fairly claim, first, that my working hypothesis
—

the practice of ceremonial cremation as the counterpart of cere-

monial inhumation—is justified by the single and consistent

explanation which it affords of the phenomena which I have

noticed (and I may add that I shall have occasion to explain other

phenomena in the latter half of this chapter in the same way) ;

secondly, if that explanation be accepted, I may claim that the only

condition under which the two rites could have been employed
both severally as alternatives and conjointly as one composite rite

was that the religious purpose underlying them both was one and

the same. And this purpose, if there is any meaning in the

stories of Patroclus, Elpenor, Polynices, and Polydorus, was to give
to the dead that which they most craved, a speedy dissolution.

The evidence for this unity of purpose is, I hope, already
sufficient

;
but confirmation may be found, if required, in the

smaller details of funeral-custom. It is, I believe, a received

principle of textual criticism that, in estimating the relation of

two manuscripts of a given author, coincidence in minutiae is the

true criterion of their common origin or other close kinship, and

1 See op, cit. pp. 78-9.
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its testimony is not to be outweighed by a few conspicuous

divergences. So too, I think, in estimating the mutual relation

of two rites, the coincidence of all the minor circumstances con-

nected with them is of more significance than one large and

evident contrast between them. Such a contrast, let it be granted,

exists between cremation and inhumation when employed separ-

ately. Yet it would be a rash and faulty judgement, I hold, which

should at once infer thence that the two rites were informed by
different religious ideas. The minute coincidences claim examina-

tion. If all that preceded and accompanied and followed the

actual disposal of the corpse, whether by burning or by burial,

exhibited uniformity in scheme and in scope ;
if the washing and,

the anointing, the arraying and the crowning, were performed with

the same tender care whether the body was destined for the cold,

slow earth or for the rapid flame
;

if from the death-chamber,

where the body had lain in state and the kinsfolk, grouped in

order of dearness about it, had paid in turn their debt of lamenta-

tion, the same sad pomp escorted the dead whether to the pyre or

to the grave ;
if the same gifts

—the same provision as it seems

for bodily comfort—were mingled as ashes with the ashes of the

dead or were consigned intact with the body yet intact to the will

and keeping of the earth
; then, whichever means the mourners

chose for effecting the actual dissolution of the fleshly remains,

their religious attitude towards death and their conception of the

hereafter must have been single and constant.

Space forbids me to enter into the evidence for the uniformity

of all this detail in all periods of Greek life. I will confine myself

to two illustrations. The first shall be the prothesis or lying-in-

state of the body with the solemn lamentation of the kinsfolk, for

the most part women, grouped about it. I have elsewhere^

described the scene
;
I have only to illustrate here the universality

of it as the prelude alike to cremation and to inhumation, alike

in Ancient and in Modern Greece, alike amid pagan and amid

Christian surroundings. In the Mycenaean age the bodies of the

dead were sumptuously arrayed
—

probably with a view to the lying-

in-state
;
more than that cannot be actually asserted of the earliest

epoch. But in the Homeric age, as at the funeral of Hector", the

custom is seen already fully developed. In the DipyIon-age the scene

1 See above, p. 347.
'

II. xxiv. 719 ff.

L. 31
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described by Homer is found depicted on the great vases that

served as monuments over the gravest A little later, the legisla-

tion of Solon is directed against the excesses to which the rite of

solemn lamentation led^. Next, an orator of Athens is found

declaiming against the wrongs done to him by the thirty tyrants,

who, not content with having put his brother to death, had actually

refused the use of any of the three houses belonging to the family

and had forced them to lay out the body in a hired hut^ Again
we have the ridicule of Lucian directed against the discordant

scene of useless misery^ In strange company with him appears

St Chrysostom upbraiding Christians for their extravagances of

grief and threatening them with excommunication if they continue

to call in heathen women to act as professional mourners^ Cen-

turies passed without diminution of the custom, and the Venetians

during their occupation of the Ionian islands enacted laws^ in

the spirit of those formulated by Solon more than two thousand

years before. Of this custom it might well be said,
'

et vetabitur

sempei^ et retinehitur,' for it still maintains its old vogue and

vitality, and is the necessary prelude of every peasant's funeral

to-day.

My second illustration is a far more trivial circumstance, but

not on that account less significant
—the use of the foliage of the

olive as a couch for the dead, whether on the bier which conveyed
him to the grave or on the funeral-pyre. The reason for choosing
olive-leaves does not concern us

;
there may have been, as Rohde

suggests', some idea of purification connected with it
;
but it is

only the wide-spread use of it which I have to illustrate. Among
the ashes of those small pyres, on which the dead were laid in

Mycenaean sepulchres, were recognised charred olive-leaves^.

Lycurgus in curtailing the funeral-rites of Sparta bade his country-
men wrap their dead for burial in the red military cloak (as became

a race of warriors) and in olive-leaves^ The Pythagoreans, who

1 Cf. Athen. MittheU. 1893, p. 103.
-

Plutarch, Solon 20. 3
Lysias, Or. xii. 18, 19.

•*

Lucian, de Luctu, 12 and 13. ^ Horn. 32 in Mat. p. 306.
6 Preserved among the archives of Zante, which the kindness of Mr Leonidas

Zoes enabled me to inspect.
7
Psyche, I. pp. 209 and 360. From this source I draw several of the following

references.
s Tsountas iu'Ecprj/xeph 'ApxaioX. 1.^88, p. 136.
9 Plut. Lycurg. 27.
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objected to cremation ^ laid their dead to rest on a bed of leaves

gathered from myrtle, poplar, and olive 2. An Attic law forbade the

felling of certain olive-trees under penalty of a fine of a hundred

drachmae per tree, but contained a saving-clause exempting cases

in which olive-wood was wanted for funeralsl This permission

points to a special use of olive-wood as fuel for the pyre, for, if a

few branches or sprays only had been needed for decking out the

bier, there would have been no question of felling whole trees. It

was probably then this custom w^hich Sophocles also had in

mind, when the messenger, who brought the news of Polynices'

tardy funeral, was made by him to specify
'

fresh-plucked olive-

shoots
'

as the material of the pyre^ Again, in a number of

sarcophagi found by Fauvel outside the gates of Athens on the

road to Acharnae the skeleton was observed to lie
' on a thick bed

of olive-leaves^' In the second century of our era the custom of

placing olive-branches on the bier still prevailed^; and at the

present day the olive is often conspicuous at the funerals of

peasants, either in the garland about the dead man's head or in

the decoration of the bier.

Thus the uniformity of detail in funerals, whether the main

rite was cremation or inhumation, no less than the tendency to

amalgamate these two into a single rite, proves that, from the

earliest ages known to us, their religious purpose had been

identical—to give to the dead that speedy bodily dissolution which

they desired.

But in spite of this unity of purpose, one or other rite doubt-

less continued long through force of custom to hold predominance

in particular districts. In Attica it was perhaps not until the

sixth or even the fifth century that the Pelasgian rite had entirely

lost the support of ancestral tradition. But then and thence-

forward the two methods appear to have been judged simply as

methods, and the estimate of their respective merits was little

affected by the old racial differences. But this does not mean that

1 Iambi. Vit. Pythag. 154.
^

pii^y^ ^. ^. xxxv. 160.
'^ Dem. Orat. 43 § 71.
•*

Antig. 1201. Prof. Jebb in his note on this passage expresses the opinion
that the BoXKol peoawddes were not fuel : in view of the Attic law above cited I am
inclined to dissent. He also takes KX-rj/xara in Ar. Eccles. 1031 to mean 'olive

twigs' and not, as more usual, 'vine-shoots.' I pass by the passage as doubtful

evidence.
5
Eoss, Arch. Aufs. i. 31.

^ Artemid. Oneirocr. iv. 57.

32—2
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the methods were judged wholly on their religious merits—on

their adaptability to the single religious purpose. Cost and con-

venience were necessarily factors in determining the choice between

them. Thus the question of cost must often have decided the

poorer classes to choose inhumation
;
and in that portion of the

Dipylon cemetery to which I have already referred, it wa.s actually

found that, out of the graves in which no evidence of cremation

was found, more than a hundred were of a poor character, mere

shafts in the earth, or at the best walled with rough brick-built

sides, while only thirteen were of a costly style
—

sepulchres built

with slabs of stone, or regular sarcophagi. And similarly other

practical considerations must often have turned the scale in favour

of the one or the other rite. The soldiers who fell at Marathon

were simply interred, presumably because to dig a trench and to

raise a mound in the middle of the plain was a more feasible task

than to collect masses of fuel from the surrounding hill-sides
;
but

the victims of the plague at Athens were with good reason

cremated.

Nevertheless, where none of these external causes operated,

there are signs that cremation was held in somewhat higher

esteem than inhumation. The story went that Solon's body was

burnt, by way of honour seemingly, and his ashes scattered over

that island which he had won back for Athens. And we hear of

cremation being accorded, apparently again as the more honour-

able rite, to other great men such as Dionysius, the famous tyrant

of Syracuse, and Timoleon, her deliverer. But more conclusive

is the evidence of literature, where not only the act itself

is named, but a clear indication of the feeling of the actors

is given. According to Aeschylus, the dead body of Agamemnon,,

king though he was, was merely hidden away in the ground by
his blood-guilty wife

;
even in death she would show him no

pity, do him no honour. But in Sophocles the dying Heracles

is laid on a funeral-pyre, and the dead Polynices, to whom

Antigone was perforce content to give the most meagre form

of interment, obtains from Creon, when at last too late he re-

pents, the full rite of cremation. And the tone too in which

Herodotus once speaks of the two rites is significant :

' the funeral-

rites of well-to-do Thracians,' he says, 'are as follows: the body
lies in state for three days, and they slaughter all manner of
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victims and make good cheer, when once the preliminary lamenta-

tion is done
;
and then they dispose of the body by cremation or

merely by interment
'—eireira Se OaTrrovat KaraKavaavre^;, rj

aW(o<; 717 KpvyjravTe<;^. The '

merely
'

plainly betrays Herodotus'

own feeling that well-to-do persons might be expected to have the

advantage of cremation.

In the following centuries the preference for cremation would

seem to have become even more pronounced ;
for though both

rites still continued in use, separately as well as conjointly, Lucian

was able to call cremation the distinctively Hellenic rite^. But

more marked still was the feeling in favour of cremation among
those who upheld the old Greek religion when first they had to

face the invasion of Christianity.
* The heathen for the most

part/ says Bingham^, 'burned the bodies of the dead in funeral

piles, and then gathered up the bones and ashes, and put them in

an urn above ground : but the Christians abhorred this way of

burying ;
and therefore never used it, but put the body whole into

the ground.' The conflict over this matter was bitter. The

pagans taunted the Christians with fearing that, if their bodies

were reduced to ashes by cremation, they would be incapacitated

for the vaunted resurrection'', and as a final injury to Christian

martyrs sometimes burnt their bodies and scattered the ashes to

the winds^ The Christians in retaliation condemned the rite of

cremation as in appearance an act of cruelty to the dead body^

and ridiculed the pagans for first
'

burning up their dead in a

most savage manner and then feasting them in a manner most

gluttonous, using the flames alike for their service and for their

injury"'
—for their service in cooking them a funeral-meal, for

their injury in consuming them to ashes. The two now conflicting

rites continued in use until the end of the fourth century of our

era
;
for reference is made to them in the laws of Theodosius^ But

cremation must have been on the decrease
;

for Macrobius early in

the fifth century says that in his time the practice had fallen into

1 Herod, v. 8.
^ Lucian, de Liictu, 21.

3
Antiquities of the Christian Church, Bk xxiii. cap. 2, whence I take the

following references.
* Minucius, p. 32,
5 Acta Tharaci ap. Baron, an. 299, n. xxi., Ammian. Marcell. lib. xxii. p. 241,

Euseb. lib. viii. cap. 6.

6 Tertull. De Anivia, cap. 51. '' Tertull. de Resur. cap. 1.

s Cod. Th. lib. ix. tit. 17 de Sepulcris violatis, leg. 6.
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entire desuetude, and all he knew of it was from reading^.
'

It is

most probable,' says Bingham,
' that the heathen custom altered

by degrees from the time of Commodus the Emperor ;
for Corn-

modus himself and many of his friends were buried by inhumation

and not by burning .... and from that time the custom of burning

might decrease till at last under the Christian emperors, though
without any law to forbid it, the contrary custom entirely prevailed,

and this quite dwindled into nothing.' If this view be correct, it

will mean that the old preference for cremation exhibited by the

adherents of paganism was only excited to temporary intensity

by a spirit of antagonism towards Christianity, and that they

soon returned to the old way of thinking and recognised in-

humation as a method alternative, if slightly inferior, to crema-

tion. When the bitterness of religious strife was over, and pagans

and Christians lived more at peace together, the former may

readily have resumed the practice of interment, which after all

was their own heritage from dim ages long before the dawn of

Christianity.

But though Macrobius in the fifth century speaks of cremation

as then in disuse, the memory of it cannot have passed away so

soon. Only a few generations were to lapse before the infusion of

a Slavonic population into Greece. Among the superstitions

which these intruders disseminated was one which concerned the

resuscitated dead. The Greeks, as we have seen, themselves held

a superstition on which the horrid imaginings of the Slavs were

soon grafted ;
the common-folk became haunted by the dread of

vrykolakes. How then did they deal with the bodies of such dead

persons as were suspected ? Not by adopting the Slavonic custom

of impaling them, but by a revival of cremation. The advantage

which that rite possessed over burial was remembered
; by its aid

the dissolution of the dead could be rendered quick and sure.

Thus cremation came once more into use as a means to the same

end as in old time—the quick dissolution of the dead body ;
but

the motive for promoting that dissolution was, under the altered

conditions, itself altered. Instead of love it was fear
;
instead of

solicitude for the welfare of the dead, it was anxiety for the protec-

tion of the living.

Yet even so, the act of burning the vrykolakas was a purely
1 Saturnal. lib. vii. cap. 7.
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defensive, not an offensive, measure. It was not an act of hostility

or reprisal, but merely a necessary act of self-preservation, which

inflicted no hurt on the i^evenant but simply interposed an im-

passable barrier between the living and the dead. The motive

was fear
;
there was little or nothing of hatred mixed with it.

This is made clear by the fact that cremation has been used even

in recent times in a case which had nothing whatsoever to do with

the belief in vrykolakes, and where the sole motive was the old

desire to serve the interests of the dead.

The occasion was the evacuation of Parga in 1819. The

inhabitants of that town had long defied the Turks, but the end

was at hand, and it was only by the intervention of the English

that they were saved from the tender mercies of Ali Pasha. The

English offered them asylum in the Ionian Islands and obtained

from the Porte on their behalf a sum of money which fully in-

demnified them for the houses and lands which they abandoned.

But in spite of the terms obtained, the emigrants never forgave

the English for treacherously selling to the Turks, as they said, the

home which they had defended so stoutly and so long\ This

evacuation of Paro^a forms the theme of some ballads which have

been preserved^ One of them runs as follows:

' Bird of black tidings, that art come from yon confronting coastland,
Tell me what mean those sobs of woe, those dismal lamentations,
That rise aloud from Parga's walls and shake the very mountains.

Hath the Turk overwhelmed her, do fire and sword consume her?'
' The Turk hath not o'erwhelm^d her, nor fire and sword consume her

;

The men of Parga have been sold, as ye sell goats and oxen,
And all must hie them thence to dwell in miserable exile.

They must leave all, the homes they love, the tombs of their own fathers,

The" shrine whereat they bowed the knee, for infidels to trample.
Women in anguish rend their hair and beat their bare white bosoms,
Old men lift up their quavering voice in dismal lamentation,
Priests amid flowing tears strip bare the churches where they worshipped.
Dost see the glare of yonder fire ? the pall of smoke above it ?

There are they burning dead men's bones, the bones of valiant warriors,

Who made the hosts of Turkey quail and fired their captain's palace 3.

Yonder, I tell thee, many a son his father's bones is burning,
Lest the Liapid^ light on them, lest Turk upon them trample.
Dost hear the wailing manifold wherewith the woodlands echo?

Dost hear the beating of the breast, the dismal lamentation 1

'Tis that the parting hour has come, to part them from their country ;

They kiss her very stones, they clasp her dust in fond caresses.'

1 See Finlay, History of Greece, vol. v. pp. 274-6.
2
Passow, Popularia Carm. Graeciae recentioris, nos. 222—224. I translate here

no. 222.
3 So I interpret, but without certainty, the words /cat to ^e^vprj Kd\pav, literally

'and they burnt the Vizir.'
4 The Liapides were an Albanian tribe employed by the Turks.
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The incident in this ballad with which we are concerned is the

exhumation and burning of the remains of those dead warriors who

had valiantly maintained the liberty of their native town
;
and

there need be little doubt that the incident is actually historical,

for the story is confirmed by a second ballad in the same collec-

tion^
;
but in any case all that concerns us here is the fact that

the motive for such an act was known and appreciated by the

authors of the two ballads.

Now in order to understand this motive, it must be remem-

bered that the general custom of the Church in Greece is to

exhume the bones of the dead at the expiration of three years

from the time of burial, when dissolution is expected to be com-

plete. Hence the kinsfolk for whose remains the men of Parga
were concerned were those who had been recently buried and

could not yet have attained complete dissolution. They feared

that the Turks would disturb and desecrate the graves and thus

obstruct the proper course of natural decay ;
and they therefore

decided to adopt the alternative method of disintegration, and by
cremation to effect speedily and surely that end which, without

friends at hand to guard the graves from the molestation of foes

and infidels, could not be secured by leaving the dead to the slow

action of the earth. This decision then reveals a clear recognition

of the superiority of cremation over inhumation as a means of

compassing the final dissolution of the dead
;
and equally clear is

the motive for seeking that end
;

it was not fear on their own

account—to that feeling indeed the men of Parga had proved

themselves strangers
—but simply love and respect for the brave

men who had fought, and perhaps had fallen, in the defence of

freedom.

Since then the exhumation and cremation of the dead con-

stituted in this case an act of love towards them, the same action

in the case of suspected vrykolakes can never have been an act of

hostility. It was rather a measure beneficial alike to the living

and to the dead. To the living it gave immunity from the

assaults of vrykolakes, and this without doubt was commonly the

uppermost or indeed the only thought in the minds of those who

had recourse to it
;
but to the dead too it gave repose. And

indeed I cannot but suppose that this is the reason why the

Greeks, when first confronted with the horror of vrykolakes, chose

1 No. 223.
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to burn them rather than to follow the Slavonic custom of impaling
them. To impale them might have given security to the living,

but it appeared as an act of cruelty and hostility against the dead.

Cremation, by effecting immediate dissolution and the consequent
severance of the dead from this world, was bound to give equal

security to the living, and at the same time was an act of mercy
and kindness to the dead. In effect, the new motive of dread

which came along with Slavonic influence never excluded the old

motive of love which inspired the sons of warriors at Parga no less

than the chief of Homeric warriors at his comrade's funeral, and

perhaps will, if occasion arise, prove itself not yet extinct. Crema-

tion, though often in recent times employed primarily as a safe-

guard for the living, has all along been felt to confer also a benefit

on the dead, an even surer and speedier benefit than inhumation

secured.

Now if this feeling existed, and if there existed also from early

times, as I have shown to be probable, a system of combining

cremation of a ceremonial kind with actual inhumation, it might

reasonably be expected that many who recognised the superior

merit of cremation, but had not the means to carry out so costly a

rite in full, would have availed themselves of the inexpensive

ceremonial practice. This, I believe, is what occurred, and in this

I shall seek the explanation of a custom which, like the practice

of real cremation, has been bequeathed by Ancient to Modern

Greece.

In the funerals of Ancient Greece the procession, which escorted

the dead body from the room where it had lain in state to the

pyre or the grave, carried torches. Where cremation was to be

employed, these were doubtless used for kindling the pyre ;
the

fire brought from the dead man's home in this world was used to

speed him on his way to the next. But when inhumation was prac-

tised, what became of these torches ? Was the fire brought from

the dead man's home put to no purpose ? Or were the torches

thrown into the grave along with him ? That we cannot tell, for

the torches were quickly perishable. But there is one object

commonly found in tombs which is suggestive of the association of

fire with the buried body. That common object is a lamp. Here

again we cannot tell whether that lamp was lighted when it was

put in the grave. Some that have been dug up have certainly
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been in use, for they bear marks of the flame
;
but of course they

may have been in every-day use before they were devoted to the

service of the dead. Yet the few facts known would at least fit

the theory that the procession which carried out the dead man
carried also fire from his home to the grave, and that either the

torches themselves or a lamp lighted from them was put in the

grave beside the body. If that view were correct, it would further

be note-worthy that most of the lamps found are of little intrinsic

value and of late date\ Now the fact that they are mostly worth-

less implies that they were often given by poor persons, or, if the

other contents of the grave be of value, that the lamp was not

brought as a gift for its intrinsic worth or beauty, but for some

practical purpose ;
while the fact that they are mainly of late date

means that the practice of putting them in the graves increased in

frequency during the period which begins with the fifth century
B.C.—that is to say, during that period in which we have already
noted an increasing preference for cremation. Further the increase

in the frequency of lamps makes it improbable that they are to

be reckoned as part and parcel of the ordinary furniture of a grave ;

for the lekythi and other vases which were the ordinary gifts to

the dead had already in the fifth century assumed a conventional

character. Any fresh departure therefore after that century, or

any increase in the frequency of one particular object among the

contents of graves, must be a sign of some new or more strongly
marked feeling towards the dead. Now all these facts and

inferences are intelligible on one hypothesis ;
and that hypothesis

is that the lamps found in the graves were put there lighted and

burning, as the ceremonial minimum of the rite of cremation for

which a growing preference is evident during some four centuries

before the Christian era.

When we pass on to the early days of Christianity, a similar

series of facts meets our view. The Church officially rejected and

reprobated the practice of cremation. Converts therefore were

bound to use inhumation
;
and this obligation probably excited

the less repugnance, in that interment was no new thing to them,

but had always been alternative, if slightly inferior, to cremation.

^ Actual data on this point are difficult to obtain
;
but archaeologists whom

I consulted in Greece were all agreed, that lamps are more frequent in graves of

late date, most frequent in the Greco-Eoman period.
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But while even cheerfully obeying the law of the Church thus-

far, they clung to many of the details of their old funeral-custom^

some of which were allowed by the Church, others disallowed.

The practice of laying out the dead in rich and choice robes con-

tinued and called down strong rebuke from St Jerome^; the

excessive lamentation and the use of hired mourners at the lying-

in-state provoked St Chrysostom to threats of excommunication^;

yet both these customs still obtain. But the custom of carrying

torches in the funeral-procession was continued without even a

protest on the part of the Church. Perhaps it was felt to be a

harmless concession to ancient custom; perhaps then as now

ecclesiastical taste even favoured the consumption of many candles-

in religious ceremonies. At any rate the fact is clear that the

pagan custom of carrying torches in the procession held a place

also in Christian ritual. What was the reason for which the

common people held to their old custom ? The torches were not

needed any longer to kindle pyres ;
for actual cremation was

abolished by the Church. Nor were they needed to give light to

the procession ;
for Christian funerals, except in times of persecu-

tion, took place in open daylight. The reason was, I believe, that

by means of these torches fire was carried along with the dead

from his home to his grave, and that there a ceremonial act, a

semblance of cremation, was combined with the rite of inhumation.

And there are some indications that the fire brought to the grave-

side was actually associated in some way with the dead body. In

a disquisition
' about them that sleep,' which passed for a work of

St Athanasius^ there is a recommendation to burn a mixture of

oil and wax at the grave of the dead
;
and though the practice

inculcated is disguised as
' a sacrifice of burnt-offering to God,' it

is possible to attribute it to a less Jewish and more Greek motive,

a desire to keep up the old custom of cremation, be it only in a

ceremonial form. Again we have evidence that the custom of

burning lights at the graves of the dead was commonly followed

for some non-Christian purpose ;
for the Council of Eliberis saw

fit to forbid it under pain of excommunication'*. This non-Christian

purpose will explain itself in the light of some modern customs.

1 Hieron. Vita Pauli 4, cap. 66. ^
Chrysostom, Horn. 32 in Mat. p. 306.

3 Cited by Durant, de Ritibus, lib. i. cap. xxiii. n. 14 (p. 235). I have been

unable to discover the original passage. Cf. Bingham, op. cit. xxiii. 3.

4 See Bingham, Antiquities of the Christian Church, Bk xxiii. cap. 3 ad fin.
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There is a custom well known in Modern Greece which con-

sists in the maintenance of what is called
' the unsleeping lamp

'

{to aK0L/ji7]T0 fcavTrjXc). A fair general idea of it may be given by

-saying that after a funeral a light is kept continuously burning
either in the room where death took place or at the grave for a

period of either forty days or three years. This variation in

time and place requires examination. In customs, as in other

things, there is a right way and a wrong way ; variety in obser-

vance is not original ;
there is a proper time and a proper place.

First then, which is the proper place for this particular custom,

the chamber of death or the grave-side ?

The localities, in which that form of the custom which I

shall show to be correct in this particular has come most con-

spicuously under my own observation, are Arachova, a village near

Delphi ;
Leonidi on the east coast of Laconia

;
a cemetery in the

Thriasian plain belonging, I think, to the village of Kaly via
;
and

the island of Aegina. In the last-mentioned it is an ordinary

lantern which is used; it is placed at the head of the grave, and

for forty days after the funeral is so trimmed and tended that the

flame is not once extinguished. At Arachova and in the Thriasian

plain each grave is provided with an erection capable of sheltering

a naked lio^ht. Some of the erections are like doU's-houses with

door and windows complete ;
others are mere boxes

;
others again

are no more than a few tiles or flat stones set on edge to form a

square and covered over with a roof of the same material. At

Arachova the lamps contained in these erections are tended both

evening and morning, and the obligation to keep them burning

uninterruptedly for three years, until the exhumation of the body,

is strongly felt and scrupulously discharged. In the Thriasian

plain the light is kept burning with equal care, but I am uncertain

for what period. At Leonidi some shelters of the same kind as

those described are in use; but there are also more elaborate

tombs at the head of which is built a small recess below the level

of the ground or at any rate under the slab of stone or marble

which covers the grave, and in this recess, which is closed with a

small door allowing the passage of air through its chinks, is placed
' the unsleeping lamp.' Here again the lights are kept burning
until the exhumation takes place, and the lamps are fed and

trimmed every evening. At Gytheion a device not dissimilar.
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thoijgli ruder, was formerly employed; among some old graves,
now neglected, from which, it appeared, the bones of the dead had
never been exhumed, I uoticed several plastered over with a rough
concrete in which was sunk at the head of the grave an iron

vessel, like a sauce-pan docked of its handle
;

this vessel had

presumably served the purpose of sheltering a light.

Such then is the main aspect of this custom
;
but the pre-

liminary details also require notice. The fire with which to light
the '

unsleeping lamp
'

must not be kindled on the spot beside the

grave, but is conveyed from the house of the deceased. There, in

general, the moment that death takes place or at any rate so soon

as the body is laid out in state, candles or lamps are lighted and
are placed at the head and at the foot of the couch on which the

body reposes. These are kept burning until the funeral-procession
is ready to start, and along with the procession either the same

lights or other tapers and candles lighted from them are carried to

the grave ;
and here the same fire which was burning in the house

of the dead is transmitted to the *

unsleeping lamp
'

at the grave.

This I believe to be the correct form of the custom, but

I must notice other varieties and give my reasons for regarding
them as less authentic. It is stated in a reliable treatise on

the island of Chios^ that there the people keep a lamp burning
for forty nights in the room where a death has taken place,

thinking that the soul wanders for forty nights before it goes down
to Hades. The interpretation given evidently implies that the

lamp is intended to give light to the spirit of the dead if in the

course of its nightly wanderings it visits its former home.

Now so far as the Chian form of the custom is concerned, some

such meaning might reasonably be assigned to it. But what of

the more usual form of the custom by which the lamp is kept

burning both night and day ? A disembodied spirit, if it resemble

an ordinary man, may reasonably be supposed to need a candle to

see its way at night, but surely it needs none in the day-time ;

)^et it is only the custom of burning the light all day long as

well as at night that can have gained for it the name of
' the unsleeping lamp,' the lamp that is never extinguished. Here

then is a visible defect in the Chian manner of observing the

custom and likewise in the Chian manner of interpreting it
;
and a

^ Kw^'O'T. N. Kaj/eXXct/cT;?, Xia/cd 'Ai/dXe/cra, p. 341.
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custom defective and misinterpreted in one important detail is open
to suspicion in others. So far therefore as Chios is concerned, no

great importance attaches to the fact that there the chamber of

death is the place where the remnants of the custom are observed.

But there are other parts of Greece in which the death-

chamber is the place for the '

unsleeping lamp,' and where the lamp
still deserves that designation inasmuch as it is kept burning
both day and night until the fortieth day after the funeral, and is

not, as in Chios, lighted afresh each night. In such districts, I

believe, the custom has long ceased to bear any meaning, and

being on the wane has for convenience undergone a change. It

is still felt to be obligatory to keep the flame that is lighted as

soon as death has occurred burning constantly for forty days, but

the work of tending it has been found to be more conveniently

performed at home than in the grave-yard. The necessity to

transmit the flame to the grave, to keep it continuously in close

proximity to the dead, is no longer felt. This form of the custom

can then be accounted for as a relaxation of that which I have put
forward as the old and correct form

;
whereas on the other hand if

the room where death occurred had originally been the proper

place for maintaining the '

unsleeping lamp,' it would be impossible
to account for the transference of the custom to the grave-side,

where special shelters or receptacles must be made for the protec-
tion of the flame and where more trouble is needed to feed and to

trim the lamps day by day. Arachova and Leonidi where most

pains are taken in the observance of the custom—and that not for

forty days only but for three years
—have the best claim to be

regarded as the true exponents of the old custom. The proper

place for the 'unsleeping lamp' is the grave-side.

But there is a variation also, as I have said, in the period of

time during which this custom is kept up in different districts. In

some it is a period of forty days, in others a period of three years ;

and in this respect there is a divergence between the usages even

of those places which in other details have been shown to adhere

faithfully to the old custom
;
for at Arachova and Leonidi the longer

period is customary, in Aegina the shorter. It is in this very
variation that we find a clue to the meaning and purpose of the

custom. In the earlier part of this chapter I showed, by quotation
from a popular dirge and by the consideration of various customs
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connected with death, that in the belief of the common-folk the

dissolution of a dead body is effected by the fortieth day after

burial. On the other hand the Church has more prudently fixed

three years as the time required for dissolution, the period which

must elapse before the bod}^ may be exhumed. Thus there are

two periods, fixed respectively by popular opinion and by ecclesias-

tical authority, between which there is a choice
;
the vox popidi

and the vox Dei are here in disagreement; and according as

preference is locally given to the one or to the other mandate, so

is a period of forty days or a period of three years locally believed

to be that required for the dissolution of the body. But these

two periods are also those between which there is a local varia-

tion in the custom of maintaining the
'

unsleeping lamp.' Hence

it is reasonably to be inferred that the '

unsleeping lamp
'

is in

some way closely connected with the dissolution of the body.

Moreover this connexion is actually recognised by the common-

folk themselves, as witness the following two couplets from a

funeral-dirge. The words are put, as so often in the dirges, in

the mouth of the dead man, who in this instance is supposed

to be young and to be addressing his forlorn lady-love.

*And when the priests with solemn song march toward the grave with me,
Steal thou out from thy mother's side and light me torches three;
And when the priests shall quench again those lights for me,—ah then,

Then, like the breath of roses, sweet, thou passest from my-ken ^'

These lines are based on a belief which is fairly general among
the Greek peasants, that consciousness of, and concern for, the

things of this world are not broken off finally at the moment

of death, but continue in some degree until the body of the dead is

completely dissolved. Here the memories of love are spoken of as

lasting until the priests quench the burning lights, which can be

none other in the context than the '

unsleeping lamp
'—for three,

the number mentioned, is merely a number of peculiar virtue and

has no special force. It follows then that the quenching of

the lights is understood in the passage to denote the accomplish-

1 These haes, or others in the same tenor, are well known among the pro-

fessional lULvpoXoyiffTpiaLs (women hired to mourn at funerals). The version which I

here follow is given by Passow, Popul. Garni, no. 377 a.

Kt' 6vT€S vd fxe irepdaovve \p6XkovTes ol Trairddes,

"EjSya Kpvcpd 'ir' ttj pt-dva aov Art' dvaxj/e Tpeh Xa/J-Trddes'

Ki' ovres vd p.ov rd a^eaovve irairddes rd KTjptd fiov,

Tores TpavTa(pv\\4via fxov ^"yaiveis dr' t7]v KapSid jxov.
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ment of that process of dissolutioD, which, though it mean the

cessation of all intercourse with this upper world, is yet earnestly

desired. Here in fact are plain words of popular poetry which

recognise the connexion of the 'unsleeping lamp' with the dis-

solution of the body, and make the quenching of the one signify

the completion of the other. It is going but a short step further

to suppose that the presence of the lamp's flame at the grave was

originally intended to advance the process of dissolution—or, in

other words, that the maintenance of the '

unsleeping lamp
'

at the

grave until the body is finally dissolved is an act of ceremonial

cremation.

This supposition gains yet more in probability when we

compare with the custom of the '

unsleeping lamp
'

another not

dissimilar custom which obtains in Zacynthos. There, as else-

where, candles or lamps are lighted about the dead body while it

is lying in state, and fire from them is carried to the grave. But,

arrived there, instead of lighting an
*

unsleeping lamp,' the bearers

of the candles drop them into the grave beside the corpse. In

this we have a close parallel to the ancient custom of putting a

lamp, probably enough, as I have suggested, a lighted lamp, into

the grave ;
and at the same time it cannot but be intimately con-

nected with the custom of the '

unsleeping lamp,' the purpose of

which is now known to concern the dissolution of the dead body.

I claim then that the series of customs which we have reviewed,

exhibiting as they do an intention to associate fire in some close

way with the buried body and, as in the modern form of the custom,

to associate it therewith until the process of dissolution is com-

plete, find a common explanation in the continuance of a practice

already exemplified in earlier ages, the practice of ceremonial

cremation in conjunction with the full burial rite.

Nor is this explanation open to attack on the ground that a

mere lamp lighted near the dead body bears so little outward

resemblance to real cremation. To the outside observer the

ceremonial act may seem a mere travesty of that for which it is

substituted
;
but to the persons concerned the presence of fire, in

however small a volume, may have seemed sufficient
;

for in all

ritual it is not the act, but the intention, which has value. I have

already pointed out how interment was occasionally reduced to an

equally ineffective minimum
;
but I may perhaps cite a still closer
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parallel
—another case in which a lamp is thought to have done

duty for a real fire. There was in old time a custom, to which

several ancient writers refer \ of keeping a lamp burning both day
and night in the Prytaneum or in the chief temple of a Greek

city ;
and both Athens and Tarentum are said to have had these

lamps so constructed that they could hold a supply of oil sufficient

to last a whole year. Such lamps, it has been suggested-, repre-
sented the fire on the city's hearth which was not allowed to go
out. The purpose of the lamp was clearly not to give light

—for

then it need not have been kept burning by day as well as by night—but it was a labour-saving appliance for keeping the sacred fire

ever burning. The small flame was in fact a rudimentary fire. Thus
all that I am supposing is that a lamp could represent a real

fire just as well at the tomb as in the Prytaneum.
If then my explanation of the modern custom is right, the fact

that the common- folk, though they have for many centuries

employed inhumation as the ordinary Christian rite, have clung at

the same time to a ceremonial form of cremation which they still

connect in some way with the dissolution of the buried corpse, is

additional proof of the favour with which the quicker and surer

rite was formerly, and perhaps here and there still is, regarded.
Thus then the study of ordinary funeral-usage has confirmed

the conclusions drawn in preceding chapters from the study of a

certain abnormal state of after-death existence. As incorruptibility

was the greatest bane to the dead, so dissolution was the greatest
boon that the living could give them. This dissolution was to be

effected by one of two methods, cremation and inhumation, which

in theory were alternative but in practice were frequently com-

bined. The combination of them w^as due in the first instance to

the amalgamation of two races to which they respectively apper-

tained
;
but in later times the racial difference between the two

rites was obliterated, and they were judged on their own merits,

with the result that a preference for cremation manifested itself

in funeral-usage. This preference was due to a recognition that

cremation was a quicker and surer method of dissolution, and is

itself strong testimony to the desire to effect dissolution. The end

to which both rites were directed was the same, but since one led

1 Theocritus xxi. 36 f.
;
Athenaeus 700 d; Pausan. i. 26. 7.

2
Frazer, in Journ. of Philol. xiv. 145 ft.

L. 33
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to that end more quickly and surely than the other, it was rightly

preferred.

Further the motive which prompted the living to effect the dis-

solution of the dead was not in general selfish
;
for dissolution, as we

have seen, was a boon to the dead. That complete severance from

this world, which came with the dissolution of the body, was in

some way for the benefit of the dead. Patroclus sought for it, and

Achilles granted his petition through love
;
and some three

thousand years later the men of Parga are found effecting the

rapid dissolution of their kinsfolk with the same motive. Only in

one set of circumstances was the selfish motive of fear in operation,

namely, where the resuscitated dead were, by the influence of

Slavonic superstition, invested with the character of malignant

blood-thirsty monsters against whom self-defence was imperative,

and whose complete severance from this world was desirable as a

safeguard for the living. But such circumstances were the excep-

tion. The rule was that cremation and inhumation alike were

means to the dissolution of the dead and their complete severance

from this world, and the motive which prompted living men to

seek that end was love of the dead who would in some way benefit

thereby.



CHAPTER YI.

THE BENEFIT OF DISSOLUTION.

Thus far the investigation of customs and beliefs in ancient

and modern times relating to the treatment of the dead has

established the fact that the dissolution of the body was a

thing eagerly to be desired in the interests of the dead. With

complete disintegration the summum honum of the dead, so far as

it was in the power of their surviving friends to win it for them,

was secured. It remains to consider in what way the dead profited

thereby.

Now I have hitherto spoken designedly of dissolution as a

benefit, not to the souls of the dead nor to their bodies, but simply

*to the dead' without further specification. It will now limit the

range of discussion as to the nature of the summum honum to

which dissolution gave access, if we can first answer the old

question, cui bono ? Is it the body alone or the soul alone or both

conjointly on which the benefit is conferred ? This question once

answered, we shall have eliminated a certain number of possible

conceptions of future happiness.

That the body alone might have been the recipient of the

whole benefit is an idea which no one will entertain. Was it

then the soul alone to which the dissolution of the body brought

gain ? Death, as we have learnt, was not a complete and final

severance of soul from body; the soul might re-enter and re-

animate the corpse. Was dissolution then believed to complete

the severance ?

The deliverance of the soul from the bondage of the body, the

divorce of spirit from matter, is an idea which has appealed and

does appeal to many, and would therefore furnish a motive of con-

siderable intrinsic probability for the treatment which the Greek

33—2
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people have consistently accorded to their dead
;
the dissolution of

the body, it might be supposed, was desired and hastened in order

that the soul might be freed from its last link with this material

world and pass away winged and unburdened towards things

ethereal.

But such an explanation savours too much of philosophy and

too little of popular religion.
' The rehearsal of death,' that is of

the severance of soul from body, was according to Socrates the

proper occupation of the philosopher ;
and death itself was welcome

to him as a final release of the soul, the true self, from the fetters of

physical existence. But the very emphasis which the whole of the

Phaedo gives to this idea, the insistence of Socrates that his real

self is that which converses with his friends and seeks to convince

them of his views, and not the corpse which they will soon be

burying or burning as seemeth them good^, suggest, if anything,

that in the popular religion the severance of soul from body was

not desired, and the true self was not conceived as a thing apart

from body. At any rate the reason for desiring dissolution must

be sought from more popular sources.

I return therefore to a passage^ on which I have already

touched more than once, the earliest passage of extant literature,

in which a dead man is represented as craving the dissolution of

his body. Why was it that the soul of Patroclus desired so

urgently the last rites for his body ? Was it for the benefit of his

soul only ? Popular religion, as we have seen, did not reckon

death a final severance of soul and body ;
for the soul might

return and re-animate the body. Was then dissolution believed

to complete the severance, annihilating the body and emancipating-

the soul ? Did the future happiness of the soul depend upon such

emancipation ? Did Patroclus, in the case before us, crave dis-

solution in order that his soul, finally severed from his body, might
find happiness ?

Homer certainly peoples the lower world with souls only,

severed from their former bodies. It is clearly the soul only of

Patroclus which will pass the gates of Hades, when once his re-

quest for the burial of his body has been fulfilled
;
for it is

* the

souls, the semblances of the dead^,' who bar his entrance thereto

1
Plato, Phaedo 115 c ff.

2 Horn. II. xxiii. 65 ff.

3 Horn. II. xxiii. 72.
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meanwhile. But those souls are not happy souls. The house of

Hades is not a place of happiness ;
it is dank, murky, mouldering ;

and the souls themselves are not of a nature to enjoy anything ;

they are feeble, impotent wraiths, mere semblances of men, all

doomed to the same miserable travesty of life
;
the bodies from

which they are now severed were their real selves^, and there remain

now only impalpable joyless phantoms.
'

Sooner,' cries the spirit of

Achilles to Odysseus,
' would I be a serf bound to the soil, in the

house of a portionless man whose living were but scant, than lord

over all the dead that are perished^' ;
for the old valour even of

Achilles avails him no more
;
his soul fares in the house of Hades

even as all others fare
;

all alike are doomed to everlasting futility

in a land of everlasting gloom. Fitly is the soul of Patroclus said

to have sped, at the moment of death, towards Hades' realm
*

bew^ailing its fate in that it had left vigour and manhoods'

How then comes it that anon the same soul is eager to pass the

gates of Hades ? Surely the wanderings of the dead Patroclus,

whether in the form of a revenant as the popular belief would have

had it, or, according to Homer's version, as a disembodied spirit,

would hardly be more pitiable than the lot which he in common

with all the dead must suffer below. Why then this eagerness ?

I can find nothing in Homer to justify it; it appears to

me wholly inconsistent with the Homeric conception of the

under-world.

And this inconsistency is of wide bearing. The cases of

Patroclus and Elpenor are not isolated. The same eagerness for

dissolution on the part of the dead has, as we have seen, been

steadily recognised in all the relations between the living and the

dead from the days of Homer until now. That which is at

variance with the Homeric conception of the hereafter is not

merely the petition of Patroclus, but the idea on which the

funeral-customs of a whole people have been based for nearly

three thousand years.

Such a discrepancy cannot but force upon us the question how

far the Homeric conception of the hereafter was the popular

conception.

1 Cf. the constant contrast of aiirbs and i/'ux^, as in Iliad i. 3—4, and twice in

the passage before us, II. xxni. 65 f. and 106 f.

2 Horn. Od. XI. 489 ff.
^ Horn. II. xvi. 857.
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That the whole picture of the house of Hades and of the

condition of the departed therein was not an Homeric invention

is, I suppose, indisputable. Its two main features are the gloom
of the place and the lack of distinction between the lots of those

who dwell there \ Of these the first at any rate is frequent

enough in later literature, and indeed held so firm a place in the

Greek mind that '

to see the light
'

became synonymous with '

to

live in this upper world'
;
and even down to the present day both

ideas live on. The constant epithets which Homer applies to the

house of Hades, 'cold' {Kpvepos:) and 'mouldering' {€vp(0€i<;), are

exactly reproduced in the epithets with which Hades, now a place
instead of a person, is described in modern dirges

—
KpvoTrayco-

lxevo<^,
*

frozen,' and dpa')(vLaa/jLivo<;,
'

thick with spiders' webs
' ^

;

and the same uniform miserj^ of all the departed is likewise a

common theme in the many songs that deal with Charon and the

lower world. All this could not have been effected by the influence

of Homer alone, great though it was, if he had himself invented

the whole conception. It is clear that he utilised a conception
which was before his time, and still is, a popular conception.

But there is equally good evidence of a totally different presen-
tatioQ of the future state. A fragment of one of Pindar's dirges
contradicts the Homeric description of the lower world in every

point. 'Upon the righteous the glorious sun sheddeth light

below while night is here, and amid meadows red with roses lieth

the space before their city's gate, all hazy with frankincense and

laden with golden fruits; and some take their joy in horses and

feats of prowess, and others at the draught-board, and others in

the music of lutes, and among them every fair flower of happiness
doth blossom

;
and o'er that lovely land spreadeth the savour of

all manner of spices that be mingled with far-gleaming fire on

the gods' altars^' So then this under-world is not cold and murky,
but is warmed and lighted by the sun

;
its inhabitants are not

frail spirits incapable of joy, but take their pleasure as aforetime

1 The few inconsistencies in the Odyssey, such as the physical punishment of

Tityos, Tantalos, and Sisyphos {Od. xi. 576 ff.), or again the mention of the

'asphodel mead' (Od. xi. 539, xxiv. 13), are unimportant. They are, I think,
adventitious Pelasgiau elements in the Homeric scheme of the future life, and it

may be noted that the Iliad is singularly free from them, while in Odyssey, Bk xi. ,

where they chiefly occur, they are obviously incongruous with the general conception
of the lower w^orld.

2 See above, p. 99. ^
Pindar, Fr. 129 (95).
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in the world above
;
nor is the lot of all the same, for it is only

the righteous who enjoy this bliss.

The popular character of this conception is equally clear.

The distinction between the varying fortunes of the dead—
the hope of happiness for some in contrast with the universal

misery of the Homeric under-world— is an idea which finds ex-

pression throughout ancient literature
;
and if the house of Hades

often remains none the less a place of gloom, that is because the

abode of the righteous is often transferred to the islands of the

blest, and the dark under-world left as a place of punishment for

the wicked. At the present day too the same ideas are widely
current among the common-folk. It is true that the dirges more

generally pourtray the lower world as wrapped in Homeric gloom,
and the condition of the departed as monotonously miserable

;

but the express purpose of these dirges, recited beside the dead

body before it is carried out to burial, is to excite the mourners to

a frenzy of grief, and the professional dirge-singer (for there are

still women in some parts of Greece who follow that calling) would

soon lose her work if, instead of harrowing the feelings of the

mourners, she took upon herself to comfort them
;
her whole

business is to move to tears those whom the bereavement itself

has left unmoved, or to stimulate to fresh outbursts of lamentation

those who are already spent with sorrow. But in a few folk-songs

is found the more cheerful belief that the departed still continue

the pursuits which they followed in this life ^

;
while as for their

abode, any peasant who should have the Pindaric description

of the future home of the blessed explained to him, would un-

hesitatingly identify it with that which he himself calls Paradise.

Some points perhaps in that description would surprise him no

less than they would please him, as for example the permission to

play draughts, but they would not obscure his recognition ;
the

place of fair flowers and fruits and scents could be none other

than Paradise. '*The people of modern Greece," says a Greek

writer 2,..." unable to comprehend the idea of spiritual joys,

consider Paradise a place of largely material and sensuous

pleasures. The Paradise of the Greek folk is watered by great

rivers,...and in it there grow trees which diffuse odours sweet past

telling....Agreeably with this reception of the idea of Paradise by
1 See above, p. 345. 2

HoXiVrjs, McX^tt;, p. 407 ff.
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the people, the fathers of the church also were compelled to

describe Paradise in terms of the senses as well as of the spirit,

thus making certain concessions to popular feeling and ideas.
'

Some,' says John of Damascus ^
' have imagined a sensuous

Paradise, others a spiritual Paradise. For my part I thmk that,

just as man himself has been created with senses as well as with

spirit, so the most holy close (lepcoTarov rifievof;) to which he has

access appeals alike to the senses and to the spirit.'
" The com-

promise in this passage is cleverly justified, but it has not lasted
;

the pagan part of it alone has survived, and the Paradise of the

modern folk is none other than that abode which Pindar described.

Even the rivers thereof, which are naturally desired above all

things by the inhabitants of a dry and dusty land, were probably
not absent from Pindar's picture ;

for Plutarch, to whom we owe

the preservation of the fragment, passes in one passage from

actual quotation of the opening lines to a mention of smooth and

tranquil rivers flowing through the land\: and in the kindred

picture of the Islands of the Blest, which Pindar paints elsew^iere,

he does not omit to mention the water wherewith the golden
flowers are refreshed ^

;
for in his eyes too water was the best

of earth's gifts, even as gold was the brightest of wrought
treasures ^

It was this high appreciation of water which first informed

a custom prevalent all over Greece on the occasion of funerals.

As the bier passes along the road, the friends and neighbours of the

dead man empty at their doorway or from their windows a vessel

of water, and usually throw down the vessel itself to be broken

on the stones of the road. This custom is evidently very old, for

in some places the use of the water, the very essence of the rite,

has become obsolete, and all that remains of the custom is the

breaking of a piece of crockery. And even though in most places

the custom is observed in full, its meaning has generally been

forgotten, and curious conjectures have been made to explain it.

Some interpret the custom as a symbol of that which has befallen

the dead man
;
the vessel is his body, the water is his soul

;
the

pouring out of the water symbolises the vanishing of the soul, and

^ 'EkB. opdodo^. TTtVrews 11 (25); Migne, Patrolog. [ser. Graec.) Vol. xciv. p. 916.
2
Plutarch, de occult, viv. cap. 7, cited by Bergk in Lyrici Graeci, ad loc.

3 Find. 01. II. 134. •* Find. 01. i. 1.
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the dead body will fall to pieces like the broken crock. Others

say that they pour out the water ' in order to allay the burning
thirst of the dead man \' a notion ominously suggestive of the boon

Avhich Dives sought of Lazarus. But the real purpose of the rite

is still known in some of the Cyclades, where exactly the same

custom is followed also on the occasion of a man's departure from

his native village -, to live, as they say, in exile. And the purpose
is to promote the well-being of the dead or of the exile in the

new land to which he is going. The pouring out of the water is

in fact a rite of sympathetic magic designed to secure that the

unknown land shall also be well-watered and pleasant and plenti-

ful
;
and the breaking of the vessel which held the water is due,

I suppose, to a feeling that an instrument which has served

a magical purpose must not thereafter be put to profane and

mundane uses. This custom then in itself bears witness how

wide-spread is, or has been, the conception of the other world

as a land of delight wherein the pleasant things of this world shall

still abound.

Thus then it must be acknowledged that two contradictory

popular conceptions of the hereafter have survived side by
side as a twofold inheritance from the ancient world. The one

pervades the whole of Homer
;
the other is best expounded in

a fragment of Pindar =^;
and the fundamental difference between

them is this, that the one consigns all the dead alike to gloom and

misery, while the other distinguishes between the future fortunes

of the righteous and the unrighteous, and holds out the hope
of happiness in a yet brighter world than this. Whence came

these two conceptions ?

The world which Homer describes is the Achaean world, and

I suspect that his under-world is likewise the Achaean under-world.

The Achaean religion, as exhibited in Homer, is in no way profound.

The gods are only Achaean princes on a yet grander scale, endowed

with immortality. Men's relations with them are eminently

simple and practical ;
sacrifice is expected if prayers are to be

^
VOL 5po(xiaovv ttj \avpa tov iredafx^vov.

2 Cf. Theodore Bent, The Cyclades, p. 220.
2 This is of course only one out of several passages in which Pindar speaks of

the future life, and he does not adhere to any one doctrine; elsewhere, as in 01. ii.,

his views are coloured largely by Pythagorean or Orphic eschatolog}', although there

is a close resemblance between the isles of the blest there described (126—135) and
the abode depicted in this fragment.
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answered. But both gods and men are concerned with this upper
world only; death closes all relations between them. The gods
are unconcerned, unless it be for some special favourite

; they live

on Olympus as aforetime amid feasting, quarrelling, laughter, and

love
;
but men leave these pursuits and pastimes, and go down to

the misery of Hades' house
;
their souls which fled lamenting from

their limbs at the hour of death still exist, else could they not

appear to living men in the visions of night ;
but their existence

is all misery, for they lack all that made this life pleasant. Their

joys had been the joys of a strenuous, full-blooded life, the joys of

battle, of feasting, of song, of comradeship ;
and these joys were no

more. The future existence of the soul was, to the Achaeans,

simply the negation of the present bodily life.

But the religion of a later age was by no means so simple.

The Homeric gods were still worshipped in the old way, and

received their sacrifices in exchange for favours desired or granted.

But there was another element in religion of which Homer shows

little trace—an element of awe and mystery. Homer indeed

names the Erinyes as beings concerned with the punishment of

certain sins; but he shows no knowledge of that awful doctrine of

blood-guilt which Aeschylus associates with them
;
the murdered

man's power of vengeance is wholly ignored; for among the Achaeans

the next of kin might accept a price at the hands of the murderer,

and allow him to remain in the land^, without himself incurring

any pollution or any manifestation of his dead kinsman's wrath.

Again Homer knows indeed of Demeter as a goddess connected

with the crops; but there is nothing in his casual mention of her

to suggest that the mysteries of her worship transcended the

rites of all the Olympian gods. Yet no one, I suppose, would

imagine that these profounder elements in ancient religion were

of post-Homeric growth or could possibly have been evolved from

the transparently simple religion of the Achaeans.

On the contrary it is known that the more mysterious rites

and doctrines of the Greek religion were a legacy from the

Pelasgians. That the mysteries of Demeter were Pelasgian in

origin is proved by the localities in which her worship most

flourished, and is corroborated by the explicit statement of

Herodotus^ who was disposed to refer other mystic cults also to

1 Horn. II. IX. 632 ff.
2 Herod. 11. 51.
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the same source ^ In fact the co-existence, or even the conflict, of

the old Pelasgian and the newer Achaean religions is constantly

recognised in ancient literature, and to the Pelasgian is ascribed

all that most touched men's hearts, be it with awe or with pity
—

with awe as in the conflict between the Erinyes and the new

dynasty of gods whom Apollo and Athene represent, with pity in

the dolorous struggle of Prometheus against the tyrant Zeus. The

Pelasgian religion, with all its horrors, drew the real sympathies
of the mystic Aeschylus; he could worship in deepest reverence

Demeter and her mysteries^; he could worship perhaps even the
' reverend goddesses,' horrible though they were in their dis-

pleasure; but his heart must have been cold towards the

usurping Olympian gods. There is true insight in that passage
of Aristophanes

=^ where Aeschylus summarises the benefits con-

ferred by great poets on the Greek race, and praises Homer, the

Achaean poet, for his lessons in discipline and valour and warfare,,

but Orpheus, sometimes reputed the founder of the Pelasgian

mysteries, for instituting religious rites and teaching men to

abstain from bloodshed. And the feelings of Aeschylus were the

feelings of his countrymen. The Athenians boasted of a great
Achaean goddess as the foundress and patroness of their city, but

their personal hopes of future happiness centred in the Pelasgian

Demeter. The same generation of Athenians listened with delight-

to Aristophanes' ridicule of those gods whom Homer accounted

greatest, and were aghast at the thought that the mysteries had

been profaned. The Achaean gods, it would seem, made good

figure-heads for the official religion of the state; they served as

majestic patrons of a city, or of a great national festival where

religion was of less real account than horse-racing, athletics, and

commerce; but the hearts of the people clave to the older, more

awful, more mysterious deities of the Pelasgians, and the holiest

sanctuaries'* were those which had been holy long before the

intrusion of the Achaean gods.

It was to this Pelasgian element in Hellenic religion that the

doctrine of future rewards and punishments belonged; for, a&

we shall see more fully in the next chapter, participation in the

1 Herod. ii.'lTl. 2
Aristoph. Frogs, 884. »

Op. cit. 1032 fif.

•* A conspicuous example is Delphi, where the Achaean god Apollo had usurped
the place of some oracular deity of the Pelasgians, of. Plutarch, de defect, orac.

cap. 15 p. 418.
. See Miss Harrison, Proleg. to the Study of Greek Religion, pp. 113 f^
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Pelasgian mysteries of Demeter at Eleusis was held to be an

earnest of future bliss, from which the impure or uninitiated were

excluded.

Thus then there were two popular conceptions of the future

life—the Achaean conception of universal misery in a cold and

gloomy under-world, and the Pelasgian conception which distin-

guished between the lots of the righteous and the unrighteous,

and held out to some men the promise of bliss. Now with the

former conception, as we have already seen, the belief that the

dead eagerly desired dissolution is utterly inconsistent; none could

be in haste to pass the gates of Hades with the prospect of nothing
but misery within. But where there were hopes of happiness, the

eagerness for dissolution as a means of attaining thereto is at once

intelligible. This desire then, which has constantly pervaded the

mind of the Greek people and has furnished the single motive of

their funeral-rites down to the present day, is of Pelasgian origin;

and if Homer borrowed it and incongruously combined it with a

purely Achaean presentation of the under-world, we must no more

judge of its real meaning by the Homeric setting of it than we

would form an opinion of the place of the Erinyes or of Demeter

in Greek religion by Homer's occasional references to them.

The fact then that Homer, in accordance with the Achaean

religion, considered the dissolution of the body to mean the an-

nihilation of the bod}^ and represented the soul as alone entering

into the lower world is wholly immaterial to the present enquiry.

It is the Pelasgian conception of future bliss with which we are

concerned; for that alone can account for the eagerness of the

dead to obtain dissolution. What then are the blissful occupations
of the righteous in the other world? 'Some,' says Pindar, 'take

their joy in horses and feats of prowess, and others at the draught-

board, and others in the music of lutes.' Clearly these dead are

very different beings from the souls which peopled the Homeric

uuder-world. Athletics could be no pastime for feeble unsub-

stantial spirits; the game of draughts would be ill suited to

them that have no mind in them^; and those whose thin utter-

ance is like the squeak- of a bat would get and give little pleasure

by singing to the lute. No; tlie pursuits of the dead as depicted

by Pindar are the pursuits which men of flesh and blood enjoy;
1 II. XXIII. 104. 2

11^ XXIII. 101.
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and the abode in which they dwell, the paradise of flowers and
fruits and sweet odours, is an abode to gladden men of flesh and

blood. But a people whose ideal of future bliss lay in bodily

enjoyments cannot surely have looked forward to the annihilation

of the body and the survival of the soul alone
;
the joys which

they anticipated hereafter presupposed the continuance of some

kind of bodily existence.

Such a notion moreover cannot but seem more in harmony
with the whole spirit of the Greek world than the Homeric

doctrine of the survival of the soul only. A nation so conspicuous
for their love of human beauty and their delight in the human
form could not have viewed the extinction thereof with any feeling

other than the most poignant regret
—a feeling which, as we

know, the Homeric doctrine did actually inspire in those who

accepted it. The more thoughtful and hopeful religion of the

Pelasgians, unless it had anticipated the philosophy of Plato in

decrying the body and exalting the soul—an idea of which there

is no trace—was bound to give promise that body as well as soul

should survive death and dissolution.

Again it may fairly be claimed that in any religion of a pro-

founder character than the Achaean, in any religion which contains

some positive ideas of the future life and does not view it merely
as the negation of the present life, that which men hope to become

in the future state is something more similar to the deity or deities

in whom they believe. Their conception of godhead and their

conception of their own condition after death are of necessity

founded upon the same ideal of happiness—a happiness w^hich the

gods already enjoy and which men hope to share. The Buddhist

looks forward to the day when he shall become like his deity
—

even one with his deity
—clean from the grossness of matter, free

from bodily desires and necessities, spirit unalloyed. The Christian

believes in a God who became man and survived the death of man

not in the form of a spirit only but with flesh and bones, and he

himself looks forward to the resurrection of the body. Socrates

held that wisdom and goodness were one and pertained to the soul

only, and the God into whose presence his soul would pass after

death was 'the good and wise God,' rightly called Hades, that is,

the invisible and spiritual, with whom the soul has kinship \ But
1
Plato, Phaedo, cap. 29 (p. 80 d).
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what of the ordinary Greek? His gods were not invisible or

spiritual. Pelasgian and Achaean deities alike were beings of

flesh and blood, robust, active, sensuous; they ate and drank, they
waked and slept, they married, they begot or bore children. Such
was the Greek's conception of godhead, such his ideal of blessedness.

How then should he look forward to the annihilation of the body
with any feeling but dismay? How could his hopes of future bliss

not involve of necessity a belief in the survival of both body and

soul?

I suggest then that the dissolution of the body, which the

dead so eagerly desired, far from being regarded as a final and

complete severance of soul and body, was in the Pelasgian religion
tlie means of their re-union in another world. Death was only
a temporary severance of the two entities which together form

a living man capable of enjoying physical pleasures. The soul at

the moment of death went down to the nether world in advance,

or, it may be, as is sometimes held by the peasants of modern

Greece \ hovered about the body until its dissolution was complete.
But the dead body certainly remained in this world, at the place
where it lay evident to men's eyes; it could not pass to the other

world at once; it could not ever pass thither without the assistance

of friends still living; it was too gross and too impotent, bereft of

the soul, to make its own way to the home of the dead. Therefore

upon the survivors was imposed the sacred charge of resolving it

into elements more refined, and of enabling it thus to pass out of

human touch and sight to a home which the soul could reach unaided.

When this process was effected by inhumation, the period of forty

days required for complete dissolution was the critical period in the

dead man's existence; if the body was 'bound' and indissoluble

for any cause and the soul re-entered it before the proper time,

the revenant was a pitiable wanderer, sharing in the joys neither

of this world nor of the next; the mourners therefore took such

measures as they could to prevent that calamity, by entertaining
the acquaintances of the dead man and prevailing upon them to

revoke any curses wherewith he was bound, and by laying in

the dead man's mouth a charm which should bar the soul's

re-entry. When crematioa was employed, the dissolution of the

body was more speedy and more sure; and it is not therefore

^ Cf. KcavffT. N. Ka;'eXXd/c77s, Xia/cd 'AvaXcKTa, p. 341.
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difficult to understand that the Pelasgians, conscious though they
must have been that in religion they were as far in advance of the

Achaeans as in material civilisation they were behind, should have

early adopted the use of fire in the interests of the dead. But no

matter which rite was employed, the ultimate effect was the same;
the heavy, helpless corpse that had been laid upon the pyre or in

the grave vanished, and nought but the bones remained. Whither

then had it vanished? How had the visible become invisible?

Surely by passing from this visible world to the world invisible.

There is nothing to suggest that this disappearance meant to the

Greeks annihilation; that word indeed had no counterpart in their

speech; the strongest term of the Greek language by which one

might attempt, and would still fail, to render the word *

annihilate,'

would be d<f)avi^ecv or dtarovv,
'

to make unseen.' And on the

other hand their conception of future happiness in another world

is positive evidence that they believed dissolution to mean not

annihilation, but the vanishing of the body to be re-united with

the soul in the unseen world.

I am of course far from suggesting that these views which I

have sketched formed a definite religious doctrine to which every
Greek would have subscribed. No people have evinced greater

liberty of thought on religious matters; no people have been less

hampered by hierarchical limitations and the claims of authority;

nowhere have wider divergences of religious opinion been tolerated;

nowhere else have the advocates of material philosophies and of

spiritual philosophies been brought into sharper contrast and yet

held in equal repute. But it is not with the vagaries of individuals

and the new departures of great thinkers that I am concerned;

my purpose is simply to trace the general trend of thought as

regards the relation of body and soul after death among the mass

of the Greek people.

And in so doing I fully realise the danger of over-statement.

Probably the mass of mankind in religious matters perform many
acts without full consciousness of their motive; they instinc-

tively follow tradition without enquiring into the meaning and

the mutual relation of the customs with which they comply ;

and if ever they try to justify to their reason the acts to which

instinct prompts them, they may be at a loss to form a consistent

theory out of the several motives which they would assign to the
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several acts. If therefore I try not only to disengage from among
the network of religious and philosophical speculation a thread of

simple popular belief, but also to present that thread unknotted

and continuous, I may be attempting that which the mass of the

Greek people seldom and with difficulty performed for themselves.

To enunciate as a doctrine that which may have been a sub-

conscious or only partially realised belief—to present as a con-

sistent theory ideas which, separately apprehended, formed the

acknowledged motives of separate acts, but whose mutual relations

were seldom investigated
—to formulate in words that which may

have been no more than a vague aspiration of men's hearts—this

is necessarily to over-state. There lies the danger. But for my
part, while admitting that in all probability there was among the

Greek people of old, as among the Greek people and others too

to-day, a large amount of unintelligent religion, I claim that some

such conception as I have outlined of the relation between soul

and body and of their future existence is the only possible ex-

planation of the manifold customs and beliefs relating to death

and dissolution which have been discussed, and fairly represents

the general trend of thought among the inheritors of the Pelasgian

religion.

This conclusion is not a little strengthened by the evidence of

a custom common to both ancient and modern Greece, which

presupposes the continuance of physical desires and needs after

death. To make a present of food indicates a belief on the part
of the donor that the recipient can eat; to make a present of

clothing implies a belief that the recipient has a body to be

covered
;
and it is these two things, food and clothing, the

elementary requisites of living men, which have most constantly
been brought, either at the time of the funeral or later, as gifts

to the dead. Other gifts there were also in different ages ;

treasures of wrought gold for the princes of Mycenae; articles

of the toilet for Athenian ladies whose first care even beyond the

grave would be their complexion; toys for the children. But

while each grave that is opened may tell its own story, humorous

or pathetic, of those tastes and pursuits of the occupant for which

the same provision was made in the next world as in this, it is in

the supply of the common necessaries of all mankind that the

popular Greek notions concerning the dead are most clearly
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revealed; for the custom has continued without intermission or

sensible alteration down to this day.

In the Mycenaean age the dead were supplied with a store of

food at the time of the funeral, but there is no evidence to show
whether the gifts were renewed subsequently ^ I incline to

suppose that they were; for the belief of later ages in some sort

of bodily existence after death has already been traced back to

the Pelasgians ;
and the custom of later ages therefore of con-

tinuing to supply the dead with bodily necessaries was probably
derived from the same source. But in any case the Mycenaean
custom of providing food for the dead at the time of the funeral

is sufficient proof that the dead were thought to have bodily needs,

and therefore also bodily existence.

The Achaeans of the Homeric age seldom presented the dead

man with gifts of food at the funeral, and never apparently after-

wards. The only gift, if such it can be called, which was commonly
burned along with the dead body was the warrior's own armour;
but it is so natural, quite apart from any religious motive, for a

soldier's body to be laid out arrayed in its wonted accoutrements

and to have, as it were, a military funeral, that little importance
can attach to it. Other gifts were rare. The funeral of Patroclus

is quite exceptional, and, like the return of Patroclus' soul with

its urgent petition for burial, seems wholly inconsistent with the

Homeric presentment of after-death existence. The soul being
doomed to a shadowy impotent semblance of life could have no

part in physical needs or pleasures^. Nor does Homer enlighten

us as to the purpose of the abundant gifts, which included not

only food but slaughtered dogs and horses^; he speaks only of

^ Kohde {Psyche i. cap. 1) contends that the discovery of an altar, of the type
used in the worship of Chthonian deities, superimposed upon one Mycenaean grave,

proves both that offerings to the dead were continued after the interment and also

that the offerings were of a propitiatory character. On this slight foundation he
rears the edifice of his theory that a vigorous soul-cult flourished in Mycenaean
and earlier ages. Accordingly he views all gifts to the dead, including those made
at the time of the funeral, as offerings intended to propitiate departed souls,

although he is forced to admit that from the Homeric age onwards there is no
evidence that fear of the dead was a feature of Greek religion; the offerings

made, on his view, to the soul of Patroclus were merely, he holds, a 'survival,' a

custom no longer possessed of any meaning. The accident of an altar belonging
to some Chthonian deity having been found above the grave of some man seems to

me insufficient basis for any theory.
2 The blood which in the Odyssey is used to attract the souls of the dead and

is given to Teiresias to drink forms, I imagine, part of a magic rite, which has no
connexion with the present point.

•5 I omit the twelve Trojan prisoners; the slaughter of these is clearly stated to

have been an act of revenge. See 11. xxiii. 22 f.

L. 34
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providing 'all that it beseemeth that a man should have when he

goeth beneath the murky gloom ^' Indeed I question whether

Homer had any clear conception of their utility; they seem rather

to have been vaguely honorific
;
and since the custom of making

such gifts is neither usual in Homer nor in harmony with his idea

of future existence, I hold it likely that once again he was drawing

upon the Pelasgian religion in order to give to the last rites of

Patroclus the maximum of splendour.

The Dipylon-period puts an end to all uncertainty; thence-

forward down to the present day the Greek custom of providing
the dead with the necessaries of bodily life will be found to have

been uniform and continuous. There has been no interruption of

the simple practice of providing the dead with food both at the

time of the funeral and at stated intervals thereafter. For the

Dipylon-period this has been proved by the contents of the graves

and bv the strata of burnt soil observed at Eleusis^ above them.

The same phenomena continue to present themselves also in

the case of later graves at Athens, certainly down to the third

century B.C., and, though any detailed description of graves of a

still later date is hard to find, the custom unquestionably still

prevailed ;
for literary evidence, overlapping that of archaeology

at the start, carries on our knowledge of the custom into the

Christian era.

The Choephori of Aeschylus takes its very name from the practice

of pouring wine or other beverages on the graves of the dead for

them to consume; and the word %oat was specially applied to this

kind of libation as opposed to the Xot/Sai or airovhai wherewith

gods were propitiated. Similarly the Greek language possessed a

special word for gifts of food (or other perishable gifts such as

flowers) brought to the graves of the dead; these were called

eva^ia-fxaTa in strict contrast with the sacrifices {Ovaiai, etc.) by
which gods were appeased ^ These presents of food were regularly

made on two occasions at least after the funeral
;
there were the

TpLia brought, according to modern computation, on the second

^
II. xxiii. 50.

2
'l>t\tos, in 'E077/a€/)ts 'Apx«'o^- 1889, p. 183. Possibly also at Athens, cf. Bruckner

and Pernice, in Athen. Mittheil. 1893, pp. 89—90.
^ I am not overlooking the fact that evayiaixara were also made to Chthonian

deities (cf. Pausan. viii. 34. 3), but there was a distinction in character even
between these iuayLa/xara and those made to the dead. Wine, for example, was
excluded from the former and included in the latter. Possibly in origin evayi^e^v
was the Pelasgian rite, dveif the Achaean.
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day, and the evara on the eighth day : how regular was the

custom of bringing them may be judged from the passing
references of Aristophanes^ Isaeus^, and Aeschinesl In addition

to these two meals there were others either on the thirtieth day
after the funeral or on the thirtieth of each month—for the in-

terpretation to be put on the term rpiaKahef;^ seems doubtful—
also ryeveata^, apparently a birthday-feast given to the dead, and

veKvata^ to commemorate the anniversary of the death. The
exact details of date however are of minor importance ;

the

significant fact is this, that at certain intervals after the well-

known TTepiSeLTTvov or funeral-feast, held on the day of burial,

other meals were served to the dead; and the Greek words

themselves corroborate the view that 'meals,' not 'sacrifices,' is

the right term to use; for as the funeral-feast is TrepL^enrvov,

so also the veKvata are called by Artemidorus'' not lepd but

heliTva. These meals, being burnt over the place where the dead

body lay, or being deposited unburnt in some large vase set up
at the head of the grave, were thereby devoted to the use of the

dead and became ivayia/juara in that curious half-way sense

between ' sacred
'

and ' accursed
'

for which our language has no

equivalent save the imported word 'taboo'—objects devoted to a

sacred purpose and bringing the curse of desecration on anyone
who should pervert them to another use. The Greek language
then was careful to mark the difference between gifts presented

to the dead and propitiatory offerings made to the gods ;
and the

difference was observed, not because the presents differed in kind,

but because the conceptions of their purposes were different. The

gods demanded sacrifices under pain of their displeasure; the dead

needed food as living men need it, and their friends supplied it,

not in fear, but in love.

These old pagan customs were at first discountenanced by the

Church^ But the common people clung to them with great

tenacity^, and after a while they appear to have received even

1
Ltjsist. 611. 2 Menecl. 46 and Giron 55 (p. 73. 26).

3
Ctesiphon, 226 (p. 86. 5).

4 Pollux viii. 146; Harpocrat. s.v. TpcaKds.
^ Herod, iv. 26.

^.^
Artem. Oneirocr. iv. 83.

^ loc. cit.

8 Bingham, Antiq. of Christian Church, Bk 23, cap. 3.

9 See Chrysostom, Homily 47 in 1 Cor., p. 565.

34—2
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official encouragement; for St Anastasius Sinaites, bishop of

Antioch during the latter half of the sixth century, enjoined

the observance of them, and in so doing used some of the old

names by which the customs were known in pre-Christian times.

'

Perform,' he wrote,
' the offices of the third day {rpira) for them

that sleep, with psalms and hymns, because of him who rose from

sleep on the third day, and the offices of the ninth day (evara) to

remind those that yet live of them that have fallen asleep, and

the offices of the fortieth day according to the old law and form

(for even so did the people mourn for Moses), and the offices of the

anni\'ersary in memory of the dead, with gifts from his substance

to the poor as a remembrance of him\' In this passage the cloak

of Christian decency which St Anastasius provided does not

entirely cover the nakedness of heathen superstition. There is

indeed much aetiological skill in the saint's manipulation of

Biblical references; but the rpura and evara practised in his

day, despite the addition of Christian prayers and hymns, were

without doubt the same in essence as those to which Aristophanes

and others allude—meals provided for the dead
;

for such indeed

they still remain.

At the present day the funeral service usually concludes with

a distribution of baked-meats and wine to the company assembled

at the grave-side, and a share of both is given to the dead. In

some districts this function means more than the serving of light

refreshments, and the grave-side becomes the scene of a sub-

stantial meal, from which however meat is excluded; for, owing
to Christian ideas of fasting, it is generally held to be '

spiritual
'

for the mourners to abstain from meat for the period of forty days.

It is to this meal at the graveside that the word fiaKapla seems to

be properly applied, in the sense of a '

feast of blessing,' and it

obviously corresponds with the term fjiaKapir-qf;, 'blessed,' which

was in antiquity, and still remains, the Greek equivalent of our
* deceased

'

or
'

late.'

Subsequently, in the evening after the funeral or even on two

or three evenings thereafter, the nearer friends and relatives of

the dead assemble for another funeral-feast. This meal, which in

ancient times was called the TrepiSecTrvop, is now commonly known

^
Anastasius, Quaestio xxii,, in Migne, Patrolog. Graeco-Lat. Vol. lxxxix. 288.
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as the Traprjyopia^ or 'comforting.' It is held in the house of the

nearest relative'^ as was done in the time of Demosthenes^ and

its modern name seems to indicate that the *

consolation' of the

bereaved is its chief purpose ;
and certainly some temporary

solace is on many such occasions poured into the mourners'

breasts; for the Greek peasants, always abstemious save on

certain great festivals such as Easter and these funeral-parties,

make no scruple of drinking and pressing their host to drink

until a riotous cheerfulness prevails. But though the feast is

designed to assuage the grief of the living, the dead are not

forgotten; for a special portion of food is often sent to the grave
from the house of mourning before the guests of the evening
arrive. Thus, though the dead is not felt to have any part in

the actual '

feast of comforting'
—for this feast is really provided by

the guests, who bring their own contributions of food and wine,

while the host provides only the accommodation for the company*—
yet the physical needs of the departed are satisfied on this first

day beneath the earth in the same measure as when he was above

ground. Two meals are provided, one immediately after the

funeral, the other in the evening.

Nor is the nature of this food lacking in interest. Locally

indeed many varieties may be found, the gifts including such

ordinary comestibles as bread, cheese, olives, caviare of the baser

sort, pildf (the well-known Turkish dish of which the main in-

gredients are rice and oil), and probably indeed anything, save

meat, which the peasant's larder can supply; but the most

generally approved viand is a specially baked flat cake spread

with honey. Now it will be remembered that jars of honey were

among the gifts of food on the pyre of Patroclus*', but a more

striking coincidence is to be found in Aristophanes' mention of a

fieXcTovrra or honey-cake in connexion with a funeral.
'

What,'

says Lysistrata mockingly to the old deputy (irpo/SuvXof;),
' what

^ Known also as to ^earbv {'the warming') according to Bybilakis, Neugriech.

Leben, p. 67.
2
According to Bybilakis, loc. cit., in the dead man's house. This, naturally,

would be the usual case.
»

p. 321. 25.
4 Hence it is probable that the ancient irepideLirvov also was conducted on the

principle of the ^pavos.
5 Horn. 11. XXIII. 170. Cf. also the use of fxeXiKparov, Horn. Od. xi. 27, and Eur.

Or. 115. Cf. also Aesch. Fers. C14.
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do you mean by not dying? You shall have room to lie; you can

buy a coffin
;
and I myself will knead you a honey-cake at once^'

From this passage it would appear that not only has the custom

of providing food for the dead remained in force from very early

days, but even the kind of food has not changed in more than two

thousand years. The honey-cake, though no longer known as

fieXtTovTTa, in reference to its chief attraction, but yjrvxoTrrjTra^,

'soul-cake,' in reference to the occasion of its making, is still

apparently prepared according to a classical recipe, and sweetness

still gratifies the palate of the dead.

The dates subsequent to the funeral at which food is provided

for the dead have already^ been mentioned. Where the custom

is most fully observed, these are the third, sixth, ninth, and fortieth

days, the last days of the third, sixth, and ninth months, and three

anniversaries, the last of the three being also usually the day for

the exhumation of the bones. But in many villages the custom is

less extended, and it is held sufficient to observe in this way the

third, ninth, and fortieth days'* and the first anniversary. This

minimum of modern practice, it will be observed, is the exact tale

of days recommended for observance by St Auastasius, and without

doubt the sanction of the Church has helped to preserve the

custom.

The Church likewise is wholly responsible for the name by
which these days are known, fivrj/ioavva or 'memorial-feasts'; and

it would be wrong to infer therefrom that the peasants attach no

meaning to these rites save that which the name * memorial-feast
'

suggests. Rather it would seem that the Church in permitting the

continuance of a pagan custom tried to diminish its significance.

The words of St Anastasius make it clear that such was his

attitude. He bids that the anniversary be observed '

in memory
of the dead, with gifts from his substance to the poor as a

remembrance of him'; and the repetition contained in the phrase

shows in what aspect he wished the custom to be viewed. But as

a matter of fact the real purpose of the custom was not to keep

1 Ar. L7JS. 599 fif.

^ In some villages of Chios, the diminutive \f/vxoTrrjTTi or a word xp^irar) is used

(Kwj'o-T. KaveXXd/cTjs, Xta/cd 'Aj/dXe/cra, p. 387). The commoner form i/'vx^TTTjrTa is

that of Crete (cf. Bybilakis, op. cit. p. 69), Kasos, and other Asiatic islands (Il/jwro-

5t/coj, irepl ttjs Trap rj/xiv racprjs, p. 17) etc.
3 See above, pp. 486—7.
* Called respectively rplfiepa, ivpLdfiepa, and capavra.
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green the memory of the dead by charitable distributions of his

goods, but partly, as we have seen, to induce those persons who
were invited to the feast to forgive the dead man and to revoke

any curses with which they had bound him, and partly to minister

to the dead man's own bodily needs; and in spite of ecclesiastical

influence to the contrary, this twofold purpose is still generally

recognised, and that portion of the food which is not consumed by
the company invited or by the priests, but is actually left on the

grave, is honestly intended as nourishment for the dead body there

interred.

This motive was fully appreciated by a French traveller of the

seventeenth century ; describing these grave-side feasts, he says,
'

Frequent presents of cakes, wine, rice, fruits, and other eatables,

decked out with flowers and ribbons, are taken to the tomb.'

There, he continues, the priest blesses the food and takes a good
share of it, and a feast is then held ' wherein they seek to make the

dead man participate as well^' Thus even now, after centuries of

Christianity, there seems to be no change of feeling among the

common-folk, and their intention, or one part of it, is still best

summed up in the phrase of Euripides,
*

to render sustenance unto

the dead^.'

The food proper to these meals subsequent to the day of

the funeral is known as KoWv^a. It consists of grain, usually

wheat, boiled whole, and thus closely resembles the English
'

frumenty.' It is sometimes garnished and made more palatable

by the addition of sugar ornaments, almonds, raisins, and pieces

of pomegranate, but the essential thing is boiled grain ^ How the

word KoWvj^a obtained this meaning is not known to me"*; but

the food itself is quite probably a legacy from the ancient world.

The silicernium or funeral-feast of the Romans took its name

apparently from siliquae, some kind of pulse, which must therefore

^ Sonnini de Magnoncourt, Voyage en Greceet en Turquie, Vol. ii. p. 153.
•^ Eur. Or. 109.
=* Cf. Suidas s.v. KdXv^a, (Tiros exp-nrSs. The spelling with \\ is preferable.
4 The classical meaning of KoWv^a was ' small coins.

' The scholiast on Aristoph.
Plut. 768 mentions KbWv^a among the KaTax^<TiJ.aTa thrown over a new slave on his

introduction to the household. These consisted mainly of sweetmeats, etc. (cf. op.

cit. 798) whence apparently Hesychius (s.v. KdXXv^a) explains that word by TpojydXca.

More probably small coins were thrown along with various sweetmeats; for the

kindred custom of throwing Karaxvcr/xaTa over a bride on her entry into her new
home has continued down to the present day, and these certainly now comprise
small change as well as sticky edibles.
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be supposed to have formed the chief dish; and beans are at the

present day an important part of the funeral-meats in Sardinia^

It is not unlikely therefore that the use of boiled beans or grain

in the service of the dead is an old custom common to the coasts

of the Mediterranean. The honey-cake on the day of the funeral

is of ancient prescription; the boiled wheat on later occasions may

equally well be so. At any rate the principle of supplying the

dead with meals both at the funeral and on certain fixed days

thereafter remains absolutely unchanged, and the custom is still

understood to be a means of ministering to the bodily needs of

the dead.

And as with the gifts of food, the ancient ivayicrixaTa, so also

with the gifts of drink, the ancient x^^^^- ^^ ^^ ^^ record that

among the Greeks of Macedonia, Cappadocia, and other outlying

districts^, the custom of pouring out red wine on the graves of the

dead at the so-called memorial-feasts is still sedulously observed;

and though I have nowhere witnessed the practice, I have been

told on good authority that in Aegina also and in some parts of

Crete it is in vogue. For the use of water I can myself answer;

and it is not a little interesting to observe that while the dates

on which food is set before the dead man have been somewhat

conventionally limited in number, water, the prime necessary of

life, is often taken to the grave daily=^ up to the fortieth day.

Again, in the matter of providing clothing for the dead, ancient

practice is well known. A store of raiment was buried with the

dead, and so great a store that it was necessary for Solon to

impose a legal limit by which three outer garments (i/jLarta) were

named as the maximum'*. But this restriction applied only to

the actual funeral, and did not prohibit renewed gifts of clothing

at subsequent dates. To judge from a passage of Thucydides,
this was an annual duty. The Plataeans, in their appeal to the

Lacedaemonians for protection, are made to plead their per-

formance of this kindness as a claim upon Spartan gratitude.
' Turn your eyes,' they say,

*

to the tombs of your fathers, who
fell in the Persian wars and were buried in our land. Year by

^
Gregorovius, Wanderings in Corsica, etc. (tr. Muir), ii. p. 46.

2
UpurddiKos, irepi ttjs Trap' ^[xiv ra0^s, p. 17. 'I. S. 'Apx^^aos, ij 'Zivaabs, p. 92.

^ Cf. Bybilakis, Neugriechisches Leben, p. 67.
*
Plutarch, Vita Solon, cap. 21.
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year we were wont to do them honour at the public charge with

gifts of clothing and all else that is customary \'

Some vestiges of this custom remain to the present day. The
dead are commonly dressed in their best clothes for the lying-in-

state and for the procession to the grave, during which, it must

be remembered, the body is always carried on an open bier, ex-

posed to view. Often too these clothes are buried with the dead;
but sometimes when, as among the poorer peasant-women, the

richly-embroidered festival dress is too costly a thing thus to

abandon, and is handed down as an heirloom from mother to

daughter, the body is stripped at the grave-side of its fine

array ;
and indeed so far, I am told, has the custom degenerated

in Athens and some of the other towns, that costumes of special

magnificence may be hired from the undertakers and sent back

from the churchyard to them. In such cases the old meaning of

the custom is lost, and a vulgar desire for pomp and parade has

taken its place. But among the simpler folk of the country this

is not the case
; for, apart from the custom of burying the dead in

their best clothes, there is in the folk-songs mention of gifts of

clothing and other necessaries of life sent b}^ the hand of one

recently dead to those who have gone before^.

It appears then that the ancient custom of providing for the

bodily wants of the departed is still alive, still significant; and

surely it is incredible that a people who for more than two

thousand years have continued to resort to the graves in which

the dead bodies of their friends are laid, and there to set out meat

and drink and clothing and other things suited to their erstwhile

needs and pursuits, could all along have believed that these gifts

were vanity, that the food could not strengthen, the wine could

not cheer, the clothing could not warm the departed, but that

they lay henceforth cold, tasteless, insentient. For if men had so

believed, then a custom, not merely lacking the alliance of religious

belief, but standing in perpetual antagonism to it, could not have

held its ground, as this custom has done, century after century

with vigour unabated. Rather the continuity of the custom might
alone prove, even if other considerations had not guided us to the

same conclusion, that the departed were held to possess a nature

1 Thucyd. iii. 58. 4. 2 gee above, p. 345.
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no less corporeal, an existence no less material, than that which

belonged both to living men and to the gods whom they hoped to

resemble even more closely hereafter. The same food as men ate

was offered to the gods in sacrifice that they too might eat; why

bring it to the dead, if they had no power to eat? The wine that

men drank was poured out for the gods in libation, that they too

might drink; why waste it upon the soil of the grave, if the dead

had no power to drink? A robe such as Athenian women wore

was presented to Athene year by year, that she might wear it;

why furnish the dead with gifts of raiment, if it must rot unworn?

It is impossible to evade the conclusion that the same bodily needs

and propensities were ascribed by the Greek folk to the departed

as to living men and to deathless gods.

Thus then the people of Greece are shown to have pursued

constantly two aims in their treatment of the dead—to ensure the

dissolution of the body, and also to provide the body with the

necessaries of existence. Unless therefore anyone is prepared to

suppose that the Greek people have been constantly actuated by
two conflicting motives, the desire to annihilate and the desire to

keep alive, dissolution cannot have meant to them annihilation,

but rather a modification of the conditions of bodily existence
;

and that modification can only have meant that the existence of

the body in this world indeed ended—for the substance laid in the

grave vanished—but continued in another world. But if bodily
existence continued in that other world whither the soul too sped,
the body and the soul having reached the same place would surely
not be imagined to remain separate, but to be re-united. The

eagerness for dissolution meant therefore eagerness for the re-union

of body and soul.

And there is a good means of testing the popular belief even

as regards this last step. If the body and soul were really believed

to be re-united as soon as dissolution was complete, the dead man
in the lower world would assuredly be as well able to take care

of himself as he had been while dwelling in this world, and the

obligation of his relatives to provide him with food would cease,

although of course they might, voluntarily and without any com-

pulsion of duty, continue their gifts\ But it would be at any

^ This occurred in old time in the case of heroes, whose offerings are called

ivayiafMara and xo«^ like those of other dead men
;
but since the state and not the
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rate permissible, on this theory, to discontinue all care for the

dead when once his body was no longer helpless but restored to

its activity by re-union with the soul; and it is to be expected
that the Greek people should sometimes avail themselves of the

exemption from the task of feeding and otherwise tending the

dead. Such action would be the natural outcome of the belief that

dissolution meant the re-union of body and soul; and if I can show
that such action has been or is commonly taken, the existence of

the belief will have borne the best test, the demonstration of a

custom arising from it.

The period required for dissolution, according to common belief,

is either forty days or three years
—the former being the really

popular period, while the latter was fixed indeed by the Church

but in many districts has been popularly accepted. Hence, if my
views are correct, the meals provided for the dead and all other

marks of care ought to cease sometimes at the fortieth day and

sometimes at the third anniversary.

As regards the present time, I do not know of any place,

though it would not surprise me to hear of one, in which the

so-called memorial feasts are discontinued after the fortieth day;

but I have already cited evidence to show that the memorial-feasts

of later date are definitely ecclesiastical in origin, and even retain

to this day in one district a distinctly ecclesiastical tone^ Therefore

before a necessitous priesthood had succeeded in extending the

custom, the ministration to the bodily wants of the dead clearly

did cease when dissolution was popularly supposed to be complete.

This conclusion is fortified by a most striking piece of evidence. The

priests' interest has naturally been limited to the food and wine

supplied to the dead; for a supply of water they have not been de-

pendent upon the perquisites of their office. Hence it comes that

the water, which, as I noted above, is often supplied to the dead

day by day, without any accompanying provision of food, ceases

to be brought after the fortieth day. The wants of the dead man

have been assiduously satisfied until, in popular reckoning, his

dissolution is complete, and ecclesiastical influence has had no

motive for encouraging a longer continuance of the custom so far

individual provided for them, the gifts were made not for a time only, but regularly

year after year.
1 See above, pp. 487 f.
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as water is concerned. The fortieth
daj'' then was without doubt

the old popular limit of the time during which the supply of all

kinds of provision was obligatory.

Nowadays, on the contrary, the presents of food to the dead

are generally continued up to the third anniversary, when ex-

humation takes place. Then, if the evidence of men's eyes assures

them that dissolution has been duly effected—that the body is

gone and only the white bones remain—there is no further thought
or provision for the dead; but in the rare cases in which the dis-

integration of the corpse is not yet complete, the relatives are not

freed from their obligations. I witnessed a remarkable case of

this kind at Leonidi on the east coast of Laconia. Two graves
had just been opened when I arrived, and the utmost anxiety pre-

vailed because in both cases there was only partial decomposition—in one case so little that the general outline of the features

could be made out—and it was feared that one or both of the

dead persons had become vrykolakes. The remains, when I saw

them, had been removed to the chapel attached to the burial-

ground. Meanwhile the question was debated as to what should be

done with them. Dissolution must be effected both in the interests

of the dead themselves and in those of the whole community.

Extraordinary measures were required. The best measure—I am

reporting what I actually heard—the best measure next to prayer

(which had been tried without effect) was to burn the remains,

and the bolder spirits of the village counselled this plan; but this

would have been a breach of law and order, and the authorities of

the place would have none of it. The priest proposed re-interment;

but here the relatives objected. They had had trouble enough and

expense enough; they had kept 'the unsleeping lamp' burning at

the grave, and had provided all the memorial feasts; they would

not consent to re-inter the body and to be at the same charge for

an indefinite time, without knowing when the corpse might be

properly
'

loosed
'

and their tendance of it over. They would find

some way of dissolving it, and that speedily.

And so indeed they did; and I, for a short time, was a spectator

of the scene. On the floor of the chapel there were two large

baskets containing the remains
;
there were men seated beside

them busy with knives
;
and there were women kneeling at

wash-tubs and scouring the bones that were handed to them
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with soap and soda. The work continued for two days. At the

end of that time the bones were shown white and clean. All else

had disappeared
—had probably been burnt in secret, but the

secret was kept close. It was therefore claimed and allowed

that dissolution was complete.

The attitude adopted by the relatives on this occasion makes

it perfectly clear that all the care expended on the dead is

obligatory up to the time of dissolution, but no longer. So long
as the fleshly substance remains in this world, provision of food

must be made for it; when it has disappeared and only the bones

are left, the departed cease to be dependent upon their surviving

relatives, and no further anxiety is felt for their welfare.

Nor must it be supposed that the cleaning and whitening
of the bones in the case which I have described had anything to do

with a desire to preserve the bones as relics of the dead. Such a

custom is indeed well known in Greek monasteries
;

at Mega-

spelaeon, for instance, the wealthiest and most famous monastery
of Greece proper, there is an ossuary in which the monks take

great pride. On one side, ranged against the wall, stands a large

triangular heap of skulls; the opposite wall is decorated with

cleverly-designed geometrical figures carried out in other bones;

while in a corner perhaps may be seen a basket or two full

of material awaiting the decorator's convenience. My guide,

I remember, pointed out to me the skulls of many of the

distinguished monks of past time, and indicated with great

satisfaction the spot which he had bespoken for his own.

But the usage of monastic bodies has in truth little bearing

upon the popular semi-pagan beliefs and customs; the practice

of storing up the bones of members of a religious order in an

ossuary is more closely akin to the old custom of preserving relics

of saints and martyrs ;
it is to the usage of the common-folk in

such matters that we must look. And what do they do with the

white or whitened bones? They throw them away and expend
no more care upon them. At Leonidi itself, close beside the

fenced-in burial-ground, but unprotected from the intrusion of

man or beast, there is a square open pit into which the bones

of many generations have been tipped like rubbish, lying at random

in confusion as they fell. Nor is this a solitary case. In far-away

Sciathos I recall the same scene as at Leonidi—a chapel set on a
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wooded hill, the churchyard about it neatly kept and the graves
of the recently buried well-tended, but just beyond its precincts

a rough hole in the ground open to sun and rain, and * some two

fathoms of bones,' as a peasant said jestingly, lying in neglect and

disarray. These pits, which are to be seen throughout Greece,

are indeed dignified by the Church with the name of cemeteries

(KoifMTjTrjpta^) ;
but they command no respect on the part of

the peasant. He will cross himself as he passes chapel or

enters churchyard, but he will jest over the depository of outcast

bones. In a word, when it is seen that every trace of the dead

body save only the white bones has disappeared, the common-folk

exchange their extraordinary devotion to the duties of tending
the dead for a total unconcern. And the reason for this can only
be that the dead body no longer lies helpless and dependent for

its existence upon the sustenance which they from time to time

provide, but has vanished to a land where, re-united with the soul,

it regains its activity and independence.

Such, I believe, is the trend of religious thought which, almost

insensibly, has guided the actions of the Greek people from the

Pelasgian age until now in their treatment of the dead; the benefit

which they have sought to confer upon the dead by the dissolution

of their bodies has been the re-union of body with soul and the

resumption of that active bodily life which death had for a time

suspended.

^ As opposed, in correct speech, to veKporacpeiov, the place of preliminary inter-

ment. But the two terms are often confused.



CHAPTEE YII.

THE UNION OF GODS AND MEN.

The similitude of death with sleep is an idea of ancient date

and of wide distribution, which for many of mankind, whatever be

the creed professed, has mitigated the fears or lightened the uncer-

tainties which attach to the cessation of this life. Adopted by the

founder of the Christian religion as an illustration of the doctrine

that men '

shall rise again with their bodies,' the thought has

become a part of the heritage of Christendom, and in our own

language the word 'cemetery' bears testimony to it. But the idea

had been evolved by pagan thought long centuries before the

dawn of Christianity, and probably enough by the thinkers and

poets of many nations independently one of another. In the

oldest literature of Greece we meet with the thought already fully

developed and evidently familiar. 'To sleep an iron slumber^' is

already in Homeric language a simple and natural synonym for
'

to

die
'

;
and so too we are told that in the far off golden age men

'died as it were overborne by sleeps' And in yet plainer terms,

where Death and Sleep are personified, they are spoken of as twin

brethren^, the children of Nights This conception seems too to

have been a favourite in art^, and provided one of the scenes on

the renowned chest of Cypselus^.

When we turn to the folk-songs of the present day, we cannot

of course hope to find the imagery of Death and Sleep pourtrayed

as infants sleeping in the lap of Night, nor indeed, so far as

I know, are they even described as brothers
;

for the personification

of them by the modern peasants is rare. But the old resemblance

1
11. XI. 241. 2 Hes. W. and D. 116.

3
e.g. Horn. 11. XVI. 454 and 672; xiv. 231.

^ Hes. Theog. 212, 756. ^ gee Preller, Griech. Myth. i. 690 ff.

6 Paus. V. 18. 1. Cf. III. 18. 1.
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between them is still recognised, and, quite apart from Christian

influence, the thought finds natural expression in those largely

pagan improvisations of mourning in which the name of Charon

is to be heard more frequently than the name of God. It will

suffice to quote but one stanza from one of the most simple and

touching of these funeral-songs :

hkv fiV ireOafievT),

Tr)v o-^L Trjfjare^

KOi^arai, KOifiaraiy

els VTTvo ^adv^.

Not dead lies the maiden,
Doubt not, but behold her,
'Tis sleep doth enfold her

In slumber profound.

Now this idea, born in some long-forgotten pagan age, fostered

by Homer and Hesiod and no less tenderly by the Christian Church,

familiar to every Greek mind for full three thousand years,

harmonizes well with the belief that body as well as soul survives

death. Beyond the superficial resemblance in the inert figures of

the dead man laid out for burial and of one who sleeps soundly,

there was another and profounder resemblance in the manner of

their waking to fresh activity, the one in this world, the other in

the under- world. Homer, with his belief that the soul alone

survives, notes only the first resemblance. The twofold property

of laying men to sleep and of raising them therefrom resided fitly

in the wand of Hermes the escorter of the dead
;
but though he

escorted men's souls to the house of Hades and might at will .

summon their souls thence^, there is no suggestion of a bodily

awakening from the sleep of death. But Virgil, even in his close

imitation of Homer, adds to the Homeric description of Hermes'

wand one phrase of his own. ' Therewith doth he summon forth

from Orcus the pale spirits of the dead, and others doth he send

down to gloomy Tartarus
;
therewith he giveth sleep and taketh

it away'
—so far does Virgil follow Homer, but he adds—'and

unsealeth men's eyes from death ^' The Homeric picture is

enriched by a new thought, foreign to the Achaean religion but

proper to that other belief which inspired Pindar's description of

the future life, the thought that after death and dissolution men's

^
Passow, Popul. Cai-m. cccxcvi. - Horn. Od. xxiv. 1.

'•^

Virg. Aen. iv. 242 ff.
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eyes should open upon a brighter world and a life of renewed

bodily activity.

Such was the thought with which the pagans of ancient

Greece had comforted themselves long before Christianity availed

itself of the same imagery. But the Hellenic religion went yet

further, and found in this thought not only peace and contentment

but vivid joy. The sleep of death was the means whereby men

should attain to closer communion with their gods. The grave

was a bed, but a bed of delight rather than of rest, a bridal bed.

They should not sleep alone, but in the very embrace of the gods

to whom in this life they had striven to draw nigh. The darkness

of the tomb was but the wedding-night. Full union in the other

world should be the consummation of partial communion in this.

The marriage of men with their gods was the ideal to which

Greek piety dared aspire.

Such an ideal may well seem bold even to the verge of impious

presumption. But Greek religion, even in its highest develop-

ments, was the natural and spontaneous expression of the beliefs

and hopes of a whole people ;
it differed from all the great

religions of the modern world in having no founder. Great

teachers no doubt arose, as Orpheus or Pythagoras, who influenced

the course of religious thought ;
but they were not the founders of

new religions. The old self-grown faiths of the people were the

stocks upon which they grafted, as it would seem, even their new

doctrines
; they founded schools indeed, but schools which did not

sever themselves from the received religion and become sects.

The Orphic mysteries differed so little from the old Pelasgian

mysteries of Eleusis that Orpheus was sometimes even reputed

to be their founder too
; yet, as we shall see, the Eleusinian rites

were merely one presentment of a conception common to the whole

Greek people. If then this ideal of marriage between men and

gods in the future life was no invented or imported doctrine, but

simply the highest development of purely popular aspirations

towards close communion with the gods, its audacity is less sur-

prising. From time immemorial down to this day* Greece has

had its popular stories of nuptial union even in this life between

gods and mortal women, between goddesses and mortal men
;

and educated Greeks, who could not credit such occurrences in

1 See above, pp. 96 ff. and pp. 134 ff.

L. 35
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their own times, might well believe that a joy, which had been

granted to the brave men and fair women of* a former and better

age even during their life-time upon earth, was still reserved for

the righteous in the world to come. Pausanias tells us with

a wonderful simplicity that in his time owing to the increase of

iniquity in all the world no one was changed from a man into a god,

and that the wrath of the gods against the unrighteous was laid

up against the time when they should quit this earths If then

there was believed to be a postponement of punishment for those

who offended the gods, there might well be a reservation of blessed-

ness for those who pleased them. It would have imposed no strain

upon the faith of such as Pausauias to look forward to the enjoy-

ment in a future life of the same bliss as had been enjoyed in old

time upon earth by men * who by reason of their uprightness and

piety sat at the same hospitable board as gods, and whom the gods

openly visited with honour for their goodness even as they visited

the wicked with their displeasure ^' men who, as many an old

legend told, had shared not the board only but even the bed of

deities.

This curious Greek conception of death as a form of marriage
was first borne in upon me by the funeral-dirges of the modern

peasants. Examples may be found in any collection of Greek

folk-songs. The actual expression of the thought varies con-

siderably, but it would probably be hard to find in Greece any

professional mourner in whose elaborations the idea did not occupy
an important place. It is utilised with equal frequency in regard

to persons of either sex, whether married or unmarried at the

time of death. The two following specimens from Passow's

collection are fairly representative.

'Ah me! ali me! the hours of youth and days all past and over,

Haply shall they return again, those hours of youth regretted ]

'

'Nay when the crow dons plumage white, when crow to dove is changed,
Then only shall they come again, those hours of youth lamented.'

'Oh fare ye well, high mountain-tops and fir-trees rich in shadow,
For I must go to marry me, to take a wife unto me

;

The black earth for my wife I take, the tombstone as her mother
And yonder little pebbles all her brethren and her sisters 2.'

Here evidently we have the funeral-dirge of an old man,

and, as is usual in these poems, a large part of the words are

^ Paus. VIII. 2. 5.
2 Paus. ibid. § 4.

^
Passow, Pop. Carm. no. 364.
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put into his mouth. In this fragment the first two lines are the

dead man's complaint, the next two are an answer returned to

him, and then again he takes up his parable. The second

example which I will give is from a lamentation for a young girl.

The first few lines are addressed by the father and mother to their

dead child, and with a quaint directness contrast the gloom of the

lower world with the simple joys of a peasant's life here above
;

while the last three lines are an answer put into the dead girl's

mouth.

'Dear child, there where thou purposest to hie thee down, in Hades,
There, sure, no cock doth ever crow, nor hen is heard a-chicking,
There is no spring of water found, nor grass in meadows growing.
Art hungered 1 nought thou tastest there

;
athirst ? there nought thou

drinkest
;

Would'st lay thee down and take thy rest ? of sleep no fill thou takest.

Then stay, dear child, in thine own house, stay then with thine own
kindred.'

'Nay, I may not, dear father mine and mother deep-beloved,

Yesterday was my marriage-day, late yestere'en my wedding.
Hades I for my husband have, the tomb for my new mother i.'

In this dirge, it may be noticed, there is no complaint on the

part of the dead girl ; the lamentation and the gloomy description

of Hades are assigned to her parents. And indeed her reply is,

I think, intended to be by way of consolation. It is true that she

does not deny their cheerless prognostications nor attempt to

paint a brighter picture of the nether world, but she represents

her death as no greater breaking of old ties than is marriage ;

at an actual marriage indeed the same kind of distressful presages

are chanted by the girl's companions, and even the bride herself is

bound by propriety to exhibit a sullen and regretful demeanour.

Very true of Greek marriages and of Greek funerals is the proverb,

fjbrjh^
airo rr) Xvitt] Xeiirovv yeXia /xt^S' diro rrj %a/oa ra KXafx/j^ara^,

'

Mourning hath its mirth and joy its tears.' But the consolatory

tone is far more pronounced in some other passages from the same

collection. A good example is found in the message which

a Klepht—one of those patriot-outlaws who struggled against

Turkish dommation—is made to send, as he lies dying, to his

mother :

1 Passow, Pop. Carni. no. 374. ..,•,, ',

2 The word x^pa C j^^j')- ^^ I ^^^^ pointed out elsewhere, is mdeed often used

technically of marriage.

35—2
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'Go, tell ye now my mother dear, my mother sore-afHicted,
Ne'er to await me home again, ne'er to abide my coming;
Yet tell her not that I am slain, tell her not I am fallen

;

Nay, tell her then that I am wed—wed in these wilds so weary.
The black earth for my wife I took, the hard rock my bride's mother,
And all the little pebbles here I took for my new kindred i.'

The feeling displayed in these lines (which are credited by
Passow to the town of Livadia (Ae/SaSeia) in Boeotia) finds closely

similar expression in a recently-published Macedonian folk-song.

The latter however is not a mere copy of the former. Its metre

is different, and further it is a folk-song of the romantic order,

whereas the lines which I have quoted belong to an historical

ballad. A youth is lowered by his brothers, so runs the story,

into a well to get water for them, but the well proves to be

haunted by a snake-like monster {(TT0f)(eL6^) from whom they try

in vain to rescue him. In this plight he cries to them :

'Oh leave me, brothers, leave me, go ye on your way,
And say not to my mother dear that I am dead,
But tell her, brothers, tell her how that 1 am wed

;

The black earth for my wife I took, the tombstone my bride's mother,
And all these little blades of grass her brethren and her sisters 2.'

Even more remarkable in its total absence of grief is a fragment

given by Passow under the title of
' the Wedding in Hades.' The

lamentation—for technically at least the poem falls into the class

of
'

dirges
'—is sung by a mother for her son, and she speaks

of her own mother, who is already dead and in the nether world,

as making preparation for the boy's wedding in Hades.

' My mother maketh glad to-day, she maketh my son's wedding.
She goeth for water to the springs, for snow unto the mountains.
To fruit-wives in their garden-plots for apples and for quinces.
"Ye springs," she saith, "give water cool, and give me snow, ye mountains,
Ye fruit-wives in your garden-plots, give apples and give quinces.
For unto me a dear one comes down from the world above us

;

Not from a strange land cometh he, nor from among strange people,
He is the child of mine own child, right dear and deep- beloved."*'

From these passages and from many others conceived in the

same spirit it will readily be seen that the thought of death as

a kind of marriage, however mystical it may seem to us, is familiar

to the modern Greek peasants. Nor has that thought become

^
Passow, Pop. Carm. no. 38 (11. 13—18) and also nos. 65, 152, 180.

- See above, pp. 255 ff.

? Abbott, Macedon. Folklore, p. 255.
** Passow, Pop. Carm. no. 370. The phrase Kavei x^pa, which I have inadequately

rendered as 'maketh glad,' is technically used of marriage. See above, p. 127.
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crystallised into a set form of words to be repeated without heed or

understanding of their meaning. The very variety of treatment

given to the idea proves that we are not dealing with a mere
traditional expression or unmeaning commonplace, but with a

vital belief still capable of stirring the ballad-maker's imagina-
tion. Further it is this thought which almost alone strikes a

note of cheerfulness and of hope in the popular dirges. The usual

picture of the lower world is nothing but gloom and despair. It

is a place of darkness on which the sun never shines, a place of

ice and snow, and full of cob-webs. There are no churches there

with bright golden icons
;
no quoits for the young men to throw

;

no looms for the women to ply. Hunger is not appeased, thirst

not quenched, and sleep is denied. All is mourning and regret
for the warm stirring life of the upper world, and anxious fears for

wife or children left behind. Happy those who are allowed even

to taste of the river of death, and to forget their homes and

orphaned little ones. Thus with strange medley of ancient and

modern is the dirge-singer wont to describe that lower world to

which all the dead without distinction go. Yet even into these

dirges, which—in order to excite the mourners to wilder displays

of grief
—

purposely emphasize the gloomiest aspects of death,

there is allowed to enter the one cheerinor thouo^ht that the

departed for whom lamentation is made is not dead nor yet fallen

on eternal sleep, but wedded in a new world
;
and it is worthy of

notice that it is with this thought that many of the dirges end, as

if this one consolation and hope were designed to assuage the

pangs of sorrow which the first part of the dirge had excited.

Thus a brief study of the modern Greek dirges reveals to us the

curious fact that a mystic conception of death is widely prevalent

among the simple-minded peasants of Greece, and that, with all

their naivete in pourtiaying the horrors of the lower world, it is

from a recondite doctrine that they draw consolation. How came

they to be the stewards of a doctrine so strange, so remote from

the primitive simplicity of their ordinary life ?

Once more we must look back to a pre-Christian antiquity,

and seek again in Greek Tragedy the evidence of popular belief

Just as Aeschylus above all others has preserved to us the awful

doctrine of future retribution for the deadly sin of blood-guilt,

so from Sophocles we may learn the more comfortable doctrine
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that death, while it involves a parting from friends in this

upper world, is also the means of drawing nearer, in an union

as it were of wedlock, to the denizens of the lower world. The

locus classicus for this conception is the Antigone. Throughout
the latter part of that play, when once the doom of Antigone has

been pronounced, the thought of her death as a wedding, and of

the rock-hewn tomb where she is to be immured as a bridal-

chamber, finds repeated and emphatic expression.

Of course it may be said that Antigone was the promised
bride of Haemon, and that the poet in speaking of her tomb as

a bridal-chamber was seeking to accentuate the pathetic contrast

betw^een her hopes and her destiny. That is true
;
but perhaps it

is not the whole truth
; perhaps Sophocles rather utilised the

evident pathos of the situation for the purpose of covert allusion to

doctrines which were in themselves unspeakable, such as Herodotus

would have passed over with the words evarofjia KeiaOw. For we

must not forget that the majority of an Athenian audience, initiated

as they naturally would be in the Eleusinian mysteries, were

familiar with religious teachings of which none might make

explicit mention in the pages of literature open to the profane,

but at which a poet might well hint in words which beneath

their superficial meaning hid a truth intelligible to such as had

ears to hear. Aeschylus indeed had once ventured too far in his

allusions to the mysteries^; but there is no improbability, or

rather there is on that account an increased probability, in the

supposition that a discreet and veiled allusion to unspeakable
doctrines was permitted to the Tragic poet. Let us turn to the

actual passages of the Antigone.

The first suggestion of the thought comes ironically enough,

though it is but a faint suggestion, from the lips of Creon, who to

Ismene's exclamation,
" Wilt thou indeed bereave thine own son

of her ?" retorts
"
'Tis Hades' part to arrest this wedding I" The

thought is taken up later by the Chorus, who, after their

hymn in honour of unconquerable Love, revert to words of pity

^ For authorities see Lobeck, Aglaoph. i. pp. 76 ff.

2
Soph. Antig. 574-5. I do not know how much stress may be laid on the

repetition of the pronoun ode in these two hnes (viz. <XT€pr)(T€i.i rijade and Toixrde tovs

ydfjiovs) ;
but the hnes follow closely on that in which Creon bids Ismene speak

no more of Antigone as ^5e, and an ironical stress might well be laid by Creon on
the word rovade as he uses it, which would suggest to his audience its antithesis

roll's e/c€t ydfiovs.
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for the woman there before them, and tell how they can no longer
check the founts of tears, when they behold Antigone drawing
near to

* the bed-chamber where all must sleep' {rov ira'yKolTav

ddXa/jiovy. Here the expression of the idea is becoming plainer,

and it is no accident that the word dd\a^jLo<^, so commonly used of

the bride-chamber, is here selected. But yet clearer words are to

follow
;

for Antigone herself, in response to these words of com-

passion from the Chorus, interprets more boldly that at which

they hint.
' Me doth Hades, with whom all must sleep, bear off

yet alive to Acheron's shore, me that have had no part in wedlock,

whose name hath never rung forth in bridal hymn, but 'tis

Acheron I shall wed-.'

Nor does this clear pronouncement stand alone
;
thrice more,

as the play advances, the same thought is echoed in unmistakeable

tones. First comes the opening of that half impassioned, half

sophistic, speech of Antigone, from which some critics would

delete her argumentative estimate of a brother's claims as against

those of a husband
;
but the removal of those lines would still

leave intact that outburst,
* Oh tomb, oh bride-chamber, oh

cavernous abode of everlasting durance ^.' And then again in the

speech of the messenger, who bears tidings of the fate of both

Antigone and her lover, the same thought is pressed upon us

with double insistence. First he tells how, having given Polynices

his full rites of burial, they turned to go next * unto the vaulted

chamber where on couch of rock the maiden should be wed with

Hades' (tt/^o? XlOoo-tpcotop /co/9779 vvfjicftelov

"
h^ihov koIXov), and

from afar is heard the voice of loud lament beside
' the bridal

chamber unhallowed by funeral rites' {aKTeptarov d/ji(f)l TraardSa'^).

And later in the same narrative, when we have heard how that

voice of loud lament was stilled, Haemon is pictured as lying

dead in Antigone's dead embrace, having won his bridal's fulfil-

ment only in Hades' house (rd vvficfuKa reXr) Xa^coi^ SeiXato^; ev y

The reiteration of a single thought through all this series

of passages is most remarkable. What does it mean ? Did

Sophocles intend merely to enhance the tragedy of Antigone's

1
Soph. Antig. 804-5. 2 md, 810-16.

a ibid. 891-2. ^ md, 1203-7.
5 ibid. 1240-1.
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doom by constant comparison of that which might have been

with that which was ? Or did each phrase in which the thoughts
of marriage and of death were blended contain a further and a

subtler appeal to his hearers' emotions ? Did each phrase strike

also a note which set vibrating in his listeners' hearts responsive
chords of mystic hope ?

For my part, as I draw near the end of these studies in Greek

religion, I find it more and more difficult to set down as mere

casual coincidences the close resemblances between Greece in the

past and Greece in the present. I have found a belief in the

supernatural beings of Ancient Greece still swaying the minds of

the modern peasants ;
I have seen the customs of antiquity

repeated alike in the small acts of every-day life and in the cere-

monies of its greater events
;
I have heard the same thoughts

expressed in almost the same turns of phrase as in ancient litera-

ture
;
I have traced the popular conceptions of the present day

concerning the relations of body and soul, and their existence

after death, back to native pre-Christian sources. Have I then

not a right, am I not bound, to abjure coincidence and to claim

for the past and the present real identity ? When I find in

Sophocles the same thought, almost the same words, which may
be gathered to-day from the lips of any unlettered lament-maker

the whole Greek world over, I am compelled by my conviction of

the continuity of all things Greek to believe that Sophocles

adapted to his own use a thought which in his time even as

now was uttered in many a funeral-dirge, and that while the

phrases of the Antigone gained in his hands a new lustre from the

pathos of their setting, they themselves were not new nor the

invention of Sophocles' genius, but an old heritage of the Greek

race. Maybe it was that same thought which gave birth to the

strange and but partially known legend of the death of Hymenaeus
himself in the first moment of his wedded delight^ ; maybe it was

in the same spirit that Prometheus foretold how Zeus himself

should make such a marriage as should cast him down from his

throne of tyranny and he be no more seen, in fulfilment of the

curse uttered by Cronos when he was cast down into the unseen

world -.

1
Pindar, Fragm. 139 (Bergk).

2 Aesch. Prom. 940 ff.
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But, it may be said, the forebodings of Prometheus are gene-

rally taken to refer to a future marriage with Thetis, not with

death
;
and Pindar's reference to Hymenaeus is vague and fragmen-

tary ;
and the lines of Sophocles' Antigone have plenty of human

pathos, without reading into them any religious doctrine
;

let

your contention at least have the support of sober prose which

shows its meaning on the surface. So be it. Artemidorus in his

hand-book to the interpretation of dreams claims as a recognised

religious principle the correlation of marriage and death. To

dream of the one is commonly a prognostication of the other.

But let us hear his own words.
" If an unmarried man dream of

death, it foretells his marriage ;
for both alike, marriage and

death, have universally been held by mankind to be '

fulfilments
'

{reXri)) and they are constantly indicated by one another; for

the which reason also if sick men dream of marriage, it is a

foreboding of death \" And again :

'

if a sick person dream of

sexual intercourse with a god or goddess ,
it is a sign of

death
;
for it is then, when the soul is near leaving the body which

it inhabits, that it foresees union and intercourse with the godsl'

And yet once more :

' since indeed marriage is akin to death and

is indicated by dreaming of death, I thought it well to touch upon

it here. If a sick man dreams of marrying a maiden, it is a sign

of his death
;
for all the accompaniments of marriage are exactly

the same as those of deaths' The gist of these passages is un-

mistakeable
;
in clear and straightforward terms is enunciated the

principle that death and marriage are so intimately associated

that to dream of the one may portend the happening of the other.

Here is the doctrine which we sought to elicit from the poetry of

Sophocles and from the dirges of modern peasants, stated in plain

prosaic language. Death is akin to marriage, and, as death

approaches, men's souls foresee a wedded union with gods.

But Artemidorus does not merely vouch for the existence

of this mystic doctrine
;
he suggests also, to those who will weigh

his words, that the doctrine was generally recognised and widely-

1 Oneirocr. ii. 49. The word tAt? denotes here not merely a 'rite,' but a

'consummation' by which a man becomes reXetos. See below^ p. 591.

2 ibid. I. 80. To translate the passage more fully is not convenient ;
I append

the original : deiS 5e rj deq. fxiyrivai. rj virb deou irepavdrivaL poaovvTi fxkv ddvarov
(T-qjxaivei'

Tore yap rj \pvx'h Tas tCjv deCjv <xvv68ovs re /cat niseis fxafreveraL, Srav iyyvs y tov nara-

\nrelv to cra/xa (^ ivoiKH.
3 ibid. II. 65.
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spread :

'

for all the accompaniments of marriage,' he says,
'

are

exactly the same as those of death.' What were these accompani-
ments ? Seemingly Artemidorus had in mind certain customs which

he had enumerated a little earlier, namely
' an escort of friends,

both men and women, and garlands and scents and unguents and

an inventory of goods
^'

(i.e. either the marriage settlement or

the last will and testament). It is then owing to this similarity

between marriage-customs and funeral-customs that 'if a sick

man dreams of marrying a maiden, it is a sign of death.' But

previously we heard that if a sick person dreamt of commerce

with a god or goddess, it was a sign of death, because, as death

approached, the soul foresaw union and intercourse with the gods.

How far do these statements agree ? In both cases the interpre-

tation of the dream is the same—to dream of marriage forebodes

death—while the reasons for that interpretation are differently

given according as the partner in the dreamt-of union is divine or

human. But, though diff'erently given, these reasons are not

mutually inconsistent. In the one case the reason assigned is an

idea—the idea that by death men were admitted to wedded

union with their gods. In the other case the reason assigned is

a custom—the custom of giving to the dead rites similar to the

marriage-rites. In effect then the two reasons assigned are one

and the same in spirit; for the 'custom' is merely the practical

expression of the '

idea'; it was because men believed that the dead

attained to a wedded union with their gods, that they made the

funeral-rites resemble the rites of marriage. And clearly this

custom of assimilating the accompaniments of death to those of

marriage could never have been general, as Artemidorus suggests,

unless the belief, on which that custom was founded, had also

been generally received and widely spread.

It will be worth while then to institute an enquiry into the

customs generally observed both in ancient and modern times at

weddings and at funerals. Our comparison of ancient literature

with modern folk-songs, illumined by the statements of Artemi-

dorus, has established the fact that death and marriage were

very intimately associated in thought by some of the ancient

writers as they are by many of the modern peasants. Custom will

be found to tell the same tale, and will prove how generally
1 Oneirocr. ii. 49.
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accepted was this idea. For in point after point which Artemi-

dorus does not mention in his brief enumeration—and without

reckoning, as he does, such purely business matters as the inven-

tory of goods
—we shall find that the ceremonies incidental to

a funeral have now, and had in old time, a curiously close resem-

blance to the ceremonies incidental to marriage ; and, so finding,

w^e may be confident that they were informed by a general and

wide-spread belief that to die was but to marry into Hades' house.

Let us review them briefly and in orders

The first ceremony in both functions alike was, and is, a solemn

ablution. Before a Greek wedding both bride and bridegroom

have always been required to bathe themselves, usually in water

specially fetched from some holy spring. At Athens in old time,

according to Thucydides, the spring frequented for this purpose

was Callirrhoe^; and similarly the Thebans had resort to the

Ismenus^ the maidens of the Troad to the Scamander^ and the

inhabitants of other districts to some spring or river of local

repute I And at the present day in Athens it is still from

Callirrhoe (when there is any water there) that the poorer classes

fill the bridal bath
;
while many a village has its own sacred well

or fountain {aytaafia) to which recourse is regularly had for this

same purpose. And this wedding-ablution, common, as it would

thus appear, to the Greeks of all ages, has its counterpart in the

funeral-ablution, a ceremony likewise observed in all ages. Thus

Sophocles makes Antigone speak of having washed with her own

hands the dead bodies of father, mother, and brother^
;
and Lucian

in a mocking tone refers to the same practice as general in his

day^ At the present day the same rite is practically universal

in Greece. In some places, and most notably in Crete, special

magnificence is given to the ceremony by the use of warm

wine instead of water; in others, as Macedonia^, the custom has

dwindled away, and all that remains of it is a perfunctory moisten-

ing of the dead man's face with a piece of cotton-wool soaked in

wine. But in general the old custom remains unchanged. Thus

1 The majority of the references to ancient usage given below are borrowed from

Becker's Charicles.
2 Thuc. II. 15.

^ Eur. Phoen. 347.

4
Aeschines, Epist. x. p. 680. ^ Cf. Pollux, in. 43.

6
Soph. Antig. 901.

^ De Luctu, 11.

8 Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 193.
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we see that from ancient times down to the present day a cere-

mony of ablution has held a place in the preliminaries alike of

a marriage and of a funeral.

Again in this matter of washing there is one detail of special

interest. The water for the bridal bath was in old times fetched

by a boy or girl^ closely related to the bride or the bridegroom,

and the XovTpo(f>6po<;, as the bearer was called, is still an important

figure in the wedding ceremonial of the present day. Nowadays,
so far as I know, the bearer is always a boy, and further it is

essential that both his parents be still living. The \ovTpo(j)6po<;

therefore has always been closely associated with the marriage-

rite. But in antiquity the same water-bearer appears in another

connexion. '

It was customary,' we hear,
'

to fetch water (Xovrpo-

(fiopelv) also for those who died unmarried, and that the figure of

a water-bearer {\ovTpo(f>6pov) should be set up over their tomb.

The figure was that of a boy with a pitcher I' Here we have

a clear case of the importation of a ceremony closely connected

with marriage into the funeral-rites of the unmarried. How are

we to explain this custom ? On what religious conception was it

based ? Clearly, it seems,—in view of that constant association of

death and marriage which we have observed in ancient literature

and modern folk-song
—no other interpretation can well be

maintained than that, for those who died unwed, death itself was

the first and only marriage which they experienced, and that to

such, ere they were laid in Hades' nuptial-chamber, there ought
to be given those same rites which were held to be a fitting pre-

paration for entrance into the estate of wedlock in this worlds

The ceremonial ablutions being concluded, there came next the

1 For a discussion of this point see Becker, Charicles pp. 483-4.
2
Harpocrat. s.v, \ovTpo(f>6pos. idos de tjv Arat tocs dydfioLs dirodavovcTL Xovrpocpopeiv,

Kal iirl TO pLvriixa e(f>i(TTaadat. tovto Se rju wots vSpiav ^cjv. The same words are

repeated by Photius and Suidas. With €<pi(iTaadai it appears necessary to supply
\ovTpo(p6pov. Cf. Pollux VIII. 66 Tuiv 5' dydixoyv Xovrpocpopos rip /xurj/xaTi icpicTTaTo,

Kopri d-yya.ov ^x^vaa v5po(p6pov. . . .For other references see Becker, Charicles p. 484. This
information, as regards the emblem used, is held to be incorrect. The \ovTpo(f>6pos
was not a boy bearing a pitcher, but the pitcher itself. See Frazer, Pausanias,
vol. V. p. 388.

^ For this view see Frazer, Pausanias, vol. v. p. 389. 'It may be suggested
that originally the custom of placing a water-pitcher on the grave of unmarried
persons... may have been meant to help them to obtain in another world the happi-
ness they had missed in this. In fact it may have been part of a ceremony
designed to provide the dead maiden or bachelor with a spouse in the spirit land.
Such ceremonies have been observed in various parts of the world by peoples, who,
like the Greeks, esteemed it a great misfortune to die unmarried.'
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rites of anointing and arraying whether for marriage or for burial.

As regards the cosmetics, we might feel well assured, even without

the direct testimony of Aristophanes^, that they were freely used

in ancient weddings ;
and I myself have experienced a sense of

suffocation from the same cause at weddings in modern Greece.

Similarly at ancient funerals the original purpose of the lecythi

was without doubt to contain the choice perfumes for the anoint-

ing of the dead^; and the custom of anointing is still well known.

Then again in the matter of dress, the colour usually considered

correct^ both for marriage and for burial was white, and, even if

this cannot be said to have been universally the case, at any rate

there was, and there still continues to be, no less pomp and

ornament in the dress of the dead body^ than in the array of

bride and bridegroom.

In this connexion too we may notice the use of the actual

bridal-dress in the funerals of betrothed girls and of young wives.

That this practice was known in antiquity is proved by a passage

of Chariton ^ in which the heroine of his story, Callirrhoe, whose

first adventure, soon after her wedding, consists in being carried

out to burial while unconscious but not dead, is described as

'dressed in bridal array'; and exactly the same custom may be

witnessed in Greece to-day «. In fact not only may the person of

the dead be seen dressed as for a wedding, but in the folk-songs

we hear of the tomb itself being adorned like the home to which

the bride should have been led.

'Came her lover to her bedside, stooped him down, and met her kiss;

Low and faint to his ear only, whispered she, her message this:

"When I pass away, my lover, deck thou out my tomb lor me.

As thou would'st have decked the home where wedded I should dwell

with thee 7."'

Yet another point of coincidence between the ceremonial of

marriage and of funeral is the wearing of a crown. In ancient

times '

chaplets,' says Becker^
' were certainly worn both by bride

and bridegroom,' and in modern usage they are as essential to

1 Pint. 529.
'^ Cf. Lucian, de Luctu 11.

3 For a discussion of the point in relation to funerals see Becker, Oharicles

pp. 385 f. and in relation to marriage pp. 486 f.

•1 Lucian, de Luctu 11.
^ i. 6.

-, m r i. rr
6 Cf. Passow, FopuL Garm. Graec. Recent, no. 415, and Tournefort, Voyage

du Levant, i. p. 153, who describes a dead woman, whose funeral he witnessed, as

'par6e a la Greque de ses habits de noces.'

7 Passow, Fopul. Carvt. 378.
^ Ghuricles p. 487.
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the marriage ceremony as the wedding-rings. At a certain point

in the service, it is the duty of the best man, assisted by the chief

bridesmaid, to keep exchanging the rings from the hands of the

bride and bridegroom, and in like manner to exchange the crowns

which they wear from the head of one to the head of the other
;

and as the rings are always worn afterwards, so the two crowns

are carefully preserved and hung up together in the new home.

Equally well-established is the use of garlands in ancient funerals^

and, if not quite universal at the present day^ they are at any
rate commonly employed in the funerals of women and children.

In Macedonia it is actually the bridal crown which is worn

for burial by anyone who was betrothed or newly married ^

Worthy of notice too is the not uncommon spectacle of an

apple, quince"*, or pomegranate laid among the flowers with which

the bier is adorned
;
for all these three fruits have their special

significance in relation to marriage. The classical custom of

throwing an apple into a girl's lap as a sign of love is a method

of wooing still known to the rustic swain. It is not indeed

regarded as a highly respectable method, but perhaps neither

in old times was it so; for then, as now, the more well-conducted

youths seem to have had their wooing, if such it may be called,

carried on through the agency of an elderly lady (in ancient

Greek Trpofjuv^arpia, in modern Trpo^emjrpta) whose negotiations
were chiefly addressed to the parents on either side, and whose

conversation smacked more of dowry than of love. The quince
and the pomegranate however are employed without any otfence

to propriety. The former is in some districts the food of which

the newly-married pair are required to partake together at their

first entry into their new home; and it is hoped that the sweetness

of the fruit will so temper their lips that nothing but sweet words

will ever be addressed by the one to the other. To the open-
minded observer it might appear that acidity rather than sweetness

was the chief characteristic of the quince, and that, if the qualities

1
Lucian, de Luctu 11. Aristoph, Lysist. 602 etc.

2 The influence of the Church was against the use of garlands in early times
and perhaps suppressed it in some districts. Cf. Minucius, p. 109 'Necmortuos
coronamus. Ergo vos (the heathen) in hoc magis miror, quemadmodum tribuatis
exanimi aut [non] sentienti facem aut non sentienti coronam : cum et beatus non
egeat, et miser non gaudeat floribus.' The first non is clearly to be deleted.

2 Cf. Abbott, Macedonian Folklore, p. 193.
4 Cf. ibid. p. 197»
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of the fruit are found to affect the tones of those who eat it, they
would be better advised, as is the custom in some viUages, to

substitute for the quince a well-sugared cake or a dish of honey.
But the pomegranate is far more commonly used than the quince,
and in a variety of ways. Sometimes the bride and bridegroom
eat together of it; elsewhere the bridegroom proffers it to the

bride as his first gift on her entrance to their home, and she alone

eats of it; or again she may be required to hurl it down and

scatter its seeds over the floor. The second of these methods

of using the pomegranate at marriage is, it will be remembered,
of venerable antiquity ;

it was a seed of this fruit which Hades

gave to Persephone to eat, that when she visited again the upper
world she might not remain there all her days with reverend,

dark-robed Demeter, but return to her home in the nether world ^;

and similarly at the Argive Heiaeum, the bride of Zeus was

represented by Polyclitus holding in one of her hands the fruit

of the pomegranate, concerning which, says Pausanias, there is

a mystic story not to be divulged^ Here again then is found

the same close association of death and marriage. The three

fruits, apple, quince, and pomegranate, each of which possesses

a special use and purport in the preliminaries or the actual

ceremony of marriage, are also the fruits most commonly laid

upon the bier, in token, as it must appear, that death is but

a marriage into the unseen world. In the light of such customs

we can read with fuller understanding that simple and yet mystic

dirge,
' The Wedding in Hades

'

:

' My mother maketh glad to-day, she maketh my son's wedding.
She goeth for water to the springs, for snow unto the mountains,
To fruit-wives in their garden-plots for apples and for quinces...^.'

Thus in point after point the rites of marriage and the rites

of death among Greeks both past and present have been found to

coincide; and the number of these points of coincidence is too

large to admit of their being referred to accident
; design is

evident. We are bound to suppose either that marriage-cere-

monies were deliberately transferred to the funeral-rite, or that

funeral-ceremonies were deliberately transferred to the marriage-

1 Horn. Hymn, in Demet. 372 ff. Hence the pomegranate was treated as 'an

accursed thing' in the worship of Demeter at Lycosura, Pans. viii. 37. 7.

2 Paus. II. 17. 4.
^ See above, p. 548.
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rite. Which supposition shall we prefer ? There can be no real

question. It is impossible to conceive of a people so cynical

or so distempered as to darken the wedding-day with grim

reminders of death. But to transfer some of the usages of

marriage to the funeral-scene was to infuse one ray of hope

where all else was sorrow and darkness, to teach that, though
the dead and the mourners might grieve for their parting, yet

by that parting from the old home the dead was to enter upon
a new life, a life of wedded happiness, in the unseen world. For

indeed if there were no such intention as this, what was the

meaning of the XovTpo(}>6po^ set up over the grave of the un-

married, what the purpose of adorning the dead with wedding-

garment and wedding-crown ? These two acts at least are no

accidents
; they reveal a studied purpose of assimilating the

usages of death to the usages of marriage ;
and if that purpose

underlay two of the customs enumerated, there is good warrant

for the belief that in all the coincidences between marriage-rites

and funeral-rites the same thought was operating
—that very

thought which has been found to be the common property of

the Greek race, from one of the masters of ancient tragedy down

to the humblest peasant of our day. Custom past and present,

ancient literature, modern folk-song, all agree in their presentment
of death as a marriage into the house of Hades.

On this popular and withal recondite conception of death were

founded, I believe, the highest religious aspirations of the ancient

Greeks. Such as had served their gods piously and purely in this

life might hope to win a closer union, as of wedlock, with those gods
in the life hereafter. To them there could be neither blasphemy
nor presumption in their hope ;

for to pious believers the fabled

experience of their own ancestors in this life was a warrant for

aspiring themselves to the same bliss at least hereafter
;
what had

been, might be again. Nay, more
;
not only was the belief that

the highest bliss of the hereafter consisted in the marriage of men
with their gods free from all reproach of impiety, but it was the

logical development of two religious sentiments which we have

already reviewed—the desire for close communion between gods
and men, and the belief that men after death and dissolution

would still enjoy, like their gods, corporeal existence. A previous

chapter has been devoted to a detailed examination of the means
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whereby men in their daily life sought to maintain communication

with the powers above them—oracles from which all Qiight enquire
and win inspired response; interpretation of the flight and cries of

birds that were the messengers of heaven; reading of the signs

written by the finger of some god on the flesh of the victim

presented to him
;
divination from sight and sound and dream

;

sacrifice whereby some message of prayer might be sent with

speed and safety to the god who had power to fulfil it. And
in general it will, I think, be admitted that the main tendency of

Greek religious thought was to draw gods and men nearer together,

alike by an anthropomorphic conception of the gods and by an

apotheosis of human beauty ;
that it was to subserve this end

that Art became the handmaid of Religion, and strove to express

the divine in terms of the human, to discover in man the

potentialities of godhead. All religious hope and ambition and

effort turned upon communion with the gods. How then in the

next world should hope be fulfilled, ambition satisfied, effort

rewarded? What should be the glorious consummation? Marriage
was the closest communion between mortals in this world; marriage,

so sang the poets, bound gods together in closest communion.

Men's aspirations for communion with their gods could find no

final satisfaction save in marriage. To the few, we may suppose
—

men of refined and reflective mind, capable of imagining spiritual

joys
—this marriage of men and gods was but a mystic, figurative

expression for the union of man's soul with the soul of God, a

thought as chastened and innocent of all sensuous connotation as

the thought of many a woman who in a later era, withdrawn from

the world, has comforted her loneliness with the hope of being the

bride of Christ. But the many, I suspect, flinched not before

a bold and literal interpretation of the thought, and, believing

that, when death and physical dissolution were past, body as well

as soul survived in another world, dared dream that having passed

the gates of mortality into the demesne of the immortals they

should be wedded, body and soul, in true wedlock with those

deities who by veiled communion with them in this world

had prepared them for sight and touch and full fruition here-

after.

But, it will be asked, where in all Greek literature can we find

a statement, where even a hint, of this strange doctrine ? No-

L. 36
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where a statement; often a hint; for these were things not

to be divulged to the profane. To those alone who were initiated

into the Mysteries was the doctrine revealed, and even to them, it

may be, in parables onl}'^ whose inner meaning each must probe

for himself.

There have of course been those who have made light of the

mysteries of the old Greek religion, and have seen in them

nothing but the impositions of a close hierarchy playing upon the

ignorance and credulity and fear of the common-folk. But when

we consider the veneration in which the more famous mysteries

were held for many centuries, when we remember that Eleusis

was respected and left inviolate not only by the Lacedaemonians

and other Greek peoples when they invaded Attic territory, but

even by the Persians who had dared to devastate the Acropolis,

and in later times b}^ the yet ruder Celts, then it is easier to

believe that we are dealing with a great religious institution

based upon solid principles and vital doctrines which deserved

a wide-spread and long-continued reverence from mankind, than

that it was all the elaborate and empty hoax of a crafty priest-

hood.

Nor again does the view which makes Demeter simply a corn-

goddess and the Eleusinian mysteries a portentous harvest-thanks-

giving
—and that apparently somewhat premature—require any

long or serious consideration. Corn indeed was one of the blessings

given by Demeter to this upper world of living men
; perhaps

in the very earliest ages of her worship this was the sum total

of the boons which men sought of her
;
doubtless even in her

fully-developed mysteries a part of men's thanks were still for the

garnered harvest of the last year and for the promise which the

green fields gave of her bounty once more to be renewed; for even

in the nineteenth century of the Christian era her statue amid

the ruins of Eleusis was still associated by the peasants with

agriculture, and the removal of it, they apprehended, would cause

a failure of the crops^ But in old time this was not all. To

speak of Demeter as a mere personification of cereals is to

advocate a partial truth little better than the cynical falsehood

which makes her only the stalking-horse of designing priests.

^ See above, p. 80.
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For what said men of light and learning among the ancients S
men who knew the whole truth and the whole spirit of her worship?
'Thrice happy they of men that have looked upon these rites ere

they go to Hades' house
;
for they alone there have true life, the

rest have nought there but ill 2.' So Sophocles, in language
clearly recalling that of the so-called Homeric hymn^ to Demeter;
and in harmony with him Pindar: 'Happy he that hath seen
those rites ere he go beneath the earth

;
he knovveth life's

consummation, he knoweth its god-given source "*.' And surely
such consummation of life should be in that paradise, where * mid
meadows red with roses lieth the space before the city's gates, all

hazy with frankincense and laden with golden fruits,' where ' the

glorious sun sheds his light while night is here''; for to this

belief even Aristophanes subscribes, neither daring nor wishing
to make mock of the blessed ones who in the other world have

part in the god-beloved festival, and wend their way with song
and dance through the holy circle of the goddess, a lawn bright
with flowers, meadows where roses richly blossom—on whom
alone in their night-long worship the sun yet shines and a gracious

light, for that they have learnt the mysteries and dealt righteously
with all men^

Here then are the three great masters of lyric poetry, of

tragedy, and of comedy in substantial agreement ;
and the hopes

which they hold out are not the mere exuberance of poetic fancy,

for sober prose affirms the same beliefs. What says Isocrates ?

^ Demeter ...being graciously minded towards our forefathers

because of their services to her, services of which none but the

initiated may hear, gave us the greatest of all gifts, first, those

fruits of the earth which saved us from living the life of beasts,

and secondly, that rite which makes happier the hopes of those

that participate therein concerning both the end of life and their

whole existence
;
and our city proved herself not only god-beloved

* but also loving toward mankind, in that, having become mistress

of such blessings, she grudged them not to the rest of the

1 The following references are in the main taken from Lobeck, Aglaophamus.
2
Soph. Fragm. 719 (Dind.).

3 Hom. Hymn, ad Cer. 480 ff.

4 Find. Fragm. 137 (Bergk).
^ Id. Fragm. 129. See above, p. 518.
^
Aristoph. Banae 440—459.

36—2
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world, but gave to all men a share in that she had received \'

Of this passage Lobeck- was disposed to make light, and that

for the reason that Isocrates in another passage ^, \vith less

orthodoxy perhaps and more charity, in speaking of the pious

and upright in general, employs part of the same phrase which in

the passage before us he applies to the initiated only. All good

men, he says, have happier hopes 'concerning their whole existence';

virtue, that is, may expect a reward, vice a punishment, either

here or hereafter. Are these fair grounds on which to condemn

his reference to the mysteries as a meaningless common-place ? If

any comment is to be made upon this repetition of a well-known

phrase, would it not be fairer to note that in reference to the

mysteries he speaks of men's happier hopes not only generally
—

*

concerning their whole existence
'

(Trepl rod (Tv/jb7ravTo<; aloovo^^)

but also specifically
— '

concerning the end of life
'

(Trepl T579 tov

I3lov reXevrrjf;), and thus echoes the words of Pindar above

quoted,
' he knoweth the consummation of life

'

(olSev /xev /3l6tou

reXevrdv) ? Nor is there any dearth of other authorities to prove

that it was after death that the hopes of the initiated should
' be emptied in delight.' Let us hear Aristides.

'

Nay, but the

benefit of the (Eleusinian) festival is not merely the cheerfulness

of the moment and the freedom and respite from all previous

troubles, but alsu the possession of happier hopes concerning the

end, hopes that our life hereafter will be the better, and that

we shall not lie in darkness and in filth—the fate that is believed

to await the uninitiated"^.' Such seem to have been the general
terms in which the benefits of the mysteries might be recom-

mended to the profane. The same ideas, almost the same phrases,

occur again and again. Witness the well-known story of Diogenes
the Cynic, who, when urged by a young man to get himself

initiated, answered,
'

It is strange, my young friend, if you fancy
that by virtue of this rite the publicans will share with the gods
the good things of Hades' house, while Agesilaus and Epaminondas
lie in tilths' Or ao^ain let us read the advice of Crinagoras to his

friend :

* Set thy foot on Cecropian soil, that thou may'st behold

those nights of Demeter's great mysteries, which shall free thee

^ Isocr. Paneg. p. 46. ^
Aglaoph. i. p. 70.

^
Trepl eip-qi'Tjs, p. 166.

'
* Aristid. Eleusin. 259 (454).

^ Julian. Or. vii. 238. The same story in similar words recurs in Diog. Laert.

VI. 39 and Plut. de Aud. Poet. ii. p. 21 f.
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from care among the living, and, when thou goest where most

are gone, shall make thy heart lighter \' And with equal
seriousness Cicero, who in his ideal state would forbid all nocturnal

rites as tending towards excesses, would except the Eleusinian

mysteries, not only because of their humanising and cheering
influence upon men's life in this world but also because they
furnish better hopes in death 2.

Such are the most important passages bearing upon the re-

ligious as opposed to the temporal and agricultural aspects of

Demeter's worship, such the general terms in which the blessings

flowing therefrom were overtly described by men who knew the

details of the covert doctrine. The information contained in them

amounts to this : the initiated received in the mysteries a hope, a

pledge, perhaps a foretaste, of the future bliss reserved for them

only ;
the profane should lie in filth and outer darkness

;
the

blessed should dwell in pleasant meadows, and the sun should

shine bright upon them; they should be god-beloved, and should

share with the gods the good things of the next world.

Now obviously these vague and general promises are conceived

in the tone and the spirit of that popular religion which had

sprung from the very heart of the Hellenic folk. The pleasant

meadows where the initiated should dwell are none other than

that place which appears once as the asphodel mead, anon as

the islands of the blessed or as part of the under-world, and

is now named Paradise. The light which illumines even the

night-time of the blessed is the necessary contrast to the murky

gloom of a nether abode, conceived almost in the spirit of Homer,

where the profane must lie as in a slough. And finally the close

communion of the blessed with gods who love them is the con-

summation of those hopes which the whole Hellenic people

entertained, and of those efforts which the whole Hellenic people

put forth, to attain to close intercourse in this life with the gods

whom they worshipped. Clearly then the general promises, whose

inner mysteries were revealed only to the initiated, were based

upon the old ideals, the innate beliefs, the traditional hopes, in

a word, the natural and spontaneous religion of the Hellenic

race.

1
Crinagoras, Ep. xxx. ^ Cic. de Leg. ii. § 36.
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And, as at Eleusis, so probably in other mysteries. In a

famous passage Theo Smyrnaeus^ compares the successive steps-

to be taken in the study of philosophy with the several stages

of initiation in mysteries, and Lobeck^ in his examination of the

passage has shown that the reference is not to the mysteries of

Eleusis, or at any rate not to them only. It is probable enough
that Theo was speaking of mysteries in general, both public and

private, in most of which there were, doubtless, several grades

of initiation, and he may even have selected the details of hi&

illustration (for it is an analogy only, not an argument, in which

he is engaged) from different rites. Yet for his fifth and final

stage of initiation, beyond even '

open vision
'

(eVoTrreta) and
*

exposition
'

{SaBov^^f^ or Lepocjyavria), he names that bliss which

is the outcome of the earlier stages, the bliss of being god-
beloved and sharing the life of gods (ij Kara ro ^eo^tXe? /cal 6eol<;

(rvvStaLTov evSaifjuovio).

The recurrence of the word 6eo(pi\7]<; in the above passages^
whether in reference to the Eleusinian or to other mysteries,,

cannot but excite attention
;

and we shall not I think go far

astray if we take the last phrase of Theo Smyrnaeus,
' the bliss of

being god-beloved and sharing the life of gods,' as an epitome
of the somewhat vague and general promises held out to the

profane as an inducement to initiation. This was the fulfilment

of those
'

happier hopes
'—to use another recurrent phrase

—of

which the initiated might only speak in guarded fashion. The

exact interpretation of this phrase, as we shall have reason to

believe when we consider the separate rites in detail, was the

great mystic secret. But of that more anon
;

for the present
let us suppose that the general assurances openly given con-

cerning both the Eleusinian and other mysteries are fairly

summed up in the promise 'of being god-beloved and of sharing
the life of gods.' Such a promise appealed to those innate hopes
of the whole Greek race which manifested themselves in their

constant striving after close intercourse and communion with their

gods ;
in other words, the happier hopes concerning the hereafter,^

which the mysteries sought to appropriate and to reserve to the

initiated alone, had for their basis the natural religion of . the

Hellenic folk.

^ Mathem. i. p. 18, ed. Buller. ^
Aglaoph. i. pp. 39 f.
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To admit this is necessarily to admit the validity of Lobeck's

refutation of those critics who have sought to father on the

mysteries, usually on those of Eleusis, doctrines and ideas foreign

to, or even incompatible with, popular Greek religion
—

pantheism,
the emanation of the human soul from the soul of God, the

transmigration of souls, the Platonic theory of ideas, the unity of

God omnipotent and omniscient\ and such-like religious products
of different ages and different climes. For if we were to accept
the view that the teaching of the mysteries was a thing apart
from the ordinary trend and tenor of the popular religion, then

we should be compelled to regard those general promises of future

bliss (which were in truth, as we have just seen, based upon popular

religion) as a fraudulent bait designed to entice men away from

their old beliefs and to ensnare them in dogma and priestcraft ;

and if any would impute fraud, there awaits them the task of

convicting Pindar, Sophocles, Aristophanes, Isocrates, and others

who wrote of that which they knew, of conspiracy to deceive.

But while the promises held forth by the Eleusinian and

other mysteries, and therefore also the doctrines which elucidated

those vague promises, were a product of the popular religion, those

doctrines themselves were not a matter of popular knowledge.

The very fact of initiation, the death-penalty inflicted upon the

profane who by any means penetrated to the scene of the mysteries,

the wild indignation excited in Athens by a charge of mocking
the mystic rites, the scrupulous privacy observed in investigating

that charge before a court composed of the initiated only
—all

these are proofs that Eleusis was the school of secret beliefs and

hopes held in deep veneration by those to whom the knowledge of

them was vouchsafed. Secret doctrines existed
;
that which had

sprung from the beliefs of the many had become the property of

the few. How can this be explained ?

The explanation is not difficult. The worship of Demeter and

possibly many other rites which were afterwards called
'

mysteries'

were the most holy part of the religion of the Pelasgians ;
and

when the Achaeans, a people of strange tongue and strange religion,

came among them, the Pelasgians would not admit them to a know-

ledge of their rites but thenceforth performed those rites in secrecy.

This is proved by two facts. First, the rites which at Eleusis, in

^ See Lobeck, Aglaoph. i. pp. 6 ff.
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Samothrace, and among the Cicones in Thrace, the country of

Orpheus, were imparted as mysteries to the initiated only, were in

Crete open to all and there was no obligation to secrecy concern-

ing them\ Secondly, at Eleusis at any rate the purity required

of candidates for initiation was not only physical and spiritual,

as secured by ablution and abstinence, but also linguistic; it was

necessary KaOapevecv rrj (fxavfj^, to speak the Greek language

purely. These two facts taken together solve the difficulty.

Before the coming of the Achaeans the whole Pelasgian popula-

tion whether of the Greek mainland or of such an island as Crete

celebrated the rites of Demeter openly. In Crete, where no

Achaeans penetrated, the old custom naturally continued un-

changed. On the mainland the influx of a people of strange

tongue and strange religion necessitated secrecy in the native

rites, lest the presence of men who knew not Demeter should

profane her worship ;
the right of entry therefore at her festivals

was decided by the simplest test of Achaean or Pelasgian

nationality, the test of speech ;
and in later times, when the

Achaeans had acquired the Pelasgian speech^, the customs thus

established were not abolished
;

the rites of Demeter remained

'mysteries' to be conducted in secret, and the Shibboleth was

still exacted.

Since then we may not seek in the teachings of the mysteries

anything alien from the spirit of the popular religion, the scope of

our enquiry is more limited and its course more clear. The secret

to be discovered is something which had been evolved from the

popular religion, some intensification and higher development of

those hopes and beliefs, yearnings and strivings, which have con-

tinuously marked the religious life of the Greek folk. Now the

mass of the Greek people have always hoped and believed, as

their care for the dead has constantly shown, that beyond death

and dissolution lay a life in which body and soul should be re-

united and restored to their old activity; the mysteries might well

confirm the initiated in that expectation and picture to them the

happy habitations where they should dwell. Again the mass of

1
Diodorus, v. 77. Cf. Miss Harrison, Prolegomena to the Study of Greek

Religion, p. 567.
2 For references on this point, see Lobeck, Aglaophamus, i. 14 ff.

3 For the evidence that the Achaeans adopted the language of the Pelasgians,
and not vice versa, see Eidgeway, Early Age of Greece, vol. i. p. 631 ff.
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the Greek people have always yearned and striven by manifuld

means in this life for close communion with their gods : the

mysteries might well be a sacrament which afforded to the in-

itiated both a means and a pledge of enjoying in the next world,

to which body as well as soul should pass, the closest of all

communion with their gods, the union of wedlock.

Let it then be supposed that the two main ideas of the

mysteries, whether expounded in speech or represented in ritual,

were these—bodily survival after death, and marriage of men with

gods ;
what would have been the natural attitude of Christians

towards these doctrines ? For it is in the light of the charges

brought by early Christian writers against the mysteries that such

a supposition must first be examined. The doctrine of the immor-

tality of the body as well as of the soul was evidently little exposed
to Christian attacks

;
and it may have been because the Christian

doctrine of the resurrection had much in common wdth the old

Greek doctrine, that St Paul found among his audience on the

Areopagus some who did not mock, but said
' We will hear thee

again of this matter.' But with the further doctrine of marriage

between men and gods Christianity could have no sympathy, but

would inevitably regard it as offensive both in theology and in

morality, as implying the existence of a plurality of gods, and as

savouring of that sensuality, which above all other sin the apostle

to the Gentiles set himself to combat.

And it is in fact upon these two points that the mass of the

accusations brought by early Christian writers against Greek

paganism hinge and hang. These were the points at which

Greek religion seemed to its assailants most readily vulnerable,

and against which they sought to use as weapons the very language

of paganism itself Just as Clement of Alexandria^ seeks to prove

out of the mouth of Homer, who speaks of the gods in general as

haifjiove^^, that the Greek gods are confessedly mere demons (for

the word Sal/jLwv had seemingly deteriorated in meaning), that is

to say, abominable and unclean spirits, enemies of the one true

God, so too the words app7jTo<; and diropprjTo^;, used by the pagans

of their
'

unspeakable
'

mysteries, were misinterpreted by the

Christians with one consent and became a handle for convicting

the old religion of 'unnameable' impurities.

1
Protrept. % 55.

^ Horn. II. i. 221 f.
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With the question of polytheism however we are not further

concerned; whether the Hellenic gods were true gods, as their

worshippers held, or devils, as Clement thought, or non-existent, as

many will think to-day, matters not
;

all that we need to know in

this respect is known, namely, that the mysteries, like the popular

religion, acknowledged a plurality of gods ;
for in the Eleusinian

drama alone several gods played a part. It is rather the frequent

and violent charges of impurity which call for investigation.

A few examples will suffice for the present. A comprehensive

denunciation is that of Eusebius, who charges the pagans \vith

celebrating,
*

in chant and hymn and story and in the unname-

able rites of the mysteries, adulteries and yet baser lusts, and

incestuous unions of mother with son, brother with sisterV And

again he says,
' In every city rites and mysteries of gods are

taught, in harmony with the mythical stories of old time, so that

even now in these rites, as well as in hymns and odes to the gods,,

men can hear of marriages of the gods, and of their procreation of

children, and of dirges for death, and of drunken excesses, and of

wanderings, and of passionate love or anger ^.' Equally outspokett

is Clement of Alexandria in his
' Exhortation to the heathen.'

Some specific statements in that work concerning the mysteries of

several gods, though they support the general charges of impurity^

may be postponed for later examination. It will be enough here

to adduce the phrases in which, after denouncing those who^

whether in the mysteries of the temples or the paintings with

which their own houses were adorned, loved to look upon the lusts

of gods (he risks even the word
Tracr^^^T^Tmcryu-ot'),

and 'regarded
incontinence as piety,' Clement reaches the climax of his in-

vective :
— ' Such are your models of voluptuousness, such your

creeds of lust, such the doctrines of gods who commit fornication

with you ; for, as the Athenian orator says, what a man wishes,

that he also believes^.' This brutal directness of Clement is

however hardly more effective than the elegant innuendo of

Synesius in dealing with the same subject. Commenting on the

secrecy of the nocturnal rites, he describes them as celebrated at

'times and places competent to conceal dpprjrovpyLav evdeov'^'—

1 Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. v. 1, 268 e.
^
UporpeTT. § 61.

*
Synes. de Prov. ii. 124 b.

2
Praep. Evang. xv. 1, 788 c.
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a phrase which I despair of reodering, for the 'unspeakable acts'

to which '

divine frenzy
'

led, are those which are either too holy
or too infamous to be named.

These few typical passages amply demonstrate that alike by
insinuation and by open accusation the Christian writers conspired
to brand the mysteries with the infamy of deeds unnameable.

What is the explanation of this organised campaign of calumny ?

Some have supposed that the Christian writers in general
confused the public and the private mysteries, and that, aware

of the license which characterized the latter, they included all

in one condemnation. But this explanation appears at any rate

inadequate. We have seen how Cicero distinguished sharply

between the Eleusinian mysteries, in which he had participated

and for which he felt reverence, and other nocturnal rites which

gave shelter to all manner of excess. It is difficult therefore to

suppose that in later times the Christian writers should all have

fallen unwittingly into the error of confusing all mysteries to-

gether ;
and no less difficult to imagine that, if they recognised

how far removed were the most respected of the public mysteries

from the baser private orgies, they should have deliberately exposed

themselves to the charge of ignorance of the subject concerning

which they presumed to preach. Clement of Alexandria was toa

shrewd a disputant so to stultify himself

Nor again is it a sufficient explanation to say that the strain

and excitement of such mysteries as those of Eleusis were re-

sponsible for a certain amount of subsequent indiscretion. Let it

be granted that many of those who had witnessed the solemn rites-

were guilty afterwards of drunkenness and licentiousness^; yet

these would be no grounds for convicting the mysteries themselves-

of impurity; to so perverted a charge the heathen might well

have answered that rioting and drunkenness had not been un-

known at the Christians' most solemn service; and indeed the

same argument could up to this day be used against the Greek

celebration of Easter. No
;
the charges of impurity were brought

against the mysteries themselves, not against the incidental mis-

doings of some who had witnessed them. It must have been

either the doctrines taught or the dramatic representations by

1 Cf. Artemid. Oneirocr. Bk iii. cap. 61.
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means of which they were taught that furnished the Christian

writers with a handle for accusation.

Now if, as I have supposed, the doctrine of the marriage of

men with their gods was the cardinal doctrine of the mysteries

(for the other doctrine of bodily survival is merely preliminary

and subordinate to this), and if some dramatic representation was

^iven as a means of instilling into men's minds the hope of attain-

ing to that summit of bliss, it is not difficult to see what an

opening the mysteries gave to their opponents for the charges

which were actuall}^ brought. The ultimate bliss promised to the

initiated was in general terms said to consist in
'

being god-

beloved and dwelling with the gods,' and this phrase, we are

supposing, signified to the initiated themselves an assurance that

their gods would admit them even to wedlock with them in the

future life. It required then no great ingenuity in the way of

misrepresentation for Clement, if he had but an inkling of the

secret doctrine, to denounce the heathen and their beliefs in that

opprobrious phrase,
' Such are the doctrines of gods that commit

fornication with you.' This champion of Christianity knew no

chivalry, gave no quarter, disdained no weapon, held no method of

attack too base or insidious, if only he could wound and crush his

heathen foes. It was his part to pervert, to degrade, to blaspheme
their whole religion ;

and that which they held most sacred was

marked out for his most virulent scorn. Naturally to those who
drew near with pure and reverent minds the mysteries wore a very
different aspect. That which Clement misnamed lust, they felt

to be love
;
where he saw only degradation, they recognised a won-

derful condescension of their gods. For in the words of that

religion which Clement preached
'

to the pure all things are pure' ;

iind it was purification which the initiated sought by abstinence

and ablution during the first part of the Eleusinian festival before

they were admitted to their holy of holies.

Indeed if we would understand at all the spirit in which the

ancient Greeks approached the celebration of the mysteries, we
should do well to turn our attention for a little to the modern
Greek celebration of Holy Week and Easter; for this is, so to

speak, the Christian counterpart of the old mysteries, and seems to

owe much to them. It so happens that Easter falls in the same

period of the year as did the great Eleusinian festival—the period
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when the re-awakening of the earth from its winter sleep suggests
to man his own re-awakening from the sleep of death

;
and it is

probable that the Church turned this coincidence in time to good
account by making her own festival a substitute for the festival of

Demeter or other kindred rites, and even by modelling her own
services after the pagan pattern ;

for it would seem that the

Church, when once her early struggles had secured her a fiim

position, exchanged hostility for conciliation, and sought to absorb

rather than to oust paganism. Her complaisance is clearly seen in

the ceremonies of Good Friday and Easter
; for, with all her severe

repression of the use of idols (whose place however is well supplied

by the pictures which are called icons), she has permitted the use

of a sculptured figure at this one festival, and even down to this

day Christ is represented in some localities^ in effigy ;
and it can

hardly be doubted that the purpose of this concession was to make

the Christian festival as dramatic and attractive as the pagan

mysteries celebrated at the same season. Again the absorption

of pagan ideas is well illustrated by the belief still prevalent

among the peasants that the Easter festival, like the cult of

Demeter, has an important bearing upon the growth of the crops.

A story in point was told to me by one who had travelled in

Greece^. Happening to be in some village of Euboea during Holy

Week, he had been struck by the emotion which the Good Friday

services evoked
;
and observing on the next day the same general

air of gloom and despondency, he questioned an old woman about

it
; whereupon she replied,

' Of course I am anxious
;
for if Christ

does not rise to-morrow, we shall have no corn this year.'

In other details too there is a close correspoDdence be-

tween the pagan and the Christian festivals. As a period of

abstinence was required of the mystae, so during Lent and still

more strictly during Holy Week the Greek peasants keep a fast

which certainly predisposes them to hysterical emotion during the

services
;
and en revanche, just as the initiated are said to have

indulged themselves too freely when the mysteries were over, so

the modern peasants, when the announcement of the Resurrection

has been made, disperse in haste to feast upon their Easter lamb,

1 In Thera, as I myself witnessed, and until recently at Delphi. Greeks with

whom I have spoken of this custom have often seen or heard of it somewhere.
2 I regret that my notes contain no mention of my informant's name. I must

apologise to him for the omission.
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and while it is still a-cooking experience the inevitable effects of

plentiful wine on an empty stomach. Again, just as the rites of

Eleusis were nocturnal, so the chief services of Holy Week are

those of the Friday night and the Saturday night ;
and it may be

that the torch-light processions which close the services on those

two nights are related to the BaBov^ta of Eleusis. But these are

minor details
;

it is in the actual services of Good Friday and

Easter that the most striking resemblance to the Eleusinian

mysteries is found, and the spirit in which the worshippers

approach may still be the same now as then. Let me briefly

describe the festival as I saw it in the island of Santorini, or, to

give it the old name which has revived in modern times, Thera.

The Lenten fast was drawing to a close when I arrived. For the

first week it is strictly observed, meat, fish, eggs, milk, cheese, and

even olive-oil being prohibited, so that the ordinary diet is reduced

to bread and water, to which is sometimes added a nauseous soup
made from dried cuttle-fish or octopus ;

for these along with shell-

fish are not reckoned to be animal food, as being bloodless. During
the next four weeks some relaxation is allowed; but no one with

any pretensions to piety would even then partake of fish, meat, or

eggs ;
the last-mentioned are stored up until Easter and then,

being dyed red, are either eaten or—more wisely
—offered to

visitors. Then comes ' the Great Week '

(77 fxeydXi) eBhofxaha),

and with it the same strict regulations come into force as during
the first week of Lent. It was not hard to perceive that for most

of the villagers the fast had been a real and painful abstinence.

Work had almost ceased
;
for there was little energy left. Leisure

was not enjoyed ;
for there was little spirit even for chatting.

Everywhere white, sharp-featured faces told of real hunger; and

the silence was most often broken by an outburst of irritability.

In a few days time I could understand it
;

for I too perforce

fasted
;
and I must own that a daily diet of dry bread for dejeuner

and of dry bread and octopus soup for dinner soon changed my
outlook upon life. Little wonder then if these folk after six weeks

of such treatment were nervous and excitable.

Such was the condition of body and mind in which they
attended the long service of Good Friday night. Service I have

said, but drama were a more fitting word, a funeral-drama. At
the top of the nave, just below the chancel-step, stood a bier and
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upon it lay the figure of the Christ, all too death-like in the dim

light. The congregation gaze upon him, reverently hushed, while
the priests' voices rise in prayer and chant as it were in lamenta-
tion for the dead God lying there in state. Hour after hour

passes. The women have kissed the dead form, and are gone.
The moment has come for carrying the Christ out to burial. The

procession moves forward—in front, the priests with candles and
torches and, guarded by them, the open bier borne shoulder-high—behind, a reverent, bare-headed crowd. The night is dark and

gusty. It rains, and the rugged, tortuous alleys of the town are

slippery. It is late, but none are sleeping. Unheeding of wind
and rain, the women kneel at open door or window, praying,

swinging censers, sprinkling perfume on the passing bier. Slowly,

haltmgly, led by the dirge of priests, now in darkness, now lighted

by the torches' flare and intermittent beams from cottage door-

ways, groping at corners, stumbling in ill-paved by-ways, the

raourners follow their God to his grave. The circuit of the town

is done. All have taken their last look upon the dead. The

sepulchre is reached—a vault beneath the church from which the

funeral started. The priests alone enter with the bier. There is

a pause. The crowd waits. The silence is deep as the darkness,

only broken here and there by a deep-drawn sigh. Is it the last

depth of anguish, or is it well-nigh relief that the long strain is

over ? The priests return. In silence the crowd have waited, in

silence they disperse. It is finished.

But there is a sequel on the morrow. Soon after dark on

Easter-eve the same weary yet excited faces may be seen gathered
in the church. But there is a change too

;
there is a feeling

abroad of anxiety, of expectancy. Hours must yet pass ere mid-

night, and not till then is there hope of the announcement,' Christ

is risen !' The suspense seems long. To-night there is restless-

ness rather than silence. Some go to and fro between the church

and their homes; others join discordantly in the chants and mis-

place the responses ; anything to cheat the long hours of waiting.

Midnight draws near
;
from hand to hand are passed the tapers

and candles which shall light the joyful procession, if only the

longed-for announcement be made. What is happening there

now behind those curtains which veil the chancel from the

expectant throng ? Midnight strikes. The curtains are drawn
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back. Yes, there is the bier, borne but yesternight to the grave.
It is empty. That is only the shroud upon it. The words of the

priest ring out true,
'

Christ is risen !' And there behind the

chancel, see, a second veil is drawn back. There in the sanctuary,
on the altar-steps, bright with a blaze of light stands erect the

figure of the Christ who, so short and yet so long a while ago, was

borne lifeless to the tomb. A miracle, a miracle ! Quickly from

the priest's lighted candle the flame is passed. In a moment the

dim building is illumined by a lighted taper in every hand. A
procession forms, a joyful procession now. Everywhere are light

and glad voices and the embraces of friends, crying aloud the news
'

Christ is risen
' and answering

* He is risen indeed.' In every
home the lamb is prepared with haste, the wine flows freely ;

in

the streets is the flash of torches, the din of fire-arms, and all the

exuberance of simple joy. The fast is over
;
the dead has been

restored to life before men's eyes ;
well may they rejoice even to

ecstasy. For have they not felt the ecstasy of sorrow ? This was

no tableau on which they looked, no drama in which they played
a part. It was all true, all real. The figure on the bier was

indeed the dead Christ
;
the figure on the altar-steps was indeed

the risen Christ. In these simple folk religion has transcended

reason
; they have reached the heights of spiritual exaltation

;

they have seen and felt as minds more calm and rational can

never see nor feel.

And the ancient Greeks, had not they too the gift of ecstasy,

the faculty to soar above facts on the wings of imagination ?

When the drama of Demeter and Kore was played before the eyes
of the initiated at Eleusis, were not they too uplifted in mind until

amid the magic of night they were no longer spectators of a drama

but themselves had a share in Demeter's sorrow and wanderinof and

joy ? For the pagan story is not unlike the Christian story in its

power to move both tears and gladness. As now men mourn

beside the bier of Christ, so in old time may men have shared

Demeter's mourning for her child who though divine had suffered

the lot of men and passed away to the House of Hades. As now

men rejoice when they behold the risen Christ, so in old time may
men have shared Demeter's joy when her child returned from

beneath the earth, proving that there is life beyond the grave.

But the old story taught more than this. Not only did Kore live
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in the lower world, but her passing thither was not death but

wedding. Therefore just as now the resurrection of Christ, who

though divine is the representative of mankind, is held to be an

earnest of man's resurrection, so the wedded life of Kore in the

nether world may have been to the initiated an assurance of the

same bliss to be vouchsafed to them hereafter.

What was there then in this drama of Demeter and Kore at

which the Christian writers could take offence or cavil ? We do

not of course know in what detail the story was represented ;
but

the pivot on which the whole plot turned was necessarily the rape
of Kore. Now it appears that in the play the part of Aidoneus

was taken by an hierophant and the part of Kore by a priestess ;

and it was the alleged indecency resulting therefrom which the

fathers of the Church most severely censured. Asterius, after

defending the Christians from the charge of worshipping saints as

if thev had been not human but divine, seeks to turn the tables

on his pagan opponents by accusing them of deifying Demeter and

Kore, whom he evidently regards as having once been human

figures in mythology. Then he continues, Ms not Eleusis the

scene of the descent into darkness, and of the solemn acts of inter-

course between the hierophant and the priestess, alone together?

Are not the torches extinguished, and does not the large, the

numberless assembly of common people believe that their salvation

lies in that which is being done by the two in the darkness^?'

Again it was objected against the Valentinians by Tertullian that

they copied 'the whoredoms of EleusisV and from another

authority we learn that part of the ceremonies of these heretics

consisted in
'

preparing a nuptial chamber
'

and celebrating
' a

spiritual marriage^' These two statements, read in conjunction,

form a strong corroboration of the information given by Asterius
;

and we are bound to conclude that the scene of the rape of Kore

was represented at Eleusis by the descent of the priest and

priestess who played the chief parts into a dark nuptial chamber.

Now it is easy enough to suppose, as Sainte-Croix suggests'',

that public morals were safeguarded by assigning the chief roles in

1
Asterius, Encom. in SS. Martyr, in Migne, Patrolog. Graeco-Lat. vol. xl.

p. 324.
2 Adv. Valentin, cap. i.

3 Eusebius, Hist. Eccles. iv. 11. Cf. Sainte-Croix, Recherches sur les Mysteres,
2nd ed.

,
i. p. 366.

^ loc. cit. /
'

3'
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the drama to persons of advanced age, or, as one ancient author

states \ by temporarily and partially paralysing the hierophant

with a small dose of hemlock. Whether each of the initiated was

at any time conducted through the same ritual is uncertain. In

the formulary of the Eleusinian rites, as recorded by Clement of

Alexandria—'

I fasted
;

I drank the sacred potion (Kv/cewva) ;
I

took out of the chest
; having wrought (ipyaad/jLevofi) I put back

into the basket and from the basket into the chest^'—the ex-

pression
'

having wrought
'

has been taken to be an euphemism

denoting the same mystic union as between hierophant and

priestess^ If this view is correct, it would imply no doubt that

full initiation required the candidate to go through the whole

ritual in person ;
in this case it must be presumed that some

precaution such as the dose of hemlock was taken in the interests

of morality.

But the mere fact that a scene of rape should form any part of

a' religious rite, was to the Christians a stumbling-block. This

was their insurmountable objection to the mysteries, and they

were only too prone to exaggerate a ceremony, which with

reverent and delicate treatment need have been in no way morally

deleterious, into a sensual and noxious orgy. The story, how

Demeter's beautiful and innocent daughter was suddenly carried

off from the meadow where she was gathering flowers into the

depths of the dark under-world, spoke to them only of the violence

and lust of her ravisher Aidoneus. But the legend might bear

another complexion. Kore, as representative of mankind or at

least of the initiated among mankind, suffers what sisems the most

cruel lot, a sudden departure from this life in the midst of youth
atid beauty and spring-time ;

and Demeter searches for her awhile

in vain, and mourns for her as men mourn their dead. Yet after-

ward it is found that there is no cruelty in Kore's lot, for she is

ahe honoured bride of the king of that world to which she was

borne away ;
and Demeter is comforted, for her child is not dead

nor lost to her, but is allowed to return in living form to visit her.

What then must have been the '

happier hopes
'

held out to

1
[Origen] Philosophumena, p. 115 (ed. Miller), p. 170 (ed. Cruice). Cf. Miss J.

Harrison, Proleg. to Study of Gk Relig. p. 549.
2 Clem. Alex. Profrei?^, II. 18. -

'^ Dieterich, Eine Mithras-Liturgie, p. 125, cited by Miss J. Harrison, Proleg. to

Study of
'

'^"Hq. p. 155, note 3. ....,;.
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jbhose who had looked on the great drama of Eleusis ? What was
meant by that prospect of being 'god-beloved and sharing the

life of gods
'

? How came it that the assembly of the initiated

believed their salvation to lie in the union of Hades and Perse-

phone, represented in the persons of hierophant and priestess, in

the subterranean nuptial-chamber ? What was the bearing of the

legend dramatically enacted upon these hopes and prospects and

beliefs ? Surely it taught that not only was there physical life

beyond death, but a life of wedded happiness with the gods.
And the same doctrine seems to be the motif of many other

popular legends and of mysteries founded thereon
;

its settings
and its harmonies may be different, but the essential melody is

the same. At Eleusis Demeter's daughter was the representative
of mankind, for she went down to the house of Hades as is the lot

of men. But Crete had another legend wherein Demeter was the

representative deity with whom mankind might hope for union.

Was it not told how lasion even in this life found such favour in

the goddess' eyes that she was ' wed with him in sweet love mid

the fresh-turned furrows of the fat land of Crete^'? And happi-
ness such as was granted to him here was laid up for all the

initiated hereafter
;
else would there be no meaning in those lines,

'

Blessed, methinks, is the lot of him that sleeps, and tosses not,

nor turns, even Endymion ; and, dearest maiden, blessed I call

•lasion, whom such things befell, as ye that be profane shall never

come to know^.' Surely that which is withheld from the profane

is by implication reserved to the sanctified, and to them it is

promised that they shall know by their own experience hereafter

the bliss which lasion even here obtained. It was, I think, in

this spirit and this belief that the Athenians in old time called

their dead AyjjLrjrpeloL, 'Demeter's folk=^'; for the popular belief in

the condescension of the Mistress, great and reverend goddess

though she was, was so firmly rooted, it would seem, that even to

this day the folk-stories, as we have seen, still tell how the

'Mistress of the earth and of the sea,' she whom men still call

Despoina and reverence for her love of righteousness and for her

<
1 Hesiod, Theog. 970 f. Cf. Horn. Od. v. 125. •

2 Theocr. Id. in. 49 ff. (A. Lang's translation).
3 Plutarch, de fac. in orb. lun. 28, cited by Miss Harrison, Proleg. to Study of

GkRelig..^. 267. ....
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stern punishment of iniquity, has yet admitted brave heroes to

her embrace in the mountain-cavern where, as of old in Arcady,

she still dwells \

Nor did the cults of Demeter and Kore monopolise these hopes

and beliefs. In the religious drama of Aphrodite and Adonis, in

the Sabazian mysteries, in the holiest rites of Dionysus, in the wild

worship of Cybele, the same thought seems ever to recur. It

matters little whether these gods and their rites were foreign or

Hellenic in origin. If they were not native, at least they were soon

naturalised, and that for the simple reason that they satisfied the

religious cravings of the Greek race. The essential spirit of their

worship, whatever the accidents of form and expression, was the

spirit of the old Pelasgian worship of Demeter
;

and therefore,

though Dionysus may have been an immigrant from northern

barbarous peoples, the Greeks did not hesitate to give him room

and honour beside Demeter in the very sanctuary of Eleusis.

Similar, we may well believe, was the lot of other foreign gods and

rites. Whencesoever derived, they owed their reception in Greece

to the fact that their character appealed to certain native religious

instincts of the Greek folk. Once transplanted to Hellenic soil,

they were soon completely Hellenized
;
those elements which were

foreign or distasteful to Greek religion were quickly eradicated or

of themselves faded into oblivion, while all that accorded with the

Hellenic spirit throve into fuller perfection ;
for the character of

a deity and of a cult depends ultimately upon the character of the

worshippers.

It is fair therefore to treat of Aphrodite as of a genuinely
Greek deity ; for, though she may have entered Greece from

Eastern lands, doubtless long before the Homeric age her wor-

ship no less than her personality was permeated with the spirit

of genuinely Greek religion. Too well known to need re-telling

here is the story of how—to use the words of Theocritus once

more— * the beautiful Cytherea was brought by Adonis, as he

pastured his flock upon the mountain-side, so far beyond the

verge of frenzy, that not even in his death doth she put him from

her bosom 2.' Such was the plot of one of the most famous re-

ligious dramas of old time. And what was its moral for those who

1 See above, pp. 91 f. and 96 ff.
2 Theocr. Id. m. 46 fP.
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had ears to hear ? Surely that the beloved of the gods may hope
for wedlock with them in death.

It was certainly in this sense that Clement of Alexandria

understood certain other mysteries of Aphrodite, though, need-

less to say, he puts upon them the most obscene construction.

After relating in terms unnecessarily disgusting the legend of

how by the very act of Uranus' self-mutilation the sea became

pregnant and gave birth from among its foam to the goddess

Aphrodite, he states that '

in the rites which celebrate this

voluptuousness of the sea, as a token of the goddess' birth

there are handed to those that are being initiated into the

lore of adultery (rot? fivovfjievoc^ rrjv Te')(v7]v rrjv fjboiy^LKrjv)
a lump

of salt and a phallus ;
and they for their part present her with

a coin, as if they were her lovers and she their mistress (&>? eTaipa<^

ipaaraiy.' Thus Clement; but those who are willing to see in

the mysteries of the Greek religion something more than organised

sensuality will do well to reflect whether that which Clement calls

*

being initiated into the lore of adultery
'

was not really an initiation

into those hopes of marriage with the gods of which we have

already found eviclence in the popular religion, and whether the

goddess' symbolic acceptance of her worshippers as lovers does not

fit in exactly with that bold conception of man's future bliss. The

symbolism indeed, if Clement's statement is accurate, was crude

and even repellent, but its significance is clear
;
and those who

approached these mysteries of Aphrodite in reverent mood need not

have been repelled by that which modern taste would account

indecent in the ritual. Greek feeling never erred on the side

of prudery ;
men were familiar with the Hermae erected in the

streets and with the symbolism of the phallus in religious cere-

monies, and tolerated the publication of literature—be it the

comedy of Aristophanes or Clement's own exhortation to the

heathen—which neither as a source of amusement nor of instruc-

tion would be tolerated now.

The particular mysteries to which Clement alludes in this

passage seem to have been concerned with the story of Aphrodite's

birth, and though it is difficult to conjecture how that story can

have been made to illustrate and to inculcate the doctrine of the

1
Protrept. § 14.
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marriage of men and gods, the information given by Clement with

respect to the ritual makes it clear that such was their object. But

in that other rite of the same goddess, that namely which cele-

brated the story of Adonis, the whole motif of the drama was the

continuance of Aphrodite's love for him after his death, a love so

stroDg that it prevailed upon the gods of the lower world to let

him return for half of every year to the upper world and the arms

of his mistress. Here, though expressed in different imagery, is

the same doctrine as that which underlay the drama of Eleusis.

Here again is an illustration, or rather, for those who were capable

of religious ecstasy, a proof, of the doctrine that the dead yet lived,

and in that life were both in body and in soul one with their gods.

For 'thrice-beloved Adonis who even in Acheron is beloved^
*^

was the type and forerunner of all those who had part in his

mysteries.

In another version this legend of Adonis is brought into even

closer relation with the Eleusinian mysteries by the introduction

of Persephone^ To her is assigned the part of a rival to Aphro-

dite, and being equally enamoured of the beautiful Adonis she is

glad of his death whereby he is torn from the arms of Aphrodite
in the upper world, and enters the chamber of the nether world

where her love in turn may have its will
;
but in the end

Aphrodite descends to the house of Hades, and a compact is

arranged between the two goddesses by which each in turn may
possess Adonis for half the year. This version of the story is

cruder, but its teaching is obviously the same—Adonis, the favourite

of heaven in this life, and the precursor of all who by initiation in

the mysteries win heaven's favour, survives in the lower world

with both body and soul unimpaired by death, and is admitted

to wedlock with the great goddess of the dead.

The same doctrine again seems to have been the basis of certain

mystic rites associated with Dionysus. From the speech against

Neaera attributed to Demosthenes we learn that at Athens there

was annually celebrated a marriage between the wife of the chief

magistrate {apywv PaaLkev<i) and Dionysus. The solemnity was

reckoned among things
'

unspeakable
'

; foreigners were not per-
1 Theocr. Id. xv. 86.
^

Oriih. Hymn. lvi.
; Bion, Id. i. 5. 54; Lucian, Dial. deor. xi. 1; Macrob.

Saturn, i. 21; Procop. in Esai. xviii. p. 258. Cf. Lenormant, Monogr. de la voie
sacree eleusin., where many other references are given.
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mitted to see or to hear anything of it; and even Athenian

citizens, it seems, might not enter the innermost sanctuary in

which the union of Dionysus with the '

queen
'

(yQacrtXti//^a) was

celebrated^ There were however present and assisting in some

way fourteen priestesses (yepapal), dedicated to the service of the

god and bound by special vows of chastity. These priestesses, we

are told, corresponded in number to the altars of Dionysus ^ and

they were appointed by the archon whose wife was wed with

Dionysus ^ There our actual knowledge of the facts ends
;
but

there is material enough on which to base a rational surmise.

The correspondence between the number of priestesses bound by
vows of purity and the number of the altars suggests that iu this

custom is to be sought a relic of human sacrifice. The selection

of the priestesses by the magistrate who held the title of '

king
'

suggests that in bygone times it had been the duty of the king, as

being also chief priest, to select fourteen virgins who should be

sacrificed on Dionysus' altars and thereby sent to him as wives.

Subsequently maybe, as humanity gradually mitigated the wilder

rites of religion, the number of victims was reduced to one
;
and

later still the human sacrifice was altogether abolished, and, in-

stead of sending to Dionysus his wife by the road of death, the

still pious but now more humane worshippers of the god contented

themselves with a symbolic marriage between him and the wife of

their chief magistrate.

The conception of human sacrifice as a means of sending a

messenger from this world to some power above, which receives

clear expression in that modern story from Santorini whicli I have

narrated in an earlier chapter^ was, I have there argued, known

also to the ancient Greeks
;
and the same means of communication

may equally well have been employed for the despatch of a

human wife to some god. Plutarch appears to have been actually

familiar with this idea. In a passage in which he is attempting

to vindicate the purity and goodness of the gods and, it must be

added withal, their aloofness from human affairs, he claims that

all the religious rites and means of communion are concerned,

not with the great gods (deoL), but with lesser deities {SaL/xove^}

1 Dem. Kara Neat>as, pp. 1369—1371 et passim. Cf. Arist. 'AO-qp. IIoX. 3.

2
Ettjmol. Mag. 227. 36.

^
Hesych. s.v. yepapai.

* See above, pp. 339 ff.
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who are of varying character, some good, others evil, and

that the rites also vary accordingly.
" As regards the mysteries,"

he says,
" wherein are given the greatest manifestations or repre-

sentations
(efjL(f>da€L<;

/cal hta^daeL<^) of the truth concerning
'

daemons,' let my lips be reverently sealed, as Herodotus has

it"; but the wilder orgies of religion, he argues, are to be set

down as a means of appeasing evil 'daemons' and of averting
their wrath

;
the human sacrifices of old time, for example, were

not demanded nor accepted by gods, but were performed to satisfy

either the vindictive anger of cruel and tormenting
'

daemons,' or

in some cases "the wild and despotic passions (epQ^ra^;) of 'daemons'

who could not and would not have carnal intercourse with carnal

beings. Just as Heracles besieged Oechalia to win a girl, so these

strong and violent 'daemons,' demanding a human soul that is

shut up within a body, and being unable to have bodily inter-

course therewith, bring pestilences and famines upon cities and

stir up wars and tumults, until they get and enjoy the object of

their love." And reversely, he continues, some 'daemons' have

punished with death men who have forced their love upon them
;

and he refers to the story of a man who violated a nymph and

was found afterwards with his head severed from his body^ The

whole passage betrays clearly enough what was the popular belief

which Plutarch here set himself so to explain as to safeguard the

goodness of the gods ;
but perhaps the end of it is the most

significant of all. Plutarch forgets that a nymph, if she is a
'

daemon,' is by his own hypothesis incapable of bodily intercourse
;

in this case then his attempted explanation is not even logically

sound, and his conception of a purely spiritual 'daemon' is a

failure
;
but at the same time, save for this invention, he is follow-

ing the popular belief of both ancient and modern Greece that

carnal intercourse between man and nymph is possible but is

fraught with grave peril to the man^ It is impossible then to

doubt that in the earlier part of the passage he was explaining

away a popular belief by means of the same hypothesis. He him-

self would hold that spiritual
' daemons

'

demanded human sacri-

fice because they lusted after a soul or spirit confined out of their

reach in a body until death severed it therefrom
;
but the popular

^

Plutarch, de defectu orac. cap. 14 (p. 417).
2 See above, p. 139.
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belief, which he is at pains to emend, was that corporeal gods
demanded human sacrifice because they lusted after the person

who, by death, would be sent, body and soul, to be wed with them.

There is good reason then to suppose that in old time death may
have been even inflicted as the means of effecting wedlock between

men and gods ;
and that the mystic rite of union between Dionysus

and the wife of the Athenian magistrate was based on the same

fundamental idea as the mysteries of Demeter and Persephone or

of Aphrodite. Though in this instance, when once human sacri-

fice had been given up, all suggestion of death was, so far as we

know, removed from the solemnity, yet the repetition year by year
of a ceremony of marriage between the god and a mortal woman

representing his worshippers might still keep bright in their

minds those
*

happier hopes
'

of the like bliss laid up for them-

selves hereafter.

This particular rite escaped the notice, or at any rate the

malice, of Clement
;
but Dionysus does not for all that go un-

scathed. Clement fastens upon a legend concerning him, which,

however widely ancient Greek feeling in the matter of sex differed

from modern, cannot but have seemed to some of the ancients^

themselves to be a reproach and stain upon the honour of their

god. The story of Dionysus and Prosymnus, as told by Clement 2,

must be taken as read. But those who will investigate it for

themselves will see that the same idea of death being followed

by close intercourse with the gods is present there also. That

this was the inner meaning of the peculiarly offensive story is

shown by a curious comment of Heraclitus upon it, which Clement

quotes
—(ovTo^ Se 'AtS?;? koL ^i6vvao<^^,

' Hades and Dionysus are

one'; whence it follows that union with Dionysus is a synonym
for that

'

marriage with Hades
'

which elsewhere, in both ancient

and modern times, is a common presentment of death.

Again in the Sabazian mysteries, which some connect with

Dionysus and others with Zeus, the little that is known of the ritual

favours the view that here also the motif was the marriage of the

deity with his worshippers. According to Clement'*, the subject-

matter of these mysteries was a story that Zeus, having become by

Demeter the father of Persephone, seduced in turn his own daughter,

^ Not so, however, to Artemidorus. Cf. Oneirocr. i. 80.
2
Protrept. § 34. =* L c.

^
Protrept. § 16.
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having as a means to that end transformed himself into a snake.

That story, it may safely be said, is presented by Clement in it&

worst light ;
but the statement, that in the ritual the deity was

represented by a snake, obtains some corroboration from Theo-

phrastus, who says of the superstitious man, that if he see a red

snake in his house he will invoke Sabazius^ Now the token of

these mysteries for those who were being initiated in them was,,

according to Clement^ again, 'the god pressed to the bosom' (o hua

koXttov 6eo^); which phrase he explains by saying that the god
was represented as a snake, which was passed under the clothing

and drawn over the bosom of the initiated 'as a proof of the

incontinence of Zeus.' Clearly then the act of initiation was the

symbolic wedding of the worshipper with the deity worshipped:,

and it is probable that the union which was symbolized in this

life was expected to be realised in the next.

Finally in the orgiastic worship of Cybele the same religious

doctrine is revealed. Here to Attis seems to be assigned the same

part as to Adonis in the mysteries of Aphrodite. He is the

beloved of the goddess ;
he is lost and mourned for as dead ;

he is restored again from the grave to the goddess who loved him.

And in all this he appears to be the representative of all Cybele's

worshippers ;
for the ritual of initiation into her rites, if once

again we may avail ourselves of Clement's statements, is strongly

imbued with the idea of marriage between the goddess and her

worshipper. The several acts or stages of initiation are sum-

marised in four phrases :

'

I ate out of the drum
;
I drank out of

the cymbal ;
I carried the sacred vessel

;
I entered privily the

bed-chamber— e'/c rvijurdvov e(payov- i/c Kv/ju/SaXov eTriov- eKepvo-

^6pr]aa- vtto rov iraarov virehvv^. In the passage from which

these phrases are culled there appears to be a certain confusion

between the rites of Cybele and those of Demeter
;

but the

fact that Clement shortly afterwards gives another forniulary of

Demeter's ritual is sufficient proof that he meant this present

formulary, as indeed the mention of kettle-drum and cymbal*

1
Theophr. C/iar. 28 (ed. Jebb).

'^
I. c.

3 Clem. Alex. Protrept. ii. 15.
•* The cymbal certainly belonged to Demeter also (see Miss Harrison, oj). cit.

p. 562) but not, I think, the kettle-drum.
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suggests, to apply to the mysteries of "Cybele\ It appears then

that the filial act or stage of initiation consisted in the secret

admission of the worshipper to the bed-chamber of the goddess.
Such ritual can have borne only one interpretation. It clearly

constituted a promise of wedded union between the initiated and

their deity. Viewed in this light even the emasculation of the

priests of Cybele may more readily be understood
;

it may have

been the consecration of their virility to the service of the goddess^
a final and convincing pledge of celibacy in this life, in return

for which they aspired to be blest by wedlock with their goddess
hereafter.

The mention of the goddess' bed-chamber in the above passage
is of considerable interest. The iraaro^ (or nraardi;) in relation

to a temple meant the same thing as it often meant in relation to

an ordinary house, an inner room or recess screened off, and in

particular a bridal chamber. Such provision for the physical

comfort of the deity was probably not rare. Pausanias tells us

that on the right of the vestibule in the Argive Heraeum there

w^as a couch {kXivt]) for Hera ^, and he seems to speak of it as if it-

were a common enough piece of temple furniture. So too at

Phlya in Attica, where were held the very ancient mystic rites
' of

her who is called the Great,' there was a bridal chamber (7rao-Ta9)>

where, it has rightly been argued, there ' must have been enacted

a mimetic marriage^.' Again Clement of Alexandria speaks of a

iradTo^ of Athena in the Parthenon, and makes it quite clear by

the story which he relates that he understood the word in the

sense of bed-chamber. The story is also for other reasons worth

recalling, because it shows how the religious conception of marriage

between men and gods was readily extended to the worship of

other deities than those whose mysteries we have sought to

unravel, and at the same time furnishes the only case known to

me in which that mystic belief was prostituted to the base

uses of flattery. The occasion was the reception accorded by the

1 Psellus {Quaenavi sunt Graecorum opiniones de daemonibus, 3,ed. Migne) refers,

the formulary to the rites of Demeter and Kore. But I cannot agree with Miss

J. Harrison '[Prolegomena to tlie Study of Greek Religion, p. 569) as to the import-

ance of PseUus' testimony in any respect. He appears to me to give no more
than a resume of information derived from Clement's Protreptica, misunderstood

and even more confused.
2 Pans. II. 17. 3.

3 Miss J. Harrison, op. cit. p. 536, commenting on Philosophumena, ed. Cruice,

V. 3.
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Athenians to Demetrius Poliorcetes. Not content with hailing

him as a god in name, they went so far in their mean-spirited

subjection as to set up a temple, at the place where he dismounted

from his horse on entering their city, to Demetrius the Descender

(KaTat/SaTT;?)^ while on evei'y side altars were erected to him.

But their grossest piece of flattery was a master-piece of grotesque

impiety, and met with a fitting reward. A marriage was arranged

between him (the most notorious profligate of his age) and Athena.

'He however,' we are told, 'disdained the goddess, being unable

to embrace the statue, but took with him to the Acropolis the

courtesan Lamia, and polluted the bed-chamber of Athena, ex-

hibiting to the old virgin the postures of the young courtesan^'

Even that contemptuous response to the Athenians' flattery

did not abash them, but, finding that he did not favour their

acknowledged deity, they determined to deify his acknowledged

favourite, and erected a temple to Lamia Aphrodite^.
But such travesties of holy things were rare

;
and this one

notorious case excited the contempt alike of the man* to whom
the flattery was paid and of all posterity

—a contempt which

teaches, hardly less clearly than the indignation excited a century
earlier by the supposed profanation of the mysteries, in what

reverence and high esteem the idea of marriage between men and

gods was generally held.

Even Lucian, in whom reverence was a less pronounced
characteristic than humour, condemns seriously enough a parody
of the mysteries of Eleusis which occurred in his own day ;

and

his account of it at the same time shows once more that the

marriage of men and gods was the very essence of the mysteries.
The impostor Alexander, he says, instituted rites with carrying
of torches {hahov')(ia) and exposition of the sacred ceremonies

{lepocfiavTLa) lasting for three days. "On the first there was a

proclamation, as at Athens, as follows :

'

If any atheist. Christian,

or Epicurean hath come to spy upon the holy rites, let him begone,
and let the faithful be initiated with heaven's blessing.' Then

1 A title under which both Zeus and Hermes were known
;
see Aristoph. Pax,

42, and Schol. ibid. 649.
2 Clem. Alex. Protrept. § 54.
'^ Athen. vi. p. 253 a. Shortly afterwards he quotes a song (253 d) in which it is

the name of Demeter which is coupled with that of Demetrius.
•* Athen. vi. 253 a, and 261 b.
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first of all there was an expulsion of intruders. Alexandor himself
led the way, crying

' Out with Christians,' and the whole nioltitude

shouted in answer ' Out with Epicureans.' Then was enacte<:{ the

story of Leto in child-bed and the birth of Apollo, and his marritto-e

with Coronis and the birth of Asclepius ;
and on the second da}^

the manifestation of Glycon and the god's birth \ And on the

third day was the wedding of Podalirius and Alexander's mother
;

this was called the Torch-day, for torches were burnt. And finally

there was the love of Selene and Alexander, and the birth of his

daughter now married to Rutilianus^. Our Endymion-Alexander

was now torch-bearer and exponent of the rites. And he lay as it

were sleeping in the view of all, and there came down to him from

the roof—as it were Selene from heaven—a certain Rutilia, a

very beautiful woman, the wife of one of Caesar's household-

officers, who was really in love with Alexander and was loved by

him, and she kissed the rascal's eyes and embraced him in the

view of all, and, if there had not been so many torches, worse

would perhaps have followed {rd^'oi' civ n Kal tmv vtto koXttov

eirpaTTeroy.

The inferences which may be drawn from this narrative

are, first, that the mysteries in general, while reproducing in

some dramatic form the whole story of the deities concerned,

culminated in the representation of a mystic marriage between

men and gods; (the birth of a child was also represented or

announced in this parody, as we know that it was at Eleusis^ but

it had, 1 am inclined to think, no mystic significance otherwise

than as proof of the consummation of that marriage ;) and, secondly,

that the wild charges of indecency brought by early Christian

writers against the mysteries are baseless; for Lucian condemns

a much lesser license in this parody than that which they attri-

buted to the genuine rites.

Thus our examination of the mysteries, so far as they are

known to us, tends to prove that the doctrines revealed in them to

the initiated were simply a development of certain vaguer popular

ideas which have been prevalent among the Greek folk from the

1
Glycon was Alexander's new god, a re-incarnation of Asclepius, born in the

form of a snake out of an egg discovered by Alexander.
2 A superstitious old Eoman entrapped by Alexander.
3 Lucian, Alexander seu Pseudomantis, cap. 38—39 (n. 244 ft.).

* See Miss J. Harrison, op. cit. pp. 549 ff.
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classical a#e down to our own day. The people entertained hopes
that th^s physical life would continue in a similar form after death

;

the
,5iysteries gave definite assurance of that immortality by

^j^ibiting to the initiated Persephone or Adonis or Attis restored

nrom the lower world in bodily form
;
and though that exhibition

was in fact merely a dramatic representation, yet to the eyes of

^
religious ecstasy it seemed just as much a living reality as does

the risen Christ in the modern celebration of Easter. The

people again were wont to think and to speak of death as a

marriage into the lower world; the mysteries showed to the

initiated certain representatives of mankind who by death, or even

in life, had been admitted to the felicity of wedlock with deities,

^nd thereby confirmed the faithful in their happier hopes of being

in like manner themselves god-beloved and of sharing the life

of gods.

Since then there is good reason to believe that this was in

effect the secret teaching of the mysteries, it would naturally

be expected that human marriage should have been reckoned

as it were a foretaste of that union with the divine which was

promised hereafter, and also that death should have been counted

the hour of its approaching fulfilment
;

in other words, if my
.tiew of the mysteries is correct, it would almost inevitably follow

that the mysteries should have been brought into close association

both with weddings and with funerals. This expectation is con-

fii-med by the facts.

An ordinary wedding was treated as something akin to

initiation into the mysteries. An inscription of Cos^ relating to

the appointment of priestesses of Demeter, mentions among other

duties certain services on the occasion of weddings; and the

brides, who are the recipients of these services, are divided into

two classes, al reXev/nei^at and at
€7riPv/jL<f)6v6fji6vat, the maidens

who are being
'

initiated,' and the widows who are being married

again ;
a woman's first marriage in fact is called by a religious

document her initiation, and Demeter's priestesses are charged
therewith. Nor was this usage or idea confined to Cos; Plutarch

speaks of services rendered by the priestess of Demeter in the

solemnisation of matrimony as part of an' 'ancestral rite^'; while

1 Paton, Inscr.wf Co?i 386, cited ]by Kou^e, Qreek Vptive , Offerings, i£>.
246.

2 Plutarch, Cojijng. Fraec. ad iniLr. <;in .qa .Us . -^i ,„'.., uiU: .i, ..aa/ m
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the term Te\o<i was comniouly used both of the mystic rites and of

marriage, and reXeiot might denote the newly-wed^
The same thought seems also to have inspired another custom

associated with marriage. The newly-wed, we hear, sometimes

attended a representation of the marriage of Zeus and Hera^,

an Upofi ryd/jLo<;
which formed the subject of mystic drama or

legend all over Greece^. The widely extended cults of Hera

under the titles of Maiden {irapOevof; or iral^) and of Bride

{reXeia or vviJi(f)evo/jb€vr)) appear to have been closely interwoven
;

indeed for a full appreciation of the Greek conception of the

goddess they must be treated as complementary. They are well

interpreted by Farnell. Rejecting the theory of physical sym-

bolism, he suggests 'a more human explanation. Hera was

•essentially the goddess of women, and the life of women was

reflected in her; their maidenhood and marriage were solemnised

by the cults of Hera TIap6€P0<; and Hera TeA-eta or Nv/jLcpevofjuivrj^

-and the very rare worship of Hera ILripa might allude to the

not infrequent custom of divorce and separation^' With Hera

the Widow we are not here concerned, but only with the higher

conceptions of Zeus and Hera as expressed in the representation

of the 'sacred marriage'; the bride and bridegroom who looked

upon that saw in it, we may be sure, not a symbolical repre-

sentation of the seasons and the productive powers of the earth,

but rather the divine prototype of human marriage. It reminded

them that deities, like mortals, were married and given in

marriage, and it imparted to their wedding a sacramental

character, making it at once a foretaste .and a gage of that close

communion with the gods which, when death the dividing line

between mortals and immortals should once be passed, awaited

the blessed among mankind.

Other small points too suggest the same trend of thought.

The preliminaries of a wedding often comprised a sacrifice to

Zeus Teleios and Hera Teleia^ and were called irpoTeXeta as

being the '

preliminaries of initiation
'

into that mystery, of which

^ Schol. ad Soph. Antig. 1241.
, . ,

2 Photius, Lex. Rhet. Vol. n. p. 670 (ed. Porson), cited by Farnell, Cults of the

Greek States, i. p. 245.
•^ For the chief references, see Farnell, loc. pit.
•*

Farnell, op. cit. p. 191.
5 Diod. Sic._v. 73; Pollux m. 38. Cf. Farnell, op. cit. p. 246,
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the sacred marriage^ enacted before the now wedded pair, was

the full revelation \ Again these preliminaries always included

the solemn ablution^ of which I have spoken above, and in this

resembled the preparations for admittance to the mysteries.

Moreover an instance is recorded in which this ablution was itself

invested with the significance of a wedding between the human

and the divine. The maidens of the Troad before marriage

were wont to unrobe and bathe themselves in the Scamander;

and the prayer which they made to the river-god, whose bed they

entered, was,
' Receive thou, Scamander, my virginity^' Finally

the first night on which the wedded pair came together was

known as the
'

mystic night
'

iyv^ fivaTiKrjy, a term not a little

suggestive of the great night of Demeter's mysteries when to

the eyes of the initiated was displayed the secret proof and

promise of wedlock between men and gods hereafter. In short

the ceremonies of a wedding by one means or another proclaimed

it to be a form of initiation, and the estate of marriage was

to the Greeks, as our prayer-book calls it,
' an excellent

mystery.'

Hence naturally followed the belief that the unmarried and

the uninitiated shared the same fate in the future life. One

conception of the punishment of the uninitiated was, according
to Plato ^ that they should carry water in a sieve to a broken jar ;

and this, as is well known, was also the lot of the Danaids in the

nether world. Commenting on these facts Dr Frazer says, *It is

possible that the original reason why the Danaids were believed

to be condemned to this punishment in hell was not so much
that they murdered, as that they did not marry, the sons of

Aegyptus. According to one tradition indeed they afterwards

married other husbands (Pans. ill. 12. 2); but according to

another legend they were murdered by Lynceus, apparently before

marriage (Schol. on Euripides, Hecuba, 886). They may there-

fore have been chosen as types of unmarried women, and their

punishment need not have been peculiar to them but may have

^
Pollux, I. c. TaOrr) (t77"H/39) rots TrporeXetots TrpovriXovv ras Kdpas.

2 Cf. Plutarch, Aviator. Narrat. 1, where the girls of Haliartus are said to have
bathed themselves in the spring Cissoessa immediately before making the sacrifices

just mentioned, and evidently as part of the same ritual.
3
[Aeschines] Epist. 10, p. 680.

* Chariton iv. 4. s
Qorgias, p. 493 b.
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been the one supposed to await all unmarried persons in the

nether worlds' A passage of Lucian, which appears to have

been overlooked in this connexion"^, converts the view of the

Danaids which Dr Frazer considers possible into a practical

certainty. The passage in point forms the conclusion of that

dialogue in which Poseidon with the aid of Triton plots and
carries out the rape of Amymone, the Danaid. She has just been

seized and is protesting against her abduction and threatening
to call her father, when Triton intervenes :

'

Keep quiet, Amy-
mone,' he says, 'it is Poseidon.' And the girl rejoins,

*

Oh,
Poseidon you call him, do you?' and then turning to her ravisher,
' What do you mean, sirrah, by handling me so roughly, and

dragging me down into the sea ? I shall go under and be

drowned, miserable girl.' And Poseidon answers,
' Do not be

frightened, you shall come to no harm
; no, I will strike the rock

here, near where the waves break, with my trident, and will let

a spring burst up which shall bear your name, and you yourself

shall be blessed and, unlike your sisters, shall not carry water

when you are dead {koI av evSaijuayv ear) kol jjuovt] tmv aSeXcfycoi^

ov^ y^po^opr)crei<^ airoOavovaay.^ The whole point of Poseidon's

answer clearly depends upon the existence of a well-known belief

that the Danaids were punished hereafter for remaining unmarried

and that the punishment took the form of vainly fetching water

for that bridal bath which was a necessary preliminary to a

wedding ; Amymone shall have a very thorough bridal bath, and

the spring that bears her name shall be a monument of it, while

she herself shall be 'blessed' by wedlock with Poseidon; thus

shall she escape the fate of the unmarried. Clearly then there

was no distinction between the uninitiated and the unmarried
;

both alike were doomed vainly to fetch water for those ablutions

w^hich preceded initiation into the mysteries or into matrimony ;

and once again the conception of marriage as a mystic and

sacramental rite akin to the rites of Eleusis is clearly re-

vealed.

1
Frazer, ad Pausan. x. 31. 9 (vol. v. p. 389).

2 I cannot pretend to have gone into the whole literature of the subject, but I

find no reference to this passage either in Dr Frazer's Pausanias, I. c, or in

Miss Harrison's Prolerj. to Study of Gk Relig. pp. 614 ff., where the same topic is

fully discussed.
* Lucian, Dial. Marin. 6. 3.

L. 38
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It may further be noted here that this idea of the punishment
of the unmarried completely explains the custom, on which I have

already touched, of erecting a water-pitcher {XovTpo(j)6po<;) over

the grave of unmarried persons. This intimated, according to

Eustathius^ that the person there buried had never taken the

bath which both bride and bridegroom were wont to take before

marriage. But this must not be taken to mean that the water-

pitcher was erected as a symbol of the punishment which the

dead person was supposed to be undergoing; this was not an

idea which his relatives and friends, even if they had held it,

would have wished to blazon abroad. One might as soon expect
to find depicted on a modern tombstone the worm that dieth not

and the fire that is not quenched. No
;
the water-pitcher was

not a symbol, it was an instrument
;

for my part I have

little faith in the existence of any symbols in popular religion

which are not in origin at least instruments
;
and the purpose

to which this instrument was put was to supply the dead person
with that wedding-bath which he had not taken in life, and

without which he would vainly strive in the under-world to prepare
himself for divine wedlock. The water-pitcher was not com-

memorative, but preventive, of future punishment. Its erection

was not a warning to the living, but a service to the dead.

Thus then the evidence for the intimate association of the

mysteries, or of the main idea which runs through them, with human

weddings is complete and, I hope, convincing; and the custom

of the water-pitcher, which concludes it, fitly introduces at the

same time the evidence for the association of the same idea with

funerals. This is equally plentiful. The vague conception of

death as a wedding, which as I have shown was elaborated in

the mysteries, has of course already been exemplified in all those

passages of ancient literature and modern folk-songs which I have

adduced, and I have found in it also the motive for the as-

similation of funeral-customs to the customs of marriage. But

the evidence that the actual doctrines of the mysteries, in which

more definite expression was given to that vague idea, were closely

associated with death and funeral-custom is to be found rather in

epitaphs and sepulchral monuments.

^ Eustath. ad Horn. II. xxiii. 141.
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The tone of the epitaphs may be
sufficiently illustrated by a

single couplet :

OvK €7n8a)v vvfx(f)€ia ^^XV <nre^r]v top a(f)VKTov

TopyLTrnos ^avQrjs ^€por€(f)6vT]s daXafiov^.

'I, Gorgippus, lived not to look upon a bridal bed ere I went
down to the chamber of bright-haired Persephone which none

may escape.' There is naturally here a note of lament, as befits

any epitaph, and more especially that of one who dies young
and unmarried; but none the less there is an anticipation

justified, we may think, if we will, by some ceremony of bridal

ablution performed for the dead man by his friends—that his

death is a wedding with the goddess of the under-world; and
indeed the phrase ^epae<i>6vr]<^ 6aXa/jLo<;, 'the bridal chamber of

Persephone,' recurs with some frequency in this class of

epitaphs-^.

Considered collectively, such epitaphs would suggest a dis-

tinctly offensive conception of Persephone; but in each taken

separately, as it was composed, it will be allowed, I think,

that if there is supreme audacity, there is equal sublimity. It

is just these qualities which give pungency to a blasphemous

parody of such epitaphs, in which the wit of Ausonius exposes
the worst possible aspect of a religious conception which to the

pure-minded was wholly pure. My apology for quoting lines

which I will not translate must be the fact that a caricature is

often no less instructive than a true portrait. The mock epitaph
concludes as follows :

Sed neque functorum socius miscebere vulgo
Nee metues Stygios flebilis umbra lacus :

Verum aut Persephonae Cinyreius ibis Adonis,
Aut Jovis Elysii tu catamitus eris^.

Ausonius in jest bears an unpleasant resemblance to Clement

in earnest
;
both perverted to their uttermost a doctrine which

commanded nothing but reverence from faithful participants in

the mysteries.

Akin to these epitaphs are certain tablets which recently have

1 Anthol. Pal. vii. 507.
•^ For other examples see Lenormant, Monograpkie de la vole sacree eleusini-

enne, pp. 50 f,, where also the above example is quoted.
^ Auson. Epitaph, no. 33.

38—2
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been fully discussed by Miss Jane Harrison^ and have been shown

to be of Orphic origin. They were buried with the dead, and

for this reason were more outspoken in their references to the

mystic doctrines than was permissible in epitaphs exposed to

the vulgar gaze. The most complete of these tablets is one which

was found near Sybaris, and, with the exception of the last sentence

of all, the inscription is in hexameter verse. Miss Harrison, to

whose work I am wholly indebted for this valuable evidence,

translates as follows ^i

'Out of the pure I come, Pure Queen of Them Below,
Eukles and Eubouleus and the other Gods immortal.

For I also avow me that I am of your blessed race,

But Fate laid me low and the other Gods immortal
. starflung thunderbolt.

I ha^'e flown out of the sorrowful weary Wheel.

I have passed with eager feet to the Circle desired.

I have sunk beneath the bosom of Despoina, Queen of the Underworld.
I have passed with eager feet from the Circle desired.

Happy and Blessed One, thou shalt be God instead of mortal.

A kid I have fallen into milk.'

The gist of the document which the dead man takes with him

is then briefly this. He claims to have been pure originally

and of the same race as his gods ;
but as a man he was mortal

and exposed to death, and in this respect differed from his gods.

He states however that he has performed certain ritual acts which

entitle him to be re-admitted to the pure fellowship of the gods
now that death is passed. And the answer comes,

' Thou shalt be

God instead of mortal.'

Now here I wish to consider one only of these ritual acts—
that one of which the meaning is clearest—Aeo-irolva^ B' viro

koXttov eBvv ')(^dovia^ /3a(TLX€ia<;, which means, if I may give my
own rendering,

'

I was admitted to the embrace of Despoina,

Queen of the under-world.' The phrase is one which repeats the

idea which we have already seen expressed in the formulary of

Cybele's rites, vtto rov iraarov virehw^, 'I was privily admitted

to the bridal chamber,' and in the token of the Sabazian mysteries,

hua koXttov de6<;^y
' the god pressed to the bosom'

;
and Lucian's

final phrase in his account of Alexander's mock-mysteries shows

1 Prolegomena to Study of Gk Religion, pp. 573 ff.

-
op. cit. p. 586; Kaibel, C.I.G.I.S., 641.

^ See above, p. 586. '^ See above, p. 586.
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a kindred phrase, ra vtto koXttov^, as an euphemism of the same

kind-. The Orphic therefore no less than others based his chiim

to future happiness on the fact that he had performed a ritual

act, of the nature of a sacrament, which constituted a pledge that

the wedlock between him and his goddess foreshadowed here

should be consummated hereafter.

Even more abundant evidence is furnished by sepulchral

monuments
;
and in support of my views I cannot do better than

quote two high authorities who coincide in their verdict upon the

meaning of the scenes represented. In reference to those scenes
'
in which death is conceived in the guise of a marriage

'

Furtwangler writes :

' The monuments belonging to this class

are extraordinarily numerous, and exhibit very different methods

of treating the idea which they carry out. A relief upon a

sarcophagus from the Villa Borghese shows the God of the dead

in the act of carrying down the fair Kore to be his bride in

the lower world. Above the steeds of his chariot, which are

already disappearing into the depths of the earth, flies Eros as

guide. The bride however appears to be going only under

compulsion and after some struggle ;
the look of the bridegroom

expresses sternness rather than gentleness ;
and the mother who

sits with face averted seems to exclude all thoughts of the

daughter's return. Only in the torches which the guide carries

in his hand, in the snakes which are looking upward, and in

the observant attitude of Hecate, can a suggestion of the return

be found.
' On another sarcophagus

—from Nazzara—which represents

the same marriage-journey, Eros is not merely the guide of the

steeds, but aids the bridegroom in carrying off Kore, so that in

this case the struggle with death takes purely the form of a

struggle with love. At the same time the mother is driving

along with her chariot, thereby signifying the renewal of life,

which is yet more clearly betokened in the ploughman and the

sower at her side.

1 See above, p. 589.
2 I am forced by these considerations to dissent from Miss Harrison's view

as expressed O}}. cit. p. 594,
* Here the symboHsm seems to be of birth rather tlian

of marriage,' and again 'this rite of birth or adoption...': and indeed this view

seems hardly to tally with that which she suggests later (p. (500), "Burial itself may
well have been to them (the Pythagoreans) as to Antigone a mystic marriage :

^I have sunk beneath the bosom of Despoina, Queen of the Underworld.'"
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* In a yet gentler spirit we see the same journey conceived

in a vase-painting from lower Italy. Here there is a look

of gentleness on Hades' face; the bride accompanies him gladly,

and even takes an affectionate farewell of her mother, who

appears to acquiesce in her departure. In this case too Eros

is flying above the horses, and is turned towards the lovers, while

in front of him there flies a dove, the bird sacred to the goddess
of love. Hecate with torches guides the steeds

;
near at hand

waits Hermes to escort the procession ;
and above the whole

scene the stars are shining, as if to indicate the new life in the

region of death.
' In another form, exalted to a yet higher holiness, the

same marriage is repeated in the sphere of Dionysus-worship.
Thus on a cameo in the Vatican, Dionysus is represented

driving with his bride, Ariadne, in a brightly-decked triumphal
car. Holy rapture is manifested on the features of both, and

on top of the chariot stands a Cupid directing it. Dionysus,

is arrayed in the doe-skin, and holds in his left hand a

thyrsus, in his right a goblet ;
Ariadne is carrying ears of corn

and poppy-heads, and has her hair wreathed with vine-leaves.

The car is drawn by Centaurs of both sexes, with torches,

drinking-horns, and musical instruments. The idea which under-

lies this scene is the reproduction of Life out of Death
;
Hades

has issued forth again for a new marriage-bond with Kore in the

realm of light, appearing now rejuvenated in the form of Dionysus,

just as his bride assumes the form of Ariadne, and because the

power of death is broken behind him, his car likewise becomes

a triumphal car.

' Just as the marriage of Zeus in the realm of light became

a type for men in this life, so the marriage of Hades, or of

Dionysus representing him, developed into a similar prototype
for the dead. Since that which is true of Death bears directly

upon the actual dead, it was quite natural that gradually the

process of death came to be considered in general as a wedding
with the deities of death. With this conception too harmonize

those wedding-scenes which are so common and conspicuous on

funeral monuments, as well as the often-recurring scenes from the

joyous cycle of Dionysus-myths\'
^
Furtwangler, Die Idee des Todes, p. 293.
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Two brief comments may be made upon this passage. First,

Furtwangler clearly recognises in Dionysus a mere substitute for

Hades, and thus confirms my interpretation of the strange legend

concerning Dionysus and Prosymnus ^ We noticed that the

somewhat obscure observation of Heraclitus (as quoted by
Clement) upon that story contained the words 'Dionysus and
Hades are one and the same'; and we now see that in art too

the same identification was made, and that the marriage of a

mortal with Dionysus was used to typify the future marriage of

the dead with their gods. The reason for this identification seems

simply to be that the cults in which the two gods figured, although

differing in outward form, were felt to express one and the same
idea—namely the conception of death as a form of marriage ;

and

the tendency to identify in such cases was carried so far that the

god Dionysus was even, we are told, identified wnth the mortal

Adonis^, presumably because the worship of each, as I have

shown above, turned upon this one cardinal doctrine.

Secondly, Furtwangler points out that the marriage of Zeus

and Hera represented for living men the same doctrine as the

marriage of Hades and Persephone (or of Dionysus and Ariadne)

represented for the dead. The truth of this is well illustrated by
the close resemblance between Aristophanes' picture of Hera's

wedding and those funeral monuments and vases which Furt-

wangler describes
;

for there too
'

golden-winged Eros held firm

the reins, and drave the wedding-car of Zeus and blessed Hera^.'

In other words, this Olympian marriage was only one among
several mystic marriages which all conveyed, though in diverse

form, the same lesson, that marriage was the perfection of divine

life no less than of human life, and therefore that hereafter

w^hen men, or at any rate the blessed and initiated among
men, should come to dwell with their gods, no bond of

communion between gods and men could be perfect short of the

marriage-bond.
It was natural enough that the drama of Hera's wedding with

Zeus should most often have been chosen to be played at an

ordinary wedding, because it would not obtrude thoughts of death

upon a joyous event with such insistence as most of the other

1 See above, p. 585. ^ Plutarch, Sijmpos. iv. 5. 3.

^
Aristopb. Avcs, 1737.
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religions legends which reposed upon the same fundamental

doctrine
;

but sometimes, we know, it was the priestesses of

Demeter who officiated at wedding-ceremonies, and in those cases

it cannot be doubted that it was Persephone and not Hera who

was the divine prototype of the bride, and the thought that her

wedding was a wedding with the god of death could not have been

excluded. At funerals, on the other hand, the story of Zeus and

Hera which was preferred at weddings owing to its less obvious

allusion to death, would for that same reason have found less

favour than those other marriage-legends in which the identity of

death with marriage was more clearly enunciated
;
and of these,

owing to the exceptional reverence in which the Eleusinian

mysteries were held, the story of Persephone seems to have

been among the most frequent. Yet in the picture drawn by

Aristophanes at which we have just glanced, for one subtle touch

which suggests the connexion of Hera's wedding with human

weddings, there is another subtle touch which suggests its relation

with human death. The first is an epithet applied to Eros who

drove the wedding-car
—the epithet a/ji(f)LOa\i]<;, used of one who

has both parents living \ The allusion to human weddings is clear.

It was no doubt imperative in old time, as it still is, in Greece,

that anyone who attended upon a bride or bridegroom, as for

instance the bearer of water for the bridal bath, should have both

parents living ;
and the use of the same term in reference to Eros,

the attendant upon Zeus and Hera, marks the intimate connexion

between the divine marriage and the marriage of living men and

women. But another epithet in the passage conveys no less clear

an allusion to the marriage of those, whom men call dead, with

their deities. Hera is named evSaifioyv, a word which, meaning
* favoured by God,' may seem strangely applied to one who herself

was divine-. But it was selected by Aristophanes for a good
reason

; by the word evhaiixovia was commonly denoted that future

bliss which the initiated believed to consist in wedlock with their

deities. Like 6eo(f)i\7)<;,
'

god-beloved,' the term evBai/jLcov,
'

blessed,'

was, so to speak, a catch-word of the mysteries^ ;
and the applica-

1 Cf. Schol. ad Aristoph. I. q.
2
This, I am aware, is not an unique case. Plato apj^lies the same epithet to

the gods as a whole, but above all to Eros, clearly, I think, with something of the
same significance. See Plato, Sympos. § 21, p. 195 a.

^ Cf. Theo Smyrnaeus, Math. i. 18; Aristid. Eleusin. p. 415; Plato, Phaedrus,
p. 48.
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tion of it to Hera in Aristophanes' ode brings the legend of Hera's

marriage into rank with those other wedding-stories whose actual

plot hinged upon the identity of death and marriage. Thus

though one legend might be more appropriate in its externals to

one occasion, and another legend to another occasion, the ultimate

and fundamental idea of them all was single and the same.

This view is boldly championed by the second authority whom
I proposed to quote upon the subject of mystic marriage-scenes

depicted on funeral- monuments. 'The idea,' says Lenormant, 'of

mystic union in death is frequently indicated in the scenes repre^

sented upon sarcophagi and painted vases. But for the most part

the idea is expressed there only in an allusive manner, which de-

pends upon the identitication which this marriage-scene established

between the dead person and the deity, by means of such subjects

as the carrying off of Cephalus by Aurora, or Orithyia by Boreas,

or the love-story of Aphrodite and Adonis \'
'

Thus,' he explains,
^ a girl carried off (by death) from her parents was simply a bride

betrothed to the infernal god, and was identified with Demeter's

maiden daughter, the victim of the passion and violence of Hades
;

a young man cut off by an early fate figured as the beautiful

Adonis, snatched away by Persephone from the love of Aphrodite,

and brought, in spite of himself, to the bed of the queen of the

lower world"^.' The identification which Lenormant sees in these

several instances is an identification, I suppose, not of personalities

but of destinies. The popular religion of ancient Greece shows

little trace of any pantheistic view which would have contem-

plated the absorption of the personality of the dead man or woman

into that of any god or goddess. Indeed the very number of the

personally distinct deities with whom, on such an hypothesis, the

dead would have been identified, as well as that continuance of

sexual difference in the future life which is postulated by the very

doctrine before us, precludes all thought of personal identification.

Eather it is the future destiny of the dead person which was

identified with the destiny of the deity or hero whose marriage

was represented on sarcophagus or cippus or commemorative vase I

The lot of Kore or Ariadne or Orithyia prefigured the lot of mortal

1 Lenormant, Monographie de la voie sacree eleiisinienne, p. 54.

^ I.e.
3 For a long list of such monuments dealing with the story of Persephone, see

Clarac, Musee de Sculpt, anc. et mod.—' Bas-reliefs Grecs et Eomains,' pp. 209—10.
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women hereafter; the fortunes of Adonis or Cephalus typified

those of mortal men
;
and all the marriage-scenes alike, whatever

the differences of presentation, revealed the hope and the promise

of wedlock hereafter between mankind and their deities.

But Lenormant mentions one vase-painting^ in which this

fundamental doctrine is taught not by parables of mythology, but

more overtly and directly. The scene depicted is the marriage of

a youth, whose name, Polyetes, is in pathetic contrast with his

short span of years spent upon earth, with a goddess Eudaemonia

(or
'

Bliss') in the lower world. In this deity Lenormant sees
' the

infernal goddess under an euphemistic name.' Nor could any more

significant name have been used. It has already been pointed out

that evBatfjLovia was a term much favoured by the initiated in the

mysteries, and was openly used by them to denote that future

bliss which secretly was understood to consist in divme wedlock.

Hence the scene upon this vase would at once suggest; to those

who were familiar with the doctrines of the mysteries, that the

youth, being presumably of the number of the initiated, had found

in death the realisation of his happy hopes and had entered into

blissful union with the goddess of the lower world.

To sum up briefly : we have seen alike in the literature of

ancient Greece and in the folk-songs of modern Greece that death

has commonly been conceived by the Hellenic race in the guise
of a wedding ;

a review of marriage-customs and funeral-customs

both ancient and modern has re-aflEirmed the constant association of

death and marriage, and has shown how deep-rooted in the minds

of the common people that idea must have been which produced
a deliberate assimilation of funeral-rites to the ceremonies of

marriage. Next we investigated the connexion of the mysteries
with the popular religion, and saw reason to hold that, far from

being subversive of it or alien to it, they inculcated doctrines

which were wholly evolved from vaguer popular ideas always
current in Greece. Finally we traced in many of those legends,
on which the dramatic representations of the mysteries are known
to have been based, a common motif, the idea that death is the

entrance for men into a blissful estate of wedded union with their

deities. And this religious ideal not only satisfies the condition of

1
Monographic de la voie sacree eleusinienne, p. 56.
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agreement with, and evolution from, those popular views in which

death figured somewhat vaguely as a form of wedding, but also

proves to be the natural and necessary outcome of two religious
sentiments with which earlier chapters have dealt

; first, the ardent

desire for close communion with the gods, and secondly, the belief

that men's bodies as well as their souls survived death and dissolu-

tion
;
for if the body by means of its disintegration rejoined the

soul in the nether world, and the human entity was then com-

plete, enjoying the same substantial existence, the same physical
no less than mental powers, which it had enjoyed in the upper
world, and which the immortal gods enjoyed uninterrupted by

death, then, since the same rite of marriage was the consummation

both of divine life and of human life, men's yearning for close

communion with their gods required for its ideal and perfect satis-

faction the full union of wedlock
;
and the sacrament which assured

men of this consummation was the highest development of the

whole Greek religion, the mysteries.

Such a sacrament and such aspirations might well have

offended even those Christians of early days, if such there were^

who were willing to deal sympathetically with paganism ;
that

those who were its declared enemies, and were ready to use against

it the weapons of perversion and vituperation, found in this con-

ception a vulnerable point, is readily understood. It is true

indeed that in the very idea which they most vilified there was

a certain curious analogy between the new religion and the old.

Just as paganism allowed to each man or woman individually

the hope of becoming the bridegroom or the bride of one of their

many deities, so Christianity represented the Church, the whole

body of the faithful collectively, as the bride of its sole deity. But

the analogy is superficial only. The bond of feeling which united

the Church with God was very differently conceived from that

which drew together the pagans and their deities. The chastened
*

charity
'

{a^anrrj) of the Christians had little in common with the

passionate love (6pQ)<;) with which the Greeks of old time had

dared look upon their gods. Theirs was the Love that
' held firm

the reins and drave the wedding-car of Zeus and blessed Hera^'
;

the Love that hovered above the steeds of Hades and changed for

1
Aristoph. Aves, 1737.
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Persephone the road of death into a road to bliss
;
the Love whom

' no immortal may escape nor any of mankind whose life passeth

as a day, but whoso hath him is as one mad^ '

;
and the only true

consummation of such love was wedlock.

This conception necessarily implied the equality of men with

their gods in the future life
;
and that future equality was some-

times represented as no more than a return to that which was in

the beginning.
' One is the race of men with the race of gods ;

for one is the mother that gave to both our breath
; yet are they

sundered by powers wholly diverse, in that mankind is as naught,
but heaven is builded of brass that abideth ever unshakenV So

sang Pindar of the past and of the present ;
but the Orphic

tablet which has been already quoted carries on the thought into

the future :

' Out of the pure I come, Pure Queen of Them Below,
Eukles and Eubouleus and the other Gods immortal.
For I also avow me that I am of your blessed race,
But Fate laid me low . . .'

So far with Pindar. But the dead man's claims do not end there :

^ I was admitted to the embrace of Despoina, Queen of the Under-

world
'

; already had he received a foretaste of that divine wedlock

which implied equality with the gods ;
and so there comes the

answer,
'

Happy and Blessed One, thou shalt be God instead of

mortal.'

This idea commended itself even to thinkers who did not

believe in bodily survival after death. Plato, in the Phaedo,

where above all things is taught the perishable nature of the

body and the immortality of the soul alone, yet avails himself of

the belief that the pure among mankind shall attain even to god-
head hereafter. To him the pure are not the initiated indeed, but

the earnest strivers after wisdom. In his theorj^ of retributive

metempsychosis he surmises that those who have followed the

lusts of the flesh shall hereafter enter the ranks of asses and other

lustful beasts
;
that those who have wrought violence shall enter

the ranks of wolves and hawks and kites
;
that those who have

practised what is popularly accounted virtue, but without true

understanding, shall enter the ranks of harmless and social

•creatures, bees, wasps, and ants, or even the ranks of men once

1
Soph. Antig. 787 ff.

2 pi^^^ jsfgj^. vi. init.
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more. ' But into the ranks of gods none may enter without

having followed after wisdom and so departing hence wholly pure—none save the lover of knowledge^' What precise meaning
Plato attached to his phrase

'

to enter the ranks
'

(et? ^ei/o? eV-

BvecrOac or a^cKi^€ia6aL), to which he adheres throughout the

passage, is a question which agitated the Neoplatonists^ somewhat

needlessly. The phrase is intended either literally throughout
or allegorically throughout. If it be allegorical, the meaning
must be that all human souls shall enter again into human bodies,

but that they shall start this new phase of existence with the

qualities of lust, violence, respectability, or real virtue and purity,

acquired in the previous life—merely resembling, as nearly as men

may, asses, wolves, bees, or gods. Now as regards the first three

classes, this allegorical interpretation, if a little forced, is feasible

enough ;
but what of the fourth class ? Shall the soul which has

attained purity, the very negation of fleshliness in Plato's view, suffer

re-incarnation and struggle once more against the flesh ? Surely

the allegorical explanation is at once condemned. The phrase was

intended literally ^ Plato signified the re-incarnation of the lustful,

the violent, and the merely respectable, in the forms of animals of

like character, and he signified
—I must not say the re-incarnation,

for Plato's gods were spiritual and not carnal—but the regenera-

tion of the pure in the form of gods. And in the same spirit

Plutarch too contemplated the possibility of some men's souls

becoming first heroes, and from heroes rising to the rank of

'

daemons,' and from ' daemons
'

coming to share, albeit but rarely,

in real godhead*.
Thus even the highest aspirations of the most spiritually-

minded of pagan thinkers owed much to the purely popular

religion. The Orphic tablet links up the popular conception of

death as a wedding with the Platonic conception of the deification

of the soul.
'

I was admitted to the embrace of Despoina, Queen

of the underworld
'

:

'

Happy and Blessed One, thou shalt be God

instead of mortal.'

But if Plato, even in his conception of a purely spiritual life

hereafter, owed something to the popular religion, he drew upon it

1 Plato, Phaedo, cap. 32, p. 82 b, c.

'^ See Geddes' notes ad loc.

'^ For other evidence confirming this view, see Geddes' notes ad loc.

'^ Plutarch, de defect, orac. cap. 10, p. 415.
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far more freely in his conception of Love. In the Symposium one

speech after another culminates in the assertion of that belief

which found its highest expression in the mysteries.
' So then I

say,' says Phaedrus,
' that Love is the most venerable of the gods,

the most worthy of honour, the most powerful to grant virtue and

blessedness unto mankind both in life and after deaths' And in

the same tone too Eryximachus :

' He it is that wields the

mightiest power and is the source for us of all blessedness and

of our power to have loving fellowship both with one another

and with the gods that are stronger than we-.' And finally

Aristophanes : It is Love,
' who in this present life gives us most

joys by drawing like unto like, and for our hereafter displays hopes
most high, if we for our part display piety towards the gods, that

he will restore us to our erstwhile nature and will heal us and will

make us happy and blessed ^'

This is not Platonic philosophy but popular religion. Phrase

after phrase reveals the origin of this conception of Love. The

hopes most high were the hopes held forth by the mysteries ;
the

blessedness and the loving fellowship with gods were the fulfil-

ment of those hopes. In such language did men ever hint at the

joys to which their mystic sacraments gave access. And Plato

here ventures yet further. The author of those high hopes, the

founder of that blessedness, he proclaims, is none other than Love
—Love that appealed not to the soul only of the initiated, but to

the whole man, both soul and body—Love that meant not only

the yearning after wisdom and holiness and spiritual equality with

the gods, but that same passion which drew together man and

woman, god and goddess
—the passion of mankind for their deities,

fed in this life by manifold means of communion and even by
sacramental union, satisfied hereafter in the full fruition of wedded

bliss,

1
Plato, Sijmi). § 7, p. 180. 2 j^^^_ § 15^ p, igS.

3
ibid. § 19, p. 193.
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Ablutions, at weddings and at funerals,
555

Aborigines, regarded as wizards, 248
;

their relations with invaders, 244

Absolution, and dissolution, 401; of the

dead, 396 ff.

Achaeans, religion of, 521 f.

Adonis, story of, 582
; story of, how

interpreted, 580
;

as type of the

initiated, 582

Aeschylus, popular beliefs utilised by,
437 ff. , 459 f.

; religious sympathies
of, 523

Aetolus, story of, 273

Agamemnon, as revenant, 438

Alastor, application of word, 465 &.
;

as proper name (in Homer), 473 ;
as

term of abuse, 477
;

derivation of

word, 471 ; development of meaning
of word, 475 f. ; meaning of, 476 ;

original meaning of, 472

Alastores, 462 ff.
;
not originally deities,

467 ff.

Allatius, on vrykolakes, 364 ff.

Amorgos, oracle of, 332

Amulets, 12-13, 21, 140

Amymone, story of, 593
Ancient language, attempted revival of,

30

Angels, exorcism of, 68
; good and bad,

288 ; worship of, 42

Animals, unlucky species of, 307

Anointing, of the dead, 557

Anthropomorphic conception of God,
52

Antigone, as 'bride of Acheron,' 551

Antiphon, on blood-guilt, 443

Apnrodite, 117-120 ;

' eldest of the

Fates,' 120
; mystic rites of, 580

Apis, story of, 459

Apollonius of Tyana, 257

Apostasy, 409

Apple, symbolic usage of, 558
* Arabs '

(a class of demons), 211, 276 f.
;

identified with vrykolakes (q.v.), 277
A iadne, story of, how represented on

Sepulchral monuments, 598
A stomenes, 76
A -)gance of Greeks, 29

A-^*- in relation to religion, 1

Artemidorus, on death and marriage,
553 ff.

Artemis, 163-171
;
as huntress, 165 ;

as

the Moon, 165 ; bathing of, 164-5
;

displaced by S. Artemidos, 44; modern
character of, 169 ; offerings to, 170

Asclepius, in serpent- form, 274 f.
;

re-incarnation of, in mock-mysteries,
589

Ass-centaurs, 235 and 237 f.

Athene, and the owl, 207 ;
succeeded by

Virgin Mary, 45

Athenians, religious sympathies of, 523

Attis, 586

Augury {see Auspices)
August, certain days sacred to Nymphs,

152

Auspices, 308 ff.
;
affected by number,

313; from any movement of birds,

311
;
from cry of birds, 311

;
from

flight of birds, 311; from posture of

birds, 311; modified by position of

observer, 312

Avengers, dead persons as, 438

Avengers of Blood, ancient names for,

462 ff.
;
their resemblance to modern

vrykolakes, 458

Axe, double-headed, as religious symbol,
72

'

Baboutzicarios,' 217
Bacchic rites, 38

Baptism, exorcisms at, 15
; neglect of,

409

Beast-dances, 224 ff. %

Bed-chambers, in temples, 587

Beehive tombs, original use of, 94

Bells, worn at popular festivals, 224 ff.

'Binding' and 'loosing,' 397

Binding-spells, 19; means of loosing, 19

Birds, as messengers, in modern ballads,

316 f.
;

as messengers of particular

gods, 309 ; colloquial application of

word, 315
;
in popular ballads, 315

;

still acknowledged as messengers of

heaven, 315; which classes observed

for auspices (q.v.), 308 f.
; why selected

for divination, 308

Black-handled knife, as charm, 286

Blessing the waters, 197
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Blood-guilt, ancient conception of, 451
;

Attic law concerning, 443 ; penalties

for, 453
;
Plato's legislation concern-

ing, 444
Blue beads, as amulets, 12

Body and soul, relation of, 361 ff., 526 ff.;

re-union of, 538
Bones of the dead, how treated after

exhumation, 540 f.

Boreas, 52

Breast-bone of fowl, divination from,
327

Bridal customs {see Wedding, Marriage)
'

Bridge of Arta,' The, 262 f.

Brumalia (in Greece), 221
Burial {see also Cremation, Inhuma-

tion) ;
demanded by ghosts, 431

;
lack

of, 407 f. , 427, 449 ;
lack of, as punish-

ment, 457

Buzzing in ear, as omen, 329

Callicantzari, 190-255 ;
afraid of fire,

202 ; beast-like elements in, 203 ;

compared with Centaurs, 253 ;
demons

or men?, 207-211; description of,

191
; description of smaller species

of 193; development of superstition

concerning, 254; dialectic forms of

name, 211 ff.; footgear of, 221 ; general
habits of, 194 ;

how outwitted, 196-
200

;
identified with Centaurs, 235

;

identified with were -wolves, 208;
offerings to, 201, 232; originally

anthropomorphic, 206
; origin of

name, 211 If.
; power of transforma-

tion possessed by, 204, 240
; pre-

cautions against, 200-202; resembling
Satyrs and Centaurs, 192; sources of

their features and attributes, 237 ff.
;

stories concerning, 196-200 ;
their

activity limited to Christmastide,
221; their relation to Satyrs, etc.,

229 ff.
; two main classes of, 191 ;

variously represented, 190 ;
whether

demons or men originally, 209 ff.
;

wives of, 200

Callicantzaros, The Great, 195

Callirrhoe, as sacred spring, 555

Candles, thrown into grave at funeral,
512

'Captain Thirteen,' a folk-story, 75

Carnival, celebrations of, 224 ff.

Cat, jumping over dead person, 410
;

omens drawn from, 328

Caves, haunted by Nymphs, 160

Cenotaphs, 490

Centauros, son of Ixion, 242
Centaurs {see Callicantzari), 190-255
and Lapithae, 242

;
as wizards, 248 f.

compared with Callicantzari, 253

general character of, 246 ; Heracles

fight with, 253 ; how represented in Art,

247 ;
in Hesiod, 242

;
in Homer, 243

;

in Pindar, 241
; popular conception

of, how affected by Art, 252 ; Prof.

Eidgeway's view of, 244 ff.
;
various

species of, 235, 237 ; whether human
or divine in origin, 241 ff.

; why called

'Beasts,' 245 ff.

Cephalus, 601

Cerberus, 97, 99
Character of modern Greeks, 28 ff.

Charms, 286

Charon, 98-117; addressed as '

Saint,
'^

53 ; ancient literary presentation of,

106; as ferryman, earliest mention
of, 114

;
brother to Uranos, 116 ;

identified with Death, 114
Charon's obol, 108, 285

;
as charm to

prevent soul from re-entering body,
434 ; custom of, how interpreted,
405 f.

Charos, appearance of, 100 ;
as agent of

God, 101-4
;
as archer, 105 ; as ferry-

man, 107; as godfather, story of, 102;
as horseman, 105; as pirate, 107-8;
as warrior, 105

;
as wrestler, 104, 105

;

Christianised character of, 101 ;
coin

as fee for, 109
;
functions of, 101 ;

household of, 99 ;
in connexion with

Christianity, 101
; originally Pelasgian

deity, 116
; pagan character of, 105

Charun, Etruscan god, 116

Child-birth, precautions against Nereids
observed at, 140

; precautions at,

10-11

Children, conceived or born on Church-

festivals, how afflicted, 408; liable

to lycanthropy, 208 ; preyed upon by
Gelloudes, 177 ; preyed upon by
Striges, 181

;
stricken by Nereids^

how treated, 145
; suspected of lycan-

thropy, how treated, 210

Chiron, 241 ff., 248; as magician and
prophet, 248 f.

Cholera, personified, 22

Christ, accepted as new deity by pagans,.
41

'

Christian,' popular usage of word, 66

Christianity, became polytheistic, 42
;.

and paganism, 36

Church, influenced by paganism, 572 f.

Churching of women, 20
Clement of Alexandria, on the Mysterie

570, 572; on rites of Aphrodite, 581

Clytemnestra, ghost of, 474

Cock, as victim, 326

Cocks, superstitions concerning, 195

Coin, as charm. 111; placed in mouf
of dead persons, 108, 405

; placed^
^

mouth of dead persons, various ^
stitutes for, 112 ^A^ I

'Comforting,' feast of, 533
f/'^^Common origin of gods and mr ',
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Communion with gods, philosophers'
views of, 296

Conquering and conquered races, rela-

tions of, 244

Conservatism, religious, 95, 295, 337
' Constantine and Arete '

(ballad), 391 f.

Continuity of Greek life and thought,
552

Convention, literary, 429

Corpse, re-animation of, 112 {see Re-

animation, Eesuscitation)
Corycian cave, 161

Courage of Greeks, 28
Cremation {see aZso Funeral-rites), 485 ff.;

ceremonial, 496, 512
;

ceremonial
substitute for, 491 ; Christian attitude

towards, 501
; combined with inhuma-

tion, 494
;
disuse of, 501 f.

;
for dis-

posing of revenants in Ancient Greece,
416 ; for disposing of vrykolakes, 411;
in theory preferable to inhumation,
488 f.

; in recent times, 503
;
intro-

duced by Achaeans, 491
;
motives for,

502 f. ; preferred to inhumation, 500 f.
;

revival of, 502 ; serving same religious
end as inhumation, 491 ff.

Crockery broken at funerals, 520

Crow, 309
; exception to ordinary rules

of divination, 310

Curses, 387 ff., 409 ; diagnosed by their

effects, 396
;

executed by demonic

agents, 448
; fixity of, 417 ;

in Euri-

pides, 418 ; in Sophocles, 419 ; opera-
tion of, 447 ; parental, 391 ff.; revoking
of, 388 f.

Custom-dues, for passage of soul to

other world, 285

Customs-officers, celestial, 284

Cybele, rites of, 586

Daemons, Plutarch's theory of, 583 f.

Danaids, as types of unmarried women,
592

Dances, 34

Dead, messages to the, 345
; worship

of the, 529 note 1

Dead persons, as messengers to the

other world, 344 ff.
; what kinds of

food presented to, 533 f.

Deadly sins, 425 ff.

Death, as penalty for bloodguilt, 455;
conceived as a form of marriage, by
Sophocles, 549 ff. ; conceived as a

form of marriage, in modern dirges,
546 ff .

;
conceived as a wedding with

Persephone, 595
;
how personified in

the Alcestis, 115; in correlation with

marriage, 553 ; represented as a

wedding on sepulchral monuments,
597 f.; sudden or violent, 408, 427

Death-struggle, 288, 289; how eased,

389

L.

Decomposition {see Dissolution)
Degeneracy of mankind, 294

Deities, gregarious or solitary, 70; non-

Christian, how denoted, 67; pagan,
local names for, 69

'Delivering unto Satan,' 406
Demeter {see also Mysteries of Demeter),

79-98; and Poseidon, modern story

of, 86; as corn-goddess, 562; character

of, 92
;

Cretan legend of, 579 ;
dis-

placed by S. Demetrius, 44
; dwelling-

place of, 92 ;
evidence for identity

of, 92; her priestesses officiating at

weddings, 590 ; horse-headed, 87, 252
;

in Homer, 522 ;
in modern story, 54

;

modern functions of, 93; modern titles

of, 89 ;
modern worship of her statue,

80
; mysteries of {see Mysteries) ;

re-

presented by S. Demetrius, 79 ;
stories

of her union with men, 579 f.; stoi-y

of, compared with story of Christ,

576; where originally domiciled, 93-
96

Demeter and Persephone, modern legend
of, 80 ; symbolism of myth concerning,
88; unity of, 88

Demetrius Poliorcetes, story of, 587

Demons, exorcism of, 68

Despoina, 579; marriage with, 596

Deiicalion, 93

Devils, entering bodies of dead men,
416; exorcism of, 68

Devil, responsible for resuscitation of

dead persons, 402

'Diana,' 164

Dionysus, and Prosymnus, story of, 585;

displaced by S. Dionysius, 43; fes-

tivals of, 228-230; identified with

Adonis, 599; identified with Hades,

585, 599; in scenes on sepulchral

monuments, 598 f. ; marriage of the
'

queen
'

with. 583
; mystic rites of, 582

Dioscuri, 286

Dipylon-cemetery, excavations in, 494

Dirges, 347; character of modern, 549;

examples of modern, 546 ff.
; purpose

of, 519, 549

Diseases, caused by demons, 22

Dishonesty of Greeks, 31

Disintegration {see Dissolution)

Dissolution, and absolutipn, 4Ul; best

secured by cremation, 502
;
desire for,

a feature of Pelasgian religion, 524;

distinguished from annihilation, 525,

538; time required for, 486 ff.
;
sum-

mary of ancient views concerning,
526; why desired, 515 ff.

Divination, at weddings, 326 ; by chance

words, 303 ff.; by lot, 303; by sacrifice,

264, 318; 'domestic,' 327; from birds

{see also Auspices), 308 ff.; from breast-

bone of fowl, 327 ;
from chance words,

39
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in antiquity, 305
;
from demeanour of

victim, 326; from eggs, 331; from

involuntary movements of limbs, etc.,

329 ;
from meetings on the road, 306

;

from pig's spleen, 325; from sheep's

shoulder-blade, 321 ff.; from sieves,

331; from water, 332 f.; methods of,

compared, 298; suggested divisions

of, 298; various branches of, 298

Dog howling at night, significance of,

328

Dogs, 32

Donkey, ill-omened, 307

Dragons, as guardians of buried treasure,

281; in folk-story, 82; popular con-

ception of, 280; story of, 281 f.

Drama, primitive, 224-6; restrictions

of, 429; rudiments of, 35

Dreams, 300 ff.; deliberately induced,
303

;
ecclesiastical use of, 301

Dress, at weddings and at funerals,

557
'Drumlike' (as description of dead

bodies) {see Tv/xTravLalos:), 370

Drunkenness, when permissible, 303, 533

Dryads, 151

Eagle, 309

Easter, 575 f.; celebration of, 572 ff.

Ecstasy, in ancient religion, 37; religious,

294 f., 576
Eleusinian mysteries {see Mysteries of

Demeter)
Eleusis, excavations in cemetery at, 495

Empusa, 174, 175

Entrails, inspection of victim's, 320, 325

Ephialtes, 21 (note 2)

Epiphany, observance of, 197; super-
stitions concerning, 221

Equality of men and gods, 604

Erinyes {see Furies)

Eros, 118-120
'Eternal drunkenness,' 39

Ethical influence of Christianity, 39

Eudaemonia, as goddess, 602

Eumaeus, reception of Odysseus by, 32

Euphemistic names for deities, 69, 70

Euripides, popular form of imprecation
utilised by, 418

Evil Eye, amulets against, 13; animals
affected by, 11-12; cures for maladies
caused by, 14; effects of, 10; inanimate

things affected by, 12
;
in Greece, 9-15 ;

means of averting, 14
; persons affected

by, 11; to whom attributed, 9-10;

widespread belief in, 8

Excommunication {see also '

binding
' and

'loosing'), 401; causing non-dis-

solution, instances of, 31)8 ff.; effects

of, 386, 396 ff .
; origin of, 406

; pagan
influence on doctrine of, 401 f.

Execration {see Curses, Imprecations)

Exhumation, 540
; at end of three years,

487

Exile, as punishment of homicide, 445,
455

Exorcism, by witch, 14-15

'Fair Lady of the Mountains,' 166

Faith-cures, 60, 62

Fallmerayer, 25

Fasts, strictly observed, 574

Fate, 289

Fates, the, 120-130 ; appearance of,

124
;
at birth of Athena, 130; character

of, 125; distribution of functions

among, 127; functions of, 124, 127;

inexorability of, 122
;
invocations of,

122, 128; number of, 124; offerings

to, 120, 121, 125; prayer to, 123; seen
or heard, 125-6; the lesser, 127-8;
visits of, 125; wrath of, 126

Festival-dress, as heirloom from mother
to daughter, 537

Festivals, popular, 34, 35; survival of

pagan, 221 ff.

Fire, kept burning at grave-side, 507 ff. ;

omens drawn from, 328

Fishing-net, as prophylactic, 21

Five, ominous number, 307 (note 1)

Flood, modern traditions of the, 93

Folklore, antiquity of, 8; as clue to

ancient religion, 7; laws of, 8

Folk-stories and ancient myths, relation

of, 76

Foreign cults naturalised in Greece, 580

Forestry, superstitions relating to, 158
Fortieth day after death, customs and

beliefs concerning, 486 ff.

Foundation-stone, ceremonial of laying,
264

Funeral-customs, 345 ff., 496 ff.
;

as-

similated to marriage-customs, 560;

compared with marriage-customs,
554 ff".

;
in relation to the Mysteries,

593 f.

Funeral-feasts {see also Memorial Feasts) ,

532 f.

Funeral-meats, 533 f., 535 f.

Funeral-rites, Christian and pagan con-

trasted, 501; Homeric, 492; in Dipylon-
period, 494; Mycenaean, 493; purpose
of, 485 ff.

; why necessary for due
dissolution of body, 490

Funerals, Solon's regulationsconcerning,
346 ff.

Funeral-usage, summary of conclusions

concerning, 513 f.

Furies, as agents of Clytemnestra, 448;
as personified Curses, 448; in Homer,
522; origin of Aeschylus' conception
of, 460 f.

Furtwangler, on death conceived as

wedding, 597
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Future life, Achaean conception of, 521 f. ;

conceived in general as resembling life

of gods, 525 ; Homeric conception of,

516 ff. ;
material character of, 524 ;

modern conceptions of, 518 f.; Pindaric

conception of, 518

Garlands, at weddings and at funerals,
557 f.

Garlic, as prophylactic, 140
* Garlic in your eyes,' 14

Gello, 71; by-names of, 179; story of,

177

Gelloudes, 176-9, 211
;

activities of,

179 ;
cure for injuries inflicted by, 179

Genii, 255-291; confused with victims

offered to them, 267, 271 ff., 276 f.;

definition of, 256; how related to the

place or object which they inhabit,

259; in form of bulls, 261 f., 277;
in form of dragons, 262, 280; in form
of snakes, 258, 259, 272 f.

;
in Homer,

269; in human shape, 275; mating
with Lamiae, 276 ; of air, 283 ff.

;
of

bridges, 262; of buildings, 259-275;
of churches, 261; of houses, 259; of

human beings, 287 ff.
;
of mountains

and caves, etc., 280 ff.; of water, 275 ff.;

offerings to, 260, 274; sacrifice to,

262 ff.
;

sacrifice to, in Ancient Greece,
269 ff.

Gennadius, story of, 399

Getae, human sacrifice among the, 350

Ghosts, asking for burial of body, 431

conventionally substituted for reve

nants in ancient literature, 429

haunting neighbourhood of tombs
430 f., 433; in ancient literature, 427
modern Greek notions concerning, 428

Giants, story of, 73
Gifts to the dead, 493, 528 ff.; how

regarded by the Church, 531 f. ;
in

form of clothing, 536 f.; in form of

drink, 536; in form of food, 533 ff.
;

in modern Greece, 532 ; in the classical-

period, 530 f. ; in the Dipylon-period,
530 ;

in the Homeric Age, 529 ;
in the

Mycenaean Age, 529 ;
motive for, 531,

537; on what days presented, 530 f.;

until what date continued, 539 f.

Goat-skins, worn at certain popular
festivals, 223 ff.

God, as controller of weather, in popular

phrases, 51; modern applications of

word, 48
*God of Crete,' 74

Godhead, ancient view of, 65
;
attainable

by men, 604 f .

Gods, character of Greek, 526; Greek

conception of, 292 f.

Good Friday, 572 ff., 574 f.

Gorgons, 184-190; and Scylla, 188;

appearance of, 184; as deities of the

sea, 188; character of, 185; compared
with Sirens, 187; depravity of, 185-6

Gorgon, meaning of the word, 186

Goshawk, 311

Guardian-angels, 288

Guardian-spirits, in ancient Greece, 290

Hades, 97 ; house of, how conceived by
Homer, 517 ;

modern presentment of,

518, 549

Hair, as source of strength, 76; cf. 83

Hare, unlucky to meet, 307

Hawks, 309

Headache, magical cure of, 22

Healing, miraculous, 60, 302
Hebrew religion, contrasted with Greek, 3

Helena, 286

Helios, displaced by S. EUas, 44

Hemlock, 578

Hera, as type of women, 591 ;
cults of,

591 ; wedding of, 599

Heracles, 469
Hermes Agoraeus, oracle of, 305

Hermes, as escorter of the dead, 544
;

succeeded by S. Michael, 45

Heroes, in form of serpents, 273

Heron, 309
Hesiodic Ages of mankind, 294

Hesperides, 282

Hiccough, as omen, 330

Hippolytus, oath of, 418

Holy Ghost, rarely named by peasants,
51

Holy Week, 572 ff.

Homicide, Delphic tradition concerning,

444, 480 ;
Plato's legislation con-

cerning, 451

Honey-cakes, as diet of genii, 274

Honey, as food for the dead, 533 ;
chief

offering to Nymphs, 150; offered to

the Fates, 121

Hospitality of Greeks, 31

Human sacrifice, 262 ff., 273, 276 ;
a

modern conception of, 341 ff.
;

as

means of sending a wife to some god,

583 ; long -continued in Ancient

Greece, 343 ;
modern story of, 339,

436
;
substitute for, 583

Humour, popular sense of, 69

Hylas, modern parallel to story of, 161

Hymenaeus, legend of, 552

lasion, as type of the initiated, 579

Icarus, 76

Icons, 301

Idolatry, popular inclination towards,

59

Image, magical treatment of, 16

Immorality of ancient deities, 39

Immortal fruit, 281 f.
; waters, 281

Immortality, doctrine of, 350 f.
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Imprecations [see also Curses), 387 ff.

Incantation, against whirlwinds, 150

Incorruptibility {see also Vrykolakes),
384 ; ancient imprecations of, 417 ff.

;

Apollo's threat of, 421; as punish-
ment of blood-guilt, 456; ecclesiastical

view concerning, 396
Inhumation {see also Funeral-rites),

485 ff. ;
ceremonial substitutes for,

489 f. ;
combined with cremation, 494 ;

serving same religious end as crema-

tion, 491 ff.
;
the Pelasgian rite, 491

Initiated, future happiness of the, 563 f.
;

hopes of the, 578 f.

Ino, parallel to story of, 138

Insanity, popular view of, 299

Inspiration, 299
Interment {see Inhumation)
Intoxication, when permitted, 303, 533

Iphigenia, sacrifice of, 270

Iron, as prophylactic, 140
Islands of the Blest, 520

Itching of hand or foot, as omen, 330

Ixion, 242

Kalandae (festival of the Kalends of

January), 221

Ker, 289 f.

Key laid on breast of corpse, 109, 112

Knife, black-handled, as charm, 20, 172
Kore {see also Persephone) ;

as repre-
sentative of the initiated, 578 ; story

of, how represented on sepulchral
monuments, 597 f.

Laceration of cheeks, etc. , at funerals, 346

Lamentation, at funerals, 347
'Lame Demon,' The, 195

Lamia, ancient conception of, 175 ;

of the Sea, 171 ; responsible for water-

spouts, 172

Lamiae, 174-6 ; character of, 174 ;

mated with genii, 276

Lamp, in Prytaneum, 513
;

' The Un-
sleeping,' 508

;
thrown into grave at

funeral, 512
; why placed in graves,

505 f.

Language, as evidence of tradition, 35
Law governing evolution of Greek folk-

lore, 206

Leaven, damaged by Evil Eye, 12
Left hand, unlucky, 312
Left to right, lucky direction, 312

Lenormant, on death conceived as a

wedding, 601

Leprosy, penalty for eating pig's flesh,

87 ; why named by Aeschylus among
penalties of blood-guilt, 453 f.

Lightning, as instrument of God's ven-

geance, 73 ; persons and objects struck

by, 73

Literature, in relation to religion, 2

'Loosing,' 397; equivalent to both
'absolution' and 'dissolution,' 401

Love, as the bond of feeling between
men and deities, 603; in relation to

the doctrine of the Mysteries, 606

Love-charms, 18

Lucian, on offerings to gods, 335

Lycaean Zeus, 352

Lycanthropy, 208, 239 f. ;
in children,

380 ; infants liable to, 183

Lying-in-state, 497

Madness, 299 ; among penalties of blood-

guilt, 454

Magic, 15-25
; sympathetic, 16, 521

Maniotes, the, 441

Mankind, of same race as gods, 65, 604

Marriage and death, correlation of, 533

Marriage, arranged by Atheniansbetween
Athene and Demetrius Poliorcetes,
587 f.

;
as '

initiation,' 590 ;
association

of the Mysteries with, 590 f. ; binding-

spells to prevent consummation of,

19; mimetic, as culminating point of

Mysteries, 589; mimetic, enacted in

many cults, 577-587 ;
of men with

deities, 545 ff.; of men with deities,
as a religious doctrine, 560 f.

;
of men

with deities, as mystic doctrine (sum-
mary), 602 f.; the Sacred {iepbs yd/j.os),

591

Marriage-customs, compared with fune-

ral-customs, 554 ff.
; transferred to the

funeral-rite, 560
Masks worn at popular festivals, 222 ff.

Matrimonial prospects, divination con-

cerning, 303

Meat, excluded from funeral-repasts, 532

Medea, 463, 468

Medicine, popular, 21

Megrim, cure of, 23

Memorial-feasts, 486 ff .
; dates of, 534 ;

real purpose of, 534 f,
; significance

of the dates of, 539
Men elevated to rank of daemons, 211

Messages to the dead, 344 ff.

Metamorphosis {see Transformation)
Metempsychosis, Plato's theory of,

604 f.

Miastor, application of word, 463 f. ;

meaning of, 477 ff .
; original meaning

of word, 465

Miastores, 462 ff.

Midday, dangers of, 79

Miracles, expected by common-folk, 59 ;

genuine, 60
; sham, 60

Mirrors, superstition concerning, 10

'Mistress, The,' 89; marriage of, 97
' Mistress of the Earth and of the Sea,'

54, 91, 579

Monotheism, compared with polytheism,
40

;
no popular tendency towards, 3
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Morality, little connected with ancient

religion, 37

Mormo, 175

Mountain-nymphs, 148

Mourners, conduct of, 847 ; professional,
347

Mouse, omens drawn from, 328

Mouth, as exit of soul, 111

Mummer?, at Christmastime and at

Carnival, 223 If.
; representing Calli-

cantzari, 227

Mumming, a survival of Dionysiac
festivals, 229 ff.

Murder of kinsman, 425
; legal punish-

ment for, 457
Murdered men as avengers (see Avengers,

Hevenants)
Murdered persons, avenging their own

wrongs, 437 ff.
; bodily activity of,

438; future lot of, 434 f.; mutila-
tion of, 435

; personal activity of,

440 ff. ; returning in bodily form,
438

Murderers, future punishment of, 434 ff.;

penalties incurred by, 453 ff.

Mutilation of murdered persons, 435

Mysteries, alleged impurity of, 569 f.
;

allusions to, in Tragedy, 550
;
associ-

ated with funerals, 594 f.
; associated

with wedding-rites, 590 f.
; benefits

secured by participation in, 38
;
Chris-

tian attitude towards, 569 ; containing
no doctrine alien to popular religion,
567

; grades of initiation in, 566 ;

main doctrines of the, 569 ; openly
performed in Crete, 568 ;

of Aphrodite,
581 f.

;
of Cybele, 586

;
of Demeter

(see heloiv Mysteries of Demeter) ;
of

Dionysus, 582
; parodied by the false

prophet Alexander, 588 f.
; Sabazian,

585 ; summary of doctrines taught by,
589 f.

; summary of argument con-

cerning, 602 f.
;

their doctrines kept
secret, 567 ; their promises summar-
ised by Theo Smyrnaeus, 566

Mysteries of Demeter, Achaeans excluded

from, 567 f.
; ancient references to,

563 f.
; Christian attitude towards,

578; compared with modern celebra-

tion of Holy Week and Easter,
572 ff. ; dramatic nature of, 577 ;

their effect on spectators, 576 ;
held

in great veneration, 562 f.
;
how under-

stood by participants, 578 f. ;
Pelas-

gian in origin, 567 ; safeguards of

morality in, 577 f.
; specific charge of

impurity against, 577 ;
test of linguis-

tic purity imposed at Eleusis, 568
;

their kinship with Christian beliefs,

576 ;
their promises based on ideas of

popular religion, 565
;
their promises

summarised, 565

Naiads, 159

'Nailing,' magical rite, 17

Nationality, 27
Nereids (see aho Nymphs, Sea-nymphs,
Mountain-nymphs, Tree-nymphs, and
Water-nymphs), 130 ff.; animals sus-

ceptible to influence of, 135; appear-
ances of, 131; bride-like appearance
of, 133; by-names of, 132; called

'she-devils,' 149; children carried off

by, 150
;
confusion of different species,

153; consorts of, 149; cruelty of
, 139;

cures for mischief done by, 145 ; depart
at cock-crow, 137; description of,

132-4; domestic accomplishments of,
133

; dress of, 133
;
famed for skill in

spinning, 134
; festival of, 153

; forms
of name, 130 (note 3); general pre-
cautions against, 144

;
in old signi-

fication, 146; inconstancy of, 135,

138; longevity of, 156; magical ker-

chief of, 136; male, 149; means of

protection against, 140 ; not immortal,
156

; offerings to, 140, 150
; responsible

for whirlwinds, 150; 'seizure' by,

142; story of wedding-procession of,

149; supernatural qualities in dress

of, 136; theft of children by, 141;
their love of children, 140; their

marriage with men, 134; their rela-

tions with men, 134-9; their relations

with women, 139; transformation of,

137; widespread belief in, 131; with
feet of goat or ass, 133

Nether world (see Under-world)
Nomocanon de excornniunicatis, 397
Nomocanon concerning vrykolakes, 365,

402 f.

Non-dissolution (see also Vrykolakes),
366

;
ancient imprecations of, 417 if.

Numbers, lucky and unluck}', 313

Nymphs (see also Nereids), 130 ff.
;

not immortal, 156
; punishment for

violence done to, 584; seizure by,
142

Oedipus, curse pronounced by, 419

Offerings, how affected by Christianity,

337; to Artemis, 170; to Callicantzari,

201
;
to genii, 274 ; to gods, motive of,

335, 336 f.
; to Nereids, 140

;
to Saints,

58, 337; to the dead {see Gifts), 493

Oil, spilling of, as omen, 328

Olive, foHage or wood used in funerals,

498 f.

Olympus, as abode of the Fates, 128

Omens (see Divination) ;
from dripping

of water, 121

Oracle of Amorgos, 332

Oracles, 305, 331 ff'.

Orchestra, 35

Oreads, 148

39—3
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Orestes, how spurred on to vengeance,
441 f.; with what penalties threatened

by Apollo, 421

Orithyia, 601

Orphics, 38

Orphic tablets, 595 f.

Owl-faced Athene, 207

Owls, 309, 310, 311
'Ox-headed man,' The, (popular story),

278

Pagan customs, inveteracy of, 46 ; deities,

how denoted, 67

Palmistry, 329

Pan, 77-9

Panagia, portraits of, 301

Paradise, popular conception of, 519

Parga, evacuation of, 503

Parthenon, Christian use of, 45 ; figures
in east pediment of, 130

Patriotism of Greeks, 28

Patroclus, funeral of, 348 f., 529
Patroclus' ghost, 429

; why desirous of

burial, 516

Pausanias, on human sacrifice, 353

Pedantry of Greeks, 30

Pelasgians, religion of, 522 f.

Peleus {see Thetis)
Pentacle, 113, 406

Perperta, 24

Persephone {see also Kore, Demeter) ;

'bridal-chamber' of, 595

Pharmakos, 355 ff.

Pheneos, Lake, 85

'Pheres; 243

Philinnion, story of, 413, 433

Phlegon, story of revenant narrated by,
412 ff.

Phlya, mystic rites at, 587

Physique of Modern Greeks, 26, 27

Pig's flesh, taboo, 87; spleen, used for

divination, 325

Plague, personified, 22; personified as

trio of female demons, 124

Pollution, 425; ancient conception of,

451; of bloodguilt, 445

Polydorus, ghost of, 429

Polynices, doom of, 420

Polytheism, compared with monotheism,
40

;
merits of, '292 ; modern, 47, 48

;

popular bent towards, 54

Pomegranate, symbolic usage of, 558 ff.

Poseidon, 75-77; as healer, 46

'Possession,' by angels or devils, 68;

by devils, 144; by the devil, as

punishment, 406

Poultry, divination from, 312

Prayer, usually accompanied by offerings,
335

Predestination, 122

Priest, unlucky to meet, 306

Prometheus, legend of, 74

Prometheus' prophecy of Zeus' down-

fall, 552

Prytaneum of Athens, shape of, 96

Psellus, on divination, 321, 324

Pulcra viontiuni, 167
Punishment after death, 419 ff.

Purification, from bloodguilt, 451, 483
;

means of, 357

Purity, confusion of physical and moral,
37

Pythagoras and Zalmoxis, 351

'Queen of the Mountains,' The, 163

'Queen of the Shore,' The, 163

Quince, symbolic usage of, 558 f.

Rail {ornith.), 309

Rain-charm, 23

Rain-making, 49

Ram, as victim, 326

Rat, unlucky to meet, 307

Raven, 309
Re-animation (see a7so Resuscitation, Fr?/ -

kolakes), 384; of corpses left unburied,

449; of dead body by the soul, 432 ff.

Religion, Achaean and Pelasgian ele-

ments in, 522 f.; character of Greek,

2, 294, 361 f., 545; complexity of

Greek, 4

Religious feeling, dominance of, 5-7 ;

literature, absence of, 2-5

Resuscitation {see also Re-animation,

Vnjkolakes), 388; of dead persons,
how viewed by the Church, 402 ff.

;

of dead persons, summary of Hellenic

belief concerning, 434

Retribution, doctrine of future, 523;
exactitude of, 453 ff. ;

law of, 435

Revenants (see also Vnjkolakes); ancient

names for, 462 ff.
;

ancient Greek
instances of, 412 ff. ;

as Avengers of

blood, 434 ff. ;
as Avengers of blood,

summary of ancient belief concerning,
461 ;

as Avengers of blood, their traits

transferred to the Furies, 460; called

up by sorcerers, 404
;
contrasted with

ghosts, 427 ; different species of, 384
;

distinguished from ghosts, 416
;
exact-

ing their own vengeance, in ancient

literature, 438; Greek conception of,

394 ;
harmless type of, 394 f. ;

Hellenic

conception of, 412
;
in ancient litera-

ture, 430, 438 f.

Rhapsodes, 34

Richard, le Pere, on vrykolakes, 367

Ridgeway, on cremation and inhumation,
491

Right hand, lucky, 312

'Riotings,' The, 226

River-gods, 277, 280

Rohde, on cremation, 492

rosalia, 45
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Sabazian mysteries, 585

Sabazius, in form of snake, 586
Sacrifice {see also Human Sacrifice),

335 ff.
; at launching of ship, 266

;

at laying foundation-stone, 264 ;
at

opening of quarry, 265 ;
at weddings,

326 ; human, 262 &.
;
to genii, 276 ;

to genii, Slavonic influence upon, 268

Sacrifices, classification of, 338

Sacrificial omens, 319

Saints, functions of, 55
;

functions

suggested by names of, 56 ; offerings
made to, 58

;
sometimes reputed im-

moral or malign, 56 ;
substituted for

ancient gods, 43
;
with titles denoting

locality, function, etc., 55; worship
of, 42

S. Artemidos, cures children ' struck by
the Nereids,

' 44
;
successor to Artemis,

44
' Saint Beautiful,

' 164

S. Catharine, 303

S. Demetra, at Eleusis, 80 ;
Eleusinian

legend of, 80

S. Demetrius, successor to Demeter, 44

S. Dionysius, successor to Dionysus, 43

S. Elias, responsible for thunder, 52
;

successor to Helios, 44

S. Elmo's light, 286

S. George, displacing Theseus or Hera-

cles, 45; legend concerning, 261
'
S. John of the Column,' 58

S. John the Baptist, 37, 304

S. Luke, as painter, 301

S. Michael, successor to Hermes, 45

S. Nicolas, 340
; patron of sailors, 287 ;

superseding Poseidon, 75

Salt-cake, 303

Salt, dissolving of, as magical ceremony,
388 f.

Satan, delivering persons unto, 406

Saturnalia (in Greece), 221

Satyrs and Centaurs, closely related, 236

Satyr-dances, 229

Scylla, replaced by modern Gorgon,
188 ; parentage of, 173

Scyros, faith-cure at, 62

Sea-nymphs, 146
*

Seizure,' by Nymphs, 142

Serpents, as incarnations of heroes,
274

Shadow, as genius, 289

Shadow-victims, 265
'

She-devils,' Nereids so called, 149

Sheep-dogs, 32

Shooting-stars, 286

Shoulder-blade of sheep, used for

divination, 321 ff.

Sieve, employed to detain Callicantzari,

196-7

Sieves, divination from, 331

Sileni, 230

Silicernium, 535

Sins, deadly, 409 f., 425 ff.

Sirens, 187
Slavonic immigrations, 26

;
influence

on belief in vampires, 376 ff.

Sleep and Death, 543

Sleeping in churches, 61

Small-pox, personified, 22

Snake, as genius of Acropolis, 260
;

auspicious in house, 328 ; bearded,
274

; unlucky to meet on road, 307

Snakes, as manifestations of deities,

275

Snake-form, assumed by genii (see

Genii)

Sneezing, as omen, 330
Socrates' familiar spirit, 291

Sophocles, popular form of imprecation
utilised by, 419

Sorcery, punishment of, 409

Sosipolis, story of, 272
Souls {see Ghosts)
Soul and body, relations of, 361 ff.,

526 ft".
;
re-union of, 538

Soul-cult, Rohde's theory of, 529,

note 1

Soul, emancipation of, 515 f.
;
Homeric

conception of, 517 f.
;
Socrates' teach-

ing concerning, 516

Spitting, to avert malign influences, 14,

307

Stars, baneful influence of, 10, 11

Stoat, unlucky to meet, 307

Striges, 179-184, 211
;
Italian origin of,

180 ;
intercourse of devils with, 416

;

precautions against, 181 ; prey upon
children, 181; stories concerning,
182-3

Strigla, 282

Sucking-pig, as victim, 483

Suicides, 408

Sun, relics of worship of, 44

Surrogate victims, 355

Swallow-song, 35

Sympathetic magic, 264

Taboo, 87, 357

Taenarus, descent to Hades at, 45

Tartarus, 98

Telonia, 284; local usages of name,
287

Temples, as treasuries, 96 ;
converted to

churches, 45

Tenos, Church of Annunciation at,

45, 58 ;
faith-cures at, 60 ;

miraculous

icon of, 301

Thargelia, 356

'The Beautiful One of the Earth,' 97

'The Great Ladv,' 163
' The Lady Beautiful,' 163

'The Laniia of the Sea,' 171

'The Lamia of the Shore,' 171
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'The Mistress,' 89; marriage of, 97

Theseum, Christian use of, 45

Theseus, 469

Thesmophoria, 87

Thetis, modern parallel to story of,

137

Thraeians, funeral-rites of, 500
Thread of life, 124

Three, ominous number, 307 (note 1),

487

Thunderbolt, 72

Thunder-god, 50

Timothy, Bishop of Ephesus, martyrdom
of, 222

Titans, story of, 73
Titles of saints, sources of, 55
Tolerance of pagans, 42

Torches, at funerals, 505 ff.

Traditions, popular and literary, 432

Trance, 69

Transformation, magic power of, 86,

249 ; power of, attributed to genii,
276 ; power of, how indicated in Art,
251

Transmigration of souls, Plato's theory

of, 604 f.

Treasure, guarded by dragons, 281

Treasury of Atreus, original use of, 94

Tree, supporting the world, 155

Tree-nymphs, 151
;
confused with water-

nymphs, 153
; woodcutters' precau-

tions against, 158

Trees, not to be cut or peeled on certain

days in August, 152

Tuesday, unlucky day, 313

Tutelary genii, fed on honey-cakes, 274
'Twelve Days,' The, 221

Twitching of eyebrow, as omen, 329

Unburied {see Burial, lack of)
Under-world [see also Future life) ;

Homeric conception of, 517 f.; modern
presentment of, 549

Uninitiated, future fate of the, 563 f.,

592

Unmarried, funeral-rite of the, 556;
future fate of the, 592

'Unsleeping Lamp,' The, 540

Vampires [see Vrykolakes) ; characteris-

tics of Slavonic, 387 ;
modern Greek

conception of, 363 ff.
;
Slavonic treat-

ment of, 410 f.

Vampirism, causes of, 375, 407 ff.
;

imprecations of, 387 ; instances of,

367 ff.
; widespread belief in, 371 ff.

Vendetta, 440 ff.

Vengeance for blood-guilt, extended to

whole communities, 459
;
for homicide,

Delphic tradition concerning, 444 ff.

Vengeance for murder, effected by a

curse, 446 f. ; effected by demonic

agents, 448
;

exacted by murdered

person, 435 ff. ; incumbent on next-of-

kin, 440 ; legally incumbent on next-

of-kin, 443 f. ;
methods of, 453 ff.

Vesta, temple of, 96

Victim, as messenger, 340 ff.; elevated

to rank of genius, 267 ff., 276

Vintage-festival, 35

Virgin, worship of the, 51

Virginity, consecrated to river-god, 592

Virility, affected by magical spell, 19

Visualisation, peasants' powers of, 47
Votive offerings, character of, 58

Vows, 59

Vrykolakas, Greek equivalents for word,
381 f.

;
how originally employed in

Greek, 378 ; occasionally used in

sense of 'were-wolf,' 379 f.
; origin

of word, 377 ; original meaning of

word, 377 f.
;
Slavonic forms of word,

377 (note 2)

Vrykolakes (see also Incorruptibility,

Eesuscitation, Eevenants, Vampires,

Vampirism), 361 ff.
;

attitude of

authorities towards belief in, 371 f. ;

belief in them not wholly Slavonic,
381 ; capable of sexual commerce,
415 f.

;
classes of persons liable to

become, 375, 407 ff. ;
close resemblance

of ancient revenants to, 458 ; corporeal
nature of, 376 ;

cremation of, sub-

stitutes for, 488
;

ecclesiastical view

of, 386, 396 ff.; Greek treatment of,

410 f., 502 ;
Hellenic element in con-

ception of, 407 ;
how disposed of,

371 f. ; lineage traced from, 416
;

modern Greek conception of, 363 ft'. ;

noniocanon concerning, 365, 402
;
not

to be confused with ghosts, 376
;

occasional barbarities inflicted upon,
412

; original Greek type of, 391 ff.
;

peculiar method of treating, 540 ;

recent cases of the burning of, 374 ;

recent Cretan account of, 372 ;
re-

suscitated by the Devil, 405 f.
; Sla-

vonic influence upon conception of,

376 ff.
;
stories of, 368 ff .

; widespread
belief in, 371 ft., 374

Vultures, 309

'Wanderers,' 473

Washing, prohibited on certain days of

August, 152

Water, immortal, 281
; miraculous, 60 ;

oracular property of, 334
; pouring

out of, as magic rite, 520 ; salt, bars

passage of supernatural beings, 368

(note 1), 372; supplied daily to the

dead, 539; 'speechless,' 304, 331;

spilling of, as omen, 328

'Water-bearer,' the, 556, 592 f.

Water-nymphs, 159 ; confused with tree-
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nymphs, 153 ; precautions against,
160

Water-pitcher (see aZso Water-bearer), 594

Water-spout, caused by Lamia of the

Sea, 52 ; superstitions concerning,
172

Weasel, unlucky to meet, 307 ; why
unlucky to see, 327

Weather, chief province of God, 51

Wedding, 'The Sacred,' 599 f.
;

in

Hades, The, (ballad), 548

Wedding - customs (see Marriage - cus-

toms)
Wedding-dress, as funeral-garb of be-

trothed girls or young wives, 557

Weddings, precautions at, 13
; pre-

cautions against magic at, 20
;
sacri-

fice and divination at, 326

Wedding-scenes on funeral-monuments,
597 f., 601 f.

Were-wolves, 239 ; and vampires, 377 f.
;

become vampires after death, 385

Whirlwinds, caused by nymphs, 52, 150;

safeguard against, 150

Winds, personified, 52

Wine, passed from left to right, 312 ;

spilling of, as omen, 328
Winter festivals, 221 ff.

Witch, as rain-maker in Santorini, 49

Witchcraft, male and female exponents
of, 15, 16

Witches, 15

Woodpecker, 309

Wooing, how conducted, 558

Wren, 309

Zalmoxis, 350 f.

Zeus, 72-74
; Lycaean, 352

; Meilichios,
275 ; Prostropaeus, 481

;
survival of

name, 74
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dydiTT}, 603

dyyeXiKa, 68

dyyeXodiopei, 288

dyy€\oKpoijadr]K€, 289

dyyeXofiaxeh 289

dyyeXocTKid^eTai, 289

dyyeXocpopdrai, 289

dyiaa/j,6s, 197

dYteXoOSes, 147, 176

dyos, 451

ddepcpoi /J.as, oi, 70

d5€p(po<pd8es, 208

depiKa, 68, 283

^AKfxovidrjs, 116

aKoi/xrjTO KavrrfKi., to, 508

dXaiVei//, 472, 474

dXdo/iat, 474

dXdarcjp {see Alastor) ,
462 f, , 465 ff .

dXacppocTToixeLCoroL, 204, 288

dXlTTJpLOL, 482
'

AXovarivaL, 155

dXuTos, 381, 397

dfiTTodefia, 19

dfj-cpidaX-qs, 600

dvaiKaOov/xevos, 382

dvapadowapfxevos, 142

dvdppaxo, 381

dvacTKeXddes, 205 (note 1)

dvefMLKais, 150

dj'ejtto7afoi;5es, 150

avdpaKei 6 drjaavpos (proverb), 281

dirdvTrjfxa, 306

aTrej'iai'Teri', 445

dTToc/cii^w (in Soph. 0. C. 1383 ff.), 419

diroppriTos, 569
'

ApaTrrjdes, 276

dpaxvLacr/Ji.ei'OS, 518

appriTOS, 569

dcTTpoTreXeKL, 72

daibfiaroL, oi, 144
^

A(ppo8iTiacra, 118

^d/jLTTvpas, 378

^aaiXiPva, 583

/SacrtXtcrcra roO 740X01), r;, 163

^acriXiaaa tCov ^ovvwv, 7/, 163

^aaKalvw, 9

^acTKavia, 9

^acTKavia/Jioi, 14

^LCTTvpid, 9 (note 2)

(So/uLTrvpas, 378

)3oi>p/c6Xa/fas, 364

Bpaxi/ds, 21

^pvKoXaKixs, 364

^pvKoXaKid^oi, 390

TeXXoOSes, 148, 177

Yei^etria, 531

yepapai, 583

7iaXo05es, 147, 176|

rtXX6/3pcora, 178

7Xau/ccD7ris, 207

rop76i'es, 184

ypa\}/lixaTa tCov MocpQv, 126

8a5ovxi-Oi, 566

daifiovas rrjs ddXaaaas, 6, 75

dai/xoves, 569

daifioves )( ^eot, 41

dai/jLovLa, 68

baL[x6vLov fji.€cn)in^piv6v, 79
5e?/ I^epei rd rpia /ca/cd r^s Mot'pas roi', 127

5^i/a>, 397

deaLfjLOU, 19

SecTTTOiva, 90

5^w, 397

At)fXTjTpe'ioL, 579

8ta^6XLaaaLS, 149

dpaKos, SpaKovras, 280

bpdaavTL iradelv (proverb), 435

dpij/xais, 151

dpv/xara, 151

eyKoLpL-qcns, 61

eldioXiKd, 68

elpeanhvT], 35

iXevdepovv, 424

ivayiff/uLara, 530, 531

^vara, 531, 532
ivbbioi a{ifj.j3oXoL, 298

e^wiraptxevos, 143

^^wrt/cd, 143

i^WTlKOS, 67

eopTOTTidapLaTa, 208

eTTOTrreta, 566

epyaad/jievos, 578

^pwj, 603

"Epwras, 6, 118

evbalp.03v, 600

eiifiopcpos, 439

evpdbcLs, 518

^Xei dTT* ^|a), 143

.fa/Serat, 146

^OVfXTTLpa, 69

^oovTo^oXa, 69

edi/aTos, personification of, 115

^e6s, modern applications of word, 48

deocpiXris, 566

'J
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6v€iu, 335

6v<xia, 335

dvcriai,, 530

iepbs ydfioSf 591

lepoc(>avTla, 566

imroKevTavpoi, 235

laKLowaTi^dTjKe, 289

iViftos, 289

ruY^, 18

IxdvoKcvravpoL, 235

/cdT/Ses, 208

Kadapevecv rrj (pwvrj, 568

Kaddp/iara, 355

Kal'/j.TriXLdes, 209

KaKavdpcjjTria/xaTa, 205

KaKaovcTKiais, 153

./caXats dpxovTiaaais, rj, 132

K-aXais Kvpddes, to whom applied, 171

KoXtj, t7 a7ia, 164

KaX?? TcDi/ opewv, 7], 166

.AcaXtoj'Tf^Ses, 215

/caXiro-d77apos, 220

KoKKaydpoi, 213

KoKKdvia, 213

KoXKar^ovLa, 215

KaWiKavT^apiva, 200

KaWcKdvT^apos, derivation of, 232 ff. ;

dialectic varieties of form of, 211 ff.;

proposed derivations of, 215 ft'.; table

of dialectic forms of, 214

KaXKLKavT^apov, 200

KaWiKvpddes, 132

KaXXtcTTTouST^Ses, 192

/caXot, ot, 70

KaKotaKLWTOs, 289

KaXoKvpddes, fi, 125, 132

KaXopt^LKOi, oi, 70

KdXw, r; Ki/pd, 163

Ka/uLTTovx^poi, 223, 227

Kdvdapos, 219

KavicFKLa, 487

KavTavLKd, 69

KduT^apos = K€VTavpos, 233

Kapcpoop^a, 17

Karaxavdoes (see Vrykolakes), 372

/caraxai'ds, 382

Karaxvcr/iiaTa, 535 (note 4)

Kar^apldes, 219

KaraiKades, 193

KaTaifxirovx^poi., 223, 227

Kaxl/LOvprjSes, 203

K77P, 289

KipKOS, 311

KXerjdovLos (epithet of Hermes), 306

/fXTjSoj'as, 6, 304

KXrj56p€s, 298

kX7]8u}v, 304

KpdbdaXa, 460

KOLfxr]Tr]pi.a, 542

KoXXv^a, 487, 535

koXttos, 596

KoXv/x^os, 129

kStttjkc r] KX^dT-q tov (proverbial), 124

KdpvfjL^os, 129

KocFKLuoixavTela, 331

KovKovlSdyia, 310, 311

Kovpfxirdvux, 322

KOVTao5ai/ui.ova$, 6, 207

Kpvepds, 518

Kpvoiraycju^vos, 518

Kvpd, 7) fieydXri, 163

/ci;pd ToO KoafXQv, rj, 89

Kupd T(T7? 7^s Kttt T(r?7 daXdaarji, i], 54, 91

KcoXo^eXourjdes, 192

XdjUiTracr/xa, Xd/JLiraarpo, 381

Xoi/3at, 530

XovTpo(p6pos, 556, 594

Ai;/ca?os, 352

XnKaudpuTTos, 241, 384

XvKOKavT^apoi, 203, 215

XvKOKduT^apos, 239 f.

\v6vu}, 397

Xt^w, 397

yuaf^ei/et ypafifxara 7td toi'S ireOafifxivov^

(proverb), 346

fxa^wdrjKe to Kov^dpi tov (proverbial), 124

fjLaKapia, 532

/xaKapiTTjs, 532

IxaKpalwves, 156

/idj'a ToO "Bpwra, r;, 118

pLavTiK-q, 298

fxaaxo-Xi^eLv, 435 f., 442

/aaaxcXLcrfxos, 359

^drt, TO KaKo, 9

fxdTtay/jLa, 9

fXaTlCL^Ci}, 9

/iieyapa, 94

fieXLToCTTa, 533

/uLTjULfxa, 447, 449

fxiaa/xa, 425, 451

fjLcdaTcop [see Miastor), 462 ff.

fj.vr]fj.6avva, 487, 534

Motpa, 289

Moipaty, 120, 122, etc.

Mopa (or Mwpa), ^, 174

/jivpdXoyrjTpLais , /xvpoXoyiarpiacs, 347

fivpoXoyia {see Dirges)

[xvcros, 451
I'd 0as TO K€(pdXL aov, 14

veKvata, 531

vepaiddXojuo, 148

Nepdl'Ses, 130

NepatS?;?, 149

vepa'C8oyevvT]tx4vos, 134

vepal'doyve/uaTa, 134

vepaldoKaiuuifx^i'OS, 134

voiKOKvprjs, 260

vToviri, 370

vvfxcpr], 131

VVIXtpoXrjTTTOS, 142

vv(piTaa, 328

Ni'X'^'OTrapwptTats, 195

^a<pvLKd, 68

^tpajxjxivaLS, 160
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^e<pT€pi, 317 (note 1)

^oava, 226

^OpKia, ^OpKKT/JLOi, 14

^coTiKd, 67, 207
6 ^pvKoXaKas dpxl-^ei dirb to, yiveLo. tov

(proverb), 387
6 5id koXttov deos, 586

OlKOaKOTTLKOV, 298, 327

OLKovpoi, 260

olojvos, 3U8

ovoKevravpoi, 235, 237 f.

opj'is, 307
OTi ypd^ovv y Mot'pais, Seu ^eypd(povp

(proverbial saying), 122

jrayavd, 67, 207

Tra\afipa7o5, 448

iraKfjLLKov, 298, 329

TravrjyvpLa, 34

irainrapovva, 24

iraprjyopia, 533

irapixevos, 142

napwpt'rais, 195

Tracrras, 96, 587

fl-affrds, 587

TreuTaypa/jL/xov, 113

irevrdXcpa, 113

irepaTiKi, 109, 286

irepihenrvov, 531, 532

irepirepla, 24

neraXwr?;? (title of S. George), 261

TTLacrixevos, 142

TTL^rjXa, 70

II\ai'ijTapot, 192, 204

7rAdrw/xa, 148

irpodeaLs, 497

Trpo/nvrjaTpia, 558

Trpo^efTjTpia, 558

irpocFTpeTTw, wpoaTpiirop.aL, 479

TrpocTTpoTralos, 462 f., 479 ff.

TrporeXeia, 591

'Pi^icds, 6, 304 (note 3)

povKar^LapLa, 224, 226

povadXia, 45

aa^^aToyevurjfMevoi, 288

aapavTapca, aapavrapiKLa, 488 (notes 1

and 2)

capavrigi,}^ 20

aapKojfxeuos, 382

o-KaXXiKavT^apos {see KaXXiKavr^apos), 213

(TKar^dpia, 215

aKaradpTaapoi, 215

aKTjvi^, 35

aKLopicrfiaTa, 203, 205

CKopdo 'ard /xdria aov, 14

afiepddKia, 69

aTrXayxvoaKoiria, 325

(TTTO^Sai, 530

crrotxetd (aroixeia) (see Genii) ;
com-

prehensive usage of, 69

crroixf'ct, development of meaning of,

255 ff.
;
ToO Koapiov, rd (St Paul), 255-6

aroLxeio, 548

(TTOtxetoj'o;, 267

crrotxetoOv, 256

aTOLXCLcopiariKos, 256

aroLxeLOjpLevos, 258, 382

(TTpiyyai, 144

CTplyXaLS {(XTpiyyXaLS, aTpvyyai), 180-1

(TTpLyXoTTOvXl, 180

avpTos, 34

(r<pd^€Lv, 336

acpavraxTd, 68

(TdbdrjKe i] KXu}crTrj tov (proverbial), 124

TapdpLara, rd, 226

Tapixevdevra (Aesch. Choeph. 288), 421,
456

rAeiot, 591

TeXevpievai, at, 590

tAt;, 553

reXuvia, comprehensive usage of, 69

TeAwvia/cd, 286

T^s AdyLttas rd aapibp-ara (proverb), 174

TOwaKas, 260

Tpta\'d5es, 531

rpira, 530, 532

TpovwaLS TOV 8iaj3o\ov, rj, 85

TdLKpOS, 311

TcriXiKpujTd, 192

TaivLu, 68

TUACTraj/taros, 365, 370, 381, 385 f., 400

TvpLTravLT7]s {see also TVfnrauLa'ios), 400

Tux>7, 289

vbpocpopeiv, 593

^aj'io-TT^s, 6, 304 (note 3)

(pavrdcr/uLaTa, 68

(papp^aKQS, 6, 355

0dcr/ceXo^•, to, 14

(pda/jLara, 68

$^pes, 245, 250

XapioSpaKi, 281 (note 2)

XO-poTrouXi, 310

Xdpoj'Tas, 97

Xdpos, 97

Xapovpt-evoL, ol, 70

Xapwj/etos, 114

Xapw^trat, 114

XeLpOaKOTTLKOV, 298

XeXtoo/'toi', meaning of, 161 (note 2)

XcXidovLa/xa, 35

XOtti, 530

i/'i;X<i7r'>?TTa,
534

wpLOirXaToaKOTria, 321

(boaKOTTLKa, 331

oJpa roj' T/upe, 143
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